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Preface 
There is something vaguely ominous about putting the finishing touch to a work that one has 

been engaged in for almost five years’ time: articles left unread and conclusions rejected lurk 

in the shadows. Nevertheless, at some point the time comes to decide that this is it. At the 

day’s end, it is also tempting to try to summarize all that one has learned along the way into 

the puny few hundred words that greet the reader who is about to delve into the main body of 

the work. Constraints of time and space, however, is sometimes a blessing in disguise. So, I 

will not waste ink here on going into the issues that this book is devoted to. Suffice to say that 

a confused idea about doing research on transatlantic securities law has morphed into 

something quite different along the way, and that the journey has been exciting (most of the 

time), stressful (some of the time) and a learning experience (all of the time). 

 

As is customary in these circumstances, I would like to emphasize that all faults, 

misunderstandings and analytical lapses that may dot the pages of this book are mine and 

mine alone. I can take all the blame, but hardly all the credit; this book has only been possible 

to write with the assistance of gifted and generous people that I have been lucky enough to 

come into contact with over the years. A special thanks, as is only fitting, goes to my 

supervisors. Lars, for his willingness from the first to support my application to become a 

PhD candidate and for his keen, understated observations and suggestions. Gustaf, for his 

constant support for and interest in the project, and for his astounding ability to come back 

almost immediately with perceptive, constructive comments on large masses of text. 

 

One of Gustaf’s many good ideas was to set up a reference group. In EU parlance, this group 

could best be described as a committee of wise men, each of whom has given generously of 

his time and expertise. I am very grateful to Lars Afrell and to Robert Ohlsson for all the 

insightful remarks and helpful suggestions that helped turn a sprawling manuscript into 

something more coherent and focused. To Robert also goes a special thanks for providing 

“good offices” at his law firm where good ideas and acute observations were accompanied by 

gourmet offerings. I am hugely indebted to Lars Hörngren for his willingness to allocate his 

time and his razor-sharp analytical capacity to the reading of my numerous drafts. Per 
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Strömberg provided a valuable introduction into the daunting world of securities market 

microstructure and, together with Gustaf, kindly supported me when the time had come to 

apply for a research semester at Harvard Law School.  

 

The academic environment at Harvard provided a fantastic opportunity to further explore the 

intricacies of US and Anglo-Saxon law. I am especially grateful to Andrew Tuch for helpful 

advice and encouragement, and to Robert Pozen for letting me draw on his vast knowledge of 

the complexities of US securities regulation. 

 

I would also like to extend my heartfelt thanks to Nis Jul Clausen, who kindly agreed to act as 

opponent at my final seminar and generously shared many observations and suggestions that 

substantially improved the quality of this book; to Maureen O’Hara, for replying to my 

questions on the complexities of the National Market System; and to participants in seminars 

at the Stockholm Centre for Commercial Law, Christ Church College in Oxford and Harvard 

Law School for helpful comments. I would also like to thank Jori Munukka at Stockholm 

Centre for Commercial Law for his valuable comments and suggestions, especially regarding 

Swedish law, Mauro Zamboni for sharing his knowledge of legal realism, and Charlotta 

Lindsjö and my other fellow PhD candidates in Stockholm for moral support, practical tips 

and insightful comments on the work in progress. 

 

This project would never have come about without the support at an early stage of my then 

boss at the Swedish Parliament’s Finance Committee, Ingvar Mattson. It was Ingvar who 

generously allowed to me to devote part of my time to research, and for that I am very 

grateful. Thanks goes also to my boss at the Swedish Ministry of Finance, Eva-Lena Norgren, 

for allowing me to occasionally escape from a hectic workplace in order to attend seminars or 

devote my time to writing. I would also like to express my gratitude to the Nasdaq OMX 

Nordic Foundation for generous support that among other things made it possible to spend 

time at Harvard. 
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Without in any way preempting their scrutiny of this work, I would also like to express my 

gratitude to Lars Nordén, Daniel Stattin and Per Samuelsson for kindly agreeing to sit on the 

examination board. A very special thanks also goes to Howell Jackson, who has been 

generous enough to take on the task of acting as opponent for this work. 

 

The most important debts of gratitude, however, are owed to those closest to me. My family, 

on both coasts of Sweden, has been a constant source of unconditional love and support. 

Above all, to my wife Beatrice, sì è novo miracolo e gentile, Felix, and our as yet unnamed 

daughter. It would be futile even to try to express in words what you mean to me. 

 

Lastly, the spires of Oxford remind someone of my religious inclinations that if my work 

turns out to be of some value, it behooves me not to brag about my accomplishments but to 

silently ponder grace bestowed. 

 

 

Christ Church College, Oxford 

March, 2013 

 

Thomas Ordeberg 
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Abstract 
Best execution obligations weigh on brokers when they execute orders to trade in shares for 

clients. These obligations have been seen as an outflow of general agency duties, and have 

been complemented by regulatory requirements related to best execution, dissemination of 

trading data, the handling of client orders and – in the United States – an obligation to execute 

at the best publicly available price or better (price protection). 

 

Here, different sets of real-world rules are analyzed with regard to transactional efficiency. 

Economic analyses are used to compare the effects of different rules, and are underpinned by 

a detailed analysis of relevant rules in the United States, the European Union, France, Sweden 

and England & Wales. 

 

Several normative conclusions can be drawn. Best execution rules that impose an agency duty 

on brokers do not seem to contribute in a discernible way to increased transactional 

efficiency. In contrast, disclosure rules that require both brokers and trading venues to provide 

ex post information about execution quality, and about how client orders have been routed, 

may contribute to mitigating the information asymmetry between brokers and clients. The 

compliance costs associated with such rules are outweighed by the positive effects on 

transactional efficiency. 

 

Lastly, a solution such as the US National Market System, which entails consolidated 

collection and dissemination of market data as well as price protection, can deliver significant 

efficiency gains through the virtual consolidation of trading venues. It also allows for more 

detailed regulations on different aspects of order execution, allow order execution regulations 

to function better, and is conducive to deeper integration of trading. However, creating such a 

system entails large initial investments. In the end, the choice whether to create a tightly-knit 

market system or not has wide-ranging implications for market structure, the design of 

regulatory rules and market integration. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

1.1 The Scope of the Investigation 

This dissertation sets out to study extant best execution rules in several different countries. 

Such rules govern how orders to trade in certain financial assets for the part of another are to 

be executed. The aim of the rules is to ensure that orders are executed at the best terms that 

can be reasonably obtained. In general terms, best execution rules aim to both (i) ensure that 

the person who placed the order receives the best possible result from the trade, and (ii) 

contribute to the efficient functioning of the markets where trading takes place. Below, 

different best execution rules will be described, analyzed and compared. Since best execution 

rules are intimately to other rules that concern (i) the handling of orders, and (ii) the 

availability of information about orders and transactions, such order execution rules will also 

be addressed. The ultimate goal is to say something about whether these different rules are 

more or less efficient. It should also be stressed, already here at the outset, that this is a 

dissertation that primarily analyzes matters of law rather than economics. The author is not, 

and does not purport to be, an expert in financial economics or financial market 

microstructure. Although economic considerations are important, especially when analyzing 

the degree to which extant best execution rules are efficient, the intention of this work is to 

make a contribution in the field of legal, rather than economic, research. Having said this, it is 

necessary to present the issue that this whole work revolves around: execution of orders to 

trade in shares for the part of another. 

 

Execution of orders to trade in shares for the part of another occurs whenever an intermediary 

such as a broker is contacted by a customer who wants to buy or sell shares and submits an 

order to that effect that the broker then carries out. How the order is submitted is irrelevant: 

the customer may for example call his or her broker, send an e-mail to him or her or send a 

message through an electronic interface specifically designed to process orders. The important 

thing is that the customer gives an order to the broker, instructing him or her to buy or sell 

shares, and that the broker then executes that order. 

 

In the abstract, the quotidian activity just described can be considered as an example of 

economic activity: shares are exchanged for money or other goods through agents’ 

intermediation, which entails an exchange of one class of assets for another at an agreed price. 
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This represents a transfer of assets between those who trade. Following the conclusion of the 

transaction, assets will be allocated in a different manner. Aside from the transfer of assets 

between the parties to the trade, the transaction may also entail other – adjunct – transfers of 

assets, notably in the form of compensation to the intermediaries who facilitate the 

transaction. In our example above, the brokers involved will in all likelihood be compensated 

for their efforts, for example through fees. 

 

The presence of brokers means that this economic activity entails a principal-agent 

relationship, namely between the broker and the customer. Both the agent and the principal 

are economic actors, and their economic interests do not generally coincide. One recurring 

theme as concerns principal-agent relationships is the question how much resources (in the 

form of, e.g. own effort) that the agent will devote to furthering the interest of the principal. In 

the specific context of intermediated trading in shares, several circumstances contribute to 

creating a heightened risk that the agent acts in a manner that does not serve the interest of the 

principal. First, the principal may have limited possibilities to scrutinize how much effort the 

agent devotes to executing orders since (i) order execution is often carried out in accordance 

with specific, highly technical routines that may be hard to decipher for an outsider and (ii) 

orders may be executed in a manner that renders it difficult to monitor how the terms of the 

trade are established, e.g., in OTC trading (the term OTC trading denotes trades that are 

concluded bilaterally between two traders – who may well be agents of other traders – away 

from an organized venue for trading: OTC is shorthand for “over the counter”). Second, one 

agent (a broker) may interact with a large number of principals, each of whom engages in 

relatively limited trading activities. In these circumstances, the agent may have the prospect of 

realizing considerable aggregate compensation for his or her services although the economic 

interest of each principal – and his or her incentive to ensure that his order is executed in the 

best possible way – is limited. 

 

Another aspect of the activity described above that is of interest in the context of this 

investigation is the legal dimension of such trading. Conceptually, the transaction entails that 

a contract to exchange shares is entered into between a buyer and a seller. Moreover, this 

contract is concluded through intermediaries. Each intermediary stands in a principal-agent 

relationship to its respective client. The intermediaries act as agents of the buyer and the 

seller, or for both, and conclude contracts for them. The trading described above is thus 

subject to the applicable laws of agency. This investigation does not concern unmediated 
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trades that are concluded directly between the buyer and the seller. In addition to general 

contract and agency law, execution of orders may also be subject to specific, statutory rules 

that impose obligations on the intermediaries in the context of order execution. In cases where 

intermediaries who execute orders are subject to both agency obligations and specific 

statutory execution obligations, the presence of two parallel regimes raises questions about the 

interplay between different rules and the extent of the intermediary’s obligations. 

 

Moreover, some rules that do not directly address the execution of orders are intimately 

connected to execution rules. Specifically, rules that require market participants to disclose 

information about trades and trading opportunities – i.e. past executions and opportunities for 

execution – may be highly relevant in this context. Although rules on trade transparency are 

best considered as being complementary to execution obligations, they must be addressed in a 

study of execution obligations. 

 

Lastly, this investigation ventures to add a normative dimension to the rules that govern these 

everyday transactions. If one posits economic efficiency as a goal for public policy, and 

accepts that share trading through agents can be seen as an economic activity, the obvious 

question becomes: what legal rules are needed, and how should they be designed so as to 

achieve the most efficient economic outcome of mediated share trading? This investigation 

poses the question, and attempts to answer it. 

 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, the environment in which share trading 

takes place is introduced. The relevant actors in markets for share trading are described, as 

well as market infrastructure and modalities for executing agency orders. The legal 

environment in which share trading takes place is also described in very abstract terms; how 

rules are created and applied. Then, in a concluding part, a number of assumptions are made. 
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1.2 The Environment 

1.2.1 Introduction 

The investigation concerns an economic activity to which specific legal rules may be 

applicable. In order to frame the issue, a brief introductory description of (i) the economic 

environment in which this activity occurs and (ii) the legal rules that may govern it is 

necessary. For reasons that will be elaborated in more depth in Chapter 2 infra, several 

jurisdictions will be investigated and several different legal systems will be described 

cursorily. First, however, the milieus where trading takes place will be presented in the next 

section. Thereafter, the milieus in which rules to govern trading are created will be presented. 

1.2.2 Share Trading: Venues, Actors, Processes 

In general terms, trading in shares can be categorized according to the venues where trading 

takes place, the actors who carry out trading and the processes used when trading. 

 

Trading can take place on venues that specialize in gathering many traders in the same 

location, physical or otherwise. Examples of such venues are stock exchanges, which have 

historically been physical locations where traders and agents of traders have congregated to 

carry out trading between themselves. Another more recent example of a specialized venue is 

the electronic marketplace, where a large number of traders and agents of traders are 

connected electronically in a manner that allows them to exchange shares. 

 

Trading can also take place in smaller networks that gather traders and agents of traders. 

These venues can be distinguished from stock exchanges in that they cater to a smaller circle 

of participants and are less accessible to members of the general public who seek to trade 

shares. 

 

It is also possible for trading to occur on a bilateral basis outside any specialized venue or 

environment intended to facilitate trading. This is the case for example in OTC trading. 

 

There is thus a variety of types of venues where trading may take place. Moreover, those who 

trade may be different kinds of actors, with different roles to play in the markets. 
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A common type of intermediary is the market maker, who facilitates share trading by holding 

himself out as willing to trade with others who want to buy or sell. A market maker “makes a 

market” by offering quotes: prices at which the market maker is willing to buy or sell shares, 

which interested traders may access. Typically a market maker would, for each specific type 

of share, offer a quote at which he or she is willing to buy units of the share (a “bid” quote) 

and another – higher – quote at which he or she is willing to sell units of the same share (an 

“ask” quote). A market maker also receives orders from interested traders on whose behalf he 

or she may execute orders. Orders that cannot be executed immediately are stored in the 

market maker’s order book so that they can be executed when market conditions permit.1 

 

One example of a market actor that historically has been common on stock exchanges is the 

specialist. The specialist is a designated intermediary who receives orders from others, keeps 

note of trading interest and executes trades. Often, the specialist is assigned responsibility for 

handling one specific share. The specialist’s role is mainly to gather orders to trade (“order 

flow”) and execute trades, with only limited possibilities to conduct proprietary trading, i.e. to 

trade on his own behalf. The specialist is a subset within the broader category of market 

makers. 

 

Another kind of intermediary is the broker, who trades in shares on behalf of another. The 

broker typically does not commit any of his own capital to trading activities, but instead 

spends time and effort to ensure that the orders that his clients have submitted to him are 

executed. In so doing, the broker is the agent of a principal (the buyer or seller) who himself 

does not participate in the actual execution of the trade. The broker thus represents one of the 

sides in an exchange of assets, without committing his own assets, and is typically 

compensated by his or her principal in the form of fees. It is the duties of the broker, in his 

role as an agent of an end investor, which are the main focus of this investigation. 

 

The traders described above interact on different venues. There are, moreover, different ways 

to conduct trading. The two ideal types of trading processes most often discussed are auction 

markets on the one hand and dealer markets on the other hand. 

 

                                                 
1 Orders may be impossible to execute immediately for example because the person who submitted the order is 
only willing to trade at a price that no one on the other side of the market is interested in, or because the order is 
of such a large quantity that there is not a sufficient amount of assets available on the other side of the market. 
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In an auction market, buy and sell orders are gathered at one physical or virtual venue and 

executed against each other. In a call auction, all buy and sell orders that have been submitted 

up to a set point in time are bundled together and executed at a single market-clearing price by 

a designated intermediary or centralized order processing facility. In a continuous auction, on 

the other hand, orders are gathered by a designated intermediary or centralized order 

processing facility that may both post quotes and execute orders against these quotes. 

 

The auction mechanism can be employed both in an electronic and in a “manual” setting. An 

example of an electronic auction market would be the London Stock Exchange, where orders 

and quotes are gathered in an electronic order book for execution against orders or quotes on 

the other side of the market. A ubiquitous example of a manual auction market would be the 

floor-based auction market that for a long time has been used at the New York Stock 

Exchange (NYSE). Here, trading has been concentrated in one location big enough to 

accommodate a fairly large number of prospective buyers and sellers in physical proximity. A 

typical trade may occur between a broker representing a buyer and another broker 

representing a seller, both present on the floor. However, they do not transact directly between 

themselves. Instead, the buy order from the buyer’s broker and the sell order from the seller’s 

broker are both forwarded to a designated intermediary, a specialist who posts the bid (what 

the buyer is ready to buy at) and the ask (what the seller asks for her stock) and executes 

trades. Orders can only be executed by the specialist, who is a monopolistic market maker. 

 

However, real-world venues may be structured as a mix of these two ideal types with 

elements of both auction and dealer markets. For example, the New York Stock Exchange 

nowadays allows for trading to be carried out both through a continuous automated auction 

and through specialists (designated market makers).2 The London Stock Exchange not only 

operates its flagship electronic order book (the SETS) as noted above but also provides 

market participants the opportunity to execute orders “off the book”.3 

 

Dealer markets differ from auction markets in that prices are set through the use of quotes 

rather than orders. Where orders are, conceptually, messages to the market that a participant 

                                                 
2 The trading model of the NYSE as regards NYSE equities is described at the website of the exchange, available 
electronically at http://www.nyse.com/equities/nyseequities/1166830723427.html (last visited on May 10, 2011). 
3 See Rules of the London Stock Exchange (effective February 14, 2011), electronically available at 
http://www.londonstockexchange.com/traders-and-brokers/rules-regulations/rules-lse-2011.pdf, especially at 34 
ff. (Order Book Trading Rules) and 43 ff. (Off Order Book Trading Rules). 

http://www.nyse.com/equities/nyseequities/1166830723427.html
http://www.londonstockexchange.com/traders-and-brokers/rules-regulations/rules-lse-2011.pdf
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wishes to transact in the shares in question, quotes on the other hand are messages to the 

market that a participant stands ready to transact in shares at pre-defined terms. A quote is an 

offer, typically from a professional market participant such as a market maker (“dealer”), to 

trade at terms (e.g. concerning the price and the amount of shares) indicated by the dealer. A 

dealer market can be contrasted with an auction market in that the dealer market lacks a 

designated intermediary or centralized order processing facility that executes all orders. 

Instead, transactions are carried out and orders executed directly between market participants.  

 

Here, there is no central order book where all submitted orders are recorded. Instead, each of 

those market participants who hold themselves out as willing to deal in the relevant financial 

assets has its own order book. Moreover, they may conduct proprietary trading or trade as 

agents for others. Here, it is the quotes that drive trading, rather than orders, and there is no 

consolidated repository of quotes currently available for trading. There have been substantial 

dealer markets for trading equity securities, e.g. the earlier NASDAQ market, but currently 

dealer markets mostly exist for trading other kinds of financial assets, such as bonds, 

derivatives, or foreign exchange. 

 

It is also possible to slice the pie in a different manner and focus on other dividing lines than 

that between order-driven and quote-driven trading. Ferrarini and Moloney sketch a 

distinction between on the one hand “formal organized markets” which support non-

discretionary multilateral trading where third party orders interact with each other. These 

markets are associated with transparent (”lit”) trading, i.e. trading in which information about 

orders, quotes and transactions is available to the market. Trading in these venues is held to 

contribute to the price formation process.4 On the other hand, a second venue type is 

associated with brokers that provide discretionary execution services to their clients outside 

formal organized markets (i.e. OTC). Client orders are executed either against the broker’s 

own inventory or crossed against orders from other clients; in either case, the order is 

executed by the broker without being sent (routed) to a formal organized market.5 

 

Apart from the different processes through which orders may be gathered and executed, as 

described above, the orders themselves may display different characteristics. In terms of ideal 
                                                 
4 G. Ferrarini and N. Moloney, Equity Trading and the MiFID Review: Law, Market Change and Interest 
Groups in EU Financial Markets (November 2011) at 10 f. (not paginated). Available at SSRN: 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1989041 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.1989041. 
5 Ibid. at 11. 
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types, market orders can be contrasted against limit orders. Market orders are orders to buy or 

sell for immediate execution.6 Thus, the desired execution price is not given but rather the 

order executes at the current market price. Limit orders, on the other hand, are orders to buy 

or sell at some pre-specified price.7 Such orders remain unexecuted until the price moves to 

the designated level.8 

 

Moreover, agency orders may be executed in different manners. Ideal types that can be 

contrasted here are (i) orders that are executed manually e.g. by brokers, where the broker 

“works” the order manually and has discretion as to the specific manner in which the order is 

executed and (ii) orders that are executed in accordance with automatic, pre-programmed 

routines, often through a computerized order execution system. In securities markets parlance, 

“high-touch” trading entails more manual intervention by the broker whereas “low-touch” 

trading requires little or no handling by actual traders.9 

 

In this context, another phenomenon that merits mention is “zero-touch” trading, where a 

broker provides its clients with access to a trading venue through direct market access, 

commonly abbreviated DMA. Through DMA, the client (principal) may send its own order to 

the venue and control the execution of the order.10 

1.2.3 Regulating Trades: Legislators, Regulators, Adjudicators 

As mentioned at the outset, there is also a legal dimension to share trading. That is not to say 

that all kinds of trading in shares are subject to specific legal rules. Still, it is possible to 

define the economic activity described above also in legal terms, as an activity to which 

certain legal rules apply or do not apply. Just as with the trading market structures sketched 

above, it is possible to paint a picture of the legal “infrastructure” that surrounds share trading. 

                                                 
6 Maureen O’Hara. Market Microstructure Theory (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 1995) at 37. Cf. e.g. 
Thomas P. Lemke, Gerald T. Lins. Soft Dollars and Other Brokerage Arrangements (Eagan, MN: West 
Securities Law Handbook Series, 2009) at 27. 
7 O’Hara, op. cit. at 37. Cf. e.g. Lemke and Lins, op. cit. at 26. 
8 O’Hara, op. cit. at 37. Lemke and Lins note that when a limit order improves on the current market price, i.e. is 
submitted at a higher bid price or lower ask price than the orders alreasy in the market, it is referred to as a 
“marketable limit order”. Lemke and Lins, op. cit. at 26. 
9 Barry Johnson. Algorithmic Trading & DMA (London: 4Myeloma Press, 2010) at 7 and Chapter 1, passim. 
10 Ibid. at 15. In this context, the principal controls the manner in which the order is executed, which also entails 
that the issue of best execution duties should become moot. It merits mention, however, that the client depends 
on the market access facilities provided by the broker. Thus, the broker would most likely be seen as an agent of 
the client as regards the access services provided by the broker to the client. Since these services do not involve 
the execution of orders on the client’s behalf, but merely providing technical means that allow the client to 
execute orders, best execution obligations would typically not be applicable. The degree to which agency law 
obligations apply regarding DMA transactions is, in the end, a matter to be determined in each jurisdiction. 
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In simple terms, legal rules may be defined as the rules adopted according to the legislative 

procedure prescribed by the political system. In the present context, the rules that are relevant 

are those that in some manner address share trading by one person on behalf of another. 

However, it is not enough merely to consider the letter of the law; more sources must be 

consulted in order to arrive at a reasonably good approximation of what the law may be. Here, 

the analysis of the legal infrastructure may be contrasted with the market infrastructure 

described cursorily in the preceding part. The operations of the markets for share trading may 

seem overwhelmingly complex from a technical point of view, but the activities that go on 

there can still be captured by relatively simple terms such as buying and selling. The legal 

infrastructure, on the other hand, may be deceptively easy to fathom at first glance; a 

relatively small amount of legal provisions (at least in many jurisdictions) that address agency 

trading in shares and set out rather straightforward terms for the obligations (and rights) of 

parties to such trading. 

 

However, the letter of the law is only the tip of the iceberg, as hinted above. In order to 

predict how courts or other authorities that apply the law will apply it in practice, it becomes 

necessary to consider a wealth of supplementary issues such as the place of the rule in 

question in the hierarchy of norms, the presence or absence of binding or advisory 

interpretative statements by other authorities that have applied the rule before or analyses by 

experts in the field that may be considered when authorities deliberate on how the rule is to be 

applied. 

 

A schematic overview of how rules that govern trading are created needs to take several 

different sources of law into account. One inevitable point of reference is statutory laws 

enacted by the legislator. Provisions in statutory law may contain rules that directly address 

share trading or otherwise apply to share trading. 

 

Moreover, a legal system may be made up of several layers of statutory rules. Pursuant to 

rulemaking authority that has been delegated by the legislative body (e.g. the national 

parliament) to them, the government or public administrative agencies may enact rules that 

address trading in shares. In order to ensure a consistent terminology, these delegated acts will 

be referred to as “regulations” below, whereas acts enacted by the legislative body will be 
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termed “laws” or “legislation”. Just like laws, regulations may contain provisions that directly 

address share trading or that otherwise apply to such trading. 

 

Apart from the legislative and regulatory provisions themselves, supplementary texts are often 

available. These may be for example preparatory works to laws or memoranda published in 

conjunction with new regulations. Such supplementary texts may provide guidance as to the 

intentions of the legislator or regulator with regard to the new rules and the interpretation of 

terms employed in them. Although these texts are not laws or regulations in themselves, they 

may often be referred to by those seeking to establish the material content of the relevant 

rules. 

 

Laws, regulations and the supplementary texts attached to them are drawn up by the relevant 

public bodies and authorities. However, in some instances the process of delegating 

rulemaking authority may go so far as to vest this authority in entities that are not public 

bodies but entities of private law. Pursuant to this delegated authority, such entities may then 

issue rules that address share trading. One term for such rulemaking is “self-regulation”. In 

this context, a further distinction needs to be made, namely between (i) self-regulation 

pursuant to delegated authority and (ii) self-regulation where rules are issued by industry 

associations or other standard-setting bodies in the absence of delegated authority. 

 

Laws and regulations may, as has been stated above, be applicable to share trading. However, 

it is not always clear from the wording whether a specific rule applies to trading – or specific 

kinds of trading – or not. Preparatory works and explanatory memoranda may also be 

susceptible to different interpretations. The arbiters of what the laws and regulations mean are 

those authorities whose function it is to apply the rules. These authorities may be courts, 

either general or specialized (e.g. administrative courts) but may also be other types of bodies 

like administrative agencies or even private entities acting on delegated authority. In this 

context, it should be mentioned that one entity, such as an administrative agency, may 

sometimes both issue regulations and apply them in specific cases. Such an entity thus 

performs a dual role in that it both issues and interprets rules. 

 

The courts, administrative agencies and other entities that apply laws and regulations in 

practical cases perform a function that is critically important for ascertaining the content of 

the rules in question. Their decisions – collectively referred to as “case law” in this book – 
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determine when and how the rules are applicable and thus serve to carve out the contours of 

their scope and material content. Moreover, just like the legislator and those rule-making 

bodies that issue regulations under delegated authority, courts and other entities that apply law 

do so by virtue of authority vested in them pursuant to decisions taken in accordance with the 

relevant rules. Thus, to put it in a somewhat repetitious manner, law is applied by entities 

authorized by law to apply the law. However, courts may also apply law without relying on 

specific statutes, and instead refer to more general legal concepts or principles. For example, 

courts may invoke principles set out by other courts and apply them to a case at hand, without 

referring to any specific statutory law. Especially in common law countries, courts – and case 

law – may in this manner contribute to establishing what the law is. 

 

Moreover, it was noted already at the outset of this section that the entities that apply law tend 

to look outside the law proper when deliberating on the precise meaning of statutory rules or 

for, that matter, extant case law. In this context, those whose task it is to apply the law may 

consult preparatory works, explanatory memoranda and statements made in earlier 

adjudicated cases. However, they may also look to other sources such as academic works that 

expound on the rules in question or to legal principles or provisions drawn from sources 

outside their own jurisdiction. Moreover, they may consider custom, e.g. in the industry 

concerned in a specific case, or information drawn from sciences outside the law such as 

economics. The types of sources that those who apply the law will consult depend to a large 

degree on the implicit or explicit principles of legal interpretation in the legal system in which 

they operate. In order to analyze what the verdict of a court deciding on the meaning of a rule 

would be, for example, it is thus necessary to acquaint oneself with the legal system in which 

the court is situated. It is this need to contextualize the application of rules that renders the 

analysis complex, in spite of the often deceptive clarity of literal rules and statements in case 

law.
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1.3 Assumptions 

In the preceding sections, the market infrastructure and the legal infrastructure were described 

cursorily. They will both be described and analyzed at length later on in this investigation. 

Already here, it should be noted that the descriptive parts of this study take the extant market 

environment, as well as legislative and regulatory structures, as given. The conditions under 

which trades are made, and the manner in which rules to govern such trades are created, will 

not be subjected to a critical analysis. This approach in effect entails an assumption that (i) 

markets function in a – for lack of a better word – normal manner and (ii) any rules that apply 

to market activities have been created in compliance with the requirements for rule-making in 

the relevant legal environment. However, there are also several assumptions underlying the 

normative parts of this investigation. They will be described below. 

 

As stated in section 1.1 supra, this study seeks to provide a normative critique of extant rules 

that govern order execution and analyze the extent to which they contribute to or deter from 

market efficiency.11 The degree to which legal rules affect economic life cannot be 

ascertained by a merely legal analysis of the rules in question. Instead, the legal rules need to 

be tested against extra-legal assumptions, e.g. about how market participants behave. Using 

these assumptions, the effects of legal rules on market participants’ behavior can be analyzed. 

Moreover, in order to engage in normative analysis, it is necessary to set out assumptions – 

once again, extra-legal assumptions – that predict the behavior of market participants. 

Furthermore, it is essential to establish goals that are normatively desirable. A couple of 

assumptions related to the behavior of market participants, set out below, are simply posited 

in this study. In addition, one specific policy objective that is held to be worth pursuing is 

established. The assumptions and the policy goal formulated here form the basis of the 

normative analysis of extant, real-world rules in Chapter 9 of this investigation. 

 

Parties to transactions in shares seek to maximize their own wealth 

Share trading entails the transfer of valuable assets between parties. In this study, it is 

assumed that parties who participate in such activities seek to maximize their own wealth 

when they trade. 

 

                                                 
11 Ferrarini and Moloney argue that order execution regulation in equity markets ”is ultimately directed towards 
the efficiency of the market and the ease with which resource allocation between capital-supplying investors and 
capital-seeking issuers occurs”. Ferrarini and Moloney, op. cit. at 50 (not paginated). 
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Intermediaries in transactions in shares seek to maximize their own wealth 

The same assumption is also made with regard to the agents that act as intermediaries in 

transactions concerning shares; they too are presumed to seek the maximization of their own 

wealth when acting in their capacity as agents. 

 

Ceteris paribus, it is preferable if trades can be executed with less resources spent 

Another assumption, distinct from the ones made above, is that it is preferable if the total 

(aggregate) resources spent executing trades can be minimized. If the two first assumptions 

concern the incentives of individual market participants, this assumption concerns the 

connection between the costs of share trading and societal welfare. Spending less resources to 

achieve the same result, or the same amount of resources to achieve a better result – in this 

case, achieving a more efficient transfer of shares between market participants – is held to 

entail a more efficient use of the available resources. This in turn is held to be beneficial to 

society as a whole.12 

 

 

  

                                                 
12 One example of this would be if a broker executes an order at a strictly better price for the client, without 
expending more resources than the broker would have expended to execute the same order at an inferior price. 
For the sake of completeness, it should be noted that this assumption is itself based on the assumption that it is 
efficient from the standpoint of aggregate societal welfare to expend less resources to achieve the same result. 
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Chapter 2 – Method and Demarcations 

2.1 Objects of Inquiry 

2.1.1 The Object: Execution of Orders to Trade in Shares 

As noted in the preceding chapter, this whole work is devoted to the legal analysis of a 

specific economic activity, namely the execution of orders to trade in shares for the part of 

another. With a few more words added, the object to be studied could be defined as rules 

governing the execution by an intermediary of orders to trade in shares for the part of an 

investor. In the interest of brevity, the shorthands “execution of orders” and “order execution 

rules” are used in this section. In this study, execution of orders is considered to be an object 

that is, for pragmatic purposes, a non-legal construct. The activity as such can be carried out 

in a regulated or a non-regulated environment. In layman’s terms, orders can be executed 

whether there are specific rules to govern the execution or not. 

 

An alternative approach would be to start from one or several legal definitions of what 

constitutes, e.g., an order or the execution of an order, and use the area of activity thus defined 

as the point of departure for the analysis. This would mean that the focus would be on what 

activities the legislator or regulator has chosen to lay down rules about. However, such a 

definition would also leave out those activities that are functionally identical – in that they 

involve an intermediary who executes orders to trade in shares for the part of an investor – but 

are not covered by the extant rules. 

 

The ambition in this study is to qualify the activity that will be studied in economic terms, as 

an economic activity that can be defined independently of the laws and regulations that may 

or may not surround it.13 Thus, the broad definition in italics above (execution of orders to 

trade in shares for the part of another) is the starting point for the analysis. Since this study is 

a piece of legal research, we will eventually need to address the rules that apply to this 

activity. Moreover, legal rules that do not explicitly address execution of orders but may still 

apply to such activities will also be considered. 

 

                                                 
13 As noted by Frison-Roche, the existence of financial markets does not necessarily call for external normative 
regulations governing them. Marie-Anne Frison-Roche. Le cadre juridique de la mondialisation des marchés 
financiers. 41 Banque & Droit (1995) 46. 
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At that stage, this study will look at legal rules. First of all, best execution rules – a subset of 

the rules that impinge on organized trading in shares – will be considered. Here, the term 

share denotes financial assets that represent ownership and typically but not necessarily the 

right to participate in decisions concerning a corporation. Such assets are frequently traded on 

specialized venues such as stock exchanges, but also between brokers or investors directly. 

The extent to which transactions in different types of shares are covered by best execution 

rules depends on the scope of various real-world best execution regimes, as adopted by 

different legislators. Thus, the demarcations drawn up by the legislators define the boundaries 

of the rules’ applicability. 

 

Best execution rules govern how intermediaries execute orders to buy or sell covered types of 

shares. The archetypal example of when such rules apply is when an investor wishes to buy or 

sell common stock in a corporation. Typically, the investor will contact a stock broker and 

place a buy or sell order with the broker. The broker will then see to it that the order is 

executed so that shares are bought or sold according to the investor’s wishes. In general terms, 

best execution rules stipulate a duty for the agent who executes an order. The agent is under 

an obligation to execute the order (i.e., buy or sell shares) so that the principal, the investor 

who placed the order, receives the best possible terms of trade. The terms of trade may 

include, e.g., the price, the speed with which the order was executed and the commission paid 

to the broker. 

 

However, rules that do not explicitly target agency transactions in shares may still apply to 

such transactions. General statutes or principles of agency law may e.g. impose an obligation 

on the agent to further the interests of the principal, which obligation in turn may require the 

agent to execute orders so as to maximize the economic gain of the principal. If best execution 

rules are drawn up specifically to target execution of orders to trade in certain defined types of 

financial assets, agency law rather tends to set out generally applicable obligations that 

impinge on agents, e.g. in the context of execution of orders. This also entails that agency law 

does not necessarily restrict the applicability of agency obligations to certain types of assets. 

Instead, agency law obligations may well apply to a large set of transactions, irrespective of 

the precise type of asset transacted. 

 

Apart from best execution rules and agency law, it will also be necessary to analyze rules 

concerning trade transparency. It was noted in Section 1.1. supra that transparency rules are 
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best considered as being complementary to execution obligations. Strictly speaking, they 

impose obligations that do not directly concern the intermediary’s execution of a transaction, 

but rather the information that must be provided – to the principal or to a wider audience such 

as the market in general – before or after the conclusion of a transaction. However, 

transparency obligations may affect the amount of information about trading opportunities 

that is available to market actors. This in turn may facilitate obtaining best execution for an 

order, but also entail higher standards for what constitutes best execution in view of the 

improved availability of information. Thus, transparency obligations may be a means to 

support best execution rules. 

2.1.2 The Laws: Best Execution Rules and Agency Law in Two Federal 
Jurisdictions and Several States 

2.1.2.1 Introduction 

At a conceptual level, the analysis concerns itself with rules that affect and constrain the 

behavior of participants in the markets for share trading, irrespective of whether these rules 

are handed down by the legislator, by regulatory agencies, by courts or by e.g. broker 

associations in the form of self-regulation. This study entails analysis of different legal orders, 

comparisons between these legal orders and an assessment of the economic effects of 

different legislative or regulatory solutions. 

 

The intention is to provide a multi-faceted description and analysis of how these rules are 

designed, interpreted and applied in five jurisdictions: the United States, the European Union, 

France, the United Kingdom and Sweden. Best execution rules in the jurisdictions are 

considered as a part of the general corpus of laws and regulations that govern markets for 

defined types of financial assets (e.g. securities or financial instruments), and studied as such. 

Agency law, which may well set out rules that do not specifically relate to trading in different 

types of shares, is considered insofar as it applies to agency transactions in shares. 

2.1.2.2 The Interplay between Federal and State Rules 

At the outset, the laws and regulations that are to be studied must be delineated. This 

investigation concerns the legal framework for certain financial market activities, irrespective 

of whether the rules specifically and explicitly address share trading (e.g., best execution 

rules) or whether they constitute general rules that impose obligations on intermediaries in 

financial markets (e.g., agency law). 
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In the EU as well as in the US, legislative activities in the field of financial markets law are 

carried out both at a centralized, federal level and at state level. The United States are a 

federal political construct while the EU could be described as a multi-state jurisdiction in 

which harmonized rules for, e.g., financial market intermediaries are drawn up. This has 

implications for the structure and methodology used to identify and interpret statutory laws 

and regulations on best execution. In this study, the federal level is the starting point. The 

federal rules will be described first, and the state level rules that transpose or supplement the 

federal rules will be addressed as a next step in the process. 

 

As concerns agency law, federal legislation that sets out agency obligations in the context of 

securities trading has not been enacted.14 In the United States, agency law is the domain of the 

individual states although it has been recognized that federal common law may impose duties 

derived from agency obligations, especially fiduciary relationships, e.g., on intermediaries in 

financial markets.15 

2.1.2.3 The Jurisdictions to Be Investigated 

The choice of legal systems to be studied here reflects the intention to analyze sets of laws 

that have been enacted according to different legal traditions (English, French and 

Scandinavian).16 Earlier studies of the interplay between legal rules and financial market 

development have employed similar distinctions between different traditions.17 Moreover, the 

laws that will be analyzed here apply to execution of orders in important trading centers such 

as New York, London and, to a lesser extent, Paris. It seems pertinent to include the rules that 

apply in these financial centers in an analysis of financial market laws and regulations, not 

least since best execution rules are employed more frequently in markets with a larger order 

flow. Inclusion of French, US and English law in this study ensures that two of the main legal 

                                                 
14 Indeed, the European Commission has made a non-binding statement (and is, of course, not a co-legislator in 
this context) – to the effect that the reference to “agency” in recital 33 of MiFID “is not intended to equate the 
application of best execution obligations with the existence of an agency relationship under the applicable 
national law”. European Commission, Commission answers to CESR scope issues under MiFID and the 
implementing directive (Working Document ESC-07-2007) (March 19, 2007) at 3, footnote 1 (not paginated). 
15 See section 5.6 infra and Chapter 5 infra, passim. 
16 These terms, together with a fourth category – the German legal tradition – are used in Thorsten Beck, Ross 
Levine. Legal Institutions and Financial Development. NBER Working Paper No. 10126 (December 2003) at 
21. LaPorta et. al. employ the same categories in their work. See, e.g., Rafael La Porta, Florencio Lopez-de-
Silanes, Andrei Shleifer. What Works in Securities Laws? 61 J. OF FIN. (2006) 1 at 14. 
17 See, e.g., Rafael La Porta, Florencio Lopez-de-Silanes, Andrei Shleifer, Robert Vishny. Law and Finance. 106 
J. of Pol. Econ. (1998), passim. 
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traditions as conventionally defined, and three financial markets where a large part of global 

trading takes place, will be covered. 

 

In this context, it may also be noted that scholars have asserted that comparatively less effort 

has been devoted to understanding the functioning of the Scandinavian civil law tradition and 

its influence on the development of financial systems in Scandinavia, as compared to the three 

other legal traditions.18 In the author’s view, this provides a case for including an analysis of 

Swedish law in the present study. Moreover, the relatively large Swedish financial market, 

and the connections between Swedish and US trading venues following the merger of 

NASDAQ and OMX, bolster the case for including Sweden in this study. 

2.1.3 Demarcations 

The summary definition of the object of inquiry given above can be complemented by 

negative auxiliary definitions of issues that will not be addressed in the present study. It may 

be necessary to demarcate the field of inquiry, especially in relation to neighboring areas of 

law. The stated intention here is to study best execution rules as a subset of securities laws 

and regulations. These rules will be analyzed with a view to assessing their relative efficiency. 

However, several areas of law that may to some degree be relevant when establishing the 

efficiency – or, indeed, the validity – of best execution rules will not be discussed in detail. 

Below, several demarcations are given. 

2.1.3.1 The Law of Corporations 

It is necessary to distinguish the rules that govern activities on the securities markets from the 

larger corpus of rules that govern the actors who operate in these markets. Interesting and 

illuminating work has been carried out by scholars who have analyzed the interplay between 

company law issues, such as minority protection rules, and the structure of financial 

markets.19 However, this study focuses on activities on financial markets – namely executions 

of orders to trade in shares – and does not delve into the inner workings of companies, neither 

those that function as intermediaries nor those who have emitted the shares that are being 
                                                 
18 Beck and Levine, op. cit. at 9. 
19 See, e.g., La Porta et. al., op. cit. (1998) 1113 at 1126 and passim and Rafael La Porta, Florencio Lopez-de-
Silanes, Andrei Shleifer, Robert Vishny. Legal Determinants of External Finance. 52 J. of Finance (1997) 1131 
at 1146, 1149 and passim. Moreover, seminal earlier studies have discussed how the behavior of the corporation 
has been described as the outcome of a complex equilibrium process, and held that a corporation is not an 
individual or even a set of agents with the same motivations and intentions. See in particular Michael C. Jensen, 
William H. Meckling. Theory of the Firm: Managerial Behavior, Agency Costs and Ownership Structure. 3 
Journal of Financial Economics (1976) 305 at 311, and Frank H. Easterbrook, Daniel R. Fischel. The Economic 
Structure of Corporate Law (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1991) at 11 f. 
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traded, Using Siems’ definition of securities law as being “about the functionality of the 

market on which securities are traded” while company law is “about the functionality of 

internal company affairs”, this investigation focuses on the analysis of securities law as 

distinct from company law.20 

2.1.3.2 Constitutional Law 

The present study looks at two sets of federal securities legislation, in the United States and 

the European Union. Both in the US and the EU, rules that are intended to impose common, 

harmonized obligations on e.g. intermediaries in the member states are adopted at the federal 

level, while at the same time laws and regulation enacted at state level may – at least in theory 

– impose obligations that come into conflict with the federal securities laws and regulations. 

This raises issues regarding the interplay between federal and state laws, as well as the limits 

of federal legislative competencies.21 Questions of this order have been extensively analyzed 

by scholars specialized in constitutional law, who have provided valuable insights into the 

relation and interplay between different levels of legislation. 

 

In the context of this investigation, work by scholars in this field will only be discussed 

insofar as it is relevant to the interpretation of the specific sets of rules subject to comparative 

analysis, i.e. order execution rules. The author does not purport to analyze the constitutional 

implications of how federal laws have been enacted in member states. In the same vein, 

contested interpretations of federal law at state level will be brought up only if they are 

deemed pertinent to the descriptive or normative analysis of the specific area of law under 

inquiry. It is not the author’s ambition to comprehensively address the constitutional aspects 

of the interplay between federal and state financial markets law in the EU and the US. 

                                                 
20 Mathias M. Siems,The Foundations of Securities Law (September 10, 2008) at 12.  Available at SSRN: 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1089747. 
21 An early discussion of the constitutionality of US federal securities legislation is given by Isaacs. Nathan 
Isaacs, The Securities Act and the Constitution. 43 Yale L.J. (1933-34) 218 at 224 and passim. The discussion in 
the 1930’s on the constitutionality of federal US law governing securities markets is briefly recalled by Simon 
and Trkla, who refer to contemporary sources. George T. Simon, Kathryn M. Trkla. The Regulation of 
Specialists and Implications for the Future. 61 The Business Lawyer (2005) 217 at 247, footnote 176. It also 
merits mention that the constitutionality of the broad anti-fraud provision in Section 10 (b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act 1934 and the associated SEC Rule 10b-5 were upheld in United States v. Persky, 520 F.2d 283, 
287 (2d Cir. 1971). For a modern description of the constitutional framework for EU securities legislation, see 
Niamh Moloney, EC Securities Regulation, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008) at 6 ff. and 
(specifically concerning legislation pertaining to investment intermediaries) 345 f. 
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2.1.3.3 Tax Law 

The present study explicitly sets out to analyze financial market laws using tools borrowed 

from economic theory. Specifically, the assumptions and the analytical framework 

conventionally used in economics will be employed in order to assess the economic efficiency 

of financial market laws and regulations.22 In this context, the economic motives of market 

participants become important since a key assumption of economics is that actors seek to 

minimize the costs of obtaining a given good or service. One real-world source of costs for 

market participants is taxes. 

 

It is a commonplace in economics to assume taxes away when constructing models to analyze 

agents’ behavior.23 This may be considered a necessary assumption in order to avoid creating 

highly complex models since in economic terms, taxes are conventionally held to affect the 

incentives of market actors.24 

 

This study will not attempt to create a pure model of economic behavior, as economists do 

from time to time, and will not primarily concern itself with “the elegant world of perfect 

capital markets”.25 Rather, the object of inquiry is the “messy real world”.26 Moreover, the 

main thrust of the analysis concerns the real-world rules and regulations that apply to market 

participants’ behavior in certain respects. Thus, practice rather than theory is the order of the 

day, with a focus on the legal framework in which real-world market participants operate. The 

stated intention, as set out above, is to study financial market laws and regulations;27 the 

question now is whether tax law should be included in the analysis. 

 

Real-world market participants inevitably have to consider tax implications when they assess 

the economic effects of their investment choices. Still, this study will not delve into the tax 

laws of the jurisdictions studied for several reasons. Even though taxes (e.g. stamp duties) 

may provide an important impetus for preferring certain investment choices and avoiding 

                                                 
22 See Chapter 3 infra. 
23 See, e.g., Jensen, op. cit. at 314. 
24 For empirical examples, see, e.g., Frederic S. Mishkin, Stanley G. Eakins. Financial Markets & Institutions, 
5th edition (Pearson Addison Wesley, 2006) at 107 f. and Hendrik S. Houthakker, Peter J. Williamson. The 
Economics of Financial Markets (New York, Oxford: OUP, 1996) at 71. 
25 Ronald J. Gilson, Reinier Kraakman, The Mechanisms of Market Efficiency Twenty Years Later: The 
Hindsight Bias (October 2003). Columbia Law and Economics Working Paper No. 240; Stanford Law and 
Economics Olin Working Paper No. 270; Harvard Law and Economics Disc. Paper No. 446, at 8. Available at 
SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=462786. 
26 Ibid. 
27 See section 2.1.2 supra. 
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others, for the purposes of the present study they are just one of several factors that affect the 

total economic benefits that accrue from executing an order in a particular manner.28 Thus, the 

presence and magnitude of tax effects may be relevant for the parties when determining how 

to execute an order; however, taxes constitute only one of several types of costs that typically 

may weigh on order execution. In this context, it is neither relevant nor worthwhile to delve 

deeply into the nature of each possible cost. The determinants of the tax that is levied on a 

specific transaction, or of the commission charged by the executing broker, are merely 

background material. Thus, tax law in the jurisdictions studied here will not be investigated.29 

2.1.3.4 Legal Definitions of Financial Instruments and Securities 

In different real-world legal systems, concepts such as “financial instruments” or “securities” 

are terms of art. It is not trivial to try to fix the point at which an asset ceases being real and 

becomes financial (or vice versa). This issue recurs in both literature30 and case law.31 The 

applicability of rules to specific transactions may hinge on whether the financial assets 

exchanged constitute financial instruments or securities as defined in the relevant statutory 

provisions or regulations. The specific rules under investigation here, best execution rules, 

belong to the group of rules that in real-world jurisdictions apply explicitly to transactions in 

financial instruments32 or defined subsets of securities,33 respectively.34 

 

It would be presumptuous to suggest a definition of financial assets that once and for all 

would establish what such assets are, and are not; instead, this investigation focuses on one 

subset of financial assets, namely transferable shares in corporations. 

 

                                                 
28 Kissel, Glantz and Malamut enumerate different costs associated with order execution and account for taxes, 
along with several other types of costs, as variable but visible costs. Robert Kissell, Morton Glantz, Roberto 
Malamut. A Practical Framework for Estimating Transaction Costs and Developing Optimal Trading Strategies 
to Achieve Best Execution. 1 Fin. Research Letters (2004) 35 at 36. 
29 Nor, according to the same logic, will the models used by brokers to determine commission rates or the fees 
charged by those who operate clearing and settlement facilities. See also Section 2.1.3.8 infra. 
30 See e.g. Alistair Hudson. Securities Law (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2008) at 12, Roy Goode, Commercial 
Law, 2nd edition (Harmondsworth: Penguin Press, 1995) at 631, James Cox, Robert Hillman, Donald 
Langevoort, Securities Law: Cases and Materials, 6th ed. edition (Gaithersburg, NY: Aspen Law and Business, 
2009) at 19 ff., Hubert de Vauplane, Jean-Pierre Bornet, Droit des marchés financiers, 3ème edition (Paris: 
Litec, 2001) at 35 and 41 f. 
31 See, e.g., SEC v. C.M. Joiner Leasing Corp., 320 US 344 (1943), SEC v. W.J. Howey, 328 US 293 (1946), 
State v. Gopher Tire & Rubber Co., 146 Minn. 52, 56, 177 N.W. 937, 938, United Housing Foundation, Inc v. 
Forman, 421 US 837 (1975). 
32 See, e.g. Articles 4.1.5 and 19.1 of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID). 
33 See SEC Regulation NMS, Final Rule Release No. 34-51808 at 144. Available at the SEC website at 
http://www.sec.gov/rules/final/34-51808.pdf. 
34 As has been noted in Section 2.1.1, other rules – especially agency law – may also apply to execution of 
intermediated transactions in financial assets without being limited to specific types of financial (or other) assets.  

http://www.sec.gov/rules/final/34-51808.pdf
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The precise scope of application of the best execution rules is interesting but not of primary 

importance for the purposes of this study. The intention here is to analyze the effects of 

differently designed rules as they apply to transactions that involve shares. At a more general 

level, the type of instrument traded does not create uncertainty as to whether best execution 

rules apply to the transaction or not, in the large majority of transactions. Thus, it can be 

assumed that uncertainty concerning the scope of the relevant definitions of financial 

instruments and securities only affects a marginal number of transactions. At the same time, it 

would take substantial effort to arrive at comprehensive and well-founded definitions of 

financial instruments and securities, respectively. Moreover, the constant evolution of 

financial innovation means that new instruments would have to be taken into account and 

analyzed continuously. This would in itself be a huge task that would contribute only 

marginally to the study now at hand. Thus, this investigation focuses on transactions in one 

subset of financial assets – shares – conventionally held to fall within the scope of both the 

term “financial instrument”35 and the term “security”.36 

2.1.3.5 Conflict of Law Aspects of Order Execution 

It is a trivial observation that trading in shares is a global phenomenon. Less hyperbolically 

phrased, order flow in financial markets has a tendency to cross borders between different 

jurisdictions. The presence of multiple intermediaries, also in relatively straightforward 

transactions, further contributes to the cross-border dimension of trading.37 This state of 

affairs raises a number of legal issues. Different legs of a transaction may take place in 

different jurisdictions, and it may be difficult even to establish a geographical location where 

a specific event occurs or where a person or business is located.38 In theory, this creates the 

opportunity for numerous conflicts of laws since any of a number of different federal or state 

laws may contain choice of law provisions to the effect that their substantive provisions of 

law apply to all or part of a given transaction. 

 

In practice, this state of affairs necessitates study of the choice of law provisions in potentially 

relevant jurisdictions in order to ascertain whether their laws might be applicable. In this 

context, one must first distinguish (at the risk of twisting the tongue) between the conflict 
                                                 
35 In the EU context, the MiFID definition of what constitutes a “financial instrument” includes e.g. “transferable 
securities”. MiFID Annex I, Section C(1).  
36 In the US context, Regulation NMS defines an “NMS stock” as “any NMS security other than an option”. 17 
CFR §242.600(b)(47). 
37 See, e.g., James Steven Rogers. Conflict of Laws for Transactions in Securities Held through Intermediaries. 
Boston College Law School Research Paper 80 (September 28, 2005) at 2 and passim. 
38 Ibid. at 3. 
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between different conflict of law provisions in the laws of the relevant jurisdictions, and then 

analyze the substantive provisions in their laws that may apply to a given activity (such as a 

transaction) regarding, e.g., property rights.39 

 

From the point of view of an intermediary engaged in financial services, it also becomes 

important to determine whether its activities in a given jurisdiction are such that it subjects 

itself to the regulatory authority of that jurisdiction.40 What might be termed regulatory 

conflict of laws represents another distinct dimension that may affect transactions with multi-

jurisdictional elements. The issue then becomes not determination of the applicable private 

law or contract law provisions, but establishing which regulatory authority that has 

jurisdiction to apply its regulations to a given activity by a given market actor. Such activities 

may include, inter alia, the information provided to investors and the practices of firms 

involved in financial markets business.41 

 

For the purposes of this study, choice of law issues will not be addressed in any detail. The 

possibility of a conflict between the substantive private laws of several jurisdictions, e.g., as 

regards the fiduciary duties of agents who execute orders, cannot be ruled out in multi-

jurisdictional transactions. In turn, this means that the material legal rights and duties of agent 

and principal may hinge on the conflict of law provisions of one or several jurisdictions. This 

inquiry focuses on the material laws and regulations on best execution in the jurisdictions 

studied. It does not intend to provide an analysis of how conflicts of law are resolved in these 

jurisdictions. 

2.1.3.6 Investment Advice 

The activity of providing investment advice to persons intending to purchase financial 

instruments and securities is regulated in both EU law,42 the laws of Member States43 and in 

the US.44 Moreover, the same actors who offer to execute orders to trade in shares often offer 

investment recommendations as well. A body of rules exists concerning the obligations of, 

                                                 
39 Ibid. at 18 ff. 
40 Ibid. at 42. 
41 Ibid. 
42 See, e.g., Articles 4.1.4 and 19.4 in MIFID or Article 52 in the MiFID Implementing Directive. 
43 In a Swedish context, the laws that govern investment advice are analyzed in-depth by Korling. Fredric 
Korling, Rådgivningsansvar – särskilt avseende finansiell rådgivning och investeringsrådgivning [Adviser’s 
liability – particularly with respect to providing financial and investment advice] (Stockholm: Jure, 2010). 
44 See, e.g., Thomas Lee Hazen. Broker-Dealer Regulation in a Nutshell (S:t Paul, MN: West Nutshell Series, 
2003) at 160 f. and Frederick Mark Gedicks, Suitability Claims and Purchases of Unrecommended Securities: a 
Theory of Broker-Dealer Liability, 37 Arizona State Law Journal (2005) 535-588. 
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e.g., brokers that offer investment recommendations to prospective investors.45 This activity 

should be distinguished from the activity that is analyzed in the following. Investment 

recommendations affect the choice of what investments to make, rather than the manner in 

which the chosen investment is made. Although it cannot be ruled out, at least not in theory, 

that the relative ease with which an order can be executed might be relevant when 

recommending whether to make an investment or not, the activities of offering investment 

recommendations on the one hand and executing orders on the other hand have been clearly 

distinguished in, e.g., EU laws.46 Since this study aims to analyze order execution rules only, 

rules governing the provision of investment advice and recommendations will not be 

addressed in any detail. 

2.1.3.7 Agency Obligations of Other Parties 

This investigation focuses on obligations of agents that execute securities transactions. 

However, the concept of “best execution” is often used to refer to the obligations of other 

agents who have fiduciary duties toward the investor-principal but do not execute transactions 

themselves. For example, the legal framework in the EU imposes best execution duties on 

intermediaries who carry out portfolio management, receive or transmit orders.47 Also in a US 

context, a best execution duty for portfolio managers has been recognized.48 

 

Both executing intermediaries and intermediaries who do not themselves execute orders 

typically have agency obligations towards their principals, but their respective obligations 

differ in a manner which is of critical importance to this investigation. The non-executing 

intermediaries may indirectly affect execution quality when they choose to employ another, 

more or less competent, intermediary to execute the transaction. They do not, however, 

perform the activity that is the object of this investigation: execution of orders to trade in 

shares for the part of another. Just like the investment advisor, who was discussed in Section 

2.1.3.6 supra, the portfolio manager performs a function which occurs before the actual 

execution of the transaction (although the choice of executing agent may be closely linked to 

execution quality). 

 
                                                 
45 Hazen, op. cit. 
46 See, e.g., the definitions of investment services and activities in Annex 1 to MiFID, where ”execution of 
orders on behalf of clients” is set out in Annex 1.A.2 and ”investment advice” in 1.A.5. 
47 Article 45 of the MiFID Implementing Directive (2006/73/EC). 
48 See, e.g., Section 206 of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, Kidder Peabody & Co, Inc., Edward B. 
Goodnow, Advisers Act Release No. 232 (Oct. 16, 1968) and Delaware Management Company, Inc., Exchange 
Act Release No. 8128 (July 19, 1967). 
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It could be argued that, as a practical matter if nothing else, non-executing intermediaries such 

as portfolio managers play a very important role in determining the execution quality in 

transactions that ultimately concern their clients – the end investors. However, in order to 

analyze the execution-related obligations of entities that do not themselves execute 

transactions, it would be necessary to consider also the broader array of agency duties to 

which these entities are subject. To keep the scope of this investigation manageable, the focus 

will be on the obligations that weigh directly on those agents who execute orders, when they 

execute orders. 

2.1.3.8 Clearing and Settlement of Transactions 

An integral part of any transaction where financial instruments or securities are bought or sold 

is the clearing and settlement of the transaction. These are the functions that stand between 

the execution of a trade and the buyer and seller having their securities or financial instrument 

and cash accounts, respectively, debited and credited.49 Indeed, Hasbrouck observes that the 

actual execution of a trade only constitutes a preliminary agreement as to terms, which sets in 

motion the clearing and settlement procedures that will ultimately result in the transfer of 

assets.50 Just as investment advice precedes the actual execution of the transaction, clearing 

and settlement represents the stage of the transaction that takes place after execution. 

 

Just as in the case of investment advice, it cannot be ruled out that the modalities of clearing 

and settlement may affect the choice of execution venue or some other aspect of the 

transaction. Indeed, extant real-world best execution rules may even prescribe that the 

likelihood that the trade will be cleared and settled is one of the factors to consider when 

deciding how to execute it.51 Moreover, the costs associated with different clearing and 

settlement options may affect the total cost of the trade, which could be another relevant 

factor to consider when evaluating execution quality. However, in the context of evaluating 

execution alternatives, the properties of different clearing and settlement opportunities – costs, 

certainty of accurate clearing and settlement of the transaction – are taken as given. This is 

true regarding the legal framework that governs clearing and settlement operations, as well as 

the economic mechanisms that affect the pricing, availability and structure of such services. 

This study focuses on the rules surrounding the execution of transactions and will display the 
                                                 
49 Nadia Linciano, Giovanni Siciliano, Gianfranco Trovatore. The Clearing and Settlement Industry: Structure, 
Competition and Regulatory Issues. Quaderni di Finanza, Studi e Ricerche no. 58 (May 2005) at 3 f. Available at 
SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=777508. 
50 Joel Hasbrouck. Empirical Market Microstructure (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2007) at 9. 
51 See, e.g., Article 21.1 in MiFID. 
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same attitude towards the legal rules and economic mechanisms that shape the provision of 

clearing and settlement services. Thus, they will not be discussed or analyzed in any detail.52 

2.1.3.9 Revised Rules 

In November 2011, a proposal for a major revision of the EU rules relevant to this 

investigation – the MiFID directive – was presented by the European Commission.53 It has 

since been the object of negotiations between EU Member States in the Council of Ministers. 

Moreover, once Member States have agreed, they will have to negotiate with the European 

Parliament in order to arrive at a final set of rules. Although it is inevitable that the current 

rules will undergo changes, probably significant changes, as a result of this process, the 

proposed rules will not be analyzed at length in this investigation in view of the fact that they 

are, as of yet, only proposals.54 

2.2 Methods Employed 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Proceeding chronologically, from the start of the inquiry to its conclusion, this study has four 

prongs. It starts with an analytical description of a distinct economic activity, namely the 

execution of orders. Thereafter, an inquiry is carried out in order to ascertain how several 

jurisdictions have chosen to regulate the execution of orders. The different collections of 

order execution rules are described and analyzed. Then, these legal orders are set against each 

other and compared. Thereafter, the economic effects of different rules are assessed. In other 

words, description of an economic activity is followed by a description of applicable laws 

and regulations that in turn is followed by a functional comparison, and ultimately an 

efficiency assessment, of the different legal rules that govern financial market activities in the 

jurisdictions studied. 

                                                 
52 In this context, it merits mention that Ferrell, when analyzing US regulation concerning order execution, notes 
pro primo that clearing and settlement practices are important but that, in a US context, a large majority of trades 
are processed by one clearinghouse (the National Securities Clearing Corporation) and pro secundo that the 
choice of clearing and settlement method is “rarely thought of as implicating an investor-broker agency 
problem”. A. Ferrell. A Proposal for Solving the “Payment for Order Flow” Problem. 74 S. Cal. L. Rev. (2001) 
1027 at 1041, footnote 48.  
53 European Commission, Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and the Council om markets in 
financial instruments and amending Regulation [EMIR] on OTC derivatives, central counterparties and trade 
repositories, COM (2011) 652 final and Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and the Council 
on markets in financial instruments repealing directive 2004/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council (recast), COM (2011) 656 final (October 20, 2011). 
54 Some elements of the European Commission proposal are briefly addressed in Section 6.8 infra. 
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2.2.2 Identification of the Object Studied 

2.2.2.1 Discussion 

The object under investigation – execution of orders to perform transactions in shares – is first 

defined analytically, without reference to any specific legal provisions. The activity is defined 

using terms borrowed from economic theory rather than statutory law. In this part of the 

study, the focus is on the economic function of the studied object. The agents involved and 

the economic motives for intermediation of share trading are described using conventional 

financial economics theory. Only then, when the activity has been described in economic 

terms, is the focus shifted to the rules that apply to this economic activity. 

 

The approach chosen in this next part of the study – that execution of orders is investigated 

with a view to finding what rules, if any, set standards that executing intermediaries must 

meet – merits some further elaboration. It has been said above that the intention is to 

investigate the rules pertinent to execution of orders. Both specific best execution rules and 

agency law may be relevant to consider in this context, insofar as they apply to execution of 

orders. This in turn raises the question of how the concept of order execution should be 

determined. As a point of departure, one may take the concept of order execution as an intra-

legal construct, i.e., as a phenomenon that exists by virtue of its being addressed in codes, 

statutes or other sources of law. However, it is also possible to consider order execution as an 

extra-legal phenomenon, i.e., an activity that exists and can be carried out irrespective of 

whether statutory rules address it. 

 

The intra-legal approach would start from one or several legal definitions of what constitutes, 

e.g., an order or the execution of an order, and use the area of activity thus defined as the 

point of departure for the analysis. This would mean that the focus would be on what 

activities the legislator or regulator in one or several given jurisdictions has chosen to lay 

down rules about. However, such a definition would also leave out those activities that are 

functionally identical – in that they involve an intermediary who executes orders to trade 

shares for the part of an investor – but are not covered by the extant best execution rules. The 

risk that such an analysis does not take all pertinent rules into account has been emphasized 

by Zweigert and Kötz.55 

                                                 
55 Konrad Zweigert, Hein Kötz. An Introduction to Comparative Law, 3rd ed. (Oxford: Oxford, University Press, 
1998), p. 10 f. 
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Execution of orders to trade in shares can also, alternatively, be seen as an economic activity 

that is defined independently of the laws and regulations that may or may not surround it. This 

is the perspective chosen in this study. Thus, the object of this study – the tertium 

comparationis – is defined as an extra-legal phenomenon, namely execution by an 

intermediary of orders to trade in shares for the part of an investor. With this approach, the 

analysis does not start from a legal concept that may be particular to one or several 

jurisdictions, but rather from an activity that exists independently of whether there are explicit 

laws to govern it or not. This is, for the purposes of this study, what can be compared in a way 

that fulfills the severe requirements of comparability as discussed by Husa.56 That a 

comparative legal scholar might need to consider other social sciences – as in this case, 

economics – was recognized already by Zweigert and Kötz.57 Nelson, too, argues that capital 

markets law – including rules on order execution – regulates an economic operation.58 

 

Moreover, aspects of financial and information economics that are deemed relevant to 

execution of orders are described in some detail. These include, but are not limited to, 

transaction cost theory, adverse selection issues, liquidity in financial markets, pricing of 

financial assets and differing views on efficiency in financial markets. 

2.2.2.2 Some  Notes on Terminology 

When scholars have applied economic theories to an existing market, they have frequently but 

not exclusively looked at the US and its markets for clues as to how markets function and how 

they react to changes in the legal environment. This means that the availability of empirical 

data on US market activities, and the economic outcomes of US legislative and regulatory 

action, is much better than comparable data concerning the member states of the EU. 

However, since the purpose here is to offer a general analysis of how economic theory can be 

used to analyze rules concerning organized trading in financial assets, the fact that the 

majority of practical examples address US cases need not pose a problem provided that the 

issues discussed concern questions of general import. However, the US tilt of extant research 

renders one terminological caveat necessary. The term “securities” is often used, although this 

is also a term of art in federal US legislation that denotes financial assets with certain 
                                                 
56 Jaakko Husa. Farewell to Functionalism or Methodological Tolerance? Rabels Zeitschrift für ausländisches 
und internationales Privatrecht, Vol. 67 (2003) 419 at 423. 
57 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 44. 
58 Paul Nelson. Capital Markets Law and Compliance: The Implications of MiFID (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2008) at 1 and 22 ff. 
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characteristics. Alternatively, the term “financial instruments” may be employed, with or 

without reference to the definition of this term that is given in European Union legislation. In 

the below, the term “securities” will be used throughout the description and discussion of the 

general economic theory on the function of trading in financial markets. This reflects the 

terminology that is most frequently employed by different scholars in their own work to refer 

to what might generically be called financial assets. Unless otherwise indicated, the term 

“securities” should be considered as a generic term denoting shares and other assets traded in 

financial markets. 

 

Moreover, the terminology concerning the financial market actors who typically execute 

orders on behalf of others differ in the US and in the EU. In the US, agency transactions are 

habitually carried out by broker-dealers acting in their capacity as brokers, while in the EU 

execution of orders on behalf of a third party is the responsibility of investment firms. In this 

investigation, the generic term for market actors who execute agency transactions is 

“brokers”; however, the term broker-dealer may be invoked when discussing issues pertaining 

to the US and the term “investment firms” or “firms” for short may be used when addressing 

issues relative to the EU. 

 

Finally, the rules that will be analyzed in this investigation can be subsumed under one of two 

different – but interrelated – categories. “Best execution rules” or “best execution obligations” 

denote the specific obligations of a order-executing broker that relate to a duty to obtain the 

best possible result for the client,59 while the terms “order execution rules” or “order 

execution obligations” is broader in scope in that this category captures not only best 

execution rules/obligations but also those other rules that impose obligations that are linked to 

a best execution obligation. Rules that impose transparency obligations – which ex ante 

render it easier to spot available trading opportunities, and ex post makes it easier to verify 

whether the most advantageous execution opportunity was chosen – fall within this category. 

Rules that set out specific order handling obligations on brokers, e.g., to publicly disclose 

client orders that have not been executed, or to treat client orders in a fair and non-

discriminatory manner, also belong here. The same holds true for rules that force brokers or 

other market actors such as venues to meet specific requirements concerning one or more 

execution dimensions, without necessarily holding the brokers to a “best execution” 

                                                 
59 As will be shown in chapters 5-7 infra, this duty mayflow from statutory or regulatory rules, but may also be 
set out in case law or be derived from general principles of agency law. 
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obligation – for example, requiring that orders may not be executed at a price inferior to the 

best publicly available price.60 

2.2.3 Description of Extant Laws and Regulations: the Contextual 
Approach 

The second stage is to identify, describe and analyze the extant securities laws and regulations 

that govern order execution in two multi-state jurisdictions, the United States and the 

European Union. The point of departure for this leg of the inquiry is the deceptively simple 

question: what is the law? The goal is to arrive at an approximate answer, i.e., an assessment 

of what the verdict would most likely be if a wise judge were to interpret the law as it stands. 

This means that the perspective taken in this study, pace Oliver Wendell Holmes61 and Alf 

Ross62 is that ultimately, the law is nothing more than prophecies about what the courts will 

do in fact. The idea here – as expounded by Holmes – is to adopt the perspective of the “bad 

man” who cares not about the logical consistency of law but only about whether it will be 

applied so as to punish his behavior in some manner.63 To arrive at an approximation that is as 

pragmatically good as possible (i.e., has as much predictive value as possible), the study 

delves into the pertinent statutes, regulations and other collections of rules. Moreover, other 

conventionally invoked sources of information about how the rules can or may be interpreted 

are consulted. These include, but are not limited to, case law (e.g., cases adjudicated in courts 

or decisions by regulatory agencies), preparatory works (e.g., parliamentary records, 

legislative bills, preambles or concept releases) and scholarly literature (e.g., legal 

commentaries, academic works of reference or articles). The objective is to arrive at a 

reasonably accurate description of extant laws and regulations on order execution. When this 

                                                 
60 As will be shown in chapters 5-7 infra, order execution rules predominantly tend to be set out in statutory law 
or regulations. 
61 Oliver Wendell Holmes. The Path of the Law. 10 Harvard L. Rev. (1897) 457 at 459. For a more in-depth 
treatment of Oliver Wendell Holmes and subsequent Americans associated with the “Realist” movement, see, 
e.g., Stephen M. Feldman, American Legal Thought from Premodernism to Postmodernism: An Intellectual 
Voyage (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2000) at 105 ff. and William W. Fisher II, Morton J. Horwitz, 
Thomas A. Reed (eds.), American Legal Realism (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1993), passim. 
62 Alf Ross. On Law and Justice, 4th printing (Clark, NJ: The Lawbook Exchange, 2009) at 35 and Chapter 2, 
passim. See also the remark by Karl Llewellyn concerning officials of the law, that ”What these officials do 
about disputes is, to my mind, the law itself”. Karl Llewellyn. The Bramble Bush (New York, NY: Oxford 
University Press, 2008) at 5. It may be noted, however, that the remark by Llewellyn focuses on what officials 
do rather than on hypotheses about their future decisions. In the context of interpreting statutes in common law 
jurisdictions, Bennion expresses a similar position with reference to, e.g., Holmes and claims that discerning the 
legal meaning of a common law enactment entails ”[p]redicting the legal meaning of an enactment that a court 
would adopt”. Francis Bennion. Understanding Common Law Legislation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2001) at 10. 
63 Wendell Holmes, op. cit. at 461. 
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has been achieved, the rules are taken as a given. No judgment is passed on their possible 

virtues or drawbacks at this stage. 

 

Zweigert and Kötz discuss, among other things, the approach used when comparing laws. 

They distinguish between two levels of comparison, macro-comparison and micro-

comparison, while acknowledging that the dividing line between them is flexible.64 Macro-

comparison concerns itself with such issues as “methods of handling legal materials, 

procedures for resolving and deciding disputes, or the roles of those engaged in the law”.65 

Comparative work at the macro level might investigate, e.g., legislative techniques, statutory 

interpretation and the importance of precedent or academic works in the development of 

law.66 Micro-comparison, on the other hand, deals with “specific legal institutions or 

problems, that is, with the rules used to solve actual problems or particular conflicts of 

interest”.67 To conclude their discussion of these different levels of comparison, Zweigert and 

Kötz argue that one must often compare both levels at the same time, since an understanding 

of the procedures by which rules are applied is necessary in order to grasp why a foreign 

system solves a particular problem in the way it does.68 

 

This insight lies behind the method chosen for this investigation. The point of departure in the 

analysis described above – that the law pragmatically is prophecies about what the courts hold 

it to be – also has implications for the manner in which the rules are analyzed. In a sense, this 

approach represents an extreme position in that the law is held to be defined only with 

reference to how courts or other competent authorities adjudicate in real-world cases69 and 

determine how, e.g., statutory provisions or legal principles are to be interpreted and applied. 

Ross holds that the real content of doctrinal propositions refers to the actions of the courts 

under certain conditions.70 Other sources – ranging from provisions in statutory law to 

opinions expressed by individual scholars – are considered mere adjuncts that may contribute 

to a more accurate prediction of how courts will apply the law. This also means, pace 

Kelsen,71 that courts can be said to create new rules when they decide in the cases that are 

                                                 
64 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 5. 
65 Ibid. at 4. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Ibid. at 5. 
68 Ibid. 
69 For the purposes of this investigation, the existence of a world outside the realm of law is simply postulated. 
70 Ross, op. cit. at 40. 
71 Hans Kelsen. Reine Rechtslehre (Pure Theory of Law) in Swedish translation as Den rena rättsläran. 
Statsvetenskaplig tidskrift (1933) p. 193 at 224. 
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brought before them, insofar as their decisions provide new information on the implications of 

certain kinds of behavior: only through adjudication will the applicability or non-applicability 

of provisions in law to certain kinds of behavior ultimately be determined. 

 

Thus, law is ultimately determined through decisions by courts and other authorities in real-

world cases, and any other sources are valuable only insofar as they may help in predicting 

the outcome of the courts’ deliberations. In the parlance of Ross, only “legal phenomena” – 

the application of law by the courts (and, in the context of this investigation, other competent 

authorities) – are decisive in “determining the validity of the legal norms”.72 However, Ross 

also notes that the concept of the validity of the law rests on hypotheses concerning the 

“spiritual life of the judge”. Law, in Ross’s view, presupposes that the judge feels bound by 

the rules.73 For the purposes of this investigation, where law is seen as prophecies about 

behavior by the relevant courts or officials, not only decisions by the courts may be relevant 

when seeking to establish what the law pragmatically is at any given time. Other sources that 

are likely to be considered by the courts or officials, and thus possess predictive power with 

regard to the adjudicative process, merit consideration as well. 

 

This creates another problem, namely this: how is one to evaluate the predictive power of 

different sources? Here, two extreme positions may be contrasted. 

 

The first would be to consider any type of source that may conceivably affect the outcome of 

courts’ deliberations, including material that may not directly address the specific legal 

question at hand. In this view, works about, e.g., ethics, political philosophy, religion or 

economics may be considered if the judges are influenced by them when they adjudicate cases 

brought before their courts. A source would be evaluated based on the degree to which it was 

held to affect the outcome, i.e., the courts’ opinions. For example, if certain courts were 

known to apply the lex talionis approach of the Old Testament,74 irrespective of whether this 

was explicitly set out in statutory penal law in that jurisdiction, then the pertinent verses of the 

Old Testament would be viewed as relevant sources. This approach has the advantage of 
                                                 
72 Ross, op. cit. at 35.  
73 Ibid. at 37. 
74 See, e.g., Exodus 21:23-24. For a brief discussion on the use of the Bible as a source of law in the specific 
context of usury law, see Eric Cafritz and Omer Tene, Securities Regulation v. Consumer Protection: French 
Financial Market Legislation, 37 Int’l Lawyer (2003) 173 at 177 with reference to Exodus 22:25, Leviticus 
25:35-37, Deuteronomy 23:19, State v. Bynum, 9 So.2d 134 (Ala. 1942), Boyd v. Layher, 427 N.W.2d 593, 595 
(Mich. 1988), Taylor v. Major Fin. Co., 268 So.2d 738, 744 (Ala. 1972), Kramer v. McCormick, 474 A.2d 1346, 
1346 n. 1 (Md. 1984).  
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including any relevant source with a potential predictive value. Thus, it recognizes that courts 

may be influenced by a variety of sources when they decide cases, not only statutory 

provisions and extant case law. Indeed, Ross notes that the judge may be influenced by 

considerations that are not legal ideological but based on, e.g., emotional intuition or practical 

purposes.75 One potential variety of this approach would be to consider a judicial decision as 

only a subjective expression of a judge’s preferences, as determined by the class origins of the 

judge and the litigants. Here, legal sources become less relevant and information about, e.g., 

the judge’s social background would have better predictive value.76 However, insofar as this 

self-styled “class based analysis” emphasizes the importance of class origins, gender and 

other factors that have traditionally been seen as extra-legal, it merely replaces one set of 

prescribed sources – statutes, case law – with another. Conclusively identifying the sources 

that may influence judicial decision-making is ultimately an empirical question, far beyond 

the scope of this investigation.77 

 

The second extreme would be to limit oneself only to such sources that represent authoritative 

decisions about what the law is, or should be. Here, the principal sources would be (i) laws 

and regulations – decided directly by the legislator or through devolved authority by e.g. 

administrative agencies – and (ii) case law – decisions by courts taken in accordance with the 

authority granted to them under pertinent laws. This approach clearly defines and demarcates 

which sources are allowed.78 On the other hand, it means that a much more narrow set of 

sources will be allowed to influence the analysis. Consequently, sources that may have 

considerable predictive value, but do not qualify as statutory law or case law, will be 

disregarded. One example would be views offered by highly regarded legal scholars on an 

issue of statutory interpretation that has not previously been adjudicated upon. Under this 

approach, their views would not be taken into account in the analysis of what the law might 

                                                 
75 Ross, op. cit. at 43 f. 
76 Eric Engle. A Primer on Left Legal Theory: Realism, Marxism, CLS and PoMo. 3 The Crit (2010) 64 at 69 f. 
77 See, e.g., Richard Posner, How Judges Think (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2008) at 35 ff., 
Frank Cross, Decision Making in the US Courts of Appeals (Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Press, 2007), 
passim, Thomas J. Miles and Cass R. Sunstein, The New Legal Realism. University of Chicago Law & 
Economics, Olin Working Paper No. 372; University of Chicago, Public Law Working Paper No. 191 (2007) at 
6 and passim. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1070283 
78 However, even under this approach it would conceivably be necessary to recognize also the existence of 
general principles of law even when they have not been codified or only partly codified. To take just one 
example, in a French context David mentions considerations of equity that pertain to the possibility to invoke 
fraud and the principle of fraus omnia corrumpit (fraud spoils everything) as well as the doctrine of unjust 
enrichment and the doctrine of abuse of rights. See R. David. French Law (Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana 
University Press, 1972) at 196 ff. 
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consist in, since their statements have not been subject (directly or indirectly) to legislative 

deliberations before adoption. 

 

On balance, neither of the two extremes seems palatable. Instead, this investigation employs a 

method that lies in between, where a distinction is made between legal sources and extra-legal 

sources. The latter are not considered in the analysis. In this context, sources of law are pace 

Ross construed as the aggregate of factors which exercise influence on the judge’s or 

official’s formulation of the rule on which he or she bases a decision.79 However, defining 

what constitutes a legal and an extra-legal source, respectively, requires a more detailed 

investigation into the legal systems of the four jurisdictions studied here. To this end, a 

cursory overview of salient features of each relevant legal system is given below. The purpose 

of these overviews is not to provide anything that even remotely resembles a complete 

description of each legal system, but merely to provide enough information about their 

various fundamental characteristics to explain what methods will be used to ascertain the 

material content of their law.80 

 

As has been said above, the approach used in this investigation is to see the law as prophecies 

about what the courts, and other authorities charged with applying the law, will do in fact. 

These authorities decide cases. Their decisions are based on how they interpret the sources to 

which they turn to find what the law is. At this level of abstraction, all is well. However, there 

may be considerable differences between the ways in which judges go about this, depending 

on the legal system that they operate in. Different sources may be seen as authoritative, 

relevant or out of bounds; decisions in earlier cases may impose strict limits on what the 

judges can decide, or merely serve as inspiration. Certain methods of interpreting these 

sources may be prescribed or proscribed. As noted by Ross, the ideology of the sources of law 

varies from one legal system to another. In order to determine the doctrine of sources of law 

that is recognized in a particular legal system, it is necessary to study the manner in which the 

courts of a country do in fact proceed to find the norms on which their decisions are based.81 

In order to find out what the law is, we need to know what sources are relevant in each 

jurisdiction studied, and how judges (or other relevant officials) tend to interpret them. 

 
                                                 
79 Ross, op. cit. at 77. 
80 I.e. an assessment of what the verdict would most likely be in each jurisdiction if a judge were to interpret the 
law as it stands. 
81 Ross, op. cit. at 77. 
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As noted above, this calls for a more detailed investigation into the legal systems of the 

relevant jurisdictions. However, the ambition here is not to carry out a macro-comparison of 

the legal systems in question when embarking on these parallel analyses. The objective is to 

understand the context in which courts decide cases so that it can be predicted what factors 

they will consider when they do so. This study does not purport to analyze differences and 

similarities between the different systems, and even less to pass judgment on what manner of 

adjudicating cases is preferable. Thus, no macro-comparisons will be attempted here, but 

merely side-by-side descriptions of the different methodologies used by courts in different 

jurisdictions to ascertain what the law is. In the absence of a comparative analysis of the 

different methodologies, one may in the words of Zweigert and Kötz “at most […] call it 

descriptive comparative law”.82 

 

To this end, a brief description of the main characteristics of each legal system will be 

presented in Chapter 4. Necessity dictates that these descriptions will be short, simplistic and 

lacking in details. To anyone with even a basic knowledge of constitutional law or 

administrative law, they will most likely appear mere caricatures of the legal systems in 

question. Still, they serve two purposes here: (i) to provide an overview of the institutions that 

pragmatically create law in the relevant field in the legal systems studied, and (ii) to describe 

the sources that are conventionally invoked, in each of these legal systems, when trying to 

establish the content of legal obligations. 

 

At the micro level, however, things are different. Here, the intention is to analyze differences 

and similarities between the rules in force in the jurisdictions studied. Moreover, we aim to 

say something about the perceived virtues of different sets of rules and – again, to borrow the 

words of Zweigert and Kötz – embark on “specific comparative reflections”83 on the rules that 

govern order execution. Thus, what we set out to do is a comparison of specific rules at the 

micro level. 

 

First, however, the methodological framework described above is employed in order to 

analyze and describe the material law in force in the jurisdictions studied. The different legal 

regimes will be studied in detail with a view to answering the following question: what are the 

material best execution obligations in each jurisdiction? The intention here is to provide as 

                                                 
82 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 6. 
83 Ibid. 
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good an approximation as possible, given the available sources, of how a court or other 

competent authority would apply the best execution obligation. 

2.2.4 Comparative Analysis 

The subsequent comparative analysis takes as a basis the comparative method of analyzing 

different legal orders, as laid down by Zweigert and Kötz.84 The comparative method as such 

can be applied to any pair or set of laws; however, the nature of the legal orders investigated 

here raises specific issues as to what rules can and should be subjected to comparative legal 

analysis. The aim is to compare the specific order execution rules in effect in the United 

States and the European Union, respectively. Moreover, other rules that may be applicable to 

execution of orders, e.g. agency law in France, Sweden and England & Wales, will also be 

analyzed and compared. While the comparative analysis below centers on two discrete sets of 

legislation, namely US federal law and EU law, it acknowledges that the positive rules 

contained in these corpuses of law interact with the laws of member states as described in 

Section 2.2.1 supra. This is especially pertinent with regard to agency law and fiduciary 

duties, which in the main remains the province of the Member States of the EU and to some 

extent US states. 

 

In this part, the intention is to juxtapose different legal regimes in order to identify material or 

systematic differences and similiarities. 

2.2.5 Comparative Efficiency Analysis 

An assumption underlying this study is that the economic outcomes of different legislative 

options for various actors are critically important when financial markets legislation is 

analyzed. Posner has authored a seminal study on the economic analysis of law,85 and this 

investigation draws on his work as well as subsequent law and economics studies such as the 

textbook by Robert Cooter and Thomas Ulen.86 

 

Economic analysis pace Posner and Cooter & Ulen is applied to the comparative legal 

analysis in order to determine, insofar as possible, the relative economic effects of different 

legislative choices both at present (descriptive analysis) and going forward (normative 
                                                 
84 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. Part I, passim. 
85 Richard Posner. Economic Analysis of Law, 7th ed. (Gaithersburg, NY: Aspen Law & Business, 2007) passim. 
86 Robert Cooter, Thomas Ulen. Law & Economics, 4th ed. (Boston: Pearson Addison Wesley, 2004) Chapter 1 
and passim. See also Thomas J. Miceli, The Economic Approach to Law, 2nd ed. (Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University Press, 2009). 
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analysis). In this context, a baseline assumption is that increased efficiency – which in turn 

may manifest itself as lower transaction costs for market participants, improved liquidity and 

accuracy in pricing or in other ways – is beneficial to society as a whole.87 However, not all 

possible efficiency vectors will be addressed here, but only one. More specifically, the Holy 

Grail sought in this part of the investigation is what could be termed transactional efficiency 

from the viewpoint of the end investor – i.e. obtaining an outcome where transaction costs for 

the end investor are minimized. 

 

Having established in the previous chapters what sources will be used to analyze the law of 

the land in each jurisdiction studied, these laws will next be compared from the standpoint of 

efficiency. Here, the objective is to identify both similarities and differences between the 

applicable best execution rules. In this leg of the investigation, the goal is to make a 

functional comparison pace Zweigert and Kötz.88 This means that the idea is to compare the 

rules that different legislators have drawn up concerning one specific issue, which in itself 

may be similar or even identical in the different jurisdictions.89 Here, the issue, or function, in 

question is ensuring the best possible execution – from the standpoint of transactional 

efficiency – by an intermediary of orders to trade in shares for the part of an investor. As 

mentioned supra, this concept is the tertium comparationis for the purposes of this study. The 

rules of the jurisdictions studied will be analyzed with a view to identifying the applicable 

rules on order execution by agents. Moreover, these rules will be compared so that similarities 

and differences in the rules can be discerned and discussed. For example, different choices 

concerning the scope of the rules or the obligations impinging on the agents who execute 

orders may be identified, and the implications of the different choices analyzed. 

 

The goal here is to investigate whether the extant rules in the jurisdictions studied affect the 

efficiency of trading shares, and whether there are any discernible differences between the 

different rules in this respect. The descriptive part of the transactional efficiency analysis will 

attempt to identify and describe economic effects of current rules on, e.g., competition 

between different trading venues, the pricing of shares and the behavior of different agents 

such as investors, intermediaries and trading venues. The economic effects of different 

legislative and regulatory solutions will be juxtaposed. 

                                                 
87 Easterbrook and Fischel make a forceful case for this view. Easterbrook and Fischel, op. cit. at 35 ff. 
88 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit., p. 43 f and Part I, passim. 
89 Ibid. at 10 f. and 43 f. 
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In order to gauge the relative transactional efficiency of different legislative solutions, it 

becomes necessary to employ the analytical tools used in economics where the performance 

of financial markets is scrutinized in-depth through the use of models of market behavior. The 

models are frequently taken as approximations of real-world markets and the results of the 

analysis are relatively often invoked as arguments for or against specific features of the legal 

framework surrounding the markets.90 Moreover, economists have analyzed the economic 

effects of regulatory changes, and whether they are beneficial or detrimental to efficiency in 

the markets. The arguments for and against different alternatives for regulating financial 

markets advanced by scholars in this field will also be considered in the analysis of the virtues 

and drawbacks of alternative legislative and regulatory solutions. Also, data on real-world 

trading in shares, especially execution quality, will be considered. 

 

Since the intention is to analyze the implications of extant order execution rules, including 

their impact on actors in the EU and US financial markets, it will also be necessary to analyze 

pertinent state level legislation. The analysis of state law will focus on those areas where it 

supplants or interprets federal order execution rules. The national rules in the individual EU 

member states studied here – France, Sweden and England & Wales – will be described and 

analyzed in some detail. Rules enacted at the level of individual states in the US will be 

treated only insofar as they supplant the operation of federal order execution rules to such an 

extent that they merit inclusion in this study. 

 

From this comparative exercise, normative conclusions will be drawn based on the underlying 

assumption that increased transactional efficiency is beneficial. Thus, this final part of the 

analysis will attempt to distinguish between different extant rules on grounds of transactional 

efficiency and identify what best execution rules – extant or hypothetical – are preferable to a 

legislator who seeks to improve transactional efficiency. In this context, the possibility that no 

specific order execution rules, rather than extant or hypothetical rules, may be preferable from 

a normative perspective will also be considered. 

                                                 
90 See, e.g., O’Hara, op. cit. at 190, footnote 8, or Craig Pirrong, Securities Market Microstructure: Property 
Rights and the Efficiency of Securities Trading. 18 J. of Law Econ Organ (2002) 385 at 404. 
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2.3 Coda: Why and How 

The goal of this investigation – the reason why it is carried out – ultimately is to say 

something about the law in one specific area: best execution obligations. The unabashedly 

normative goal of the exercise is to suggest ways to design best execution rules so that they 

contribute to increased transactional efficiency. The manner in which the law is analyzed – 

the how of the study – necessitates both a descriptive and a normative approach. 

 

In order to arrive at the goal stated in the first sentence above, two separate inquiries are 

made. First, the law as it stands is sought out and analyzed. In this leg of the study, the aim is 

to be descriptive. The approach used could be termed ”minimalist positivism”: pace Holmes, 

law is considered to be predictions about decisions by authorities competent to apply the law, 

and all sources as aids to help make more accurate predictions. To this extent, Holmes’ brand 

of American legal realism is applied across the board, to civil and common law jurisdictions 

alike. However, this approach is fine-tuned by creating a specific “predictive vehicle” for each 

jurisdiction: i.e., separate sets of sources that judges or other competent decision-makers in 

each jurisdiction would be most likely to have recourse to when they decide what the law is. 

 

Moreover, the approach taken in this study is not that courts merely establish what the law is 

when they adjudicate. Rather, their activity is seen as creative, in that they pragmatically draw 

up new rules to define admissible behavior when they determine how, e.g., a statute is to be 

interpreted in a given context. Law, in this view, becomes quite a narrow subject and the 

uncertainty about the meaning of, e.g., extant statutory law quite pronounced. Here, the state 

of the law – uncertain as it is – is accepted as a given. 

 

To sum up, this investigation employs the realist approach – that the law is a prediction of 

what courts or officials would determine when applying relevant sources of law – and 

subjects it to the legal peculiarities of each jurisdiction studied in order to find what sources 

the judges or others whose duty it is to apply the law would look to in that specific 

jurisdiction. This fine-tuning is held to be necessary in order to make as accurate predictions 

as possible about the decisions that those judges, within their legal and conceptual framework, 

are most likely to render. 
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Second, these rules are analyzed based on whether they deter from or contribute to 

transactional efficiency in financial markets. Here, the intention is to establish how the rules 

should be drawn up so that they achieve an extra-legal objective: more efficient trading in 

financial markets. 
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Chapter 3 The Economics of Securities Trading 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 The Structure of this Chapter 

The present chapter will provide a description of research on the economic activity – 

execution of orders to transact in financial assets – which this study aims to investigate. The 

intention is to discuss those aspects of economic theory relating to securities trading that are 

pertinent to the analysis of order execution. 

 

First of all, this introductory section discusses the object of inquiry for this investigation: 

execution of orders to trade in securities. The objective is to define the activity under 

investigation. Two fundamental questions are dealt with in section 3.2: the reasons that 

financial assets are created at all and the reasons why such assets, once created, are traded in 

an organized manner on specialized venues. Theoretical underpinnings for these activities will 

be set out in order to describe the functions of financial assets and the mechanisms behind 

organized trading in such assets. Moreover, certain concepts of central importance in this 

context – liquidity and transaction costs – will be discussed. The idea here is to present the 

theoretical underpinnings of (i) securities trading, (ii) the centralization of such trading in 

venues created for this purpose and (iii) concepts of central importance to organized securities 

trading. 

 

In section 3.3, attention is shifted to issues more directly pertinent to execution of orders to 

trade in securities. This entails a look at market microstructure research – research that 

investigates how the structure of securities markets affects, for example, how prices are set 

and how trade flows between venues. A walk-through of pertinent issues is offered. First, 

theoretical analyses of prices and terms of trade in securities transactions are presented. In 

this part, different theories regarding the accuracy of securities prices and how information is 

impounded in these prices will be presented. Moreover, the issue of transaction costs, which is 

closely related to that of the realized terms of trade, will be addressed. Explicit and implicit 

costs that weigh on transactions, e.g. broker fees and commissions, spreads and price impact 

will be explained and discussed. 
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Thus, the first part of the discussion below is devoted to how prices are set and what 

transaction costs are incurred by market participants. Then, the effects on markets of 

introducing transparency requirements will be looked at, since the availability of information 

about trading opportunities is one of the key factors for obtaining best execution. In an 

environment with multiple markets, such as the United States or the European Union, it is 

conceivable that different trading venues offer different prices, and various levels of 

transaction costs, to the market participants. This creates opportunities for inter-venue 

competition, which will also be addressed.91 Substantial research into inter-venue competition 

has discussed such issues as cream-skimming (when traders seek out venues with less 

informed market participants) and payment for order flow (where markets or agents may 

entice traders through giving them various benefits).  

  

In the context of order execution, it is important to consider the price of the security and the 

transaction costs. In an environment with multiple venues, prospective traders have an 

economic incentive to compare the trading opportunities available at different venues and 

identify the best one. When the person who executes the trade does so not for his or her own 

account but for the part of another, another issue arises: the implications of the agency 

relationship on the manner in which the trade is executed. 

 

This study investigates order execution for the part of another, i.e. agency trades. Research on 

various aspects of the agent-principal relationship in securities trading such as the different 

incentives that an agent (broker) may have compared to those of his or her principal (the 

investor), will be raised in section 3.4. Order execution, more specifically best execution 

rules, has also been analyzed by legal scholars who have investigated the interplay between 

rules and economic outcomes as well as the economic ramifications of different legislative or 

regulatory choices. Research that directly addresses best execution issues will also be 

discussed here. 

 

Following this brief sweep through the economic theory behind organized trading in financial 

assets, two practical – if hypothetical – examples of what trading can look like will be 
                                                 
91 Inter-venue competition occurs when different trading venues exist alongside each other. For the purposes of 
this investigation, the relevant form of inter-venue competition is when the same securities are traded on multiple 
venues, i.e. when a prospective trader in one specific security has different venues to choose from. Research 
concerning the effects on price accuracy and liquidity of a multi-venue environment will be discussed. In such an 
environment, venues often try to attract order flow, i.e. try to entice more market participants to trade at their 
venue rather than at others. 
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provided in section 3.5. The intentions are (i) to draw a sketch of how secondary market 

transactions in financial assets are conducted on venues for organized trading and (ii) to 

present the different actors – buyer, seller, intermediaries – who participate in transactions. In 

one case, the buyer is a natural person with limited experience and funds, what is commonly 

referred to as a retail investor. The other hypothetical case concerns a legal person, a pension 

fund, which trades frequently and in high volumes in the course of the daily management of 

its portfolio of shares and other financial assets. The shorthand label for such a wealthy, 

frequent and experienced market actor is an institutional investor. In both cases, a full – if 

brief – run-through of transactions is given, with emphasis on how the orders given by the 

principals are executed by the relevant intermediary. 

 

The sections described above have been included in this study in order to offer diametrically 

opposed perspectives of the phenomenon studied here – financial markets. At the one end, the 

theoretical basis for the existence and functioning of financial markets is presented, while at 

the other end two examples of tangible everyday activities in these markets are given. The 

description thus moves from the abstract to the concrete, and concludes with a discussion of 

how orders to buy or sell financial assets are carried out in practice. 

 

After this overview of securities trading and theories behind it, section 3.6 offers a discussion, 

to a considerable degree based on the research in earlier parts of this chapter, of different 

ways in which best execution rules may be construed. Section 3.7 links the discussion to the 

real-world rules that will be investigated in the following chapters, and concludes. 

 

The rest of the present section will provide a description of the real-world economic activity – 

execution of orders to transact in financial assets – which this study aims to investigate. This 

stylized description forms the basis of the subsequent investigation and sets out the 

boundaries of the inquiry; any activities that cannot be subsumed under the description given 

fall outside the scope of the study. 

3.1.2 Necessary Preconditions: Investors, Intermediaries, Markets 

At the outset, it must be emphasized that the object under investigation presupposes the 

existence of at least two and, in many cases, three parties. First: an investor. Second: a party 

who receives an instruction from the prospective investor and sees to it that this instruction is 

acted upon. In essence, this party ensures that the instruction is carried out or, in financial 
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markets parlance, that the order from the investor is executed. Third, a venue at which orders 

to trade in this specific security can be executed. Strictly speaking, such a venue is not 

necessary in cases where the party who receives the instruction can execute the order without 

having recourse to an external venue. 

 
In this context, it might be worthwhile to emphasize the importance of the legal regime for securities trading. In 

a wider sense, all organized securities trading hinges on the existence of a legal framework that allows – or at 

least does not explicitly proscribe – securities trading on specialized venues and among market participants. In 

the case of internalized trading, however, the importance of legislative or regulatory accommodation of trading 

practices is more pronounced. Internalized order execution has been a subject of controversy in both the US92 

and the EU,93 and is surrounded by legislation and regulation in both of these jurisdictions that is more stringent 

than the rules governing transactions where the party receiving the order does not act as principal on the other 

side of the trade. These stricter rules reflect the legislator’s and regulator’s desire to prevent profit-making at the 

investor’s expense.94 An argument in favor of internalization is that it improves competition and provides venues 

for executing trades in a manner that may suit particular traders.95 However, internalization can also be held to 

reduce liquidity in the markets. When an order is executed internally instead of on an exchange, the trade does 

not appear on the exchange’s transparent order books. This may not only decrease liquidity but also, in Ferrarini 

and Recine’s view, entail less price transparency and less well functioning price discovery.96 Also, investors’ 

opportunities to effectively monitor their agents’ (the “internalizing” broker) behavior may be impeded.97 

Interestingly, Hansch, Naik and Viswanathan investigate the terms of trade of internalized transactions – with 

internalization defined as the act of a broker routing an order to a dealer in the same firm – on the London Stock 

Exchange and conclude that internalized trades obtain better terms of trade than non-internalized trades.98 

3.1.3 Agency Orders 

Another part of our functional definition is that the order is executed on behalf of the investor. 

This normally means that the party executing the order does not assume the risk of loss 

associated with owning the acquired assets – or, in the case of a sell order, the risk of loss that 

comes from no longer owning them. Any fluctuations in the price of the assets translate into 

gains or losses for the investor, who bought or sold them, but do not affect the wealth of the 

executing party. As has been noted above, however, in some cases an executing party may be 

                                                 
92 McCleskey, op. cit. at 112 f. 
93 Ibid. at 108 ff 
94 Ibid. at 113 f. 
95 G. Ferrarini and F. Recine. The MiFID and Internalisation in Guido Ferrarini and Eddy Wymeersch (eds.), 
Investor Protection in Europe: Corporate Law Making, the MiFID and Beyond (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2006) 235 at 238 f. 
96 Ibid. at 239. 
97 Ibid. at 239 f. 
98 Oliver Hansch, Narayan Y. Naik, S. Viswanathan. Preferencing, Internalization, Best Execution, and Dealer 
Profits. 54 J. of Fin. (1999) 1799 at 1823 and passim. 
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able to step into the transaction as a principal and take the other side of it vis-à-vis the 

investor. In these cases, the risks faced by the executing party are clearly different from the 

cases where it simply executes an order between two (other) principals. Since these 

internalized trades also represent real-world examples of order execution, it seems advisable 

to include also such practices in the functional definition of order execution employed here. 

Thus, the central component in this context is the execution of orders on behalf of the 

investor; both those cases when the executing party steps in to take the other side of the 

transaction and those where he merely facilitates a transaction between the investor and 

another principal constitute order execution on the investor’s behalf even if the risks faced by 

the executing party differ markedly in these two cases. 

 
Here too, internalized order execution represents an exception from the general rule since the executing party 

also steps in as principal and assumes a risk that presents a mirror image of those of his client, the investor. The 

markedly different incentives of the executing party in these cases where his or her interests run counter to those 

if the investor as regards, e.g., the price of the securities and the expectations on post-trade price movements, 

will have to be taken into account in the subsequent analysis of best execution rules. In these cases, it is clear that 

the executing party faces very different incentives compared to the more common case where he or she does not 

assume any of the risks that impinge on principals to a transaction. 

 

In order to provide further background on different types of orders that an agent may execute for the part of a 

principal, several general categories of orders will be described below. The two most basic types of orders are 

market orders and limit orders,99 but several other varieties of order types will also be addressed. A market order 

is an order to buy or sell a certain number of securities at the current prevailing market price. Lemke and Lins 

argue that market orders have the advantage of certainty of execution, but that the drawback is that the ultimate 

price of the trade may be worse than anticipated.100 

 

One variety of orders identified by Lemke and Lins is the good-til-cancelled (GTC) order, which is valid for an 

extended period of time, e.g. 60 to 120 days, unless executed or cancelled, and which can be executed over 

several trading days.101 Another type of order is the not held order, which grants discretion to the broker to 

determine when and at what price the order should be executed. Lemke and Lins hold that these orders are (i) 

designed to take advantage of the broker-dealer’s access to market information, (ii) often used in connection with 

large or difficult trades and (iii) usually handled manually.102 All-or-none orders directs the broker-dealer to 

execute either all of the order or none of it, but not parts of it (a “partial fill” is not allowed).103 An immediate-or-

cancel (IOC) order entails that the broker-dealer is directed to fill as much of an order as possible immediately 

                                                 
99 Lemke and Lins, op. cit. at 26. 
100 Ibid. at 27. 
101 Ibid. 
102 Ibid. 
103 Ibid. 
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and then cancel any remaining, unexecuted portion of the order. IOC orders are often used in algorithmic trading 

strategies, according to Lemke and Lins.104 A similar order type, fill-or-kill, requires the broker-dealer to either 

fill all of the order immediately or else cancel it.105 Market on close orders direct the broker-dealer to execute the 

transaction at the market’s closing price in the relevant security. Lemke and Lins state that these orders can be 

useful to mutual funds and other investors that value portfolio holdings at the market’s closing price.106An 

average price order is typically a large order where the broker-dealer is expected to “work” the order over time 

and give the customer an average price across the whole order.107 Lemke and Lins also mention a number of 

order types that in their view are more sophisticated and tend to be used with different kinds of electronic trading 

systems. These order types include the reserve order, intended to keep a large portion of the order hidden – in 

reserve – so as to be executed automatically over time without alerting the market to the size of the total 

anticipated order.108 Pegging orders are orders within a range that are pegged to, and automatically move up or 

down with, the best bid or offer in a security until the entire order is filled. This effectively means that the order 

is automatically updated to track the best bid or offer.109 

3.1.4 Buyers and Sellers 

One central condition without which the whole phenomenon of order execution would be 

non-existent is that someone is willing to meet the order, i.e. that someone is willing to take 

the other side of the trade that the investor wishes to execute. This condition is not explicitly 

included in the definition of the object under investigation, although it is of course necessary 

that the demand or supply – in the form of an order to buy or sell financial assets, respectively 

– be matched by supply or demand by another party for a transaction to occur. In the cases 

where the investor’s order is matched with an order from someone else and the executing 

party performs the function of matching the investor’s order with the matching order of this 

third party, the executing party carries out an intermediary function between the buyer and the 

seller. The actors who execute orders on behalf of investors in real-world markets – most 

often referred to as brokers – are conventionally subsumed under the general heading 

“financial intermediaries”, together with other actors who facilitate financial market activities. 

 

3.2 General Background 

                                                 
104 Ibid. at 27 f. 
105 Ibid. at 28. 
106 Ibid. 
107 Ibid. 
108 Ibid. 
109 Ibid. 
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3.2.1 Introduction: Efficient Markets and Transaction Costs 

The present study aims to investigate a subset of investment activities,110 namely executions 

of orders to transaction in already issued securities.111 The focus will be on secondary trading 

of securities.112 The overarching objective of this study is to analyze and compare the rules 

that govern certain aspects of secondary securities trading in a small number of real-world 

jurisdictions. In the following, a very brief presentation of the general setting in which 

securities trading takes place will be offered. A basic – if indirect – economic role of 

securities markets is to provide prices of securities. Those prices in turn provide signals that 

affect the allocation of capital and thus of (scarce) resources. A securities market where prices 

fully reflect such available information is called an efficient market.113 The assumptions 

underlying the efficient market theory have come under criticism from various angles, e.g. as 

concerns the role of information,114 the consequences of rational market participants’ 

                                                 
110 In very general terms, corporations in a market economy raise funds from other persons who agree to invest 
capital in them. Thus, corporations are funded by investors who voluntarily allocate part of their capital to them 
and not by public authorities. In return, the investors receive instruments that essentially represent an entitlement 
either to part of the assets of and control over the corporation, or to part of the profits or cash flow of the 
corporation – securities. See Mathias M. Siems, The Foundations of Securities Law (September 10, 2008) at 11 
ff.  Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1089747. The issuance of securities enables the corporation to 
receive and pool funds from a large number of investors, each of whom has a limited amount of funds. See 
Robert C. Merton and Zvi Bodie, A Conceptual Framework for Analyzing the Financial Environment, in 
Kenneth A. Froot (ed.) The Global Financial System (Boston, MA: Harvard Business School Press, 1995) at 13. 
From the perspective of the individual investor, the availability of securities issued by corporations provides 
opportunities to participate in large indivisible investments undertaken by the issuers. Ibid. at 13 f. 
111 The basic varieties of securities are shares and bonds. These securities typically come with different bundles 
of rights in recompense for the investment made in acquiring them. Shares entail ownership and voting rights in, 
and bonds entail a right to payments from, the corporation. These are ideal types of equity and debt instruments, 
respectively. Siems at 11 ff. 
112 The aggregate activities of investors and corporations that exchange capital for shares in corporations or debt 
instruments that entail payments from the issuing corporations constitute the capital market. This market can be 
divided up into the market for primary distribution of securities (the primary market) and the market for 
secondary distribution (the secondary market). The primary market encompasses transactions where corporations 
release new securities in exchange for new capital from investors. In the secondary market, already issued 
securities are exchanged between investors. See James D. Cox, Robert W. Hillman, Donald C. Langevoort, 
Securities Regulation: Cases and Materials, 6th  ed. (Gaithersburg, NY: Aspen Law & Business, 2009) at 2. The 
execution of orders to buy securities when they are offered by the issuer to prospective buyers falls outside the 
scope of this study. 
113 See, e.g., Eugene F. Fama, Efficient Capital Markets: A Review of Theory and Empirical Work, 25 J. Fin. 
(1970) 383 and Burton G. Malkiel, The Efficient Market Hypothesis and Its Critics, CEPS Working Paper No. 91 
(April 2003) . Greater share price accuracy in the securities market informs the choice between investments and 
entails more efficient use of available capital. When all available capital is efficiently invested, an optimal 
allocation of resources result. See Merritt B. Fox, Art Durnev, Randall Morck, Bernard Yeung, Law, Share Price 
Accuracy and Economic Performance: The New Evidence, SSRN Working Paper (December 2003) at 8 f 
(http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=437662). See also Merton and Bodie in Froot (ed.), op. cit. 
at 15. 
114 See, e.g., Sanford J. Grossman, Joseph E. Stiglitz. On the Impossibility of Informationally Efficient Markets. 
70 Am. Econ. Rev. (1980) 393 (arguing that that efficiency – i.e. a state where prices fully reflect all available 
information – is not tenable in markets where information comes at a cost). 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=437662
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behavior,115 the assumption that market participants are rational116 and the presence of 

transaction costs that create inefficiencies,117 but it remains a very important starting point for 

much analysis of securities markets. In the context of this investigation, issues concerning the 

theoretical or empirical tenability of the efficient market hypothesis will not be addressed. 

However, transaction costs will be discussed at some length since the magnitude and 

distribution of such costs can have direct relevance in best execution discussions. 

 

One aspect of transaction costs that has been analyzed extensively in the context of securities 

trading is the cost imposed on traders who transact with counterparties that possess better 

information about the transacted securities.118  

 

Moreover, the presence of information asymmetry in the markets also affects the behavior of 

market makers and specialists. These market actors commit to step in and trade with buyers 

(sellers) who cannot find other parties willing to sell (buy) the securities in question.119 In 

order to avoid running a loss, they compensate for projected losses by, essentially, buying low 
                                                 
115 See Paul Milgrom, Nancy Stokey. Information, Trade and Common Knowledge. 26 J. of Econ. Theory (1982) 
17 (positing a “no-trade theorem”: when traders are risk averse and have rational expectations,  it will not be 
possible to trade based on differences in private information).An explanation why trading still occurs on 
securities markets, in spite of the mechanisms identified by Milgrom and Stokey, is given by Mahoney who 
holds that some market actors are ready to trade even if they suffer losses to informed traders. These traders are 
identified as “liquidity” traders who trade to convert excess income into savings or excess savings into 
consumption. Paul Mahoney, Market Microstructure and Market Efficiency, 28 J. of Corp. Law (2003) 541 at 
547. 
116 For a brief summary of issues raised by proponents of behavioral finance analysis, see Lynn Stout, The 
Mechanisms of Market Inefficiency: An Introduction to the New Finance, 28 J. of Corp. Law (2003) 635 at 659 
ff. See also Andrei Shleifer and Lawrence Summers. The Noise Trader Approach to Finance. 4 J. Econ. Persp. 
(1990) 19 at 19 f. Cf. Gilson and Kraakman, who provide a list of numerous biases covered in recent literature. 
Gilson and Kraakman, op. cit. at 15. Gilson and Kraakman uses the term “noise traders” for biased investors. 
Ibid. at 16. One study even uses individual, non-professional investors as a proxy for noise traders. See Charles 
Lee, Andrew Shleifer, Richard Thaler. Investment Sentiment and the Closed-End Fund Puzzle. 46 J. FIN. (1991) 
75 at 108. Fama discusses whether alleged long-term anomalies in securities prices suggest that efficiency 
should be discarded, and replies in the negative. Eugene F. Fama. Market Efficiency, Long-Term Returns, and 
Behavioral Finance. 49 J. Fin. Econ (1998) 283 at 284. 
117 When an investor makes an investment, the funds invested have to be devoted to this end. However, apart 
from the funds needed for the investment proper, the investor will most likely incur other costs in the course of 
contemplating, executing and following up the investment decision. The costs that are incurred over and above 
the capital allocated to the investment in order to carry out the transaction are, pace Coase, conventionally 
referred to as transaction costs. See Ronald Coase, The Problem of Social Cost, 3 J. Law & Econ. 1, (1960) 15 at 
22. Already in early works on the efficiency of markets, it was recognized that extant markets did not qualify as 
frictionless markets where all information is freely available and all investors agree on the implications of this 
information. Fama (1970), op. cit. at 387. Instead, the costs incurred in actual trading on the securities market 
may inhibit the flow of transactions. Ibid. at 388. 
118 See Walter Bagehot (pseudonym). The Only Game in Town. 27 Fin. Analysts J. (1971) 12 at 14. Transaction 
costs caused by lack of information are discussed in some detail by Dahlman. See Carl Dahlman, The Problem of 
Externality, 22 J. Law & Econ. (1979) 141 at 148 and passim. 
119 In the parlance of traders, these actors “make a market” in the securities that they agree to trade against other 
market participants. In so doing, the market makers face the prospect of having to trade with at least some 
informed traders, and incur losses as a result. 
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and selling high: by offering to buy at a lower price (the “bid” price, which represents what 

the market maker bids for a specific security) and sell at a high price (the “ask” price, or what 

the market maker asks for from other traders to part with the security in question). The 

difference between the bid and the ask prices quoted by the market maker is termed the 

spread.120 

 

The client may also face other, less straightforward costs in connection with a securities 

transaction. If the buy or sell order is large enough relative to the trading volume in the 

specific security, the order itself will impact its price.121 The effect of a transaction on the 

price of the traded security is commonly termed price impact. 

 

Apart from the issues raised above, a party to a transaction may also incur transaction costs ex 

post when it tries to ascertain whether a broker acting as agent did obtain the best possible 

terms for a specific trade.  

3.2.2 Why Organize Securities Trading? The Economic Rationale for 
Organized Trading in Securities 

3.2.2.1 Introduction 

As noted in section 3.2.1 above, transaction costs affect both the transactional and 

informational efficiency of securities trading. In the below, different ways in which organized 

trading of securities may contribute to lower transaction costs will be described. 

3.2.2.2 On the Concept of Liquidity 

When analyzing securities trading and transaction costs associated with trading, liquidity in 

the market is a factor of critical importance. Therefore, it seems warranted at this point to 

discuss liquidity in general terms. O’Hara notes that liquidity plays a fundamental role in 

markets, and that in early market microstructure literature the market maker’s primary role 
                                                 
120 In essence, spreads are the differences between purchase and sales prices. The spread represents a cost to the 
investor that can partly be explained as an effect of information asymmetry in the market and to this extent 
qualified as an information-related transaction cost. The difference between the bid and ask quote in the share 
(the spread) is a cost borne by the investor, since the spread is the difference between the price that the investor 
has to buy to acquire the share, and the price that he or she would get when selling it in the same market. See 
Peter C. Reiss and Ingrid M. Werner. Transaction Costs in Dealer Markets: Evidence from the London Stock 
Exchange, in Andrew W. Lo (ed.) The Industrial Organization and Regulation of the Securities Industry. 
Chicago and London: The  University of Chicago Press (1996) 125 at 127 f. 
121 If, for example, 10 shares of stock A are currently on offer on an exchange at an ask price of 10 dollars and an 
investor wants to purchase 100 shares in A, it will be necessary to find sellers that are willing to part with 90 
more shares. It is highly likely that these additional sellers will demand a higher price. Under these conditions, 
the sheer size of the buy order will probably raise the share price. 
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was held to be the provision of liquidity; however, O’Hara goes on to paraphrase an old adage 

by saying that liquidity, like pornography, is easily recognized but not so well defined.122 

Hasbrouck sets out a number of qualities associated with liquidity123 and offers an alternative 

definition of liquidity, according to which the term comprises depth, breadth and resiliency. 
124 

 

In a similar vein, O’Hara observes that liquid markets are generally considered to be those 

which accommodate trading with the least effect on price.125 She also suggests that illiquidity 

can be viewed as a cost of trading,126 and offers several alternative ways in which to measure 

liquidity. In one view, the bid-ask spread reveals the liquidity in the market, with a smaller 

spread indicating a more liquid market.127 Another possible measure of liquidity, according to 

O’Hara, is the price revision that occurs after a trade, which may be a more accurate reflection 

of the costs of trading.128 

 

Hasbrouck holds that it may be useful to characterize agents as either suppliers or demanders 

of liquidity. In his view, liquidity supply has traditionally been associated with brokers, 

dealers and other intermediaries while liquidity demand has been held to come from the 

customers, i.e. individuals and institutional investors with trading needs.129 However, 

Hasbrouck argues that from a narrower perspective liquidity is provided by agents who are 

available to trade or who offer to trade, while liquidity demand comes from agents who 

spontaneously decide to trade. In this view, liquidity suppliers are passive; liquidity 

demanders, active. Here, a passive liquidity supplier offers terms of trade and, in so doing, 

                                                 
122 Maureen O’Hara. Market Microstructure Theory (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 1995) at 215. 
123 He suggests that in a liquid market, a small shift in supply or demand does not cause a large change in price; 
that liquid markets have low trading costs; and that the cost of accomplishing a purchase in a liquid market is not 
appreciably higher in the short than in the long run. Hasbrouck, op. cit. at 4. 
124 A deep market is one in which there is a large quantity available for trade at the current market price and 
prices close to it. Broad markets have many different participants, none of whom is able to exercise significant 
market power. Resiliency in market is measured by the impact on price of the effects associated with the trading 
process rather than the fundamental value of the traded security. The smaller the process-related effects, and the 
quicker they die out, the more resilient the market. Ibid. at 4 f. 
125 O’Hara (1995), op. cit. at 216. 
126 Ibid. at 217. 
127 Ibid. at 216. 
128 Ibid. at 217. 
129 Hasbrouck, op. cit. at 5. 
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“makes” a market. An active liquidity demander creates an exchange by (actively) accepting 

the terms offered by the market maker.130 
 

3.2.2.3 The Effects of Organized Trading on Transaction Costs 

When shares in a large number of corporations can be traded at one venue, information about 

the opportunity to invest in these shares and the price quote for each share can be obtained 

from this venue at a low cost, where the marginal cost of obtaining information about each 

additional investment opportunity (i.e. the next share quote that appears on the ticker) is 

insignificant.131 In this context, it also merits mention that the introduction of electronic 

trading may entail a further reduction in search costs compared to “open outcry” trading on 

the floor of a stock exchange.132 

 

Certain types of transaction costs are linked to trading on organized venues (e.g. exchange 

fees) while other types of costs tend to be higher in bilateral, over-the-counter (OTC) 

                                                 
130 Ibid. Hasbrouck goes on to claim that the rise of easily accessible markets has made the choice between 
supplying or demanding liquidity a matter of easily reversed strategy. This makes the traditional alignment of 
liquidity demand and supply with specific institutions obsolete in many markets. Ibid. 
131 Also, centralized trading of securities means that more investors participate in price formation. Consequently, 
more information is reflected in the prices of securities and made available to the investing public. This renders it 
easier for an investor to decide on what investment to pursue based on accurate information about manifold 
alternative investments. In practical terms, this means that an investor can typically obtain instant information 
about securities on offer on one or more stock exchanges by leafing through the finance section of any major 
newspaper or by visiting any of a number of websites dedicated to providing information about securities 
trading. In the absence of venues where multiple securities are traded, this investor would instead have to rely on 
information solicited from each issuing corporation or market professionals. In order to assemble an updated list 
of securities that might constitute interesting investment opportunities, the investor would probably have to 
contact issuing corporations or intermediaries such as underwriters or brokers to obtain information about the 
securities on offer. The information that is publicly available about exchange-traded securities, e.g. in 
newspapers and on websites that track market developments, normally include specific information that 
contribute to price formation according to the efficient market hypothesis. Stock listings often include 
information about the highest price at which buyers are willing to buy the security (the bid price) as well as the 
lowest price at which sellers are willing to dispose of their securities held (the ask price). Moreover, information 
about the number of securities recently traded is frequently provided, as are performance indicators such as the 
relation between the earnings of the issuing corporation and the price of its shares (the p/e ratio) and the 
correlation between the expected return on the individual security and the return of the market as a whole (the 
beta). If these and other indicators were not made available at a glance in publicly available sources, each 
prospective investor would instead have to devote time and efforts in order to obtain background data and 
employ them to calculate these indicators. In economic terms, this would have meant higher information costs 
for investors. Moreover, the prices quoted on an exchange reflect what the marginal trader in a large pool of 
investors – all those who participate in trading on the exchange – are willing to pay for the security in question, 
rather than the quote that an investor could receive in a one-off contact with another trader over the telephone or 
at the curbside. Consequently, more information is impounded in the prices quoted on the exchange, which the 
investor can partake of by flipping through a newspaper or visiting a publicly accessible website, than could be 
unearthed through even a large number of bilateral contacts with other market actors. 
132 Albert Menkveld. High-Frequency Trading and the New-Market Makers (August 14, 2011) at 5. 
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trading.133 As regards credible policing and enforcement mechanisms towards trading 

participants, which allow parties to spend less resources on monitoring the other party’s 

compliance with an agreement, such mechanisms are more likely to be present at venues for 

organized trading than in the various forms of OTC trading. While it is not inconceivable that 

OTC transactions may be subject to some kind of similar mechanism, these might be seen as 

less credible in comparison to those of a venue with better possibilities for, e.g., supervision 

of transactions or exclusion of non-compliant market participants from further trading.134  

 

The concentration in trading that result when more transactions are executed on the same 

venue entails more liquidity which can translate into lower transaction costs. Lower 

transaction costs in turn lead to more liquidity, in a positive feedback loop. Savings can also 

be achieved through standardization of contract terms, but these gains are not directly 

dependent on the degree to which trading is concentrated: they can conceivably be realized 

also in more fragmented, off-venue trading environments. 

 

The drive to minimize transaction costs for investors may act as an impetus to create venues 

where securities can be traded on a large scale on the secondary market, in order to achieve 

the various savings enumerated in the above. In the abstract, the efficient option for an 

individual investor will be to carry out trades on a venue for organized trading if the total 

transaction costs incurred when entering into a transaction on that venue is lower than total 
                                                 
133 The execution of trades at a venue for organized trading will typically be carried out through an intermediary 
who will expect payment for services rendered. Moreover, the trading venue will charge fees for processing the 
transaction and ensuring that the rights to the shares are transferred in observance of applicable legal rules for 
effecting transfers. Exchange fees are not levied when transactions are executed directly over-the-counter 
between two counterparties in the secondary market. However, even in such cases, transaction costs will arise in 
connection with contracting and ensuring the legally valid transfer of the securities. An individual investor will 
compare the fees charged by intermediaries and by the venue itself to the alternative bargaining costs associated 
with off-venue trading (e.g. bilateral, OTC trading). As concerns the performance of obligations under a contract 
to trade securities, organized trading on a venue may be advantageous in that the solvency and reliability of the 
counterparties, being members of the exchange, is monitored. Thus, there is no need for time-consuming 
solvency and reliability checks for each trade. See Houthakker and Williamson, op. cit. at 112. In this context, it 
could also be noted that organized trading allows the introduction of standardized practices regarding, e.g., 
delivery terms and other contractual conditions. Ibid. Detailed provisions on how delivery and payment shall be 
carried out are typically set out in the marketplace rules, see e.g. Nasdaq Stock Market Rule 11 310 et seq. (as 
regards transactions in equity securities settled in the United States). The improved predictability that results 
from increased reliability and standardized transaction terms should, ceteris paribus, reduce transaction costs and 
render trading on organized venues more attractive. However, it should be noted that standardized contract terms 
may be used in bilateral trading as well, which may decrease transaction costs for such transactions. If 
standardized terms can be employed as easily in OTC transactions as in exchange trades, exchange trading does 
not become more relative in attractive terms. Whether standardization of contract terms in OTC transactions in 
fact allows for savings in transaction costs that equal the savings realized through standardization of exchange 
trading terms is an empirical question that will not be addressed further in this context. 
134 How this plays out in real-world markets is ultimately an empirical question which is beyond the scope of this 
investigation. 
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transactions costs incurred when entering into a transaction OTC. A number of scholars have 

elaborated on the function of venues for organized trading as vehicles for decreasing 

transaction costs.135 As an aside, it may be noted that one factor that has been invoked in this 

context is the “signaling” effect; that a firm may list on a specific exchange in order to signal 

to potential investors that its securities are of high quality.136 

                                                 
135 Mulherin, Netter and Overdahl argue that exchanges develop elaborate structures in order to economize on 
transaction costs. J. Harold Mulherin, Jeffry M. Netter, James A. Overdahl, Prices are Property: The 
Organization of Financial Exchanges from a Transaction Cost Perspective. 34 J. Law Econ 591 at 593 f. with 
reference to Dahlman, op. cit. at 148. Easterbrook and Fischel argue that organized exchanges reduce the cost of 
transacting by facilitating transactions between parties with different beliefs about the future, and that the 
increased liquidity that results when more parties buy and sell securities at the same venue reduces the 
unnecessary cost of investing. Frank H. Easterbrook and Daniel R. Fischel, Mandatory Disclosure and the 
Protection of Investors, 70 Va. L. Rev. (1984) 669 at 689. In their view, a venue for securities trading becomes 
more successful when it can offer better liquidity, which in turn depends on a higher amount of trading. Thus, 
exchanges have incentives to adopt trading rules that are beneficial to investors and will induce more investors to 
trade on the exchange. Ibid. at 689 f. In a similar vein, Pirrong holds that exchanges are in large part institutions 
devised to reduce transaction costs. Craig Pirrong, A Theory of Financial Exchange Organization, 43 J. Law 
Econ 437 at 440. Venues that fulfill this economic function are typically subject to legal requirements 
concerning their conduct of business and rights or duties vis-à-vis market participants. However, the rights and 
duties that apply to the exchange or its members may affect the relative economic efficiency of the market for 
organized securities trading. A central issue in this context is whether the applicable bundles of rights and duties 
contribute to the concentration of trading on one venue, or whether they cause trading to be carried out at 
different venues. When trading is spread out so that a security may be traded at a number of different venues, the 
liquidity at each venue may become lower than would be the case if all these trades were executed at the same 
venue. The fragmentation of trading may also lead to less efficient pricing of securities. Andreas Fleckner, Stock 
Exchanges at the Crossroads, 74 Fordham L. Rev. (2006) 2541 at 2570. An analysis of the raison d’être of stock 
exchanges that uses a different typology is made by Macey and Kanda who identify four services that a stock 
exchange, here construed as the corporations that list securities on the exchange, offers to its customers. Thus, 
their analysis is focused on the benefits realized by listed corporations rather than investors. In their view, 
exchanges offer listed corporations liquidity, trade monitoring, standardized rules and a signaling function. 
Jonathan Macey, Hideki Kanda. The Stock Exchange as a Firm: The Emergence of Close Substitutes for the New 
York and Tokyo Stock Exchanges. 75 Cornell L. Rev. (1990) 1007 at 1010. The increased liquidity traditionally 
associated with listing on a stock exchange means that investors will be able to dispose of their holdings quickly. 
Moreover, the large number of traders also means that more information is impounded in the prices quoted on 
the exchange. Ibid. at 1013. The monitoring function exercised by exchanges as the second service offered to 
listed corporations. Exchanges monitor trading and render it more difficult for, e.g., corporate officers to trade 
for their own profit on the basis of privileged (inside) information. This deters such activities, which would entail 
a breach of the corporate official’s fiduciary duty towards the corporation. The presence of exchange-managed 
monitoring thus reduce the agency costs associated with the separation between ownership and control in large, 
publicly held firms. Ibid. at 1020 f. Macey and Kanda also argue that, on a well-monitored exchange, investors 
will be willing to pay more for securities issued by corporations listed on a more intensely monitored market – in 
economic terms, they will not demand as large a discount as otherwise in order to compensate for expected 
losses from insider trading and price manipulation. Ibid. at 1021 f. A stock exchange may also impose certain 
standard terms such as, e.g., a requirement to have an audit committee and a minimum number of outside 
directors. This serves as a signal to investors that the corporation will be supervised by outsiders and that 
conflicts of interest will be monitored. Ibid. at 1023. 
136 Macey and Kanda hold that listing on an exchange provides a valuable filter to investors and informs them 
that the securities listed are of high quality. Macey and Kanda, op. cit. at 1023. They explicitly recognize that the 
signaling service is beneficial to investors, but argue that listed corporations benefit as well since listing sends 
credible assurances of quality that it would be more costly to replicate by other means. Ibid. The signaling effect 
recognized by Macey and Kanda has been addressed and applied to the analysis of cross-border listing by 
Coffee, who argues that differences in corporate governance requirements between jurisdictions create 
opportunities for corporations to increase the value of their shares through voluntary commitment to a stricter 
corporate governance regime. See John Coffee, The Future as History: The Prospects for Global Convergence in 
Corporate Governance and its Implications. 93 Northwestern L. Rev. (1999) 641 at 673 ff. See also John 
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To conclude on an empirical note, one might be tempted to argue that the mere presence of all 

these competing venues for organized securities trading is testimony to the perceived 

superiority, in the eyes of a large number of investors from the 17th century onward, of 

organized trading on a centralized platform over bilateral contracting for the sale and purchase 

of securities.137 

3.3 Market Microstructure 

3.3.1 Introduction 

Markets for organized trading in securities have been the object of both theoretical and 

empirical research in which the interplay between market structure and the behavior of market 

participants has been analyzed extensively. According to O’Hara, this market microstructure 

literature analyzes how specific trading mechanisms affect the price formation process138 and 

contributes to the understanding both of the returns to financial assets and the process by 

                                                                                                                                                         
Coffee. Racing Towards the Top? The Impact of Cross-Listings and Stock Market Competition on International 
Corporate Governance. 102 Colum. L. Rev. (2002) 1757 at 1829 f. This “bonding” effect applies in practice to 
non-US corporations that list their shares on a US exchange and thereby commit to comply with the main part of 
the corporate governance requirements that apply to corporations listed in the US. Coffee refers to earlier 
findings that the announcement by a foreign firm of a dual listing on a US exchange typically increases the share 
value of the firm. See Coffee (1999) at 674 with reference to Amir Licht, Regulatory Arbitrage for Real: 
International Securities Regulation in a World of Interacting Securities Markets. 38 V. J. of Int`l Law (1998) 
563 at 634 f. Coffee extends the theoretical conclusions of Macey’s and Kanda’s analysis and applies it to real-
world markets. Just as a non-listed corporation can benefit from listing voluntarily on an exchange, a corporation 
from a country with less stringent listing requirements (i.e. a weaker signal of quality) can benefit from listing 
voluntarily on an exchange in another jurisdiction where exchanges apply more stringent listing requirements. 
However, according to other empirical studies the opposite effect holds true as well in that US firms that list on 
foreign exchanges exhibit abnormal negative returns. Ibid. with reference to Licht, op. cit. at 634. Moreover, 
Doidge, Karolyi and Stulz advance that firms that choose to list in the UK do not enjoy an increase in share 
value but may instead experience a negative listing premium, and conclude that there exists a distinct governance 
benefit for firms that list on US exchanges and that no comparable benefits can be tied to listings in the US 
outside exchanges or on UK exchanges. Craig Doidge, K Karolyi, R Stulz. Has New York Become Less 
Competitive in Global Markets? Evaluating Foreign Listing Decisions Over Time. Working Paper, Ohio 
University, at 44. Zingales argues, however, that the observed premium is not necessarily a measure of the 
benefit of a listing in the US but could be correlated with unobservable and unrelated characteristics that render 
the corporation more valuable to begin with such as, e.g., superior opportunities for growth. L. Zingales, Is the 
U.S. Capital Market Losing Its Competitive Edge? ECGI Working Papers in Finance No. 192/2007 at 10 f. 
Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract_id=1028701. These studies, however, concern the relative benefits 
of listing on different venues: none of them address the fundamental issue of why corporations opt to list on 
exchanges. 
137 Siems at 5 f.  Fleckner notes that stock exchanges were not originally set up with the intention to attract 
customers, as is commonly the case when new businesses are launched. Instead, stock exchanges were 
established by an already existing group of customers that sought to create a convenient forum for the securities 
trading that was already going on. As a consequence, the stock exchanges were controlled by its customers from 
the beginning. Fleckner, op. cit. at 2551. 
138 O’Hara, op. cit. at 1. 

http://ssrn.com/abstract_id=1028701
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which markets become efficient.139 Hasbrouck discusses the relation between the 

conventional efficient market hypothesis and the effects on pricing of different manners of 

structuring a market.140 He recognizes that the price of securities is in one part dependent on 

its fundamental value, but also that some components of the price can be attributed to market 

organization and the trading process.141 Moreover, Hasbrouck holds that the components that 

are due to fundamental value arise from information about the future cash flows of the 

security and are long-lasting, while the price components associated with the market structure 

and trading process are transient.142. The legal rules under investigation here touch on the 

trading process and may affect both how this process is structured and how markets are set up. 

Insofar as the legal regime affects market structure and trading practices, it may also 

contribute to or detract from transactional efficiency in extant, real-world markets. 

 

This study concerns itself with how specific rules on order execution affect the efficiency of 

extant markets for trading in financial assets. In this context, market microstructure research 

becomes highly pertinent. This section is intended to provide an overview of theoretical 

analyses of market microstructure. First out, analyses of prices and terms of trade in securities 

transactions will be discussed. A critically important aspect of order execution is the price and 

the other terms of trade (e.g. execution speed, commissions paid et cetera) received when 

trading. However, the focus of this investigation is not how prices are established per se in 

markets, but how intermediaries (brokers) decide between different execution opportunities. 

Thus, research on how prices are established will only be touched on briefly. 

                                                 
139 Ibid. In a seminal article named “Market Microstructure”, Garman analyzed exchange markets and explicitly 
set out to provide a linkage between the aggregate exchange activities (i.e. transactions) of market agents and 
patterns of behavior observed in real-world securities markets. Mark B. Garman. Market Microstructure. 3 J. 
Fin. Econ. (1976) 257. In so doing, Garman treated the temporal microstructure, defined as moment-to-moment 
aggregate exchange behavior, as an important descriptive aspect of these markets. Ibid. at 257. Moreover, he 
explicitly abstained from analyzing whether the behavior of individual market participants is rational or not. Ibid. 
at 258.  Instead, he focused on the behavior of large ensembles of market participants under conditions that 
resemble the structure of real-world US securities markets. Ibid. at 262 f. In this context, market structure is 
defined as (i) the restrictions that define the permissible prices, quantities and conditions of any order entering 
the marketplace and (ii) the rules and priorities that apply to transactions that are effected when multiple orders 
have been submitted. Ibid. at 262. Based on analyses of the aggregate behavior of market participants under 
different market structures, Garman argues that pricing patterns in real-world markets may arise as an effect of 
the microstructure of markets rather than as a result of the behavior of market agents. Ibid. at 271.  
140 Hasbrouck, op. cit. at 23 f. 
141 Ibid. at 23. 
142 Ibid. at 23 f. 
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3.3.2 Price Formation in Securities Markets 

3.3.2.1 Securities Prices and Order Flow: The Importance of Inventory and/or 

Information Asymmetry 

Many scholars have analyzed how prices are determined in securities markets. Somewhat 

simplistically put, a fair amount of these analyses proceed from the basis that either the 

market maker’s inventory considerations143 or information asymmetries between market 

participants144 can explain how prices are set. 

 

The significance of trade size is investigated by Easley and O’Hara who employ a model 

where traders can submit orders of different sizes, and where there is uncertainty both as to 

whether new information is at hand and whether new information, if it exists, affect the value 

of securities positively or negatively.145 

 

In Easley and O’Hara’s model, the informed traders will prefer to trade in large orders as long 

as they gain more by trading large numbers of shares – albeit with a spread, and thus an 

inferior price compared to the spread-less small order market – than they would by trading 

fewer shares at a better (i.e. spread-less) price per share in the small order market.146 

Conversely, if these conditions are not at hand, the informed traders will prefer to trade 

                                                 
143 See, e.g., Harold Demsetz. The Cost of Transacting. 82 Q. J. of Econ. (1968) at 33, Yakov Amihud, Haim 
Mendelson. Dealership Market: Market Making with Inventory. 8 J. of Fin. Econ. (1980) 31, Maureen O’Hara, 
M. Oldfield. The Microeconomics of Market Making. 21 J. of Fin. and Quant. Analysis (1986) 361 (finding that 
when the market maker faces uncertainty as to both price and order variability, both the placement and the 
magnitude of the spread depend on the market maker’s inventory position). 
144 See, e.g., Bagehot, op. cit. at 13, Thomas Copeland, Dan Galai. Information Effects on the Bid-Ask Spread. 38 
J. of Fin. (1983) 1457, Lawrence Glosten, Paul Milgrom. Bid, Ask and Transaction Prices in a Specialist Market 
with Heterogeneously Informed Traders. 14 J. of Fin. Econ. (1985) 71,  Albert Kyle. Continuous Auctions and 
Insider Trading. 53 ECONOMETRICA (1985) 1315, Hans Stoll. The Supply of Dealer Services in Securities 
Markets. 33 J. of Finance (1978) 1133 (using both inventory and information to explain the spread), T Ho, Hans 
Stoll. Optimal Dealer Pricing Under Transactions and Return Uncertainty. 9 J. of. Fin. Econ. (1981) 47 (further 
developing Stoll’s earlier analysis), T. Ho, H. Stoll. The Dynamics of Dealer Markets Under Competition. 38 J. 
of Fin. (1983) 1053 (introducing competing dealers into the model). At a conceptual level, one could note pace 
O’Hara that information-based models do not rely on transaction costs – in the sense of inventory costs or order-
processing costs as considered by, e.g., Amihud and Mendelson or Stoll – but instead claim that spreads would 
exist even in the absence of any such costs. See O’Hara, op. cit. at 53. 
145 David Easley, Maureen O’Hara. Price, Trade Size and Information in Securities Markets. 19 J. of Fin. Econ. 
(1987) 69 at 70. The introduction of two kinds of trades – large and small size transactions – result in two 
different but possible equilibria (i.e. situations where trading conditions remain stable over time). Either a “semi-
separating” equilibrium arises in which the informed traders all choose to place large size orders while many, but 
not all, uninformed traders opt for trades of a small quantity. With such a trading pattern in the market, the 
market maker will not set a spread when trading in small quantities since all small traders are uninformed and he 
thus does not incur any losses due to information asymmetry when trading with them. Ibid. at 80. However, the 
market maker will set a spread when trading in large quantities, due to the presence of informed traders in the 
market for large trades and his need to recoup losses incurred when trading against them. Ibid. at 80 f. 
146 Ibid. at 76 f. 
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together with the uninformed traders in the small order market and also carry out some trades 

in the large order market where uninformed traders are also present.147 

 

Easley and O’Hara draw several conclusions from these results. It is held that the price of 

securities exchanged in a specific transaction depend on the size of the trade. Moreover, 

Easley and O’Hara argue that the practice of using market spreads as measures of the 

“goodness” of markets can be misleading.148 Easley and O’Hara also offer an explanation of 

how securities prices change subsequent to a trade, based on the revised expectations of the 

market maker.149 

 

 The implication of these findings is that the price effect of a trade is dependent also on the 

sequence of past trades and not only on the current state.150 In the abstract, O’Hara argues that 

a main implication of the Easley and O’Hara findings is that the effects of information on 

securities prices is more complex – e.g. because of the price effects of the sequence in which 

trades occur – than Bagehot’s notion that market makers set prices to compensate for losses to 

informed traders.151 

 

                                                 
147 This results in what Easley and O’Hara term a “pooling equilibrium” where orders from informed and 
uninformed traders are pooled in both the large order and small order markets. Ibid. at 78 f. The market maker’s 
response to the presence of informed traders in both the large and small order markets will be to set a spread in 
both markets, i.e. also in the small order market. However, the spread in the small order market will still be 
smaller than the spread in the market for large orders. Ibid. at 80 f. Thus, in Easley and O’Hara’s view, the same 
mechanisms as in the semi-separating equilibrium will arise and the pooling equilibrium is dependent on the 
informed traders’ profits being larger when they trade in small quantities at better per share prices than when 
they transact in large quantities at inferior per share prices. Ibid. at 79 f. 
148 The size of the spread will depend to some extent on the nature of the market equilibrium (semi-separating or 
pooling) and thus a mere examination of the spread in the small order market cannot provide a good indication of 
the presence of information asymmetries or costs of trading in the market. Ibid. at 81. 
149 In the case of large trades that occur in a semi-separating equilibrium, the market maker will adjust his price 
downwards following two consecutive sell orders since this event makes it more likely that informed traders 
possess new adverse information about the value of the traded security. However, in Easley and O’Hara’s view 
the downward movement in prices caused by large sell orders may, in a semi-separating equilibrium, be 
counteracted by orders to trade in small quantities. The reasoning behind this conclusion is that all small trades 
are uninformed in this equilibrium, that there is uncertainty as to whether new information exists and that the 
probability of a small trade – relative to a large trade – increases in the absence of new information. Ibid. at 84 ff. 
In another work, O’Hara holds that in practical terms, if a small trade follows after a large trade this decreases 
the probability in the eyes of the market maker that new information exists. O’Hara, op. cit. at 71. Thus, small 
trades on the back of a large trade should lead to price recovery, and O’Hara holds that such a pattern of price 
recovery is consistent with reported empirical data from real-world markets. Ibid. 
150 As asserted by O’Hara, this dependence on prior trades introduces a new complexity into the analysis of how 
asymmetric information between market participants affects securities prices. O’Hara, op. cit. at 71.  In this 
view, prices will move differently depending on the sequence of trades preceding the observed trade and this in 
turn will render it difficult to investigate specific economic events and their impact on securities prices. Ibid. at 
72. 
151 Ibid. 
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A central aspect of information asymmetries is the question how the distribution of superior 

information, and the behavior of the trader or traders who possess such information, affect the 

setting of quotes and the determination of securities prices. A central component in this 

analysis is the informed trader’s incentive to exploit her informational advantage to maximize 

her profit. In the context of securities trading, an informed trader will try to identify and opt 

for the trading pattern that maximizes her own profits. In so doing, the informed trader will 

have to consider how the market maker will set prices, as well as how uninformed traders 

react to market developments.152 

 

Holden and Subrahmanyam analyze a market where a number of informed traders exist and 

they each determine their optimal trading strategy based on the expectation of the others.153 In 

this model, imperfect competition between the informed traders leads information to be 

impounded more quickly into the prices compared to a situation, as envisaged by Kyle,154 

where one single informed trader acts as an information monopolist. In Holden and 

Subrahmanyam’s model, there is a relation between the number of informed traders and the 

speed with which their information is impounded into prices. The more informed trades, the 

faster the price adjustment process.155 

 

The picture of market operations and price formation grows even more complicated when the 

possible strategic behavior of uninformed traders is considered as well. Admati and Pfleiderer 

posit a market with a risk-neutral market maker, a number of informed traders, some 

uninformed traders who trade to accommodate their liquidity needs irrespective of the market 

maker’s pricing decision (non-discretionary uninformed traders) and finally some uninformed 

traders who adapt their trading strategy to the prices set in the market (discretionary 

uninformed traders).156  

                                                 
152 Ibid. at 90. 
153 C.W. Holden, A. Subrahmanyam. Long-Lived Private Information and Imperfect Competition. 47 J. of Fin. 
(1992) 247 at 249. 
154 See note 144 supra. 
155 Holden and Subrahmanyam, op. cit. at 260.  
156 Anat Admati, Paul Pfleiderer. A Theory of Intraday Patterns: Volume and Price Variability. 2 Rev. of Fin. 
Stud. (1988) 3 at 4 f. In Admati and Pfleiderer’s model, the discretionary uninformed traders take the terms of 
trade (i.e. market prices of securities) as a given but exercise their discretion as to when to trade in order to 
minimize costs.Ibid. at 6. When the variance of uninformed trades increase, the trading activity of informed 
traders have less effect on securities prices. The discretionary uninformed traders can affect the total rate of 
variance in uninformed trades by choosing to transact at a given time, thereby increasing the total variance in 
uninformed trades at that point in time. Ibid. at 10 ff. This is attractive to the discretionary uninformed traders 
since it means that the trading carried out by informed traders do not affect prices as much. Thus, the losses 
suffered by uninformed traders decrease. In order to maximize this effect (i.e. to minimize costs in the form of 
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The model used by Admati and Pfleiderer predicts that the preferences of informed traders 

and discretionary uninformed traders, when taken together, will create marked patterns in 

trading with a tendency to pool large numbers of trades in one period.157  

 

The possibility to obtain information on the value of securities through watching the sequence 

of prices in the market is investigated by Brown and Jennings, who find that a sequence of 

securities prices provides information that individual prices cannot.158 Since the sequence of 

trades provides information to traders, it also affects the adjustment of prices to full-

information values. Grundy and McNichols also find that under certain assumptions traders 

learn underlying information based on the observation of prices at an earlier and then at a later 

point in time.159 In a similar vein, based on these results, O’Hara notes that in a market with 

asymmetric information prices play a dual role: they permit market clearing and information 

aggregation.160 

 

Another factor that has been considered as a possible contributor to price formation in 

securities markets is the volume of trading. Blume, Easley and O’Hara analyze the manner in 

which traders use both information on both price and volume to assess the value of the traded 

security. In their view, information on volume allows traders to sort out two different effects 

that both contribute to price formation; first, the quality of information and second, the 

direction of information (i.e. whether the information sends the price down or up).161 In their 

                                                                                                                                                         
losses to informed traders), discretionary uninformed traders choose to “clump” together at one point in time – or 
more probably, a period during the trading day. Ibid. at 13. However, in Admati and Pfleiderer’s model the 
pooling of discretionary uninformed traders also affect the (profit-maximizing) behavior of informed traders. 
Just like discretionary uninformed traders, these prefer to trade in periods when the variance in uninformed 
trades is high. Thus, the informed traders will follow the discretionary uninformed traders and increase their 
trading in those periods when these trade the most. In so doing, they effectively exaggerate the trade patterns 
introduced by the discretionary uninformed traders so that even more trading activity is concentrated in those 
periods when these prefer to trade. Ibid. at 15. 
157 Ibid. at 32 f. However, O’Hara argues that the results may be highly dependent on the underlying assumptions 
of the model – that trade in each period takes place independently of trades in other periods so that, e.g., private 
information cannot exist across periods, and that discretionary uninformed traders cannot split their trading 
between different periods.O’Hara, op. cit. at 137. These stylized assumptions may be necessary for the pooling 
equilibrium to arise. In O’Hara’s view, it may prove difficult to find one single tenable equilibrium already if the 
model is extended to take into account the possibility for discretionary uninformed traders to trade in more than 
one period. Ibid. 
158 D.P. Brown, R.H. Jennings. On Technical Analysis. 2 Rev. of Fin. Stud. (1989) 527 at 543 and passim. 
159 B.D. Grundy, M. McNichols. Trade and Revelation of Information Through Prices and Direct Disclosure. 2 
Rev. of Fin. Stud. (1989) 495 at 520 f. and passim. 
160 O’Hara, op. cit. at 160. 
161 L.E. Blume, David Easley, Maureen O’Hara. Market Statistics and Technical Analysis: The Role of Volume. 
49 J. of Finance (1994) 153 at 171. A mere observation that the price is high, without information on the volume 
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view, volume picks up signal quality in a way that is independent of the price. Thus, a trader 

who watches only prices and not volume will miss some information compared to someone 

who watches both of these numbers. O’Hara holds that this finding provides a justification for 

technical analysis of market data and that the role of volume in the price adjustment process is 

to facilitate learning of the underlying uncertainty.162 

3.3.2.2 High-Frequency Trading 

In recent years, the advent of high-frequency trading strategies has been analyzed by scholars.  

Brogaard notes that almost 70 % of trading volume at NASDAQ can be attributed to high-

frequency trading,163 while Zhang holds that high-frequency trading companies are 

responsible for about 73 % of the trading volume in the US stock market.164 Moreover, 

Brogaard finds that high-frequency traders match or improve the best bid or offer 65% of the 

time, and post quotes that strictly improve the bid or offer 19% of the time. While high-

frequency traders match or improve quotes for large stocks more frequently than for small 

stocks, these traders strictly improve quotes more often for small stocks.165 As regards the 

impact of high-frequency trading on the price discovery process, Zhang argues that high-

frequency trading may render the price discovery process less effective166 and that high-

frequency traders tend to increase volatility in the market.167 Kirilenko, Kyle, Samadi and 

Tuzun investigate the effects of high-frequency trading on financial markets and find that 

high-frequency trading did contribute to increasing market volatility in extreme market 

conditions, during the “flash crash” on May 6, 2010. Similar conclusions are reached by 

Easley, Lopez de Prado and O’Hara, who argue that high frequency traders contributed to the 

creation and worsening of the flash crash by taking liquidity from the market instead of 

providing it in connection with the crash.168 

 
                                                                                                                                                         
traded, does not provide enough information to determine whether the price goes up because of a high average-
quality signal – i.e. a signal that that is of only average quality but indicates that the price should move 
considerably upwards – or because of an average signal with high quality, i.e. a very dependable signal that the 
price should move somewhat up. Ibid. 
162 O’Hara, op. cit. at 168. 
163 Jonathan Brogaard. High Frequency Trading. Newsletter from the Center for the Study of Financial 
Regulation, Mendoza College of Business (2011) at 1. The newsletter is available electronically at 
http://business.nd.edu/uploadedFiles/Academic_Centers/Study_of_Financial_Regulation/pdf_and_documents/Jo
nathanBrogaard.pdf  (last visited on March 3, 2013). at 1. 
164 Frank Zhang. High-Frequency Trading, Stock Volatility, and Price Discovery (December 2010) at 5. 
165 Brogaard, op. cit. at 12 f. and Table 2. 
166 Zhang, op. cit. at 26. 
167 Ibid. at 22. 
168 David Easley, Marcos Lopez de Prado, Maureen O’Hara. The Microstructure of the Flash Crash: Flow 
Toxicity, Liquidity Crashes, and the Probability of Informed Trading. 37 Journal of Portfolio Management 
(2011) at 118. 
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Jarrow and Protter argue that high-frequency traders may exploit e.g. the higher speed with 

which they trade in order to derive benefits from increased volatility and mispricing in the 

markets.169 In their view, the trading speed advantage of high-frequency traders provides them 

with abnormal profit opportunities gained at the expense of ordinary traders.170 Protter and 

Jarrow hold that these abnormal profit opportunities, insofar as they are due to advantages 

derived from preferential treatment in the execution of orders (through e.g. location of 

physical trading terminals close to the venue) constitutes a market inefficiency that should be 

eliminated by regulation.171 

 

Menkveld investigates the impact of high-frequency trading on two European venues 

(Euronext and Chi-X) and finds that after the advent of Chi-X, one high-frequency trader 

executed a significant amount of trades on Chi-X. Menkveld notes that Chi-X offers a rebate 

for liquidity providers and that the presence of this rebate renders execution of passive 

orders172 on Chi-X more profitable for the high-frequency trader.173 Menkveld finds that the 

entry of Chi-X into the market, and the entry of a high-frequency trader that increased the 

trading volume on Chi-X significantly, decreased spreads.174 These lower spreads represent a 

benefit to end-users that can be attributed to the lower fees paid by the high-frequency trader. 

Thus, lower venue fees are at least partially passed on to end-users in the form of decreased 

bid-ask spreads.175 

 

Gomber et al. compare US and EU regulations and find phenomena such as the flash crash 

can be explained with reference to specific US rules that aggravate detrimental behavior by 

market participants. Specifically, Gomber et al. hold that the obligation on US venues to route 

orders to the best publicly available price may entail that orders are routed to execute against 

stub quotes that may be set at extreme prices. Since venues are obliged to route orders for 

execution, some executions will be made against these extreme prices. This in turn increases 

market volatility. In contrast, EU best execution rules do not entail a duty to always execute 

against the best publicly available price and venues are not obliged to route orders on to 

                                                 
169 Robert A. Jarrow, Philip Protter. A Dysfunctional Role of High Frequency Trading in Electronic Markets 
(June 29, 2011) at 2. 
170 Ibid. at 12. 
171 Ibid. 
172 I.e. orders that entail provision of liquidity to the venue, as opposed to “active” orders that execute against 
existing quotes and thereby take liquidity from the venue. 
173 Menkveld, op. cit. at 20. 
174 Menkveld, op. cit. at 1. 
175 Ibid. at 27. 
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execute at this price. According to Gomber et al., this means that extreme price movements 

would most likely not occur in EU markets because of high-frequency trading.176 

3.3.2.3 The Dynamics of Different Order Types 

Another aspect of securities trading that may affect the pricing process – different order types 

– is discussed by O’Hara. She draws a distinction between market orders and limit orders, 

where market orders indicate willingness to trade at the prevailing market price while limit 

orders specify a quantity and a price at which the investor desires to trade.177 Limit orders that 

are displayed reveal to other (prospective) traders that the investor who posted the order is 

willing to trade a quantity of securities at the indicated price. This represents a new potential 

trading opportunity for those interested in trading in the security in question. Thus, limit 

orders provide liquidity to the market. O’Hara notes that limit orders have been characterized 

as competing with the market maker.178 Moreover, O’Hara contrasts limit orders with “stop” 

orders, which are typically orders to sell securities when the price reaches a certain threshold 

level. She notes that such stop orders are triggered in a falling market and spurs selling, which 

means that they take liquidity from the market and also provide momentum to the downward 

movement in prices.179 As concerns limit orders, O’Hara notes that these orders mean that the 

trader pre-commits to buying or selling at a particular price, so that the trader has effectively 

written an option at the specified strike price.180 The risk that limit order traders run is larger 

the larger the order. Consequently, few traders submit large limit orders. Instead, they prefer 

to execute larger trades through a series of small market orders.181 

 

Cohen, Maier, Schwartz and Whitcomb analyzed the dynamics that induce investors to 

choose to submit market orders or limit orders, respectively.182  

                                                 
176 Peter Gomber, Björn Arndt, Marc Lutat, Tim Uhle. High-Frequency Trading (June 6, 2011). 
177 O’Hara, op. cit. at 191. 
178 Ibid. at 192. 
179 Ibid. 
180 Ibid. at 197. 
181 Ibid. 
182 Kalman J. Cohen, Steven F. Maier, Robert A. Schwartz, David K. Whitcomb. Transaction Costs, Order 
Placement Strategy, and Existence of the Bid-Ask Spread. 89 J. of Pol. Econ. (1981) 287 at 287 and passim. 
They posit a market with transaction costs where investors can place either limit orders (at a set price) or market 
orders (that will execute at the available price in the market) and demonstrate that under certain conditions 
investors prefer to place limit bid (ask) orders that are lower (higher) than the quote available in the market, in 
the hope of subsequently executing at the more favorable limit-order price. Ibid. at 291 ff. However, in so doing 
the investor runs the risk that the order will not execute at all, which means that his efforts – in economic terms, 
costs incurred – in placing the order are lost. Ibid. at 297. In contrast, market orders are always executed. Ibid. at 
292. Cohen, Maier, Schwartz and Whitcomb show that as the limit order bid (ask) price approaches the closest 
ask (bid) quote in the market, the probability of the limit order executing increases. Ibid. However, because of 
transaction costs the probability of execution of a limit order is always less than one or, in the vernacular, not 
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The interplay between limit orders and the price setting by market makers is investigated by 

Rock, as reported by O’Hara. Rock focuses on the adverse selection problem faced by traders 

who submit limit orders.183 In this analysis, a trader who submits a limit order cannot know 

when it will execute, i.e. when prices will move so that another order “hits” the limit order 

from the other side of the market.184 Rock then proceeds to construct a trading environment 

based on a number of assumptions that are debatable according to O’Hara185 but allow for 

theoretical conclusions to be drawn. In this model, the market maker’s inventory position 

affects the quotes he offers. Specifically, when the market maker increases his holding of a 

particular security, his inventory risk increases as well and he adjusts his quotes downward to 

compensate for this increase in risk.186 This renders terms of trade worse for those traders who 

clear their transactions against the market maker – typically small traders – while prices in 

large trades may even improve when a larger share of the order is cleared against limit order 

traders rather than the market maker. Thus, the book of limit orders can improve prices 

available to some (large) traders by increasing the liquidity of the market, but only in 

situations when the market maker faces increases in her inventory risk.187 

 

Biais et al. analyze order flow in the Paris stock exchange (as an example of a centralized, 

computerized limit order market with strict time and price priority).188 They find that order 

flow is concentrated near the quote, and that a large fraction of the order placements improve 

on the best quote.189 They also find, in tune with findings by Glosten and Milgrom as well as 

                                                                                                                                                         
completely guaranteed. Ibid. at 292 f. This affects the behavior of investors, which in turn imposes a 
“gravitational pull” effect on the spread: as limit order prices approach market quotes and a trader submits limit 
orders with higher (lower) bid (ask) prices, the investor has an incentive to submit a market order at a slightly 
inferior price to achieve certainty of execution. When the market buy (sell) order is executed against limit sell 
(buy) orders, these orders disappear from the order book so that only higher (lower) limit orders remain. As a 
result, the spread increases. Ibid. at 300. 
183 Ibid. at 193. 
184 Ibid. Moreover, as orders execute in the market, market participants observe this and update their beliefs 
about the traded security’s true value. For example, a large sell order will cause the market maker to revise his 
value estimate downward, since large orders are more likely to be submitted by informed traders. The price 
quoted by the market maker for a large sell order may fall below the level at which limit orders exist on his order 
book. In this case, the trades will be cleared between the large-scale seller and those buyers who have submitted 
these limit orders. Rock notes that in this case, the limit order buyers may end up buying the security at a price 
that exceeds its new expected value after the large sell order has been executed. Ibid. 
185 Ibid. at 194. 
186 Ibid. at 196. 
187 Ibid. at 196 f. This result depends on the assumption that the limit order traders are risk-neutral while the 
market maker is risk averse. This assumption has been characterized as debatable by O’Hara. Ibid. at 194. 
188 B. Biais, P. Hillion, C. Spatt. An Empirical Analysis of the Limit Order Book and the Order Flow in the Paris 
Bourse. 50 J. of Finance (1995) 1655 at 1656. 
189 Ibid. at 1657. 
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Easley and O’Hara, that large transactions tend to move the price in the direction of the 

transaction (i.e. a large sale tends to increase the bid price).190 

 

Easley and O’Hara posit a trading environment with a risk-neutral market maker – unaffected 

by inventory considerations – and traders who are allowed to submit either market orders or 

stop orders.191 Traders either receive a private signal about the true value of securities 

(informed traders) or receive no information (uninformed traders). In this model, informed 

traders submit market orders only, while uninformed traders submit either market orders or 

stop orders depending on their reasons for trading.192 The more stop orders are submitted, the 

more securities prices change upon the arrival of each market order. Thus, prices can change 

depending on the aggregate collection of stop orders even when each individual stop order is 

uninformed, i.e. not correlated with the underlying value of the security in question. In 

O’Hara’s view, this reveals the important role played by the trading mechanism in the price 

adjustment process.193 Moreover, Easley and O’Hara find that allowing stop orders increases 

the convergence of prices to full-information values. Thus, prices are more efficient in 

markets with stop orders.194 If informational efficiency is held to be desirable, allowing them 

improves the performance of the market.195  

 

Another feature of this Easley and O’Hara model is that the introduction of an order book 

with stop orders results in worse initial prices and larger spreads. However, prices 

subsequently adjust more rapidly than in a market without stop orders.196 Thus, the model 

offers a trade-off between small spreads and slow price adjustment on the one hand or large 

spreads with faster price adjustment.197 Easley and O’Hara also discuss the implications of 

price-setting by a market maker and by floor brokers, respectively. At the outset, they note 
                                                 
190 Ibid. at 1658. 
191 David Easley, Maureen O’Hara. Order Form and Information in Securities Markets. 46 J. of Fin. (1991) 905 
at 907 f. 
192 Ibid. at 908 f. One consequence of this is that the order book – in which market orders are not entered – 
consists only of (stop) orders from uninformed traders. In this model, the market maker knows that stop orders 
are submitted by uninformed traders and that they do not contain any new information. On the other hand, when 
a market order is submitted this causes the market maker to change prices more dramatically than he would have 
if all orders were market orders. This is because the market maker knows that the market orders are more likely 
to come from informed traders and contain new information when some or much of the uninformed trading is in 
the form of stop orders. Ibid. at 913 f. 
193 O’Hara, op. cit. at 200. 
194 Easley and O’Hara (1991) at 915. 
195 O’Hara, op. cit. at 201. 
196 Easley and O’Hara (1991) at 921. 
197 Ibid. at 922. O’Hara suggests than an implication of this result is that the design of trading mechanisms is not 
obvious, since desirable properties may be accompanied by less sought-after characteristics. O’Hara, op. cit. at 
202. 
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that floor brokers are risk neutral and competitive just like a market maker; but that they have 

access to less information than the market maker in that they do not know whether each order 

is a stop or a market order. In a market structure with floor brokers, prices will be adjusted (by 

the floor brokers) after each trade. Since they cannot distinguish stop orders from market 

orders, they treat both order types in the same manner. This causes prices to move more after 

a stop order, and less after a market order, compared to a market with a market maker.198 

However, Easley and O’Hara also find that prices are more variable in a market maker system 

than in a floor broker system. At the same time, they also hold that the prices set by the 

market maker are more efficient in the sense that the information that goes into setting them 

is, at some points, finer than in a floor broker market. The relative stability of this latter 

system is purchased at the cost of less efficient pricing.199 

 

Based on her own and Easley’s results, O’Hara discusses the policy implications of their 

findings. If the stability of markets – construed as less variable prices – is desirable, then the 

floor broker mechanism is the first choice. If, on the other hand, price efficiency is sought, a 

market structure with a market maker is better since it allows information to be impounded 

more quickly into prices. However, O’Hara adds another complication to the picture by 

observing that since floor brokers do not know which orders are stops, they cannot know for 

sure that any given sequence of sell orders contains market orders that convey new 

information to the market. Even if a sequence of orders are all stops, and do not impound any 

new information into prices, floor brokers might still have to reckon with the risk that the 

orders contain new information and adjust their own expectations accordingly. As a result, 

large episodic price volatility may occur in a floor broker system, e.g., on the back of a 

sequence of stop sell orders, where it would not have occurred in a market maker-based 

trading structure. On the other hand, one-step price variance is higher in a market with a 

market maker. In conclusion, O’Hara notes that there are important trade-offs to consider 

when deciding which market structure is preferable.200 

3.3.2.4 Large Trades, Small Trades and the Pricing of Securities 

O’Hara notes that a large part of the trading volume on exchanges (in particular, the New 

York Stock Exchange) is exchanged through transaction where large quantities are traded and 

that these large “block trades” – where a large block of securities is sold at the same time – 

                                                 
198 Easley and O’Hara (1991) at 918. 
199 Ibid. 
200 O’Hara, op. cit. at 203 f. 
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display certain specific characteristics. Such trades are executed at worse prices, and the price 

of the traded security does not fully recover after the trade either.201 

 

Burdett and O’Hara analyze the syndication process in block trading, i.e. the formation of the 

block of buyers. They argue that the syndication effort itself may affect the block price.202 

Macey and O’Hara hold that free-riding imposes an externality on the market, and that the 

mere knowledge that a large trade will occur is valuable information since it may provide 

information on future securities price movements.203 The syndication efforts must take the 

risk of free-riding into account. The price at which a block trade is carried out is a discount 

from the current market price at the time when the trade is completed. In Burdett and 

O’Hara’s model, a block trader contacts potential syndicate members and obtains 

commitments from them to buy sub-blocks of securities in the impending trade. Although 

successful syndication efforts increase the probability of ultimate success, the syndication 

process itself alerts traders to the planned trade and thus conveys information to the market. 

At some point, the block trader no longer continues the syndication efforts and sells the 

already syndicated sub-blocks at the agreed price. Moreover, Burdett and O’Hara hold that the 

block trader normally purchases some shares for her own account as well from the seller, even 

if the syndication efforts have been successful, since she always has to consider the risk that 

anticipatory trading by others who have learned of the trade will undermine the price in 

                                                 
201 O’Hara, op. cit. at 233. Moreover, a block trade customarily involves one seller, a market maker and a 
number of buyers who form a syndicate and, acting in concert, form the buy side of the transaction. The identity 
of the seller is also often known to the buyers, contrary to conventional exchange-based trading where the parties 
to the transaction remain anonymous to each other throughout the transaction. O’Hara also offers several 
possible explanations for the existence of block trading. One is that such a trade, executed on an exchange 
without prior arrangements with buyers, would expose the specialist to considerable inventory risk, especially 
when the daily average volume is small. Another possible explanation is that the specialist needs to devote a 
large amount of capital to execute a large trade, which could reduce his ability to meet normal trading demands. 
Another rationale behind engaging in – non-anonymous – block trades is that this mitigates the information 
problems associated with large trades. Market participants may hold that a large trade, in a market environment 
where buyers and sellers are anonymous, is more likely to be initiated by an unknown informed trader. If the 
seller discloses his identity prior to trading, any negative price effects that arise because of uncertainty as to the 
identity of the counterparty are avoided. Ibid. at 233 f. 
202 K. Burdett, Maureen O’Hara. Building Blocks: An Introduction to Block Trading. 11 J. of Banking and 
Finance (1987) 193 at 196. The need to form a block of buyers in advance, and make them commit to trading at 
pre-set conditions, means that information about the planned trade becomes diffused at least to a group of 
potential buyers. Since block trades are normally executed at worse prices than the (prior) prevailing market 
price, and prices moreover tend to remain depressed following a block trade, those traders who obtain 
information about the impending block trade can expect the price to drop if the block trade goes through. This 
creates possibilities for these traders to abstain from participating in the block trade and instead trade in 
anticipation of a price drop, essentially free-riding on the information gathered by the trader who wishes to 
execute a block trade. Ibid. 
203 Jonathan R. Macey, Maureen O’Hara. Regulating Exchanges and Alternative Trading Systems: A Law and 
Economics Perspective. 28 J. Legal Stud. (1999) 17 at 32 f. 
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advance of the trade.204 Thus, in order to ensure that the block trade goes through, the block 

trade will often purchase the “final” sub-block of the trade herself. 

 

Grossman investigates the characteristics of the upstairs and downstairs markets, respectively, 

and argues that a distinguishing trait of the upstairs market maker is that he knows the 

unexpressed demand of traders, while the downstairs market maker may have superior 

knowledge about the expressed demand,205 i.e. the orders in the downstairs market maker’s 

order book. Grossman also assumes that the upstairs market maker has superior knowledge 

about the state of the market. The superior knowledge concerning unexpressed demand and 

the state of the market gives the upstairs market maker a comparative advantage which may 

be offset, however, by the search costs that come with upstairs trading206 – i.e. the relatively 

time-consuming search for a syndicate to trade with.207 If many traders choose to send their 

orders to the upstairs market maker, he will know more about expressed demand and become 

the venue of choice so that equilibrium arises in which the downstairs market disappears. In 

Grossman’s view, such equilibrium may be suboptimal in that upstairs trading involves search 

costs so that from the traders’ viewpoint it would be preferable to preserve the downstairs 

market instead.208 

 

Seppi analyzes the motivation behind block trading and downstairs trading. He finds that 

under certain equilibrium conditions, a large trader uses block trades to rebalance his portfolio 

(i.e. to engage in uninformed liquidity trading) but trades with a specialist in the downstairs 

market when carrying out information-based transactions.209 In this equilibrium, block trades 

are always by uninformed traders only and have no price effects. However, a necessary 

condition for this equilibrium to arise is that the large trader earns more in the aggregate from 

his information-based trades with the specialist than from the block trades. This in turn is the 

                                                 
204 Burdett and O’Hara, op. cit. at 202 ff. 
205 S. J. Grossman. The Informational Role of Upstairs and Downstairs Trading. 65 J. of Business (1992) 509 at 
512 f.  
206 Ibid. at 521. 
207 In this analysis, the traders choose to trade upstairs or downstairs depending on the relative advantages and 
costs of different trading locales. Ibid. In this model, the order flow provides information to the market makers 
and if the expressed order flow, i.e. the order flow in the downstairs market, is informative enough the 
downstairs market will be the preferred venue over the upstairs market. Conversely, if the revealed order flow 
does not convey enough information, the upstairs market maker can better match the trading desires of individual 
traders thanks to her superior knowledge about the state of the market. Ibid. at 521 f. 
208 Ibid. at 525 f. 
209 D. Seppi. Equilibrium Block Trading and Asymmetric Information. 45 J. of Fin. (1990) 73 at 81 ff. 
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case when the block size is small relative to the amount that the trader could trade in the 

specialist market.210 

3.3.3 Market Transparency and Trading Transparency 

3.3.3.1 Introduction 

The research described above has shown that the amount of information about the order flow 

held by different market participants is an important factor in the determination of both 

securities prices and the allocation of profits and losses between them.211 O’Hara’s term for 

this information distribution issue is market transparency, which she associates with an 

analysis of how different market designs such as batch trading or continuous auctions affect 

the resulting equilibrium.212 Moreover, she distinguishes market transparency from another 

related issue, namely the anonymity of trading where the focus is on the information or lack 

thereof regarding the identity of traders submitting orders.213 The occasional benefits from 

disclosing one’s identity when trading have been recognized by, e.g., O’Hara in the context of 

block trading.214 

3.3.3.2 Market Transparency and Trading Behavior 

Madhavan analyzes how the viability of a market is affected by market participants’ access to 

information on the size and direction (i.e. the prevalence of buy or sell orders) of order flow, 

and investigates which market structure best aids the price discovery function.215 He 

distinguishes between quote-driven markets where dealers post prices before orders are 

submitted and order-driven markets, where orders are first submitted and prices then 

determined.216 In the latter mechanism, orders can either be executed in a continuous auction, 

where submitted orders are executed by a dealer on the floor or against an existing limit order, 

or in batches where orders accumulate and are cleared at preset intervals. Madhavan holds 

that traders in both the quote-driven market and the order-driven continuous auction market 

know more trade information than the traders in the batch market.217  

                                                 
210 Ibid. at 85 ff. 
211 See, e.g., Grossman, op. cit. at 512 f. 
212 O’Hara, op. cit. at 252. 
213 Ibid. 
214 Burdett and O’Hara, op. cit. 
215 Madhavan (1992), op. cit. at 627 and passim. 
216 Ibid. at 608 f. 
217 Ibid. at 627. He shows that as long as informational asymmetry is not too great, the quote-driven market can 
attain an equilibrium where securities prices are semi-strong-form efficient and market makers offer a schedule 
of prices for different trade sizes. If information asymmetries become too pronounced, however, it may be 
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The most robust market structure in Madhavan’s model is the order-driven market where 

trades are settled in batches at preset times. This market structure provides a higher degree of 

trading aggregation, since orders submitted by informed and uninformed traders are settled at 

the same time, in the same batch. This has two implications for the operation of the market. 

First, the aggregation of orders that are executed in batches means that traders’ information 

becomes averaged out over all trades.218 The market-clearing price represents an average; 

thus, in this market the market maker does not incur losses in trades with informed traders that 

need to be recouped through transactions with the uninformed. However, the aggregation of 

trade execution reduces market transparency and impedes the efficiency of the price discovery 

process. 

 

Another issue raised by O`Hara is the effects that preserving or doing away with anonymous 

trading – where the identity of those who place orders is not disclosed – have on market 

behavior.219 

 

Forster and George posit a market where a subset of traders possesses superior information 

about the direction and magnitude of liquidity trading. They find that revealing the direction 

of liquidity trading in advance decreases the expected transaction costs of liquidity traders, 

does not affect the information impounded in prices but reduces the informed traders’ 

incentives for information gathering.220 In this analysis, information on the magnitude of 

liquidity trading affects not only the gains and losses (transaction costs) among different 

categories of traders, but also the depth of the market as a whole. Since market depth is 

closely associated with the liquidity available in the market in question, the anonymity – or 

non-anonymity – imposed in a given market can influence the extent to which the market 

                                                                                                                                                         
impossible to find prices at which market makers and traders are willing to transact. In this case, no equilibrium 
results, but rather a market failure. Ibid. at 617. 
218 Ibid. at 623 f. 
219 O’Hara, op. cit. at 260. In this context, she notes that certain practices that have attracted the attention of the 
regulator, e.g. front-running – when a broker “runs in front” of an order he has received by buying or selling 
securities for his own account before executing the submitted order – arise as a result of the lack of order 
anonymity. Ibid. 
220 M. Forster, T. George. Anonymity in Securities Markets. 2 J. of. Fin. Iint. (1992) 168 at 170. However, as far 
as information about the magnitude of (future) liquidity trading is concerned, revealing such information in 
advance has other effects. Prior disclosure of information on the magnitude of liquidity trading decreases the 
transaction costs borne by the uninformed only if there is sufficient competition among informed traders. 
Moreover, such disclosure increases the sensitivity of prices to order flow while leaving the informativeness of 
prices unaffected. Thus, information on the magnitude of liquidity trading affects market behavior in a different 
manner compared to information on the direction of liquidity trading. Ibid. 
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provides liquidity.221 In O’Hara’s view, an implication of the findings by Forster and George 

is that access to trade information can introduce real effects into the behavior of markets.222 

3.3.4 Inter-Venue Competition 

3.3.4.1 Introduction 

In a trading environment where trading can take place on multiple venues, the pricing process 

becomes more complex. Apart from the factors that affect pricing in an environment with one 

single market maker, or several actors who are active at the same venue, it becomes necessary 

to address the effects of competition between different venues that all seek to capture the flow 

of orders.223 

 

The issue of order flow, and how it functions in a multiple-venue environment, is intimately 

linked to the concept of liquidity. Liquidity, according to an old adage, attracts liquidity. In 

somewhat more technical terms, this statement posits a liquidity externality in the form of a 

network externality. Hasbrouck describes the liquidity externality as the increase in the 

liquidity attributes (i.e. depth, breadth and resiliency) that occurs together with a decrease in 

trading costs as the number of market participants increases.224 To go back to layman’s terms, 

trading costs in the aggregate decrease as the number of traders increases, which in turn 

makes the venue in question even more attractive. This force favors market consolidation at a 

single trading venue (or trading mechanism),225 which is by definition a monopolist. O’Hara 

also notes that if prices are better in more liquid markets, there should be a natural incentive 

for traders to converge on one market rather than split their trades across markets.226 If this 

holds, all trading should ultimately come together at the same venue. Absent offsetting 

factors, only one venue – the most liquid one – should survive and indeed thrive. 

 

                                                 
221 Ibid. at 188 ff. 
222 O’Hara, op.cit. at 262. She ties this line of academic inquiry to the regulatory issue of whether or not to 
restrict the practice of dual trading, where brokers are allowed both to submit customer orders to a market and to 
trade in the same market as dealers for their own account. Brokers may gain relevant information from the orders 
submitted by their customers, and O’Hara notes that the prospect that brokers may exploit this information has 
prompted regulatory proposals to restrict dual trading. Ibid. 
223 Indeed, in the context of this investigation, the possibility for inter-venue competition is almost a sine qua non 
for best execution rules to be relevant; if there is only venue where trading takes place, the question of choosing 
the best venue becomes moot. However, even in a one-venue scenario the broker might still have to ensure, e.g., 
that clients’ orders are executed speedily. 
224 Ibid. 
225 Ibid. 
226 O’Hara, op. cit. at 223. 
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However, if consolidation of trading can occur as a result of the centrifugal force of the 

liquidity externality, centripetal forces may also work against it and cause trading to take 

place in a scattered manner at several different venues. Hasbrouck argues that differences 

between categories of market participants (e.g. retail and institutional investors) as well as 

innovations by market designers contribute to such fragmentation of trading.227 The issue of 

market fragmentation is thus intimately linked to liquidity in the market and in specific 

exchanges.228 Fragmentation in its most extensive sense, where trading of a class of securities 

takes place on more than one exchange, is often contrasted to a natural monopoly where all 

trading in the security is executed on one single market.229 In a fragmented market, orders 

interact only with other orders at the same venue, even if a better match is available at another 

venue.230 An order might not be matched against the best available quote in the market, but 

merely at the best quote at the specific venue in which it was placed, which raises obvious 

best execution concerns.231 Moreover, in a fragmented market, an order can only be matched 

with other orders placed at the same venue. All orders placed at other venues are unavailable. 

Thus, there are fewer orders to match against. It can take longer time to find a match. Also, 

the risk that there are no matching orders available increases. In economic terms, this means 

that a fragmented market is less liquid.232 

3.3.4.2 Economic Analyses of the Effects of Fragmentation 

The effects of fragmentation have been the object of scholarly inquiries in which various, and 

in some cases opposite, conclusions have been drawn. Branch and Freed argue that 

fragmentation increases competition – which reduces spreads – while at the same time it 

decreases the volume traded at each venue – which increases spreads. In the aggregate, they 

find that the competition effect is stronger and that fragmentation reduces spreads.233 McInish 

and Wood investigate the effects of fragmentation on a set of US securities and conclude that 

                                                 
227 Hasbrouck, op. cit. at 5. 
228 David M. Schizer. Benign Restraint: The SEC’s Regulation of Execution Systems. 1010 Yale L. J. (1991-
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effective competition between venues will result in fragmentation.234 They further find that 

fragmentation reduces both the spread and the premium,235 which benefits market 

participants.236 In the view of McInish and Wood, this demonstrates that the traditional view 

that competition benefits society applies also to securities trading.237 A different position is 

taken by Pirrong who argues that, under certain conditions, the optimal economic outcome is 

achieved when only one exchange survives in the market.238 However, Pirrong also notes that 

current market structure in the US means that it would be unwise to introduce the regulatory 

restrictions needed to curb fragmentation at the present time.239 

 

Pagano investigates the feasibility of an equilibrium with several competing markets, in a 

model that considers only liquidity trading and thus does not recognize the existence of 

asymmetric information in the market.240 Pagano finds that a two-market equilibrium is 

possible but unlikely if transaction costs and other conditions are identical in the competing 

markets. However, it is enough than a majority, even an extremely slim one, conjectures that 

more trading will take place in one market for all trade to migrate there.241 According to 

Pagano, traders will typically concentrate their trades in one market so that a two-market 

equilibrium is untenable.242 However, if two markets have different transaction costs profiles, 

then an equilibrium where both markets exist may be tenable. Some traders may prefer 

trading in a deep but expensive market, while others prefer transacting in a market that is less 

expensive but relatively illiquid.243 In this context, it should be noted that best execution rules 

may affect whether an equilibrium arises or not; depending on the restrictions that best 

execution rules (or other order execution rules) place on brokers’ routing decisions, one or the 

other market may find it very difficult to attract order flow.244 
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Pagano also holds that the continued existence of a two-market equilibrium is not guaranteed, 

since the trading flows – and consequently the liquidity – of the different markets depend on 

the conjectures made by traders about the location of other traders. Thus, a change in 

conjectures can result in dramatic changes in trading patterns and rapid migration of flows 

when traders conjecture that less trades will be executed in one venue compared to another.245 

 

Kumar and Seppi investigate the possibility that prices may diverge between a securities 

market and a futures market in which index futures on (all) the securities in the first market 

are traded and the respective market makers are risk-neutral.246 They find that arbitrage 

opportunities may arise due to price differences between the two markets, although the 

difference converges to zero over time.247 While arbitrage persists, however, its immediate 

effect of trades is to increase the bid-ask spread since market makers demand compensation 

for the risk of trading with – and losing against – arbitrageurs. The increased bid-ask spread in 

turn reduces the liquidity in each affected market.248 

 

Chowdhry and Nanda employ a model where trade is carried out by informed traders, large 

discretionary liquidity traders and small liquidity traders. Trading occurs simultaneously in 

multiple markets. Moreover, all traders except small liquidity traders are allowed to trade in 

more than one market.249 In this model, the (uninformed) large discretionary liquidity traders 

make their decision on where to trade based on expectations of where the informed traders 

will trade, since the decision by informed traders to trade or not to trade in a market will affect 

the prices set in that market.250 Chowdhry and Nanda hold that if only informed traders and 

                                                                                                                                                         
brokers to route orders to the most liquid venue. The real-world implications of this conjecture are discussed in 
Section 9.4 infra. 
245 Pagano, op. cit. at 263 f. In O’Hara’s view, this suggests that traders may be better off trading at one, 
centralized venue instead of fragmenting their trades across different markets. Moreover, she notes that traders’ 
interest in minimizing transaction costs may provide an incentive to gather all trading in one place. This 
centrifugal mechanism arises independently of another effect that comes with introducing a monopolist market 
maker, namely that such a market maker can ensure that trading can continue under conditions when it would 
break down in a market with competitive market makers. O’Hara, op. cit. at 226. O’Hara goes on to observe that 
the increased liquidity that arises from scale benefits all traders, but that the consolidation of trading also 
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248 Ibid. at 499 ff. 
249 B. Chowdhry, V. Nanda. Multi-Market Trading and Market Liquidity. 4 Rev. of Fin. Stud. (1991) 483 at 486 
f. 
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large discretionary liquidity traders are active, the informed traders will submit the same 

orders in every market. This in turn causes large discretionary liquidity traders, who make 

their trading decisions based on the expectation of the informed traders’ behavior, to trade 

correspondingly. Thus, under these conditions, the same orders submitted by informed traders 

and large discretionary liquidity traders, respectively, are correlated across every market.251  

 

However, when there are small liquidity traders active in each market, and they are 

constrained to trade in that market only, Chowdhry and Nanda find that the informed traders 

transact in a way that provides more information to the market. Moreover, under these 

conditions, informativeness increases as the number of venues increases. The reason is that 

small uninformed traders cannot correlate their trading across different markets, since they are 

forced to stick to their “home” venue. This allows the informed traders to trade more 

aggressively in each market, without uninformed traders adjusting their trading pattern 

accordingly.252 However, in a situation where all traders can choose freely where to trade, it is 

held that all trades would most likely concentrate at one single venue.253 

 

O’Hara notes that an implication of Chowdhry and Nanda’s findings is that impediments to 

traders’ mobility may favor certain venues and ensure that several different venues can 

coexist. She holds that liquidity would be large under such conditions. Moreover, she argues 

that in the absence of impediments as to the choice of trading venue, the beneficial effects of 

liquidity may cause trading to “implode” into a single venue.254 Increased liquidity benefits 

uninformed traders but not necessarily the informed, since they may trade less actively in a 

consolidated market where all orders are executed.255 

 

In the context of the traders’ choice between different venues, Chowdhry and Nanda address 

the issues of insider trading and disclosure of the market maker’s order form information. In 

this context, they find that the uninformed traders’ ability to choose trading venue will help to 

ensure improved pricing in all markets and increase uninformed traders’ utility.256 This result 
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leads O’Hara to the conclusion that markets with stricter requirements regarding the 

disclosure of information will become more attractive to traders and prevail over markets with 

more lax informational requirements.257 

 

Another aspect to consider in the context of fragmentation is the distinction, as emphasized by 

McCleskey, between fragmentation of trading on several different venues and fragmentation 

of liquidity per se. In McCleskey’s view, fragmentation of liquidity does not occur when 

trading takes place in several different markets, as long as these venues are connected so that 

orders can easily be routed between them and directed to the venue that offers the best terms 

of trade.258 In a similar vein, Galetovic and Zurita argue that there may not need to be a trade-

off between high liquidity and active competition.259 In their view, market integration depends 

not on the number of venues for trading but on the ability of brokers to reach and trade among 

each other.260 They define fragmentation as the lack of integration or connectedness and 

contrast this with a conventional view of fragmentation as the splitting of trading volume 

across many different venues.261 The reason offered for their view is that liquidity is a 

function of brokers and not of exchanges and that all brokers offer the market liquidity 

regardless of the identity of the exchange where a particular transaction is executed.262 

3.3.4.3 Fragmentation and Information Asymmetry: “Cream-skimming” 

The positive effects of disclosing one’s identity – specifically in order to reveal that one is an 

uninformed trader who poses no risk of loss for the market maker – have been emphasized in 

the discussion of market makers or other trading venues that engage in “cream-skimming” by 

trading only with the uninformed.  

 

In a US context, O’Hara discusses the practice of smaller “cream-skimming” venues to match 

the quotes available on larger venues such as the New York Stock Exchange. In O’Hara’s 

view, this is essentially free-riding on the price discovery process that takes place at NYSE. 
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Moreover, such free-riding may be necessary for the cream-skimming venues to be 

competitive.263 O’Hara then goes on to note that under the National Market System mandated 

by Congress, quote and price information is to be freely available.264 

 

In a multiple venue trading environment, the issue of cream-skimming becomes highly 

pertinent since traders may conceivably choose different venues to trade at and, when making 

their choice, consider transparency and information flow. In this context, Pirrong observes 

that cream skimming venues may offer lower costs of trading (i.e. transaction costs) for those 

who trade on them, but that this presupposes screening efforts by the venue to ensure that only 

uninformed traders can access it.265 Pirrong also argues that, in real-world markets, this 

screening is neither perfect nor, on the other hand, completely ineffectual. If it were 

ineffectual, then alternative cream-skimming venues would not survive and trading would be 

concentrated in one single venue; conversely, if the screening succeeded in weeding out all 

informed traders so that only the uninformed were allowed to trade, the prices and trades at 

the cream-skimming venue would be completely uninformative.266 Pirrong holds that both 

these extreme outcomes are inconsistent with overwhelming empirical evidence.267 

 

Bessembinder and Kaufman analyze the execution costs for trades in NYSE-listed securities 

completed on the NYSE, the NASD dealer market and the regional stock exchanges during 

1994. Bessembinder and Kaufman find that effective bid-ask spreads are slightly smaller at 

the NYSE, but that realized spreads – which measure market-making revenue net of losses to 

informed traders but gross of inventory and order-processing costs – are lower on the NYSE 

by a factor of two to three. Bessembinder and Kaufman attribute this differential to the 

successful cream-skimming of uninformed trades by market makers off the NYSE. Moreover, 

they hold that their findings reinforce existing concerns about whether orders are routed so as 

to receive best execution.268 

 

As regards the effect of cream-skimming on price discovery, Macey and O’Hara hold that 

cream-skimming orders away from a main market may undermine the price discovery 
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process. However, they also observe that it does not seem that the price discovery process 

requires every order to participate.269 

3.3.4.4 Different Market Designs and Implications for Traders 

The distributive effects of different market designs – i.e. how market transparency affects the 

distribution of gains among different traders – are investigated by Pagano and Roell. 

Specifically, they consider how price-setting market makers’ ability to observe order flow 

affects the expected trading costs of uninformed traders.270 They compare two market 

structures that are polar opposites insofar as the diffusion of information about order flow is 

concerned: one simultaneous auction market where all orders are known to all market 

participants, and one dealer market where each dealer observes only the order that she handles 

herself.271 

 

Pagano and Roell find that uninformed traders get a better expected price – across all trade 

sizes – in the transparent market compared to the dealer market.272 However, if the informed 

trader can incorporate the type of market in which he is trading into his strategy, the outcome 

is less clear-cut. In a model where informed traders act strategically and uninformed traders 

can submit orders of different sizes in either a transparent auction market or an opaque dealer 

market, transparency may not result in improved liquidity and lower transaction costs for all 

uninformed traders. Specifically, an uninformed trader who places a small order may prefer 

the dealer market. Still, the aggregate transaction costs of all uninformed traders, averaged 

across all trade sizes, are lower in the transparent auction market than in the opaque dealer 

market.273 

 

Pagano and Roell draw a number of policy conclusions from these results, arguing that policy 

makers who wish to reduce trading costs for uninformed traders should ensure prompt public 

dissemination of order flow information. This implies, pro primo, that publication of 
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information on trades should be immediate. Such immediate publication is feasible in 

centralized electronic order execution systems with automatic trade reporting and real-time 

publication of trading data. It also favors the consolidation of trading on a centralized 

exchange or an integrated network of exchanges which are subject to harmonized publication 

requirements. Pro secundo, Pagano and Roell hold that their analysis indicates a need for 

measures to improve pre-trade transparency. One suggested way to achieve this is through 

wider access to the information available from inter-dealer networks.274 

 

O’Hara refers to Pagano and Roell’s findings and argues that one possible interpretation of 

their results is that if a social planner wishes to reduce expected trading costs for uninformed 

traders, she had better design securities markets that provide the maximum amount of 

transparency.275 However, O’Hara goes on to state that this prescription may be too simplistic, 

e.g. if one merely seeks to reduce the trading costs for uninformed investors this objective can 

be most effectively accomplished by abolishing trading altogether. Moreover, she notes that 

the beneficial effects of transparency can be counteracted by other, negative effects related for 

example to the risk an uninformed trader may incur by exposing his trading intentions in a 

very transparent market.276 

 

Moloney holds that pre- and post-trade transparency requirements affects order-driven 

(auction) markets differently than quote-driven (dealer) markets. Auction markets allow for a 

large degree of post-trade transparency since information can be made available as soon as 

orders are matched on the trading screen, and automatically reported to the supervisor. As 
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prices react in response to trades, the price formation process can be highly transparent in 

auction markets. In contrast, dealer markets feature competition between dealers on price, and 

prices react to actions by dealers. This entails that publication of trading data, also ex post, 

generates commercial and liquidity risks for dealers. In a competitive dealer market, the 

dealer who holds private information about completed trades has a corresponding advantage 

over other dealers with respect to pricing information.277 The reverse of this is that a dealer 

who has a proprietary position faces a risk that other market participants will be in a position 

to drive down the value of this position if they become aware of it. Thus, if post-trade 

transparency requirements force a dealer to disclose a large proprietary position, this also may 

put the dealer at a disadvantage in relation to other market participants. Dealers may thus 

become less willing to take large positions in securities, which in turn may negatively affect 

liquidity in the market.278 

 

Moloney also argues that pre-trade transparency requirements may expose systematic 

internalizers279 as well as dealers in quote-driven markets to considerable position risk. First, 

pre-trade transparency requirements expose the trading position and creates a risk that it may 

be compromised by strategic trading by others. Second, pre-trade (quote) transparency 

combined with the requirement that all orders must be executed at the quoted price exposes 

the internalizer or dealer to credit risk and counterparty risk as well as liquidity risk (when 

multiple orders are made against a quote). These mechanisms may make internalizers and 

dealers less inclined to post quotes, i.e. provide liquidity. This holds especially true unless the 

internalizer or dealer is allowed to make quotes on a selective basis and may keep details of 

its trading book confidential.280 

 

Another issue related to market transparency that O’Hara raises is the availability of post-

trade, as distinct from pre-trade, information on trading activities. She focuses on information 

that relates to (an executed) trade’s price and quantity, and notes that an argument that has 

been put forth in support of delayed reporting – at least of large trades – is that a delay allows 

market makers to unwind their inventory positions at minimal cost. She notes, however, that 

the opposite side of this coin is that such delays also restrict the market’s access to trade 
                                                 
277 Moloney, op. cit. at 816. 
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information.281 One could argue that delayed reporting reduces the (inventory) risks faced by 

a market maker and this allows her to offer better terms of trade; against this, however, it 

could be said that the delay also creates a (temporally limited) information monopoly. If only 

the market maker who has performed a large trade that is likely to be more informative than a 

small trade is aware of the trade and the terms at which it was executed, he can use this 

information when trading against other market participants. The exclusive information can 

also be used to his advantage when competing with other market makers.282 Another 

argument against delayed post-trade reporting that O’Hara brings up is that the delay 

contributes to stale prices and impedes the price discovery process. Stale prices also affect the 

behavior in related markets, e.g. for derivatives. Summing up concisely, O’Hara finds that 

reporting delays benefit the market maker and potentially large traders as well, while 

transparency (in the form of rapid dissemination of trade reports) favors the other market 

participants and the operation of the market as a whole. Against this background, a 

policymaker who strives for price discovery and market efficiency should opt for a large 

degree of post-trade transparency even if it entails costs for some market participants.283 

 

Also on the issue of post-trade transparency, McCleskey argues that post-trade transparency is 

not sufficient to achieve best execution since prices are reported ex post and cannot be traded 

against when information about them is disclosed.284 In this context, McCleskey argues for 

the creation of a European consolidated “price montage” as well as a “consolidated tape”, i.e. 

consolidated pre- and post-trade data at the European level.285 

 

In a recent study, Easley et al. investigate the implications of a situation where some market 

data is available for free – as it is on the Consolidated Tape in the US – and some more 

precise (or more recent) data is available directly from venues for a fee. They conclude that 

selling data on price increases the cost of capital and volatility, and is also detrimental to 

market efficiency and liquidity. Moreover, this practice discourages the production of 
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fundamental information, relative to a situation where the same (free) information is available 

to all traders.286 

3.3.4.5 Empirical Studies of Inter-Venue Competition and Execution Quality 

Battalio, Hatch and Jennings analyze execution quality in the US market for equity options 

before and after the advent of (i) multiple listing of options, (ii) introduction of payment for 

order flow practices, (iii) an exchange that traded options electronically, and (iv) an SEC 

order to the effect that the options exchanges should develop electronic linkages, combined 

with more stringent quoting and disclosure rules.287 They find substantial improvements in 

execution quality, e.g. a significant drop in the fraction of trade-throughs and smaller spreads 

with, on some exchanges, evidence of price improvement.288 They conclude that “the forces 

of competition, improved technology, and the threat (italics in original) of increased 

regulation may achieve regulatory objectives without imposing additional costs”.289 

 

In subsequent work, Battalio, Hatch and Jennings analyze the execution quality for retail 

market orders. They find that although prices for these orders are generally best at NYSE, 

another smaller venue – Trimark Securities, a Nasdaq dealer – offers faster executions, more 

depth improvement and order flow payments. Battalio, Hatch and Jennings conclude that if 

brokers pass along enough of the order flow payments to clients, in the form of lower 

commissions and/or better services, the clients will receive superior net prices when executing 

orders at Trimark. Battalio, Hatch and Jennings conclude that it might be misleading to focus 

only on execution prices when evaluating execution quality.290 

 

Chung and Zhao analyze the impact of new rules mandating increased pre-trade transparency 

on NASDAQ through increased public display of non-executed limit orders (the “Order 

Handling Rules” enacted by the SEC in 1997).291 They find that the intraday spreads on 

NASDAQ – i.e. the spreads throughout one day of trading – declined and approached the 
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lower levels on the NYSE following the introduction of the Order Handling Rules.292 In 

Chung and Zhao’s view, this suggests that earlier differences in spread between NASDAQ 

and the NYSE may have been attributable to the different treatment of limit orders in these 

markets rather than market power or inventory considerations.293 

 

Chung and Chuwonganant compare NASDAQ market characteristics, including the 

magnitude of the bid-ask spreads in traded securities, before and after the introduction of the 

SuperMontage system that entailed more pre-trade transparency.294 They find that quoted and 

effective spreads on Nasdaq declined following the introduction of SuperMontage and that 

quoted and effective spreads on Nasdaq also declined relative to spreads on the New York 

Stock Exchange during the same period.295 They also find that the increased liquidity that 

resulted from the introduction of SuperMontage led to a decline in the return volatility on 

NASDAQ.296 Moreover, they find that traders quote more aggressively, i.e. post quotes that 

are “inside” the spread of the best bid and offer, following the introduction of SuperMontage. 

Thus, in Chung and Chuwonganant’s words, SuperMontage promotes competition for order 

flow.297 

 

Interestingly, Chung and Chuwonganant also study the execution quality measures that are 

employed pursuant to SEC Rule 605 (earlier referred to as the “Dash-5” rule). SEC Rule 605 

requires market centers (i.e. trading venues) to publicly disclose certain pieces of basic 

information regarding execution quality for each traded security on a monthly basis.298 They 

find that orders are executed faster post-SuperMontage and that spreads decline. This latter 

find indicates that liquidity providers receive less compensation after the introduction of 

SuperMontage.299 Another change in the post-SuperMontage NASDAQ is that the relative 

proportion of small trades increases.300 In sum, Chung and Chuwonganant conclude that the 

introduction of greater pre-trade transparency together with integrated, more efficient 
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quotation – at five levels, not just the best available price301 – and trading systems improved 

the quality in the NASDAQ market.302 

 

The effects of the SEC’s Dash-5 rule (before it was renamed Rule 605) are also the object of a 

study by Boehmer, Jennings and Wei, who investigate execution quality for securities traded 

on several markets both before and after the entry into force of the Dash-5 rules.303 The stated 

objective of their investigation is to examine how a market center’s (i.e. a trading venue’s) 

historical execution quality affects subsequent order-routing decisions.304 They also assert that 

this has implications for both investors’ trading costs and the operational efficiency of the 

equity market, and thus represents an important issue of public policy.305 Using data 

concerning execution quality for a large set of securities before and after the entry into force 

of Dash-5, they find that the introduction of the rule is associated with a significant increase in 

the importance of trade-based execution costs for routing decisions.306 They also find that the 

reports on execution quality published pursuant to Dash-5 provide market participants with 

incremental information over that provided by other, non-obligatory sources.307 

 

Moreover, Boehmer, Jennings and Wei analyze the implications of increased competition in 

execution quality for the competing marketplaces. Pro primo, they argue that competition 

contributes to a general decline in spreads across markets.308 Pro secundo, it is held that 

spreads across markets should also converge over time as an effect of increased inter-market 

competition.309 Pro tertio, Boehmer, Jennings and Wei refer to SEC data on how brokers 

route orders – information furnished pursuant to the SEC’s Dash-6 rule310 – and conclude that 

brokers increasingly exploit the opportunity to choose among different alternative venues.311 

They associate this propensity for more active choice between venues with the Dash-5 

disclosure requirements and conclude that the rule fosters competition for order flow.312 

                                                 
301 In this context, it may be noted that the EU legal framework for pre-trade transparency requires the disclosure 
of five levels of quotes. See Section 6.4.2.3 infra. 
302 Chung and Chuwonganant, op. cit at 110. 
303 E. Boehmer, R. Jennings, L. Wei. Public Disclosure and Private Decisions: Equity Market Execution Quality 
and Order Routing. 20 Rev. of Fin. Stud. (2007) 315 at 315 and passim.  
304 Ibid. at 316. 
305 Ibid. 
306 Ibid. at 337. 
307 Ibid. at 343. 
308 Ibid. at 351. 
309 Ibid. at 352. 
310 Subsequently renamed SEC Rule 606, 17 CFR § 242.606. 
311 Boehmer, Jennings and Wei, op. cit. at 352. 
312 Ibid. 
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Summing up the policy implications of their findings, they argue that the SEC’s emphasis on 

disclosure – in this context, of ex post information regarding execution quality – can produce 

beneficial effects. The increased competition for order flow spurred by the reports published 

pursuant to the Dash-5 rule should, in this view, make the allocation of resources in the 

market for equity trading more efficient.313 

 

Anand, Irvine, Puckett and Venkataraman analyze the performance of the trading desks of US 

institutional investors with regard to equity transactions and note at the outset that a given 

institution’s quality of trade execution, pursuant to its rules governing best execution, can be 

an important component of portfolio performance.314 They measure the cost of execution – 

the execution shortfall – by comparing the execution price with a benchmark price when the 

institutional trading desk sent the ticket to the broker, and thus capture the bid-ask spread, the 

market impact and the price drift experienced while executing the order. However, the 

execution shortfall does not reflect the cost of brokerage commissions.315 In somewhat 

simplified terms, the measure they use captures implicit but not explicit trading costs. 

Interestingly, Anand, Irvine, Puckett and Venkataraman find that institutional trading desks 

that focus on minimizing explicit trading costs by trading on low commission venues tend to 

perform worse than other traders, while on the other hand institutional trading desks that 

engage in order splitting or concentrate their order flow with fewer brokers receive better 

execution.316 

 

Their evidence suggests that the institutional traders’ choice of broker is sensitive to past 

performance and that the worst performing brokers slowly lose their market share.317 They 

hold that broker selection on the basis of past performance is an important dimension of the 

fiduciary obligation of the money manager, but that best execution is very difficult to measure 

in reality since the benefits accruing from other services offered by brokers cannot be 

determined.318 However, based on their results they hold that proposed SEC regulation that 

                                                 
313 Ibid. at 353. 
314 Amber Anand, Paul Irvine, Andy Puckett, Kumar Venkataraman. Performance of Institutional Trading 
Desks: An Analysis of Persistence in Trading Cost. Working Paper (March 2009) at 2. 
315 Ibid. at 3. 
316 Ibid. at 4. 
317 Ibid. at 5 and 27 f. This finding accords with Macey and O’Hara’s argument that disclosure of execution 
quality should spur competition that in turn creates opportunities for increased execution quality. See Macey and 
O’Hara (1997), op. cit. Note, however, that Macey and O’Hara discuss this issue in terms of voluntary market-
driven disclosure by venues, rather than regulated disclosure by the traders themselves of the transaction costs 
they have incurred. Ibid. 
318 Ibid. 
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would mandate increased disclosure of information on the trading costs incurred by mutual 

funds may well provide useful incremental information for investors’ decisions.319 In 

quantitative terms, Anand, Irvine, Puckett and Venkataraman approximate that the savings in 

transaction costs that would be realized if order flow was routed to the best performing 

brokers instead of the worst performers exceed $ 1 billion. They emphasize, however, that this 

does not mean that institutions have necessarily violated their best execution obligations or 

that the best execution of order would have entailed savings of that magnitude. Since brokers 

offer other services that may be hard or impossible to quantify, and which can offset the 

visible transaction costs, execution at a higher visible cost may still represent the best 

execution of a trade when all factors are considered.320 

 

In a European context, Foucault and Menkveld investigate the effects on the Dutch stock 

market of competition from a new venue (the London Stock Exchange, through EuroSETS) 

with the incumbent national exchange.321 They find that consolidated depth in the market (on 

the two venues) increases,322 and that the share of order flow to the entrant venue (EuroSETS) 

increases when a larger fraction of brokers use smart order routing technology.323 

Interestingly, Foucault and Menkveld find trade-through rates that are far higher than those in 

US markets (between 73 and 77%) to the detriment of the entrant market.324 They note that 

one option for addressing the incidence of trade-throughs is to develop intermarket linkages, 

as in the US,325 but also that smart order routing technologies could alternatively be used to 

integrate markets.326 However, they argue that positive externalities associated with the 

number of smart order routers could create coordination problems; if only few brokers use 

smart order routing technology, the expected gains from switching to this technology is 

smaller.327 Foucault and Menkveld conclude that the Dutch market faces a chicken and egg 

                                                 
319 Ibid. at 5 f. 
320 Ibid. at 29. 
321 T. Foucault, A. Menkveld. Competition for Order Flow and Smart Order Routing Systems. 63 J. of Finance 
(2008) 119 at 119 f. 
322 Ibid. at 136 ff. They also find that depth even in the incumbent market alone increases, but this is attributed to 
a substantial reduction in fees which was introduced in response to increased competition. Ibid. at 140 f.  
323 Ibid. at 144. Foucault and Menkveld posit that a ”nonsmart” order router ignores offers in the entrant market 
in order to economize on monitoring costs and the time required for splitting orders; the smart order router, in 
contrast, splits orders between venues to minimize total trading costs. Ibid. at 123. 
324 Ibid. at 148 f. They estimate the ”opportunity cost” attributable to trade-throughs in the most actively traded 
quartile of stocks to €271,000 in one month (August 2 to August 30, 2004). Ibid. at 150. 
325 Ibid. at 149. 
326 Ibid. with reference to Hans Stoll. Electronic trading in stock markets. 20 J. of Economic Perspectives (2006) 
153-174.  
327 Ibid. at 149. The opposite holds true as well: if many brokers invest in smart order routing technology, the 
gains from using such technology increases which spurs more brokers to make the switch. However, Foucault 
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problem: the benefit of using smart order routing is not large because limit orders in the 

entrant market are not aggressive enough, but the lack of automation (smart order routing) 

may be the reason that limit orders there are not more aggressive.328 In their view, trade-

through prohibitions are important tools for lessening barriers for new entrants and help to 

integrate markets.329 

 

In a relatively recent study of US markets, O’Hara and Ye find that effective spreads in the 

“post-Reg NMS world” are extremely low,330 and that fragmentation of trading also has 

lowered average execution speeds.331 They conclude that fragmentation of trading seems to 

reduce transaction costs.332 Their explanation is that US equity markets, while spatially 

fragmented, have in fact become “virtually consolidated” thanks to the combined effect of 

sophisticated order routing, consolidation of trade data and a trade-through rule.333 They 

compare these results with the situation in Europe, and argue that the absence of a 

consolidated European data dissemination framework greatly inhibits the possibility to 

impose price protection, which in turn is a prerequisite for establishing a single virtual 

market.334 

3.3.5 Summing-Up: Some Observations 

The research described above raises a number of issues that relate to the functioning of 

securities markets. Although it may not be evident at first glance, the mechanisms described 

here may be highly apposite in the context of best execution. In the other direction, the design 

of best execution rules may affect how the mechanisms described here function and ultimately 

how markets behave. 

 

The price – in many cases, the most important factor in achieving best execution – is 

determined through a complex process335 where some factors that affect the outcome may be 

influenced by the executing broker while others are decided by the client. The choice of order 

                                                                                                                                                         
and Menkveld argue that the Dutch market seems to be locked in a ”low-intensity competition equilibrium in 
which the benefits of smart routing are small”. Ibid. 
328 Ibid. at 151 f. 
329 Ibid. at 152. 
330 Maureen O’Hara, Mao Ye. Is market fragmentation harming market quality? 100 J. of Fin. Econ. (2011) 459 
at 468. 
331 Ibid. 
332 Ibid. at 471 f. 
333 Ibid. at 472. 
334 Ibid. 
335 See section 3.3.2 supra. 
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type typically rests with the client. As discussed supra,336 limit orders and market orders may 

be subject to different dynamics and affect the market in different ways – e.g. in that a limit 

order contributes liquidity to the market while at the same time exposing the investor to a risk 

of adverse price movements.337 In this context, it may be noted that limit orders have been 

held to perform a valuable function in markets, which has resulted in the adoption of rules 

intended to address at least some risks associated with submitting them.338 As regards order 

size, it also effects the terms of trade for the order in question.339 Here, the broker may have 

discretion as to how an order should be executed – not least if the order is large – and the 

mechanisms discussed here may have to be reckoned with in this context. 

 

The issue of high frequency trading has also been addressed. It has been argued by scholars 

that high frequency trading may have implications for price discovery and other aspects of 

how markets function,340 but also that high frequency trading in combination with a specific 

set-up of order execution obligations (i.e., trade-through protection) may negatively affect 

market volatility and ultimately contribute to markets breaking down.341 

 

As regards inter-venue competition for liquidity between venues, it may be significantly 

affected by how best execution rules are designed, e.g., in that best execution rules that force 

brokers to focus on finding the best price may under some market conditions drive more 

“expensive” venues out of the market.342 A potential implication of best execution rules that 

force brokers to route orders to the best available venue – irrespective of whether this is 

defined in terms of price or overall terms of trade – is that they prohibit brokers from sticking 

with one default venue for execution. According to some scholars, this may eventually cause 

all trades to concentrate on one venue.343 Best execution rules are also relevant to consider in 

the context of “cream-skimming” in that best execution rules that focus on price may steer 

order flow to venues that free-ride on price discovery that occurs elsewhere.344 An important 

                                                 
336 See section 3.3.2.3 supra. 
337 Ibid. 
338 I.e. the risk that they will not be disseminated to the market and that they will be bypassed (”traded through”) 
by orders from the other side of the market (i.e. when a limit order to buy at $ 10 is not executed while a limit 
order to buy at an inferior price, e.g., $ 10.05, is executed). See, as regards the US, sections 5.9.5 and 5.9.7 infra 
and, for the EU, section 6.4.2.2 infra. 
339 See section 3.3.2.4 supra. 
340 See section 3.3.2.2 supra. 
341 Gomber et al., op. cit. 
342 See footnote 244 supra. 
343 Chowdry and Nanda, op. cit. at 494. 
344 O’Hara, op. cit. at 190, footnote 8; Macey and O’Hara (1999), op. cit at 30. 
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distinction here is that between fragmentation of trading and fragmentation of liquidity. The 

negative effects of fragmentation can be offset if different markets are effectively linked up, 

i.e., virtually integrated.345 

 

The virtues of different market set-ups have been discussed here, including factors that reduce 

trading costs for uninformed traders. In this context, the availability of harmonized data, 

including pre-trade data, has been emphasized.346 While it has been noted that too strict 

transparency requirements – not least regarding pre-trade transparency – may negatively 

affect liquidity in the markets,347 it has also been argued that post-trade transparency may not 

suffice to achieve best execution.348 

 

Also, the effects of real-world order execution rules have been investigated with interesting 

results. Stricter pre-trade transparency requirements have been found to decrease spreads,349 

as has the introduction of more transparent trading systems350 as well as the combination of 

dissemination of consolidated data and price protection.351 The introduction of specific 

disclosure obligations concerning execution quality (for both brokers and venues) has been 

found to increase competition for order flow.352 One study has advocated a specific type of 

order execution obligation (price protection, i.e., a prohibition against trading through better 

prices) as a means to integrate markets.353 

                                                 
345 McCleskey, op. cit. at 104 f.; Galetovic and Zurita, op. cit. at 3. Real-world regulatory initiatives in the US to 
link trading venues are discussed in sections 5.8 and 5.9 infra. 
346 Pagano and Roell, op. cit. at 598. Real-world legislative and regulatory initiatives to provide for pre- and 
post-trade transparency are discussed in sections 5.9 and 6.4 infra. 
347 McCleskey, op. cit. at 133. 
348 Moloney, op. cit. at 817. 
349 Chung and Zhao, op. cit. at 14. The federal US regulations in question (the ”Order Handling Rules”) are 
discussed in section 5.9.5 infra. 
350 Chung and Chuwonganant, op. cit. at 100 ff. 
351 O’Hara and Ye, op. cit. at 472. 
352 Boehmer, Jennings and Wei, op. cit. at 352 f. The federal US regulations in question (”Dash-5” and ”Dash-
6”) are discussed in section 5.9.6 infra. 
353 Foucault and Menkveld, op. cit. at 152. Real-world price protection rules that have been adopted in the US 
are discussed in section 5.9.7 infra. 
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3.4 Agency Transactions: The Economics of Intermediated 
Execution of Orders 

3.4.1 Introduction  

As can be gleaned from the above, the necessary preconditions for order execution are that a 

market exists, where buyers and sellers can interact. However, if buyers and sellers are able to 

exchange securities without incurring any costs – i.e. in a perfectly frictionless (efficient) 

manner – then there is no need to create any special mechanisms (such as agents acting on 

their behalf) for carrying out such exchanges. If a buyer and seller can interact, at no cost, to 

exchange securities there is no need for special venues for trading or professional 

intermediaries to ensure that the trades get executed. Indeed, Coase held that if there are no 

transaction costs, then markets – institutions that facilitate exchange – have no function to 

perform.354 The description of a market given above was thus implicitly based on the 

assumption that securities transactions come with costs, and that (i) securities transactions are 

not costless; (ii) securities markets have arisen in order to decrease the transaction costs 

associated with securities trading. 

 

Moreover, this study concerns intermediated transactions, i.e. orders that are executed with 

the help of one or more intermediaries (agents). In practice, a very large majority of orders to 

trade in securities are executed with the help of agents such as brokers. The presence of an 

agent who executes the order, and whose incentives may not necessarily be aligned to those of 

the principal, raises a number of issues that will be discussed in this section. 

3.4.2 Economic Analyses of Best Execution Rules 

As has been noted in the preceding sections, there are transaction costs associated with 

securities trading and principals (investors) may have interests that diverge from those of 

agents (brokers). In this context, the considerations that underlie intermediated trading need to 

be addressed: i.e. the economic mechanisms that cause investors to entrust the execution of 

their orders to brokers. Moreover, the implications of requiring brokers to act according to the 

principal’s best interest – through a duty of best execution – needs to be analyzed as well.  

 

                                                 
354 Ronald Coase. The Firm, the Market and the Law. (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1988) at 7 f. 
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Garbade and Silber analyze order execution and argue that, in economic terms, orders are 

more efficiently executed by agents (e.g. brokers) when the expected net proceeds from 

efficient search by the agent exceed the expected net proceeds from efficient search by the 

principal.355  

 

They provide two examples of situations when this occurs: (i) when the principal’s cost of 

obtaining a bid quotation exceeds the agent’s cost of contact and (ii) when the principal’s 

reservation price differs from the agent’s reservation price.356 They also hold that agents will 

often be more efficient at order execution. One contributing factor is that they handle many 

customer orders and thus have incentives to employ search devices with low marginal costs – 

here, Garbade and Silber mention printed lists of quotations like the “Pink Sheets” as well as 

electronic devices like NASDAQ.357 Moreover, they argue that the principal’s reservation 

price will often be different from the agent’s reservation price, which occurs when it is more 

costly for the principal (the customer) to contact potential counterparties or when the principal 

has less knowledge about the distribution of quotations. Since principals tend not to be 

involved in the market on a continuous basis, it is reasonable to assume that they have less 

information about quotations and incur higher contact costs.358 

 

Garbade and Silber then proceed to discuss how agents (brokers) are compensated for their 

efforts. A model where the broker is compensated for his search efforts at a set rate per 

contact made, while the customer receives the gross proceeds of the executed (sell) order, 

entails full compensation to the broker for his search efforts, i.e. the contacts he made. Here, 

the broker does not have any incentives to set an inefficient reservation price or make more or 

less than optimal search efforts. On the other hand, Garbade and Silber note that the broker 

does have an incentive to represent to the customer a lower sale price than the one actually 

obtained and to claim that he made more contacts than he in fact did.359 The risk of such 

misrepresentations should impel customers to spend resources to verify the brokers’ claims, 

and these verification costs reduce the advantages of agency execution. In this context, 

                                                 
355 Kenneth D. Garbade, William L. Silber. Best Execution in Securities Markets: An Application of Signaling 
and Agency Theory. 37 J. of Fin. (1982) 493 at 493. 
356 Ibid. at 495. Garbade and Silber define the reservation sale price as the price that equates the marginal cost of 
additional search with the expected marginal gain of that search. Ibid. at 494 f.  
357 Ibid. at 495. It should be borne in mind that trading technology has developed significantly since the article 
was published in 1982. However, Garbade and Silber discuss search costs at a relatively high level of abstraction 
and the general thrust of their analysis is not affected by superseding innovations in market technology. 
358 Ibid. at 495. 
359 Ibid. at 496. 
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Garbade and Silber hold that verification of a sale price is probably much easier than 

verification of an agent’s search efforts, since information on prices in executed trades is 

generally available in the execution venue’s records or other documentation specific to the 

order in question (e.g. trade tickets with information about the price and the time of the 

trade).360 

 

A different compensation model discussed by Garbade and Silber entails that the broker gets 

paid a commission ex ante intended to cover the expected search costs he will incur when 

executing the order. Garbade and Silber observe that predetermined, fixed commissions are 

very common in the brokerage industry. They also note that commissions may vary with order 

size, which reflects the need to compensate a broker for the additional expected costs 

associated with efficient execution of a larger order.361 This compensation model eliminates 

the search effort deception problem described above. However, with this model the agent is 

not compensated for any additional contacts made and so has an incentive to carry out less 

than optimal search efforts. Indeed, the broker may be inclined to sell to the first bid 

uncovered. If customers foresee this and disbelieve brokers’ claims that they will make more 

contacts, the customers will not be willing to pay commissions that cover the cost of making 

more than one contact. The equilibrium level of commissions will then be the compensation 

that covers the cost of making one contact.362 In this context, Garbade and Silber explicitly do 

not consider the extent to which damages for breach of an agent’s best execution duties may 

create incentives for efficient execution.363  

 

Garbade and Silber analyze the economic rationale for single-contact agency executions with 

fixed commission and find that such executions are beneficial to the customer if the expected 

net proceeds from the resulting sale exceed what the customer could have realized through 

either executing the sale himself or entering into a more complex execution arrangement. The 

example offered is that of a broker who announces that he will only contact one source, 

namely the one that on average has had the best bid. If the difference between the search costs 

of the customer and the broker are large, or if there is a high probability that the best bid on 

average will be above the efficient reservation price, the customer is better off availing 

                                                 
360 Ibid. 
361 Ibid. 
362 Ibid. at 496 f. 
363 Ibid. at 496, footnote 10. Thus, the possible effects of regulation in the form of (enforceable) best execution 
rules are not taken into account. 
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himself of the broker’s services.364 In this context, Garbade and Silber refer to the practice 

among brokers to represent that orders will be sent to the most liquid market, where the bid-

ask spreads are likely to be smaller, and note that the liquidity of an established market makes 

it difficult for a new competitor to succeed.365 On a different note, they highlight two 

instances in which even a single-contact execution service leads to conflicts of interest. First, 

the broker may prefer not to execute the order in a venue of which he is not a member because 

of the additional costs. Second, brokers may be able to act as principals at the other side of the 

transaction. In that capacity, they may have incentives to execute the order at poorer terms for 

the customer than if they would have acted as agents only.366 In this case, the poorer terms for 

the customer translate into better terms for the broker as principal at the opposite side of the 

transaction. 

 

Garbade and Silber then examine different mechanisms for inducing efficient agency 

execution. These mechanisms all entail brokers offering more extensive search services that 

can be verified by principals.367 The first one consists in a separation of two broker functions, 

(i) setting the reservation price and (ii) contacting potential buyers to solicit bids. If, for 

example, the customer himself sets the reservation price as when he submits a limit order, the 

broker’s task is only to search until a bid at the limit price has been uncovered. In order to use 

limit orders effectively, however, the customer must set a limit price as close as possible to 

the efficient reservation price. The customer may have to purchase information on efficient 

pricing from another broker, who will not execute the order and thus does not have an 

incentive to misrepresent the price, or perform research himself on the distribution of bid 

prices. Obtaining information on the efficient reservation price is thus costly, and Garbade 

and Silber hold that limit orders should become more attractive as the cost of obtaining 

information falls.368 

 

Another mechanism through which more efficient agency executions can be realized is 

signaling. If a broker claims to offer superior terms of execution, and customers know that the 

broker would jeopardize future business by reneging on his offer, they will not dismiss the 

claim. Moreover, if the customers are able to verify a broker’s performance ex post over the 

                                                 
364 Ibid. at 497. 
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367 Ibid. at 498. 
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course of repeated sales, the customers will be less inclined to believe that brokers will renege 

on their representations on execution performance. In this context, Garbade and Silber note 

that information about price distribution is needed in order to verify broker claims about 

superior terms of execution. When acquiring information on quotations becomes cheaper, 

brokers may make more credible claims of superior execution since it then becomes easier for 

customers to verify those claims. In sum, customers have two reasons for wanting more 

information on bid quotations: (i) to set more efficient reservation sale prices on their limit 

orders and (ii) to be able to monitor brokers and verify their claims more effectively.369  

 

Garbade and Silber identify three mechanisms that induce collection and publication of such 

information, often through collective action that leads venues or market participants to 

disseminate information publicly. Pro primo, the brokers know that their claims of superior 

execution become more credible when customers can verify them easily; pro secundo, 

increased availability of information may stimulate interest in securities trading by customers; 

pro tertio, better and more timely information reduces the search costs incurred by the brokers 

themselves, improving their profitability.370 Garbade and Silber conclude that best execution 

in securities markets is accomplished through a variety of contracting, signaling and collective 

action arrangements. In all three types of arrangements, dissemination of price information 

plays a pivotal role in producing efficient agency execution. The effectiveness of contracting 

and signaling devices is enhanced by the collective dissemination of such information. At the 

same time, disclosure of transaction-related information reduces broker-customer conflicts 

and reduces the need to engage in explicit contracting and signaling. Thus, according to 

Garbade and Silber, public disclosure of trading data is both a substitute and a complementary 

factor in the production of efficient agency executions of securities transactions.371 

 

Macey and O’Hara analyze the law and economics of best execution and start out by noting 

that best execution refers to traders receiving the most favorable terms available for their 

trades,372 but then pose the question whether best execution is an achievable or definable goal, 

or rather a more amorphous concept like market efficiency.373 They then turn the old adage 

about liquidity and pornography on its head by stating that best execution is easily defined but 
                                                 
369 Ibid. at 499 f. 
370 Ibid. at 500. 
371 Ibid. at 501. 
372 Jonathan R. Macey, Maureen O’Hara. The Law and Economics of Best Execution. 6 J. of Fin. Int. (1997) 188 
at 188. 
373 Ibid. at 188 f. 
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often unrecognizable.374 In Macey and O’Hara’s view, best execution is not related to one 

single execution attribute such as price, but to an array of different execution components 

among which they mention the price and the timing of the trade, the trading mechanism used, 

the commissions charged and the trading strategy employed.375 Moreover, they assert that 

even if a coherent and workable legal definition of the duty of best execution could be found, 

it would be difficult to enforce it.376 Macey and O’Hara observe that the relationship between 

the traders and their brokers is a contractual principal-agent relation, and that one purpose for 

imposing legal rules on contracts is to clarify the contractual relationships. In so doing, legal 

rules may help parties economize on transaction costs and encourage transactions.377 Macey 

and O’Hara then hold that (i) given that the duty of best execution is contractual in nature, 

parties should also be able to contract around – opt out of – this duty,378 (ii) that courts in 

theory should impose the hypothetical bargain that the contracting parties (trader and broker) 

would have struck under optimal conditions,379 but that real-world adjudications have 

departed from this standard,380 and (iii) alternative rule-makers such as the SEC or self-

regulatory organizations have shrunk from defining a bright-line duty of best execution and 

that the SEC specifically has instead focused on implementing systems and procedures that 

will ostensibly ensure the best execution price.381 

 

On the economic aspects of best execution, Macey and O’Hara note that both static measures 

such as execution price and dynamic measures such as the timing of the trade may come into 

play when determining execution costs. They also hold that dynamic measures are generally 

important when gauging the execution costs of large trades.382 As far as static execution costs 

are concerned, Macey and O’Hara note that different measurements that make use of the bid-

ask spread are commonly used to determine such costs. With reference to empirical data, they 

then observe that in a US context the New York Stock Exchange has most often been 

                                                 
374 Ibid. at 189. For the comparison between pornography and liquidity, see also O’Hara (1995), op. cit. at 215. 
In a similar vein, Harris notes that best execution is not well defined. Lawrence Harris. The Economics of Best 
Execution (March 9, 1996) at 1. 
375 Ibid. 
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ensure best execution in a specific trade. Ibid. 
377 Ibid. at 193. 
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379 Ibid. at 194. 
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381 Ibid. at 197 f. 
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identified as the venue that offers the lowest execution costs in relative terms.383 Turning to 

large trades, they assert that quoted spreads are less relevant as a measure of execution costs, 

since implicit trading costs such as the price impact of the trade and the added time needed to 

ensure that the trade can be carried out (which represents an opportunity cost to the trader).384 

Noting that trading costs may differ depending on the type of order (limit or market), the 

venue and the direction of trade (sell or buy), Macey and O’Hara hold that theoretical 

concerns with best execution coincide with practical concerns, since cost differences between 

venues show that best execution of orders is not a natural outcome of the market process.385 

Having established this, they outline a number of factors that may contribute to achieving best 

execution. At the outset, they enumerate a number of prima facie violations of the duty of best 

execution: executing a small trade at a price inferior to the national best bid or offer (NBBO), 

charging inflated commissions and “trading through” an outstanding customer order.386 

Moreover, they argue that obtaining the best possible execution for one trade may actually 

have adverse effects for the possibility to execute other traders, so that the goal of best 

execution for an individual order need not be compatible with the broader objective of best 

execution in the market as a whole.387 

 

Several factors are identified as potential contributors to, or detractors from, the best 

execution of orders. Payment for order flow, where dealers pay brokers to route orders to 

them, may lower execution costs if the broker passes on the payment, e.g. in the form of lower 

commissions.388 Macey and O’Hara argue that under a narrowly defined duty of best 

execution, the failure of brokers to remit all payments for order flow to their clients would in 

itself constitute a violation of their fiduciary duty of best execution.389 Moreover, if these 

                                                 
383 Ibid. at 200. 
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386 Ibid. at 206. 
387 Ibid. 
388 Indeed, Macey and O’Hara note that Section 388 of the Restatement (Second) of Agency provides that an 
agent who makes a profit in connection with transactions conducted by him on behalf of the principal is under a 
duty to give such profit to the principal. They go on to observe that under basic fiduciary duties of agency all 
payments for order flow should be remitted back to the brokers’ clients. Ibid. at 210. For an extended discussion 
of payment for order flow and best execution, see A. Ferrell (2000-2001), op. cit. at 1070 and passim. Ferrell 
expresses skepticism about construing fiduciary duties of agents so as to require agents to pass any payment for 
order flow on to their clients. Ibid. at 1084 f. 
389 Ibid. at 211. Here again, Macey and O’Hara evoke the potential conflict between the execution of aggregate 
orders under as beneficial terms as possible, and the fiduciary duty of best execution owed to each client. 
Specifically, they observe that order purchase agreement may give a broker the opportunity to execute his total 
stock of trades at reasonable terms, but still prevent an individual trader from obtaining the best possible 
execution of his trade. Ibid. at 212. 
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payments cause orders to be routed to venues with less potential for price improvement, the 

trader may lose out on the opportunity to obtain a better execution price at another venue.390 

 

Another set of extant practices analyzed by Macey and O’Hara are order preferencing and 

internalization arrangements. Order preferencing entails the routing of orders to a (preferred) 

dealer who agrees to execute them at a determined benchmark price – in a US context, the 

NBBO. Internalization denotes the practice among brokers of executing orders themselves, 

i.e. instead of finding a third party to match an incoming order against. These practices may 

result in economies of scale for the preferred dealers and internalizers, which in turn may be 

passed on to traders as, e.g., lower commissions. However, they also complicate the agency 

role of the broker.391 Moreover, in Macey and O’Hara’s view, preferencing and internalization 

depart from the principle of price-time priority among orders. In so doing, they raise serious 

incentive problems for dealers. The dealer who is guaranteed to get the order flow has no 

incentive to offer a better quote than required since he will receive the order in any case,392 

which means less opportunity for price improvement.393 The competing dealers who know 

that they will not obtain the preferenced flow in any case also have no incentives to offer 

superior terms of trade. Here, too, an opportunity for price improvement is lost.394 

 

Macey and O’Hara also discuss the implications of opportunities for price improvement on 

order placement behavior. They note that if orders are in fact executed at a better price than 

the prevailing outstanding quote, this entails price improvement for the affected trader but 

also means that the limit order that constitutes the best outstanding quote is by-passed. This in 

turn may reduce traders’ willingness to post limit orders. Since these are instrumental in 

creating market liquidity, fewer limit orders reduce liquidity in the market.395 

 
                                                 
390 Ibid. at 207 f. Another dimension of payments for order flow is that the orders diverted through such 
arrangements may be mostly orders from uninformed traders, orders that are thus “skimmed” away to be traded 
on alternative venues. All the while, the main exchanges are left with informed orders that pose more risk to the 
market makers at these exchanges and cause them to offer worse terms of trade. Under such conditions, market 
makers at the major exchanges face a higher risk of adverse selection; thus, even if market makers at smaller 
cream-skimming exchanges offer identical terms of trade, they can walk away with a relatively higher gain since 
they face lower adverse selection costs. Ibid. at 208. 
391 Ibid. at 212. 
392 Ibid. at 213. 
393 Macey and O’Hara define price improvement “per se” as occurring when an order transacts at a price better 
than the prevailing bid or ask. Ibid. at 214. 
394 Ibid. at 213. The same would seem to apply to internalized order flow, which is not exposed to competing 
dealers. 
395 Ibid. at 215. Referring to empirical work, Macey and O’Hara suggest that there may indeed be such a 
negative correlation between price improvement opportunities and the flow of limit orders into the market. Ibid. 
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The question of best execution obligations in a trading environment that consists of several 

competing markets (execution venues) is also considered by Macey and O’Hara. First, they 

hold that the fiduciary duty to achieve best execution is to be applied across all markets 

without regard to a particular trading methodology.396 Second, they hold that a definition of 

best execution that takes some but not other market structures into account may generate 

negative externalities.397 Macey and O’Hara also note that one argument against consideration 

of best execution in relation to information costs, which has not been unequivocally supported 

by empirical evidence, is that venues that do not generate and disseminate information but use 

information from other venues to, e.g., determine spreads are in effect free-riding and taking 

market shares from the venue that offers superior price discovery.398 

 

Summing up, Macey and O’Hara argue that the complexity of achieving best execution, 

together with the low stakes involved in individual transactions, renders it unlikely that best 

execution can be achieved through ordinary market processes. In their view, the costs of 

monitoring and enforcing the fiduciary duty of best execution are simply too high. They also 

hold, however, that the best workable basis for market participants’ meeting their duty of best 

execution is the incentive of trading venues to gather and disseminate information about 

execution quality in order to attract more order flow.399 In their view, rival venues have a 

strong incentive to gather and disseminate information about executed trades, which should 

help traders determine the relative costs of trading and ultimately choose the venue where best 

execution can be achieved.400 

 

McCleskey, however, notes that the effectiveness of disclosure about past execution quality as 

a tool for improving the quality of order execution going forward has been contested in the 

US, e.g. regarding the quality of the data supplied.401 This view can be contrasted with 

Boehmer, Jennings and Wei’s positive assessment of the impact of mandatory disclosure 

requirements regarding execution quality imposed on venues in the US.402 The findings of 

                                                 
396 Ibid. at 218. 
397 Ibid. One example given is that dissemination of information about market activities (e.g. quotes posted and 
trades executed) generates greater trading volume in the aggregate. However, the benefits from this are not 
shared equally by all market participants, while they all share in the costs of information dissemination. Ibid. 
398 Ibid. 
399 Ibid. at 220. 
400 Ibid. In this context, it may be noted that the Dash-5 execution quality disclosure rules adopted  by the SEC in 
2000 impose duties on venues to disseminate information about execution quality. See section 5.9.6 infra. 
401 McCleskey, op. cit. at 9, 28 f. and 48. 
402 See notes 303-313 supra. 
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Boehmer, Jennings and Wei accord with the positive view of execution quality disclosure 

taken by Macey and O’Hara.403 However, it should be noted that Macey and O’Hara discuss 

this issue in terms of voluntary market-driven, rather than regulated, disclosure by venues.404 

 

In a later work, Macey and O’Hara argue that the best execution requirement not only obliges 

brokers to obtain the best available price, but that this legal duty also addresses issues of 

confidentiality and conflicts of interest.405 Moreover, they claim that it is extremely difficult 

for any investor, sophisticated or not, to monitor the agents charged with executing their 

orders.406 A similar case is made by Ferrell who argues that the typical investor faces 

difficulties in ascertaining both whether it is possible to obtain a better execution price, and 

whether such an opportunity should be used taking the associated costs such as additional fees 

into account.407 Macey and O’Hara also argue that the legal rules on best execution can have 

an effect on the structure of the securities markets. Specifically, a case-by-case approach to 

best execution fulfillment may result in orders converging in one trading venue, which may 

result in the creation of a monopoly that stifles competition and increases costs for 

investors.408 They make the case that best execution may mean different things to retail 

customers and institutional investors, respectively.409 In conclusion, Macey and O’Hara find it 

impossible to derive a single operational definition of best execution in extant markets where 

trader preferences are heterogeneous and trading venues offer a wide variety of benefits for 

traders. In their view, the most suited actor to decide upon best execution criteria is not the 

SEC (through regulation), the trading venues (through by-laws) or the individual traders 

(through contracting best execution terms with their brokers). Instead, they argue that the 

company issuing the traded securities is best placed to formulate efficient rules of best 

execution that are applicable to trading in the securities that they have issued.410 

 
                                                 
403 Macey and O’Hara (1997), op. cit. at 220. 
404 Ibid. 
405 Jonathan Macey and Maureen O’Hara. From Orders to Markets. 28 Regulation (2005) 62 at 64. The authors 
use the then extant US order execution rules in their analysis. These rules have since been substantially 
modified; see Chapter 5.9.6 and 5.9.7 infra. Regarding conflicts of interest, Gkantinis holds that brokers may 
have incentives that go against the economic interests of their clients, e.g. to get commissions from venues for 
steering trade in their direction. Gkantinis (2008) at 329 f. 
406 Ibid. 
407 Allen Ferrell. Much Ado About Order Flow. 25 Regulation (2002) 58 at 60. 
408 Macey and O’Hara, op. cit. at 64. 
409 Ibid. at  67. A requirement to execute a trade at the best price available may for example force brokers to 
trade in smaller blocks, or on slower marketplaces, that offer the best current price quote even though the client 
may prefer a larger block trade at an inferior price at another venue. Ibid. 
410 Ibid. at 70. This suggested solution does not seem to have been taken up by American or European legislators 
and regulators. 
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Harris  holds that best execution is not well defined and means different things to different 

traders.411 “Unsophisticated” brokers’ customers may possibly construe best execution as 

getting the best price possible for a market order and trading as quickly as possible with a 

limit order. Such criteria would in Harris’s view represent “absolute standards” for best 

execution.412 However, more sophisticated customers see that execution quality depends on 

the resources devoted to obtaining it and expect to obtain execution quality commensurate 

with the compensation they give to the broker. These traders, in Harris’s view, define best 

execution “in the context of their brokerage relationships”.413 The most sophisticated 

customers also see the need to measure the execution quality that they receive. This is based 

on the premise that brokers will not provide high-quality execution if they believe that their 

customers cannot measure it. In competitive brokerage markets, a broker who spends 

resources to provide unrecognized execution quality will be undercut by those brokers who do 

not, and will either have to go out of business or quit providing high-quality service. The most 

sophisticated customers know this, and therefore only pay for the level of execution quality 

that they can audit.414 These traders define best execution in relation to the costs of auditing 

it.415 

 

Harris argues that in perfect competition, dealers who compete for brokerage order flow will 

compete away all excess trading profits by offering various inducements for order flow. In a 

similar manner, brokers competing for retail order flow will compete away all excess profits 

by offering various inducements to obtain customer order flows. Harris also asserts that 

dealers and brokers both operate in highly competitive markets, with relatively cheap entry 

and exit costs as well as numerous competing firms. The implications of this for best 

execution is that given the trade-off between execution quality and the cost of brokerage 

services, a demand by brokers or regulators that dealers provide higher execution quality will 

entail a rise in commissions and/or the provision of fewer ancillary services. All else constant, 

a demand from traders for more price improvement for market orders will result in 

commissions rising by the same amount. In perfectly competitive markets, to a first order 

                                                 
411 Harris, op. cit. at 1. 
412 Ibid. 
413 Ibid. 
414 Ibid. at 2. 
415 Ibid. 
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approximation, net transaction costs – price impact plus commissions – for market orders will 

not depend on how best execution is regulated.416 

 

A second general issue raised by Harris concerns the availability of information on execution 

quality. It is argued that suppliers who provide superior quality that cannot be recognized by 

customers can be undercut by suppliers that offer lower quality services. Suppliers can offer 

low quality services regardless of what they promise their customers if the customers are 

unable to differentiate between the quality of services received.417 

 

Harris notes that order preferencing (“payments for order flow”) raises questions about 

whether brokers obtain best execution for their customers.418 Harris notes that in practice, 

brokers and dealers negotiate the terms of payment for order flow agreements so that the 

dealers who execute orders guarantee certain levels of service depending on order type and 

order size. In Harris’s view, since the execution terms in these agreements are negotiated by 

the brokers with their dealers, the agreements “implicitly represent the brokers’ definition of 

best execution”.419 

 

Harris argues that many US markets do not expose limit orders to the extent that those who 

submit them would like. Since limit orders are less widely displayed, it becomes less probable 

that they will be quickly executed.420 

                                                 
416 Ibid. at 3 f. 
417 Ibid at 4. 
418 Ibid. at 2. Harris holds that conflicts of interest issues seem to arise, not least in cases where brokers route 
order flow to a dealer subsidiary or exchange order flow with a dealer subsidiary. Since these preferencing 
relationships directly benefit brokers, it is “not obvious that they are meeting their agency obligations to their 
clients”. Moreover, Harris holds that since individual trade prices are rarely negotiated for preferenced order 
flows and routing decisions for these order flows rarely depends on the specific order or current market 
conditions, “it is not immediately apparent that brokers actively search for best execution for their clients”. Ibid. 
Harris also notes that the practice of crossing customer order flow – where a client order on one side of the trade 
(e.g. a sell order) is matched with another client order on the other side – raises questions from a best execution 
perspective. The issue here concerns “the allocation of execution quality among customers” since a good price 
for one side of the trade is a bad price for the other side, and since  it is not impossible that a broker could obtain 
better execution for both clients outside the firm. Ibid. 
419 Ibid. Harris also notes that for small market orders, dealers generally guarantee execution at the best 
displayed bid or offer (BBO) or better, regardless of their own quote. Ibid. at 2 f. Ferrell also notes that in 
payment for order flow arrangements, brokers “usually” promise to send customer orders to a particular dealer 
for execution at the national best bid and offer (NBBO). Ferrell, op. cit. at 1033. Harris also notes that the fact 
that dealers pay for order flows suggests that they could provide better execution services, in particular through 
more price improvement. Another way to improve execution quality would be for dealers to give limit orders 
more market exposure. Harris argues that if brokers demanded more price improvement and better limit order 
executions, this would cause dealers to pay less for their preferenced order flows. Harris, op. cit. at 3. 
420 Ibid. Moreover, even if limit orders were to be displayed there is no universal mechanism in place to ensure 
that these exposed limit orders can compete with dealers to provide liquidity. This is due to the fact that brokers 
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Harris also addresses the interplay between market structure and the bid/ask spread. He holds 

that the spread is determined by the competition among dealers and limit order traders to 

attract those order flows that traders route to the best displayed prices. In this view, spreads 

depend on preferencing arrangements, limit order display and on the information in the order 

flow.421 

 

Harris discusses, in general terms, the different characteristics of spreads in exchange-

organized markets and dealer markets, respectively.422Harris argues that dealer markets where 

uninformed order flow is obtained through preferencing tend to have wider spreads. However, 

if competition forces dealers and their corresponding brokers to offer price improvement, 

better service and/or lower commissions to uninformed traders, this will make the uninformed 

traders better off relative to their position in a consolidated order price-preferencing system. 

Since they are no longer pooled with well-informed traders, they will obtain better net 

execution prices. Thus, Harris holds that order preferencing in competitive markets provides 

better execution for uninformed traders who demand liquidity.423 

 

Harris then proceeds to discuss different manners in which best execution may be regulated: 

by customers themselves, brokers, dealers, exchanges or by the government. Pro primo, 

Harris argues that customers can only choose brokers who will provide them with best 

execution if the customers are able to cheaply audit the quality of the execution services that 
                                                                                                                                                         
can preference orders to specific dealers that match the best exposed prices, which in turn creates a risk that 
publicly displayed limit orders only execute when they are the most aggressive traders in the market. This risk 
would be counteracted if time precedence – that the first submitted order or quote at a price had precedence over 
subsequent orders or quotes at the same price – were to be enforced in a consolidated manner across markets. 
Ibid.Harris wrote this in early 1996, thus in the period before the SEC’s Order Handling Rules that are treated in 
Section 5.9.5 infra had been enacted. 
421 Harris, op. cit. at 5 f. Spreads will be tight if (i) there are mechanisms that ensure effective price competition 
by routing order flows to the best available prices, (ii) traders have widespread access to these order-routing 
mechanisms so that spreads reflect the prices offered by the most aggressive traders – often public traders who 
offer aggressively priced limit orders to lower the costs of trades that they already want to do, and (iii) the order 
flows routed by the price-preferencing mechanism does not come from well-informed traders because if they 
did, traders who posted aggressively priced quotes or limit orders would lose out and cause a widening of 
spreads. Ibid. 
422 Ibid. at 6. Order precedence rules in exchange-organized markets route liquidity-demanding order flows to 
the order or quote that first displayed the best price. Offering liquidity to these orders tends to be profitable 
because traders will get the order flow if they bid for it and because limit order traders can compete with dealers. 
In contrast, dealer-organized markets tend to have high spreads for three reasons, namely (i) that order-
preferencing arrangements are common, (ii) dealers have weak incentives to attract order flow by price, and (iii) 
public limit order traders cannot easily represent their interests. In such markets, the relation between the quoted 
price and order flow may be weak. The orders that dealers route to execute against the best quoted price are 
those orders that dealers are unwilling to attract by providing other incentives. Ibid. 
423 Ibid. 
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brokers provide. If auditing is not feasible, competitive market forces will force brokers to 

provide only services that can be easily audited and abstain from offering better and costlier 

services that cannot be audited by customers. Thus, Harris holds that the caveat emptor 

principle only functions well in this context if execution services can be audited cheaply by 

customers. 

 

Pro secundo, as concerns the prospect of brokers regulating best execution, Harris holds that 

they are much better prepared to measure execution quality than their customers, but that they 

are also unlikely to demand improvements in execution if this would entail a reduction in 

order flow inducements. Brokers seek such inducements so as to be able to provide lower 

commissions to customers in their turn. Harris states that brokers will audit their executions 

themselves in order to (i) ensure that they obtain sufficient execution quality, to the extent that 

their customers can audit such quality and (ii) be better prepared to negotiate order flow 

preferencing agreements with their correspondent dealers.424 

 

Pro tertio, Harris holds that individual dealers have no incentive to provide best execution 

unless required to do so in order to obtain order flow from brokers or comply with rules 

enacted by e.g. exchanges or dealer organizations. Harris goes on to note that best execution 

is costly to dealers and that to provide it, they must both offer better prices to market orders 

and allow limit orders to compete with them.425 

 

Pro quarto, Harris discusses exchanges’ prospects for regulating best execution. At the outset, 

he argues that exchanges have an interest in regulating best execution, especially those 

exchanges that are dominated by public traders.426 Exchanges that are not simply dealer fronts 

have incentives to keep their market liquid in order to attract more order flow, e.g. through 

allowing public traders to compete with dealers as liquidity providers. Trading rules enacted 

by the exchanges may set out e.g. best execution rules, where the requirements of price 

priority and time precedence together with an economically significant tick427 encourage 

                                                 
424 Ibid. 
425 Ibid. 
426 Harris does not provide an explicit definition of ”public trader”, but seems to use the term to denote those 
who participate in trading beside ”intermediaries like dealers, brokers and exchanges”. Ibid. at 15. 
427 Although not defined by Harris, a ”tick” is conventionally described as an increment in which a securities 
price may be quoted. For example, if prices are expressed in fractions of a whole, a tick may be 1/8 or 1/16 of a 
dollar, while if ticks are expressed in decimals a tick may be $0.01 or $0.05. 
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traders to provide liquidity by allocating order flow to those traders that are most ready to 

make market.428 

 

Pro quinto, Harris lists a number of ways in which the government may regulate best 

execution. First, the government may ban cash payments for order flow. Such a ban would be 

easy to circumvent by offering non-pecuniary inducements instead or by internalizing order 

flow.429 In Harris’s view, regulatory intervention may be worthwhile to consider only if the 

practice offends the public so much that trading activity is reduced as a result, and even then 

the response from market actors may render regulatory intervention superfluous.430 

 

Another potential regulatory measure discussed by Harris is to require that brokers report 

payments for order flow to their customers. However, many customers may merely find this 

information confusing and brokers may switch to non-pecuniary order flow inducements if 

they fear that disclosure of payments for order flow might upset customers.431 

 

                                                 
428 Harris, op. cit. at 8. Moreover, Harris holds that exchanges regulate their members in order to restrain their 
opportunities to make profits from their position in the market. Exchange specialists may be required to provide 
liquidity to public market orders under some circumstances, which improve execution prices. Also, specialists 
may be forbidden to take liquidity, e.g. execute against submitted limit orders, in other circumstances. This 
prohibition means that a specialist cannot execute against a public limit order that he or she believes to be too 
aggressively priced. Ibid. The effects are (i) that public limit order traders have more time to cancel their orders 
and (ii) public market order traders have a chance to obtain a better price as long as the limit orders remain 
uncanceled. Thus, restrictions on specialist trading behavior improve execution quality for both market orders 
and limit orders. Ibid. 
429 Ibid. In general terms, Harris argues that in competitive markets traders will find ways to capture excess 
profits associated with executing uninformed order flow at wide spreads. He also holds that it would not seem 
prudent to eliminate the “most convenient and most easily audited means of transferring these profits”. Ibid. 
430 Ibid. 
431 Ibid. at 9. In a similar, but more far-reaching vein, Harris also discusses the implications of requiring brokers 
to rebate payments for order flow directly to customers. In a competitive market, this requirement would 
increase brokerage commissions in Harris’s analysis. Moreover, it would most likely alter the distribution of 
brokerage commissions between different order sizes and types and render market orders more costly to execute. 
Ibid. Rebates of payments made for order flow may not be welcome to customers if they believe (rightly, in 
Harris’s opinion) that the rebates can only be funded through poor transaction prices. Brokers may also choose to 
substitute non-pecuniary order flow inducements instead, which would cause the competition for retail order 
flow to remain focused on commissions rather than on the combination of rebates and commissions. Ibid. If, 
instead, customers demand rebates, brokers’ incentives to obtain price improvement for their customers will be 
diminished or even reversed. Harris also raises a number of practical problems associated with rebating 
payments for order flow. It may be difficult to allocate payments for order flow to individual orders, and it might 
not be possible to do the allocation at the time of the trade which then means that the rebate becomes deferred 
and uncertain. If, in the face of these problems, payment arrangements are restructured so as to facilitate 
allocation of payments to individual orders, Harris holds that the benefits that come from existing arrangements 
may be lost. Ibid. 
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Harris also raises the issue whether it may be useful to require brokers to collect and disclose 

publicly a comparable set of execution performance statistics,432 and argues that the collection 

and distribution of such statistics should not be too burdensome for brokers who can compute 

them easily from their electronic audit trails.433  

 

Harris goes on to discuss the advisability of introducing government regulation that specifies 

standards for price improvement, bid/ask spreads and other measures of execution quality. He 

argues that regulators who wish to lay down specific standards for dealer behavior must have 

a very close understanding of dealers’ situation, and holds that governmental regulators are 

poorly equipped to introduce detailed specific standards. If the government wishes to 

introduce such standards, it would be more effective to do by delegating rulemaking authority 

in this regard to self-regulating organizations – exchanges and dealer organizations.434 

 

Harris points to several risks associated with the introduction of specific performance 

standards relative to order execution. First, the specified standards may be inconsistent with 

consumer interests and – if the standards specify a higher level of service than consumers 

desire – cause them to pay more and be worse off. Harris argues that consumers have different 

preferences and that attempts to define a universal performance standard would with near 

certainty hurt some consumers.435 Also, the specific performance standard need to be well 

defined, easily measured and appropriate, but at the same time take into account the different 

conditions in different markets. In Harris’s view, it is very difficult to take into account the 

conditions in different markets when designing a standard, but it would also be unfair against 

                                                 
432 Ibid. at 10. Harris also notes that the statistics to be disclosed would differ by order type. For market orders, 
the statistics might include average price improvement and average time to fill, classified by prevailing bid/ask 
spread, order size and primary listing market. Other possible variables include time of submission and security 
size. For limit orders, the statistics to be disclosed might include fill rate and time-to-fill distributions, classified 
by limit price position relative to the best bid and offer when the order was submitted. These statistics should 
also be cross-classified by prevailing bid/ask spread, order size, primary listing market and time of submission. 
Information necessary to evaluate the effect of cancellations and cancellation instructions should be provided as 
well. Ibid. 
433 Ibid. Harris also states that “responsible brokers should already be doing these analyses.” Ibid. Moreover, 
Harris holds that even if many individual retail customers may not be adequately prepared to analyze this 
information, there are consumers groups that would be able to do this if the data were readily available. Ibid. 
Statistics would need to be standardized so that analysts can make reasonable, easy and fair comparisons across 
brokers. This information would make it easier for consumers to buy the services that they need by allowing 
them to determine which brokers offer it. Harris reiterates that it is difficult for customers to audit broker 
performance without this information and that consequently brokers are unlikely to provide high quality services. 
Disclosure of comparable data on brokers’ execution quality would allow brokers to supply, and charge for, the 
services demanded by customers. Ibid. Brokers have subsequently been held to at least limited disclosure duties 
regarding their execution practices, through the Dash-6 rules described in Section 5.9.6 infra. 
434 Ibid. at 10 f. 
435 Ibid. at 11. 
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participants in the different markets, who would be subjected to the same standard, not to do 

so.436 

 

Harris also discusses another possibility for regulating best execution, namely through 

regulation of market structure. One alternative would be to introduce requirements for the 

display of public limit orders, in order to ensure that these orders are exposed to the market. 

Harris argues that since the best bid and offer depends on dealer quotes and displayed limit 

orders, display of more public limit orders would most likely cause the best bid and offer to 

shrink. Also, since dealers generally must fill orders at the best bid and offer, increased 

display of limit orders might narrow spreads and improve market order executions. With 

narrower spreads, however, the price improvement rate would decrease, and payments for 

order flow would decrease as well.437 

 

The limit orders might also benefit from better execution if they were to be displayed, since 

they would then be more available to other traders. Harris argues, however, that limit order 

execution rates would not necessarily improve much unless display requirements were 

combined with rules that require market orders to be routed to the best available price.438 

 

Another possibility, which concerns market orders rather than limit orders, would be to 

mandate wider exposure of market orders prior to execution. One alternative would be to 

require dealers to “stop” market orders when they receive them, i.e. guaranteeing that they 

would be executed at a price not inferior to a determined, “stopped” price. Then, dealers 

would try to improve upon the stopped price by quoting a superior price, and fill the order 

themselves if no one else takes the quote within a specified time interval.439 In Harris’s view, 

this requirement would probably increase price improvement rates for market orders. If 

markets are competitive, this would entail a decrease in payments for order flow and, 

ultimately, commissions.440 Moreover, such a requirement would also improve public limit 

                                                 
436 Ibid. In fine, Harris points to the need for effective sanctions and other instruments to motivate traders to 
comply with any such standards. It is noted that current disciplinary procedures at exchanges and dealer 
organizations are “cumbersome, contentious and quite expensive to run”. Ibid. 
437 Ibid. at 11. 
438 Ibid. at 12. In the absence of such a requirement, brokers would force dealers to match the best price. Orders 
would only be routed to – and executed against – the best priced limit order if dealers were unwilling to trade. 
Ibid. It must be noted in this context that federal US regulations have subsequently been adopted, pursuant to 
which limit orders are afforded some protection (the Order Protection Rule, adopted by the SEC in Regulation 
NMS in 2005). The Order Protection Rule is discussed in more detail in Section 5.9.7 infra. 
439 Ibid. 
440 Ibid. 
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order execution rates since the tightening of spreads would allow more standing limit orders 

to be executed. This increased competition from limit orders would further erode dealer 

profits.441 

 

However, Harris also notes several difficulties associated with a requirement to seek price 

improvement for market orders. In quickly moving markets, such a rule would be difficult to 

implement without using a computer assisted trading system that would be capable of 

allocating trades so as to avoid conflicts between traders about whether trades are being fairly 

allocated.442 A requirement to seek price improvement would also slow market order 

executions, since the actual trade price would not be determined until either (i) the price is 

improved or (ii) the interval during which the order is exposed to the market expires. Harris 

holds that brokers prefer quick executions and may resist the additional costs that this 

requirement would impose on them.443 

 

Another option discussed by Harris would be to impose order precedence rules on all dealers. 

A price priority rule would prohibit traders from trading at prices inferior to those offered by 

standing limit orders in their order book. Traders would be required to first fill the orders with 

price priority, or offer prices that are equal to or better than their best-priced public limit 

orders.444 

 

A rule that would address brokers’ duties, and require them to route market orders only to 

dealers or markets that display the best price, is also discussed. Harris argues that such a 

requirement would strengthen the relation between price and order flow, cause dealers to 

quote aggressively to obtain order flow and result in smaller bid/ask spreads, possibly 

substantially smaller. As long as regulators allow brokers to preference orders among those 

dealers who are at the best price, dealers may still offer inducements for order flow. Since 

                                                 
441 Ibid. 
442 Ibid. In this context, Harris states that conflicts between traders about the fairness of order allocation ”is one 
of the main shortcomings of the current Intermarket Trading System (ITS)”. Ibid. 
443 Ibid. at 12 f. 
444 Ibid. at 13. If such a price priority rule would be combined with a public order precedence rule, dealers could 
only trade at strictly better prices. Ibid. These rules would, according to Harris, force dealers to allow their limit 
orders to execute more often and force them to offer more price improvement to their market orders. Both these 
effects would erode dealer profits and thus cause a decrease in payments for order flow. In the face of the 
constraints imposed on them by such rules, dealers may refuse to hold standing limit orders, charge brokers for 
handling them or forward them to another dealer who is less interested in trading on the same side. Ibid. Harris 
also notes that dealers primarily accept limit orders to serve brokers, although the public limit order flow also 
provides dealers with valuable trading options. Ibid. 
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spreads would be tighter, these inducements would be smaller as well. The same would hold 

true for price improvement rates. With tighter spreads, price improvement would be less 

common. Tighter spreads would, on the other hand, contribute to an improvement in public 

limit order execution rates by allowing more standing limit orders to be executed.445 

 

Another alternative would be to maintain strict price-time priority among dealer and market 

quotes, and require brokers to route market orders accordingly. This would render order 

preferencing impossible. It would also strengthen the relation between price and order flow 

since those traders who most aggressively improve prices are rewarded. Spreads should 

narrow substantially, while both order preferencing and price improvement would 

disappear.446 

 

The last possible regulatory intervention addressed by Harris, and also the most drastic, would 

entail the creation through regulatory requirements of a consolidated trading system that 

maintains price and time precedence among all traders, including public limit order traders. 

Public limit orders traders and dealers would thus be able to compete with each other 

regardless of where they are. Harris argues that public limit order traders, who often use limit 

orders to lower the cost of a trade they will make, may price their orders aggressively so as to 

ensure that they are executed. This can cause spreads to narrow so that, in a consolidated 

system, it becomes impossible for dealers to cover their costs.447 

 

In conclusion, Harris holds that forced consolidation of trading risks destroying the 

competition among marketplaces and thus the low-cost trading opportunities and idiosyncratic 

benefits that specific systems provide to specific constituencies; the current fragmentation of 

markets is not particularly costly relative to the benefits that diverse clienteles realize from 

it.448 Also, several mechanisms act to integrate fragmented markets, e.g. the widespread 

                                                 
445 Ibid. Harris holds that a rule that requires brokers to route orders to the dealers or markets that display the best 
price would however not be effective if brokers are able to quickly advise their correspondent dealers that an 
order is coming. If so, dealers may match the best available quote. To prevent such behavior, it may be necessary 
to require dealers to stand by their quotes for a minimum interval before it is eligible to attract order flow. Ibid. 
Harris also notes that enforcement of such a requirement “would require the operation of a consolidated order 
routing system”. Ibid. He further notes that the rule forces brokers to trade with dealers, potentially also dealers 
that the brokers do not trust. In order to guarantee performance, a clearinghouse would be needed. It is also 
argued that such a rule would preferably only apply to small market orders, not the large orders that often 
involve direct negotiations. Ibid. at 14. 
446 Ibid. at 14. 
447 Ibid. 
448 Ibid. 
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availability of market data, the ability to route orders to the best prices and the activities of 

arbitrageurs. Harris holds that these considerations weigh against “heavy-handed” 

regulation.449 

 

Further consolidation of markets may to some extent be hindered by problems related to 

agency and externalities. More specifically, brokers do not always accurately represent the 

interests of their clients, dealers are unwilling to grant public limit orders access to the order 

flow and network effects – liquidity attracts liquidity – protect incumbent trading systems 

from competition by innovative entrants.450 If market consolidation would entail a reduced 

role for intermediaries in the markets, which Harris considers likely, this might translate into 

great benefits for public traders.451 

 

To sum up, Harris holds that best execution at its broadest is synonymous with low 

transaction costs. For the aggregate of public traders, the total net costs of trading are simply 

that which is lost to intermediaries like dealers, brokers and exchanges. In this view, best 

execution for any given quantity of trading is achieved when the least resources are devoted to 

what Harris terms “the execution services industry”.452 This in turn explains why public 

traders want to offer liquidity to – i.e. trade with – other public traders.453 

3.4.3 Transaction Costs Associated with Order Execution 

Now, the time has come to look closer at the specific transaction costs associated with order 

execution; the costs that best execution rules may seek to mitigate. If there are transaction 

costs associated with executions of orders to trade in securities, someone will have to incur 

these costs. If one aims for transactional efficiency in order execution,454 the reduction of 

extant transaction costs will also become an issue of prime importance. Best execution rules 

dictate, to a smaller or larger degree, how orders are to be executed. Thus, these rules have 

implications for the manner in which orders are executed and may affect both the magnitude 

and distribution of transaction costs. 

 

                                                 
449 Ibid. 
450 Harris, op. cit. at 14. 
451 Ibid. at 15. This, according to Harris, does suggest a role for further regulation. 
452 Ibid. 
453 Harris, op. cit. at 15. 
454 As does this investigation. See Section 1.3 supra. 
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Bacidore et al. offer an analytical framework for quantifying best execution. They suggest six 

factors to take into account, and apply them to executions at the NYSE: (i) the percent of 

executions that occur inside the quote,455 (ii) the percent of execution that occur outside the 

quote,456 (iii) the percent of discount received relative the quote,457 (iv) the percent of 

executions that received depth improvement,458 (v) the percent of single price execution, and 

(vi) the time span from exposure to execution for an order.459 

 

Kissell, Glantz and Malamut construct a taxonomy of transaction costs associated with the 

execution of orders to transact in securities. At the outset, they hold that these costs included 

fixed and variable costs that may have visible as well as invisible (non-transparent) 

components. Fixed costs include commissions and fees paid to intermediaries (e.g. broker 

commissions or access fees). These costs are fixed – unavoidable and independent of market 

prices – and also visible. Variable costs may include such visible costs as taxes or spreads, but 

also invisible costs such as delay cost, price appreciation, market impact, timing risk and 

opportunity cost.460 In their view, the largest subset of transaction costs are trading-related 

costs, i.e. those costs that surface during the actual implementation of the trade. Further, they 

observe that different traders may have different conceptions of best execution depending on 

their trading objectives.461 Examples given are (i) the minimization of trading costs relative to 

the risk of inferior execution, (ii) a strategy that balances the cost of trading against the risk of 

inferior execution and (iii) an execution strategy that seeks to maximize the chances of 

achieving superior execution (price improvement).462 

 

In a similar vein, Iseli, Wagner and Weber hold that the rationale for best execution rules is 

that clients would like their will replicated, as much as possible, when brokers execute orders 

on their behalf. In this view, the principal may care about any of a wide range of inputs such 

as price, costs, speed and likelihood of execution et cetera, and order execution according to 

                                                 
455 I.e. at a better price than the quote. 
456 I.e. at a worse price than the quote. 
457 I.e. how much better the effective spread is than the quoted spread.  
458 I.e. orders that could be executed at or inside the quote even though the quoted size was smaller than the order 
size. 
459 J. Bacidore, K. Ross, G. Sofianos. Quantifying market order execution quality at the New York stock 
exchange. 6 J. of Financial Markets (2006) 281 at 283 and passim. 
460 Kissell et al., op. cit. at 36.   
461 Ibid. at 39. 
462 Ibid. at 43 f. 
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the principal’s preferences maximizes welfare.463 Iseli, Wagner and Weber also state that the 

real-world relationship between traders and their brokers is a principal-agent relationship 

characterized by diverging interests and asymmetric information. The broker does not have 

the same interests as the client. While the client wants the broker to spend more effort finding 

better execution opportunities, the broker prefers to minimize these search efforts. Since the 

client cannot perfectly monitor the broker’s efforts, a moral hazard problem arises.464 Another 

circumstance that affects the relationship is that the broker tends to possess private 

information about market conditions that is difficult for the principal to find, which leads to a 

situation of adverse selection. Both these mechanisms contribute to a risk that efficiency 

losses arise with decreased welfare as a result.465 

 

In the economic terms described above, order execution results in a welfare loss whenever the 

investor’s wishes are not fulfilled when his or her order is executed. Welfare loss can be 

minimized by aligning, as much as possible, the actual execution of the order with the 

investor’s execution preferences. It should be noted that this approach is agnostic insofar as 

specific types of transaction costs are concerned. The best execution is the execution that most 

closely mirrors the investor’s consideration of different costs. This approach is not at odds 

with the conventional assumption that investors seek to minimize total costs; investors 

themselves consider the different costs involved, and seek to minimize the total costs 

incurred. 

 

The analysis may be carried even further. The investor may have explicit preferences 

concerning the terms of the specific trade that the broker does his utmost to take into 

consideration when executing the order. In this case, it could be argued that best execution has 

been achieved. However, the manner in which an order is executed may also have welfare 

implications that go beyond the individual trade and the individual investor. For example, 

some commentators have argued that best execution rules that aim to protect investors from 

suboptimal execution of orders also contribute to the integration of different venues into one 

market since best execution rules force brokers to trade at the venue that offers the best terms 

of trade, which reduces fragmentation, promotes efficient pricing of securities and permits 

                                                 
463 Thomas Iseli, Alexander F. Wagner, Rolf H. Weber. Legal and Economic Aspects of Best Execution in the 
Context of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID). 1 Law and Financial Markets Review (July 
2007) 31 at 33. 
464 Ibid. 
465 Ibid. 
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capital to move to its most efficient use.466 In this view, execution at terms that satisfy 

investor preferences (i.e. a low price when purchasing securities) also contributes to a more 

efficiently functioning market, which benefits all market participants.467 

 

Another aspect of best execution rules, emphasized by McCleskey, is the interplay between 

the investor protection function of such rules and the degree to which trading at different 

venues is integrated. McCleskey argues that best execution rules that aim to protect investors 

from suboptimal execution of orders also contribute to the integration of different venues into 

one market since best execution rules force brokers to trade at the venue that offers the best 

terms of trade.468 This in turn reduces fragmentation, promotes efficient pricing of securities 

and permits capital to move to its most efficient use.469 This argument echoes the position of 

Pirrong taken in a US context that best execution rules that require brokers to execute a trade 

at the highest price available at any venue (trade-through rules) may contribute to inter-market 

linkages that foster increased competition between venues.470 
 

Trade-through rules may be more or less extensive. One set-up is where only the best bid and best offer available 

in a system of interconnected venues (following the extant US terminology we can call this the national best bid 

and offer, or NBBO) are protected, while at the other extreme it is possible to protect the depth of book, i.e. all 

displayed orders, in each of the interconnected venues. The difference is best illustrated by an example. Assume 

                                                 
466 McCleskey, op. cit. at 148. See also Craig Pirrong. The Thirty Years War. 28 Regulation (2005) 55 at 58. 
467 That ”society at large” may suffer when poor execution standards are at hand is also held by Iseli et. al., op. 
cit. at 33. Another way to state this point is to say that when orders are executed at the best available terms, e.g. 
as regards price, the trading preferences of the investors are revealed to the fullest extent possible. The more 
accurate the trading preferences that are revealed in the market, the greater the likelihood that investors with 
different preferences may meet and transact in the market. This in turn enhances the efficiency of the market. 
468 McCleskey, op. cit.  at 148. 
469 Ibid. 
470 Pirrong (2005), op. cit. at 57. Trade-through rules prevent brokers from executing a trade at a given price if 
there is another, better quote available in the market, i.e. at another trading venue. The term refers to the fact that 
brokers may not “trade through” a quote and execute against an inferior one. Thus, traders are also barred from 
electing to trade at worse prices. Jonathan Macey, Maureen O’Hara. From Markets to Venues: Securities 
Regulation in an Evolving World (draft, November 2004) at 25. A price quote that is superior and thus cannot be 
“traded through” is referred to as a protected quote. Real-world regulators have invoked a number of 
justifications for introducing trade-through rules: (i) increasing investor confidence by ensuring that investor 
orders are always executed at the best price, ii) lowering trading costs and increasing market liquidity, and (iii) 
fostering competition between different trading venues. Regulation NMS, Exchange Act Release No. 51,808, 70 
Fed. Reg. 37,496 (June 29, 2005) at 37,498 f. Pan elaborates on these justifications and notes that a trade-
through rule can lower transaction costs and improve liquidity since it encourages the greater use of limit orders. 
On the issue of competition, Pan holds that a trade-through rule gives venues the incentive to offer the best 
quotes in order to attract order flow and capture trading volume. Eric Pan. A European Solution to the 
Regulation of Cross-Border Markets. 2 Brook. J. Fin. & Com. L. (2007) 133 at 154. Macey and O’Hara hold that 
the trade-through rule was originally intended to deal with an agency problem, namely the risk that specialists 
would e.g. fill a buy order at a price above an existing offered price and then buy at the lower pre-existing price. 
By doing this, the specialist can pocket the difference between the higher price and the lower price as a risk-free 
profit. Macey and O’Hara (2004), op. cit. at 25 f. 
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that a security is traded at both exchange A and exchange B. At exchange A, the best ask price for the security is 

at $20.05 for 1 000 shares. At exchange B, the best ask is at $20.00 for 100 shares. At exchange B, there are also 

other, slightly higher ask quotes: at $20.03 for 500 shares and at $20.04 for 400 shares. When a buy order for 

1 000 shares is directed to exchange A, the actual place where the trades will be placed depends on what version 

of the trade-through rule that applies to the transaction. Under a NBBO regime, the best ask price – $20.00 – is 

available at exchange B. Thus, part of the order will be executed at exchange B, where 100 shares – the entire 

order size of the lowest ask price – are bought at $20.00. However, once the best ask price quote has been “used 

up”, the broker is not obliged to execute the remainder of the order – 900 shares – at exchange B. Instead, he can 

direct the order to buy 900 shares to exchange A and execute it there at $20.05. Under a “depth of the book” rule, 

all of the quotes at exchange B would have been protected. The broker would have been obliged to execute the 

whole order at exchange B: 100 shares at $20.00, 500 shares at $20.03 and 400 shares at $20.04.471 The 

mathematics of this example may seem straightforward enough: under the NBBO rule, the total purchase price, 

not counting any trading fees, is (100 * $20.00 + 900 * $20.05 =) $20 045. The depth of book alternative yields a 

total price of (100 * $20.00 + 500 * $20.03 + 400 * $20.04 =) $20 031. Under the depth of book alternative, the 

total price is $14 lower. 
 

Cai, too, holds that the design of best execution rules may have implications – beneficial or 

detrimental – for market structure.472 The same view is espoused, in a European context, by 

Ferrarini. Specifically, Ferrarini argues that rules which put an emphasis on receiving best 

price will put established and more liquid markets at a competitive advantage and thus favor 

incumbent exchanges.473 

3.4.4 Summing-Up: Some Observations 

Any analysis of best execution and order execution rules needs to consider the economic 

incentives of agents and how these incentives may influence execution decisions. Some 

aspects of interest here are whether the broker’s representations about his order execution 

efforts can be verified,474 and whether the broker’s incentive to take only one contact in order 

to execute the order may have a negative effect on (i) the terms of trade for the client, and (ii) 

the ability for new venues to compete with incumbent, liquid venues.475 In this context, public 

dissemination of trading data may contribute to achieving more efficient executions.476 

                                                 
471 This example has been taken from Pirrong (2005) at 58. Pirrong exemplifies with a sale transaction, while this 
study uses the same price quotes and amounts but describes a purchase of securities instead. 
472 Xiang (Sean) Cai. Treading Through Trade-Through: A Law and Economics Analysis of SEC Proposed 
Regulation NMS (February 14, 2005) at 38. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=666962. 
473 G. Ferrarini. Best Execution and Competition Between Trading Venues – MiFID’s Likely Impact. 2 Cap. 
Markets L. J. (2007) 404 at 410 f. 
474 Garbade and Silber, op. cit at 496 f. 
475 Ibid. at 497 f. 
476 Ibid. at 499 ff. Cf. Macey and O’Hara (1997), op. cit. at 220 and Harris, op. cit. at 10 (as regards specific data 
on execution quality). For a skeptical view, see McCleskey, op. cit. at 9, 28 f. and 48. 
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The difficulties in finding – and enforcing – a workable definition of best execution of best 

execution have been highlighted.477 It has been argued that a small spread is not necessarily a 

proxy for a low cost of execution, and also that best execution might not be a natural outcome 

of the market process.478 Moreover, the goal of obtaining best execution for an individual 

order may come into conflict with the objective of achieving best execution in the market as a 

whole.479 Payment for order flow and preferencing/internalization arrangements may 

complicate the broker’s role as agent and possibly detract from best execution.480 The 

interplay between price improvement – an important factor in determining whether best 

execution has been achieved – and order-placement dynamics has been analyzed as well.481 

 

Scholars also discuss how best execution should be regulated. Authors argue that for example 

the companies who issue shares,482 or the venues where these shares are traded,483 could have 

a role in regulating best execution. The virtues and drawbacks of specific order execution 

rules (mandated display of limit orders, price protection, a mandatory duty to seek price 

improvement) are discussed as well.484 Various measures related to the price and priority of 

orders have been noted, including the theoretical possibility of creating a single consolidated 

trading system.485 Moreover, several scholars have presented analyses and taxonomies of 

different types of transaction costs associated with the execution of orders to trade in 

securities.486 

3.5 The Nuts and Bolts of Securities Trading 

3.5.1 Introduction 

In the below, we turn to the more down-to-earth – but far from trivial – matter of real-world 

purchases and sales of securities in the secondary markets. These descriptions are intended to 

provide realistic, albeit hypothetical, examples of how business is carried out in contemporary 

venues for organized securities trading. This in turn renders it necessary to make certain 

                                                 
477 Macey and O’Hara (1997), op. cit. at 190. Cf. Harris, op. cit. at 1. 
478 Macey and O’Hara, (1997), op. cit. at 203 ff. 
479 Ibid. at 206. 
480 Ibid. at 211 ff. Cf. Harris, op. cit. at 2 f. 
481 Macey and O’Hara (1997), op. cit. at 215. 
482 Macey and O’Hara (2005), op. cit. at 70. 
483 Harris, op. cit. at 8. 
484 Ibid. at 12 f. 
485 Ibid. at 13 f. 
486 Bacidore et al., op. cit. at 283 and passim; Kissell et al., op. cit. at 36 ff. 
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choices at the outset. First of all, all of the transactions described here are carried out in the 

US and executed on US marketplaces by US buyers, sellers and intermediaries. Second, the 

transactions entered into all concern what might be termed “plain vanilla” securities: common 

stock in corporations listed on stock exchanges. These are convenient assumptions, but not 

unrealistic ones. Other assumptions are that these securities are traded on multiple venues and 

that much of the trading is carried out electronically. Finally, the first example involves an 

individual who chooses to devote a non-negligible part of his limited assets to the purchase of 

stocks in a pair of one-off transactions, while the second scenario presents a multi-million-

dollar pension fund carrying out routine adjustments in its portfolio of holdings. These 

perfectly plausible persons represent two different ends of the investor spectrum: the 

inexperienced individual with small resources as contrasted with the professional, frequently 

trading investor with substantial holdings and experience. 

3.5.2 Everyman Investor: John Doe Enters the Market 

First assume – as economists are wont to do – an investor, John Doe, with savings of $ 20,000 

in a bank account and a dormant account with a brokerage firm that offers its customer the 

possibility of online securities trading. He has now decided to invest half of the balance, $ 

10,000, in the stock market. With this in mind, John leafs through the business section of a 

newspaper and looks at the stock listings. When he has found a couple of stocks that seem 

interesting, he logs into his online brokerage account and Generic Industrials and 

PharmaCorp. According to John’s morning paper, Generic Industrials was last quoted on the 

New York Stock Exchange at an ask price – the price sellers ask for one share – of  $5, while 

the ask quote for PharmaCorp at the NYSE was $10. John submits two orders: one to buy 

1,000 shares of Generic Industrials and one to buy 500 shares of PharmaCorp. 

 

The brokerage firm receives John’s order to buy 1,000 shares of Generic Industrials and 500 

shares of PharmaCorp for the account of John Doe. The electronic customer order handling 

routine employed by the brokerage sends (routes) the orders to the trading system of the 

venue that displays the most attractive publicly available prices. For Generic Industrials, this 

happens to be Nasdaq where the ask price is $4.95. The order is executed against this quote 

and 1,000 shares of Generic Industrials are bought for a total price of $4,950. As for the 

PharmaCorp order, the lowest publicly available quotes can found at the NYSE at $10.05. The 

order is submitted to NYSE and executed against this quote; 500 shares of PharmaCorp are 

bought at the NYSE for a total price of $5,025. 
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Soon after, the brokerage house receives written trade confirmations from NYSE and Nasdaq. 

In these confirmations, the terms of the Generic Industrials and PharmaCorp trades are spelled 

out, such as the type of share and number of shares bought as well as the price. The 

confirmations also establish that the two transactions have entered the next stage, where they 

will be cleared and settled by firms specializing in such services (clearing houses and 

settlement services providers). 

 

About one and a half day after the confirmations were sent off, at midnight, the clearing house 

connected to both NYSE and Nasdaq (the National Securities Clearing Corporation, NSCC) 

quietly steps in between the buyer (John Doe) and the anonymous seller. This means that 

NSCC now assumes the risk that John will not be able to pay for the securities he has bought, 

and also the risk that the sellers will not manage to deliver the Generic Industrials and 

PharmaCorp shares to John. Thus, NSCC is exposed to both the buyer’s delivery risk and the 

seller’s credit risk. Although John is unaware of this, from here on he is shielded from the risk 

that the transaction cannot be finalized. 

 

The next day, John’s brokerage house receives a summary on all trades executed on the day 

when John’s orders were filled. Although this is of no interest to John, the summary contains 

information that is important for the brokerage: the summary indicates the net position in each 

stock that the brokerage will have to deliver. Brokers may have both bought and sold the same 

category of stocks in order to fill orders from different clients. For example, the brokerage 

house may have filled a sell order for 600 PharmaCorp shares soon after it filled John’s buy 

order for 500 PharmaCorp shares. In this case, the brokerage house can see from the summary 

that they are to deliver a net amount of 100 shares to the clearing and settlement house 

(NSCC). 

 

The day after, John’s brokerage house instructs John’s bank to transfer $9,975 ($4,950 + 

$5,025) to the Depository Trust Company (DTC), which is NSCC’s agent. From DTC, these 

funds will be transmitted to the sellers. The same day, 1,000 Generic Industrials stocks and 

500 PharmaCorp stocks are credited to John’s account with his brokerage house. At this point 

– three days after John opened the newspaper and started looking for interesting investments – 

the transaction is completed. John has become the hopefully happy owner of 1,500 shares in 

two corporations, which has cost him $9,975 plus the fees that his broker charges for its 
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services. The next day, he receives a confirmation in the mail where the details of the trades 

are set out. 

 

From John’s perspective, what happened here was that he submitted orders to buy some 

stocks through the online services offered by his brokerage house. A few days later, he 

received information that funds had been transferred from his bank account and that the 

shares in Generic Industrials and PharmaCorp had been entered on his securities account with 

the brokerage house. However, the run-through of the trade just given reveals that there was a 

whole lot more to the transaction than that. A number of different actors and/or systems were 

involved in ensuring that the transaction could be carried out. An automated order handling 

routine received his order and submitted it to a venue for execution; trading systems at both 

NASDAQ and NYSE matched his buy orders with sell orders submitted by other investors; a 

clearing house and a settlement services provider ensured that the funds and securities were 

transferred between John and the seller. Without John’s knowing a host of legal and economic 

issues were handled by these different actors: contractual rights and obligations arose, risks 

were assigned to different parties and property changed hands. 

3.5.3 A Trade Like Any Other: The Doe Pension Fund Realigns Its 
Portfolio 

Consider next the Doe Pension Fund (the Fund). The Fund manages around $200 million in 

assets, of which the stock portfolio makes up around $140 million. The firm employs several 

analysts who follow market developments and also a couple of traders who are charged with 

buying and selling securities for the fund’s account. 

 

On a run-of-the-mill weekday morning, the analyst responsible for covering biotechnology 

and industrials calls up one of the traders to inform her that the fund’s holdings in these 

sectors should be slightly rebalanced. The analyst instructs the trader to buy $100,000 worth 

of stock in Generic Industrials and correspondingly sell PharmaCorp stocks. 

 

The trader immediately calls up her broker at the brokerage house used by the fund and 

instructs him to sell stock in PharmaCorp for a total amount of $ 100,000 and buy Generic 

Industrials stock for $100,000. The broker starts to look at the quotes available on different 

trading venues. 
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As it turns out, the ask quote in Generic Industrials is $5.01 on NYSE and $4.95 on Nasdaq, 

while PharmaCorp is quoted at a bid price of $10.00 on NYSE and $10.04 on Nasdaq. The 

broker also notices that the $4.95 ask quote for Generic Industrials on Nasdaq is for a total of 

12,000 stocks. The next lowest ask quote on Nasdaq is $4.97 for 1,000 stocks. On NYSE, the 

lowest ask quote at $5.01 is for a total of 16,000 stocks and the next lowest ask quote, at 

$5.04, is for 10,000 stocks. As for the PharmaCorp quotes, the $10.04 bid on Nasdaq is for a 

mere 2,000 stocks. The next best bid on Nasdaq, at $10.01, is for 4,000 stocks and the third 

best bid at $9.97 is for 10,000 stocks. As far as NYSE is concerned, the $10 bid is for 6,000 

stocks and the next best bid, at $9.98, is for 8,000 shares. 

 

Available ask quotes in Generic Industrials 

NYSE Nasdaq 

Ask quote No. of shares Ask quote No. of shares 

$5.01 16,000 $4.95 12,000 

$5.04 10,000 $4.97 1,000 

 

Available bid quotes in PharmaCorp 

NYSE Nasdaq 

Bid quote No. of shares Bid quote No. of shares 

$10.00 6,000 $10.04 2,000 

$9.98 8,000 $10.01 4,000 

  $9.97 10,000 

 

Opting for the highest bid quote in PharmaCorp, the broker calls a PharmaCorp market maker 

and sells 2,000 shares of PharmaCorp at an ask price of $10.04 for a total price of $20,080. 

However, this means that the broker still has to sell almost $ 80,000 more worth of 

PharmaCorp stock in order to fill the fund’s sell order. In order to fill the order as soon as 

possible, the broker goes on to sell stocks to the same market maker at the next best bid on 

Nasdaq and obtains a price of $10.01 for 4,000 shares, for a total of $40,040. Having now 

sold stocks for a total of $60,120, he decides to fill the rest of the order at the next best 

Nasdaq bid quote available from the same market maker. The bid is at $9.97 and he sells off 

stocks at this price until he has sold stocks worth $39,880. This means that he sells 4,000 

stocks at a price of $9.97 each. At this point, the PharmaCorp sell order is filled. The broker 

has sold a total of 10,000 shares for a total consideration of $100,000. 
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The broker then immediately starts to look at Generic Industrials quotes and discovers that the 

price on Nasdaq has moved while he was on the phone selling PharmaCorp stocks. The 

lowest ask quote for Generic Industrial stocks at this point is at $4.99, for 10,000 stocks. The 

next lowest ask quote now stands at $5.02 for 14,000 stocks. As for NYSE, no trading has 

occurred and the lowest ask quote is still at $5.01 for 16,000 stocks, with the next lowest ask 

quote at $5.04 for 10,000 stocks. 

 

Updated available ask quotes in Generic Industrials 

NYSE Nasdaq 

Ask quote No. of shares Ask quote No. of shares 

$5.01 16,000 $4.99 10,000 

$5.04 10,000 $5.02 14,000 

 

The broker quickly calls a Generic Industrials market maker at Nasdaq and buys all the stock 

available at $4.99, which means 10,000 shares for a total price of $49,900. This means that he 

still has to buy another $50,100 worth of stock to fill the order. While talking to the market 

maker, the broker monitors trading activities on his computer screen and notices that there are 

no trades in Generic Industrials executed on NYSE. As soon as he has hung up, he calls up a 

specialist in Generic Industrials stock at NYSE and buys shares at the ask price of $5.01 up to 

a total amount of $50,100. As it happens, this sums up nicely to a purchase of 10,000 shares. 

All told, the broker has now bought 20,000 shares in Generic Industrials for a total price of 

$100,000. 

 

Soon after, the broker receives written trade confirmations from NYSE and Nasdaq that spell 

out the terms of the different trades. The confirmations also establish that all of the 

transactions have entered the next stage, where they will be cleared and settled. 

 

About one and a half day after the confirmations were sent off, at midnight, the clearing house 

connected to both NYSE and Nasdaq (the National Securities Clearing Corporation, NSCC) 

steps in between the fund and the various anonymous sellers. Thus, NSCC assumes the risk 

that the fund will not be able to pay for the Generic Industrials shares it has bought, and also 

the risk that it will not manage to deliver the PharmaCorp shares to the anonymous buyers. 
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From here on, like John Doe in the previous example, the fund is shielded from the risk that 

the transaction cannot be finalized. 

 

The next day, the fund’s broker receives a summary on all trades executed on the day when 

the fund’s orders were filled, with information on the brokerage’s net position in each stock 

traded. 

 

The day after, 20,000 Generic Industrials shares are credited to the Doe pension fund’s 

account with its broker while 10,000 PharmaCorp shares are debited to the same account. The 

Doe pension fund has incurred a cost of $100,000 – the purchase price of the Generic 

Industrials shares, and realized an income to the same amount – the proceeds from the sale of 

the shares in PharmaCorp. However, since these amounts even out, the Doe pension fund does 

not have to transfer any money to the DTC. Instead, the DTC system calculates the “net” 

position of the Doe pension fund after both transactions. Since the fund has bought stock for $ 

100,000 and sold stock in the same amount, the fund’s net position in the DTC books is zero 

and no transfer of money is needed. At this point – three days after an analyst at the fund 

decided that the time was ripe to realign the fund’s portfolio – the transactions have been 

completed. The fund has acquired 20,000 shares in Generic Industrials and sold 10,000 shares 

in PharmaCorp. The net result of this in monetary terms is zero, since the money raised 

through the sale exactly matches the cost incurred in the purchase. However, the fund incurs 

costs in the form of broker fees. The next day, the fund receives a confirmation in the mail 

where the details of the trades are set out. 

3.5.4 John Doe and the Doe Pension Fund: Trading on the Same Terms? 

At first glance, the differences between the transactions entered into by John Doe and the Doe 

Pension Fund may seem quite pronounced. John’s trades were much smaller, in absolute 

terms, than those of the Fund; at the same time, John devoted half of the balance in his 

savings account to the two purchases, while the Fund’s transactions concerned a minor 

fraction of its total wealth. The transactions were initiated in different manners as well, in that 

John submitted his order electronically. In contrast, the Fund’s personnel sent away orders to 

buy and sell stocks for manual handling. 

 

However, once John and the Fund analyst had decided what investments to pursue and 

submitted their orders, the transactions were cleared and settled in identical manners. Quotes 
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were found and traded against in the same venues, even though the trades made by the Fund 

were significantly larger than John’s purchases. That is, once the orders had reached the 

venues where they would be traded they were treated in the same manner. The orders 

submitted by the Fund did cause the market price of the stocks in question to move, but those 

movements were a result of the sheer size of the orders. More specifically, what happened 

was that the Fund’s orders “hit” the best available prices and removed them from the order 

book, leaving quotes with inferior prices as the best remaining trading opportunities. If John 

had submitted orders of the same size, they would presumably have had the same effect. 

Moreover, once the orders submitted by John and the Fund had been matched with opposing 

orders, the resulting trades were cleared and settled in the same system, subject to the same 

rules. 

 

This highlights a peculiar characteristic of securities trading that is carried out on organized 

venues for such trading; both seasoned, professional investors and inexperienced retail 

investors trade in the same place and interact with each other frequently – via intermediaries – 

in the course of trading. Venues exist where only certain categories of investors trade with 

each other, and trades may also be structured so as to involve only a select group of parties. 

Still, organized venues for securities trading remain places where retail and professional 

investors frequently meet and trade with each other on the same terms. Especially retail 

investors do not carry out the actual trading itself – indeed, this study sets out to investigate 

rules that intend to govern those who do the actual trading on their behalf. However, the 

important distinction in this context is that the investors themselves decide what investments 

to make, and place orders to ensure that the commensurate trades are executed. Even if the 

actual trading activity is done by intermediaries, the investment decisions of retail and 

professional traders are executed on the same venue and in constant interplay. 

 

The examples above demonstrate how orders to trade securities are executed in practice. 

When one considers the term “execution of orders” into this picture and sticks to the general 

definition given in Chapter 1.1 supra as “execution of orders to trade in shares for the part of 

another”, one question arises: what activities among those described here are actually carried 

out by one or more intermediaries for the part of the investor? To phrase the question 

differently; where in this chain of execution does the intermediary act for the investor? When 

we add the element that the intermediary may be under a duty to obtain the best possible 

execution for his or her client (the investor), the relevant inquiry becomes: at what points 
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throughout the life of a transaction does the intermediary (e.g. the broker at the Fund’s 

brokerage house) owe a duty to the investor to obtain best execution? At the one extreme, a 

narrow construction of this duty would be that the intermediary is under a duty to find the best 

possible price to execute the trade at. In this case, all other aspects of the trade are 

disregarded. At the other extreme, the intermediary may be held to a duty to ensure the best 

possible execution of each leg of the transaction, from order placement to the final settlement 

and transfer of funds and securities. 

 

The answer to this question hinges on two factors. First: what activities the intermediary 

performs on behalf of the investor in the course of the transaction. Second: whether the 

intermediary performing those activities has any discretion to choose between alternative, 

mutually excluding execution options that entail different outcomes for the investor. In turn, 

both the activities that the intermediary performs and the execution options available are 

dependent on external conditions such as market structure and legal rules. 

 

Market structure is important to the second of these considerations, the discretion afforded to 

the intermediary, since the set-up of the relevant market may entail more or less choice 

between different execution options. If there is only one option available regarding settlement 

of transactions, for example, the choice of settlement manner and venue becomes a non-issue. 

Even if there are no restrictions on the operation of alternative settlement venues, the de facto 

monopoly precludes any choice in this matter. Conversely, if for example a large number of 

competing trading facilities coexist, the intermediary can consider all of them potential venues 

for execution of the investor’s order. 

 

Similarly, legal rules may affect the discretion the intermediary has when executing orders for 

the part of an investor. To take a seminal example, the law may impose restrictions on the 

venues where securities transactions may be executed. If all choice as to execution venue is 

curtailed, then the order is by definition executed in the “best” – and only – possible manner 

when it is transacted on the one available venue. In effect, this is tantamount to a stock 

exchange monopoly. Another restriction that may be imposed on the intermediary concerns 

the quote or quotes that she matches the order with. If the law stipulates that the intermediary 

is required to trade against the highest quote available in a specific trading venue or a network 

of interconnected trading venues, she has no discretion to choose which of the different 

available quotes to trade against. 
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3.6 What Does Best Execution Mean? Different Views of the 
Cathedral 

3.6.1 Introduction 

In this concluding section, major themes in the preceding description will be summed up and 

analyzed. At the outset, it must be recognized that the imposition of a duty of best execution 

means interference with the market mechanism. However, even if one is in principle skeptical 

to “government meddling” in the market, this does not necessarily mean a Manichean choice 

between free markets and behavioral restrictions imposed by the powers that be. Best 

execution obligations may, at least in theory, be imposed by various agents: the government 

through legislation or regulation, trading venues through trading rules, individual investors 

contracting with their broker or the corporations whose securities are the object of trading.487 

One may consider that best execution rules are needed, or unnecessary; if one considers such 

rules in some form desirable, the question then becomes what form they should be clothed in. 

This section intends to provide an outline of possible ways to view an obligation to obtain 

best execution, and thus the alternative of not setting up any such rules at all will not be 

further discussed in this context. Instead, the focus will be on (i) the various rationales for 

(different) best execution rules that have been advanced by scholars and regulators, and (ii) 

legal and economic issues that arise in the context of designing and implementing such rules. 

3.6.2 The Rationale(s) for Introducing Best Execution Rules 

A seminal case for subjecting brokers to an obligation of best execution rests on the 

supposition that brokers may have incentives to execute orders in a way that is not optimal for 

the investor, and that it may be very difficult for the investor to ascertain whether her order 

was indeed executed at the best available terms. Thus, there is an agency problem at hand that 

can be cured through legal rules imposing a duty of best execution on brokers.488 A related 

argument holds that even if an investor discovers that the terms of her trades have not been 

the best ones available, it is far from certain that she will devote time and other resources to 

try to enforce a fiduciary rule of best execution against the broker since her individual losses 

are likely to be small. A legally mandated duty of best execution makes it possible to go 

                                                 
487 See, e.g., Macey and O’Hara (2005), op.cit. at 64. 
488 See, e.g., Macey and O’Hara (1997), op. cit. at 190 and McCleskey, op. cit. at 7 ff. 
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against brokers in breach and obtain damages for aggregate losses suffered by many 

individual investors.489 

 

What can be gleaned from the above is an economic conception of how best execution rules 

can serve to enhance investor protection under market conditions where the costs of 

monitoring and enforcing the fiduciary duty of best execution are simply too high for each 

individual investor. Such a state could be labeled a market failure, calling for a remedy 

through regulation. The problem that calls for a cure in this view is the information imbalance 

between the investor and her agent (the broker). 

 

The information imbalance can, in turn, be divided into two types of information asymmetry. 

First, one may consider the investor’s inferior information, relative to the broker, about the 

available terms of trade when the order is submitted and executed. A second form of 

asymmetry between the two relates to their respective opportunities to obtain information ex 

post about whether the terms of the executed trade were indeed the best, or even remotely 

satisfactory, when compared to other trading options that were simultaneously available. 

 

Another factor that may create agency issues is the economic interest of individual trading 

venues. Each venue may have an incentive to execute trades that have been routed to them 

since fees can be charged for this service. Since venues normally will seek to earn as much 

fee revenue as possible, it is in their self-interest to attract as much order flow as possible 

even if some of these orders could have been executed at better terms on other competing 

venues. In order to attract order flow, venues may offer brokers that route order flow payment 

or various services that may benefit the broker rather than the investor who placed the order. 

One might consider this a subset of the agency and monitoring problem faced by the investor 

vis-à-vis her broker, but it merits mention in view of the focal role played by trading venues 

in the execution of orders. 

 

A different rationale for introducing best execution rules that does not necessarily consider the 

interests of individual investors is that such rules may steer orders to the execution venue that 

offers the most efficient terms of trade and the lowest transaction costs in the aggregate. The 

objective here is not to cure an agency problem but to ensure that orders flow to the venue 

                                                 
489 See, e.g., Macey and O’Hara (1997), op. cit. at 190. 
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that provides most efficient execution. However, in practice these interests often converge in 

that efficient execution lowers transaction costs for the investors. In this context, issues such 

as the presence of information asymmetry in the relevant market may have to be reckoned 

with, as also the implications of submitting orders of different sizes and in different forms 

(e.g. market and limit orders). Transparency and anonymity in trading, as well as the effects 

on market consolidation or fragmentation of directing order flow to different venues, might 

also have to be taken into account. In this context, one could argue that best execution rules 

might well force intermediaries to take different market microstructure aspects into 

consideration when executing orders, but that the best execution rules also have implications 

for how orders flow; if so, the connection between market microstructure and rules on best 

execution is a two-way street. 

3.6.3 Different Definitions of What Constitutes Best Execution 

When considering what best execution entails, a number of different aspects need to be 

addressed. The most obvious issue arguably is that best execution is a legal term that, 

according to the laws of the jurisdictions studied here, serves an economic purpose; to ensure 

that investors in securities obtain the best possible outcome when their investment decisions 

are executed by intermediaries. Below, both economic and legal aspects of best execution 

obligations will be addressed with a view to analyzing alternative interpretations of the 

obligations and the trade-offs that they entail. 

 

Already the question of what constitutes the best possible outcome in economic terms raises a 

number of issues, some of which have been touched upon above. One may argue that order 

execution at prevalent market conditions – e.g., in a US context, execution at the national best 

bid or offer – suffices to meet the duty. One could also hold that an intermediary is obliged, 

pursuant to his duty of obtaining best execution, to execute an order at a better terms than, 

e.g., the NBBO if such a price is available at the time when the order is executed. In this view, 

the duty of obtaining best execution entails a positive duty to make some efforts to obtain 

price improvement relative to the prevalent market conditions, i.e., finding a better quote to 

execute the order against. In this context, one could argue that variables other than price such 

as price impact or execution speed are corollaries to the main goal – executing the order in a 

manner that maximizes the investor’s wealth. A strict view of what the duty of best execution 

implies has also been presented by Macey and O’Hara, who discuss whether a broker who 

receives, e.g., compensation or rebates for routing an order to a specific venue must remit any 
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such compensation in full to the investor who placed the order.490 In this view, only such full 

compensation would satisfy the broker’s best execution duty to maximize the investor’s 

wealth when executing her order.491 In this context, one could also ask whether such an 

extensive duty of best execution may require an agent (broker) to divide an order if necessary 

to execute against best prevailing quotes in different markets and achieve price improvement. 

 

Related to this is the fiduciary duty owed by each individual broker (in the US as well as in 

the EU) to achieve the optimal execution for each client (trader). In this context, the issue 

becomes one of achieving minimum transaction costs for the individual investor. Thus, in this 

perspective investor protection is tantamount to minimizing transaction costs. Insofar as all 

explicit transaction costs are considered (including broker fees), this is akin to price 

regulation. The basic rationale for imposing best execution rules is that prohibitive monitoring 

and enforcement costs prevent investors from achieving economically efficient outcomes. In 

this context, disclosure of information about execution quality, e.g. through a duty to release 

ex post reports about how orders have been executed, could in economic terms be described 

as a regulatory initiative intended to lower agency costs. However, when gauging whether 

best execution rules are called for, the costs associated with the introduction and maintenance 

of a best execution regime should also be taken into account. Compliance with the duty of 

best execution in all transactions may well entail considerable technology costs492 in the form 

of, e.g., investments in computer technology that ensures that orders are processed so as to 

achieve best execution of each order. McCleskey argues, however, that extant technologies 

permit the introduction of routines needed to ensure satisfactory execution of investor orders 

(e.g. through smart order routing systems) at relatively low cost.493 The amount of costs 

incurred is ultimately an empirical question and will differ in each market environment. 

 

However, one may also make the case that the best execution obligation relates to the 

aggregate of trades. This alternative way to consider best execution would be more utilitarian; 

to strive for the most beneficial outcome in the aggregate, i.e. the best execution in terms of 

costs, speed and other pertinent terms for all traders. Here, the benefits realized by an 

individual trader may not necessarily be optimal although the aggregate outcome is. Macey 

and O’Hara note that this conception of (aggregate) best execution might well violate the 
                                                 
490 Macey and O’Hara (1997), op. cit. at 211. 
491 The practical difficulties inherent in this approach are dicussed by Ferrell, op. cit. at 1084. 
492 Moloney (2008), op. cit. at 621. 
493 McCleskey, op. cit. at 92 f. and Chapter 7 passim. 
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fiduciary duty owed by each broker to her clients.494 Here, one might argue that aggregate 

investor protection is maximized when aggregate transaction costs are minimized. This, 

however, means that investor protection is achieved at the aggregate rather than the individual 

level. A question that may be posed in this context is whether investor confidence in the 

markets – a goal typically embraced by the legislator – is furthered as much, or even more, in 

a scenario where aggregate transaction costs are minimized. That minimizing aggregate 

transaction costs is more efficient for investors as a group is self-evident. However, individual 

investors may be worse off in such an environment even though the collective of investors 

achieve the best possible aggregate outcome. 

 

An aspect of the aggregate investor protection view is that it can also be construed in a partial 

manner, as a way of distinguishing between the trading interests of different categories of 

investors and promoting the interests of some group to the detriment of others. A legislator 

might, e.g., decide that the trading costs of investors who hold on to their investments for a 

minimum amount of time should be minimized and introduce legislation to that effect, even if 

this also means that investors with other preferences, i.e., a shorter time span for their 

holdings, have to face legislation that increases their relative trading costs compared to those 

of long-haul investors. In this context, it could be noted that US regulation of order routing 

has been justified by the SEC inter alia as a tool for ensuring the protection of long-term retail 

investors and minimize their transaction costs.495 Moreover, the SEC has expressly stated that 

when the interests of long-term investors and short-term traders conflict, it is the 

Commission’s clear responsibility to uphold the interests of long-term investors.496 As regards 

the EU, one of the objectives identified behind the best execution regime in MiFID is to 

channel the benefits of competition in order execution to retail users in particular.497 If this 

view is taken up, it means among other things that the policy underlying extant rules in both 

the US and the EU could be seen as a step away from achieving best execution for each 

individual trader, since a stated goal is to privilege the interests of long-term retail investors 

over the interests of short-term wholesale investors. 

 

                                                 
494 Macey and O’Hara (1997), op. cit. at 206. 
495 Securities and Exchange Commission. Regulation NMS, Exchange Act Release No. 51,808, 70 Fed. Reg. 
37,496 (June 29, 2005) at 37,499 (Regulation NMS). 
496 Ibid. at 37,500. 
497 Moloney (2008), op. cit. at p. 622. 
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The discussion above has focused on the different ways in which to gauge how investor 

welfare is maximized. However, one could also argue that best execution rules and other 

order execution rules are justifiable as a means to achieving maximum transactional 

efficiency. Here, the order execution obligations are not considered primarily as a shield for 

investors in need, but rather as a tool for increasing transactional efficiency through more 

efficient processing of (information-laden) quotes and transactions as well as ex post 

disclosure of execution quality. Here, then, the focus is not on ensuring that each given 

investor actually receives optimal terms of trade, but rather on the provision of information on 

(i) available quotes and (ii) the – historic – execution quality of different venues. The 

objectives are to (i) give each broker the opportunity to find the best among all available 

quotes, (ii) give each investor the opportunity to have her own bid or offer exposed to the 

maximum number of potential counterparties and (iii) give each investor sufficient 

information to allow her to choose the intermediary that has historically offered the best 

execution terms to its clients. Strictly speaking, the tools used to achieve this end are not best 

execution rules per se but rather associated ex ante and ex post disclosure obligations. Here, 

too, full achievement of the policy objective also entails the minimization of transaction costs; 

if investors are steered away from inefficient transactions thanks to better information, then 

this also lowers their transaction costs. Here, too, the question is one of aggregate 

transactional efficiency, and consequently minimization of aggregate transaction costs. A very 

important component is to ensure sufficient disclosure of information about available 

opportunities for order execution. A question that needs to be addressed in this context is what 

execution venues should be required to post information on order flow (e.g. quotes, prices and 

volumes). 

 

Another issue relates to the trade-off between investor protection and market efficiency. One 

could argue that investor protection is strengthened when the market becomes more efficient, 

and indeed the SEC has held that minimizing transaction costs for long-term investors reduces 

the cost of capital for listed companies.498 However, if one considers transactional efficiency 

the paramount objective for best execution rules (and associated order execution rules), this 

also implies that the welfare of each individual investor is subjugated to the interest of 

maximizing overall efficiency when these two interests are incompatible. 

 

                                                 
498 Regulation NMS. at 37,499. 
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Above, it was observed that different best execution obligations entail trade-offs between 

various interests, and that the economic situation of, e.g., individual investors may be affected 

by these choices. Below, the focus will be on how different legal conceptions of the same 

duty determine the rights of investors. 

 

The first, and centrally important, observation is that a duty of best execution may be manifest 

either as a fiduciary duty in a contractual relationship or as an obligation imposed by law or 

regulation on an intermediary (e.g. a broker or a venue).499 These duties may also be 

complementary. In this case, the intermediaries have to (i) comply with certain duties set out 

in legislation or regulation, e.g. to draw up execution policies and abide by them, and (ii) as 

agents of the investors, ensure that they receive the best possible execution of their orders. 

 

A fiduciary duty to the investor is based on a contractual relationship between them, and thus 

exists between the contracting parties. The intermediary – most often the broker – is under a 

fiduciary duty to achieve best execution for the individual investor with whom he has 

contracted. Depending on how broadly this fiduciary duty is construed, it may come into 

conflict with a view of best execution that emphasizes the aggregate outcome over the terms 

of trade achieved in each transaction. 

 

The obligations imposed by law or regulation on intermediaries, e.g. to draw up and comply 

with execution policies or to ensure that orders received are routed to the venue that offers the 

best price, are typically addressed to the intermediaries by the legislator or regulator and have 

to be obeyed irrespective of any contractual or fiduciary duties that such intermediaries may 

owe to investors. In this sense, the obligations imposed in this manner operate independently 

of any fiduciary duties. This also means that the objectives behind these rules may have a 

different emphasis than the fiduciary duty owed by an agent to his principal. For example, 

legally imposed order execution requirements may be intended to improve price formation or 

to decrease aggregate investor transaction costs. Another complication which will be 

discussed in later chapters is that regulatory order execution rules may not be compatible with 

fiduciary duties. In this latter case, there is a risk that lack of clarity as to which rules should 

be complied with renders the force of either obligation uncertain in the eyes of market 

participants. 

                                                 
499 For completeness, it should be noted that other order execution rules would typically be imposed through law 
or regulation. See chapters 5-7 infra. 
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With these two conceptions of the duty of best execution as a basis, one could envisage best 

execution obligations of very varying breadth. At the one end would be a very strict fiduciary 

duty owed to each investor in each trade to achieve the best possible result and ensure that the 

investor reaps all gains from, e.g., rebates and payment for order flow in any given trade. At 

the other end would be a legally imposed duty to achieve best execution of orders when 

trading on behalf of investors, which duty applies to all transactions in the aggregate and 

merely requires the intermediary to put general and broadly construed execution policies in 

place. 

 

The legislative or regulatory objectives behind the best execution rules could also vary 

considerably. A fiduciary duty to always achieve the best outcome for the investor in each 

individual transaction, possibly bolstered by complementary duties to always route orders to 

the venue with the best price, draw up execution policies and to disclose information on 

execution quality, would entail an obligation to maximize investor wealth in each trade. At 

the opposite extreme, a loosely defined duty to seek the best terms of trade for the whole set 

of transactions to be executed, taking all relevant factors into account, would mean that 

investor wealth need not be maximized in each trade but that it is enough that the 

intermediary tries to obtain terms of trade that are the best ones available all things 

considered. Depending on what factors the legislator or regulator deem to be pertinent, this 

could mean that an intermediary should also consider, e.g., the long-term effects on market 

structure of executing orders at different venues or the relative importance of speed and 

explicit transaction costs when determining what constitutes best execution. 

 

Irrespective of whether the duty of best execution is broadly or narrowly construed, other 

issues also merit consideration when analyzing rules on best execution. When several 

different reasons for introducing such a duty are given by the legislator or regulator, it is 

advisable to consider the interplay between these different objectives and whether there is a 

risk that they may be either overlapping – and thus partly superfluous – or, on the other hand, 

incompatible. In this latter case, there is a risk that different objectives conflict with each 

other which in turn may render application of the rules more difficult in practice. 

 

Also, the design of the rules merits close scrutiny. Specifically, it is of interest to consider the 

degree of detail required to achieve the desired result. Here, too, it is worthwhile to contrast 
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two hypothetical extremes. On the one hand, the duty of best execution may be enshrined in 

bright-line rules that establish quantitative or otherwise easily applied benchmarks for what 

constitutes best execution: for example, execution of orders at a price not worse than the 

NBBO at the relevant time. At the opposite extreme, the best execution obligation could be 

construed as an open-ended duty for an intermediary to obtain the best result for its customers 

when executing their orders, without any legislative or regulatory guidance as to what factors 

should be considered or how they should be weighed. 

 

A number of authors have discussed the implications of employing flexible or bright-line 

definitions in real-world jurisdictions. McCleskey favors bright-line rules, albeit with some 

flexibility,500 while Gkantinis and Pan consider the extant US rules too inflexible and thus 

detrimental to the long-term efficiency of the markets.501 Ferrarini supports a broad, flexible 

best execution duty but also highlights that a broad definition of best execution may create 

difficulties in enforcement.502 Ferrarini and Recine argue that a broadly construed duty may 

be hard to enforce but that a narrowly drawn up duty may favor incumbent exchanges and 

enable them to retain order flow.503 This view resembles that of Pan who holds, in a US 

context, that a trade-through rule focused on best price will result in a stronger position for 

established, dominant venues.504 

 

In earlier work on the relative flexibility in interpreting trade usage as a device to, e.g., fill in 

missing contractual terms, Warren argues that an inflexible application may be justified as a 

means of decreasing aggregate transaction costs through maintenance of a consistent 

predictable standard.505 Warren notes that the efficiencies of reducing transaction costs occur 

(only) when there is repeated business in an established marketplace.506 In a similar vein, 

Kaplow discusses the implications of using hard rules or flexible standards, respectively. In 

somewhat simplified terms, Kaplow concludes that hard, easily interpreted rules are more 

suitable to govern frequently recurrent behavior, while standards may be better suited to 

handling disputed issues that occur relatively infrequently.507 

                                                 
500 McCleskey, op. cit. at 39 f. 
501 See Gkantinis, op. cit. at 340 ff. and Pan, op. cit. at 161. 
502 See Ferrarini, op. cit. 
503 See Ferrarini and Recine, op. cit. 
504 Pan, op. cit. at 161. 
505 Elizabeth Warren. Trade Usage and Parties in the Trade: An Economic Rationale for An Inflexible Rule. 42 
U. Pitt. L. Rev. (1989-1981) 515 at 580 f. 
506 Ibid. at 574. 
507 Louis Kaplow. Rules Versus Standards: An Economic Analysis. 42 Duke L. J. (1992-1993) 557 at 621 ff. 
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3.7 Coda: Real-World Rules on Best Execution 

The way in which orders to transact in securities are executed affects both the investor on 

whose behalf the trade is concluded and the markets in which it takes place, or could have 

taken place. The present chapter has outlined theories on what happens when people choose to 

buy or sell securities, and the costs they incur in doing so. Moreover, it has presented various 

scholarly views on how the structure of securities markets affect price formation as well as the 

magnitude and distribution of transaction costs. Also, it has provided an example of how 

securities are traded, and discussed different rationales for introducing best execution rules for 

such trading. In the next few chapters, several real-world examples will be given of how these 

theoretical rationales have been put to work – or not – in extant laws and regulations. 

 

In order to structure the analysis of the real-world rules, the following chapters will try to 

answer several questions about the extant rules in each jurisdiction studied. The idea behind 

this is to ascertain the similarities and differences between the rules. Scholars have argued that 

relatively limited changes to the rules, e.g. in the criteria used to determine what factors are 

used when determining if the best execution obligation has been met, can have significant 

effects on market structure.508 This suggests that a detailed investigation of extant rules is 

necessary in order to analyze the interplay between these rules and the economic mechanisms 

described in the present chapter. To paint a sufficiently detailed picture of the rules in each 

jurisdiction, answers to the following questions will be sought: 

 

1. Are there statutory rules on order execution or best execution obligations? 

2. If so, when were the order execution/best execution rules introduced? What reasons 

for introducing them were put forth by the legislator? 

3. What activities are covered by the order execution/best execution duty? Coverage 

defined by instruments, actors, venues? 

4. In what does the statutory order execution duty/best execution duty consist? 

5. Are the order execution rules/best execution rules bright-line (e.g. focused on easily 

determined variables) or more generally drafted (e.g. set out as a duty to consider 

several factors without any explicit quantitative duties)? 

6. Who is responsible for securing best execution/order execution that comply with the 

rules? Venue or broker? 

                                                 
508 See, e.g., Gkantinis, op. cit., passim and Pan, op. cit., passim. 
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7. How is compliance with best execution/order execution duties as well as order 

execution – the actual trades – disclosed to the client? 

8. Are there statutory or judge-made rules on fiduciary best execution duties that impinge 

on securities markets transactions? 

9. If so, how has the fiduciary duty of best execution been defined in law/case-law? 

10. What enforcement measures are available against a party who has a best 

execution/order execution duty – fiduciary or imposed by law or regulation – and 

violates it? 
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Chapter 4 – Legal Context 

4.1  Introduction 

In Chapters 1 and 2, it was noted that in order to analyze the meaning of legal rules, one needs 

to acquaint oneself with the relevant legal systems. The sources of law that are considered in 

this study are those that would in all likelihood be considered by the body (a court or other 

body) charged with applying the law. In order to understand what sources would be invoked, 

it is important to identify what relevant decision-making bodies exist and what sources they 

would – according to the views of scholars – tend to invoke when making decisions. This 

chapter represents a good faith effort to offer a very condensed description of the legal 

systems that will be studied in this investigation. The intention is to give a general 

background on how legal rules are drafted and applied, and describe cursorily what sources 

the authorities that apply the law in each jurisdiction would be likely to turn to when 

deliberating on the material content of legislative or regulatory provisions. 

 

The intention is not to give a comprehensive overview of the constitutional workings, the 

legislative process, the function of the courts, or the role of administrative authorities in these 

jurisdictions. Rather, the idea is to give a skeletal and superficial but nonetheless informative 

description that builds toward the most important part of the description in the context of this 

work: the description of the sources of law that are held to be relevant in each jurisdiction 

studied. The very brief headings concerning the legal framework of each jurisdiction should 

be seen as a backdrop for the somewhat more extensive discussion on sources of law that 

concludes. 
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4.2 The Different Aspects of a Legal Framework 

4.2.1 The General Environment 

First, it is necessary to provide a general overview of the historical context in which the 

current legal systems has developed, the constitutional foundations for law-making and public 

authority, the manner in which laws and regulations are made and how the court system is 

structured. This exercise also entails placing each legal system in context, e.g. by describing 

how it relates to other legal systems and whether it is conventionally held to have affinities 

with other systems or even belongs to a perceived “family” of related legal systems with 

common traits. Several aspects will be highlighted here. 

4.2.1.1 Historical Background 

The political developments that shaped laws in the jurisdiction in question will be cursorily 

described in order to provide general background on why the constitution, laws and judicial 

system in this jurisdiction are structured as they are. The influence of other legal systems in 

the development of the legal system in question may also be ascertained through an overview 

of the historical growth of the laws and legal structures. 

4.2.1.2 The Constitution 

The legal source of public rulemaking authority – the constitution – will be described. Once 

again, this is not a study of constitutional law and the intention is not to present a complete, 

let alone critical, analysis. The focus is merely on describing the extant constitutional 

provisions that delineate (i) the legislative competence, (ii) the competence of courts or other 

bodies to apply the law and (iii) the competence of administrative authorities to issue 

regulations and to apply the law. 

4.2.1.3 Legislation and Regulation 

On the basis of what the relevant constitution states, as described in the preceding section, 

legislation and regulation in the jurisdiction studied will also be described. The intention in 

this section is to provide an overview of the process through which legislation is drawn up 

and, insofar possible, give a general account of how legislation in this jurisdiction tends to be 

drafted. Similarly, the place of regulations in the legal framework will be addressed, and the 

relationship between legislation and regulation will be considered. 
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4.2.1.4 The Courts 

The role of the courts, and the manner in which they consider and decide cases, will be 

described. Since courts interpret, e.g., provisions of statutory law when they decide cases, the 

interpretative methods that are conventionally held to be employed by them will be described 

as well. Both general courts and any other courts that may be competent in matters relevant to 

this investigation will be described. It should be noted already at this stage that order 

execution obligations may be found in different sets of rules. As a result of this, different 

procedures may apply depending on whether such obligations are enforced by (i) 

administrative authorities and administrative tribunals – as may be the case with regard to 

statutory or regulatory best execution rules – or (ii) general courts, as may be the case with 

regard to obligations that derive from general agency law.  

4.2.2 Administrative Authorities 

The role of administrative authorities – specifically those administrative authorities charged 

with securities regulation and supervision – will be addressed. The manner in which they are 

given responsibilities will be described, as well as the process through which they draw up 

regulations within their field of competence. Moreover, if administrative authorities also 

perform a judicial function, through e.g. decisions in which legislation and regulation is 

interpreted and applied, the manner in which this function is carried out will also be 

considered. The role of administrative authorities is of special interest in the context of this 

study since these authorities typically play a dual role in the jurisdictions studied here. Except 

in the case of the EU, administrative authorities both (i) adopt regulations that impose 

requirements on those who execute orders and (ii) enforce those regulations through e.g. the 

imposition of sanctions for non-compliance. 

4.2.3 Sources of Law 

The intention here is to tie together the preceding sections and provide a description of the 

types of materials (sources) that tend to be considered when determining the material content 

of the law. This last sentence was written in passive form on purpose; the idea is not to focus 

specifically on how one type of judicial authority within the legal system (e.g. the general 

courts) applies the law, but rather on what sources would likely be considered by all those 
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different bodies that may, in various circumstances, apply the law in a manner that is binding 

on one or more parties.509 

 

 

                                                 
509 One issue that will not be addressed in this context is the interplay between “hard law” in the form of 
statutory laws and regulations produced through formal rulemaking procedures grounded in constitutional 
provisions on the one hand and “soft law” such as non-binding guidelines from authorities or industry 
associations on the other hand. For a treatment of this interesting subject, see e.g. Graínne de Búrca and Joanne 
Scott (eds.) Law and New Governance in the EU and the US (Portland, OR: Hart Publishing, 2006), passim. 
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4.3 The United States 

4.3.1 The General Environment 

4.3.1.1 Historical Background 

The political entities that became the United States in the late 18th century following the 

American Revolution had been colonies of the English crown up until then, and the English 

common law tradition shaped the early development of law in the United States to a 

considerable degree510 with colonial statutes subject to the jurisdiction of English courts.511 As 

a result of the American Revolution, a federal Constitution was enacted in 1789512 that still, 

with several subsequent amendments, remain in force today.513 After the revolution, however, 

further codification efforts that sought to introduce a US Civil Code in the latter half of the 

                                                 
510 Roy M. Mersky, Donald J. Dunn. Legal Research Illustrated, 8th ed. (New York, NY: Foundation Press, 
2002) at 3. 
511 Mary Sarah Bilder. Colonial Constitutionalism and Constitutional Law. Boston College Law School, Legal 
Studies Research Paper Series, Research Paper 164 (2008) at 23 ff. Bilder also notes, however, that specific 
statutes of English law could be held not to extend to the colonies. Ibid. at 30. Zweigert and Kötz note that the 
principles of the common law were disregarded when they were held to be inappropriate to the specific 
conditions in America, e.g. as regards riparian law and mining law. Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 240. Friedman 
notes that although elements of e.g. French, Spanish and possibly Dutch law have survived into the present time, 
the dominant influence on American law was English. Lawrence Friedman. A History of American Law, 3rd ed. 
(Touchstone: New York, NY, 2005)  at xiii and at 113 ff. Friedman also notes certain characteristics of the 
English law that influenced the North American colonies: the lack of a reception of Roman law and of codified 
laws, the importance of the doctrine of precedent in judicial decision-making, the emphasis on formal legal 
process and land law, the tendency to avoid or disguise radical reinterpretation of the laws, the will to resort to 
legal fictions of necessary to maintain old formulas and the presence, along the formalist common law courts, of 
courts of equity that were governed by looser principles than those of the common law, principles in accord with 
prevailing ideas of equity. Ibid. at xiv ff. With regard to civil procedure, Friedman holds that civil procedure in 
colonial courts were characterized by the same “fundamentals” – jury, grand jury, writ, summons, written 
pleadings and oral testimony – as in England, although details in colonial procedure could differ from English 
procedure and exhibit at the same time a pragmatic disregard for technicalities and a readiness to refer to old 
forms of common law action. Ibid. at 22 f. 
512 Bilder argues that the federal US Constitution was preceded by a gradual movement in the English colonies in 
North America to have recourse to written documents when claiming rights against the English Crown, and to 
hold that legal authority arose from these printed documents. Bilder traces a growing belief, in the colonies, in a 
publicly available printed charter as the source and limit of governmental authority. Bilder, op. cit. at 20 f. 
Interestingly, Bilder also argues that English law does not produce a culture favoring written constitutions, and 
that a written constitution may be the product of the necessity of declaring independence. Ibid. at 10. 
513 Thus the political structure of the United States was based from the outset on a unified basic – written – law 
in the form of the Constitution. This can be contrasted with the situation in England where there is no 
comprehensive constitution, but only a set of successive statutes – from the 1215 Magna Charta and onwards – 
considered to contain basic provisions regarding the English political structure and described by Bolingbroke as 
“that assemblage of laws, institutions and customs, derived from certain fixed principles of reason, directed to 
certain fixed objects of publick good, that compose the general system, according to which the Community hath 
agreed to be governed”. Henry St. John Viscount Bolingbroke. A Dissertation Upon Parties, 3rd ed. (London: H. 
Haines, 1735) at 108.  
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19th century came to naught. Thus, central areas of private law were not codified at the federal 

level although individual states did enact codes that covered these matters.514 

 

Another specific feature of the legal system in the newborn United States was the role of the 

Supreme Court as the arbiter of the Constitution.515 This was affirmed in the landmark 

decision in Marbury v. Madison, where the court asserted that “it is emphatically the province 

and duty of the Judicial department to say what the law is”.516 

 

As concerns more specifically trading in securities, it was subjected to only limited legislation 

in 18th and early 19th century laws.517 In the context of business corporation laws, trading 

practices relative to the securities issued by these corporations were also addressed albeit in a 

piecemeal manner. Friedman notes that several states introduced legislation in the first half of 

the 19th century that imposed restrictions on securities trading or prohibited certain entities, 

like banks, from trading in securities at all.518 

 
                                                 
514 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 242 f. Cf. Friedman, op. cit. at 302 ff. (noting that a number of states introduced 
civil codes but that they were often interpreted along common law lines, construed away or simply ignored). 
515 Bilder, op. cit. at 36. 
516 Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) at 177. Since then, it has conventionally been asserted that the 
Supreme Court has the power to review statutes and strike down unconstitutional statutes enacted either at the 
federal level or in the states. The exact extent of this power in relation to the power of the executive and 
legislative branches of government, and the legislative competence of the states, is a research field in its own 
right that will not be further discussed here. See, e.g.; Erwin Chemerinsky. Constitutional Law: Principles and 
Policies, 3rd ed. (New York, NY: Aspen Publishers, 2006) and Geoffrey R. Stone, Louis M. Seidman. 
Constitutional Law, 6th ed. (New York, NY: Aspen Publishers, 2009). 
517 Banner discusses the legal issues raised by securities trading in the first decade of the United States’ 
existence, and finds that American legislators and judges relied to a large extent on English precedents when 
they fitted the phenomenon of securities trading into preexisting bodies of law. For example, judges applied 
general principles of contract law in disputes about the enforceability of contracts to transact in securities. Stuart 
Banner. Anglo-American Securities Regulation: Cultural and Political Roots, 1690-1860 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2002) at 179 ff. Friedman notes that other financial market activities were 
addressed in a piecemeal manner in the context of state-level legislation governing banking and business 
corporations. Friedman, op. cit. at 123 and 129 f. 
518 Ibid. at 136. Friedman mentions an 1841 Pennsylvania law that made contracts for the sale of securities void, 
if delivery was to be done more than five days in the future; an 1837 New York law that prohibited purchasers of 
bank shares from selling it before three months had elapsed from the date when they had paid for the shares; 
laws in Virginia and other states that licensed stockbrokers; and a Mississippi law from 1840 that made it illegal 
for a bank to deal in stocks of any kind. Ibid. with reference to Banner, op. cit. at 222-236. In more general 
terms, Friedman notes that American commercial law was “deeply and persistently” in debt to England also in 
the 19th century and that English case law remained highly influential in the fields of admiralty law, marine 
insurance, commercial paper and sale of goods. Concerning sale of goods, American courts to a large extent 
adopted English law and tended to apply the caveat emptor principle. Friedman also mentions the existence of 
various types of commercial documents – bills of exchange, bills of lading, promissory notes, certificates of 
deposit, municipal and corporate bonds, some of whom were adapted to specificities of the American market. 
Friedman gives the example of bills of lading, which in England were documents of ocean freight but could be 
railroad documents as well in America. He notes that a good deal of commercial law was judge-made, and that 
judges often took their guidance from – and ratified – actual business practices while statutory law constituted an 
important but secondary source of law. Friedman, op. cit. at 189 ff. 
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In the field of commercial law, it must be mentioned that the early 19th century saw far-

reaching changes in one specifically American aspect of the law of commerce; namely, the 

division of legislative competence between the federal government and the states. As a result 

of the Supreme Court’s decision in the case of Gibbons v. Ogden,519 the federal power to 

regulate commerce that crossed state borders was firmly established.520521 

 

As for the American law of contract in the later 18th and the first half of the 19th century, it is 

characterized by Friedman as the branch of law that “made and applied rules for arm’s-length 

bargains, in a free, impersonal market”.522 Friedman also describes the attempts at 

codification of e.g. civil procedure at the state level in the mid-19th century, which spread 

from New York to a sizable number of states in the latter half of the century.523 What more is, 

Friedman notes that the codification efforts in the US also influenced English law – the 

English Judicature Act of 1873 – which in turn influenced subsequent American statutes.524 

                                                 
519 9 Wheat. 1 (1824). In the case, the state of New York had given two persons the exclusive right to navigate 
all the waters within the jurisdiction of that State, with boats moved by fire or steam. A steamboat operator with 
a license from one of these persons obtained an injunction against another steamboat operator who ran boats 
between ports in New York and New Jersey without being licensed in the same manner. The Supreme Court, on 
appeal, struck down the steamboat monopoly. 
520 Friedman, op. cit. at 191 f. Moreover, in the latter case of Swift v. Tyson, 16 Pet. I (1842), the Supreme Court 
held that federal courts, in ordinary commercial cases, could apply the “general” law of commerce even if the 
law of the state in which the court sat was different and there was no federal question in the case. (In the case,a 
bill of exchange had endorsed a bill of exchange and transferred it to satisfy an old debt to the transferee. The 
question was whether the transferee was a holder in due course of the instrument. The law of New York, where 
the bill had been accepted, did not unequivocally support this view. The general view in commercial law, 
however, was that the transferee was a holder in due course.) Friedman emphasizes that the Supreme Court in its 
opinion stated that the law of commerce was and ought to be international, not the law of a single country only, 
but of the commercial world. Friedman, op. cit. at 192. 
521 Friedman, op. cit. at 192. 
522 Ibid. at 203. Contract law is seen as a residual branch of law that deals with those areas of business life that 
are not otherwise regulated, and whose “cardinal principle” was that whatever the parties decide should be 
carried out. Friedman also notes that contract law was less technical than land law or civil procedure, and that it 
“departed less from ordinary common sense than other fields of law”. Ibid. at 205. In this relatively “passive and 
amorphous” field of law, there was not much room for trans-Atlantic differences so that contract law was 
“perhaps the most similar on both sides of the water”. Contract law was also to a large degree the province of the 
judges with few statutes to intrude upon it. Ibid. 
523 Ibid. at 293 ff. Friedman notes that the reformers, who were influenced by codification efforts on the 
European continent, “never realized their dream of a simple, rational system of law” but that procedures in the 
states did become less technical. Ibid. at 297. One may note that these efforts at codification coincide with the 
attempt to codify central areas of civil law in Sweden, which ultimately did not result in comprehensive 
codification either. See Marie Sandström. Den svenska modellen – en juridisk metodlära i tre platta paket. [The 
Swedish Model – A School of Legal Methodology in Three Flat Packages.] In Festskrift till Lars Björne 
(Helsinki: Finska juristföreningen, 2004) 291 at 295 ff. 
524 Friedman, op. cit. at 297. Friedman notes that also at a more general level, efforts to codify the common law 
in the US went on in the late 19th century. Some success was visible in that a number of states introduced civil 
codes, notably California and Georgia, but even when codes had been introduced their provisions were often 
interpreted along common law lines, construed away or simply ignored. Moreover, legislators often grafted new 
provisions onto the codes and in so doing added all kinds of accretions. Ibid. at 302 ff. 
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Another late 19th century development was the growing importance of equity, the expansion 

of equitable remedies and the creative use of tools of equity by courts.525 

 

As far as the law of corporations is concerned, Friedman describes the latter half of the 19th 

century as a period when corporations became increasingly important factors in the American 

economy and also generated a lot of controversy.526 The development went from a situation in 

the early 19th century where corporations were in the main created by special charter to an 

environment around the year 1900 where states’ law of corporations provided for general 

incorporation laws.527 Moreover, the corporations created under the general incorporation 

laws were reliant on private investors to receive infusions of capital. Friedman notes that the 

investment market was totally unregulated, that there was no federal regulation of the market 

and that “the level of morality among promoters was painfully low”.528 

 

Friedman also notes how the Supreme Court in the late 19th century applied the Commerce 

Clause of the Constitution in a manner that helped establish and protect a “giant free-trade 

area within the United States”.529 

 

In the field of business regulation, Friedman notes that the 1930’s heralded major changes. 

The New Deal, which followed on the back of the Great Depression, brought in two 

significant pieces of securities legislation at the federal level, the Securities Act of 1933 and 

the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The latter Act also entailed the creation of the Securities 

and Exchange Commission (SEC), which will be described in somewhat more detail below.530 

                                                 
525 Ibid. at 297 f. Friedman exemplifies with courts putting bankrupt railroads into equity receivership and 
virtually ran them, and courts that “forged out of the injunction a terrible sword to use in industrial disputes”. 
Ibid. at 298. 
526 Ibid. at 390. 
527 Ibid. at 390 f. 
528 Ibid. at 391. It is noted that the law of corporations developed during the 19th century, not least in reaction to 
what was seen as examples of greed and self-dealing by speculators, and that corporate officers and directors 
were held to have a fiduciary duty as trustees for the corporation. This fiduciary duty dictated that they could not 
engage in self-dealing, buy from or sell to the company and were strictly accountable for any profits they made 
in transactions with the company. Fiduciary law, in Friedman’s words, was “austere and demanding”. Ibid. at 
393. Another important development during the same period was the business judgment rule, pursuant to which 
a decision made in good faith by corporate management, and in the ordinary course of business, would not 
ground liability even if the decision turned out badly. Ibid. at 396. 
529 Ibid. at 397. Friedman sketches the effects of big business that spilled over state lines in an environment 
where each state created its own body of corporation law. This in turn created a “national free market in laws” 
where states chose to enact tougher or less stringent corporation laws and a group of states started to compete for 
corporate business by offering low taxes and easy laws. Ibid. at 398 f. 
530 See section 4.3.2 infra. Another 20th century development was the movement towards more uniform 
commercial laws at the state level, incarnated in the eventual adoption in all states of the Uniform Commercial 
Code. Friedman, op. cit. at 563 ff. 
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4.3.1.2 The Constitution 

The Constitution of the United States provides rules on e.g. legislative competence and the 

judiciary. Already in Article 1, Section 1, it is stated that all legislative powers are vested in a 

Congress that consists of a House of Representatives and a Senate. Article 1, Section 8 

enumerates these powers in more detail. Article 1, Section 7, sets out rules on the veto power 

that the President of the United States may wield during the legislative process. Thus, the 

legislative powers of the legislative and executive branches of the federal government are set 

out in constitutional provisions. As noted by Ginsburg, the Constitution is the “supreme Law 

of the Land” and the validity of federal, state or municipal legislation may be challenged as 

violative of some constitutional provision.531 

 

Section 8 of the Constitution enumerates fields in which the Congress is empowered to act. 

For the purposes of this investigation, it should be noted that Congress may among other 

things “regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the 

Indian Tribes”. In this field, as in those other fields that are set out in Section 8, Congress may 

“make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing 

Powers”. It was noted in the preceding section that since at least the first half of the 19th 

century, with the Supreme Court’s decision in Gibbons v. Ogden,532 this Commerce Clause of 

the Constitution has been interpreted to give the federal government relatively broad powers 

to regulate e.g. business with interstate implications. The Commerce Clause of the 

Constitution is highly relevant in the context of this investigation since the securities 

legislation and regulation enacted at the federal level is based on it, even if Congress’s power 

to legislate in this area has been disputed.533 Thus, the material federal rules that are discussed 

in more detail in Section 5 infra are based on the Commerce Clause.534 

                                                 
531 Jane Ginsburg. Legal Methods, 3rd ed. (New York, NY: Foundation Press, 2008) at 31. 
532 9 Wheat. 1 (1824). In the case, the state of New York had given two persons the exclusive right to navigate 
all the waters within the jurisdiction of that State, with boats moved by fire or steam. A steamboat operator with 
a license from one of these persons obtained an injunction against another steamboat operator who ran boats 
between ports in New York and New Jersey without being licensed in the same manner. The Supreme Court, on 
appeal, struck down the steamboat monopoly. 
533 Milward M. Martin, Constitutionality of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. 21 ABA J. (1935) 811 at 811 
and passim. See also Isaacs, op. cit. at 224, Simon and Trkla, op. cit. at 247 note 176 and Roger D. Blanc. 
Trading Markets Restructuring: Selected Best Execution Considerations in the New Market Environment. May 
24, 2000 (2000 Annual Meeting of the American Bar Association). Available at SSRN: 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=233138 or doi:10.2139/ssrn.233138. 
534 For a more detailed and critical analysis of the Commerce Clause, see Robert Bork and Daniel Troy. Locating 
the Boundaries: The Scope of Congress’s Power to Regulate Commerce, 25 Harv. J. of Law & Public Policy 
(2002) at 849, passim. 
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4.3.1.3 Legislation and Regulation 

In the United States, statutes are enacted by the legislative branch and signed into law by the 

chief executive.535 As seen by Mersky and Dunn, statutes are used to create new areas of law, 

fill gaps in the law and change existing court-made rules.536 Mersky and Dunn also hold, 

however, that one characteristic of the US legal system is that there is no presumption that a 

statute will apply to every legal problem or that codes are comprehensive statements of law.537 

 

Congress enacts law at the federal level, pursuant to authority set out in the federal 

Constitution as referenced above. However, each state of the union also legislates within the 

spheres of its competence, pursuant to provisions in the state constitution.538  

 

Mersky and Dunn also address a corpus of rules distinct from both case law and legislation, 

namely administrative law, which will be addressed in Section 4.3.2 infra. 

4.3.1.4 The Courts 

At the federal level, courts are organized in a three-tier system with District Courts, Courts of 

Appeal and a Supreme Court.539 There are also federal bankruptcy courts and a number of 

federal courts with special jurisdiction.540 However, only the three-tiered system of general 

federal courts is of relevance for the purposes of this study and the other federal courts will 

not be discussed further. 

 

The federal District Courts are the first tier in the system of general federal courts. Judgments 

rendered by a District Court may be appealed to a Court of Appeal. There is, however, no 

unconditional right to appeal a judgment from a Court of Appeal to the highest court in the 

federal system – the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court will only hear cases that have been 

granted certiorari, i.e. cases that the Supreme Court has agreed to hear.541 

 

                                                 
535 Mersky and Dunn, op. cit. at 7. 
536 Ibid. 
537 Ibid. at 7 f. 
538 In view of the large number of state constitutions, they will not be dwelt more upon here. Suffice to say that 
the legislative authority of state governments, like that of the federal government, derives from constitutional 
authority. 
539 Ginsburg, op. cit. at 11 ff. 
540 These courts are (i) the US Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, (ii) the US Court of Federal Claims, (iii) 
the US Court of International Trade, (iv) the US Tax Court, (v) the US Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims, 
and (vi) the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation.  
541 Ginsburg, op. cit. at 16. 
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Apart from the general federal courts, another institution that needs to be considered in the 

context of this investigation is the administrative law judge. Administrative law judges are 

independent judicial officers charged with handling cases that involve allegations of securities 

law violations.542 Administrative law judges conduct hearings in a manner similar to non-jury 

trials in the federal district courts. Decisions by administrative law judges may be appealed to 

the Securities and Exchange Commission. Decisions by the Commission may be appealed to a 

federal Court of Appeals. 

 

It must be noted in this context that each state in the US also has its own courts, charged with 

applying the laws of that state. The number of states renders it unmanageable to describe the 

characteristics of each state court system; suffice to say here that state court systems consist of 

at least two and most often three tiers of courts with a supreme state court (court of last resort) 

at the top of the hierarchy. This latter court determines with finality what the particular state’s 

law is and should be.543 

4.3.2 Administrative Authorities 

Pursuant to devolved authority from federal or state-level legislators, administrative 

authorities may be vested with the competence to issue regulations and other types of binding 

or non-binding rules. Administrative law is defined by Mersky and Dunn as orders and “other 

documents with legal effect” created by the executive branch of government either at federal 

or state level, e.g. by the President of the United States, state governors or administrative 

agencies that are part of the executive branch of government.544 Administrative law is a 

subject of law in its own right that will not be discussed in any detail here. Suffice to note that 

rulemaking and administrative acts by administrative authorities are subject to specific 

rules.545 

                                                 
542 More information is available on the website of the Securities and Exchange Commission at 
http://www.sec.gov/alj.shtml (last visited on March 25, 2013). 
543 Ginsburg, op. cit. at 19. 
544 Mersky and Dunn, op. cit. at 9. 
545 As regards the federal executive, Friedman notes that the federal administrative authorities are subject to the 
Administrative Procedure Act, enacted in 1946 and subsequently amended. The Administrative Procedure Act, 
or APA for short, set out rules for how administrative authorities are to carry out their functions including a duty 
to give public notice when new rules are proposed and provide “interested parties” with an opportunity to 
express their views on the subject. The APA was, according to Friedman, a highly contested piece of legislation. 
Friedman, op. cit. at 561. The APA has been described as “a compromise between those who feared the rise of 
administrative agencies and questioned their constitutionality and those who believed that agencies were a 
necessary component of the modern state” and provides that administrative authorities can engage in rule-
making, adjudicatory hearings and discretionary actions (also referred to as informal rule-making). Note. 
Oversight and Insight: Legislative Review of Agencies and Lessons from the States. 121 Harv. L. Rev. (2007) 
613 at 614. As concerns the interplay between rules enacted by federal administrative authorities and statutes at a 

http://www.sec.gov/alj.shtml
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As far as supervision of securities trading is concerned, the federal agency that is responsible 

for the lion’s share of securities trading supervision and regulation is the Securities and 

Exchange Commission (SEC). However, several other federal agencies are charged with 

supervising and regulating different actors, markets or products that may be more or less 

related. The Commodities and Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) is charged with 

regulating commodity futures and option markets in the US546 and the newly created 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has a mission to protect consumers active in the 

financial markets.547 For the purposes of this investigation, the focus will be on the SEC as the 

regulator of securities markets and securities trading, specifically as regards share trading. 

The CTFC’s role as regulator of trading in certain types of financial assets, and the 

regulations issued by the CTFC, will not be analyzed. 

 

The SEC is a federal agency created under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934548 and headed 

by five commissioners appointed by the president, no more than three of which may be 

members of the same political party.549 Pursuant to authority delegated through the 1934 Act, 

the SEC may adopt regulations concerning the obligations of securities market participants 

such as exchanges and broker-dealers. Moreover, Section 32 of the 1934 Act stipulates that 

the SEC may impose sanctions on those who violate provisions of the Act or rules and 

regulations under the Act. Penalties may include fines of up to 5 million dollars or 20 years of 

imprisonment, or fines of up to 25 million dollar for persons other than natural persons.550 

                                                                                                                                                         
higher hierarchical level – typically, legislation enacted by Congress – this is another example of a field of study 
in its own right that will not be further delved into in the context of this investigation. Suffice to note that the 
Supreme Court has established principles regarding scrutiny of administrative rules in a string of cases from the 
latter half of the 20th century. Thus, if Congress has explicitly left a gap for the agency to fill, this constitutes 
express delegation of authority to the agency and the regulations issued by the agency are given controlling 
weight unless they are “arbitrary, capricious, or manifestly contrary to the statute”. Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. 
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 at 844 (1984), with reference to United States v. Morton, 
[ante at 834]; Schweiker v. Gray Panthers, 453 U.S. 34, 44 (1981); Batterton v. Francis, 432 U.S. 416, 424-426 
(1977); American Telephone & Telegraph Co. v. United States, 299 U.S. 232, 235-237(1936). If the legislative 
delegation to the agency is implicit rather than explicit, a court “may not substitute its own construction of a 
statutory provision for a reasonable interpretation made by the administrator of an agency”. Chevron v. NRDC at 
844 with reference to INS v. Jong Ha Wang, 450 U.S. 139, 144 (1981); Train v. Natural Resources Defense 
Council, Inc., 421 U.S. 60, 87 (1975).  
546 More information about the CFTC can be found on its website, www.cftc.gov (last visited on September 1, 
2011). 
547 More information about the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau can be found on its website, 
www.consumerfinance.gov (last visited on May 21, 2011). 
548 Joel Seligman. The Transformation of Wall Street: A History of the Securities and Exchange Commission and 
Modern Corporate Finance, 3rd ed. (New York, NY: Aspen Publishers, 2003) at 99 ff. and passim. 
549 Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Section 4(a). 
550 Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Section 32 (a). 

http://www.cftc.gov/
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/
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In the context of securities regulation, the existence of self-regulatory organizations (SRO’s) 

that issue rules under delegated authority merits mention as well. Self-regulatory 

organizations may adopt rules that their members (e.g. broker-dealers or securities exchanges) 

are obliged to comply with. These rules must meet requirements set out in the Securities 

Exchange Act of 1934. National securities exchanges must have drawn up rules that satisfy a 

number of requirements set out in Section 6 (b) of the Act. For national securities 

associations, which are associations of brokers and dealers, the relevant requirements are set 

out in Section 15A (b) of the Act. Pursuant to Section 19 (b) (1) of the Act, each self-

regulatory organization must file proposed rules or rule changes with the SEC for notice, 

comments and approval. 

 

Historically, the principal SRO’s in the context of securities trading were the New York Stock 

Exchange (NYSE) – a national securities exchange – and the National Association of 

Securities Dealers (NASD) – a national securities association. The self-regulatory arm of 

NYSE (NYSE Regulation) merged with NASD in 2007 to create the Financial Industry 

Regulatory Authority, or FINRA for short.551 

4.3.3 Sources of Law 

Mersky and Dunn offer a general overview of sources of law that can be used as a basis for 

legal decisions. Such sources constitute legal authorities.552 Legal authorities or sources553 as 

defined by Mersky and Dunn can be categorized as either primary or secondary authorities. 

Primary sources are authorized statements of the law formulated by governmental institutions. 

These include the written opinions of courts, constitutions, legislation, rules of court, and the 

rules, regulations and opinions of administrative agencies.554 Secondary sources of law are 

defined as statements about the law that are used to “explain, interpret, develop, locate, or 

update primary authorities”. Examples of secondary authorities given by Mersky and Dunn 

include treatises, article in law reviews and other scholarly journals, loose-leaf services and 

specific publications such as the American Law Reports Annotations and Restatements of 

                                                 
551 An extensive discussion of the process that led to the creation of FINRA is provided in L. Loss, J. Seligman, 
and T. Paredes. Securities Regulation, 4th ed. (Frederick, MD: Aspen Publishers, 2010) Volume V at 475 ff. 
552 Mersky and Dunn, op. cit. at 2. 
553 Mersky and Dunn use the concepts of ”authority” and ”source” interchangeably. Ibid. at 2 footnote 2.  
554 Mersky and Dunn, op. cit. at 2. 
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Law.555 Mersky and Dunn also note that other types of “relevant information” relating to e.g. 

historical, economic and social science are sometimes referred to as secondary authorities. 

They further note that such materials often constitute sources of law and are used in legal 

argument.556  

 

As far as the written opinions of courts – case law – is concerned, Mersky and Dunn state that 

the written opinions of courts (especially the appellate courts) are the major source of legal 

doctrine and the primary objects of legal research.557 This is due to the preeminence of the 

doctrine of precedent, according to which a court decision not only settles the dispute between 

the parties involved but also sets a precedent to be followed in future cases.558 Indeed, Mersky 

and Dunn hold that the doctrine of precedent “remains the foundation upon which our models 

of legal research are constructed”.559 

 

Mersky and Dunn outline the contours of the doctrine of precedent as employed by courts in 

the United States and identify three key concepts: (i) stare decisis – the principle that a 

decision of a court is binding authority on that court and on lower courts in the same 

jurisdiction for the disposition of factually similar controversies, (ii) ratio decidendi – the 

holding or the principle of law on which the case was decided, the “rule of the case” and (iii) 

obiter dictum – language in a court opinion that is not necessary to the decision.560 According 

to Mersky and Dunn, the written opinions of courts are the major source of legal doctrine and 

the primary objects of legal research.561 Ginsburg identifies the common law “technique” of 

distinguishing cases based on facts, and contrasts this to the French tradition where lawyers 

look to case law “not for binding precedents with similar facts but rather for general principles 

of law and for specific interpretations of particular provisions of law”.562 

 

The hierarchy of courts is also reflected in the relative weight accorded to the opinions of 

different courts. In general terms, the opinion of a superior court is accorded more weight than 

                                                 
555 Ibid. Regarding Restatements of the Law, Ginsburg notes that they may serve to systematize and organize the 
law in various common law subjects, but that particular provisions in Restatements do not have the force of law 
until adopted as an authoritative statement by courts deciding cases. Ginsburg, op. cit. at 9 f. 
556 Ibid. at 2, footnote 3. 
557 Ibid. at 7. See also Section 4.3.1.4 supra. 
558 Ibid. at 4. Ginsburg notes that a particular decision or a collection of particular decisions “generate law”, i.e. 
rules of general application. Ginsburg, op. cit. at 2. See also Section 4.3.1.4 supra. 
559 Ibid. at 7. 
560 Mersky and Dunn, op. cit. at 5 f. Cf. also section 4.3.1.4 supra. 
561 Ibid. at 7. 
562 Ginsburg, op. cit. at 70. 
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that of an inferior court in the same chain.563 Thus, the opinions of the Supreme Court are held 

to trump opinions from inferior federal courts (District Courts or Courts of Appeal) in cases 

where the Supreme Court’s opinion differs from or is incompatible with that of a lower court. 

Indeed, the Supreme Court may expressly repudiate earlier precedents from inferior federal 

courts and in so doing create new binding precedent for these courts.564 It merits mention in 

this context that the overt, visible hierarchy of courts may sometimes be complemented by 

other, less evident considerations that affect the degree to which a certain court’s findings are 

accorded weight. For example, it has been stated that certain courts are endowed with special 

expertise in specific branches of the law and – implicitly – that their findings are to be 

considered carefully.565 The same may hold true for the opinions written by certain individual 

judges.566 

 

The next category of sources addressed by Mersky and Dunn are statutes, i.e. – in an 

American context – legislation that is enacted by the legislative branch and signed into law by 

the chief executive. Mersky and Dunn hold that American law combines both statutory law 

and case law, and that statutes are used to create new areas of law, fill gaps in the law and 

change court-made rules.567 They go on to note that courts play a predominant rule in 

interpreting and applying statutes. Courts may also, through their interpretation and 

application of statutes to specific cases, extend the law to subjects not expressly covered by 

statutes. Thus, under the doctrine of precedent, it is the statute as interpreted by the courts that 

is to be applied in the future. 

 

As regards the interpretation of statutes, Ginsburg notes that the language of the statute may 

allow for a literal interpretation of its content pursuant to the “plain meaning” approach to 
                                                 
563 Ginsburg, op. cit. at 7. 
564 A relatively recent example of this is the Supreme Court’s decision in Morrison v. National Australia Bank, 
130 S. Ct. 2869 (2010) regarding the extraterritorial effects of the antifraud provisions of the 1934 Securities 
Exchange Act. The Supreme Court found that the antifraud provisions did not apply extraterritorially and 
adopted a “transactional test” – whether a purchase or sale is made in the United States, or involves a security 
listed on a domestic exchange – to determine whether the antifraud provisions applied or not. Ibid. at 2884 f. In 
so doing, the Court explicitly stated that earlier findings from federal circuit courts that had applied different 
standards (the “conduct” and “effects” tests) should not be applied, and indeed that a line of circuit court 
decisions constituted “judicial-speculation-made-law”. Ibid. at 2880 f. 
565 In this context, it might be noted that the federal Court of Appeals of the Second Circuit has on several 
occasions been qualified as the “mother court” in the area of securities law. Blue Chip Stamps v. Manor Drug 
Stores, 421 U.S. 723, 762 (Blackmun, J, dissent) (1975) and Morrison v. National Australia Bank, op. cit. at 
2889 f. (Stevens, J, concurring in judgment). 
566 Ginsburg, op. cit. at 11. In this context, the possibility of invoking case law from other common law 
jurisdictions may also be raised; however, Ginsburg states that US courts rarely if ever invoke the decision of a 
foreign court when determining a matter of domestic law. Ibid. at 67. 
567 Mersky and Dunn, op. cit. at 7. 
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interpretation.568 Mersky and Dunn emphasize that one important method of interpretation is 

to consult judicial opinions that have construed the specific statute. In this context, they note 

that the persuasiveness of interpretive opinions depends on the similarity of the facts of the 

case and what court issued the opinion.569 

 

In circumstances where the legislator has enacted a law that is intended to reflect existing 

common law rules, judicial opinions concerning the common law rules may be useful 

interpretative aids even if they pre-date the statute in question.570 Another interpretative 

method invoked by Mersky and Dunn is to attempt to identify the legislator’s purpose in 

passing a statute and the intended meaning of its provisions. To this end, materials that pertain 

to the legislative history of the statute may be consulted, including the original proposals and 

subsequent revisions as well as hearing, reports and debates in the legislative body or other 

material created by the legislature while the statute was under consideration.571 Next, Mersky 

and Dunn note that cases from other jurisdictions that interpret similar statutes may be 

consulted. Here, it is argued that such opinions do not constitute binding authority but that 

they may be very persuasive if they are well-reasoned.572 

 

A third category of legal source material identified by Mersky and Dunn is administrative 

law, i.e. documents with a legal effect issued by the executive branch of the government. It is 

mentioned e.g. that pursuant to statutory authority administrative agencies may create and 

publish rules and regulations that further interpret a statute. Moreover, administrative agencies 

may make determinations of law and fact in controversies arising under the statute. Agencies 

may also, like courts, publish opinions.573 In the field of securities law, numerous regulations 

have been issued by the competent authorities as noted in the preceding Section. 

 

The legislator may also delegate authority to private bodies, which are essentially granted the 

competence to issue rules binding on themselves although subject to scrutiny by the relevant 

federal bodies. Securities law in the US has long been characterized by a high degree of such 

self-regulation among market participants. 

 
                                                 
568 Ginsburg, op. cit. at 283 ff. 
569 Mersky and Dunn, op. cit. at 8. 
570 Ibid. 
571 Ibid. Cf. Ginsburg, op. cit. at 378 ff. 
572 Ibid. at 9. 
573 Ibid. 
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To conclude, a wealth of legal sources may be apposite when ascertaining the material content 

of US law. While the Constitution holds primacy as the supreme law of the land, it is unlikely 

to contain provisions that are directly apposite in the context of this investigation. Sources that 

may be more practically relevant include case law from federal and state courts (taking into 

account the hierarchical position of various courts), decisions by administrative authorities, 

statutes, federal regulations, rules issued by self-regulatory bodies subject to delegation from 

the federal lawmaker, decisions by those self-regulatory authorities where these rules are 

applied and restatements of the law as well as academic works in the shape of e.g. 

commentaries, books, dissertations, scholarly articles and working papers. 

4.4 The European Union 

4.4.1 General Environment 

4.4.1.1 Historical Background 

Following the end of the Second World War, political impetus towards closer cooperation 

between European states resulted in the creation of supranational institutions that had the 

power – within their allotted spheres of competence – to adopt decisions binding on the 

participating states. First among these institutions was the High Authority of the European 

Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), which was established by the ECSC Treaty in 1951 with 

the aim to create a common market in coal and steel.574 The same treaty also provided that a 

Court of Justice consisting of nine judges were to be created.575 Subsequently, in 1957, the 

European Economic Community (EEC) was established through the Treaty of Rome. The 

objectives of the EEC Treaty were to establish a common market, approximate the economic 

policies of Member States, promote the harmonious development of economic activities 

throughout the Community, increase stability and raise the standard of living, and promote 

closer relations between Member States.576 

                                                 
574 Paul Craig, Graínne de Búrca. EU Law. Text, Cases and Materials, 4th ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2008) at 5. 
575 Ibid. 
576 Ibid. at 6. The institutional set-up of the European Economic Community included an executive authority (the 
European Commission) responsible for proposing Community legislation as well as an authority empowered to 
decide on the Commission’s proposals (the Council of Ministers). In the Council, Member States were 
represented by their ministers and voting was weighted according to Member State size. The Parliamentary 
Assembly of the Community (and of the ECSC) referred to itself as the Parliament but did not, in the earlier 
stage of European integration, participate to any significant degree in legislative work other than in a 
consultative capacity. Ibid. at 7. The Court of Justice was, like the Parliamentary Assembly, an institution of the 
EEC that was shared with the ECSC. Ibid. at 6. In the period following the creation of the EEC, the exact limits 
of the Community’s competences relative to those of Member States was a highly contentious matter. In 
simplistic terms, the conflict may be framed as a struggle between those who sought a strong Community 
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 During the 1960’s and 1970’s, events and developments that suggested a larger role of the 

Community institutions577 and supremacy of Community legislation over national laws578 

took place alongside events and developments that entailed a diminished role for Community 

institutions and more influence for Member States.579 

 

In 1986, the Single European Act heralded important changes in the institutional structure of 

the European Economic Community.580 Craig and de Búrca hold that the Single European Act 

helped “kick-start” the process of fulfilling the Community’s economic objectives and 

provided the legal framework for initiatives intended to complete the internal market.581 

 

Six years later, in 1992, the Treaty on European Union was signed by the Member States in 

Maastricht, the Netherlands. Following the removal of several political and legal obstacles, 

the “Maastricht Treaty” entered into force in November 1993.582 Within the newly 

                                                                                                                                                         
empowered to issue legislation binding on Member States – a supranationalist or federalist conception of the 
Community, and those who preferred a Community where Member States retained more legislative competence 
– an intergovernmental approach. Ibid. at 8. 
577 E.g., the advent of direct elections, in Member States of members of the European Parliament from 1979 
onwards and the creation of a budgetary structure for the Community that depended less on contributions from 
Member States. See Craig and de Búrca, op. cit. at 10 f. 
578 The notion of the supremacy of Community law over the laws of Member States did not flow from any 
express provision in the EEC Treaty, but was recognized by the Court of Justice in several early landmark cases. 
In Case 26/62 NV Algemene Transporten Expeditie Onderneming van Gend en Loos v. Nederlandse 
Administratie der Belastingen (”Van Gend en Loos”) the Court of Justice held that provisions of Community law 
could have direct effects in the relationship between Member States and their subjects. Two years later, in Case 
6/64 Flaminio Costa v. ENEL (”Costa v. ENEL”), the Court held that Community law could not be overridden 
by domestic legal provisions. See Craig and de Búrca, op. cit., Chapters 8 and 10 passim. 
579 E.g. the ”Luxembourg Accords” of 1965 concerning voting in the Council of Ministers, where the Member 
States agreed in less than clear-cut terms to grant Member States a de facto veto power in cases where they 
would otherwise have lost a vote in the Council according to the formal system of size-weighted qualified 
majority voting. Also, heads of state or government of Member States began to hold biannual summits – 
European Councils – in the 1970’s, which afforded Member States a forum outside the formal Treaty structure in 
which directions for Community policies could be drawn up. See Craig and de Búrca, op. cit. at 8 f. 
580 Voting by qualified majority in the Council was extended to more areas, and areas that had been – at least 
formally – outside the Community competence now were drawn into it. Moreover, the Single European Act 
enhanced the European Parliament’s role in the legislative process and entailed the creation of a Community 
Court of First Instance. The European Council was formally recognized. Also, the “comitology” procedure under 
which the Council delegates powers to the Commission on certain conditions was formally included within the 
Treaty framework. Ibid. at 12 f. 
581 Ibid. at 14. 
582 The Maastricht Treaty entailed a new institutional structure for the European cooperation and integration. A 
three-pillar structure for what was now named the European Union was created, where the first pillar included 
the European Communities (the “Community pillar”), the second pillar concerned a Common Foreign and 
Security Policy (CFSP) and the third pillar entailed cooperation in the fields of Justice and Home Affairs (JHA). 
The decision-making procedures in pillar one differed considerably from those employed in the second and third 
pillars. While the Community pillar was characterized by supra-national methods of decision-making, decision-
making in both the CFSP and the JHA pillar was characterized by intergovernmental procedures and a far less 
prominent role for Community institutions. Ibid. at 15. 
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constructed Community pillar, the Maastricht Treaty entailed several changes.583 The role of 

the European Parliament in legislative proceedings was expanded further. Moreover, the 

Maastricht Treaty included provisions on Economic and Monetary Union. To this end, the 

Treaty set out a legal framework for a European System of Central Banks (ESCB) and a 

European Central Bank (ECB).584 

 

The Treaty on European Union was subsequently revised in 1997 (the “Amsterdam 

Treaty”)585 and 2001 (the “Nice Treaty”).586 

4.4.1.2 The Constitution 

Historically, the legislative competencies of the European Union and its predecessors have 

been set out in intergovernmental treaties agreed between the Member States. These treaties, 

referenced in Section 4.4.1.1 supra, have defined the areas in which the union was competent 

to legislate and determined the modalities for legislative decision-making. When plans for a 

new treaty were drawn up in the early 2000’s, it was designated as a “constitution for 

Europe”. A constitutional treaty was ratified by 25 of the 27 EU Member States in 2004-2005, 

but following rejection of the constitutional treaty in national referenda in the two remaining 

Member States (France and the Netherlands) in 2005, the ratification process came to an 

end.587 

 

                                                 
583 Policies related to the internal market fall within the ambit of the Community pillar. In the context of this 
study, the relevant EU rules have to a very large extent been enacted pursuant to first pillar legislative 
competence. Because of this, the following descriptions of EU rules and rule-making will focus mainly on rule-
making in the Community pillar. Questions related to the second and third pillar will be mentioned only in 
passing. 
584 Ibid. at 16. 
585 In very broad terms, the Amsterdam Treaty further increased the European Parliament’s importance in the 
legislative process and also entailed the inclusion of more policy areas in the Community pillar that had until 
then been subsumed under the JHA pillar. Changes were also made to the CSFP and JHA pillars. Notably, the 
JHA pillar underwent changes in that several policy areas were transferred to the Community pillar (visas, 
asylum, immigration and judicial co-operation in civil matters). The third pillar was renamed and, after the 
Amsterdam Treaty, referred to as the Police and Judicial Co-operation in Criminal Matters (in shorthand, PJCC) 
pillar. Ibid. at 20 ff. 
586 The Nice Treaty also entailed institutional changes, e.g. concerning the weighting of Member States’ votes in 
the Council, the total number of seats and the number of seats per Member State in the European Parliament, the 
number of commissioners in the European Commission and the appointment of commissioners and the 
Commission president. Ibid. at 27 f. Moreover, the European Parliament’s role in the legislative process was 
further enhanced. Apart from these changes in the Community pillar, there were also changes made in the CSFP 
pillar (e.g. regarding the conclusion of international agreements) and minor changes in the third pillar. Ibid. at 28 
f. 
587 The full text of the proposed Treaty Establishing a Constitution for Europe, as published in the Official 
Journal of the European Union (OJ C 310, 16.12.2004, p. 1) is available electronically at the European Union’s 
website at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/JOHtml.do?uri=OJ:C:2004:310:SOM:EN:HTML (last visited on August 2, 
2011). 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/JOHtml.do?uri=OJ:C:2004:310:SOM:EN:HTML
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Instead, Member States agreed on, and subsequently ratified, a new treaty (the “Lisbon” 

treaty) that did not have the contentious term “constitution” in its title although it did – like 

earlier treaties – set out legislative competencies for the institutions of the EU.588 

 

For the purposes of this investigation, the pertinent parts of the treaties concern legislative 

competencies relative to financial services actors and markets. At the highest level of 

abstraction, EU legislative competence in this area is derived from the objective of 

constructing an internal market.589 This objective is set out in Article 3.3 of the Treaty on 

European Union. 

 

At a somewhat more detailed level, and incidental to the goal of achieving an internal market, 

provisions concerning the freedom of EU nationals to establish themselves in all Member 

States are set out in articles 49-55 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 

(henceforth abbreviated as the “TFEU”). Moreover, articles 56-62 of the TFEU stipulate a 

freedom to provide services in all Member States.590 

 

However, EU rules on financial services have also been built on the approximation of national 

rules that affect the functioning of the internal market.591 The competence to adopt legal 

measures for the approximation of national rules that affect the internal market was formerly 

set out in article 94 and 95 of the Treaty on the European Economic Community and is now 

enshrined in articles 114 and 115 of the TFEU. These provisions enable the European 

legislator to issue directives for the approximation of such rules in Member States that 

“directly affect the establishment or functioning of the common market”.592 The intricacies of 

different forms of decision-making in the EU will not be discussed at length here; neither will 

                                                 
588 The treaty also entailed the creation of a new legislative structure at the highest level since the Treaty 
establishing the European Economic Community was abolished and a new Treaty on the Functioning of the 
European Union enacted instead. Both the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty on the Functioning of the 
European Union in large part reproduced provisions from earlier treaties although substantial reforms were made 
as well. Grainne and de Burca, op. cit. at 24 ff. 
589 Moloney, op. cit. at 345. 
590 Moloney notes that the legal framework concerning financial intermediaries at the EU level has been built 
first on the removal of obstacles to the free movement of investment firms, through harmonization of national 
rules on the functioning of investment services markets. Ibid. 
591 Ibid. 
592 The difference between these two provisions is that the decision to adopt a directive pursuant to Article 115 
must be taken unanimously by the Council, i.e. with all Member State governments agreeing. In contrast, 
measures – directives or other instruments – enacted pursuant to Article 114 may be adopted through the co-
decision procedure (the ordinary legislative procedure) set out in Article 294 of the Treaty. While this procedure 
entails a shared role for the Council and the European Parliament, it also enables the Council to take decisions by 
qualified majority and thus to take measures in the face of resistance from a minority of Member States. 
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their history and gradual development be described. For present purposes, suffice to say that 

securities legislation in the EU is based on Treaty provisions concerning the realization of the 

common market.593 Achieving the common market has been one of the core objectives of the 

EEC/EU since its beginnings in the 1950´s594 and community legislation in this sphere has 

since long been decided with qualified majority, rather than unanimity, in the Council of 

Ministers.595 

4.4.1.3 Legislation and Regulation 

Laws in the European Union can be made in different manners. This is not the place to give a 

detailed description of the different decision-making procedures in the EU, or to dwell on the 

degree to which different EU institutions participate in the various forms of legislative 

procedures. Instead, the objective here is merely to present the different types of legal 

instruments that may be employed at the European Union level. 

 

Pursuant to Article 288 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), the 

institutions shall adopt regulations, directives, decisions, recommendations and opinions. A 

regulation shall have general application, is binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 

all Member States.596 A directive shall be binding, as to the result to be achieved, upon each 

                                                 
593 In somewhat more concrete terms, Article 14(2) of the Treaty provides that the internal market is to 
“comprise an area without internal frontiers in which the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital 
is ensured in accordance with the provisions of this Treaty”. Thus, the Community is vested with the competence 
to abolish national rules that impede the cross-border flow of goods, persons, services and capital. This 
competence is the basis of all EC securities laws and regulations. See Moloney, op. cit. at 8. 
594 See, e.g., Stephen Weatherill and Paul Beaumont, EC Law: The Essential Guide to the Legal Workings of the 
European Community, 2nd ed. (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1995) at 19 ff.  
595 Decision-making by qualified majority was, however, challenged by France in the mid-1960’s on the basis 
that each member would have a veto over EC policy-making when its vital national interests were at stake. After 
France’s refusal to participate in decision-making for some time, the so-called Luxembourg Accords resolved the 
issue; France declared its position that each member would have a veto over EC policy-making when its vital 
national interests were at stake and the other member states noted the view without accepting it. Weatherill and 
Beaumont characterizes the Luxembourg Accords as “no more than an agreement to disagree”. Ibid. at 23 f. and 
78 ff. Moreover, they assert that the Accords “stultified” the decision-making process and in practice meant 
decision-making by consensus until qualified majority voting regained ascendancy in the late 1980’s and early 
1990’s. Ibid. at 76 f. Moloney holds that the last decade has seen a shift from harmonization as an instrument of 
market integration to harmonization as a device for regulating the integrated investment services marketplace, 
which has exerted “considerable strain” on the treaty bases for EU legal acts in this area. Moloney, op. cit. at 346 
and 555. 
596 According to Craig and de Búrca, regulations have affinities with primary or secondary legislation in the 
Member States of the EU, in that regulations are measures of general application, are applicable to all Member 
States, and have been described by the Court of Justice of the European Union as abstract normative measures 
not directed towards a particular named person or persons. Craig and de Búrca, op. cit. at 83 f. However, they 
also argue that the analogy with national legislation should not be pressed too far since many regulations (e.g. 
concerning agriculture) affect only a very small group of people and may be operative for a short period of time. 
Moreover, they note that the direct applicability of regulations means that they are to be part of the national legal 
systems without the need for transformation or adoption through separate (national) legal measures. Ibid. at 84. 
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Member State to which it is addressed. However, the choice of form and methods is left to the 

national authorities. A decision shall be binding in its entirety. A decision with specific 

addressees shall be binding only on them. Last, recommendations and opinions shall have no 

binding force. European Union institutions, in their role as legislators, have considerable 

leeway concerning whether to use regulations or directives.597 Indeed, Article 296 of the 

TFEU provides that when the Treaties do not specify the type of legal act to be adopted, the 

institutions shall select it on a case-by-case basis. 

 

Directives are binding as to the end to be achieved, but not as to the form and method used to 

achieve that end.598 Thus, Member States are afforded more discretion as to the means by 

which EU legislation enacted in the form of a directive is transposed in the national legal 

system. Also, directives do not have to be addressed to all Member States.599 

 

Decisions, which are binding in their entirety on the addressees, are often employed in the 

context of EU competition or state aid policies, where the formal conclusion of a Commission 

inquiry into the activities of a particular undertaking or a Member State may be manifested in 

a decision. However, decisions may also be employed to establish general procedures, e.g. as 

concerns comitology.600 

 

Recommendations and opinions have no binding force pursuant to Article 288 of the TFEU 

and constitute, in Craig and de Búrca’s view, “soft law” that can be contrasted with the “hard 

law” set out in regulations, decisions and directives.601 

 

Article 296 of the TFEU not only accords the institutions leeway in choosing the type of legal 

act. The same article also stipulates that legal acts shall state the reasons on which they are 

based.602 

                                                 
597 Craig and de Búrca, op. cit. at 85. 
598 Ibid. at 85. 
599 Ibid. In Craig and de Búrca’s view, directives can be particularly useful when the aim is to harmonize laws 
within a certain area or introduce complex legislative change. They also emphasize that the ends to be achieved 
can be set out in considerable detail, and that directives – pursuant to case law from the Court of Justice of the 
European Union – are seen as having direct effect in that individuals can rely on them in actions against the state 
and that a Member State can be liable in damages for non-implementation of a directive. Ibid. 
600 Ibid. at 86. 
601 Ibid. at 87. 
602 Craig and de Búrca note that this provision imposes a duty on the institutions to give reasons when enacting 
legislative norms, although the national legal system in many Member States imposes only a limited obligation – 
or no obligation at all – when it comes to furnishing reasons for legislative acts. Craig and de Búrca, op. cit. at 
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The legislative process in the EU is complex and multi-faceted. As noted above, this 

investigation will focus on rule-making that touches the internal market in the EU. As a result, 

several legislative procedures that are never or seldom employed in this context will be passed 

over in the following. The focus will be on the dominant manners in which new rules 

concerning the operation of the single market, specifically, regarding financial market 

activities, are enacted at the EU level. Among the different types of legislative procedures, the 

one that is most relevant in the context of single market legislation is the ordinary legislative 

procedure (formerly the “co-decision procedure”). Under the ordinary legislative procedure, a 

legislative act is adopted by the Council of Ministers and the European Parliament as co-

legislators on a proposal from the European Commission. Other European institutions may 

provide input in the form of formal opinions as well, but the ultimate decision on whether to 

adopt the act or not lies with the Council of Ministers and the European Parliament.603 

 

One important development in the last few years as regards legal acts relating to financial 

services is the tendency to use regulations rather than directives. While most of the rules at the 

EU level that apply to providers of financial services have historically been found in 

directives, recent proposals in areas of central importance for financial market participants 

have been in the form of regulations, or as packages consisting of one regulation and one 

directive.604 As a consequence of this, EU-level rules that govern the provision of financial 

services are, more than before, directly applicable to the parties concerned.605 

                                                                                                                                                         
541. In case law from the CJEU, the duty to give reasons has been described as a provision that gives an 
opportunity to all interested parties to ascertain the circumstances in which the Treaty has been applied. Case 
24/62 Germany v. Commission [1963] ECR 63 at 69. However, the Court has also stated that the duty to give 
reasons does not entail an obligation to “go into every relevant point of fact and law”. Case C–122/94 
Commission v. Council [1996] ECR I–881, para. 29. 
603 For an overview of the relatively complex co-decision procedure, see 
http://ec.europa.eu/codecision/stepbystep/diagram_en.htm (last visited on March 19, 2012). 
604 See, e.g. as concerns market abuse the European Commission’s Proposal for a Regulation of the European 
Parliament and of the Council on insider dealing and market manipulation (market abuse), COM (2011) 651 
final and a Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on criminal sanctions for 
insider dealing and market manipulation, COM (2011) 654 final (October 20, 2011); concerning banks’ capital 
requirements see the Commission’s Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on 
prudential requirements for credit institutions and investment firms, COM (2011) 452 final and Proposal for a 
Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the access to the activity of credit institutions and 
the prudential supervision of credit institutions and investment firms and amending Directive 2002/87 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council on the supplementary supervision of credit institutions, insurance 
undertakings and investment firms in a financial conglomerate, COM (2011) 453 final (July 20, 2011). Two 
examples of finalized rules set out in a regulation are Regulation (EU) No. 236/2012 of the European Parliament 
and of the Council of 14 March 2012 on short selling and certain aspects of Credit Default Swaps, and 
Regulation (EU) No. 648/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2012 on OTC 
derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories. Moreover, the proposed amendments to the MiFID 

http://ec.europa.eu/codecision/stepbystep/diagram_en.htm
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In this context, the specific legislative procedure created in the early 2000’s and dubbed the 

“Lamfalussy process” in honor of its principal creator needs to be addressed. The Lamfalussy 

process was designed to make EU-level legislation concerning securities markets more 

flexible, to enable the European institutions to benefit from the expertise of national securities 

regulators and external stakeholders, and to focus more on implementation and enforcement 

of European rules in the Member States.606 

 

The Lamfalussy process entailed the creation of a “regulatory approach” with four levels.607 

At level 1, a European Directive or Regulation would be adopted in accordance with the 

normal legislative procedures of the EU. However, this legal act would also provide a 

mandate for more detailed implementing regulations. Then, at level 2, the European 

Commission would propose more detailed implementing rules in cooperation with Member 

States’ representatives in the European Securities Committee (ESC). Moreover, a committee 

gathering national regulators – the Committee of European Securities Regulators, CESR – 

would also be consulted. A wider range of stakeholders would also be consulted in the course 

of preparing the proposal for implementing rules. The final decision on the proposed level 2 

rules would lie with the ESC, and it would be the responsibility of the European Commission 

to then adopt the proposal as voted for by the ESC. The activities at level 3 would mostly 

concern the national regulators through CESR. CESR would be charged with adopting joint 

interpretation recommendations, guidelines and common standards. CESR would also 

conduct peer reviews and compare regulatory practices of members, all of this in order to 

ensure consistent implementation and application of the relevant rules. Finally, at level 4, the 

European Commission would be charged with monitoring Member States’ compliance with 

                                                                                                                                                         
regime were packaged as a pair of acts: one directive and one regulation. See Proposal for a Regulation of the 
European Parliament and the Council om markets in financial instruments and amending Regulation [EMIR] on 
OTC derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories, COM (2011) 652 final and Proposal for a 
Directive of the European Parliament and the Council on markets in financial instruments repealing directive 
2004/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (recast), COM (2011) 656 final (October 20, 2011). 
605 The consequences of this would be a fitting subject for a substantial stand-alone investigation and will not be 
discussed at length here. Suffice to say that when the degree of national discretion is minimized, the potential for 
embarking on more ambitious and detailed rule-making increases. Actions at the ”center” – rules prescribed at 
the European level, and interpretative statements about the content of those rules – become in relative terms 
more important than actions in the ”periphery” – e.g. the application of EU-level rules by national supervisors. 
606 European Commission, The Application of the Lamfalussy Process to Securities Markets Legislation – A 
preliminary assessment by the Commission services, SEC (2004) 1459 (November 15, 2004) at 3. 
607 The Lamfalussy process, and its application in the adoption of MiFID, is analyzed in detail by Moloney. 
Moloney, op. cit., Chapter XIII. 
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EU legislation and taking legal action against Member States suspected of breaching EU 

rules.608 

 

The Lamfalussy process has subsequently been amended as a result of the Lisbon Treaty609 

and the creation of a new European structure for financial supervision.610 The co-legislators 

still adopt acts, although now according to the ordinary legislative procedure, at level 1. 

However, at level 2 the earlier provisions on delegation of powers have been replaced by an 

order where a legislative act may delegate power to the Commission to either (i) adopt “non-

legislative acts of general application to supplement or amend certain non-essential elements 

of the legislative act” (Article 290 of the TFEU), or (ii) use “implementing powers”, duly 

delegated to it by the co-legislators, when “uniform conditions for implementing legally 

binding Union acts are needed” (Article 291 of the TFEU). 

 

At level 3, the creation of European supervisory authorities entailed substantial changes in the 

Lamfalussy framework. The securities supervision authority, ESMA,611 is given a mandate to 

assume a more active role in securities regulation. According to Article 10 of the ESMA 

regulation,612ESMA may develop draft regulatory technical standards, where power has been 

delegated by the co-legislators to the Commission,613 in order to ensure consistent 

harmonization of securities regulation. Regulatory technical standards shall be technical and 

shall not imply “strategic decisions or policy choices”.614 Moreover, ESMA may develop 

implementing technical standards under Article 291 TFEU, pursuant to Article 15 of the 

ESMA regulation. The function of implementing technical standards shall be to “determine 

the conditions of application” of level 1 securities regulation.615 ESMA shall submit its draft 

implementing standards to the Commission for endorsement.616 Lastly, it merits mention that 

                                                 
608 European Commission, op. cit. at 16, Annex 1. 
609 See section 4.4.1.2 supra. 
610 See section 4.4.2 infra. 
611 See section 4.4.2 infra. 
612 Regulation (EU) No. 1095/2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 November 2010 
establishing a European Supervisory Authority (European Securities and Markets Authority), amending Decision 
No. 716/2009/EC and repealing Commission Decision 2009/77/EC. 
613 The legal basis for the delegation by the co-legislators to the Commission shall be Article 290 TFEU. 
614 Article 10.1 of the regulation. More detailed procedural provisions are set out in Articles 11-14. 
615 Article 15.1 of the regulation. Like binding technical standards, implementing technical standards shall be 
technical and not imply strategic decisions or policy choices. Ibid. 
616 Ibid. Article 15 of the regulation also sets out procedural rules concerning the adoption of implementing 
technical standards. 
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ESMA may issue non-binding guidelines and recommendations addressed to competent 

authorities or market participants.617 

4.4.1.4 The Courts 

In the context of application of internal market provisions in the Treaties and in EU legal acts, 

The Court of Justice of the European Union (the CJ) is competent to interpret and apply the 

law. Courts in EU Member States may refer questions about the content of EU law to the 

Court. The lower courts in the European Union judicial system, the Court of First Instance 

and Civil Service Tribunal are not relevant in the context of this investigation and will not be 

discussed. 

 

Pursuant to Article 267 of the TFEU, the Court of Justice of the European Union is 

empowered to give preliminary rulings concerning the interpretation of the treaties as well as 

the validity and interpretation of acts of the EU’s institutions, bodies, offices or agencies. The 

Court’s interpretation is binding and must be followed by the national court or other body that 

has requested the preliminary ruling. 

4.4.2 Administrative Authorities 

The landscape in which financial supervision in the EU is carried out has been fundamentally 

altered in the years since MiFID was enacted. After a relatively intensive period of 

negotiations, a new system of financial regulation and supervision was agreed and became 

operative from January 1, 2011.618 The new system was introduced in order to address 

perceived weaknesses associated with supervision at the national level, not least with regard 

to inter-agency cooperation in cross border matters.619 The new European System of Financial 

Supervision (ESFS) includes four new bodies: the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB), 

the European Banking Authority (EBA), the European Securities and Markets Authority 

(ESMA) and the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA).620 The 

                                                 
617 Article 16 of the regulation. 
618 A succinct overview of the new system is given in Eddy Wymeersch, Europe’s New Financial Regulatory 
Bodies (April 11, 2011), available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1813811. It merits mention that 
Wymeersch distinguishes between “regulation”, which refers to “rulemaking, setting guidelines, normative 
interventions aimed at ensuring the same regulatory environment”, and “supervision”, which is the “day-to-day 
action of supervisors”. Ibid. at 2. 
619 Ibid. Wymeersch also holds that differences in the national implementation of general policies agreed at the 
EU level had led to “segmented national markets, regulatory arbitrage and too much leeway offered to divergent 
national practices”. Ibid. 
620 Ibid. at 5. Wymeersch holds that the ESFS is somewhat of a misnomer as it has “almost no consistence of 
itself, while it deals essentially with regulation by the three authorities”. Ibid. In this context, it merits mention 
that issues relating to EU authorities are analyzed in depth by scholars in the field of European administrative 

http://ssrn.com/abstract=1813811
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three authorities replace three earlier advisory committees to the European Commission, one 

for each field.621 

 

For the purposes of this investigation, the most relevant of the authorities is the European 

Securities and Markets Authority. Like the other authorities ,622 it may – subject to a decision 

by the European Commission – engage in rulemaking and implementation of EU law. 

Moreover, it may exercise emergency powers and engage in conflict resolution as well as 

restricting certain financial products.623 

 

As regards rulemaking, ESMA may advise the European Commission on acts to be adopted 

pursuant to delegated authority (“delegated acts”).624 Moreover, ESMA may propose rules 

deemed necessary to create “uniform conditions” for implementing legally binding EU acts 

(“implementing acts”).625 The latter form of acts may only relate to the conditions of 

application of the basic text through technical standards, “not implying any strategic or policy 

choices”.626 In both cases, the ultimate decision whether to adopt the acts or not lies with the 

European Commission.627 

 

Wymeersch noted that ESMA will as a rule not act in a supervisory capacity.628 Thus, ESMA 

will not supervise individual investment firms’ compliance with the MiFID best execution 

rules or other requirements of that directive; this will be the province of national supervisors 

in Member States. However, more recently ESMA has been given direct supervisory tasks 

with regard to credit rating agencies629 and, subsequently, also trade repositories.630 

                                                                                                                                                         
law. Although this is an interesting field of research in its own right, it will not be further addressed here. For a 
review of issues in European administrative law, see e.g. Herwig Hoffman, Seven Challenges for EU 
Administrative Law, 2 Review of European Administrative Law (2009) at 37. 
621 Ibid. at 9. 
622 The three authorities – EBA, ESMA and EIOPA do have effectively identical mandates in their respective 
fields, according to Wymeersch. Ibid. 
623 Ibid. at 8. 
624 See section 4.2.1.3 supra. 
625 Ibid. 
626 Wymeersch, op. cit. at 9 f. 
627 Ibid. at 10. ESMA will also be responsible for monitoring Member States’ implementation of EU law and act 
against any deficiencies in the transposition of rules at the national level. Ibid. at 10 f. In exceptional 
circumstances and under strict conditions, ESMA may also take emergency measures including action directly 
addressed to an individual firm. Another competence of ESMA’s is that the authority may take a binding 
decision in a case where national supervisory authorities disagree. Ibid. at 11. Lastly, ESMA may restrict or 
prohibit certain financial products subject to relatively strict conditions mostly related to financial stability 
concerns. Ibid. at 12. 
628 Ibid. at 2. 
629 See Regulation (EU) No. 513/2011 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 May 2011 amending 
Regulation (EC) No. 1060/2009 on credit rating agencies, especially Article 1, amendment 9. 
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4.4.3 Sources of Law 

According to the webpage of the EU, there are three main sources of European Union law: 

primary law, secondary law and supplementary law. Primary law includes the treaties 

establishing the European Union, while secondary law includes instruments based on the 

these treaties, e.g. directives and regulations but also such acts as white or green papers that 

do not constitute binding law in themselves. Secondary law also include several types of 

conventions and agreements: (i) between member states, (ii) between the different European 

Union institutions, and (iii) international agreements between the EU and a country or an 

outside organization. Supplementary legal sources include case law from the Court of Justice 

as well as international law and general principles of law. The general principles of law have 

been developed by the Court of Justice.631 

 

Craig and de Burca offer a different description of the hierarchy of norms that operate in the 

EU legal framework, as set out in Articles 288 to 292 of the TFEU. Pragmatically, the norms 

included in this enumeration constitute relevant sources of EU law. The first tier consists of 

the Treaties and the Charter of Rights. The second tier is the “general principles of law” that 

include a number of principles, largely fashioned by EU courts, that must be adhered to in EU 

lawmaking.  Among these principles are proportionality, fundamental rights, legal certainty, 

legitimate expectations, equality, the precautionary principle, and procedural justice.632 These 

principles have to a large extent drawn upon administrative law doctrine from the Member 

States.633 Craig and de Burca hold that the general principles “afford the EU courts 

considerable power over the interpretation of the Treaty Articles and the interpretation and 

validity of other Union acts”.634 

 

The third tier in the hierarchy of norms is the legislative acts (regulations, directives and 

decision) adopted in accordance with Article 289 of the TFEU.635 The fourth tier, introduced 

by the Lisbon Treaty and set out in Article 290 TFEU, is the “delegated acts” adopted by the 

                                                                                                                                                         
630 See Regulation No. 648/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2012 on OTC 
derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories, especially Title VI. 
631 Information provided on the official website of the European Union, available electronically at 
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/institutional_affairs/decisionmaking_process/l14534_en.htm (last visited 
on May 3, 2011). Cf. Nial Fennelly, Legal Interpretation at the European Court of Justice, 20 Fordham Int’l 
Law Journal (1996) 656 at 663 f.  
632 Craig and de Burca, op. cit. at 109. 
633 Ibid. at 110.  
634 Ibid. 
635 Ibid. at 112. 

http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/institutional_affairs/decisionmaking_process/l14534_en.htm
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Commission following a delegation of authority by the European Parliament and the Council 

through provisions in a legislative act. Although delegated acts are supposed to, in the words 

of Article 290 TFEU, “supplement or amend certain non-essential elements of the legislative 

act” which sets out the delegation of authority, Craig and de Burca argue that “a delegated act 

is often what would be regarded in some domestic legal systems as secondary or delegated 

legislation”.636 The fifth tier, implementing acts, are provided for in Article 291 of the TFEU. 

Implementing acts can be adopted by the Commission following a specific conferral of this 

authority in a legislative act. Implementing acts shall be used when “uniform conditions for 

implementing legally binding Union acts are needed” as stated in Article 290 of the TFEU. As 

noted by Craig and de Burca, implementing acts adopted by the Commission will normally be 

of general application.637 

 

Apart from these norms, Craig and de Burca also recognize the existence of other possible 

sources of law. Inter-institutional agreements between the Council, Commission and the 

European Parliament are described as one such source, not least in matters of “constitutional 

significance”.638 Moreover, Craig and de Burca hold that recommendations and opinions by 

European Union institution constitute non-binding soft law that may well be relevant to 

consider. The same is held to apply with regard to e.g. the Commission’s policy guidelines in 

the area of state aids.639 

 

It also merits mention that other sources that are related to binding legal acts may well be of 

some relevance when trying to ascertain the content of provisions in a directive or a 

regulation. These types of legal acts come with a preamble, where the reasons for introducing 

the legal act in questions are set out in a number of recitals. These recitals may contain 

statements that are more or less identical to those in the subsequent provisions of the legal act, 

but may also set out complementing reasons for legislating or describe in more detail how the 

provisions are intended to be applied. 

 

Furthermore, the Commission may issue statements or provide other types of documents, e.g. 

replies to questions from other institutions or the general public, in which the Commission’s 

                                                 
636 Ibid. at 114. 
637 Ibid. at 116. Craig and de Burca go on to hold that it will probably be difficult in practice to maintain a clear 
distinction between delegated acts and implementing acts. Ibid. at 117. 
638 Ibid. at 107. 
639 Ibid. 
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interpretation of a provision is elaborated. These statements typically are made by 

Commission staff and are not binding, but may still be seen by their recipients or the general 

public as providing guidance in the interpretation of directives or regulations. In a similar 

manner, other EU institutions or agencies may issue statements or analyses of legislative 

provisions in which they provide their own, non-binding interpretation.640 In this context, the 

possibility for ESMA to issue guidelines and recommendations must be noted. Although these 

instruments are non-binding they may well have a significant suasive effect, not least on 

market participants, as they can be seen to constitute an authoritative interpretation of binding 

rules. 

 

As regards the sources consulted by the Court, Fennelly argues that a wide range of sources 

may be chosen within the “broad interpretative principle” of teleological interpretation of EU 

law,641 including “declarations by Member States or by Community institutions” as well as 

the laws of Member States.642 Commission proposals that have not yet been adopted, or even 

such proposals that have been rejected, may be invoked as well.643  

 

Finally, another aspect of EU law must be addressed, namely the obligation of national courts 

in Member States to interpret national law “in the light of” relevant EU law. As has been set 

out in a string of cases from the European Court of Justice, national courts (i) must interpret 

national legislation that implements a directive “in the light of the wording and the purpose of 

the Directive”,644 (ii) must interpret other national law – even if it predates relevant EU 

legislation and has no specific connection with it – in the same manner,645 but (iii) may still 

refrain from interpreting national law in conformity with relevant EU law if such an 

interpretation would result in a contra legem interpretation of national law.646 The 

                                                 
640 In the context of securities regulation, both the Commission and the Committee of European Securities 
Regulators (CESR) have issued various kinds of question-and-answer documents as well as formal letters 
containing interpretations of MiFID provisions.See, e.g., European Commission, Commission answers to CESR 
scope issues under MiFID and the implementing directive (Working Document ESC-07-2007) (March 19, 2007) 
and Committee of European Securities Regulators, Best Execution Under MiFID – Questions & Answers 
(CESR/07-320, May 2007). 
641 Fennelly, op. cit. at 665 f. 
642 Ibid. at 666. 
643 Ibid. 
644 Von Colson and Kamann v Land Nordrhein-Westfalen (C-14/83) at § 26. 
645 Marleasing SA v La Comercial Internacionale de Alimentacion SA (C-106/89) at § 8. Indeed, the duty to 
interpret national law in conformity with EU law extends to the ”national law as a whole” following the 
European Court of Justice’s decision in Pfeiffer and others v Deutsches Rotes Kreuz, Kreisverband Waldshut eV 
(C-397-403/01), see especially at § 115. 
646 Craig and de Burca, op. cit. at 203 f. See also, e.g., Wagner Miret v Fondo de Garantía Salarial (C-334/92). 
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implications of this doctrine for the interpretation of national law in the context of this 

investigation will be discussed in sections 4.5.3, 4.6.3. and 4.7.3 infra. 

4.5 France 

4.5.1 General Environment 

4.5.1.1 Historical Background 

At the outset, it should be noted that the French legal system is conventionally contrasted 

against the English system, with France as the archetypal civil law country and England as the 

prime representative of the common law tradition.647 

 

David argues that the diversity of French law was a principal reason for resorting to 

codification.648 Poncelet traces the evolution of efforts to create a single, consolidated French 

law in order to replace the different customary laws.649 Poncelet describes how the French 

                                                 
647 In a variety on this theme, David holds that while “the English common law consisted of a limited number of 
procedural actions through which the courts could obtain jurisdiction and on the basis of which they 
administered justice”, “procedure was of less importance” in the countries of the European continent. In David’s 
view, this enabled continental legal science to turn its attention from procedural questions and focus on the 
substantive rights of individuals. R. David, op. cit. at ix f. Zweigert and Kötz describe the English legal system 
as unquestionably the parent system of the common law family and the French legal system as the parent system 
of the Romanistic family. Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 41. However, laws in France up until the early 19th 
century were not unified and a huge variety of different legal systems operated in different parts of modern 
France, with elements of both Roman law (especially in the south) and Germanic laws (especially in the 
north).Ibid. Zweigert and Kötz do not speak of a uniform contrasting ”civil law” family of legal systems, but 
distinguish between Romanistic and Germanic legal systems as two varieties of ”Continental” legal systems. 
Ibid. at 68 f. According to Guimezanes, French law up to the revolution of 1789 was characterized by (i) the 
diversity of customary laws, (ii) the influence of Roman law, for example in the fields of contract law and the 
law of obligations, (iii) the lack of royal influence in the development of private law, and (iv) the important role 
of scholarly works, where legal doctrine played an important part in unifying the law. Guimezanes also holds 
that the codification of French law in 1804, through the Code civil des Français (“Code Napoleon”), entailed a 
far-reaching unification of the law drafted in clear, comprehensible language. Nicole Guimezanes, Introduction 
au droit français, 2nd ed. (Baden-Baden: Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft, 1999) at 23 ff. The 19th century legal 
scholar Poncelet notes that customary law was prevalent in the provinces that make up present-day France and 
that already in medieval times, the French kings sought to fix the customary law in writing. Francois F. Poncelet. 
Précis de l’histoire du droit civil en France (Lexington, KY: Elibron Classics, 2011) at 60. A royal ordinance in 
the mid-15th century prescribed that the customary laws of France were to be written down, although this work 
was not carried out to any considerable extent until the 16th century. Ibid. Cf. David, op. cit. at 6. Poncelet holds 
that when customary law had been written down pursuant to the royal will, it also became susceptible to 
modification through royal acts. Moreover, it is argued that not only new legislation enacted by the king, but also 
opinions from the courts and by legal scholars, would contribute to modifying the earlier customary laws. 
Indeed, Poncelet notes that legal scholars influenced the material content of customary laws already from the 13 th 
century, not least through the application of Roman law and decretals. Poncelet also emphasizes the influence of 
individual scholars such as Dumoulin, whose writings are held to have had a profound impact on the 17 th and 
18th century laws that entailed revisions of earlier customary law. Poncelet, op. cit. at 108 ff. 
648 David, op. cit. at 7. 
649 Ibid. at 111 f. Early efforts entailed a combination of Roman law and customary law elements, which in 
Poncelet’s view did not sufficiently consider the historical origins of the respective legal orders. Moreover, it is 
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revolution from 1789 onward resulted in a concerted effort to create a single codified French 

law, and how in the process of this work the objective was defined as drawing up a civil law 

without making principled statements on the “moral law” (Fr. loi morale) that could be held 

to underpin the civil law.650 

 

The French legal system has thus been seen as the parent and epigone of the “civil law” 

family of systems.651 The traditional view of the French system is that statutory law in the 

form of “codes” that provide comprehensive rules for central areas of law is of the utmost 

importance.652 However, whether statutory provisions are applied in this manner has been 

questioned by numerous legal scholars.653 

 

Guimezanes also notes that the Code civil has survived since its enactments, without being 

superseded by later comprehensive codifications in spite of several efforts at a thorough 

overhaul.654 The explanation offered by Zweigert and Kötz is that the Code civil has been 

continuously adapted to modern developments, through alterations of its provisions but also 

through case law and legal writing.655 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
noted that efforts to codify laws resulted only in the drawing up of ordinances on specific subjects, not in a 
general codification. Ibid. 
650 Ibid. at 115 f. Poncelet also holds that after the publication of the Code civile in 1804, it has served as the 
model for all efforts to codify civil law that have been undertaken since. Ibid. at 118. This view has been echoed 
by David, op. cit. at vii, and Guimezanes, who observes that the Code civil served as model for numerous other 
codes.Guimezanes, op. cit. at 26. 
651 See, e.g., Poncelet, op. cit. at 118 and David, op. cit. at v ff. 
652 This manifests itself, again according to the traditional description, in reluctance on the part of judges to 
constructively interpret the statutory provisions. Instead, the judges are held to merely apply the extant statutory 
provisions to concrete cases, without adding any gloss on these provisions. In the seminal words of the French 
philosopher Montesquieu, the role of the judge is to be the mouth that pronounces the words of the law (Fr. la 
bouche qui prononce les paroles de la loi). Montesquieu, The Spirit of the Laws (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2010) at 163 (Book 11, Chapter 6). In this translation by Cohler, Miller and Stone, the 
expression is that “the judges of the nation are…[...]…only the mouth that pronounces the words of the law, 
inanimate beings who can moderate neither its force nor its rigor”. Ibid. 
653 Zweigert and Kötz describe the attitudes towards judicial constructivism that were prevalent during the 
French Revolution, marked by a perceived need to ensure that courts did not deviate from the text of the laws by, 
e.g., constructive interpretation or gap-filling. However, they hold that the “revolutionary distrust of judicial 
legal development in all its forms evaporated fairly quickly”. Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 120. They argue 
against the view that statutory interpretation was not allowed after the enactment of the 1804 Code civil des 
Français, with reference to statements made by one of its drafters, and hold that post-1804 French magistrates 
were supposed to fill in the gaps left by the legislator through their application of the statutory provisions. Ibid. 
at 90. Moreover, they see the Code civil as full of “inexact, incomplete, or ambiguous” terms that give courts 
room for interpretation. Ibid. at 91. Guimezanes holds that from at least the middle of the 19th century, one 
important development in French law has been the courts’ work of interpreting the Code civil. Guimezanes, op. 
cit.  at 26 f. 
654 Ibid. at 27. 
655 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 97. 
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As far as statutory amendments are concerned, Zweigert and Kötz highlight the restrictions on 

contractual freedom introduced by way of mandatory provisions applicable to, e.g., 

employment and insurance contracts.656 At a more general level, they hold that case law has 

played an important role in adjusting the rules of the Code civil to modern requirements. In 

their view, the unclear and incomplete provisions of the Code have spurred French courts to 

“creative legal activity” where old provisions have been construed to take later developments 

into account, e.g. in the areas of tort law and labor law.657 

 

In the context of financial markets regulation, relatively recent examples of when courts’ 

interpretations of statutes have affected the drafting of subsequent laws are offered by Frison-

Roche, who speaks of the statutory text’s “reactivity” (Fr. réactivité) to case law.658 

 

In the view of Zweigert and Kötz, legal writing – the works of legal academics – became 

increasingly significant in the development of French private law following an initial period 

when academic works were limited to grammatical and logical analyses of the text of the 

Code, without any heed paid to judicial decisions.659 

4.5.1.2 The Constitution 

The French Constitution was adopted in 1958 and sets out rules concerning the competences 

of different institutions of the French Republic, notably the president, the government, the 

Parliament and the judiciary.660 

 

                                                 
656 Ibid. at 95. 
657 Ibid. In addition, courts have developed doctrines – such as the doctrine of abuse of rights – and allowed 
general claims – concerning, e.g. unjust enrichment – on the basis of incomplete or obscure provisions in the 
Code. Zweigert and Kötz also offer examples of when French courts have interpreted provisions of the Code so 
as to allow for, e.g., claims for maintenance brought by an illegitimate child even when the right to such a claim 
could hardly be deduced from the applicable provision. Ibid. at 96. 
658 Marie-Anne Frison-Roche. La considération de la jurisprudence dans la réforme des offres publiques 
d’acquisition. Revue de jurisprudence de droit des affaires (1999) 9 at 10. An alternative characterization is 
offered by David, who argues that French law is a ”judge-made law in its origins” but that judicial decisions 
have not been viewed as authoritative in themselves. Instead, their authority “arises only after they have received 
scholarly study, evaluation, and systematization”. David, op. cit. at xi f. 
659 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 96. Interestingly enough, Zweigert and Kötz hold that the turn towards a school 
of independent scientific research (Fr. école de la libre recherché scientifique) was prompted by the realization 
among leading 19th century academics that the earlier legal writings had not assisted judges in the task of 
applying the Code civil to changed circumstances. The new school did not treat application of the provisions in 
the Code as a mere matter of grammatical and logical interpretation of the text. Instead, judges were seen as 
having more freedom to construe statutory provisions in the light of the needs of society, sociological and 
comparative legal research or – in the relevant areas of commerce – the actual usages and practices. Ibid. 
660 See Constitution du 4 octobre 1958, especially Titles I-IX. 
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Concerning legislative powers, Article 24 of the Constitution provides that it is the 

responsibility of Parliament to pass statutes. Pursuant to Article 34, rules relative to certain 

enumerated areas shall be enacted by statute, while in some areas the basic principles are to be 

set out in statutes.661 It follows from Article 37 that matters other than those coming under the 

scope of statutory law shall be matters for regulation. 

 

Delegation of legislative power to the government, and the limits of such delegation, is treated 

in Article 38. This Article states that the government may ask Parliament for authorization, 

for a limited period, to take measures by ordinance that are normally preserved for statutory 

law.662 Such ordinances shall be issued in the Council of Ministers after consultation with the 

Council of State, and shall enter into force upon publication. However, they shall lapse in the 

event that a bill to explicitly ratify them by the date set in the Enabling Act is not tabled 

before the Parliament. Also, after the lapse of the limited period during which the 

government’s authorization is valid, ordinances may only be amended by an Act of 

Parliament in the areas governed by statutory law. 

 

Pursuant to Article 21, the government may adopt Decrees of application with respect to a 

law. Such decrees are subordinate to the law in question and maybe enacted either on the 

basis of delegation by law or with reference to the government’s responsibility under Article 

21 to ensure that laws are executed.663 

4.5.1.3 Legislation and Regulation  

Pursuant to provisions in the Constitution, the bicameral French Parliament may adopt laws 

(Fr. lois). The constitutionality of laws adopted by Parliament may be scrutinized by the 

Constitutional Council (Fr. Conseil constitutionnel). Within the category of laws, a distinction 

can be made between two different types of laws compiled in codes: organic laws (Fr. lois 

organiques) and ordinary laws (Fr. lois). Organic laws concern the distribution of 

competencies among public bodies, are considered to be above ordinary laws in the hierarchy 

of norms664 and are subject to specific legislative requirements set out in Article 46 of the 

Constitution. Apart from laws, codes may also contain regulatory provisions, in the form of 
                                                 
661 Guimezanes, op. cit. at 30. 
662 Ibid. 
663 Ibid. 
664 An ordinary law may not intrude on a field covered by an organic law, see Conseil Constitutionnel Décision 
no. 84-177 DC (Thursday, August 30, 1984: J.O. 4.9.1984 p. 2803, esp. at § 6), or contradict the provisions of an 
organic law, see Conseil Constitutionnel Décision no. 60-8 DC (Thursday, August 11, 1960; J.O. 13.8.1960 p. 
7599, esp. at 3 §). 
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decrees adopted by the Council of State (Fr. décrets en conseil d´Etat) or ordinary decrees (Fr. 

décrets simples), as well as decisions (Fr. arrêtés). 

 

Pursuant to Article 38 of the Constitution, the government may ask Parliament for authority to 

take measures that are legislative in nature. Acts adopted pursuant to this procedure are 

termed government ordinances (Fr. ordonnances). Ordinances are considered to be regulatory 

acts until they are ratified by the legislator. 

 

Other types of regulatory acts include decrees (Fr. décrets) adopted by either the President of 

the Republic or the Prime Minister as well as interdepartmental or ministerial decisions (Fr. 

arrêtes interministériels ou ministériels). Moreover, regulatory decisions (Fr. decisions 

réglementaires) taken by either deconcentrated state authorities (prefects, mayors) or 

decentralized state authorities (local commune, department or region) constitute another 

category of regulatory acts. 

 

It might also be noted that laws submitted to Parliament as legislative bills (Fr. projets de loi) 

are accompanied by an explanatory exposé (Fr. exposé des motifs) in which the reasons for 

proposing the legislation in question are described. 

 

Guimezanes presents a hierarchy of norms in the French legal system, where the following 

levels are recognized: (i) Constitution, (ii) organic laws, (iii) ordinary laws, (iv) presidential 

ordinances, (v) autonomous decrees by the Prime Minister, (vi) decrees concerning 

application, by the Prime Minister, (vii) ministerial, prefectural or municipal “arrêts".665 

Beside the national rules, Guimezanes also addresses the role of international and European 

law as sources of law.666 

 
                                                 
665 Guimezanes, op. cit. at 31 f. Moreover, Guimezanes recognizes the significance of custom as a source of law 
of the second order which may complement the law or fill lacunae in it. Guimezanes also holds that the scope to 
apply custom is quite circumscribed. Ibid. at 32. 
666 Ibid. at 34. It is noted that Article 55 of the Constitution provides that ratified international conventions that 
have been published have more authority than laws, which also entails that provisions in a ratified and published 
international convention may not be modified by subsequently enacted national laws. Ibid. In this context, 
Guimezanes notes that the Treaty of Rome has been construed by both the Cour de Cassation and the Conseil 
d’Etat as creating a legal order integrated into that of the Member States, and that it is therefore directly 
applicable to persons in those states. Ibid. Craig and de Búrca discuss the same issue and, like Guimezanes, find 
that French courts have recognized the primacy of European law over national law. However, Craig and de 
Búrca also note that the courts have referred to Article 55 of the Constitution as the legal basis for this finding, 
instead of basing the supremacy of European law on European law itself. It is observed that the view of French 
courts is that European law ranks above statute but below the Constitution. Craig and de Búrca, op. cit. at 356. 
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Bornet and de Vauplane sketch the following hierarchy of norms specifically regarding 

financial markets rules, namely those of the (now defunct) Commission des opérations de 

bourse (COB): (i) regulations, (ii) general decisions, (iii) non-binding instructions (for giving 

precise interpretations and modalities of application of regulations issued, (iv) non-binding 

recommendations, (v) non-binding opinions by COB with indicative interpretations, which 

may also be requested by a court in a proceeding, (vi) “rescrits” – preliminary opinions 

directed to one inquiring party only without any binding effect.667 

4.5.1.4 The Courts 

The French court system is characterized by several general principles. Pro primo, the 

administrative and judiciary authorities are separated from each other and the judicial 

authorities may not intervene with the functioning of administrative authorities or commence 

proceedings against administrative officials for actions taken in the line of duty. Pro secundo, 

the principle of gratuité de la justice entails that the parties to a proceeding do not have to pay 

those who sit in judgment. Pro tertio, a party generally has the right to appeal a decision 

unless the matter at hand concerns only a lesser amount. Pro quarto, the principle of 

collegiality dictates that a matter shall be brought before several judges and that the court in 

its entirety shall decide in the matter without any concurrent or dissenting opinions from 

individual judges.668 

 

Mesnooh notes that the administrative courts are competent to hear disputes arising with the 

French administration, while the judicial courts are competent to hear all other disputes. 

Moreover, he notes that disputes regarding competence between these two court systems are 

resolved by a Tribunal des conflits (Conflicts Tribunal).669 

                                                 
667 Bornet and de Vauplane, op. cit. at 163 ff. 
668 Guimezanes, op. cit. at 35. Zweigert and Kötz argue that provisions of statutory law are often interpreted in 
French case law – and thus recognize case law as a source of law – but then emphasize the particular manner in 
which French judgments are drafted. In their description, French judgments are brief, condensed and generally 
devoid of any references to previous decisions or legal writings. Although this means that judgments of the 
highest court (the Cour de Cassation) “are generally marked by polished elegance, formal clarity, and stylistic 
refinement”, they tend to exclude any policy considerations and all but scanty descriptions of the facts and 
background of the case. Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 122 f. 
669 Christopher J. Mesnooh. Law and Business in France: A Guide to French Commercial and Corporate Law 
(Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1994) at 5. 
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4.5.2 Administrative Authorities 

4.5.2.1 Historical Background 

Supervision of compliance with the rules set out in French securities laws has been entrusted 

to administrative authorities at least since 1967 when the COB was created, modeled on the 

US Securities and Exchange Commission.670 The COB was given two main tasks: to 

supervise the firms that issued securities to the public, not least regarding their disclosure of 

information, and also to ensure the functioning of the markets.671 The powers of the COB as 

an independent administrative authority were extended over time, e.g. in 1989 when the 

commission was empowered to decide on sanctions in cases of non-compliance with 

applicable regulations.672 In 1990, the COB was given the possibility to state its opinion (Fr. 

rescrit) in advance, on the applicability of its regulations to an operation contemplated by a 

market participant.673 

 

Self-regulation has also been a feature of French securities markets. Prior to 1988, the 

association of agents de change (in simple terms, brokers) organized brokers and established 

rules for the conduct of their business. Moreover, agents de change were classified as officiers 

publics and collectively had a monopoly on trading in shares.674 In 1988, legislative reform 

                                                 
670 For an in-depth comparative analysis of the SEC and the COB, see Pierre-Henri Conac, La regulation des 
marches boursiers par la Commission des Opérations de Bourse (COB) et la Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) (Paris: L.G.D.J., 2002), passim. It is also noteworthy that the COB cooperated with 
supervisors in other countries. Of special interest in the context of this investigation is the common declaration 
concerning deontological principles for relations between financial intermediaries and their clients that was 
issued in 1990 by the COB and the UK securities supervisor, the Securities and Investment Board. See Alain 
Couret, Hervé Le Nabasque, Marie-Laure Coquelet, Thierry Granier, Didier Poracchia, Arnaud Raynouard, 
Arnaud Reygrobellet, David Robine. Droit Financier (Paris: Dalloz, 2008) at 21. The common declaration is set 
out in the Bulletin mensuel d’information de la commission des opérations de bourse No 234, mars 1990, at 12 
ff. The declaration addressed, inter alia, the duties of fairness and diligence that weighed on investment firms. 
As an explicit principle, subsumed under the general principle that a firm “should not abuse its position to the 
detriment of its client”, it was set out that firms “should take reasonable steps to obtain best execution of 
[clients’] orders”. Bulletin mensuel d’information de la commission des opérations de bourse No 234, mars 
1990, at 14. 
671 Couret et al., op. cit at 173 f. Couret et. al. also note that a Comité des bourses des valeurs was created in 
1942 and thus pre-dates the COB but do not elaborate on the role of this entity. 
672 Ibid. at 174. 
673 Ibid. at 182 f. The opportunity to ask for an advance opinion was not widely used by market participants. 
Couret et al argue that a practice according to which market participants consulted the supervisory authority in a 
more informal manner, by telephone or mail, had already evolved. Still, the possibility for the supervisory 
authority to give its advance opinion on a specific matter was transferred to the AMF when the authority was 
created in 2003. Couret et al. note that only one advance opinion has been issued by the AMF, and refer once 
again to the practice of informally consulting the supervisor by telephone or mail to explain the limited use of 
this instrument. Moreover, it is noted that the measures that the AMF takes provides information on how the 
authority construes regulations. Ibid. 
674 Couret et al. at 34. 
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that was, according to Couret et al., prompted by the need to adapt to international practice 

entailed changes to the status of the agents de change.675 

 

1996 saw the creation of another supervisory body, the Conseil des marchés financiers (CMF) 

The CMF was charged with supervising investment services and investment services 

providers, although the responsibility for supervising portfolio management activities and 

portfolio management firms remained with the COB.676 The CMF replaced the CBV.677 

4.5.2.2 The Autorité des marches financiers 

In 2003, the COB merged with the CMF and a new entity was created in their place, the 

Autorité des marchés financiers (AMF).678 The AMF is a regulatory authority with its own 

legal personality, with a Board and a separate Sanctions Committee.679 The main tasks of the 

AMF, as set out in Article L 621–1 of the Code monétaire et financier, are (i) to protect 

investors, (ii) to ensure that information is available to investors and that markets function 

properly and (iii) to take part in regulatory work at the European and international level.680 

 

Pursuant to authority delegated by Article L 621 of the Code Monétaire et Financier, the AMF 

may issue a General Regulation with provisions concerning e.g. the obligations of investment 

service providers. Moreover, the AMF may issue guidelines (Fr. instructions) that 

complement the provisions of the General Regulation and contain more detailed specifications 

regarding e.g. how to comply with its rules. According to Article L 621–6 of the Code 

                                                 
675 They were no longer held to be officiers publics, or to a numerus clausus. However, they retained their 
monopoly over trading in shares. A new regulatory and supervisory body, the Conseil des bourses de valeurs 
(CBV), was created by law. CBV was composed of twelve members appointed by firms that provided 
investment services (Fr. sociétés de bourse).Couret et al. at 34 f. Alongside the CBV, the newly created Société 
des bourses françaises (SBF) was a company owned by firms that provided investment services and vested with 
“executive power” (Fr. l’exercice du pouvour exécutif) including the registration and publication of transactions. 
Together, the CBV and the SBF were the two “pillars” (Fr. piliers) of French securities markets until the need to 
conform the legal framework to European Community law resulted in new reforms in 1996.Ibid. at 35. 
676 Couret et al. at 174 f. 
677 Ibid. at 35. 
678 Ibid. at 19 and 176. Couret et al. list a number of reasons for consolidating financial markets supervision in 
one entity. The demarcation between the respective competencies of different supervisory entities was 
sometimes unclear and the creation of a single supervisor and interlocutor for the supervised entities improved 
clarity in this regard. Moreover, the consolidated structure was intended to better respond to needs for European 
and international cooperation in the field of financial markets supervision. The consolidation of financial markets 
supervision also corresponded to the tendency among financial markets participants towards a larger degree of 
concentration. Ibid. at 176. 
679 Ibid. at 177. Briefly put, the Board is responsible for the work of the AMF including the adoption of 
regulations while the Sanctions Committee is charged with deciding on any sanctions to be levied on regulated 
entities. More detailed information about the structure of the AMF is available electronically on www.amf-
france.org (last visited on March 28, 2012). 
680 Couret et al, op. cit. at 179. 

http://www.amf-france.org/
http://www.amf-france.org/
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monétaire et financier, the purpose of the Guidelines is to elaborate on the interpretation of 

the General Regulation.681 

 

The AMF may also issue recommendations (Fr. recommandations). Article L 621–6 of the 

Code monétaire et financier provides that recommendations, just like guidelines, are intended 

to elaborate on the interpretation of the General Regulation.682 

 

The enforcement tools available for the AMF include regulatory injunctions. The AMF may 

also petition a court (a Tribunal de grande instance) to decide on the sequestration of 

funds.683 The AMF may initiate inquiries into specific matters and supervise the entities that 

are subject to its regulations.684 In cases of infraction against the applicable laws or 

regulations, the matter is referred to the judicial authorities if a possible infraction of penal 

law is at hand. If the case at hand relates to issues within the AMF’s sphere of competence, 

the matter is transferred by the Board of the AMF to the Sanctions Committee. The Sanctions 

Committee scrutinizes the matter and decides whether to apply sanctions. The range of 

available sanctions includes disciplinary measures against supervised entities, e.g. censure or 

a temporary or permanent prohibition on providing financial services. Pecuniary sanctions up 

to an amount of 1,5 million euros or tenfold the amount of profits realized as a result of the 

infraction may also be levied on such entities.685 Supervised entities may appeal sanctions 

decisions to the Conseil d´État, while other persons may appeal decisions to the Court of 

Appeals in Paris.686 

                                                 
681 Couret et al. argue that although the Guidelines do not constitute binding rules, and their “legal nature” (Fr. 
nature juridique) is not well defined, they represent the AMF’s interpretation of regulatory provisions and as 
such will be considered by the market participants as a practical matter. Ibid. at 180 f. 
682 However, Couret et al. distinguish between the purpose of guidelines and recommendations and argue that 
recommendations are not intended to set out rules that complement the General Regulation but rather to provide 
information that help the addressees understand how the AMF construes rules in the General Regulation or what 
the opinion of the AMF is with regard to issues that are not explicitly raised in other texts. Couret et al state that 
like guidelines, recommendations do not constitute binding regulatory provisions. However, just as in the case of 
guidelines, market participants tend to comply with them.Ibid. at 181 f. 
683 Ibid. at 187 f. 
684 Ibid. at 188. 
685 Ibid. at 189. As regards persons who are not market professionals but who have been found guilty of e.g. 
insider trading, market manipulation or diffusion of false information, only pecuniary sanctions may be levied in 
the same amounts as for the supervised entities. Ibid. at 189 f. 
686 Ibid. at 190. 
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4.5.3 Sources of Law 

David states that legislation dominates French law: other sources such as judicial decisions 

and scholarly writing are secondary in those fields of law that have been codified.687 David 

also recognizes custom as a source of law, in particular such custom supporting law 

(consuetudo secundum legem) that “is formed within the framework of legislation to facilitate 

and direct its application”.688 Custom that precedes law (consuetudo praeter legem) is held to 

play a less important role as a source of French law,689 except as regards contracts and 

commercial law where commercial usage has taken new business practices into account 

“within the framework of a few basic legal principles which do not restrict their 

development”.690 As regards custom contrary to law (consuetude adversus legem), David 

holds that it is seldom stated by e.g. a court that a law can lose its force because a custom 

contradicts it, but that flexible statutory interpretation can be employed to reach the same 

result in practice.691 

 

David also holds that judicial decisions are not a source of law in France and that, strictly 

speaking, court decisions never create legal rules but merely apply preexisting statutes or 

customs.692 However, David also notes that courts can and do cite judicial precedents and that 

there is “a natural tendency for courts to follow precedents”.693 David offers a relatively 

detailed discussion of different French courts’ attitudes toward judicial precedent and argues 

that to a large extent, French courts tend to follow precedents and especially precedents from 

courts higher up in the hierarchy.694 

 

                                                 
687 David, op. cit. at 155. David also holds that preparatory works to legislation may be of some, although 
limited, relevance when interpreting French statutes. Ibid. at 160 f. 
688 Ibid. at 170 ff. David uses Article 450 of the Code civil as an example of when consuetudo secundum legem 
play an important role, namely to define what constitutes the behavior of a bon père de famille (bonus pater 
familias). Ibid. at 171 f. 
689 Ibid. at 173. 
690 Ibid. at 174 f. David also states that French lawyers prefer to use the term “commercial usage” rather than 
“custom” since the latter is held to be “discordant to the ears of the legislator” who wants to be the sole source of 
French law. However, David also claims that avoiding the term custom constitutes a kind of “semantic deceit”. 
Ibid. at 174. 
691 Ibid. at 176 f. 
692 Ibid. at 181. David goes on to say that in the absence of an applicable statute or custom, “decisions can be 
based on principles of equity, reason, justice, or tradition” but never by “simply” referring to a prior judicial 
decision. Ibid. David also notes, however, that this principle does not apply with regard to area-names of wines. 
Here, a 1919 law provides that judgements or decisions concerning whether the products of a particular 
commune have the right to a particular area-name are regulatory. Ibid. 
693 Ibid. at 182. 
694 Ibid. at 183 ff. 
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Guimezanes notes that the question whether case law (Fr. jurisprudence) constitutes a source 

of law is contested. It has been argued that the principle of separation of powers precludes the 

courts from interfering with the legislator’s competence, with reference to the prohibition in 

Article 5 of the Code civil according to which the judge cannot decide cases by way of 

general and regulatory provisions.695 However, Guimezanes goes on to hold that the majority 

of contemporary authorities recognize that case law can constitute a source of law.696 

Guimezanes emphasizes that French judges are not bound by the authority of precedent and 

contrasts this with the common law tradition. However, it is noted in this context that French 

courts often follow earlier decisions even if they are not bound by them.697 

 

With regard to legal scholarship as a source of law, David contrasts English or common law 

scholars with French scholars and hold that the latter are more likely to criticize judicial 

opinions. It is argued that in France, judicial opinions are only a secondary source of law 

while common law scholars are more deferential towards and less inclined to criticize judicial 

opinions.698 Moreover, David holds that French scholars are likely to criticize both judicial 

opinions and statutory law, as well as to suggest improvements.699 David also notes that 

French civil law and commercial law scholars take judicial decisions as the basis of their 

study.700 Guimezanes also offers general observations on legal scholarship (Fr. doctrine) as a 

potential source of law. It is stated that the doctrine does not constitute a source of law in the 

sense of judges being bound to follow its precepts. However, it is also observed that judges 

may be influenced by opinions expressed in the doctrine when they grapple with thorny legal 

questions. Moreover, Guimezanes notes that legal scholarship may act as a catalyst for legal 

reforms, and that academics may even be entrusted with drafting proposals for new 

legislation.701 Guimezanes also briefly notes that general principles of law, e.g. as concerns 

the equitable principle that proscribes unjust enrichment, has on occasion been invoked by 

different courts.702 

 

                                                 
695 Guimezanes, op. cit. at 32. 
696 Ibid. 
697 Ibid. at 33. Guimezanes also argues that even though case law may have only a “relative authority”, 
judgments reveal how the law is applied and thus constitute a source of positive law. Ibid. 
698 David, op. cit. at 189 f. 
699 Ibid. at 191. 
700 Ibid. at 193. 
701 Guimezanes, op. cit. at 34. 
702 Ibid. at 35. 
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David, after describing the value as source of law of statutes, customs, case law and scholarly 

works, finally raises the issue of “supereminent principles” which, although not necessarily 

given in any of these sources, must nonetheless be considered. In this context, David mentions 

considerations of equity that pertain to the possibility to invoke fraud and the principle of 

fraus omnia corrumpit (fraud spoils everything) as well as the doctrine of unjust enrichment 

and the doctrine of abuse of rights.703 Moreover, David mentions the existence of factors that 

are not equitable but which may still be invoked in order to avoid unacceptable effects of 

applying statutory law, namely the notions of ordre public (public order) and bonnes moeurs 

(good morale).704 

 

Guimezanes discusses interpretation of French law in general terms and notes that the 

exegetic interpretation of statutory law, which is held to have led to excessive legalism, was 

abandoned at the beginning of the 20th century. As concerns contemporary interpretation of 

laws, Guimezanes argues that the focus is on the spirit of the law rather than its letter. In this 

context, the intention of the legislator can be elucidated from the preparatory works to the 

laws complemented by e.g. analogies or a fortiori and a contrario reasoning.705 David argues 

that French statutory interpretation is “very flexible” and that it may involve literal, logical, 

historical and teleological interpretation of statutory provisions.706 

 

de Vauplane and Bornet discuss legal sources in the field of financial markets law and hold 

that they are heterogeneous and diversified. The distinction between public and private 

sources is not relevant in their view, not least because public and private actors often 

cooperate in the development of financial market regulation. As far as legislation is 

concerned, the Code monétaire et financier is the most important statutory instrument. At a 

lower hierarchical level, there are the regulatory norms enunciated by responsible authorities 

such as the Commission bancaire, the banking supervisory authority, and others. Then, there 

are the rules on, e.g., the functioning of markets that have been enacted by self-regulatory 

organizations pursuant to authority devolved through law. 

 

In addition, financial markets rules tend more and more to consist of transposition in France 

of EU rules. Apart from that, there is also a body of norms developed by international non-
                                                 
703 David, op. cit. at 196 ff. 
704 Ibid. at 201 f. 
705 Guimezanes, op. cit.  at 31. 
706 David, op. cit. at 166. 
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public actors such as industry associations, especially in the OTC markets.707 In general, 

“production of norms” in the financial markets is carried out in a flexible manner. This is 

manifested in, e.g., various acts of regulatory authorities that provide guidance, interpretative 

statements or recommendations and whose legal status (Fr. valeur juridique) is sometimes 

doubtful. The wealth of norm-producers, and the interplay between them, results in 

interactions and combinations of sources.708 

 

de Vauplane and Bornet, who discuss sources of law in the field of financial markets law, do 

not address case law. In a general context, Guimezanes raises the issue whether decisions by 

the courts can be considered a source of law, notes that opinions are divided on this point but 

concludes that the predominant contemporary view is that case law does constitute a source of 

law albeit one with “relative” authority.709 

 

Couret et al. start off by noting that historically, the legislator was not the principal source of 

norms concerning behavior in the French financial markets.710 According to some scholars, 

the result was that regulation of the financial markets was almost anarchic in character.711 

This also entailed a wealth of different norms and sources in financial regulation, with 

constantly changing rules whose legal validity (Fr. teneur juridique) was often doubtful. One 

might speak of the “infra-legality” (Fr. infra-juridicité) of rules governing financial 

markets.712 However, Couret et al. contest this description and note that financial markets 

activities have increasingly become the object of legislation, and also that firmly established 

legal “mechanisms” were often applied to operations in the financial markets.713 Frison-Roche 

also notes that in the absence of specific regulation, general theories of contract law may 

govern financial market activities.714 

 

Couret et al. proceed to enumerate sources of (French) financial law, divided into three 

categories: national, European and international sources.715 Sources at the national level are 

the Code monétaire et financier, AMF regulations and “instructions” from the AMF that are 

                                                 
707 de Vauplane and Bornet, op. cit. at 5. 
708 Ibid. at 6. 
709 Guimezanes, op. cit. at 32 f. 
710 Couret et. al., op. cit. at 4. 
711 Ibid. 
712 Ibid. 
713 Ibid. at 4 f. 
714 Frison-Roche (1995), op. cit. at 46. 
715 Couret et. al., op. cit. at 24. 
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generally viewed as regulatory measures. Moreover, Couret et al. refer to regulations from the 

Paris Stock Exchange as approved by AMF, which in their view constitute public norms 

drawn up by a company that itself is listed on the exchange. Framework agreements, drawn 

up by private parties and frequently used by financial market actors, are also seen as 

legitimate norms insofar as “certain texts” refer to them.716 

 

Apart from the sources of law that specifically address rules for financial markets activities, 

Couret et al. also mention “classical” sources of law. In this context, they note that case law 

on financial market issues is relatively sparse and that the few court opinions that have been 

given often have considerable implications (e.g. as regards public offers to buy securities). 

They also note that the law relative to public offers to buy securities has to a large extent been 

clarified through case law.717 This observation seems to be in line with the view expressed by 

Zweigert and Kötz as well as Frison-Roche on the importance of case law in France.718 

 

Going from the national sources of law to the European level, Couret et al. offer a lengthy list 

of European directives that contain legislation relevant to financial markets activities.719 They 

do not, however, offer any detailed description of the content of these directives. As far as the 

interpretation of EU law is concerned, they merely note that the Court of Justice of the 

European Community and the Court of First Instance may interpret the provisions of relevant 

directives.720 However, they do state that although EU financial law is transposed into 

national law and enacted through the laws of the Member States, the relevant directives have 

become a considerable body of financial markets law at the European level.721 

 

Moreover, Couret et al. list several sources of financial law that are international in character. 

These are (i) international conventions such as the 1989 Council of Europe Convention on 

Insider Trading,722 (ii) agreements reached between supervisory authorities in different 

countries, (iii) principles and recommendations that emanate from the International 

Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO), and (iv) norms promulgated by 

                                                 
716 Ibid. at 24 f. It is not clear what specific texts are meant in this context. 
717 Ibid. at 25. 
718 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 96 and Frison-Roche (1999), op. cit. at 10. 
719 Couret et. al., op. cit. at 25 f. 
720 Ibid. at 980. Couret et al. do not address the implications for interpretation of national law of the Marleasing 
case and other cases from the European Court of Justice discussed in Section 4.4.6 supra. 
721 Ibid. at 981. 
722 The full text of the Convention is available on the website of the Council of Europe, at 
http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Word/130.doc (last visited on August 30, 2010). 

http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Word/130.doc
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international associations such as, e.g., the International Swaps and Derivatives Association 

(ISDA).723 They argue that much of the rules at this level constitute soft law, defined as rules 

that are not legally binding but followed by those affected by them for other reasons such as, 

e.g., moral conviction, fear of negative results of non-compliance, considerations of goodwill 

or other reasons.724 

 

Couret et al. advance three arguments to support the contention that soft law may, indeed, 

impose obligations. First, they observe that provisions of soft law such as the rules drawn up 

by IOSCO may subsequently be transposed into formally binding legal provisions at the 

European or national level. Couret et al. emphasize that soft law rules drawn up by important 

international bodies such as the Basel Committee tend to have a large impact, not least since 

markets are considered to function more efficiently when these rules are complied with. They 

state that a “kaleidoscope” of norms at different levels may well be hard to reconcile with the 

traditional French juridique civiliste tradition. However, the Basel Committee is an example 

of when an international body has become a de facto legislator in its field – the norms that it 

promulgates are subsequently adopted by and become law in the states involved.725 Second, 

national authorities may adhere to agreements, e.g. memoranda of understanding, in which 

they undertake to comply with soft law obligations set out in these agreements. This means 

that authorities acting pursuant to authority delegated under national laws commit to 

observing the soft law rules contained in the relevant agreements. In the context of French 

administrative law, Couret et al. hold that the legal status of authorities’ adhesion to 

international agreements have been unclear with regard to those authorities that did not enjoy 

legal personality.726 As far as securities regulation is concerned, the responsible French 

authority (AMF) has been given legal personality through provisions in statutory law and is 

capable of concluding agreements within the ambit of this mandate.727 Third, they argue that 

soft law rules embody professional customs that a judge in a national court may “be inspired 

by or invoke” when handling a case before him.728 As a general observation, Couret et al. find 

                                                 
723 Ibid. at 27. 
724 Ibid. at 986. Couret et al contrast soft law against hard law, enacted in the framework of a national legislative 
process, and note that soft law is informal and lacks the democratic legitimacy of hard laws enacted by a national 
legislator. They also observe that some legal scholars have held that soft law should not qualify as law at all, 
although soft law has often been seen as embodying a custom in use in a professional context. Ibid. 
725 Ibid. at 988. Cf. the similar observations made by Hudson in an English context. Hudson, op. cit. at 21. 
726 Ibid. at 989. 
727 Ibid. 
728 Ibid. at 987. Recourse to soft law is held to be even more common in national as well as international 
arbitration cases. Ibid. 
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that the French demarcation between public and private law is very ill suited to the specific 

and highly fluid regulation of financial markets.729 

 

To sum up, French scholars who describe legislation and regulation concerning financial 

markets activities distance themselves from methodological approaches that emphasize the 

authority of statutory provisions as preeminent sources of law. Instead, the role of courts in 

interpreting and clarifying statutory rules is highlighted, and the relevance of norms 

developed outside the scope of national legislative and regulatory activities is repeatedly 

invoked. The importance of European Union legal instruments as templates for national 

legislation is also frequently recognized. Several scholars explicitly state that a wealth of 

different sources may be relevant when interpreting French financial markets legislation and 

regulation. The implications of this line of reasoning is that, for the purposes of this study, a 

relatively large number of different sources may and will be consulted in order to ascertain the 

material content of French securities laws and regulations. The sources will not be limited to 

the statutory provisions themselves, as in the extremely statutocentric approach described by 

Zweigert and Kötz. Nor will the sources be limited to only those related to the national French 

legal environment, such as case law from French courts, decisions by French administrative 

authorities or academic works by French scholars. Rather, in line with the approach embraced 

by both de Vauplane and Bornet and Couret et al., sources of law foreign to the French legal 

system may be invoked as aids in establishing the material content of French securities laws 

and regulations.730 

4.6 Sweden 

4.6.1 General Environment 

4.6.1.1 Historical Background 

The legal tradition in Sweden and the other Nordic countries has been described by Zweigert 

and Kötz as belonging neither to the Common Law tradition nor clearly to the Civil Law 

family of legal systems.731 Strömholm argues that Scandinavian law is far more closely akin 

to Continental law than to common law, both in terms of historical development and material 

                                                 
729 Ibid. at 990. 
730 Moreover, in addition to the sources discussed by scholars, it must be noted that French securities law would 
in all probability be susceptible to being interpreted in the light of the wording and purpose of relevant EU law 
pursuant to the Marleasing case and related case law from the European Court of Justice.  
731 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 277. 
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contents.732 Zweigert and Kötz also find that although the Nordic or Scandinavian laws may 

in the end be attributed to the Civil Law, these laws display a close enough interrelationship 

and common stylistic hallmarks to qualify as a special legal family with enough particularities 

to merit its own heading alongside the Romanistic and German legal families.733  

 

As described by Strömholm, the development of Swedish law has been characterized by 

influences from both Continental European law – with roots in canon law and Roman law – 

and remainders of original Germanic law.734 

 

Nordic law underwent a process of codification in the 17th and 18th centuries, characterized by 

careful preparatory work that led to the drafting of statutory rules relative to the entire private 

law, criminal law and procedural law embodied in a 1734 Code.735 

 

After the 18th century codification of substantive areas of law, the Swedish constitution 

adopted in 1809 made of Sweden a constitutional monarchy. Strömholm emphasizes that the 

1809 Constitution emerged from a crisis that included a revolutionary upheaval and that it 

was intended to abolish the old order and replace it with something new736 – namely, a 

dualistic system where power was shared between the King and the people, the latter 

represented by the Parliament.737 The 1809 Constitution has since been superseded by the 

                                                 
732 Stig Strömholm, ed. An Introduction to Swedish Law, 2nd ed. (Stockholm: Norstedts Juridik, 1988) at 33. 
733 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 277. 
734 Stig Strömholm. Le droit et les lettres: les relations franco-suédoises dans une perspective européenne (Paris: 
Beauchesne, 1994) at 47. Strömholm also holds that it is hard to assess the exact mixture of foreign and national 
elements at various stages in the early development of Swedish law. Strömholm (1988), op. cit. at 30 f. He notes 
that the first traces of written law in Scandinavia consist of provincial legal codes from the period between the 
years 950-1300 and finds that some influences from the Church and canonic law can be identified at least from 
the 13th century. At the same time, he observes that these early codes to a large extent reflect a Germanic society 
largely untouched by foreign influences. Strömholm (1994), op. cit. at 47. 
735 Ibid. at 32. In Sweden, a Royal Commission was appointed in 1686 to produce a national Swedish Code and 
this process culminated in the Swedish code of 1734 (Sw. Sveriges Rikes Lag). The 1734 Code was drafted in a 
“simple, clear and homely style” with “a wealth of casuistic detail” rather than the “theoretical generalization 
and pedagogical conceptualism” practiced by natural law adherents on the European continent. Zweigert and 
Kötz describe the influence from Continental, Romanistic law such as the usus modernus pandectarum on 
Swedish law, especially in the 17th century and then in the areas of contract law, the law of real and personal 
security and the laws of partnership and bankruptcy. However, they then note that the influence of Roman law 
on the 1734 Code is not prominent even in the areas of contract and commercial law. This development is traced 
to the decline of Sweden’s political and military importance in the early 1700’s, which is held to have caused a 
“reversion to nationalism” and a preference for linking the construction, style, diction and casuistry of the 
codified law to the old Swedish city and land laws. Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 278 f. In a similar vein, 
Strömholm holds that the 1734 Code represented a conscious effort to retain not only old national law but also 
the laconic and concrete language of the medieval sources. Strömholm (1998), op. cit. at 35. Moreover, he 
describes it as to some extent archaic already when enacted. Strömholm (1994), op. cit. at 61. 
736 Strömholm (1998), op. cit. at 48. 
737 Ibid. at 57. 
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1974 Constitution. The 1974 Constitution entailed a shift to a monistic system where the 

people, represented by the Parliament, are the ultimate locus of power.738 

 

Zweigert and Kötz argue that the Swedish contacts with legal thought in Continental Europe 

were never broken “and have always been much closer than in England”.739 At the same time, 

they note that 19th century efforts at a comprehensive codification along Napoleonic lines 

failed in the face of conservative opposition.740 Sandström describes the 1826 proposal for 

codification of Swedish private law, which ultimately never was adopted, as bearing a strong 

resemblance to the French code civil.741 

 

Following the failed attempt at private law codification, Swedish jurists in the latter half of 

the 19th century from 1872 onward started to co-operate with their counterparts in other 

Nordic countries with a view to advancing legal unification.742 

4.6.1.2 The Constitution 

The present Swedish constitution consists of four laws: the Instrument of Government, the 

Act of Succession, the Freedom of the Press Act and the Fundamental Law on Freedom of 

Expression. Provisions on law-making and legislative authority are set out in the Instrument 

of Government, which law was enacted in its present form in 1974 and recently amended in 

2011.743The 2011 amendments concerned, among other things, the constitutional provisions 

                                                 
738 Ibid. 
739 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 279. 
740 Ibid. at 279 f. 
741 Sandström, op. cit. at 295. She also notes that some opposition to the codification efforts can be linked to 
conservative jurists’ skepticism concerning the liberal principles embodied in the draft Code provisions on 
property rights and freedom of contract. Ibid. However, she also holds that some of the opposition to the 
proposed codification, not least from Swedish appeals courts, may have sprung from the perceived risk that 
judges would be reduced to mere automatons who would apply the provisions of the Code without interpreting 
or commenting on them. To the courts, codification may have posed the risk that case law would decline in 
importance as a source of law. Ibid. at 298. Strömholm, too, notes the judiciary’s opposition to the proposal for a 
civil code along French lines. Strömholm (1994), op. cit at 71 f. 
742 Strömholm (1998), op. cit. at 33. Although ambitions to create a unified Scandinavian Civil Code came to 
naught, several unified laws on commercial issues were drawn up including a unified law on commission agents, 
trade representatives and commercial travelers. This law, like the other unified commercial statutes drafted in the 
same period, was preceded by careful research in comparative law that entailed studies of both German and 
English law. Zweigert and Kötz note that the construction, diction and style of these Scandinavian laws are 
almost identical with those of Continental legislation, which means that “the German or French lawyer finds it 
very much easier to cope with Scandinavian enactments than with the statutes of Anglo-American law”. 
Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 282. The current Swedish law on commission agents will be analyzed in more 
detail in Section 7.3.5 infra. 
743 The 2011 amendments are elaborated on in the government bill (proposition 2009/10:80) and the report from 
the Constitutional Committee of the Swedish Parliament (report 2010/11:KU4). 
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on law-making in Chapter 8 of the Instrument of Government,744 which include e.g. 

provisions on delegation of power.745 

 

Chapter 11 of the Instrument of Government contains provisions on courts and the judiciary. 

It is set out in Chapter 11, Section 1 that there are courts of general jurisdiction and 

administrative courts. Moreover, courts of law other than these may be established through 

law. Strömberg and Lundell note that since the constitutional reform in 1974, courts have 

been considered as independent entities on par with the government.746 In order to safeguard 

the independence of the judiciary, Chapter 11, Section 7 of the Instrument of Government 

provides that a permanent salaried judge may only be removed from office if either 

“manifestly unfit” for office – as evidenced by either a criminal act or gross or repeated 

neglect of official duties – or if he or she has reached the retirement age or is otherwise 

required by law to retire because of a reduced capability to work.747 

 

Chapter 12 of the Instrument of Government provides rules concerning public administrative 

authorities. Pursuant to Section 1, administrative authorities sort under the government unless 

the Instrument of Government or other law provides that they are authorities under the 

Parliament. In practice, this entails that the administrative authorities that do not sort under 

the government fall under the Parliament.748 

 

Chapter 12, Section 2 provides for the independence of administrative authorities with regard 

to their exercise of public authority. Pursuant to this provision, no public authority – including 

                                                 
744 Pursuant to Chapter 8, Section 1, provisions are laid down in law by the Parliament and in ordinance by the 
government. However, pursuant to authority delegated by the Parliament or the government, provisions may also 
be laid down by an administrative authority other than the government or by a local authority. Authority shall 
always be delegated through law or ordinance. Section 2 enumerates a number of areas in which provisions shall 
always be laid down in law, while the competencies of the government to lay down provisions in ordinances are 
addressed in Sections 3-8. In the context of this investigation, it may be noted that it follows from Section 2, 
indent 2 that one of the areas where provisions are to be laid down in law concerns those relations between 
private subjects and the public institutions which either relate to obligations incumbent on private subjects or 
otherwise encroach on the personal or economic circumstances of private subjects. Pursuant to Section 3, the 
government may lay down ordinances in this area subject to delegation of competence from the Parliament. 
Administrative authorities’ competence to lay down provisions through regulation subject to delegated authority, 
are set out in Sections 10-13. 
745 Section 10 provides that when the Parliament delegates competence to the government to lay down provisions 
in a certain field, it may allow the government to delegate rule-making authority to e.g. an administrative 
authority which may then lay down regulations. Rulemaking authority may thus be sub-delegated to e.g. 
administrative authorities. Håkan Strömberg, Bengt Lundell. Sveriges författning, 21st ed. [The Constitution of 
Sweden] (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 2011) at 120. 
746 Ibid. at 78. 
747 Ibid. at 79. 
748 Ibid. at 81. 
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the Parliament and the decision-making bodies of local authorities – may determine how an 

administrative authority shall decide in a particular case relating to the exercise of public 

authority vis-à-vis a private subject or a local authority, or relating to the application of law.749 

4.6.1.3 Legislation and Regulation 

Pursuant to Chapter 8 in the Instrument of Government, as briefly referred to in the preceding 

section, the hierarchy of internal Swedish laws and regulations could be said to contain (i) 

constitutional laws, (ii) ordinary laws, (iii) government ordinances and (iv) regulations issued 

by administrative or local authorities. It might be mentioned that the law that sets out specific 

provisions on the workings of the Swedish Parliament – the Riksdag Act – represents a 

somewhat particular case. The Act is not held to form part of the Constitution, but revisions in 

it are subject to more far-reaching procedural requirements than ordinary laws pursuant to 

Chapter 8, Section 17 of the Instrument of Government. 

 

Of more relevance in the context of this investigation are the guidelines, i.e. documents issued 

by administrative authorities that may contain rules as well as supplementing comments 

concerning the regulations issued by the same administrative authority. The guidelines do not 

constitute binding law, but may nevertheless be significant as indications of how the 

administrative authority interprets its regulations.750 

 

In the specific context of financial market law, Afrell, Klahr and Samuelsson identify several 

levels of law and regulation that include (i) law (Acts of Parliament), (ii) regulations issued by 

the relevant administrative authority pursuant to delegated authority, (iii) guidelines issued by 

the relevant administrative authority, (iv) rules and guidelines which form part of a 

contractual agreement, e.g. stock exchange listing rules, and (v) self-regulation in the form of 

e.g. recommendations issued by the Swedish Securities Dealers Association or other 

bodies.751 Of these, only the first two categories constitute binding legal rules stricto sensu.752  

                                                 
749 Strömberg and Lundell note that administrative authorities in Sweden are more independent than 
corresponding authorities in many other countries that are integrated into the relevant government ministry. 
Håkan Strömberg, Bengt Lundell. Allmän förvaltningsrätt, 24th ed. [General Administrative Law] (Malmö: 
Liber, 2008) at 38. 
750 For a lucid discussion of guidelines in a financial market law context – specifically, the guidelines issued by 
the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority – see Johan Munck, Några frågor om Finansinspektionens 
allmänna råd [Some Questions Regarding the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority’s Guidelines] 
(Memorandum, 12 February 2011, on file with author). 
751 Lars Afrell, Håkan Klahr and Per Samuelsson, Chapter 8: Sweden in Jesper Lau Hansen (ed.). Nordic 
Financial Market Law (Copenhagen: DJØF, 2003) 257 at 264. 
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Apart from national, internal Swedish laws and regulations, Sweden’s entry into the European 

Union in 1995 meant that the complex body of European rules had to be considered as well. 

The Instrument of Government was amended in order to allow for the transfer of legislative 

competence to the European Union.753 

4.6.1.4 The Courts 

Two main categories of courts exist in Sweden, the general courts and the administrative 

courts. These two types of courts are also the fora in which matters concerning best execution 

obligation may conceivably be tried. A number of other, specialized courts have been created 

as well but they are not held to be relevant in the context of this investigation.754 Thus, the 

following brief description concerns only the general courts and the administrative courts. 

 

The general courts are organized in a three-tier system with district courts, courts of appeal 

and a Supreme Court. These courts have general jurisdiction. This is set out in Chapter 1, 

Section 1 of the Swedish Code of Judicial Procedure, which states that the district courts are 

general lower courts and, unless otherwise prescribed, courts of first instance. The general 

courts try both criminal and contentious cases (civil law disputes) between private persons.755  

 

For the purposes of this investigation, the general courts are most relevant in their capacity as 

triers of contentious cases relating to the duties owed by one person (e.g. a financial 

intermediary) to another person (e.g. an individual trader or a corporation that trades in 

                                                                                                                                                         
752 However, it should be noted that one self-regulatory body (the Swedish Securities Council, Sw. 
Aktiemarknadsnämnden) has been entrusted with applying several provisions in the Act on Public Takeovers in 
the Stock Market (Sw. lag [2006:451] om offentliga uppköpserbjudanden på aktiemarknaden). In this capacity, 
the Swedish Securities Council acts on authority delegated by the Swedish Financial Services Authority (see 
Chapter 14 of SFSA Regulations [2007:17] governing operations on trading venues). 
753 See prop. 1993/94:114, passim. In the preparatory works to these amendments, the government noted that the 
Parliament as representative of the people may decide to enter into cooperation with other “peoples” (Sw. folk) 
and let the decisions taken in the framework of this cooperation be binding on both the participating states and 
their citizens. Prop. 1993/94:114 at 18. However, it was also stated that for such decisions and other actions 
undertaken in cooperation to be in accordance with the constitution, the authority must have been given by the 
representatives of the people to whom the executive is held accountable. It was also noted that any such 
cooperation may not entail that the position of the Swedish Parliament is diminished, wholly or to too 
considerable a degree. Ibid. 
754 See, e.g., Strömberg and Lundell (2011) at 77.   
755 The general courts’ competence in the field of civil law disputes entails that these courts handle cases that 
concern economic relations between natural and legal persons, as well as family law disputes (divorce, child 
custody and similar issues). 
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securities as principal). When trying such cases, the court consists of three judges at the main 

hearing pursuant to Chapter 1, Section 3 a of the Swedish Code of Judicial Procedure.756 

 

Judgments by Swedish general courts may, but need not, be unanimous. It follows from 

Chapter 17, Section 9 of the Swedish Code of Judicial Procedure that there may also be 

dissenting opinions, which are to be communicated to the parties at the same time and in the 

same manner as the judgment. 

 

The general rule as set out in Chapter 49, Section 1 of the Swedish Code of Judicial Procedure 

is that judgments rendered by a District Court are appealable to a Court of Appeals.757  

 

As a general rule, set out in Chapter 53, Section 1 of the Swedish Code of Judicial Procedure, 

judgments rendered by a Court of Appeals are appealable to the Supreme Court. However, 

Chapter 53, Section 9 stipulates that the Supreme Court must grant certiorari.758  

 

The administrative courts are responsible for adjudicating in matters relative to the exercise of 

public power. For example, many decisions by an administrative authority can be appealed to 

the administrative courts. These courts are structured in a three-tier system with 

administrative courts, administrative courts of appeal and a supreme administrative court.759 

 

                                                 
756 However, Chapter 1, Section 3 d provides that one judge shall sit alone if the value of the claim in the case 
obviously does not exceed a stipulated amount (50 % of an amount set out in another Act, the 1962 National 
Insurance Act). Moreover, pursuant to Chapter 1, Section 3 a, the bench consists of only one judge when the 
main hearing is held in simplified form. Pursuant to Chapter 42, Section 20, this may occur with the consent of 
the parties provided that certain procedural requirements are met, or in immediate conjunction with a preparatory 
session presided over by one judge ”if the resolution of the dispute is evident to the court”. 
757 However, the general rule concerning appealed judgments in civil law disputes is that the Court of Appeals 
must grant certiorari pursuant to Chapter 49, Section 12 of the Act. If a Court of Appeals has granted certiorari, 
the court consists of at least four judges at the main hearing pursuant to Chapter 2, Section 4 of the Swedish 
Code of Judicial Procedure. 
758 Chapter 53, Section further provides that the Supreme Court shall grant certiorari only when the appealed 
case presents an important legal issue or when severe mistakes were made in lower courts’ handling of the case. 
As a general rule, the Supreme Court consists of five judges when deciding a case, pursuant to Chapter 3, 
Section 5. 
759 Strömberg and Lundell note that there is no general right to appeal a decision by an administrative authority 
set out in the 1986 Administrative Procedure Act although it is noted that decisions may be subject to appeal 
pursuant to explicit provisions in law or general principles that have evolved in case law. Strömberg and Lundell 
(2008) at 186. There is also a right to appeal enshrined in Section 3 of the Administrative Procedure Act, 
according to which the provisions on appeals in that Act shall apply if this is necessary to ensure the right to a 
fair trial that follows from Article 6.1 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms. Ibid. 
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The right to appeal may, however, be limited. The possibility to appeal decisions may be 

explicitly set out in law, but also circumscribed e.g. through a requirement that leave to appeal 

(i.e. certiorari) be granted by the higher court.760 

 

In the context of this investigation, it must be emphasized that cases may be brought before 

administrative courts directly but also that decisions by administrative authorities may be 

appealed to administrative courts. For example, Chapter 26, Section 1 of the 2007 Act on the 

Securities Market stipulates that most – but not all – decisions taken by the Swedish Financial 

Supervisory Authority concerning infractions of obligations under that Act may be appealed 

to administrative courts.761  

4.6.2 Administrative Authorities 

As noted above in section 4.6.1.2, administrative authorities sort under the government unless 

it is specifically provided otherwise in law. Moreover, it was also observed in Sections 4.6.1.2 

and 4.6.1.3 that administrative authorities may issue regulations, pursuant to authority 

delegated in law, and also issue e.g. non-binding guidelines. Of special interest in the context 

of this investigation is that administrative authorities may, within the limits set by the relevant 

legal rules, take decisions in individual cases concerning the application of laws or 

regulations. If the relevant rules so allow, an administrative authority may impose sanctions 

for non-compliance with obligations set out in law or regulations.762  

 

In the field of financial supervision, including supervision of financial intermediaries and 

securities trading, the competent Swedish authority is the Swedish Financial Supervisory 

Authority (Sw. Finansinspektionen, abbreviated as “SFSA” in the following). The SFSA is a 

consolidated supervisor and a public authority under the government. In common with other 

public authorities, the SFSA may issue regulations pursuant to constitutional provisions on 

delegation in the Instrument of Government. The FSA can also issue guidelines.763 

 

                                                 
760 Ibid. at 180 and 187. 
761 Furthermore, Chapter 26, Section 1 of the Act provides that certiorari must be granted for a case to be 
considered by an administrative court of appeal. 
762 Strömberg and Lundell (2008) at 134. As noted in Section 4.6.4 supra, such decisions are as a rule appealable 
to an administrative court of first instance although leave of appeal may be necessary for the matter to be tried by 
an administrative court of appeals. 
763 See section 4.6.1.3 supra. 
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Pursuant to provisions in the 2007 Securities Market Act,764 the SFSA is charged with 

supervising both trading venues and securities companies.765 The same Act also sets out the 

enforcement powers, including the power to impose sanctions in cases of non-compliance, 

which have been vested in the SFSA.766 Decisions to impose sanctions in cases of non-

compliance are taken by the Board of the SFSA. However, FSA staff are competent to impose 

sanctions as concerns e.g. failure to report changes in holdings that cross regulatory 

thresholds. 

 

Moreover, the Securities Market Act contains several provisions that delegate rule-making 

power to the government or the authority designated by the government. Of special interest in 

the context of this investigation are the provisions that delegate rule-making power with 

regard to best execution,767 execution policies,768 order handling769 and disclosure of limit 

orders.770 In a subsequent ordinance, the government has delegated to the SFSA the authority 

to issue regulations in these areas.771 Moreover, it merits mention that the SFSA has also 

issued guidelines that pertain to e.g. these areas. The regulations and guidelines of the SFSA 

will be addressed in Section 7 infra. 

4.6.3 Sources of Law 

4.6.3.1 Introduction 

Strömholm emphasizes that although Swedish law is a system where “statute law prevails”, 

this does not mean that Swedish law is characterized by systematic codification on the pattern 

of the French Code civil or the German BGB.772 The Swedish collections of statutes do not 

reflect “scientific systematics” but rather “an effort to keep together sets of rules dealing with 

specific fields of life calling for statutory solution”.773 

 

A Nordic peculiarity highlighted by Zweigert and Kötz is the predilection for analogy in the 

absence of applicable statutory provisions. Provisions in statutory law have been construed so 

                                                 
764 SFS 2007:528. 
765 Chapter 23, Section 1 of the Act on the Securities Market. 
766 Chapter 25 of the Act on the Securities Market, passim. 
767 Chapter 8, Section 42 p. 16 of the Act on the Securities Market. 
768 Chapter 8, Section 42 p. 17 of the Act on the Securities Market. 
769 Chapter 8, Section 42 p. 18 of the Act on the Securities Market. 
770 Chapter 9, Section 10 p. 1 of the Act on the Securities Market. 
771 Chapter 6, Section 1 p. 23, 24, 25 and 31 of the Ordinance on the Securities Market (SFS 2007:572). 
772 Strömholm (1998), op. cit. at 34. 
773 Ibid. 
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as to apply also in situations not explicitly covered by the law, both by court and in the legal 

doctrine.774 

 

Another characteristic feature of the Nordic legal family is the relatively high degree of 

reliance on explanatory statements in preparatory works to legislation.775 The growth and 

increasing importance of preparatory works in the form of, e.g., explanatory statements made 

in the course of drafting Swedish legislation during the 19th century has been described by 

Sandström.776 

4.6.3.2 Traditional Views on Sources of Swedish Law 

In a Swedish context, the legal sources have conventionally been held to include, first and 

foremost, statutory law and regulations.777 Moreover, case law from the highest court of the 

land has traditionally been treated as a legal source to be considered, even though the binding 

force of precedent has generally not been recognized in a Swedish context.778 A number of 

other sources may also be taken into account, insofar as they are held to contribute to the 

understanding of what the law is (i.e. what courts might be expected to find regarding a 

specific legal issue). These include preparatory works to provisions of statutory law and 

regulation, guidelines by administrative agencies on how to interpret regulations, decisions in 

lower courts, statements by legal scholars, rules enacted by self-regulatory organizations and 

interpretative statements made by legislative or regulatory authorities outside the scope of 

their legislative or regulatory activities. 

 

Strömholm presents an analysis of sources of law and different methods for identifying what 

the law is.779 Strömholm distinguishes between on the one hand principles for identifying and 

employing sources of law, and on the other hand the different sources that may, pursuant to 

these principles, be used in order to ascertain what the law is.780 These sources include 

statutory law, preparatory works, case law, customary law, opinions expressed by members of 

                                                 
774 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit.. at 283. 
775 See, e.g., Alexander Peczenik. Juridikens teori och metod [Legal Theory and Method] (Stockholm: Norstedts 
Juridik, 1995) at 41 f. 
776 Sandström, op.cit. at 304 ff. 
777 Peczenik, op. cit. at 35, and Claes Sandgren Vad gör juristen egentligen? Vad gör juristen? Och hur? – del II  
[What does the lawyer do? And how? – part II] 11 Juridisk Tidskrift (1999-2000) 867 at 868. 
778 See, e.g., Peczenik, op. cit. at 35. 
779 Stig Strömholm. Rätt, rättskällor och rättstillämpning, 5th ed. [Law, sources of law and the application of 
law] (Stockholm: Norstedts Juridik, 1995), passim. 
780 Ibid. at 321. 
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the legal community and considerations that are not specifically legal in character.781 Among 

these, Strömholm holds that statutory law is the single most important source of law.782 

Preparatory works to law are considered to be a secondary source in relation to statutory law, 

but nevertheless of considerable practical importance as a source of law.783 Strömholm states 

that case law is clearly recognizable as a source of law, although it is also clear that 

precedents are not binding.784 With regard to opinions by members of the legal community, 

Strömholm holds that works of legal scholarship constitute a source of law that is of 

considerable, and perhaps growing, importance.785 Finally, Strömholm briefly discusses non-

legal considerations – “ the nature of the matter” – and concludes that the concept may be 

relevant insofar as it denotes e.g. values abut which a high degree of consensus is at hand, 

although it is at the same time very vague.786 

 

Peczenik presents a hierarchy of sources that must, should and may be invoked, respectively. 

He argues that several categories of source material must be considered when determining 

what the law is, namely laws, regulations and established customary law. Peczenik also lists 

sources that should be considered, namely case law from the highest courts and preparatory 

works.787 A third category of sources in Peczenik’s taxonomy are those sources that may be 

invoked, which include (i) recommendations from administrative authorities, (ii) decisions 

taken by courts and administrative authorities insofar as they do not constitute legal precedent 

(Sw. prejudikat) as well as precedent that does not address the rule which is interpreted in the 

situation at hand, (iii) preparatory works that do not address the rule which is interpreted in 

the situation at hand, proposals for law and revoked laws insofar as they are still relevant, (iv) 

works of legal scholarship, (v) foreign law albeit with regard to Swedish ordre public.788 

 

However, Peczenik also holds that arguments that are not derived from legal sources may still 

have to be reckoned with, provided that Sweden’s “legal culture” forces us to recognize it in a 

legal discourse. For such arguments, it is their content, not the authority on which they are 

based, that is important.789 This entails that arguments that refer to for example “the nature of 

                                                 
781 Ibid. 
782 Ibid. at 334 and Chapter 16, passim. 
783 Ibid. at 358 f. and Chapter 17, passim. 
784 Ibid. at 384 f. 
785 Ibid. at 395. 
786 Ibid. at 398. 
787 Peczenik, op. cit. at 35. 
788 Ibid. 
789 Peczenik, op. cit. at 208. 
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the issue”, ethical precepts or knowledge of historical circumstances surrounding the creation 

of the law in question may be invoked. Peczenik goes on to define some sources as not 

allowed in legal argumentation. These prohibited sources include (i) statements by political 

parties or interest groups, (ii) lectures by individuals, (iii) statements made in the media and 

(iv) “so-called contemporary tendencies” (Sw. så kallade aktuella strömningar).790 However, 

Peczenik also states that the hierarchy thus presented is only a provisory starting point for the 

analysis and that the weight of different arguments may be reconsidered if the circumstances 

in a specific case provide sufficiently compelling reasons for this.791 As regards Peczenik’s 

view of the applicability of non-legal sources, Peterson and Sandström argue that legal 

sources and commonly accepted methods of legal interpretation (e.g. reference to preparatory 

works, analogy) renders it possible to apply law within the confines of legal positivism 

without the need to consult any external non-legal sources.792 Indeed, they argue that recourse 

to non-legal sources would replace a legal discourse with a political discourse.793 

4.6.3.3 Other Perspectives: Empirical Data and New Sources 

Sandgren offers an overview of current perceptions among legal practitioners of what 

constitutes frequently used sources of law in their work. According to Sandgren’s findings, 

legal practitioners rate statutory law as the prime source of law followed by – in falling order 

of precedence – case law, scholarly works, preparatory works and general concerns regarding 

fairness, the nature of the matter at hand et cetera.794 Sandgren notes that these findings 

suggest that the importance of preparatory works in Swedish law may be less than is 

commonly assumed.795 Sandgren also holds that the method employed by legal practitioners 

entails a non-hierarchic conception of different sources. Different sources of law are 

considered together rather than one after the other in a pre-set pecking order, and the resulting 

conclusion is based on a weighing, not necessarily explicit, of what can be deduced from the 

relevant sources.796 In his concluding remarks, Sandgren argues that legal scholars should 

                                                 
790 Ibid. at 35 f. 
791 Ibid. at 220, 225. 
792 Claes Peterson, Marie Sandström. Till frågan om rättsvetenskapsmannens bevisbörda. I väntan på historiens 
dom [In the matter of the burden of proof of the legal scholar. Waiting for history’s judgment] 11 Juridisk 
Tidskrift (1999-2000) 751 at 758. 
793 Ibid. at 767 and passim. 
794 Claes Sandgren. Vad gör juristen? Och hur? – del I  [What does the lawyer do? And how? – part I] 11 
Juridisk Tidskrift (1999-2000) 591 at 601. 
795 Ibid. at 607. 
796 Claes Sandgren Vad gör juristen egentligen? Vad gör juristen? Och hur? – del II  [What does the lawyer do? 
And how? – part II] 11 Juridisk Tidskrift (1999-2000) 867 at 869 ff. 
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take a wider spectrum of legal decisions into account, not only those traditionally seen as 

precedents.797 

 

Sandgren also argues that the notion of a fixed doctrine concerning sources of law is dubious, 

owing to the different and divergent doctrines that de facto co-exist. The implicit doctrine 

used in practice by the highest courts is contrasted against (i) the doctrines set out in academic 

works by e.g. Peczenik and Strömholm, (ii) the strictly hierarchical view of sources of law 

that legal practitioners often adhere to, and (iii) the manner in which sources of law are 

construed in lower courts and administrative authorities.798 Moreover, Sandgren holds that the 

degree to which all sources of law will ultimately be considered depends on whether they are 

persuasive. In Sandgren’s view, legal arguments must be evaluated both with reference to the 

strength of the argument as such and to the formal authority of its source.799 

 

Quite apart from Sandgren’s critique of a fixed doctrine of sources of law, it also merits 

mention that the SFSA has begun to provide explanatory comments to accompany their 

regulations and guidelines.800 The traditional view of sources of law, e.g. as expressed by 

Strömholm or Peczenik, has mainly been concerned with preparatory works to proposals for 

legislation; explanatory comments to regulations and guidelines fulfill a similar function at a 

lower hierarchical level. In view of the SFSA’s role as supervisory authority and body 

responsible for imposing sanctions, it appears highly probable that statements by the SFSA 

will be accorded much weight by market participants and thus, pragmatically, constitute an 

important source of norms in the context of financial market activities. 

4.6.3.4 The Interpretation of Rules that Emanate from EU Law: Methodological 

Considerations 

Since the entry of Sweden into the European Union, scholars have recognized the need to 

address the impact of EU membership on the interpretation of Swedish law, especially those 

                                                 
797 Ibid. at 884 f. 
798 Claes Sandgren. Är rättsdogmatiken dogmatisk? [Is legal dogmatics dogmatic?] Tidsskrift for Rettsvitenskap 
(2005) 648 at 651. 
799 Ibid. at 654 f. 
800 For a recent example, see Finansinspektionen, Remisspromemoria Förslag till föreskrifter om förvaltare av 
alternativa investeringsfonder och ändrade föreskrifter om investeringsfonder m.m. [Consultation Memorandum 
Proposal for regulations on managers of alternative investment funds and amended regulations on investment 
funds], FI Dnr 12-3251 (February 11, 2013). The memorandum is electronically available in Swedish at the 
website of the SFSA, 
http://www.fi.se/upload/30_Regler/10_FFFS/11_remisser/20130212_aifm/Remisspromemoria_externremiss.pdf 
(last visited on March 16, 2013). 

http://www.fi.se/upload/30_Regler/10_FFFS/11_remisser/20130212_aifm/Remisspromemoria_externremiss.pdf
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laws that emanate from legal instruments enacted at the EU level. Hettne et al. note that two 

parallel systems of law exist in Sweden as a result of Swedish membership in the EU, and that 

both systems have to be considered in some circumstances.801 In this context, it is stated that 

national statutes must be interpreted in accordance with any EU law that is applicable in the 

circumstances. Moreover, rules in EU law shall be applied instead of rules in national law in 

cases where the two are materially different. EU law is to have an impact in the Member 

States, and should be applied at the national level with this in mind.802 

 

Hettne et al. discuss the effects of EU membership on the attitude towards preparatory works 

as a source of law in Sweden. They note that Swedish courts have adhered less strictly to 

statements in preparatory works following Sweden’s entry into the EU, and that such 

statements tend to be valued more because of their material content than because of their 

place in a hierarchy of legal sources.803 They also note that Swedish legislator cannot make as 

far-reaching interpretative statements in preparatory works to transposed EU rules as the 

legislator can when other legislation is enacted. In the former case, the Swedish legislator 

cannot claim to state the legislator’s intent since the Swedish legislator is but one of many 

participants in the legislative process at the EU level. Thus, interpretative statements 

concerning the application of EU law are not apposite.804 However, Hettne et al. hold that 

nothing prevents the Swedish legislator from making statements concerning the possible 

interpretation – at the EU level – of a provision in EU law that is transposed into national 

Swedish legislation. The power to authoritatively interpret the provision remains with Court 

of Justice of the European Union, however.805 

4.6.3.5 Conclusion 

It does not appear feasible, nor is it perhaps even advisable, to draw up a static, transparent 

list of the sources that one may consult in one’s quest to find out what constitutes Swedish 

law in force. Indeed, with the perspective chosen in this investigation – that the law 

pragmatically is what those authorities that apply the law say that it is – it seems more 

apposite to disregard (or, if you will, evade) the question altogether. Choosing the specific 

sources that are relevant for this investigation into what the law is entails a demarcation 

                                                 
801 Jörgen Hettne, Ida Otken Eriksson, eds. EU-rättslig metod [Method in EU Law] (Stockholm: Norstedts 
Juridik, 2005) at 167. 
802 Ibid. at 167 f. 
803 Ibid. at 169. 
804 Ibid. 
805 Ibid. 
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between legal and extra-legal sources. The choice to refer to, or disregard, a specific source 

ultimately rests on an evaluation of the general predictive value of different sources and types 

of sources. In a Swedish context, one may comfortably assert that statutory law and 

regulations have predictive value. Legal scholars have argued that preparatory works, case 

law and administrative decisions may also constitute sources of law. Moreover, non-binding 

rules and guidelines may be relevant not least in the field of Swedish securities law. 

 

The relevance of different sources of law must, in the end, be considered in relation to a 

specific situation. When making a prognosis as to what the result of an application of rules to 

a set of circumstances would be, one has to consider the sources of law insofar as they are 

likely to predict the outcome. This entails second-guessing what sources the decision-making 

entity will look to. What specific sources will most likely be considered in turn depends on 

the matter at hand. Resort to an evaluation on an ad hoc basis becomes necessary, albeit – 

from the point of view of methodological clarity – not ideal.806 

4.7 England 

4.7.1 General Environment 

4.7.1.1 Historical Background 

England – but not the United Kingdom – has routinely been identified as a prime example of a 

jurisdiction where the common law tradition is strong,807 and indeed as the birthplace of the 

common law.808 Hogue observes that the common law is not a written code and that the 

principles of common law “have always eluded complete embodiment in any code or 

collection of writings”.809 

 

                                                 
806 In this context, it might be worthwhile to refer to the statement by Swedish legal scholar Ivar Agge, according 
to whom all circumstances that in fact induce courts and other authorities to set up and comply with a specific 
behavioral model are to be considered sources of law. Agge as reported in Strömholm (1996), op. cit. at 313.  
807 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 181 f. 
808 Arthur R. Hogue. Origins of the Common Law. (Indianapolis, IN: Liberty Fund, 1986) at 33 f. See also Sir 
Matthew Hale. The History of the Common Law of England. (Chicago, IL: The University of Chicago Press, 
1971) at 39 ff. and passim.  
809 Hogue, op. cit. at 186. According to Zweigert and Kötz, the legal technique peculiar to the common law is 
principally interested in precedent and types of case, rather than statutory interpretation and construction of a 
coherent system of laws. It is readier to deal in concrete and historical terms than to think systematically or in the 
abstract. In their view, English law demands a study of its historical origins more than “any other legal system 
now in force”. In this context, they observe that no other country than England has clung as firmly to its own 
style of law or been so free from major convulsions in its legal life. Also, they remark that neither Roman law 
nor efforts at codification have had any substantial influence on English law. Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 181. 
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Regarding the origins of the English common law, Hogue notes that the almost absolute 

power of English kings in the 12th century enabled them to operate a centralized 

administrative machinery and, among other things, devise procedures to administer justice 

through royal judges.810 

 

However, in parallel with the justice rendered in the royal courts, another road to bringing 

one’s grievances before the King arose when petitioners were given the opportunity to seek 

redress based on morality and good conscience rather than formal rules of common law.811 

The decisions made by the King’s responsible official, the Chancellor, concerning these 

petitions gradually evolved into a complex of special rules of law known as “equity”, 

alongside the common law applied in the royal courts.812 Moreover – pursuant to a royal 

decision in the early 17th century – it was established that in cases of conflict between the 

common law and the rules of equity, the latter should prevail.813 

 

Moreover, statutory laws have been enacted in England at least since the 12th century.814 In a 

seminal work, Hale contrasts leges scriptae – written laws, enacted with consent of the King 

and the Houses of Parliament – and leges non scriptae, the unwritten laws and customs that 

constitute the common law.815 Common law courts are to take notice without pleading of 

                                                 
810 Hogue, op. cit. at 33. See also Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 183 f. The preeminence of the law applied in the 
royal courts – alongside which the law applied in local and borough courts faded into insignificance – meant that 
England acquired a unified law much earlier than France or Germany. Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 184. Hogue, 
too, notes that ”the common law, properly so called, is not local custom” and that ”common law rules are general 
rules”. Hogue, op. cit. at 187. In the proceedings in the royal courts, the various forms in which a matter could be 
brought before the relevant court were critically important: a court could only resolve a dispute if the cause of 
contention between the parties could be subsumed under one of the established causes of action (“writs”). When 
initiating litigation, the plaintiff had to ensure that the action could be subsumed under an existing writ and that 
the correct writ was invoked. Zweigert and Kötz, .op cit. at 184 f. Hogue holds that it was the writ system that 
enabled English kings to administer justice, and that the existence of standardized writs provided a framework on 
which the common law could grow. Hogue, op. cit. at 211. Zweigert and Kötz note that while reference to the 
relevant writ was necessary to pursue a claim in court, the number of writs increased in the 13th and 14th 
centuries. Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 184. Hogue also notes that the number of different causes for action 
became correspondingly larger, and provides an example of how the introduction of a new writ of ”ejectment” to 
complement the earlier writ of ”trespass” strengthened the rights of leaseholders. Hogue, op. cit.  at 211 ff. 
811 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 187. Zweigert and Kötz associated the advent of equity with the procedure in 
the royal courts becoming increasingly rigid and formalistic towards the end of the 14th century. Parties who had 
lost cases due to technical errors would then petition the King to compel their adversary to do as morality and 
good conscience, if not common law rules, required. 
812 Ibid. 
813 Ibid. at 189. However, Zweigert and Kötz note that the rules of equity were not intended to oust or replace the 
common law rules but rather to supplement them. Ibid. at 190. In an American context, Ginsburg notes that law 
and equity are merged in most US states, so that judges can apply both legal and equitable remedies, with the 
exception of Delaware, Mississippi and Tennessee. Ginsburg, op. cit. at 5. 
814 R. C. van Caenegem. The Birth of the English Common Law, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1988) at 1 f. 
815 Hale, op. cit. at 3 f. 
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public acts of Parliament816 and be the “triers” of these acts.817 Hale also notes that statutory 

law may entail changes in the common law.818 

 

Thereafter, in the 19th century, calls for sweeping legal and judicial reform resulted in a 

comprehensive overhaul of procedural law and the English courts system, although the idea of 

codifying English law was rejected by English lawyers.819 

 

Zweigert and Kötz also address, pace Max Weber, the interplay between the style of law in a 

society and the manner in which legal professionals organize themselves. They hold that the 

English legal scene has been marked by the fact that leading lawyers – both judges and 

barristers – were legal practitioners rather than professors or officials, and that they acquired 

their legal expertise in close personal and professional contact with their peers in and around 

the major courts.820 

 

As far as the sources of English law are concerned, Zweigert and Kötz note that common law 

has traditionally been associated with judge-made law, whereas the civil law tradition has 

conventionally been characterized by extensive legislative activity. However, they also 

observe that the number of English statutes have increased, while the courts in civil law 

countries have in practice become more prone to interpreting the provisions of codified 

                                                 
816 Ibid. at 11. 
817 Ibid. at 12. 
818 Ibid. at 8. Zweigert and Kötz hold that the coexistence of statutory and common law in England created a 
legal system that was hard to survey, an “amorphous English case-law which the occasional irruption of statute 
rendered even more confused” until the advent of Blackstone’s systematic portrayal of English law in the late 
18th century. Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 196. Zweigert and Kötz also state that early English statutory laws 
were generally ad hoc enactments, designed to change individual rules developed in case law whose practical 
effects were held to be inconvenient. Ibid. at 200. 
819 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 199 f. The English courts system was thoroughly restructured and consolidated. 
The reforms also did away with the system of pleading with reference to different writs, which had been around 
since medieval times and in Hogue’s view had formed a backbone of English procedural law. However, Hogue 
also asserts the enduring influence of the writs and the associated manner in which cases were tested in English 
common law courts. Hogue, op. cit. at 12 ff. and 17.  Zweigert and Kötz also maintain that the forms of action, 
even after having lost their procedural significance, still serve as a method to order and develop the substantive 
law. Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 200. Moreover, English substantive law underwent major developments 
during the 19th century. Although calls for a codification of the laws were not heeded, a number of new statutes 
were enacted with a view to achieve legal certainty. Many of these new statutes concerned different aspects of 
commercial law such as, e.g., sale of goods and marine insurance. However, to a large extent the commercial law 
acts were codifying statutes which provided “orderly presentations” of existing rules as developed by common 
law courts. Ibid. 
820 Ibid. at 193. 
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laws.821 Bennion too notes that the laws that govern common law countries are nowadays 

mostly in statutory form.822 

4.7.1.2 The Constitution 

As noted already in Section 4.3.1 supra, a consolidated English Constitution has not been 

drawn up.823 Youngs notes that the absence of any special place for constitutional law is a 

curious feature of the English legal hierarchy.824 

 

In the context of this investigation, it may be noted that provisions on legislative competence 

are laid down in the Parliament Act 1911 as amended by the Parliament Act 1949.825 

 

It also merits mention that the European Communities Act 1972 contains provisions on 

legislative competence. Section 2 (2) of the Act provides that the government may enact rules 

for the purpose of implementing any EU obligation of the United Kingdom. 

4.7.1.3 Legislation and Regulation 

On the issue of statutory law, Bennion recognizes four different categories of British 

legislation:826 (i) UK legislation, i.e. acts passed by the Westminster Parliament and 

subordinate legislation, (ii) British devolved legislation, i.e. acts of the Scottish Parliament, 

the Welsh Assembly and the Northern Ireland Assembly, (iii) EU legal instruments that affect 

the UK or its laws, and (iv) the European Convention on Human Rights, insofar as it affects 

                                                 
821 Taken together, these developments lead them to the conclusion that “the dichotomy, once so familiar, 
between the Common Law as a creation of the judiciary and the Civil Law as a creation of the legislature has lost 
much of the plausibility it enjoyed even at the beginning of [the 20th] century”. Ibid. at 201. 
822 Bennion (2001), op. cit. at 5. 
823 Cf. Bolingbroke, op. cit. at 108. 
824 Raymond Youngs. English, French and German Comparative Law (London: Cavendish Publishing, 1998) at 
10. However, he also argues that the absence of a written constitution does not imply that constitutional rules in 
England have not been written down but merely that they have not been written down in an authoritative form in 
a single document. Ibid. at 3. In this context, Youngs finds that several statutory laws are sources of 
constitutional law – mention is made of the Bill of Rights 1689, the Act of Union 1705, the Parliament Acts 
1911 and 1949 and the European Communities Act 1972 – and that the same may hold true for case law created 
in ordinary courts. In addition, Youngs argues that “conventions” – usage established by practice, sometimes of 
comparatively recent origin – may serve as sources of constitutional law even though conventions cannot be 
enforced by a court. An example given by Youngs is the convention that the Prime Minister must be a Member 
of the House of Commons, which was established in 1963. Ibid. 
825 Provisions on the enactment of Acts of Parliament, other than Acts that concern “money bills” (e.g. bills that 
concern only taxes), are set out in Section 2 (1) of the Parliament Act 1911. In Bennion’s view, common law 
statutes are those Acts passed by the Parliament as well as subordinate legislation made under those Acts and 
other UK subordinate legislation such as prerogative orders.Bennion, op. cit. at 8. 
826 In this context, it is necessary to distinguish between on the one hand England & Wales, whose laws are 
analyzed in this investigation, and on the other hand the United Kingdom, which includes also Scotland and 
Northern Ireland. When Bennion discusses “British” legislation, he apparently includes Scottish and Northern 
Irish law alongside the laws of England & Wales.  
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UK or British devolved legislation. However, Bennion holds that only the first category – UK 

legislation – qualifies as common law statutes.827 

 

Youngs discusses the hierarchy of norms in the specifically English context. With reference to 

Section 2 of the European Communities Act 1972, he argues that European Community law 

represents the highest level of English law, followed by (i) statute law passed by Parliament, 

(ii) delegated legislation passed under the authority of a statute, and (iii) case law.828 

 

Hudson enumerates sources of securities law in a UK context, and lists seven tiers: (i) EU 

directives, (ii) technical regulations enacted through EU legislative processes, (iii) UK 

statutory legislation in the form of the 2000 Financial Services and Markets Act, (iv) 

regulations introduced under the 2000 Act, (v) regulatory rulebooks issued by the Financial 

Services Authority, (vi) guidance notes incorporated in regulations issued by the UK Listing 

Authority, and (vii) general English law in the form of case law and statute.829 

 

A new Act that addressed legislative and regulatory activities was adopted in 2006: the 

Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act 2006. The Act sets out general principles to be 

observed when legislating or regulating, and also on the exercise of regulatory functions. 

Moreover, the Act lays down provisions concerning references to instruments of European 

law and provides (in Section 27 of the Act) that EU rules may be implemented by order, rules, 

regulations or scheme.830 

4.7.1.4 The Courts 

The general courts in England consist of a number of different courts structured in several 

tiers. At the top, the Supreme Court can hear all criminal cases from England, Wales Northern 

Ireland and all UK civil cases. Below the Supreme Court is the Court of Appeal with a 

                                                 
827 Ibid. Common law statutes, in Bennion’s view, are those statutes that have been drafted along common law 
lines and are intended to be interpreted along the same lines. Ibid. at 7. 
828 Youngs, op. cit. at 10. 
829 Alastair Hudson. Securities Law (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2008) at 4 ff. It merits mentions that Hudson 
does not mention EU regulations, although a relatively large number of regulations concerning different aspects 
of financial market activities have been enacted at the EU level, e.g. as concerns credit rating agencies 
((Regulation (EC) No 1060/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 September 2009 on credit 
rating agencies, OJ L 302 (17.11.2009) 1-31, as amended) or securities market infrastructure (Regulation (EU) of 
the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2012 on OTC derivatives, central counterparties and trade 
repositories, OJ L 201 (27.7.2012) 1-59). 
830 In the context of UK legislation, the Interpretation Act 1978 should also be noted. The Act provides for 
general rules on interpreting and constructing legislative provisions, e.g. in its Sections 5-11, and in its Schedule 
1 sets out authoritative definitions of words and expressions that recur in legislation. 
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criminal division and a civil division. Next, under the Court of Appeal, is the High Court 

which consists of three divisions: the Queen’s Bench, the Chancery Division and the Family 

Division. The High Court also contains an administrative court which is competent to try the 

legality of decisions by e.g. inferior courts, tribunals, local authorities, Ministers and public 

bodies or officials. A Divisional Court in the High Court hears appeals from the magistrates’ 

courts, while another Divisional Court hears appeals from the county courts on bankruptcy 

and land. 

 

The tier below the High Court consists of Crown Courts that handle criminal law cases and 

appeals from magistrates’ courts. The magistrates’ courts, in turn, constitute a lower tier and 

handle criminal law cases involving trials of summary offences, as well as committals to the 

Crown Court, family proceedings courts and youth courts. As regards civil law disputes, the 

County Courts constitute the tier below the High Court where they are handled. Separate 

tribunals are charged with hearing appeals from decisions on immigration, social security, 

child support, pensions, tax and lands.831 

 

For the purposes of this investigation, the relevant courts are those that handle civil law 

disputes and those that are charged with reviewing decisions by the relevant supervisory 

bodies. Thus, other courts will not be considered further here. 

4.7.2 Administrative Authorities 

Until very recently – April 1, 2013 – responsibility for supervision of financial services 

providers lay with one monolithic supervisor, the Financial Services Authority (FSA), whose 

functions were set out in Section 1.1 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.832 The 

FSA had replaced an earlier supervisory authority, the Securities and Investment Board, in an 

overhaul of the UK supervisory structure in the 1990’s which culminated with the creation of 

the monolithic FSA.833 The bulk of the order execution regulations that apply to English firms 

                                                 
831 An overview of UK courts can found electronically at the website of HM Courts & Tribunals Service, 
available at: http://www.hmcourts-service.gov.uk/aboutus/structure/index.htm. 
832 Section 2 of the Act sets out the general duties of the FSA, its regulatory objectives (Section 2.2), general 
functions (Section 2.4) as well as factors that it must have regard to when discharging its general functions 
(Section 2.3). The regulatory objectives of the FSA are (i) market confidence, (ii) financial stability, (iii) 
consumer protection and (iv) the reduction of financial crime. 
833 An excellent overview of the events that led up to the creation of the FSA, and of the pre-existing UK 
supervisory structure, is given by Ferran. Eilìs Ferran. Examining the United Kingdom’s Experience in Adopting 
the Single Financial Regulator Model. 28 Brook. J. Int’l Law (2002-2003) 257 at 265 and passim.  

http://www.hmcourts-service.gov.uk/aboutus/structure/index.htm
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are, for the time being, those issued by the FSA. However, from April 1, 2013 the FSA will be 

replaced by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).834 

 

As concerns the regulatory competence of the FCA, Section 137A of the Financial Services 

and Markets Act 2000 as amended by the Financial Services Act 2012 provides that the FCA 

may make such rules applying to authorized persons as appear to be necessary or expedient 

for the purpose of advancing one or more of its operational objectives.835  

 

Section 139A of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 as amended by the Financial 

Services Act 2012 empowers the FCA to give guidance in the form of information and advice 

with respect to e.g. the operation of the Act and of any rules made under it. 

 

In practice, rules already adopted by the FSA under the Financial Services and Markets Act 

2000 are collected in the FSA Handbook, which is available in electronic format. The FSA 

Handbook also contains guidance issued by the FSA under the Act.836 In the part of the 

Handbook that lays down business standards, rules concerning e.g. conduct of business by 

investment firms are set out in the Conduct of Business Sourcebook (COBS). In the COBS, 

the FSA has inter alia issued rules and guidance on best execution (COBS 11.2), client order 

handling (COBS 11.3) and client limit orders (COBS 11.4). These rules and guidelines of the 

FSA will be addressed in Section 7 infra. It should also be mentioned here that COBS 11.4.3 

contains one provision which is neither a rule nor guidance issued pursuant to the Financial 

Services and Markets Act. This provision is identical with Article 31 of an EU regulation 

(Commission Regulation 1287/2006) and identified as such in the Handbook. Other parts of 

the Handbook contain provisions that belong to other categories that are not relevant for the 

investigation at hand.837 

                                                 
834 The Financial Services Act 2012 provides e.g. that Section 1A(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 
2000 shall state that the Financial Services Authority is ”renamed” the Conduct of Business Authority. See 
Section 6 of the Financial Services Act 2012. The FCA has one strategic objective: to ensure that relevant 
markets function well (Section 1B(2) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000) and three operational 
objectives: consumer protection, integrity [of the UK financial system] and competition (Section 1B(3) of the 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000). 
835 Sections 152-156 of the Financial Services and Markets Act lays down procedural provisions concerning 
consultation, publication and other requirements associated with the FSA’s drawing up of rules. 
836 The electronic version of the FSA Handbook is available electronically at 
http://fsahandbook.info/FSA/html/handbook/. 
837 Nelson criticizes the various types of provisions employed in the FSA Handbook and argues that the result is 
a scheme that is too difficult to operate. Nelson holds that ”all Rulebook material is drafted identically, and 
simply given a different designation” and that ”all such material represents the regulator’s policy and 
expectation”. Nelson, op. cit. at 50 f. 

http://fsahandbook.info/FSA/html/handbook/
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The FCA may censure or impose sanctions on authorized persons who have contravened a 

requirement imposed on them by or under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, 

pursuant to Sections 205-211 of the Act as amended by the Financial Services Act 2012.838  

4.7.3 Sources of Law 

As noted in Section 4.7.1.3, Bennion recognizes several categories of statutory law.839 He also 

discusses statutory interpretation and holds that “legislation is what the legislator says it is” 

although “…the meaning of legislation is what the court says it is”.840 This seems to suggest, 

at least implicitly, that statutory law is a possible source for those seeking to establish what 

the law is. 

  

As noted in Section 4.7.1.3 supra, Hudson identifies seven tiers of rules that are pertinent in 

the specific context of securities law. Going into somewhat more detail concerning UK 

securities regulation, Hudson distinguishes between three categories of FSA regulations: (i) 

regulations issued by the FSA in its specific role as UK Listing Authority, in relation to 

admission of securities to official listing and maintenance of such listing, (ii) regulations 

issued by the FSA that apply to both listed and unlisted securities, regarding e.g. prospectus 

requirements and disclosure rules, and (iii) FSA rules that deal with financial services more 

generally, e.g. conduct of business requirements.841 

 

Nelson discusses the sources of British law and how they are interpreted. In this context, he 

refers to the separation of powers between the Parliament and the judiciary: Parliament makes 

the laws, the judiciary interprets them.842 In this context, it is also stated that if “the meaning 

of the statutory words is plain and ambiguous it is not for the judges to invent fancied 

ambiguities as an excuse for failing to give effect to its plain meaning”843 but that judicial 

interpretation of statutory provisions – beyond the literal meaning of its language – may 

sometimes be necessary in order to “give effect to the true purpose of [ambiguously worded] 
                                                 
838 The range of available measures includes censure (Section 205), financial penalties (Section 206) and 
measures to suspend or limit the relevant person’s permission to carry on regulated activities (Section 206a). 
Decisions by the FSA to levy sanctions may be appealed to the Upper Tribunal (Tax and Chancery Chamber). 
839 Bennion (2001) at 5. 
840 Ibid. at 15 (italics in original). 
841 Hudson, op. cit. at 19. In this context, it should be noted that the obligations that are the object of this study – 
those that arise in connection with order execution – form part of the Conduct of Business rules, while the other 
two categories of rules mentioned by Hudson are less relevant to the present investigation. 
842 Nelson, op. cit. at 4 with reference to Duport Steels Ltd. v. Sirs [1980] 1 AER 529 at 541. 
843 Ibid. 
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legislation”.844 With reference to Bennion, Nelson then sets out four conditions for such 

judicial interpretation: (i) the enactment is ambiguous or obscure, or the literal meaning leads 

to an absurdity; (ii) the statement to be considered in interpreting the statute must have been 

made by or on behalf of the Minister responsible and be contained in the Hansard 

(parliamentary records); (iii) the statement in question must disclose the legislative intention 

behind the words of the statute; and (iv) the statement used to interpret the statute must in 

itself be clear.845 Moreover, Nelson refers to Bennion’s view that enacting history is never of 

binding or compelling authority.846 

 

A somewhat different view is offered by Zweigert and Kötz, who describe statutory 

interpretation in English courts as an activity where, for a long time, the courts construed 

statutory provisions narrowly so that they applied only to situations clearly covered by their 

terms. This resulted in narrow and sometimes pedantic application of statutory provisions.847 

However, Zweigert and Kötz also note that English courts have, in relatively recent times, 

tended to more liberal interpretation of statutory terms. In this context, mention is made of the 

effect of Europeanization. It would, according to these scholars, obviously be “inappropriate 

to give a literal interpretation to the stream of British enactments which implement a 

European Directive or fulfill an obligation under Community law…”.848 EU texts are, they 

observe, “usually drafted in the consciously open-textured Continental manner, and 

concretization is left to the courts, which must construe them in line with their purpose of 

unifying the law…”.849 

 

Nelson, again with reference to Bennion, also discusses the peculiar issues that arise when 

statutes based on EU legislation are to be interpreted. The four restrictive conditions of 

statutory interpretation as described above are explicitly rejected as too limited an 

approach.850 The Marleasing case from the (then) Court of Justice of the European 

Community is invoked, more specifically the Court’s statement that when applying national 

law that transposes EU directives, national courts are required to interpret it “in the light of 

the wording and the purpose of the directive in order to achieve the result pursued by the 
                                                 
844 Ibid. at 5 with reference to Pepper v. Hart [1993] 1 AER 42 at 50. 
845 Ibid. with reference to Francis Bennion, Statutory Interpretation, supplemented 4th ed. (London: LexisNexis, 
2002 and 2005) at 217. 
846 Ibid. with reference to Bennion, op. cit. at 230. 
847 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 265 f. 
848 Ibid. at 266. 
849 Ibid. at 266 f. 
850 Nelson, op. cit. at 5 with reference to Bennion (2002 and 2005), op. cit. at 230. 
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latter”.851 Bennion argues that, in consequence, EU rules transposed into UK law should be 

interpreted in the teleological manner employed at the Court of Justice of the European 

Community rather than by the common law system of interpretation.852 He goes on to state 

that the EU court seeks to give effect to the spirit, and not necessarily the letter, of the rule, 

which means that the court may depart from the text853 when interpreting a provision. The 

objective is to arrive at the underlying purpose of the provision, “within the context of the 

grand design”.854 

 

Nelson also advances another argument against using the stricter method of interpretation, 

described by Bennion, when analyzing capital markets legislation based on EU Directives. 

These laws are applied on a day-by-day basis by the competent supervisory authority, the 

Financial Services Authority (FSA). This in turn means that the intentions, interpretations and 

policies of the regulatory authority assume paramount importance.855 In this context, Nelson 

observes that the principles-based approach explicitly embraced by the FSA, where vague 

high-level principles are substituted for regulatory provisions, has the effect that the meaning 

of these principles is articulated only in material outside the rules.856 Moreover, the central 

importance of the FSA in applying capital markets regulations means that courts interpreting 

these rules ought to place great emphasis on the FSA’s interpretation as far as it can be 

discerned through its “historical articulation”.857 

 

Summing up his own attitude towards the use of different sources to interpret UK capital 

markets law, Nelson writes that in seeking to explain each rule he uses the rule itself, such 

formal material that may appear within the FSA rulebook and “any extraneous material […] 

whether or not contemporaneous with the original rule or the present rule, as may be 

considered relevant to the understanding of that present rule”.858 This “patchwork” of sources 

is needed, since the regulator often does not provide an up-to-date articulation of what the 

rules mean.859 

                                                 
851 Marleasing, Case C-106/89, [1990] ECR 1-4135, para. 8. 
852 Bennion (2001), op. cit. at 145. 
853 Ibid. at 145 f. with reference to Henn and Darby v D.P.P. [1981] AC 850 at 905. 
854 Nelson, op. cit. at 6 with reference to Bennion, op. cit. at 146 and to James Buchanon & Co. Ltd v. Babco 
[1977] 2 WLR 107 at 112. 
855 Nelson, op. cit. at 6. 
856 Ibid. 
857 Ibid. 
858 Ibid. at 7. 
859 Ibid. 
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The approach favored by Nelson entails that a patchwork of sources may and must be 

consulted in order to ascertain the meaning of capital markets rules that transpose EU 

directives. This methodological choice follows from the perceived need to establish the 

meaning behind the provisions (to quote Marleasing, “the wording and the purpose of the 

directive”)860 using the teleological approach of the Court of Justice of the European 

Communities. Compared to the method of interpreting common law provisions described by 

Bennion, this alternative approach allows for many more different sources to be invoked. This 

in turn means that the list of potential sources becomes very long, since “any extraneous 

material”, regardless of where it can be found, can be invoked if it is considered “relevant to 

the understanding of [the] present rule”.861 

 

The traditional method of common law interpretation described – but not embraced in this 

context – by Bennion clearly defines what sources are to be considered when courts decide on 

the meaning of statutory provisions. The teleological approach as drawn up by Nelson pace 

Bennion, on the other hand, does not exclude any sources ex ante. Instead any source is 

considered, irrespective of its formal place within the legislative framework, as long as it 

contributes to understanding the meaning of the provision at hand. This arguably renders the 

outcome of the interpretative effort using Nelson’s method more anarchic and far less 

predictable than if the traditional approach, with its set of predefined “allowable” sources, 

would have been employed. Moreover, Nelson’s method tacitly presupposes that EU 

directives, and the method prescribed by the highest EU court for ascertaining the meaning of 

EU directives, hold primacy over national legislation transposing these rules and dictate the 

method by which these national rules are to be interpreted. 

 

As noted above, Hudson presents the sources of securities law as a seven-tier system. The first 

two tiers are (i) EU securities directives and (ii) technical regulations enacted through EU 

legislative processes. Legislation at the national level is relegated to the subsequent tiers of 

sources.862 Hudson also notes, however, that EU directives must be implemented into English 

law by statute or statutory instrument, and that this creates scope for implementation that is 

                                                 
860 Marleasing SA v La Comercial Internacional de Alimentacion SA, Case C-106/89, [1990] ECR 1-4135, 
para. 8. 
861 Nelson, op. cit. at 7. 
862 Hudson, op. cit. at 4. Moreover, Hudson considers ”general English law” as the last, seventh tier among 
sources of securities law, although he also holds that it is ”clearly the largest of the seven”. Ibid. at 6. 
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“subtly or materially different” from the precise terms of EU law.863 In order to address the 

constitutional implications of the assumption that EU law hold primacy over UK securities 

law, a separate analysis would be needed that is outside the scope of this investigation.  

 

Hudson also draws a distinction between law and regulation and considers that the FSA 

regulations issued under the 2000 Financial Services and Markets Act do not constitute 

law.864 Hudson justifies this position by observing that FSA regulations are materially 

predicated on EU directives and neither subject to a formal doctrine of precedent nor subject 

to scrutiny by courts. Instead, FSA regulations are subject to appeal only to a special tribunal 

that does not apply a doctrine of precedent.865 Nelson observes that enforcement actions by 

the FSA can be appealed to an independent tribunal created in order to satisfy “as a 

minimum” Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights.866 Moreover, Nelson 

reports FSA statements to the effect that the FSA does not bind itself when reaching a 

decision in an enforcement case, and that it is unhelpful to talk of “precedent” in this 

context.867 However, Nelson does not raise the issue whether this aspect of the appeals 

process makes of FSA regulations something else than law. In Hudson’s view, a “doctrine of 

precedent further to case law or statute”, used by courts in order to enforce rules, is a 

characteristic of substantive law that is lacking in the context of FSA regulations.868 

 

Bennion and Nelson both find that UK laws that transpose EU securities law directives should 

be interpreted using the teleological approach articulated by the Court of Justice of the 

European Communities. They do not discuss the issue whether the self-professed absence of 

the doctrine of precedent in FSA applications of pertinent regulations means that FSA 

regulations that transpose EU rules are something other than law. Hudson, on the other hand, 

raises this issue and contrasts the body that handles appeals against FSA decisions (the 

tribunal) with the general courts.  

 

As noted above, Hudson makes a seemingly binary distinction between two sets of rules in 

the field of securities law: on the one hand substantive law as adapted to the particular 

securities markets context, and on the other hand specific FSA regulations created in relation 
                                                 
863 Ibid. at 8. 
864 Hudson, op. cit. at 20. 
865 Ibid. 
866 Nelson, op. cit. at 40. 
867 Ibid. at 47 f. 
868 Hudson, op. cit. at 20. 
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to the securities markets.869 Hudson also notes that non-legislative statements of principle 

from international bodies such as the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) may be 

significant since these statements may “percolate down” into national regulatory practices and 

public policy.870 Bennion and Nelson argue for using a teleological method in order to 

ascertain what the law is insofar as the law – or lower-hierarchy rules such as FSA regulations 

– transposes EU legislation. 

 

For the purposes of this investigation, Hudson’s position renders it necessary to consider two 

interrelated issues. Pro primo: does the idiosyncratic appeals process regarding FSA decisions 

mean that in this context there is no court present to interpret the rules, thus making it 

impossible for any law to be construed at all? Pro secundo: does the absence of a stare decisis 

doctrine concerning FSA decisions mean that case law in the form of earlier decisions is 

irrelevant for determining what the law is? 

 

For the purposes of this work, the answer to both questions is no. As concerns the first 

question, it is not relevant for our purposes whether the tribunal that takes on appeals against 

FSA decisions is bound by the doctrine of precedent and whether it is held to be a court on par 

with the general courts. The important function of the tribunal, just like the general courts, is 

to serve as a forum for establishing how rules are applied in practice. Whether the tribunal is a 

court or not matters less; what matters is whether it is competent to state how the pertinent 

rules (here, FSA securities regulations) are to be interpreted and applied. As far as the second 

question is concerned, the analysis offered by Bennion and Nelson – that the teleological 

method of the CJCE is best suited to interpret UK rules such as FSA regulations that 

transpose EU securities laws – seems plausible. It has been noted above that under this 

approach any source is considered, irrespective of its formal place within the legislative 

framework, as long as it contributes to understanding the meaning of the provision at hand. 

This includes also earlier decisions by the FSA or the tribunal, insofar as they can be useful in 

predicting how a decision-making authority would apply the rules. In this context, the 

principles embraced by international bodies such as the BIS that Hudson brings up871 may 

also be relevant when elucidating the meaning of contentious provisions. To sum up, the 

methodological approach advocated by both Bennion and Nelson for interpreting transposed 

                                                 
869 Ibid. at 21. 
870 Ibid. 
871 Ibid. 
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EU legislation will be employed in this study when analyzing UK legislation that transposes 

EU directives. 

 

However, it should be noted here at the outset of the investigation that not all rules that may 

be relevant for ascertaining intermediaries’ obligations in the context of order execution are 

transposed EU law provisions. Other statutory or non-statutory laws in the UK, or in England 

and Wales, may impinge on order execution and the legal obligations associated with it. In his 

analysis of securities law, Hudson focuses on three fields of inquiry: (i) UK statutes and (ii) 

FSA regulation, specifically how European Union legislation is put into effects through them, 

but also (iii) liabilities under English law, principally with regard to contract law, torts, 

company law and in equity.872 

 

Insofar as statutory UK or English873 law that does not constitute transposed EU directives is 

concerned, the traditional method of interpretation set out by Bennion will be employed in 

this study. 

 

Also with regard to English law that does not transpose EU rules, the question arises what 

sources may be invoked when ascertaining what the law is. The doctrine of stare decisis – the 

binding force of precedent – cannot be disregarded here; as described by Zweigert and Kötz, 

it lays down that every English court is bound by all decisions by higher-level courts.874 This 

is so irrespective of when the previous decision was handed down – two months or two 

centuries ago – and even if society has evolved in a way that renders the rule from the earlier 

case inappropriate to present conditions.875 However, Zweigert and Kötz also note that a 

previous decision is binding only in cases where the ratio decidendi – the basic reason 

underlying the decision – is apposite. In order to establish whether the case at hand can be 

distinguished from the precedent, i.e. if the circumstances of the present case are such that the 

precedent is not applicable, judges may have to sift through a considerable number of related 

                                                 
872 Ibid. at 7. 
873 In this context, ”English” should be read as ”English and Welsh” in the absence of specific indications to the 
opposite, since English law is generally applicable in Wales as well. See, e.g., Hale, op. cit. at 117 and Hudson, 
op. cit. at 7. 
874 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 259. It is also observed by Zweigert and Kötz that the stare decisis doctrine 
until recently entailed that the Court of Appeal and the House of Lords were bound to treat their own previous 
decisions as absolutely binding. Ibid. 
875 Ibid. at 260. 
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decisions. Zweigert and Kötz see this as an intellectual process in which conscious or 

unconscious value-judgments, not only “judicial art”, may influence the outcome.876 

 

Hudson states that substantial English case law in areas such as contracts, torts and equity is 

normally not created with securities transactions specifically in mind. Principles of 

substantive law need to be interpreted and adapted to fit the securities law context.877 

Hudson’s observations on the relevance, or not, of English case law when securities law is 

concerned do not contradict the doctrine of stare decisis. His comments on the importance of 

a doctrine of precedent as a defining aspect of “law” as opposed to “financial regulations” 

emphasize the importance of respecting this doctrine.878 For the purposes of this investigation, 

Hudson’s view serves as a reminder that a previous decision is binding only in cases where 

the ratio decidendi is apposite,879 and a caveat to always analyze carefully whether a specific 

precedent is apposite or not. As Hudson implies, this may be even more important when the 

precedent does not relate to securities transactions. 

  

                                                 
876 Ibid. 
877 Hudson, op. cit. at 20. 
878 Ibid. at 20 f. 
879 Zweigert and Kötz, op. cit. at 260. 
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Chapter 5 Order Execution Rules in US Law 

5.1 Introduction 

The present chapter will describe rules that impose obligations in the context of order 

execution in the United States. The basis for the investigation is the set of questions that were 

raised in Chapter 3.880 The rest of this chapter represents an effort to answer these questions. 

 

At the outset, several methodological issues must be addressed. Pro primo, the intention here 

is to analyze obligations that those who execute orders for the part of another need to comply 

with. These obligations may arise as a result of legislative or regulatory initiatives. The 

legislator can enact new law that entails best execution obligations and regulatory authorities 

can enact regulations that impose best execution obligations. However, those who execute 

orders for the part of another may also be bound by rules that are not issued by the legislator 

or a regulator, but instead by a self-regulatory organization (SRO), a trading venue or another 

entity that issues rules that the order executor commits to comply with. In the extreme, the 

person who executes the order may be bound by best execution obligations that are 

specifically set out in the bilateral contract with the investor on whose behalf the order is 

placed. In this last example, the obligation is purely contractual in character. 

Pursuant to the discussion in Chapter 2, this study concerns itself with certain types of rules 

and willfully ignores others when the existence and scope of best execution obligations are 

investigated. Contractual terms in bilateral contracts are not invoked as a possible source of 

best execution obligations, even if the contracts as such may be valid and the contracting 

                                                 
880 To recap, the questions were: (i) Are there statutory rules on order execution or best execution 

obligations? (ii) If so, when were the order execution/best execution rules introduced? What reasons for 

introducing them were put forth by the legislator? (iii) What activities are covered by the order 

execution/best execution duty? Coverage defined by instruments, actors, venues? (iv) In what does the 

statutory order execution duty/best execution duty consist? (v) Are the order execution rules/best execution 

rules bright-line (e.g. focused on easily determined variables) or more generally drafted (e.g. set out as a 

duty to consider several factors w/out any explicit quantitative duties)? (vi) Who is responsible for securing 

best execution/order execution that complies with the rules? Venue or broker? (vii) How is compliance with 

best execution/order execution duties as well as order execution – the actual trades – disclosed to the client? 

(viii) Are there statutory or judge-made rules on fiduciary best execution duties that impinge on securities 

markets transactions? (ix) If so, how has the fiduciary duty of best execution been defined in law/case-law? 

(x) What enforcement measures are available against a party who has a best execution/order execution duty 

– fiduciary or imposed by law or regulation – and violates it? 
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parties bound by their content (including the best execution obligations set out in them).881 

However, rules that are intended to bind multiple actors but are issued by private 

organizations will be considered in the following analysis. Strictly speaking, this means that 

both statutory rules and rules issued by private entities will be considered as possible sources 

of best execution obligations for those who execute orders on behalf of others.882 

 

Pro secundo, best execution obligations can be imposed not only by legislative or other rule-

making but also through decisions in courts.883 Courts may adjudicate disputes and in so 

doing make statements on what the law is concerning, e.g., the best execution obligation owed 

by an agent to his principal in the context of securities trading. The duties of an agent vis-à-

vis her principal in the context of order execution are a matter for the laws of the different 

states, as well as federal common law. This means that both state and federal case law may 

need to be reckoned with. At least in theory, this means that decisions in cases from state 

courts in all states as well as the federal courts might have to be considered when analyzing 

the extent of best execution obligations for those who execute orders on behalf of others in 

US securities markets. The discussion and analysis below is carried out on the basis of a 

relatively limited number of cases in both state and federal courts, which have been deemed 

relevant in the context of this investigation of best execution obligations. It should also be 

noted that earlier works on the common law duty of best execution in the US have discussed 

the existence and extent of this duty, labeled the “doctrine” of best execution, against a 

backdrop of somewhat differing decisions from courts in several states.884 In a similar vein, 

this study attempts to elucidate the elements of a common law duty of best execution based on 

case law from various state courts. However, it also concerns itself with the federal common 

                                                 
881 Another normative question is whether it is preferable to establish order execution obligations through 
voluntary contracting rather than through mandatory law or regulation. This issue is not apposite in the context 
of this chapter, but it is discussed  in Chapter 9 infra.   
882 In this context, it merits mention that the possibility that a private right of action for an investor can be 
implied from the violation of an SRO rule has been discussed in the US. Poser and Fanto note that although the 
Supreme Court has never ruled on the question, “the weight of authority in the lower federal courts is clearly 
against implying such a right”. Norman S. Poser, James A. Fanto. Broker-Dealer Law and Regulation, 4th ed. 
including supplements up to 2011 (Frederick, MD: Aspen Publishers, 2008 and 2011) at §16.06[A]. However, it 
is also noted that even if there is no implied right of action based on the violation of an SRO rule, the violation 
may still be admitted in evidence because SRO rules are excellent tools against which to assess the 
reasonableness of a broker’s handling of a customer’s account. Ibid. at §16.06[B]. 
883 David A. Lipton. Best Execution: The National Market System’s Missing Ingredient. 57 Notre Dame L. 
(1982) 449 at 463. 
884 Francis J. Facciolo. A Broker’s Duty of Best Execution in the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries. 26 
Pace L. Rev. (2005) 155 at 161 ff. and passim. 
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law in this area. The intention here is to analyze whether a duty of best execution exists, and if 

so to delve into its material content.885 

 

As regards the interplay between federal and state rules, it merits mention that some aspects 

of broker-dealer regulation were affected by the 1996 National Securities Markets 

Improvement Act.886 This Act reduced the overlap between federal and state law. Pursuant to 

the Act, states may no longer impose a number of different prudential requirements on broker-

dealers registered with the SEC. However, the broker’s duties vis-à-vis the client when 

executing orders for him/her are not included among those issues where states are precluded 

from imposing requirements.887 Thus, a contrario, states may still impose fiduciary duties 

regarding order execution on broker-dealers. The interplay between federal and state law, and 

the question of federal pre-emption of state law in the context of order execution rules, will be 

addressed in more detail below. 

 

The rest of this chapter addresses research questions taken over from Chapter 3.  In order to 

establish the relevant material law, a chronological approach will be used where the 

development of order execution obligations over time is traced through relevant sources. As 

noted supra, there are several different types of sources that will be invoked. The 

chronological approach will not, however, be slavishly adhered to; instead, the road will take 

a number of forks and different issues will be treated separately – if roughly chronologically – 

under thematic headings. Then, a summing-up will be made where material obligations under 

current law will be identified and analyzed. The chapter will conclude with a description of 

earlier scholarly economic analyses of best execution rules and related order execution 

obligations. 

5.2 Order Execution Rules in the US: Introduction 

In very general terms, order execution obligations in the US have mainly been held to apply 

with reference to either agency law, including fiduciary duties, or federal statutes and 

regulations as complemented by industry self-regulation. Within each group, there are 

different sources of such obligations. In the following, different types of sources will be 

                                                 
885 As already stated in Chapter 1 supra, only best execution obligations in relations to share transactions will be 
analyzed. However, sources that raise best execution issues in the context of transactions with other types of 
financial assets may be discussed insofar as they are held to be of general interest. 
886 Pub. L. 104-290, Oct. 11, 1996, 110 Stat. 3416. 
887 15 U.S.C. at 78o (h) (1). 
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treated together under thematic headings, in order to provide a comprehensive view of 

existing order execution obligations. It will be clear from the discussion what sources will be 

used; nevertheless, it seems apposite to provide a cursory description of the main sources ab 

initio. 

 

In case law both at the state and federal level, order execution obligations have been 

established with reference to agency law and fiduciary duties. In this context, statutory state 

law as well as general agency obligations and fiduciary duties as set out in case law have been 

applied in cases concerning order execution. 

 

In federal law, the main source of order execution obligations is the 1934 Securities Exchange 

Act, as amended, and rules enacted thereunder. The Act sets out high-level principles 

concerning order execution obligations but does not impose detailed, specific obligations on 

intermediaries. Instead, the SEC has adopted more detailed regulations on order execution 

through delegated authority pursuant to the ’34 Act. Moreover, the SEC has adopted general 

anti-fraud rules through delegated authority, and these anti-fraud rules have also been applied 

to cases concerning order execution. Self-regulatory organizations have also adopted rules 

that govern order execution, subject to approval by the SEC, and applied them to 

intermediaries: this body of rules will be referred to as well. 

5.3 Early Traces of Order Execution Obligations 

5.3.1 Introduction: Fiduciary Duties 

The concept of fiduciary duties predates the federal securities laws and will be discussed first 

in this section. First, the concept of fiduciary duty will be considered in the abstract, with a 

brief historical background. In this section, the idea is not to discuss specific developments in 

the United States; these will begin to be treated in the following section.Already at the outset, 

it seems apt to recognize with DeMott not only that the law of fiduciary obligation is 

situation-specific but also that “the fiduciary constraint on a party’s discretion to pursue self-

interest resists tidy categorization”.888 No less apposite seems the statement by Felix 

Frankfurter, that “to say that a man is a fiduciary only begins analysis”.889 

                                                 
888 Deborah A. DeMott. Beyond Metaphor: An Analysis of Fiduciary Obligation. 37 Duke L. J. (1988) 879 at 
879. 
889 SEC v. Chenery, 318 U.S. 80, 85 (1943). 
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5.3.2 The Fiduciary Duties of Agents: An Overview 

Frankel offers a historical overview of how fiduciary duties have evolved in different legal 

environments such as ancient Mesopotamia, Rome, medieval Europe and other milieus.890 In 

sum, it is observed that rules concerning fiduciary duties in these different contexts all 

represent efforts to balance the discretion and freedom afforded to fiduciaries against the risk 

that they abuse this discretion and the trust extended to them.891 DeMott traces the origin of 

fiduciary obligations to the relief granted by courts of equity, as opposed to the common law 

courts, in situations where one person had abused the confidence another had reposed in him. 

Regarding the use of the actual term “fiduciary”, DeMott observes that term was adopted to 

apply to situations falling short of trust, but in which one person was nonetheless obliged to 

act like a trustee.892 Further, it is noted that when fiduciary obligations evolved they owed 

much to the situation-specificity and flexibility that characterized equity, and were rendered 

resistant to precise definition.893 In very general terms, it is suggested that courts impose 

fiduciary constraints when one person’s discretion ought to be controlled because of the 

characteristics of that person’s relationship with another.894 

 

Frankel discusses the nature of fiduciary relationships and emphasizes several distinguishing 

characteristics with the three main elements being (i) entrustment to the fiduciary of property 

or power, (ii) trust in the fiduciary from the entrustor’s side and (iii) that the entrustment of 

property or power creates a risk for the entrustor.895 Fiduciary relationships usually involve 

expertise in, e.g., medicine, law or investment management.896 Not only individual experts, 

but also expert organizations may act as fiduciaries. In this context, Frankel argues that 

intermediaries in the financial sector may be expert organizations and that these actors are 

crucial to the financial system.897 

 

Agency, where the principal entrusts his agent the power to bind the principal to legal 

obligations, is an example of when power is entrusted in a manner that creates a fiduciary 

                                                 
890 Tamar Frankel. Fiduciary Law (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2011) Chapter 2, passim. 
891 Ibid. at 97 f. 
892 DeMott, op. cit. at 880. 
893 Ibid. at 881. 
894 Ibid. at 910. 
895 Frankel, op. cit. at 4 f. 
896 Ibid. at 6. 
897 Ibid. at 7. 
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relationship between the principal (the entrustor) and the agent (the fiduciary).898 Moreover, 

in a fiduciary relationship the fiduciary is granted at least some discretionary power to act. 

This in turn raises the risk that the fiduciary fails to perform its service with care or according 

to the principal’s directives, and renders the entrustor the weaker part in the relationship.899 

Moreover, it is costly to monitor the fiduciary’s performance and not always possible to rely 

on market mechanisms to reduce the risk of receiving services of inferior quality. For 

example, price competition or information about past performance may not work well in 

situations where entrustors do not seek the best price and past performance is not sufficient to 

predict future outcomes, e.g. when a patient who will undergo heart surgery seeks the best 

surgeon to do the job.900 Frankel also notes that if the fiduciary is granted less discretion, this 

means that less power is entrusted to him. At some point, the person to whom power is 

entrusted has so little discretionary power to act that he cannot be considered a fiduciary.901 In 

this context, it is noteworthy that statements have been made in an English context to the 

effect that broker-dealers who act as “execution only agents” gave limited duties and normally 

do not owe fiduciary duties to the customer in relation to the transaction itself.902 

5.3.3 Early Traces of a Best Execution Obligation in the United States 

Banner discusses the legal issues raised by securities trading in the first decade of the United 

States’ existence, and finds that American legislators and judges relied to a large extent on 

English precedents when they fitted the phenomenon of securities trading into preexisting 

bodies of law. For example, judges applied general principles of contract law in disputes 

about the enforceability of contracts to transact in securities.903 However, Banner does not 

identify any cases where the issue of a broker’s duties in the specific context of order 

execution was addressed by federal or state legislators or courts.904 

 

In this context, it merits mention – at least anecdotally – that one early Virginia case addresses 

agency obligations in the context of order execution. In Short v. Skipwith,905 the plaintiff 

(resident in France) held that the defendant (resident in Virginia) had failed to obey his 

                                                 
898 Ibid. at 25. 
899 Ibid. at 25 f. 
900 Ibid. at 29 f. 
901 Ibid. at 28. 
902 The Law Commission, Fiduciary Duties and Regulatory Rules, [1992] EWLC C124 (15 January 1992) at 37 
f. 
903 Banner, op. cit. at 179 ff. 
904 Banner, op. cit. Chapters 5-7 and passim. 
905 22 F. Cas. 9 (C.C.Va. 1806). 
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instruction to buy “certificates” – a form of public debt instruments – because the defendant 

had been very slow in acting on the plaintiff’s instruction to buy thStue certificates.906 In the 

meantime, the certificates had gone up in value and as a result, the plaintiff had missed out on 

profits that he would otherwise have realized. The court found that the defendant had failed to 

meet his obligation to enter into transactions on behalf of the plaintiff and that the latter was 

entitled to recover the amount he would have realized had the purchase been made in a timely 

manner.907 

 

Facciolo argues that the best execution doctrine initially developed due to regulatory 

oversight by the SEC and then as a result of the opportunity to initiate class action suits 

against brokers.908 In his view, the best execution doctrine “awaited the birth of the SEC, 

more sophisticated theories about security markets and the pricing of securities, and the 

development of the class action suit”.909 This would seem to imply that the common law 

doctrine of best execution could not have arisen before, at the earliest, the 1930’s when the 

SEC was created and that it should have become more prominent in the 1960’s with the rise 

of the class action suit. Indeed, Facciolo claims that the doctrine only did become prominent 

in the 1930’s; however, he also argues that the preconditions for the development of best 

execution as a legal doctrine existed already in the late 19th century.910 

 

Facciolo then discusses how 19th century state courts decided in cases involving alleged 

violations of a broker’s duty vis-à-vis his client in the context of stock market transactions. 

First, he holds that one clear duty that can be identified is the broker’s duty to follow 

instructions on, e.g., order execution given by the client.911 Second, Facciolo states that cases 

from the 19th century enshrine the primary principle that a broker has a general duty of good 

faith to its customer, although he also holds that limit orders were not recognized as having 

                                                 
906 The plaintiff expressed his will that the defendant should buy certificates for him first in a letter of December, 
1787, and then in stronger terms in a letter of February, 1788. The defendant/agent finally purchased certificates 
for the plaintiff/principal in the spring of 1789. Ibid. at 11. 
907 Ibid. Interestingly enough, the court advanced economic reasoning to support its holding. If the other route 
were to be taken, i.e. that the plaintiff would not recoup the loss of gain, “the encouragement which such a 
decision would give to dangerous and corrupt practices in the intercourse between a principal and his agent, must 
be apparent. It would hold forth an inducement, in every instance where extraordinary profit might be made, to 
divert trust funds into other channels than those for which they were designed, to the great injury of a large 
portion of society”. Ibid. 
908 Facciolo, op. cit. at 159. 
909 Ibid. 
910 Ibid. at 160. 
911 Ibid. at 162. 
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best execution ramifications.912 He finds the closest resemblance to a duty of best execution in 

a series of state court decisions from the late 19th and early 20th century in which it is held that 

a broker may execute a purchase or sale upon any customary market for a particular security. 

Facciolo speculates, based on the same sequence of cases, that the unarticulated assumption 

underlying these cases may be that the best price for a particular security may be found on the 

market where it is customarily traded.913 However, he also notes that the New York Court of 

Appeals found, in an 1884 case, that a broker had not acted unfairly when executing a trade 

privately instead of publicly on the New York Stock Exchange. Facciolo emphasizes that the 

court found that the prices at private sales were at least as high as in public transactions, and 

that the agent could sell in any usual or ordinary way absent special restrictions.914 

 

In this context, it merits mention that one of the cases cited by Facciolo addresses in relatively 

general terms the duties of a broker charged with executing an order as agent for the principal. 

In this Maryland case,915 the principal directed the broker to purchase a certain amount of a 

specified stock. The court noted that “the order is general in its terms not directing the 

purchase to be made in any particular place or mode, and not containing any restrictions as to 

price”.916 Under these circumstances, the court found that the broker had not erred in 

executing the order in New York. However, the court further stated that the broker must show 

that “the stock was actually purchased under his directions, by his New York agents, at its fair 

market price, on the day of purchase, and that he actually paid the purchase money 

therefor”.917 Also, in Porter v. Wormser,918 it was held that the fact that bonds had been sold 

at private sale was not a ground of objection when nothing had been shown to impeach the 

fairness of the sale in question.919 The court found that the terms of trade were as good as or 

better than those that could have been obtained at public sale.920 

 

                                                 
912 Ibid. 
913 Ibid. As an aside, a similar presumption has been applied in modern times as well, e.g., in UK financial 
regulations until the advent of harmonized European rules in 2007 and up to the present in recommendations by 
the AMF in France and the Swedish Securities Dealers Association. See sections 7.2.4.3 (AMF 
recommendations, 7.3.4.5 (SSDA recommendations), and 7.4.3.2 (earlier UK rules). 
914 Ibid. at 162 f. with reference to Porter v. Wormser, 94 N.Y. 431 (1884) at 431 and 447. 
915 Rosenstock v. Tormey, 32 Md. 169 (1870). 
916 Ibid. at 5. 
917 Ibid. 
918 94 N.Y. 431 (1884). 
919 Ibid. at 447. 
920 Ibid. 
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Interesting remarks concerning the prospects for order execution at different venues were 

made by a New York court in 1909 in the case of Weir v. Dwyer.921 Here, the question was 

whether a sale of securities on the New York curb, a marketplace where both brokers and 

other investors could participate in trading, constituted a proper sale or not.922 The court noted 

first that earlier case law established that a sale at the New York Stock Exchange instead of at 

a public auction had been held to constitute an improper sale due to the fact that the outside 

public could not participate in trading. However, the court went on to note that ”it is 

extremely probable that, in view of the development of facilities for trading on the stock 

exchange, the vast number of brokers ready and willing to act for the public, the great volume 

of daily transactions in most kinds of stocks, and the greater opportunity thus presented for 

realizing fair value and protecting the pledgor may lead to a modification of this rule by the 

courts of this state”.923 In any case, the court proceeded to state that the curb market was not 

confined to brokers but provided the public with an opportunity to trade also without the aid 

of a broker.924 In such a market, a pledgor would have a full opportunity to protect himself. 

Perhaps more interesting for the purposes of this investigation is the remark made by the court 

that on this market ”unquestionably a much better opportunity would be afforded for 

obtaining full value for the stock so sold than at a sale at public auction at a place where 

transactions in such stock are infrequent.”925 Moreover, the court also held that another 

element to consider was time, namely that a sale at public auction instead of at the curb might 

have entailed direct expenses but also a delay that might result in a serious decrease in 

value.926 It would appear from the opinion of the court that in this case, the prospect for 

obtaining the best price or ”full value” for a security was taken into account when determining 

whether execution at a specific venue constituted a ”proper sale” or not.927  

 

Statements that address best execution duties were also made by a Massachusetts court in 

Hall v. Paine.928 Here, the court discussed the duties of a broker to his principal when the 

broker took the other side of a transaction and bought stock from the principal. It was held by 

                                                 
921 114 N.Y.S. 528 (N.Y. App. Term 1909). 
922 Ibid. at 530 f. 
923 Ibid. at 531. 
924 Ibid. 
925 Ibid. 
926 Ibid. 
927 For completeness, it should be noted that in the case at hand, the transaction was carried out by the broker 
who had not received payment from his client and thus re-sold stocks that he had originally bought as an agent of 
the client. Ibid. at 529 f. 
928 112 N.E. 153 (Mass., 1916). 
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the court that such self-dealing was allowed only with “the full knowledge and assent of his 

principal.” Furthermore, it was stated that a broker owed a duty to his principal that “requires 

him to secure the highest price obtainable, while his self-interest prompts him to buy at the 

lowest practicable price”.929 This was held to imply that self-dealing without disclosure was 

proscribed even if the sale was carried out without any actual attempt by the broker to 

“overreach or secure personal advantage” and even if market price was paid with no harm 

inflicted on the principal.930  

 

Facciolo finds the clearest early recognition of a duty for brokers to execute orders without 

deceiving their customers or taking advantage of them in a report from the New York State 

Assembly’s Select Committee on Stock-Jobbing. The brief 1834 report held that investors 

were unable to obtain information on intra-day pricing, which in turn enabled brokers to claim 

that they had paid worse prices than they in fact did, and pocket the difference themselves.931 

The brokers were able to buy or sell at one price, report an inferior price to their client and 

claim the difference. In economic terms, too large a spread was reported to the client and the 

difference between this fictional spread and the (smaller) spread in the actual transaction was 

a gain for the broker. The Report did not result in any legislation to address these perceived 

practices. However, also in 19th century New York, a broker was prohibited from selling its 

own shares in a company to its customers.932 Interestingly, this prohibition applied even if the 

customer received better terms of trade through such a purchase than he would have gotten 

had he gone into the market instead.933 Facciolo also refers to a somewhat later Wisconsin 

case in which it was stated that a broker’s ordinary fiduciary duties vis-à-vis his customer 

included obligations to be diligent as to time and to purchase at the best price obtainable.934 

However, on the whole, Facciolo characterizes the case law underdeveloped in comparison to 

the SEC’s references in the 1930’s to the existence of such a duty. In his view, the duty of 

best execution under earlier common law was, at best, inarticulate and inchoate rather than a 

clear principle of law.935 

                                                 
929 Ibid. at 158. 
930 Ibid. The court also found, however, that the principal was not entitled to rescind transactions that the broker 
had entered into with the principal as an agent for other investors insofar as the broker had acted in accordance 
with applicable stock exchange rules. Ibid. at 159. 
931 Facciolo, op. cit. at 164 with reference to the Report of the Select Committee on Stock-jobbing, N.Y. 
Assembly Doc. 339, 57th Sess. (Mar. 28, 1834). 
932 Ibid. at 164. 
933 Ibid. with reference to Taussig v. Hart, 58 N.Y. 425, 428 (1874). 
934 Ibid. with reference to Wahl v. Tracy, 121 N.W. 660, 661 (Wis. 1909). 
935 Ibid. at 165. 
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Moreover, Facciolo holds that the securities markets in the 19th century already displayed 

structural features such as multiple-venue trading of securities so that different quotes and 

prices were available.936 In his view, best execution considerations could well have become 

relevant in such an environment, but this did not happen until the 1930’s.937 In the same vein, 

Facciolo holds that information that made it possible to compare the prices on different 

venues, also exchanges in different countries, was available already in the 18th century and 

that the amount of available information increased dramatically with the introduction of 

telegraphs, ticker tape machines and telephones in the 19th century.938 The availability of 

information would have facilitated the process of establishing whether a price received was 

indeed the best price or not under the relevant market conditions. Facciolo also emphasizes 

that price arbitrage opportunities, which could have raised best execution concerns, were 

present from the late 18th century onward. Moreover, Facciolo states that large numbers of 

individual retail investors, who might presumably have sought the protection afforded by a 

brokers’ duty of best execution, were active in the American securities markets at least from 

the early 19th century onward.939 

 

In Facciolo’s view, the rise of the best execution doctrine can be tied to the intellectual 

changes that took place between the 1930’-1940’s and the turn of the 21st century. Prominent 

among these is the capital-asset pricing model (CAPM) and the efficient market hypothesis, 

which both address the presence of transaction costs and the need to minimize them. Also, 

Facciolo traces a change in popular sentiment towards greater acceptance of, and interest in, 

trading in securities markets.940 

5.4 The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 

Legislation concerning securities trading in secondary markets was introduced at the federal 

level in 1934, in the aftermath of the severe economic crisis that started in 1929 (“the Great 

Depression”). The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 introduced new obligations for listed 

companies, marketplaces and intermediaries but did not explicitly address the duty of an 

intermediary (e.g. a broker) to obtain best execution of customer orders. However, the Act did 

                                                 
936 Ibid. at 165 ff. 
937 Ibid. at 169. 
938 Ibid. at 171. 
939 Ibid. at 174 ff. 
940 Ibid. at 180. 
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contain broadly drafted anti-fraud provisions that could conceivably be invoked against many 

kinds of behavior by brokers if these were held to be detrimental to investors. These anti-

fraud provisions in Section 10(b) of the Act proscribed the use of “any manipulative or 

deceptive device or contrivance” in connection with the purchase of sale or securities in 

interstate commerce.941 Bromberg and Lowenfels note that Section 10-b was one of the least 

controversial parts of the Act and also that there is a dearth of evidence concerning the 

legislative intent behind the provision.942 

 

Subsequently, in 1942, the SEC adopted a rule under Section 10(b) of the Act that addressed 

securities fraud. The rule, Rule 10b-5, made it unlawful for any person to engage in fraudulent 

behavior in connection with the sale or purchase of a security and has been held to apply e.g. 

to situations where a broker-dealer buys or sells securities for the part of another.943 Since its 

enactment, Rule 10b-5 has been invoked and held to apply in very different situations.944 

Bromberg and Lowenfels hold that the courts have applied the rule generously. In their view, 

the courts have both broadened the meaning of fraud and extended it to more kinds of 

transactions and persons.945 This development entails that in present times, “no business deal 

involving securities can safely be made without considering it”.946 However, it should also be 

observed at the outset that in those instances where the Supreme Court has addressed the 

degree to which liability can be imposed pursuant to Rule 10b-5, the court has stated that 

scienter is required for an action to constitute securities fraud947 and that liability on the basis 

of securities fraud cannot be invoked in cases that concern violations of state law fiduciary 

duties by corporate officers.948 

 

                                                 
941 15 U.S.C. 78j (b). 
942 A. Bromberg, L. Lowenfels. Bromberg and Lowenfels on Securities Fraud & Commodities Fraud, updated 
2nd ed. (Eagan, MN: West Publishing, 2009) at §2:14. They also point to some “semiofficial” evidence – 
statements by one of the drafters of the provisions – that the intent was to enact an expansive anti-fraud 
provision. Ibid. at §2:15.  
943 Ibid. at §2:27. 
944 Bromberg and Lowenfels, op. cit. at §1:1 with reference to e.g. Royal Air Properties v. Smith, 312 F.2d 210 
(9th Cir. 1962), Janigan v. Taylor (344 F.2d 781 (1st Cir. 1965), Rogen v. Ilikon Corp., 361 F.2d 260 (1st Cir. 
1966), Securities and Exchange Commission v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 446 F.2d 1301 (2d Cir. 1971), 
Sprayregen v. Livingston Oil Co., 295 F. Supp. 1376 (S.D.N.Y. 1968).  
945 Ibid. 
946 Ibid. 
947 Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. 185, 193 (1976). 
948 Santa Fe Industries, Inc. v. Green, 430 U.S. 462, 479 (1977).  
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Another noteworthy pair of provisions in the Exchange Act are Rule 15(c)(1) and 15(c)(2), 

which specifically address the duties of broker-dealers.949 Pursuant to Section 15(c)(1), a 

broker-dealer may not effect fraudulent transactions in securities outside stock exchanges, and 

the SEC is given the authority to issue regulations defining what constitutes such fraud.950 

Section 15(c)(2) also applies to broker-dealers only and off-exchange transactions only, but 

contains the added prohibition that broker-dealers may not make fictitious quotations. 

Moreover, this section gives the SEC broad authority to adopt rules not only to define 

fraudulent practices, but also to regulate concerning means reasonably designed to prevent 

such acts and practices.951 

 

In the absence of an explicitly prescribed duty of best execution, there was no specific statute 

at hand for the courts to interpret. However, broker-dealers have in fact been held accountable 

to their customers in the context of order execution pursuant to Rule 10b-5 as applied to 

broker-dealers by federal courts.952 The cases in which federal courts did discuss brokers’ 

duties to obtain the best possible execution for their customers’ orders addressed the extent to 

which brokers’ fiduciary duties included such an obligation, although the failure to meet this 

fiduciary duty was construed as a violation of the 1934 Act.953 Thus, brokers’ breaches of 

their obligations to customers in the context of order execution were construed as violations 

of the general antifraud provisions of the 1934 Act as well as SEC rules enacted pursuant to 

it954 and sometimes also state law. 

                                                 
949 In this context, it may be noted that Bromberg and Lowenfels claim that “private plaintiffs suing broker-
dealers have preferred 10b-5 over 15c1-2 for various reasons including the longer limitation periods for 10b-5 
[…] and the looser privity in 10b-5”. Bromberg and Lowenfels, op. cit. at 2-53. 
950 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §17.01[B]. Poser and Fanto note that the SEC has adopted eight rules under Rule 
15(c) (1). Ibid. 
951 Ibid. 
952 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.01[C] with reference to In the matter of the Application of E.F. Hutton & Co., 
[1988-1989 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 84,303 at 89, 329 (July 6, 1988). Cf. Bromberg and 
Lowenfels, op. cit. at 2-52 f. 
953 See, e.g. Opper v. Hancock Securities Corporation, 250 F. Supp. 668, 675 (S.D.N.Y), aff’d, 367 F. 2d 157 
(2d Cir. 1966), discussed in Section 5.6 infra. 
954 Sinclair v. SEC, 444 F.2d 399 (2nd Cir. 1971) at 399.  
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5.5 The Duties of Agents in the Restatement (Third) of Agency 

5.5.1 Introduction 

An important and relatively recent source when it comes to ascertaining agency obligations is 

the Restatement (Third) of Agency, adopted in 2006.955 Although the Restatement restates the 

law, and in so doing refers to recent developments in case law, it seems fitting to describe the 

analysis of agency obligations – including those of brokers – already at this early stage before 

the various aspects of a broker’s duty are addressed in the following sections. 

5.5.2 Agency Obligations: General Principles 

In general terms, an agent is held to owe a fiduciary duty to his principal and as fiduciary 

must act “loyally in the principal’s best interest as well as on the principal’s behalf.”956 

Moreover, it is stated that “fiduciary duty does not extend to all elements of an agency 

relationship” and that most questions concerning the agent’s fiduciary duty involve (i) the 

agent’s relationship to property that belong to the principal or confidential information that 

concern the principal, (ii) the agent’s undisclosed relationship to third parties who compete 

with or deal with the principal, or (iii) the agent’s own undisclosed interest in transactions 

with the principal or competitive activity.957 Moreover, it is noted that it is “open to question” 

whether fiduciary duties are implicated in the context of the agent’s unconflicted exercise of 

discretion as to how his undertaking should be carried out.958 

 

The Restatement identifies three distinct types of consequences of a fiduciary relationship. 

Pro primo, distinct remedies are available to the principal in case of breach, sometimes 

coupled with more generous limitation periods and an allocation of the burden of proof that 

benefits the principal. Pro secundo, the agent’s duties are distinct and entail a duty to refrain 

from using the principal’s property, the agent’s own position, or nonpublic information 

acquired within the scope of the relationship for the agent’s own benefit or the benefit of 

                                                 
955 American Law Institute. Restatement of the Law (Third), Agency (S:t Paul, MN: American Law Institute 
Publishers, 2006). Earlier versions of the Restatement of the Law (Agency) have been referenced in e.g. Macey 
and O’Hara (1997), op. cit. at 210. 
956 Restatement of the Law (Third), Agency at §1.01(e). One case that is mentioned in the Reporter’s Notes to 
§1.01(e) as an example of an articulation of the agent’s duty to act in the principal’s best interest is Newton v. 
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 135 F.3d 266, 270 (3d Cir.) (en banc), cert. denied sub nom. Merrill 
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. v. Kravitz, 525 U.S. 811 (1998), where a broker-dealer executed customer 
orders at the best publicly available price without trying to obtain a better price – price improvement – for these 
orders. The Second Circuit held en banc that mere execution at the best publicly available price did not 
necessarily satisfy the duty of best execution. The case is discussed in more detail in Section 5.11.5 infra. 
957 Ibid. 
958 Ibid. 
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another. Also, the agent may not transact with the principal on the agent’s own account 

without disclosing his own interest to the principal. Without the principal’s consent, the agent 

may not (i) compete with the principal as to the subject matter of the agency, or (ii) act on 

behalf of someone who has interests adverse to the principal in matters that the agency 

relationship concerns. Pro tertio, the fiduciary’s function differs from that of a non-fiduciary 

agent, and the agency relationship from a non-agency relationship defined solely by contract. 

This has implications for the manner in which communications between the parties are 

interpreted. An agent-fiduciary is required to interpret the principal’s statement of authority, 

as well as any interim instructions, in a reasonable manner to further the purposes of the 

principal as the agent knows or ought to have known them. This means that the agent is not 

free to exploit gaps or arguable ambiguities in the instructions to further his own interests or 

the interests of another, insofar as such an interpretation would not further the interests of the 

principal.959 

 

The two main duties of fiduciaries are conventionally held to be (i) the duty of loyalty960 and 

(ii) the duty of care.961 

5.5.3 The Duty of Loyalty 

The duty of loyalty “disallows the pursuit of self-interest as a motivating force in actions the 

agent determines to take on the principal’s behalf”.962 In other words, “the general fiduciary 

principle requires that the agent subordinate the agent’s interests to those of the principal and 

place the principal’s interests first as to matters connected with the agency relationship”.963 

The fiduciary character of an agent’s position does not depend on whether the agent exercises 

control over property that belongs to the principal, or the degree to which the principal has 

furnished precise instructions to the agent. It is also noted that an agent who has received 

precise instructions from the principal breaches his fiduciary duty if he uses the information in 

                                                 
959 Ibid. It is noted that this rule of interpretation facilitates and simplifies principals’ exercise of the right to 
control since the principals’ do not bear the risk that agents will exploit gaps or ambiguities in the instructions. 
This in turn means that the principal does not need to define authority and give interim instructions in the 
elaborate and specific forms that would have been needed to anticipate and eliminate contingencies amenable to 
self-interested exploitation. Ibid. 
960 Restatement of the Law (Agency) §8.01. 
961 Ibid. at §8.08. Cf. Frankel, op. cit. at 106. 
962 Restatement of the Law (Agency) at §8.01(b). 
963 Ibid. It is also noted that a principal “may choose to structure the basis on which an agent will be 
compensated so that the agent’s interests are concurrent with those of the principal”. Ibid. 
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a manner to which the principal does not consent; the example given here is that of front-

running a principal’s order to trade.964 

 

§8.02 of the Restatement (Third) of Agency provides that an agent may not acquire a material 

benefit from a third party when acting on behalf of the principal or otherwise through use of 

his position as agent. It is noted in comments that a principal may consent, however, to 

conduct by an agent that would otherwise constitute a breach of this duty.965 The rationale 

behind this rule is described as the “ordinary expectation” that the agent acts to further the 

interests of the principal and that it is the latter who should benefit from any “turns of good 

fortune” that may occur in connection with agency transactions.966 Moreover, it is observed 

that an agent’s interest in acquiring a benefit from a third party may “supersede the agent’s 

commitment to obtain terms from the third party that are best from the standpoint of the 

principal”.967 A third party who provides a material benefit to someone known to act as an 

agent may even be subject to liability to the principal for having provided substantial 

assistance in the agent’s breach.968 

 

The purpose of the rule is held to be prophylactic, and as construed in the Restatement it is 

broad in scope.969 It is not necessary for the principal to show harm in order for liability to be 

imposed on an agent who acquired a material benefit, but where it is possible to show 

damages the principal may recover compensatory damages from the agent. Attempts to 

acquire a benefit from a third party may also render the agent liable to the principal.970 

Furthermore, breaches of the rule may well occur even when the benefit that the agent 

acquires is dependent on the agent achieving an outcome that may appear consistent with the 

                                                 
964 Ibid. Furthermore, it is stated that an agent who has sole discretion to act on the principal’s behalf may be 
subject to doctrines distinct from the fiduciary duty, e.g. a duty to exercise discretion in good faith. Ibid. Frankel 
also holds that the duty of loyalty entails (i) a duty to follow and abide by the directives given, (ii) the duty to act 
in good faith in performing fiduciary services, (iii) the duty not to delegate the fiduciary services to others, (iv) 
the duty to account and disclose relevant information to the entrustor and (v) the duty to treat entrustors fairly. 
For example, fiduciaries may be prohibited from buying entrusted property even at a price higher than the 
market price, or receiving benefits from a third party even if this does not affect their performance of fiduciary 
services. Frankel, op. cit. at 106 f. 
965 Ibid. at §8.02(a). 
966 Ibid. at §8.02(b). 
967 Ibid. 
968 Ibid. 
969 Cf. Frankel, who argues that to a large extent the duty of loyalty imposes preventive rules on the relationship, 
rules that prohibit actions by the fiduciary ex ante even though these actions are not necessarily injurious to 
entrustors. Frankel, op. cit. at 106 ff. 
970 Ibid. It is also noted that the benefit realized by the agent is often more readily calculable than the harm 
suffered by the principal. Ibid. 
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principal’s interest.971 Moreover, it is stated that the material benefits to the agent often are, 

but need not be, explicit, direct, and pecuniary.972 The material benefits may also consist in 

e.g. the opportunity to buy stocks in initial public offerings973 or in “a reputational benefit that 

will translate into future earnings”.974 

 

Pursuant to §8.03 of the Restatement, the agent has a duty not to deal with the principal as or 

on behalf of an adverse party in a transaction connected with the agency relationship. It is 

noted, however, that a principal may consent to the agent acting in a way that would 

otherwise constitute a breach of this rule.975 The rule is construed as a specific application of 

the general principle that the agent owes a duty to the principal to act loyally in the principal’s 

interest in all matters in connection with the agency relationship: in this context, it is noted 

that when the agent deals with the principal on the agent’s own account, the agent’s own 

interests are “irreconcilably” in tension with those of the principal – e.g. in that one party will 

seek a lower price, the other party a higher price in a transaction.976 If the principal is aware 

that the agent is acting in an adverse capacity, this does not “convert the relationship between 

principal and agent into an arm’s-length relationship”.977 Moreover, industry custom that 

permits self-dealing by agents but is unknown to the principal does not relieve the agent of his 

duty to refrain from self-dealing.978 As far as remedies for breach of §8.03 are concerned, the 

Restatement holds that breach may lead to (i) forfeiture of commissions due the agent, (ii) 
                                                 
971 The argument here is that the principal may have goals that are not necessarily compatible with the incentives 
that the agent face when acquiring benefits from another. Thus, permitting an agent to consider additional 
incentives offered by third parties “is inconsistent with the singleness of focus due the principal”. Ibid. 
Moreover, the material benefit acquired by the agent would often represent a relatively direct cost to the 
principal because the benefit is conferred on the agent by a third party with whom the agent transacts on behalf 
of the principal. The terms of the transaction between the principal and the third party are then likely to reflect 
the third party’s cost of providing the benefit to the agent. Ibid. In the abstract, this description would seem to be 
applicable to e.g. payment for order flow in the context of agency transactions in the securities markets. Indeed, 
the Restatement takes note that the operation of the rule has been circumscribed by federal regulation, with 
reference to Dahl v Charles Schwab & Co., 545 N.W.2d 918 (Minn.1996), Guice v. Charles Schwab & Co., 674 
N.E. 2d 282 (N.Y.1996) and Shulick v. PaineWebber, Inc. 722 A.2d 148 (Pa.1998). These cases will be 
addressed in Section 5.11.3 infra.  
972 Ibid. at §8.02(c). 
973 Ibid. with reference to In re eBay, Inc. S’Holders. Litig., 2004 WL 253521 at 5 (Del.Ch.2004). 
974 Ibid. with reference to Dirks v. SEC, 463 U.S. 646, 663 (1983). 
975 Ibid. at §8.03(a) with reference to §8.06. 
976 Ibid. at §8.03(b). It is further stated that even if the agent’s divided loyalty does not result in demonstrable 
harm to the principal, the agent has breached the duty of undivided loyalty. Ibid. It also merits mention that three 
cases that address agency obligations related to securities transactions, where the agent (broker-dealer) took the 
other side of a trade against the principal (investor) are cited in the Reporter’s Notes to §8.03(b), namely Hall v. 
Paine, 112 N.E. 153 (Mass., 1916), Magnum Corp. v. Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb, Inc., 794 F.2d 198 (5th Cir. 
1986) and Geman v. Securities & Exchange Commission, 334 F.3d 1183 (2d Cir. 2003).  
977 Ibid. 
978 Ibid. The Restatement goes on to state that if an agreement between principal and agent allows the agent to 
take such adverse action, the agent would be subject to “a contract-law duty of good faith and fair dealing in 
exercising the discretion”. Ibid.  
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liability for loss caused the principal and for benefits acquired by the agent, and (iii) 

avoidance of the transaction by the principal, if the agent has failed to disclose the self-

dealing.979 

 

The next rule set out in the Restatement, §8.05, addresses the agent’s use of the principal’s 

property. While the provision that the agent may not use the principal’s property for his own 

purposes or those of a third party is of limited interest in the context of order execution 

obligations, the rule that the agent may not use or communicate confidential information of 

the principal for such purposes merits some consideration. In this context, it is observed that 

an agent may breach this duty even if he does not reveal the confidential information, e.g. if 

the agent uses such confidential information to effect trades in securities although he does not 

reveal the information in the course of trading.980 

5.5.4 The Duty of Care 

Rule §8.08 in the Restatement, which concerns the agent’s duties of care, competence, and 

diligence, are also of interest in the context of this investigation. The rule provides that subject 

to any agreement between the principal and the agent, the latter has a duty to the former to 

“act with the care, competence, and diligence normally exercised by agents in similar 

circumstances”. Any special skills or knowledge possessed by the agent is taken into account 

when determining whether he acted with due care and diligence.981 Moreover, an agent’s 

conduct may be subject to regulation by statutes, administrative rules or the rules of a 

particular profession.982 

 

As concerns the duty of competence, it is stated that an agent who undertakes to perform 

services that relate to a profession is required to exercise the skill and knowledge normally 

possessed by members of that profession unless the agent represents himself as having greater 

                                                 
979 Ibid. at §8.03(d). 
980 Ibid. at §8.05(c). The cases cited in the Reporter’s Notes for §8.05(c) – United States v. O’Hagan, 521 U.S. 
642 (1997), Diamond v. Oreamuno, 248 N.E.2d 910 (N.Y. 1969) and Freeman v. Decio, 584 F.2d 186 (7th 
Cir.1978) – mainly relate to insider trading. It would seem conceivable, however, that the obligation set out in 
§8.05 concerning the use of confidential information would also extend to front-running by broker-dealers. 
981 Ibid. at §8.08(b). It is noted that the duties set out in §8.08 will often overlap with the agent’s duties of 
performance that are express or implied terms of a contract between the parties. However, the duties set out in 
§8.08 are qualified as tort-law duties. Furthermore, it is stated that the overlap between tort-law duties and duties 
derived from the contract will often provide the principal with alternative remedies. Ibid. 
982 Ibid. In this context, it is held that the agent’s violation of such a statute does not in itself establish that a 
breach of the fiduciary duty of care is at hand although, in appropriate circumstances, the trier of fact may 
consider the agent’s violation of the pertinent statute in determining whether a breach of the fiduciary obligation 
has occurred. Ibid. 
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or lesser skill. The agent’s professed level of skill or knowledge becomes the standard against 

which to assess his performance. However, it is also held that in circumstances where the 

agent did not claim to possess special skills or knowledge but in fact did so, “the trier of fact 

may consider the agent’s actual knowledge and skills in determining whether the agent acted 

with due care under the circumstances”.983 

 

As far as the duty of diligence is concerned, it is observed that a securities broker’s duty to a 

client who directs trading in the client’s own account is limited to “executing the client’s 

orders to purchase and sell securities in the account”.984 It is also stated, in general terms, that 

the duty of diligence entails a duty to make reasonable efforts to achieve a desired result, not a 

duty to achieve the result regardless of the effort, cost and risk involved. Consequently, an 

agent who makes a reasonable effort is not subject to liability to the principal for not having 

succeeded in the undertaking.985 

 

As regards the agent’s duty to act within the scope of his authority and to comply with the 

principal’s lawful instructions – Rule §8.09 of the Restatement – for the purposes of this 

investigation it may be noted merely that an agent has no duty to comply with instructions 

that may subject the agent to criminal, civil, or administrative proceedings.986 Concerning 

Rule §8.11, which sets out the agent’s duty to provide information to the principal, it may be 

noted that an agent is obliged to provide information to the principal “that is material to the 

agent’s duties to the principal”.987 In the context of securities transactions, this is held to entail 

a duty to inform the principal when the agent steps in to take the other side in a securities 

transaction.988 

                                                 
983 Ibid. at §8.08(c). The Reporter’s Notes mention a case where a mortgage broker, retained to find the most 
favorable financing arrangements, contacted only two banks with whom he had pre-existing arrangements. Such 
allegations were held sufficient to state a claim that the mortgage broker failed to provide the service in question. 
Reporter’s Notes to §8.08(c) with reference to DeLeon v. Beneficial Constr. Co., 55 F.Supp.2d 819 (N.D.Ill. 
1999). 
984 Ibid. at §8.08(d). 
985 Ibid. In this context, it is also noted by the Reporter that securities brokers may owe additional duties through 
implied representation that customers will be dealt with fairly, the “shingle theory”, with reference to Charles 
Hughes & Co. v. SEC, 139 F.2d 434 (2d Cir. 1943). 
986 Ibid. at §8.09(c). In this context, it may be apposite to note that federal regulations impose a duty to seek the 
best price in executing transactions in NMS securities, through the Order Protection Rule, and that investors may 
not opt out of this rule. See Section 5.9.7 infra. 
987 Ibid. at §8.11(b). 
988 Ibid. with reference to Magnum Corp. v. Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb, Inc., 794 F.2d 198 (5th Cir. 1986). It is 
noted in the Restatement that in those circumstances, the fact that the agent took the other side of the transaction 
also entailed that execution of the transaction took longer time to effect. Ibid. at §8.11(b). Moreover, it merits 
mention that the Restatement recognizes a duty to provide information that is material to the principal’s decision 
whether to engage the agent or not: in this context, the agent is held to be obliged to disclose information about 
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5.5.5 Sanctions for Breach of Fiduciary Duties 

As far as an agent’s liability for breach of his fiduciary obligation is concerned, §8.01(b) of 

the Restatement (Third) of Agency sets out general principles. It is noted in this comment that 

(i) breach of the fiduciary duty subjects the agent to liability to the principal and (ii) that this 

liability stems from principles of restitution and unjust enrichment, from the agent’s duty to 

account to the principal and from tort law.989 Moreover, the agent in general has the burden of 

explaining to the principal all transactions undertaken on the principal’s behalf.990 

 

Remedies that may be available for the principal when the agent breaches his fiduciary duty 

are discussed in §8.01(d).991 Moreover, if the relevant conditions are at hand, a breach of 

fiduciary duty may also subject the agent to liability for punitive damages.992 

 

Furthermore, breach of fiduciary duty may result in damages based on doctrines of restitution 

and unjust enrichment even in cases where the principal cannot establish that she has suffered 

loss.993 

 

The agent’s breach of fiduciary duty may also entail that the agent must forfeit commissions 

and other compensation related to “the period of the agent’s disloyalty”.994 In this context, it is 

observed that forfeiture may be the only available remedy when it is difficult to prove that the 

agent’s breach was the cause of the principal’s harm, or when the agent does not profit from 

the breach. It is noted that forfeiture (i) enables a remedy to be determined at much lower cost 

                                                                                                                                                         
the fee structure of complex financial transactions, including disclosure of fees that the agent will keep for 
himself. Ibid. at §8.11(c) with reference to Martin v. Heinold Commodities, Inc., 643 N.E.2d 734 (Ill. 1994). 
989 Ibid. 
990 Ibid. It is noted that this burden weighs on the agent “because evidence of dealings and of assets received is 
more likely to be accessible by the agent than the principal”. Ibid. 
991 Restatement (Third) of Agency §8.01(d)(1) with reference to Restatement (Second) of Torts § 874. It is stated 
that the agent’s breach – or threatened breach – of fiduciary duty may under “appropriate circumstances” be the 
basis for an injunction, i.e. specific nonmonetary relief. The breach may also privilege the principal to terminate 
the contract with the agent, and to avoid or rescind a contract entered into with the agent or a third party. As far 
as monetary damages are concerned, an agent’s breach subjects him to liability for loss to the principal incurred 
because of the breach. Ibid. 
992 Restatement (Third) of Agency §8.01(d)(1) with reference to Restatement (Second) of Torts § 908(2). 
993 Restatement (Third) of Agency §8.01(d)(1). If the agent has realized a material benefit through the breach, he 
is (i) under a duty to account to the principal for the benefit, its value, or its proceeds and (ii) must deliver the 
benefit, its proceeds or its value to the principal. The agent must also account to the principal for the value of the 
agent’s use of property when such use violates the agent’s duty, even if the principal cannot establish that the use 
was harmful. If the agent’s breach occurs in connection with a transaction undertaken as or on behalf of a party 
adverse to the principal, the latter may avoid the transaction. Ibid. 
994 Ibid. at §8.01(d)(2). 
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to litigants and (ii) that the possibility to forfeit commissions signals to agents that breaches of 

fiduciary duty will result in adverse consequences, thus providing a deterrent effect.995 

 

The Restatement sets out a relatively extensive list of potential remedies for breach of the rule 

in §8.02.996 

5.5.6 The Possibility to Contract Out of Fiduciary Duties 

Frankel raises the issue whether fiduciary duties can be subsumed under different, 

conventionally employed categories of law such as contract law or tort law. However, Frankel 

argues that fiduciary law is best understood as a category of law in itself, although it has 

affinities with both contract law and tort law.997 DeMott also criticizes the notion that 

fiduciary duties are contractual in nature and susceptible to being contracted away.998 Frankel 

notes, however, that duties have been imposed on broker-dealers on misrepresentation 

grounds rather than on fiduciary law grounds.999 The position that breach of a duty constitutes 

misrepresentation – breach of an implied duty – is consistent with the view that obligations of 

a fiduciary nature can be construed as components of a contract between the fiduciary and the 

entrustor. This rhymes with the 3rd Circuit’s reasoning in the Newton case.1000 Frankel holds 

that the rules that apply to broker-dealers demonstrate their “ambiguous” status”.1001 

Nevertheless, she argues that broker-dealers are subject to non-waivable fiduciary duties that 

require them to, e.g., cease trading on clients’ behalf when clients require them to execute 

transactions that are “economically suicidal”.1002 

                                                 
995 Ibid. It is further noted that cases are divided on how absolute a measure of forfeiture to apply. Ibid. 
996 Ibid. at §8.02(e). The principal may recover monetary relief from the agent and, in appropriate circumstances, 
any third party who participated in the agent’s breach. A contract that the agent has entered into with a third 
party on behalf of the principal may be avoided by the latter if the third party participated in the agent’s breach 
of duty. The principal may, as already noted in §8.01(d), recover any material benefit, the value of such benefit, 
or proceeds of the benefit realized by the agent through the breach. In addition, the principal may recover 
damages for any harm caused by the agent’s breach.Ibid. In the same comment, several statements that are less 
apposite in the context of this investigation are also made, namely (i) that in cases where the agent has 
wrongfully disposed of the principal’s assets, the principal can not recover both the value of the asset and what 
the agent received in exchange for it, and (ii) if a principal recovers damages from a third party because of the 
agent’s breach of fiduciary duty, the principal remains entitled to recover from the agent any benefits that the 
agent received improperly from the transaction. Ibid. 
997 Frankel, op. cit. at 232 f. and 240 f. 
998 DeMott, op. cit. at 887 f. 
999 Frankel, op. cit. at 48. 
1000 Newton, op. cit. 
1001 Frankel, op. cit. at 48. 
1002 Ibid. at 48 f. with further references. For the purposes of this investigation, the marginal type of transactions 
that Frankel refers to here is of less relevance. 
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5.6 Acting as a Fiduciary: Case Law after 1934 

As noted above, the ’34 Act did not introduce any explicit best execution obligations relative 

to securities trading. However, as in the past, courts continued to apply agency law and 

construe fiduciary duties in a manner that entailed obligations for the broker vis-à-vis the 

client in the context of order execution. There were some developments in case law in the 

period between 1934 and 1975, when the next major revision of the ’34 Act occurred,1003 that 

chiseled out in more detail the duties of brokers in certain circumstances; moreover, a whole 

new theory under which liability could be imposed was created as well. These matters will 

now be addressed. 

 

In this context, it must be noted that the SEC not only draws up regulations but also is charged 

with enforcing the broader anti-fraud provisions in the 1934 Act as well as SEC rules 

promulgated thereunder. Thus, the SEC is charged with enforcing Sections 10(b) and 15(c) of 

the 1934 Act as well as Rules 10b-5 and 15c-1 promulgated under the Act, and SEC decisions 

will be considered alongside courts’ decisions in the following.1004 

 

 In 1947, the SEC held a broker-dealer responsible for, among other infractions, violating his 

fiduciary duty as agent by selling his own stock to customers without disclosing this and at 

prices that were “unilaterally and arbitrarily fixed and raised by him”.1005 In the case, the 

broker-dealer affirmatively and misleadingly represented himself as mere agent in these 

transactions.1006 The SEC found that the broker-dealer had violated both Section 10(b) and 

Section 15(c)(1) of the 1934 Act as well as rules thereunder. In so doing, the SEC held that in 

acting as an agent of his customers, the broker-dealer was under a duty “not to deal with the 

customers for his own account without express consent” and also “to get the best possible 

prices for the customers”.1007 

 

The issue of mark-ups – where the broker itself purchases a stock and then sells it to the client 

for a higher price – has been found to constitute securities fraud in several cases. An early 

case where the anti-fraud provisions of the ´34 Act were invoked was Charles Hughes & Co. 

                                                 
1003 Of which more in Section 5.8 infra. 
1004 Appealed SEC decisions are handled by the federal courts and in such cases the focus here will of course be 
on the subsequent judgement rendered by the court.   
1005 In re Harry Marks, 25 S.E.C. 208 (January 28, 1947) at 3. 
1006 Ibid. at 4. 
1007 Ibid. at 5. 
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v. SEC,1008 where the court found that a broker’s practice of charging customers undisclosed 

mark-ups on securities constituted a fraud and deceit upon the purchasers.1009 In this case, the 

court specifically held that the test of a fraud upon a customer in this context depends on 

whether the selling price is reasonably related to the prevailing market price.1010 In Lipton’s 

analysis, this was the first case in which a court adopted the shingle theory,1011 as evidenced 

by the court’s statement that the broker’s markup policy operated “as a fraud and deceit upon 

the purchasers, as well as constituting an omission to state a material fact”.1012 Lipton notes 

that the SEC, in an earlier decision on the same set of facts, held that a fiduciary relationship 

existed between a broker and her clients based on (i) the clients’ adherence to the broker’s 

advice in almost every instance and (ii) the relationship created by the broker in acting as her 

clients’ investment advisor.1013 Moreover, the SEC suggested that when a broker learns “the 

most personal and intimate details of the financial affairs of clients and [makes] 

recommendations as to the purchases and sales of securities”, this “cultivates a confidential 

and intimate relationship and imposes a duty upon the [broker-advisor] to act in the best 

interests of her clients”.1014 

 

A few years later, in 1955, a federal District Court in Massachusetts stated that as a matter of 

principle commissions and mark-ups should not be “exorbitant, unfair, unreasonable, or out of 

line with those prevailing in the trade”.1015 

 

In a later case, a federal appeals court found that a broker-dealer who had bought shares for 

their own account and soon thereafter sold them to customers at substantial mark-ups without 

disclosing the amount of the mark-up had committed securities fraud when the resulting 

prices were not reasonably related to the prevailing market prices.1016 In the same case, the 

                                                 
1008 Charles Hughes & Co. v. SEC, 139 F.2d 434 (2d Cir. 1943), cert. denied, 321 U.S. 786 (1944). 
1009 Ibid. at 436. 
1010 Ibid. at 437. 
1011 Lipton, op. cit. at 465 f. 
1012 Charles Hughes & Co. v. SEC at 436. 
1013 Lipton, op. cit. at 466 with reference to In re Arlene W. Hughes, 27 S.E.C. 629 (1934) at 634 f. 
1014 Lipton, op. cit.  at 467 with reference to In re Arlene W. Hughes, 27 S.E.C. 629 (1934) at 635. It merits 
mention that when the SEC’s decision was affirmed by the federal district court in Washington, DC, the court 
held that the broker-dealer had an affirmative duty to disclose (i) the best price for which the securities in 
question could be bought in the open market and (ii) the cost to the broker-dealer of securities sold by her to the 
clients. Hughes v. SEC, 174 F.2d 969, 975 (C.A.D.C. 1949). Moreover, the court found that some knowledge “is 
prerequisite to intelligent questioning” and that this “is particularly true in the securities field”. Ibid. at 976. 
1015 Nash v. J. Arthur Warner & Co., 137 F. Supp. 615, 618 (D. Mass. 1955). In the case, the court found that no 
such illegal commissions or mark-ups had been charged. Ibid. 
1016 Barnett v. United States, 319 F.2d 340 (8th Cir. 1963). In Barnett, the court affirmed a finding by the SEC 
that markups of 25% to 67% above market prices were excessive. Moreover, the court noted that the extant 
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court found that a broker-dealer who had not executed an order submitted by a customer was 

held to have violated his duty as agent vis-à-vis the principal (customer). The court found that 

although the broker-dealer assertedly effected all its transactions on a principal basis and 

never intended to engage in any agency transactions, it owed a fiduciary duty to a customer 

whose stock it had undertaken to sell. More specifically, the broker-dealer was obliged to 

carry out the sell order with due diligence and not give precedence to another customer’s 

request. Moreover, the broker-dealer was under a duty to sell the stock at the highest possible 

price.1017 In a subsequent case, another federal court of appeals found that a broker-dealer’s 

failure to carry out an order to sell stock submitted by a customer, while at the same time 

selling similar stock for its own account, constituted a violation of the ‘34 Act and was as 

such actionable in a private suit.1018 The district court, whose holding was subsequently 

affirmed, noted that “the duties of a securities broker are, if anything, more stringent than 

those imposed by general agency law”.1019 

 

As concerns the issue whether the broker incurs best execution duties also when trading with 

the client for its own account, it has been established that the best execution duty weighs on 

the broker also when he is selling securities to or buying securities from a customer for his 

own account.1020 Indeed, the broker is held to owe fiduciary duties to the customer 

irrespective of whether he is an agent or a principal in a trade, in situations where the broker 

has the power to decide whether to transact as principal or not in a transaction with the 

customer.1021 Moreover, it has also been established that front-running – i.e. trading secretly 

for the broker-dealer’s account ahead of an order submitted by a customer for execution – 

                                                                                                                                                         
NASD mark-up policy indicated that mark-ups of 5% and somewhat higher might be justified in some 
circumstances. However, the court also stated that the NASD mark-up policy was “only a general guideline” and 
that the “test of a fraud upon customers depends upon whether the selling price is reasonably related to the 
prevailing market price”. Ibid. at 344 with reference to Charles Hughes & Co. v. SEC, 139 F.2d 434, 437 (2d 
Cir. 1943), cert. denied, 321 U.S. 786 (1944). The practice of trading with customer at excessive mark-ups – 
about 20% – had also been held to constitute a breach of broker-dealers’ duties under the NASD mark-up policy 
in an earlier case. See Samuel B. Franklin & Co. v. Securities and Exchange Commission, 290 F.2d 719, 725-726 
(9th Cir. 1961). 
1017 Ibid. at 344 f. 
1018 Opper v. Hancock Securities Corporation, 367 F.2d 157 (2d Cir. 1966). However, it has subsequently been 
held that Section 15(c) of the 1934 Act, addressing broker-dealer fraud, does not allow for private rights of 
action. Snyder v. Newhard, Cook & Co., Inc., 764 F.Supp 612, 617 (D. Colo., 1991). 
1019 Opper v. Hancock Securities Corporation, 250 F. Supp. 668, 676 (D.C.N.Y. 1966), aff´d, 367 F.2d 157 (2d 
Cir. 1966). 
1020 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.02(H) with reference to Hughes v. Securities & Exchange Commission, 174 
F.2d 969 (D.C.Cir. 1949). 
1021 Ibid. with reference to Opper v. Hancock Securities Corp., 250 F. Supp. 668, 674-675 (S.D.N.Y.), aff’d, 367 
F.2d 157 (2nd Cir. 1966). 
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constitutes a breach of the broker’s duty of loyalty, where the broker has a direct economic 

interest in the transaction.1022 

 

“Interpositioning” entails that the broker interposes another intermediary, e.g. another 

brokerage firm, between itself and the party on the other side of the trade. This results in 

customers paying higher prices for securities that they buy through the broker, and receiving 

lower prices for securities that they sell. Interpositioning has been held to violate the antifraud 

provisions of the federal securities laws, and in this context courts have referred to the 

broker’s fiduciary duty of best execution.1023 Poser and Fanto also note that the NASD best 

execution rule expressly prohibits interpositioning except if certain conditions are met. The 

member must be able to demonstrate that to his knowledge at the time of the transaction the 

total costs or proceeds of the transaction as executed were better than the prevailing inter-

dealer market for the security. Further, the member’s obligations are “generally not fulfilled” 

when transactions are channeled through another broker-dealer or similar person unless the 

member can “show that by doing so he reduced the costs of the transactions to the 

customer”.1024 

 

Best execution considerations in the context of interpositioning were addressed by the Second 

Circuit in the 1971 Sinclair case.1025 Here, an order clerk had executed numerous orders 

through one OTC firm rather than trading directly in the market for OTC securities or using 

alternative intermediaries. The court found that this “interpositioning” had resulted in 

customers paying higher purchase prices and receiving lower sales prices than they would 

have realized if the order clerk had executed their orders directly with dealers in the OTC 

market.1026 The court in this case stated explicitly that the order clerk “was obligated as a 

matter of fiduciary duty to use due diligence to obtain the best available price” for his 

customers when he executed their orders, and to abstain from interpositioning when “a better 

price was available directly from a dealer in a particular OTC security”. Moreover, the court 

also held that when a better price was available directly from a dealer in a particular OTC 

                                                 
1022 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[A] with reference to Opper v. Hancock Sec. Corp., 250 F. Supp. 668, 672 
(S.D.N.Y.), aff’d, 367 F.2d 157 (2d Cir. 1966). Poser and Fanto also refer to later case law, viz. Arst v. Stifel, 
Nicolaus & Co., 86 F. 3d 973, 979 (10th Cir. 1996), United States v. Dial, 757 F.2d 163, 168 (7th Cir.), cert. 
denied, 474 U.S. 838 (1985), In the Matter of E.F. Hutton & Co., [1988-1989 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. 
(CCH) 84,303 at 89,329-89,330, 1988 WL 901859 (SEC July 6, 1988).  
1023 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[B] with reference to Sinclair v. SEC, 444 F.2d 399, 400 (2d Cir. 1971). 
1024 Ibid. at §16.03[B] with reference to NASD Rule 2320 (b). 
1025 Sinclair v. SEC, 444 F.2d 399 (2.d Cir. 1971). 
1026 Ibid. at 400 f. 
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security, the order clerk was not permitted to interpose another broker-dealer at the expense of 

the customers who submitted orders.1027 

5.7 The Shingle Theory 

In a 1943 case where a broker-dealer was found guilty of having sold stock (as principal) at 

excessive prices to customers, the “shingle” theory was first invoked to impose liability.1028 In 

a later case, a broker-dealer was found to have violated both Section 10(b) and Section 15(c) 

of the 1934 Act by engaging in repeated unauthorized transactions in stocks on behalf of 

customers.1029 Here, the SEC also articulated the general principle that a “broker-dealer in 

securities, by virtue of the nature of his business, impliedly represents to all customers that he 

will deal with them fairly and in accordance with the standards of the profession, and that he 

will execute only such transactions on their behalf as are authorized”.1030 In a 1960 case, the 

SEC found a broker-dealer liable for failing to execute customer orders and stated that a 

broker-dealer must be held to make an implied representation that “the customer will be dealt 

with fairly and that, in accordance with reasonable trade custom, transactions will be 

consummated promptly”.1031 

 

According to the shingle theory, as articulated by Cox et al., “by the very step of going into 

the business, a broker-dealer impliedly represents that he will deal fairly with customers”.1032 

In effect, the broker is held to have made certain representations regarding how customer’s 

affairs are handled merely by going into the brokerage business.1033 They go on to observe 

that the “magic” of the shingle theory is “not only that it creates a duty of fair dealing, but 

also that any breach of that duty can easily be deemed fraudulent, since it also constitutes a 

breach of the implied representation”.1034 Moreover, it is held that the shingle theory is more 

                                                 
1027 Ibid. at 400. In response to the defendant’s contention that the interpositioned firm had better facilities to 
obtain OTC quotations, the court found that the defendant’s firm was a larger firm and that “it had 20 direct 
wires to OTC dealers”. Ibid. at 401. 
1028 Cox et. al., op. cit. at 1033 with reference to Charles Hughes & Co. v. SEC, 139 F.2d 434 (2d Cir. 1943), 
cert. denied, 321 U.S. 786 (1944). Cox et al. go on to note that “the underlying theory is that the broker-dealer 
has an implied obligation to obtain the best possible price for its customer, and this duty is violated when the 
broker-dealer imposes itself between the customer and the best market”. Cox et al., op. cit. at 1033. Thus, a 
broker’s failure to obtain best execution of customer orders constitutes a violation of an implied representation 
made by the broker that he or she will endeavor to obtain the best possible price. 
1029 In re First Anchorage Corporation and Paul R. Flynn, 34 S.E.C. 299 (November 5, 1952) at 2 f. 
1030 Ibid. at 4. 
1031 In re Ned Bowman, 39 S.E.C. 879 (May 16, 1960) at 4. 
1032 Cox et al., op. cit. at 1033. 
1033 Ibid. 
1034 Ibid. 
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“aggressive” than traditional fiduciary duties.1035 Poser and Fanto also note that the implied 

representation of fair dealing under the shingle theory has been held to entail e.g. a 

representation that the broker will use reasonable diligence to execute customer orders at the 

best available prices.1036 

5.8 A New Wave of Securities Regulation: The 1975 Amendment to 
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 

5.8.1 The SEC Special Study on the Securities Markets 

In 1963, the Securities and Exchange Commission released a Special Study on the Securities 

Markets.1037  It was to have a considerable impact on US securities markets. The Study was 

carried out pursuant to an explicit Congressional mandate to “make a broad study of the 

adequacy of investor protection in the securities markets”1038 and was – in its own words – the 

most comprehensive study of its kind in 25 years.1039 The Study provided a detailed overview 

of the state of the securities industry together with recommendations for improvement. The 

proposed changes were intended to facilitate the flow of capital into the markets and raise the 

standards of investor protection.1040 In Seligman’s view, the Study depicted an industry beset 

with problems concerning conflicts of interest, excessive transaction costs and high-pressure 

sales techniques.1041 Moreover, the Study revealed the limits of self-regulation in the 

securities industry and provided a foundation for legislative reforms to come.1042 

 

Another aspect of the Study’s impact, according to Seligman, was that it marked a renewed 

interest from the SEC in issues of market structure. Since the end of World War II, the SEC’s 

primary focus had been on fiduciary issues rather than the concerns with securities market 

structure emphasized by the New Deal era SEC. A case in point is the issue of broker-dealer 

commission rates on the New York Stock Exchange. These rates had been increased several 

times in the 1940’s and 1950’s while the SEC had remained passive without inquiring into the 

                                                 
1035 Ibid. at 1034. 
1036 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §17.01[A]. 
1037 Report of Special Study of Securities Markets of the Securities and Exchange Commission (88th Congress, 
1st Session, House Document No. 95.) The Report is available electronically at 
http://c0403731.cdn.cloudfiles.rackspacecloud.com/collection/papers/1960/1963_SSMkt_Chapter_01_1.pdf (last 
visited on April 9, 2013). 
1038 Ibid. at III. 
1039 Ibid. at IV. 
1040 Ibid. 
1041 Seligman, op. cit. at 298. 
1042 Ibid. at 299. 

http://c0403731.cdn.cloudfiles.rackspacecloud.com/collection/papers/1960/1963_SSMkt_Chapter_01_1.pdf
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reasons for the increases, although it had a mandate under the 1934 Act to regulate the fixing 

of reasonable rates of commission.1043 The Special Study discussed broker-dealer commission 

rates, but did not present any clear – or controversial – policy conclusions in this regard.1044 

More was to come on this front; however, before that the whole securities industry was set to 

go through a period of major operational and structural problems. 

5.8.2 Securities Market Developments 

Simon and Trkla emphasize that in terms of securities trading, trading volume increased 

substantially during the 1960’s and early 1970’s, which led to more stretched trading systems 

and fragmented trading and, ultimately, the back-office crisis.1045 

 

The back-office crisis of the late 1960’s was – simplistically put – attributable to the 

insufficient order handling, clearing and settlement facilities employed by securities firms.1046 

The crisis revealed severe shortcomings in securities firms’ operations1047 as well as in the 

degree to which markets could be satisfactorily governed through self-regulation.1048 A 

tangible result of the crisis was the enactment by Congress in 1970 of the Securities Investors 

Protection Act. This Act granted the SEC regulatory authority, which the Commission 

subsequently availed itself of to require securities firms to give notice whenever their net 

capital was insufficient or their books and records not current.1049 Another, somewhat less 

tangible effect of the back-office crisis noted by Seligman was that it focused political 

attention on the securities industry and thus paved the way for further legislative initiatives 

concerning, e.g., fixed broker-dealer commissions on the New York Stock Exchange.1050 

 

Also, the manner in which trading was carried out, and the implications this had for investors, 

became more and more contested. Once again, the dominant role of the NYSE in trading was 

questioned. In the process, more general issues of market structure and order handling were 

raised.1051 Seligman highlights the interplay between market structure and investors’ prospects 

of receiving best execution of their orders. He notes that one justification for centralizing 

                                                 
1043 Ibid. at 301 f. 
1044 Ibid. at 297. 
1045 Simon and Trkla, op. cit. at 302. 
1046 Seligman, op. cit. at 450 ff. 
1047 Simon and Trkla, op. cit. at 303. 
1048 Seligman, op. cit. at 464. 
1049 Ibid. at 465. 
1050 Ibid. at 478 f. 
1051 Ibid. at 466 f. and Chapter 12 passim. 
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trading at the NYSE had been that this would maximize liquidity and, consequently, the 

ability to achieve best execution of orders. At NYSE, the exchange specialists, who 

essentially made markets in the stocks allotted to them, had a critically important role in 

executing orders and managing order flow.1052 

 

However, Seligman also describes how four considerations would ultimately lead the SEC 

and Congress to conclude that the NYSE specialist system could no longer offer best 

execution for all transactions in securities listed on the exchange. First, the inability of 

specialists to adequately handle large block orders from institutional buyers and sellers, which 

led institutional investors to negotiate these transactions in the upstairs market away from the 

exchange floor. Second, a growing belief that best execution for investors was more likely 

achieved when market makers competed, rather than when one specialist made the market for 

each stock. Third, the increased automation and linkage of securities order, clearing and 

settlement facilities held out the prospect of a safer and more cost-efficient handling of 

securities orders after the back-office crisis. A fourth consideration was the successful 

establishment of the NASDAQ over-the-counter quotation system in 1971 as an alternative to 

trading at the NYSE.1053 

 

In a similar vein, Simon and Trkla observe that regulatory attention was drawn to the barriers 

that precluded orders from flowing between exchanges and third market dealers, or between 

different exchanges. These barriers meant that trading interest on different venues could not 

interact. Simon and Trkla mention both technical barriers, such as the absence of consolidated 

information on available quotes, and protectionist measures such as the NYSE-imposed 

restriction that precluded its members from trading NYSE-listed stocks away from the 

exchange floor.1054 

 

In the face of increasing discussions on the structure of securities markets, several analyses of 

ways forward were drawn up by different actors. The SEC, in its 1971 Institutional Investor 

Study, brought forward the idea of a single central market system. This represented a sea 

change in the way in which the SEC looked at competition in the securities markets; instead 

of having – and encouraging – competition between markets, the ideal now was to create a 

                                                 
1052 Ibid. at 486 f. 
1053 Ibid. at 487 ff. See also Simon and Trkla, op. cit. at 306. 
1054 Simon and Trkla, op. cit. at 305 f. 
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single market with competition in it.1055 Following the release of the Institutional Investor 

Study, the SEC conducted hearings and also solicited industry input through several industry 

advisory committees. The NYSE commissioned its own report, the Martin study, which 

analyzed the securities markets structure and called upon Congress to create a centralized US 

trading system through legislation.1056 However, the Martin report proposed that two separate 

national trading systems should be created, one for exchange-traded stocks and one for OTC 

stocks.1057 

 

The year after, the SEC issued another release that addressed structural questions in securities 

markets. This release – the Statement on the Future Structure of the Securities Markets – 

contained four proposals relative to trading in those securities listed on exchanges: (i) 

universally available information on prices, volumes and quotations from all market makers, 

(ii) elimination of impediments, due to for example exchange rules, to dealing in the best 

available market, (iii) establishment of terms and conditions for exchange access for any 

qualified broker-dealer, and (iv) integration of third market firms in the central market data 

disclosure system.1058 The stated purpose of these changes was to enhance competition 

between different exchanges as well as between exchanges and the third market. The 

centralization of all buying and selling interest would allow for trading at reasonably 

continuous and stable prices. This in turn, in the SEC’s view, would ensure that each investor 

received the best possible execution of his order regardless of where it originated.1059 

 

Thereafter, in 1973, the SEC issued another policy statement on the structure of US securities 

markets. In the Policy Statement on the Structure of a Central Market System, the SEC 

emphasized the need for a single integrated national market for each security. This called for 

the unification of individual market centers (i.e. trading venues) in one central market system. 

In this context, the SEC discussed two varieties of order protection rules, i.e. rules designed to 

protect already submitted orders from being bypassed for the benefit of other orders that were 

                                                 
1055 See, e.g., Remarks of SEC Commissioner Richard Smith at a panel discussion on the implications of the 
Institutional Investor Study, Washington, DC, April 22, 1971 at 8. The remarks are available at the SEC website 
at http://www.sec.gov/news/speech/1971/042271smith.pdf (last visited on October 7, 2010). 
1056 Simon and Trkla, op. cit. at 307 f. 
1057 This proposed structure entailed the integration of all exchanges into one trading system and a prohibition of 
OTC trading in exchange-listed securities. Numerous critics of the proposal held that it would help the NYSE 
reassert its monopolistic position in the trading of listed securities, and a senior SEC official stated that it would 
represent a great leap backward.Seligman, op. cit. at 497 f. 
1058 Simon and Trkla, op. cit. at 308. 
1059 Seligman, op. cit. at 499. 

http://www.sec.gov/news/speech/1971/042271smith.pdf
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submitted later and/or at an inferior price. One option was to afford protection from such 

trading-through by requiring all public limit orders to be stored centrally. Another alternative 

was to grant priority of execution to a public limit order ahead of any bid or ask at the same 

price offered by any market maker. This would entail that market makers could not trade as 

principals unless the prices they offered were superior to the public (limit order) bids or asks 

in the system. However, the SEC did not adopt either of these proposals at the time.1060 

5.8.3 House and Senate Studies of the Securities Markets 

Thus, in the 1960’s and early 1970’s, regulation of the securities markets became a topic of 

interest to the SEC but also to lawmakers in Congress. Seligman enumerates events and 

developments in the securities markets that contributed to the increased political interest, 

ranging from infrastructure issues with regard to intermediaries’ ability to process trades1061 to 

concerns about the fixed commissions for securities trading on the New York Stock 

Exchange1062 and NYSE rules that prohibited NYSE members from trading in NYSE listed 

securities off the exchange.1063 

 

As the securities industry came under increased scrutiny from lawmakers, market structure 

considerations were at the forefront. Competition issues loomed large in the debate on 

securities markets structure in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, not least the position of the 

New York Stock Exchange as the single most important venue for securities trading. The 

system of fixed commission rates for trades carried out by intermediaries (specialists) on the 

New York Stock Exchange became gradually more contested and was the object of criticism 

from both the Senate Securities Subcommittee and the House Commerce and Finance 

Subcommittee.1064 

 

The Senate and the House of Representatives conducted studies not only on fixed 

commissions in exchange trading,1065 but also on more general issues of securities market 

structure. In separate reports issued in 1972 and 1973, respectively, both the House 

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce and the Senate Committee on Banking, 

Housing and Urban Affairs endorsed the concept of a central market system. To this end they 

                                                 
1060 Simon and Trkla, op. cit. at 309 f. 
1061 Seligman, op. cit. at 450 ff. 
1062 Ibid. at 382. 
1063 Ibid. at 387. 
1064 Seligman, op. cit. at 479 f. 
1065 Seligman, op. cit. at 479 f. 
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offered similar recommendations, namely to consolidate quotation and transaction reporting 

systems, eliminate off-exchange trading restrictions and provide for protection of limit 

orders.1066 

 

Following the passing of separate bills in the House of Representatives and the Senate, and 

the reconciliation of the bills in conference committee, the 1975 Amendments to the 

Securities Exchange Act were adopted by Congress. The amendments embraced the concept 

of a national market system in which markets would be stable, orderly and liquid, whilst also 

providing for the centralization of all buying and selling interest. This latter aspect would, 

according to the Senate report as noted by Simon and Trkla, give each investor the 

opportunity for the best possible execution of his order.1067 As defined by Congress, the 

national market system should also include securities traded over-the-counter and not be 

restricted to exchange-traded stocks.1068 

 

A number of different legislative objectives are thus set out as rationale for the introduction of 

new provisions in the Securities Exchange Act. Several of these enumerated objectives 

address the issue of how best execution of customer orders is to be achieved. Gillis and 

Dreher assert that the ultimate objective of the 1975 amendments was to centralize all buying 

and selling interest so as to permit each investor the best possible execution for his order, 

regardless of where in the system it originated.1069 

 

Moreover, the House Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations stated, in 1980, that a 

fundamental purpose of the National Market System was to assure that the securities markets 

provide the best price to investors in the most efficient way possible.1070 

5.8.4 The Content of the 1975 Amendments 

The 1975 Amendments entailed the incorporation of new provisions in a new Section 11A of 

the 1934 Securities Exchange Act. Similar objectives, albeit clothed in different terms, appear 

in the new Section 11A (a) (1) (C) of the amended Securities Exchange Act, where Congress 

                                                 
1066 Simon and Trkla, op. cit. at 312. 
1067 Senate Report No. 94-75, as reported in Simon and Trkla, op. cit. at 313. 
1068 Simon and Trkla, op. cit. at 313. 
1069 John G. Gillis, Robert G. Dreher. Securities Law and Regulation: National Market System. 38 Fin. Analysts 
J. (1982) 13 at 13. Cf. Seligman, op. cit. at 499 f. 
1070 Quoted in Seligman, op. cit. at 503. 
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finds that it is in the public interest and appropriate for the protection of investors and the 

maintenance of fair and orderly markets to assure: 

 

i. economically efficient execution of securities transactions; 

ii. fair competition among brokers and dealers, among exchange markets, and between 

exchange markets and markets other than exchange markets; 

iii. the availability to brokers, dealers and investors of information with respect to quotations 

for and transactions in securities; 

iv. the practicability of brokers executing investors’ orders in the best market; and 

v. an opportunity, consistent with clauses (i) and (iv) of this subparagraph, for investors’ 

orders to be executed without the participation of a dealer. 

  

In Section 11A(a)(2) of the amended Act, Congress directed the Securities and Exchange 

Commission to use its authority under Section 11A of the amended Act to facilitate the 

establishment of a national market system for securities in accordance with the Congressional 

findings and to carry out the enumerated objectives. Pursuant to Section 11A(a)(2), the SEC 

should do this while “having due regard for the public interest, the protection of investors, and 

the maintenance of fair and orderly markets”. Simon and Trkla hold that this constituted a 

grant of authority that provided the SEC broad latitude to determine how to achieve the policy 

objectives of the national market system. In their view, Congress clearly intended that the 

SEC would use its authority to remove unnecessary regulatory restrictions on interaction 

between markets, while the SEC was also granted the regulatory authority to back up the 

pressure towards tight and continuous markets that competition would provide.1071 

 

Pursuant to Section 11A(a)(2), the SEC was given the authority to designate which securities 

should be included in the national market system (“NMS securities”). Congress directed the 

Securities and Exchange Commission to use its authority under Section 11A of the amended 

Act to facilitate the establishment of a national market system for securities in accordance 

with the Congressional findings and to carry out the enumerated objectives. According to 

Simon and Trkla, Congress intended (i) that most if not all exchange-listed securities should 

be treated as NMS securities, and (ii) that securities over-the-counter should be brought into 

the system as well.1072  

                                                 
1071 Simon and Trkla, op. cit. at 314. 
1072 Ibid. at 315. 
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The 1975 Amendments included a congressional finding that the linking of all markets for 

qualified securities through new data processing and communication techniques would 

improve the efficiency and the fairness of the markets. Thus, as noted above, the linking 

together of different venues for trading was considered the preferred tool for reaching the 

policy goals enumerated in the 1975 Amendments,1073 including economically efficient 

execution of transactions. The linking together of markets would, according to Section 11A 

(a) (1) (D) of the amended Securities Exchange Act, foster efficiency, enhance competition, 

increase the information available to market participants, facilitate the offsetting of investors’ 

orders and contribute to the best execution of such orders.1074 Similar objectives, albeit 

clothed in different terms, appear in the new Section 11A (a) (1) (C) of the amended 

Securities Exchange Act, where Congress finds that it is in the public interest and appropriate 

for the protection of investors and the maintenance of fair and orderly markets to assure 

competition between intermediaries in securities markets and availability of quote information 

so as to achieve more economically efficient execution that is better for the investor. 

 

Pursuant to the mandate given in Section 11A (2) of the Securities Exchange Act, the SEC has 

introduced a number of rules that concern the manner in which intermediaries – both brokers 

and venues – handle and execute investors’ orders.1075 However, the SEC has not provided a 

definition of the duty of best execution in any regulatory provision. Blanc has argued that the 

federal securities laws provide no explicit authority for the SEC to define a broker’s agency 

duties and that these duties traditionally are a matter of state common law.1076 

 

Apart from laws made by Congress and regulations enacted pursuant to a Congressional 

mandate, explicit rules that address best execution obligations have also been introduced by a 

number of trading venues and self-regulatory organizations. Notably, the National 

Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) adopted a best execution rule in 1968 that applied 

to broker-dealers who were members of NASD.1077 

                                                 
1073 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §3.02. 
1074 See also Gillis and Dreher, op. cit. at 13. 
1075 Moreover, a provision in Section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act as amended in 1975 specifically 
addresses the duties of those who direct trading to broker-dealers for execution on behalf of a third party. 
1076 See Blanc, op. cit., passim. Cf. the discussion on the constitutionality of the 1934 Securities Exchange Act in 
Martin, op. cit. and Isaacs, op. cit.  
1077 This rule is addressed in more detail in Section 5.10.2 infra. 
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5.9 Order Execution Rules Enacted by the SEC under the ‘34 Act 

5.9.1 Introduction 

The objectives set out in Section 11A (a) (1) (C) of the amended Securities Exchange Act 

addressed the execution of orders to transact in securities. Moreover, Section 11A (a) (1) (D) 

specifically stated that securities markets should be linked in order to, inter alia, contribute to 

best execution of investors’ orders. The SEC would subsequently adopt a number of 

regulations on the basis of the competence given to it through the 1975 amendments. These 

regulations will be described in the following. 

5.9.2 The SEC Release on Development of a National Market System 

The SEC interpreted the mandate given to it by Congress in 1975 as requiring it to play a 

leading role in establishing a national market system.1078 The first regulatory initiative at the 

federal level that was pertinent for the handling and execution of investors’ orders was the 

SEC’s Release on Development of a National Market System.1079 In it, the SEC called for 

trading venues to develop linkages to permit the efficient transmission of orders amongst the 

various markets.1080 Three months later, the SEC authorized those trading venues and self-

regulatory organizations that participated in the National Market System (NMS for short) to 

develop and operate what became the Intermarket Trading System (ITS).1081 ITS provides a 

linkage between market centers (trading venues) that has been described as essentially “a 

communications system that allowed specialists and floor brokers on one exchange floor to 

transmit buy or sell orders to market makers on another exchange floor or over the counter”. 

If a specialist or floor broker saw a better price in the Consolidated Quotation System 

available on another exchange, the ITS required him or her to transmit a commitment to trade 

to the market center in question. The market maker in the other market center was required to 

either accept or decline the incoming commitment to trade.1082 The National Association of 

Securities Dealers (NASD) developed a complementary system, the Computer Assisted 

Execution Service or CAES, which enabled market makers to access securities listed on 

exchanges. When the ITS/CAES system became operable, it thus allowed a broker-dealer in 

one market center (one trading venue) to send an order to another venue for execution. This 

                                                 
1078 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §3.02. 
1079 Securities Exchange Release No. 14416 (26 January 1978) at 26 and 43 FR 4354. 
1080 McCleskey, op. cit. at 88 f. with reference to Securities Exchange Release No. 14416, op. cit. at 4358. 
1081 Ibid. at 89. 
1082 Loss et al., op. cit. at 583 f. Loss et al. also note that in NASDAQ’s CAES system (see infra), the incoming 
order was automatically executed. Ibid. at 584. 
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meant that orders normally routed to an exchange floor could be routed to, and executed at, 

the NASDAQ market. Conversely, an order that had been submitted to a NASDAQ market 

maker could be routed to one of the exchanges for execution there.1083 In time, the ITS came 

to link all national securities exchanges as well as the NASD.1084 Other trading venues were 

not covered by the ITS-mandated linkages. 

 

Other distinct components of the NMS relate to pre- and post-trade transparency, respectively. 

Pursuant to Rule 11Ac1-1 adopted by the SEC, a consolidated quotation reporting system was 

created. Post-trade transparency is ensured through the Consolidated Tape, which is an 

information system that disseminates securities transaction information within 90 seconds, 

whether the trades occur at an exchange or OTC, for practically all exchange-listed securities. 

Several other reporting systems operated by Nasdaq report in real time last sales information 

for almost all OTC securities.1085 

 

The ITS/CAES system was also characterized by two rules that, according to McCleskey, 

were particularly important to its operation.1086 First, it set out a prohibition on trading at a 

price when a better price is available on another market – i.e. a trade-through prohibition.1087 

Second, it entailed an obligation on trading firms to actually execute trades at the prices and 

sizes that the firm has offered.1088 However, the ITS system did not work well and that could 

not ensure that customer orders received the most favorable execution available throughout 

the system;1089 consequently, the congressional goal of ensuring best execution for investors’ 

buy and sell orders was not fully accomplished.1090 Indeed, the ITS was seen as primitive 

compared to other order routing and linkage systems, or even archaic,1091 and trade-throughs 

occurred in ITS transactions in spite of the trade-through prohibition.1092 Even an SEC 

                                                 
1083 Ibid. 
1084 SEC, Regulation NMS at 37,501, footnote 30. 
1085 Ferrell, op. cit. at 1060 f. 
1086 McCleskey, op. cit. at 89. 
1087 Ibid. See also Ferrell, op. cit. at 1059 ff. 
1088 McCleskey, op. cit. at 89. 
1089 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §3.02. 
1090 Ibid. 
1091 Loss et al., op. cit. at 584 f. 
1092 Ibid. at 585. Loss et al. also discuss the interplay between trade-through prohibitions and best execution, and 
argue that trade-through rules do not fully resolve the problem of providing best execution to customers. A 
substantial proportion of orders may be executed at a price superior to the best published quotation when they 
are brought to an exchange floor. Thus, merely to require market makers to match the best published quotation 
will deprive customers of these price improvement opportunities – and, consequently, of the best available terms 
of execution. Ibid. at 608, footnote 306.  
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commissioner expressed doubts about the appropriateness of retaining ITS in the early 

2000’s.1093 

5.9.3 Rule 11Ac1-1 

At the same time as the SEC presented the Release on Development of a National Market 

System, it also presented another release which entailed the adoption of a Rule – Rule 11Ac1-

1 – under the authority devolved pursuant to the 1975 Amendments.1094 Rule 11Ac1-1 

required all national securities exchanges and the NASD to (i) establish procedures for 

collecting quotations (including size) of all securities covered by the NMS framework and (ii) 

make such quotations available to vendors of market data.1095 In this context, Cohen notes that 

whether links between venues will be used in practice by brokers will depend in part on how 

brokers’ best execution obligations are defined.1096 He also argues that the availability of 

quotes may both sharpen the brokers’ best execution obligations and facilitate meeting those 

obligations, but that the means by which orders are communicated from broker-dealer offices 

to competing markets are very important in this regard. Cohen holds that regulatory 

intervention may be necessary to develop the necessary communications facilities. 

 

Reporting structures that ensure pre-trade transparency pursuant to Rule 11Ac1-1 have been 

created in the form of the Consolidated Quotation System (CQS), which publicly disseminates 

the national best bid and offer (NBBO) for essentially all exchange-listed securities. The 

NBBO is derived from quotations provided by exchanges and OTC dealers.1097 The 

exchanges must furnish the quotations and sizes that member brokers and dealers have 

indicated that they are willing to trade at. A broker or dealer who indicates a willingness to 

trade a security at a given price is normally obliged to execute orders in that security at that 

price up to the reported quotation size. The Nasdaq Quotation Dissemination Service, NQDS, 

supplements the CQS and publicly disseminates quotations including a highest bid and lowest 

offer in Nasdaq securities, both Nasdaq/NMS securities and Nasdaq Small-Cap securities. 

                                                 
1093 Laura S. Unger. View from the SEC – Promoting Fair and Efficient Markets as a Regulatory End, Chapter 6 
in Robert A. Schwartz (ed.), Regulation of US Equity Markets (Norwell, MA: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 
2001) 59 at 69. 
1094 Rule 11Ac1-1 was subsequently rescinded when Regulation NMS was adopted in 2005. Loss et al., op. cit. at 
619. 
1095 Milton H. Cohen. The National Market System – A Modest Proposal. 46 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. (1977-1978) 
743 at 764. 
1096 Ibid. at 766. 
1097 Ferrell, op. cit. at 1061. 
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OTC dealers must stand by their NQDS quotes just as brokers and dealers are required to 

stand by their quotes reported in CQS.1098 

5.9.4 The SEC Release on Payment for Order Flow 

In the context of choosing an execution venue, the issue of payment for order flow becomes 

an issue of potential interest insofar as the prospect of such payments may influence the 

broker’s routing decision. In 1994, the SEC released rules concerning payment for order flow. 

Payment for order flow refers to the practice by trading centers or market makers to 

compensate brokers for directing orders to them for execution.1099 The choice of execution 

venue is of critical importance in the context of best execution obligations and the SEC 

discussed the implications of the best execution duty at some length in the Payment for Order 

Flow release. Indeed, the best execution obligation is brought up by the SEC when the 

purpose of the rule is described. According to the Commission, payment for order flow may 

result in lower execution costs, technological advances in order handling practices and 

stimulate competition. However, it also raises concern as to whether the customer gets fair 

treatment, more specifically whether a firm is meeting its obligation of best execution to its 

customer.1100 A concrete example offered is when an unpriced order is executed immediately 

at the NBBO at a market center that does not offer exposure to other order flow or attempts at 

price improvement. Routing the order to this particular trading center and executing it there 

meant that the customer lost an opportunity for execution at a superior price.1101 

 

The Payment for Order Flow rules entailed three new obligations for broker-dealers, all 

related to disclosure of payments for order flow. First, broker-dealers are required to inform 

the customer about their policies regarding payments for order flow as well as the nature of 

any such compensation received when the customer opens an account with them. Second, this 

information must be updated and provided to customers on an annual basis. Third, broker-

dealers are required to indicate on trade confirmations – documents issued pursuant to order 

execution – whether payment for order flow is received in connection with the particular 

transaction.1102 The new obligations applied not only to orders in NMS securities but also to 

Nasdaq Small-Cap and OTC Bulletin Board securities, since payment for order flow was held 

                                                 
1098 Ibid. 
1099 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §10.04. 
1100 Securities and Exchange Commission. Payment for Order Flow. Securities Exchange Release No. 34-34902 
(27 October 1994) at 4. 
1101 Ibid. 
1102 Ibid. 
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to be routinely used in the OTC market and payments generally greater there than on 

exchanges.1103 

 

The SEC declined to enact an outright ban on payment for order flow and held that such 

payments were not per se against the customer’s best interest.1104 Moreover, the alternative of 

requiring broker-dealers to pass payments received on to the customers was refuted. One 

argument raised in this context was that compulsory remission of payments would be 

administratively burdensome and difficult to enforce due to the difficulty of allocating direct 

payments received by the broker-dealer to particular orders.1105 

 

The Payment for Order Flow Release is relatively short but, as noted supra, raises several 

issues related to broker-dealers’ order execution obligations, e.g. concern about whether 

payment for order flow would affect broker-dealers’ compliance with their best execution 

obligations vis-à-vis their customers.1106 The SEC held that broker-dealers accepting 

remuneration from a market center for directing order flow to it are still subject to a duty of 

best execution to their customers.1107 

 

Addressing the matter in more detail, the SEC argued that payment for order flow could 

negatively affect a dealer’s ability to meet the best execution obligation, if the routing 

decision taken as a result of receiving payment for order flow means less opportunities for 

best execution. One example provided in this context is when payment for order flow causes a 

dealer to route the order to a market center that does not offer an opportunity for price 

improvement.1108 However, the SEC also noted that other factors such as the size of the order, 

speed of execution and the costs and difficulty associated with achieving best execution in a 

particular market may negate this conclusion.1109 

 

One aspect of order execution and best execution obligations that was raised by the SEC 

concerns automatic and manual execution of orders. It was noted that automated execution 

systems may offer fast and assured executions for customers, but also that orders sent to, e.g., 

                                                 
1103 Ibid. at 5 f. 
1104 Ibid. at 14. 
1105 Ibid. at 14, footnote 42. 
1106 Ibid. at 4. 
1107 Ibid. at 8 f. 
1108 Ibid. at 8. 
1109 Ibid. 
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an exchange for manual handling may stand a better chance of receiving price 

improvement.1110 The SEC further noted that guaranteed executions against the best bid or 

offer may not necessarily satisfy the broker-dealer’s best execution duty for small orders in 

listed securities since such orders, when routed to an exchange, may be exposed to other 

orders and could as a result receive price improvement.1111 The SEC went on to state that the 

possibility for price improvement bears on the question of whether a broker-dealer is fulfilling 

its duty to seek best execution, especially when the broker-dealer receives payment for 

guaranteeing order flow.1112 

 

The broker-dealer must, in the view of the SEC, use due diligence to seek the best possible 

execution possible given all facts and circumstances. It was recognized, however, that it may 

be impractical to make an individual routing determination for each order. Broker-dealers 

must assess whether the order flow in the aggregate receives best execution. Payments or 

other inducement offered in return for order flow must not interfere with these efforts to 

obtain best execution. However, receipt of payment for order flow does not constitute a per se 

violation of the best execution obligation.1113 The new rules called for increased disclosure of 

routing practices concerning unspecific orders that are subject to payment for order flow. 

Broker-dealers were required to disclose to customers the extent to which orders so routed can 

be executed at prices superior to the NBBO at the time the order is received (i.e. receive price 

improvement). This rule entails a duty to inform customers whether the market center to 

which unspecified orders are routed executes orders at the NBBO and whether it provides an 

opportunity for price improvement.1114 

 

In addition to the specific remarks on the interplay between payment for order flow and the 

duty of best execution, the SEC also observed that the duty of best execution derives from, 

e.g., the common law agency duty of loyalty.1115 

5.9.5 The SEC Release on Order Execution Obligations 

In 1996, the SEC released a set of rules – the Order Execution Obligations – that modified 

Rule 11Ac1-1 and also introduced new obligations with regard to the handling of quotes.1116 

                                                 
1110 Ibid. at 9. 
1111 Ibid. at 10. 
1112 Ibid. 
1113 Ibid. at 11. 
1114 Ibid. 
1115 Ibid. at 9, footnote 28. 
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The 1996 rules are often referred to as the Order Handling Rules and impose a requirement on 

a market maker, or automated trading system (ATS) acting on its behalf, to (i) publish the 

market maker’s best-priced customer limit orders in the national market and (ii) provide 

trading access to those orders.1117 

 

Pursuant to a new Rule 11Ac1-4, dubbed the Display Rule, markets and market makers are 

obliged to display customer limit orders that are priced better than current available quotes. 

Display of such quotes renders them visible to other market participants and, in the view of 

the SEC, provides market participants on the other side of the market with a more accurate 

picture of trading interests in a given security.1118 Display of those limit orders that are priced 

better than current quotes was held to (i) increase quote competition and improve the price 

discovery process, (ii) narrow quotation spreads and (iii) improve terms of execution for small 

orders automatically executed at the best displayed quotes.1119 According to the SEC, 

mandating the display of customer limit orders was a means to improve public availability of 

quotation information and to further several goals and objectives, namely fair competition, 

market efficiency, best execution and disintermediation.1120 

 

In the Order Execution Release, the SEC explicitly referred to regulatory actions that it 

together with the Department of Justice had taken against Nasdaq market makers. The SEC 

and the DOJ had investigated activities by Nasdaq market makers and found that they had 

refrained from narrowing spreads even when customer orders at better prices had been 

received, unless the order was of a size that well exceeded the minimum quotation size.1121 

Thus, smaller orders that would have improved the quotes were not disseminated, and the true 

buying and selling interest in a given security was not reflected in the published 

(disseminated) quotes. According to the SEC, the Display Rule was intended to prevent 

market makers from engaging in such conduct.1122 

 

The Display Rule was intended to foster quote-based competition among market makers and 

introduce new competition from customer limit orders. Moreover, the SEC believed that the 
                                                                                                                                                         
1116 Securities and Exchange Commission. Order Execution Obligations. Securities Exchange Release No. 34-
37619A (6 September 1996). FR 61 No. 178 at 48,289 (“Order Handling Rules”). 
1117 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §3.04[A]. 
1118 Order Handling Rules at 48,293. 
1119 Ibid. 
1120 Ibid. 
1121 Ibid. at 48,295. 
1122 Ibid. 
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display of limit orders should increase trading volume and thus enhance overall market 

liquidity.1123 In the Release, the SEC also discussed the interplay between the new Display 

Rule and the market makers’ preexisting best execution obligations. Pro primo, the 

Commission held that display of more limit orders would enable customers to better monitor 

the quality of their executions and help ensure that other orders are not executed at inferior 

prices before the order is filled. Pro secundo, customers who enter market orders would be 

able to determine whether their orders receive the best price available. Pro tertio, the SEC 

held that the introduction of the Display Rule would render it easier for customers to compare 

the execution quality provided by different broker-dealers.1124 

 

In this context, the Commission also stated that public disclosure of the vast majority of limit 

orders would provide a better means to compare price improvement opportunities and enable 

both customers and broker-dealers to make more informed order routing decisions.1125 The 

Commission noted that orders routed to automatic execution systems would benefit from the 

display of limit orders to the extent that automatic systems execute orders on the basis of the 

best displayed quotation for a particular security.1126 Thus, the display of customer limit 

orders that improve the price of a given security would benefit customers whose orders are 

then executed at the new improved price. In sum, the SEC held that the Display Rule would 

increase the likelihood that limit orders will be executed. In the Commissions’ view, this 

result is consistent with the duty of best execution.1127 

 

A more in-depth discussion of how the SEC viewed the best execution obligations of broker-

dealers also appears in the Order Execution Release. The Commission notes that a long-

standing duty to seek to obtain best execution of customer orders derives from common law 

agency principles and fiduciary obligations, and that such a duty is incorporated both in the 

anti-fraud provisions of the federal securities laws (through judicial and SEC decisions) and in 

SRO rules.1128 In the Release, the SEC stated that the duty of best execution “requires a 

broker-dealer to seek the most favorable terms reasonably available under the circumstances 

for a customer’s transaction”.1129 Moreover, the Commission stressed the evolving nature of 

                                                 
1123 Ibid. 
1124 Ibid. 
1125 Ibid. at 48,296. 
1126 Ibid. 
1127 Ibid. 
1128 Ibid. at 48,322. Cf. Exchange Act Release No. 42450  (February 23, 2000). 
1129 Ibid. 
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the best execution obligation; its scope “must evolve as changes occur in the market that give 

rise to improved executions for customer orders, including opportunities to trade at more 

advantageous prices”.1130 

 

The practice of broker-dealers to use automated routines for routing or executing orders was 

specifically addressed in the Release. The SEC stated that it has previously indicated that 

automated handling of orders is not necessarily inconsistent with best execution, but that 

broker-dealers must periodically assess whether best execution is achieved through systems 

for automated order handling.1131 It was further noted that the development of new facilities 

has implications for broker-dealers’ best execution obligation, and that one important 

consideration is the opportunity for price improvement when handling aggregate orders for 

both listed and OTC stocks. Here, the SEC held that automated execution of orders at the best 

bid or offer quotation “would not necessarily satisfy a broker-dealer’s duty of best execution 

for small orders in listed and OTC securities”.1132 

 

Broker-dealers must, in the SEC’s view, evaluate opportunities for price improvement and 

“rigorously examine execution quality likely to be obtained from the different markets or 

market makers trading a security”.1133 The SEC then went on to elaborate on factors that 

broker-dealers must take into account in order to fulfill the duty of best execution. Apart from 

material differences in price improvement between different markets or market makers, 

broker-dealers must consider the likelihood of execution among the venues to which limit 

orders can be routed. Moreover, the SEC holds that “traditional non-price factors affecting the 

cost or efficiency of executions” should be considered as well.1134 The Commission then 

noted that as technology is rapidly making information on quotes available in electronic 

communications networks (ECN’s) more accessible, broker-dealers must regularly evaluate 

whether prices or other benefits offered by these systems are reasonably available for 

purposes of seeking best execution of customer orders. 

 

In an earlier proposing release, the SEC included a proposal that would have required 

specialists and OTC market makers to provide price improvement opportunities for customer 

                                                 
1130 Ibid. at 48,322 f. 
1131 Ibid. at 48,323. 
1132 Ibid. 
1133 Ibid. 
1134 Ibid. 
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market orders.1135 The proposed “Price Improvement Rule” would also have created a safe 

harbor for specialists and market makers that exposed the customer order at an improved price 

for at least 30 seconds while guaranteeing execution at the NBBO.1136 However, the SEC did 

not adopt a price improvement requirement in the final Order Execution Obligations although 

it stressed that “the opportunity for price improvement can contribute to providing customer 

orders with enhanced executions”.1137 

 

Subsequent to the enactment of the Order Handling Rules, in 2002, the NASD established the 

SuperMontage system, which had been approved by the SEC and replaced the earlier SOES 

and SelectNet systems. SuperMontage is a system for the display, collection and execution of 

buy and sell orders for securities listed on Nasdaq.1138 

5.9.6 The SEC Release on Disclosure of Order Execution and Routing 
Practices 

After the enactment of the Order Handling Rules, in late 2000, the SEC enacted new rules that 

imposed reporting requirements relating to order execution on both broker-dealers and trading 

venues. Under the new Rule 11Ac1-5, often referred to as “Dash 5”, market centers (i.e. 

venues) that trade NMS securities have to publish monthly reports on execution quality. Rule 

11Ac1-6 (“Dash 6”) imposes reporting requirements regarding execution quality on broker-

dealers as well, albeit on a quarterly basis. The SEC enacted the new rules in order to render 

execution quality more visible and thereby spur more vigorous competition among market 

participants to provide the best possible prices for investor orders.1139 The two new rules taken 

                                                 
1135 Securities Exchange Release No. 34-36310 (October 10, 1995) FR 60 No. 195 at 52,792. The SEC 
characterized the proposal as not intended to “displace” but rather “complement the long-standing duties of 
broker-dealers to seek to obtain best execution of their customer orders“ as well as to foster inter-market 
competition on the basis of price improvement opportunities. The SEC also stated that it did not prescribe any 
particular method for achieving price improvement, “in recognition of the fact that competition can provide 
innovative price improvement mechanisms”. Ibid. at 52,804. 
1136 Ibid. at 52,805. 
1137 Order Handling Rules at 48,321. The SEC summed up critical comments concerning the proposed price 
improvement rule and noted e.g. that (i) some commenters held that the rule would reduce the “fiduciary” best 
execution obligation to an algorithm, thus eliminating broker-dealer discretion, (ii) that the proposed safe harbor 
would become the de facto industry standard, thus stifling innovation and competition, (iii) that it would pose 
technical issues and require costly systems upgrades. Ibid. at 48,322. 
1138 Securities Exchange Release No. 34-46429 (August 29, 2002) FR 67 No. 172 at 56,862. More detailed 
information about SuperMontage is provided in Securities Exchange Release No. 34-43863 (January 19, 2001) 
FR 66 No. 18 at 8,020. 
1139 Securities Exchange Release No. 34-43590 (November 17, 2000) FR 65 No. 232 at 75,414, 75,434 and 
passim. 
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together would, in the SEC’s view, make it much easier for investors to evaluate what 

happens to their orders once they have been submitted to a broker-dealer for execution.1140 

 

The SEC argued that the order routing decision is critically important, both for the individual 

investor and for market efficiency as a whole, in a fragmented market structure with 

alternative execution venues for the same security. The lack of comparable public information 

on execution quality stifles competition among market participants. Investors lacking 

information may find it most rational to opt for a broker-dealer that offers the lowest 

commission and a fast execution, thus making it difficult for broker-dealers to compete by 

offering best prices for orders.1141 Furthermore, the Commission emphasized that in 

considering the issue of fragmentation, its overriding objective was to assure that investors 

receive the best possible prices for their orders. In this context, it was stated that best prices 

for investors can only be achieved through vigorous competition among buyers and sellers 

who are able to have their orders interact directly.1142 Insofar as fragmentation of order flow 

means less competition among orders, it entails higher transaction costs for investors and less 

efficient US securities markets.1143 Dash-5 and Dash-6 were intended to provoke more 

vigorous competition on execution quality and order routing performance, causing order flow 

to shift to those market centers that consistently generate the best prices for investors.1144 

 

The SEC also discussed the interplay between the Dash 5/6 disclosure requirements and 

broker-dealers’ duty of best execution in the Release. In response to claims that disclosure of 

information on execution quality would spur private litigation alleging breaches of the best 

execution obligation, the SEC stated that the new rules did not address or change the existing 

legal standards that govern a broker-dealer’s duty of best execution.1145 In the SEC’s view, the 

statistics disclosed pursuant to Dash 5/6 are not sufficient to assess whether the duty of best 

execution has been met.1146 Moreover, the SEC proceeded to describe several dimensions of 

the duty of best execution: (i) that the broker-dealer is required to seek to obtain the most 

favorable terms reasonably available under the circumstances for a transactions, not 

necessarily the best price, (ii) that the duty of best execution does not necessarily require 

                                                 
1140 Ibid. 
1141 Ibid. at 75,415. 
1142 Ibid. 
1143 Ibid. at 75,415 f. 
1144 Ibid. at 75,416. 
1145 Ibid. at 75,419 f. 
1146 Ibid. at 75,420 and 75,434. 
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broker-dealers with a large volume of orders to make individual routing decisions for each 

order, and (iii) that a broker-dealer’s accepting payment for order flow or trading as principal 

with customer orders does not in itself constitute a violation of the best execution 

obligation.1147 

 

The Dash 5/6 rules are, in the SEC’s view, intended to help broker-dealers fulfill their duty of 

best execution. This duty is defined as a duty to “seek the most favorable terms reasonably 

available under the circumstances for a customer’s order”.1148 At the same time, the Release 

stated that mere routing to the venue that guarantees execution at the best published quote 

does not necessarily satisfy that duty, but that a facts and circumstances determination is 

required.1149 Factors that may be relevant to consider in this context include the opportunity 

for price improvement, the likelihood of execution, the speed of execution, the trading 

characteristics of the security and “non-price factors” such as reliability and service.1150 

5.9.7 Regulation NMS 

5.9.7.1 Introduction 

In 2005, the SEC released a set of new rules pertaining to the national market system. The 

release, often referred to as Regulation NMS,1151 consists of four substantive provisions: (i) 

the Order Protection Rule, (ii) the Access Rule, (iii) the Sub-Penny Rule and (iv) amendments 

to pre-existing Market Data Rules and Plans. Regulation NMS was controversial: it was 

enacted after substantial consultations with stakeholders but adopted by a 3-2 vote among the 

five commissioners.1152 The paramount purpose of Regulation NMS, according to Poser and 

Fanto, was to fulfill the perceived need addressed by the SEC already when the Dash 5/6 rules 

were enacted, namely to assure that all customer orders are routed to the market offering the 

best price.1153 Moreover, the rules are also intended specifically to protect limit orders against 

trade-throughs, i.e. to ensure that a submitted limit order is executed before another order at 

an inferior price is executed.1154 

 

                                                 
1147 Ibid. at 75,420 (italics in original). 
1148 Ibid. at 75,431. 
1149 Ibid. at 75,431 f. 
1150 Ibid. at 75,432. 
1151 Regulation NMS at 37,496. 
1152 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §3.04[C]. Cf. Loss et al., op. cit. at 663 f. 
1153 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §3.04[C]. 
1154 Ibid. 
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Fanto and Poser connect trading through to the question of best execution, observing that the 

customer who submitted the order that trades through does not receive best execution.1155 

They also note that Regulation NMS addressed the interplay between the Order Protection 

Rule and the best execution obligation, insofar as the SEC claimed that the new order 

protection rule did not lessen a broker-dealer’s duty of best execution.1156 

5.9.7.2 The Order Protection Rule 

Insofar as order execution obligations are concerned, the main tenet of Regulation NMS is the 

Order Protection Rule (OPR for short). Pursuant to the OPR, quotations are protected in the 

sense that they are not to be traded through.1157 The duty to protect quotations is placed on the 

venues – trading centers in Regulation NMS parlance. Trading centers are exchanges, national 

securities associations that operate SRO trading facilities, ATS’s, exchange market-makers, 

over-the-counter market makers and any broker-dealers that execute orders internally (either 

by trading as principal or by crossing customer orders as agent).1158 When they receive an 

order that is covered by the OPR, they must either (i) match the best quoted price for that 

stock, (ii) cancel the order without executing it, or (iii) route the order to a trading center that 

offers the best price quote.1159 The protection afforded by this rule extends to quotes in NMS 

stocks that are immediately accessible through automatic execution.1160 Thus, manual 

quotations are not protected.1161 In the SEC’s view, several objectives set out in the Exchange 

Act would be furthered by the OPR, namely (i) best execution of customer market orders, (ii) 

fair and orderly treatment of customer limit orders, and (iii) strengthening protection of limit 

orders, to promote greater depth and liquidity of NMS stocks and thereby minimize investor 

transaction costs.1162 However, the OPR does not strictly entail a comprehensive prohibition 

of trade-throughs. Rather, the rule provides that trading centers (i.e. venues) shall establish, 

maintain and enforce written policies and procedures that are reasonably designed to prevent 

trade-throughs of protected quotes on that trading center. Moreover, the OPR is subject to 

                                                 
1155 Ibid. The example given here is of a buy order with a limit price of 10 $, placed in one market. If a market 
order (i.e. an order without a specified boundary price) to sell is executed at 9.95 $ in another market, the seller 
receives a price (9.95 $) which is inferior to the price available in another market (10 $). 
1156 Ibid. See also Regulation NMS at 37,523 and 37,537 f. 
1157 In this context, it merits mention that a trade-through rule applied also before the adoption of Regulation 
NMS; however, this trade-through rule applied only to exchanges and thus not to Nasdaq. Ibid. at 37,501 f. 
1158 17 C.F.R. § 242.600(b)(78). 
1159 Regulation NMS at 37,525. 
1160 Ibid. at 37,501. 
1161 Ibid. 
1162 Ibid. at 37,510. 
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several exceptions concerning, e.g., transactions at a trading center’s opening or close, 

intermarket sweep orders and situations involving technical malfunctions.1163 

 

Trade-through transaction were seen as harmful in that they signal to limit order users that 

their orders are apt to be ignored by other market participants. The cumulative effect of trade-

throughs is to deter market participants from displaying greater order sizes. The OPR is not 

construed as a panacea to factors that militate against displaying trading interest in the form of 

limit orders. The SEC argued that the – more modest – objective of the rule is to increase the 

perceived benefits of order display.1164 Even a small percentage improvement in depth and 

liquidity could, in the Commission’s view, “lead to very significant dollar benefits for 

investors in the form of reduced transaction costs” in light of the enormous volume of trading 

in NMS stocks.1165 

 

In response to critics’ suggestion that efficient access to markets and the existing duty of best 

execution would suffice to achieve fair and efficient markets, without the need for a 

regulatory trade-through prohibition, the SEC asserted that conflicts of interest and free-riding 

opportunities may work against efficient executions. Specifically, the SEC held that brokers 

may have incentives to act against the best interest of their clients, e.g. through the routing of 

orders to a venue that does not display the best price for a stock. Also, possibilities to trade 

through displayed quotes create opportunities to free-ride on the price discovery provided by 

the displayed but by-passed limit orders.1166 

 

However, the trade through protection that limit orders (in the form of accessible quotes) 

enjoy through the OPR does not extend to all such quotes. The best bid and offer quote 

available at each exchange (the BBO of the market in question) is protected against trade 

through; inferior quotes at each trading center can still be traded through. The SEC explicitly 

abstained from extending trade through protection to all displayed quotes at each venue.1167 In 

the Commission’s view, it would be too costly to afford trade-through protection for all 

quotations that a trading center might – voluntarily – decide to disseminate. At the same time, 

it was stated that if “competition and best execution responsibilities” lead market participants 

                                                 
1163 Ibid. at 37,631. 
1164 Ibid. at 37,511 f. 
1165 Ibid. at 37,512. 
1166 Ibid. at 37,516. 
1167 Ibid. at 37,530. 
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to voluntarily access quotations below the market BBO at each venue, this would benefit 

investors and markets in general.1168 Extending protection to the market BBO entails that 

trading centers are not required by the OPR to access quotes below the market BBO.  

 

However, the rule as enacted also represents a choice not to opt for another and more narrow 

alternative; to protect only the single best bid and offer available among all markets (the 

national best bid and offer, or NBBO).  The OPR as enacted thus entails that the best bid and 

offer (BBO) of each trading center is protected against trade-through, and not merely the best 

bid and offer available anywhere in the system. In the NMS Release, the SEC stated that it 

would be a step backwards to afford protection only to the NBBO, since the existing ITS 

trade-through rule protected the BBO of each exchange and the NASD. Moreover, if only the 

NBBO were protected, market participants might “game” the system by posting a small order 

(e.g. 100 shares) designed to improve the NBBO and then execute a much larger order away 

from the NBBO, with only the 100-share quotation protected from trade-through.1169 

 

As noted above, the OPR does not proscribe trading through outright. In the view of the SEC, 

a complete prohibition would be inappropriate given the realities of intermarket trading and 

order routing in many high-volume NMS stocks. Unintended trade-through of quotations may 

occur for technical reasons, e.g. because of timing discrepancies due to technology 

limitations, latencies in the delivery or receipt of quotation updates or data discrepancies. The 

rule as enacted, which requires trading centers to establish, maintain and enforce written 

policies and procedures that are reasonably designed to prevent trade-throughs of protected 

quotes on that trading center, is designed so as to eliminate all trade-throughs that reasonably 

can be prevented. It is recognized that trade-throughs may still occur, despite a trading 

center’s reasonable efforts to avoid them.1170 The SEC described the rule as a “backstop” of 

the broker’s best execution duty on an order-by-order basis.1171 

 

The SEC also addressed the interplay between the Order Protection Rule and the pre-existing 

trade-through provisions that apply to members in the ITS Plan, which are linked to each 

other through the ITS. The SEC noted that these trade-through provisions (i) apply only to 

exchange-traded stocks, (ii) are not promulgated by the SEC but rather are rules of ITS plan 
                                                 
1168 Ibid. 
1169 Ibid. 
1170 Ibid. at 37,534. 
1171 Ibid. at 37,508. 
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members, (iii) do not distinguish between manual and automatic quotations, and (iv) have 

significant gaps in their coverage relating to e.g. off-exchange positioners of large, block 

transactions.1172 The OPR, in contrast, eliminates potential inefficiencies since it only protects 

automatic quotations and in so doing also promotes equal regulation and fair competition, 

eliminating any potential advantage that the ITS trade-through provision may have given 

manual markets over automatic markets.1173 The SEC held that the trade-through prohibition 

in the OPR is stricter and more comprehensive than the ITS Plan provisions since trading 

centers will have to establish procedures and policies for preventing trade-throughs that will 

have to “incorporate objective standards that are coded into a trading center’s automated 

systems”.1174 A trading center is required to “regularly surveil to ascertain the effectiveness of 

its policies and procedures and to take prompt action to remedy deficiencies”, while the OPR 

also eliminates “significant gaps” in the coverage of the ITS rule concerning e.g. off-exchange 

block positioner transactions in exchange-listed stocks or trade-throughs of small 

quotations.1175 

5.9.7.3 The Interplay Between the Duty of Best Execution and the OPR 

The interplay between the OPR and the duty of best execution is discussed at length in the 

Regulation NMS release. As noted by Poser and Fanto, the SEC claimed that the OPR did not 

lessen a broker-dealer’s duty of best execution,1176 defined as a broker-dealer’s “legal duty to 

seek to obtain best execution of customer orders.”1177 This duty derives from common law 

agency principles and fiduciary obligations, has been incorporated in pertinent self-regulatory 

provisions and, through judicial and SEC decisions, the antifraud provisions of federal 

securities laws.1178 This duty, furthermore, requires broker-dealers to execute customers’ 

trades at the most favorable terms reasonable available under the circumstances, i.e. at the 

best reasonably available price.1179 

 

                                                 
1172 Ibid. at 37,501. 
1173 Ibid. The Commission further states that the ITS trade-through provisions were drafted for a world of floor-
based markets and fail to take into account the difference in response speed between manual and automatic 
quotes. This may result in order routers having to wait for a slow response from a manual market, which causes 
them to miss both the best price of a manual quotation and the slightly inferior prices that would otherwise have 
been immediately accessible at automatic markets. Ibid.  
1174 Ibid. 
1175 Ibid. at 37,502. 
1176 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §3.04[C]. 
1177 Regulation NMS at 37,537. 
1178 Ibid. at 37,538. 
1179 Ibid. 
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As seen by the SEC, the duty of best execution does not entail an obligation to route each 

individual order to the market with the best quoted price at the time.1180 Instead, it “requires 

broker-dealers to periodically assess the quality of competing markets to assure that order 

flow is directed to the markets providing the most beneficial terms for their customer orders”. 

In this context, broker-dealers must take market and technology developments into account, 

and also consider both price improvement opportunities and whether different markets may be 

suitable for particular orders, order types or securities. The SEC held that the OPR 

“undergirds” the broker-dealer’s duty of best execution since it helps to ensure that customer 

orders are not executed at inferior prices. However, the broker-dealer is still obliged to 

achieve best execution, which entails a duty to evaluate the execution quality of markets to 

which it routes customer orders.1181 The OPR applies to automated quotations, but not manual 

quotations such as, e.g., those given on the trading floor of the New York Stock Exchange. 

Thus, manual quotations are not protected, and can be traded through without violating the 

OPR.1182 

 

The OPR is constructed so as to protect the BBO of each market center (the Market BBO) for 

reasons outlined in Regulation NMS.1183 In the Regulation NMS Release, the SEC stated that 

the Market BBO alternative “will promote best execution for retail investors on an order-by-

order basis, given that most retail investors justifiably expect that their orders will be executed 

at the NBBO”.1184 

 

Concerns about the extent of the best execution duty in a market environment where the OPR 

states that automated quotations are protected from trade-through, but manual quotations are 

not given the same protection, caused the SEC to elaborate somewhat on how it construes the 

duty of best execution in these conditions. In the SEC’s view, when the market for a stock is 

dominated by automated quotations a broker-dealer could reasonably decide to by-pass a 

market that displays manual quotations provided that prior experience had demonstrated that 

it was not in the customer’s best interest to try to access that market. When determining 

whether to by-pass a market that displays manual quotations, the broker-dealer would be 

                                                 
1180 Ibid. However, the SEC also states – à propos the OPR – that retail investors’ interest “in obtaining best 
execution on an order-by-order basis” is “a vitally important objective that warrants adoption of the Order 
Protection Rule”. Ibid. at 37,511.  
1181 Ibid. at 37,538. 
1182 Ibid. at 37,518. 
1183 See above and Regulation NMS at 37,529 f. 
1184 Ibid. at 37,530. 
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entitled to consider both the likelihood of receiving execution at displayed prices and the 

potential cost to the customer of failed attempts.1185 

5.9.7.4 Other Components of Regulation NMS 

Apart from the Order Protection Rule, Regulation NMS also contains three other rules that 

address different issues related to securities trading and order flow. The modalities for 

accessing order flow are regulated through an Access Rule, which sets out new rules 

governing access to quotations in NMS stocks. The rule is intended to promote fair and 

efficient access by market participants to quotations, and entails three measures. 

 

First, it enables the use of private linkages between market participants, instead of mandating 

a single, collective linkage facility such as the ITS. The SEC noted that flexible, low-cost 

connections have made private linkages an attractive alternative that also allow for indirect 

access to quotations.1186 It also noted that while the ITS promotes access to quotations in 

exchange-listed stocks that is uniform and free, it is often also “slow and limited”.1187 On 

balance, the SEC concluded that the benefits of private linkages as regards Nasdaq stocks 

justifies relying on these linkages rather than on one single inter-market linkage.1188 In order 

to promote indirect access, the Access Rule prohibits a trading center from imposing 

discriminatory terms that would prevent or inhibit indirect access.1189 

 

This entails that there would be no single collective linkage facility for Nasdaq stocks. Indeed, 

the Commission found that “fair and efficient access to markets can be achieved without a 

collective intermarket linkage facility such as ITS, if baseline intermarket access rules are 

established”.1190 In connection with this statement, the Commission also held that it believed 

that the implementation of the Access Rule would enable SRO’s to “withdraw” from ITS plan 

participation, “assuming they have otherwise arranged to meet their access 

responsibilities”.1191 The Commission further stated that the Access Rule entailed adoption of 

                                                 
1185 Ibid. at 37,538. 
1186 Ibid. at 37,539. 
1187 Ibid. at 37,538 f. 
1188 Ibid. at 37,540. 
1189 Ibid. at 37,539. 
1190 Ibid. 
1191 Ibid. at footnote 350. However, the Commission also noted that ITS facilities can be modified relatively 
easily and at low cost “to provide the current ITS participants a means of complying with” the Order Protection 
Rule. Ibid. at 37,583.  
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“a private linkage approach that relies on access through members rather than through a 

public intermarket linkage system”.1192 

 

Second, the Access Rule sets a hard, quantitative limit on the access fee that can be charged 

for obtaining access to the protected quotations at any trading center. The fee is limited to no 

more than $0.003 per share, and the purpose is to establish an outer limit on the cost of 

accessing displayed quotations. This also, in the SEC’s view, assures those who route orders 

that displayed prices are – within a limited range – true prices.1193 The SEC argued, moreover, 

that a fee limitation set through regulation was necessary to support the integrity of the price 

protection requirement in the OPR.1194 The Access Rule prevents trading centers from 

displaying attractively priced quotations (that market participants – pursuant to the OPR – 

would be required to execute against) but then charge exorbitant fees to access those 

quotations.1195 Third, the Access Rule provides that trading centers are not to lock or cross1196 

protected quotes displayed at other trading centers. The rule does not apply to all quotes, since 

manual quotes are outside the scope of its protection. Automated quotes may thus lock or 

cross manual quotes without violating the Access Rule.1197 

 

Regulation NMS also included the Sub-Penny Rule, which addressed quotes in small 

increments. This rule prohibits market participants from displaying, ranking or accepting 

quotations that are priced in an increment of less than 1 cent.1198 However, quotations in 

smaller increments are allowed if the price of the quotation is less than 1 dollar. In these 

cases, the minimum increment is 1/10 of a cent ($0.001). The Sub-Penny Rule was introduced 

in order to curb the practice of “stepping ahead” of an extant displayed order by submitting an 

order at a trivially higher or lower amount, as the case may be.1199 The rule addresses the 

practice of quoting in sub-penny increments, but does not proscribe actual trading in such 

increments. An order may be executed at a price set in sub-penny increments as long as the 

broke did not accept any orders priced in sub-penny increments. This may happen, e.g., when 

                                                 
1192 Ibid. at 37,544. 
1193 Ibid. at 37,539. 
1194 Ibid. at 37,540. 
1195 Ibid. at 37,503. 
1196 A locked market is defined by Poser and Fanto as a market where the bid and the offer are at the same price, 
whereas a crossed market is defined as a market where the bid is higher than the offer. Poser and Fanto, op. cit. 
at §3.04[C]. Both types of markets are seen as signs that the market is inefficient. Ibid. 
1197 Regulation NMS at 37,547. 
1198 Ibid. at 37,503. 
1199 Ibid. 
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an order is executed using a midpoint or average-price algorithm where the execution price is 

established with the help of benchmark prices that, taken together, may yield an execution 

price in sub-penny increments.1200 

 

The last amendments introduced by Regulation NMS concern the Market Data Rules and 

Plans, which address the availability of market data. The stated intention of the rules is to 

provide investors in the US equity markets with “real-time access to the best quotations and 

most recent trades”. To this end, quotations and trades for each stock in the NMS are 

continuously collected from the different trading centers and then disseminated to the public 

in a consolidated stream of data. In the SEC’s own words, “one of the Commission’s most 

important responsibilities is to preserve the integrity and affordability of the consolidated data 

stream”.1201 The Regulation NMS amendments to the Market Data Rules and Plans entail 

changes in the formulas for allocating the revenues that accrue from market data fees, as well 

as some modifications regarding the governance of Market Data Plans.1202 Market data fees 

are paid to trading centers (e.g. exchanges) by market participants who use market data. The 

intricate details of fee schedules and Plan structure will not be described at length here. It 

should be noted, however, that the SEC held that consolidation of quotation information 

benefits investors. It allows investors to assess quoted prices at the time they place an order, 

and also to evaluate the best execution of their orders against such prices by obtaining data 

from a single source that is reliable and comprehensive.1203 Thus, the SEC explicitly tied also 

the amendments to the Market Data Rules and Plans to investors’ interest in receiving best 

execution of their orders. 

 

It merits mention, finally, that subsequent to the adoption of Regulation NMS SEC staff has 

prepared and published a set of questions and answers regarding detailed aspects of the Order 

Protection Rule and the Access Rule.1204  

                                                 
1200 Ibid. at 37,556. 
1201 Ibid. at 37,503. 
1202 Ibid. 
1203 Ibid. at 37,504. 
1204 These questions and answers are available electronically at 
http://www.sec.gov/divisions/marketreg/nmsfaq610-11.htm#sec2 (last visited on November 17, 2011). 

http://www.sec.gov/divisions/marketreg/nmsfaq610-11.htm#sec2
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5.10 Best Execution Rules Enacted and Enforced by Self-regulatory 
Organizations 

5.10.1 Introduction 

As has been noted above, FINRA (formerly NASD and NYSE Regulation) have been given 

authority pursuant to delegation in the federal securities laws to regulate both exchanges and 

broker-dealers. It has also been noted that the NASD has adopted a best execution rule that 

applied to its members (in general terms, broker-dealers). The NASD rule concerning best 

execution, Rule 2320, remains in force also after FINRA has replaced the NASD.1205 The best 

execution rule was adopted in 1968 and has since been amended on a number of occasions: 

since 1988, there have been 11 amendments.1206 Moreover, the NASD has issued 

interpretative notices in which the material content of the best execution obligation is further 

elaborated.1207 

5.10.2 NASD/FINRA Rules and Notices on Best Execution 

NASD has issued a number of notices that provide interpretative guidance regarding the best 

execution rule set out in Rule 2320. A 1997 Notice was released after the SEC’s enactment of 

the Order Handling Rules in 1996.1208 In the notice, the implications for market participants of 

the best execution obligation are discussed through a number of hypothetical situations. It is 

noted at the outset that the notice has been written after consultation with the SEC and also 

that it aims to respond to questions from NASD members concerning best execution 

obligations following the enactment of the Order Handling Rules.1209 The notice contains a 

                                                 
1205 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[B] footnote 403.1. 
1206 The dates of the amendments are given on FINRA’s website, 
http://finra.complinet.com/en/display/display_main.html?rbid=2403&element_id=3643 (last visited on 
November 21, 2011). 
1207 NASD Notice to Members 01-22, Best Execution (April 2001) and NASD Notice to Members 97-57, NASD 
Interpretation of SEC Order Handling Rules, NASD Limit Order Protection Rules, And Member Best Execution 
Responsibilities (September 1997). The 2001 Notice can be accessed electronically at 
http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@reg/@notice/documents/notices/p003889.pdf and the 1997 
Notice at http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@reg/@notice/documents/notices/p004578.pdf (both 
sites last visited on September 21, 2011). 
1208 See Section 5.9.5 supra. 
1209 NASD Notice 97-57, op. cit. at 1. A specific question in this context concerned the execution of undisplayed 
limit orders (undisplayed e.g. because the customer had requested this) that were priced better than the publicly 
display quote against an incoming market order on the other side of the market. In these instances, the Order 
Handling Rules entailed an obligation to execute the transaction so that the incoming market order was executed 
at the limit price set by the undisplayed order, instead of at the published quote. Effectively, the market order 
would have to be executed at a better price than the quote, i.e. the limit order price, and thus receive price 
improvement compared to the published quote. Contrariwise, the limit order would be executed at the limit price 
but not reap any of the improvement opportunities represented by the difference between the limit order price 
and the published quote. Thus, the limit order would receive no price improvement at all. Ibid. at 1. 

http://finra.complinet.com/en/display/display_main.html?rbid=2403&element_id=3643
http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@reg/@notice/documents/notices/p003889.pdf
http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@reg/@notice/documents/notices/p004578.pdf
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number of question and answer sets in which the best execution obligations in defined trading 

scenarios are described at some length.1210 A subsequent Notice, also from 1997, provides that 

exemptions may be granted from the “three-quote” requirement, according to which NASD 

members trading in non-Nasdaq, often illiquid stocks in the OTC market were required to 

solicit at least three quotes before execution of an order. It had been argued that the duty to 

solicit three quotes may be time-consuming and in some instances actually impair execution 

quality.1211 A later Notice from NASD in 2000 introduced an amendment to the three-quote 

requirement that waived the requirement in cases when two or more quotes for a non-Nasdaq 

security were available in an inter-dealer quotation system where quotes could be updated on 

a real-time basis. It was also stressed that compliance with the three-quote requirement did not 

necessarily constitute compliance with the best execution duty.1212 

 

The NASD’s 2001 Notice was released shortly after adoption by the SEC of new rules related 

to order execution obligations,1213 namely the Dash-5 and Dash-6 rules. One particular 

objective of the notice is to discuss, through sets of questions and answers, what the broker-

dealer’s duty to regularly and rigorously examine execution quality entails in practice.1214 In 

the notice, it is stated that the NASD has brought disciplinary actions against broker-dealers 

that have executed orders (i) at prices inferior to the NBBO, (ii) in an untimely fashion or (iii) 

in a manner designed to allow the member firm to profit at the expense of its customer.1215 

Moreover, it is observed that both the SEC and the NASD has discovered failures among 

firms to establish procedures for regularly and rigorously examining execution quality, or to 

develop adequate procedures.1216 

 

The NASD goes on to characterize the duty of best execution as a duty that derives from 

common law agency principles and fiduciary obligations, which have been incorporated in 

self-regulatory organization (SRO) rules and, through judicial and SEC decisions, in the 

enforcement of the antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws.1217 It is further observed 

                                                 
1210 Ibid. at 2 ff. 
1211 NASD Notice 97-88 at 2. 
1212 NASD Notice 00-78 at 1 and 3. It merits mention that the three-quote requirement has subsequently been 
waived for certain foreign securities, namely (i) non-exchange listed securities of a foreign issuer that are part of 
the FTSE All-World Index, and (ii) non-exchange-listed securities listed on a Canadian exchange. See FINRA 
Notice 07-40 at 1 f.  
1213 NASD Notice 01-22, op. cit. at 1. 
1214 Ibid. 
1215 Ibid. 
1216 Ibid. 
1217 Ibid. 
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that courts have held that the duty of best execution requires that a broker/dealer seek to 

obtain for its customers’ orders the most favorable terms reasonably available under the 

circumstances.1218 It is further held that the best execution obligation is “codified” in NASD’s 

Rule 2320.1219 

 

The best execution duty as construed by NASD involves a “facts and circumstances” analysis. 

Depending on the particular facts and circumstances that surround an execution, “actions that 

in one instance may meet a firm’s best execution obligation may not satisfy that obligation 

under another set of circumstances”.1220 Moreover, technological developments and changes 

in market structure are “significant factors” to be considered when assessing best execution. 

As changes in the market occur that may give rise to improved executions and opportunities 

to trade at better prices, broker-dealers must analyze and modify their order execution 

procedures to consider price opportunities that become “reasonably available”. Furthermore, 

it is held that courts have recognized a duty on the part of broker-dealers to periodically 

examine their practices in light of market and technology changes.1221 The NASD also holds 

that (i) the routing of an order to a specific system or market is not a guarantee that a member 

has obtained best execution for a customer order, and (ii) that neither is the failure to route an 

order to a specific system or market necessarily a violation of the duty of best execution.1222 

 

A subsequent Notice from NASD in 2006 addresses amendments to Rule 2320 that clarify 

that broker-dealers have best execution duties also with respect to orders that were originated 

by customers but reached the broker-dealer via another broker-dealer.1223 Moreover, the word 

“inter-dealer” was struck from the Rule in order to clarify that NASD members are required to 

ascertain the best market for a security not only among “inter-dealer” markets but among all 

markets in which a security is traded.1224 

 

                                                 
1218 Ibid. at 1 f. with reference to Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 135 F.3d 266, 270 (3d 
Cir. 1998) (en banc), cert. denied. sub. nom. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith v. Kravitz, 525 U.S. 811 
(1998). 
1219 Ibid. at 2. 
1220 Ibid. 
1221 Ibid. with reference to Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 135 F.3d 266, 271 (3d Cir. 
1998) (en banc), cert. denied. sub. nom. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith v. Kravitz, 525 U.S. 811 (1998). 
1222 Ibid. 
1223 NASD Notice 06-58 at 2. 
1224 Ibid. 
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Later, in 2009, a Notice addressed the amended requirement that broker-dealers that did 

interpose third parties between themselves and the execution venue were subject to the full 

best execution duty as set out in Rule 2320(a) instead of the earlier obligation to ensure that 

interpositioning only occurred when the price and total costs were better than at the prevailing 

market.1225 

 

The NASD has also issued an “Interpretive Guidance” concerning the best execution 

requirements, which elaborates in more detail on the application of the rule. The Guidance 

notes, e.g. that the term “market” is an undefined term in the Rule and that it should be 

construed broadly so as to “inform broker/dealers as to the breadth of the scope of venues that 

must be considered in the furtherance of their best execution obligations and to promote fair 

competition among broker/dealers, exchange markets, and markets other than exchange 

markets, as well as any other venue that may emerge”.1226 

 

In this context, it should also be noted that violations of NASD or NYSE rules have not been 

held to confer a private right of action on e.g. investors that allege injuries due to a firm’s 

failure to comply with such rules.1227 However, the NASD/FINRA, NYSE and other self-

regulatory bodies may impose various sanctions including pecuniary sanctions on members 

that are found to have violated the SRO’s rules.1228 

 

In early 2012, the FINRA adopted a new best execution rule as part of the constantly evolving 

FINRA set of rules. The new best execution provision, Rule 5310 of the FINRA Manual, sets 

out a duty to “use reasonable diligence to ascertain the best market for the subject security and 

buy or sell in such market so that the resultant price to the customer is as favorable as possible 

under prevailing market conditions”. Several enumerated factors are considered relevant for 

determining whether “reasonable diligence” has been used: (i) the character of the market for 

the security,1229 (ii) the size and type of transaction, (iii) the number of markets checked, (iv) 

                                                 
1225 FINRA Notice 09-58 at 2. 
1226 NASD IM-2320, Interpretive Guidance with Respect to Best Execution Requirements. The guidance is 
available electronically on the FINRA website, 
http://finra.complinet.com/en/display/display_main.html?rbid=2403&element_id=3644 (last visited on 
November 21, 2011).  
1227 See, e.g., SSH Co., Ltd. v. Shearson Lehman Bros. Inc., 678 F.Supp. 1055, 1058 (S.D.N.Y., 1987) and Brady 
v. Calyon Securities (USA), 406 F.Supp.2d 307, 312 (S.D.N.Y., 2005).  
1228 A number of cases in which sanctions have been imposed will be described in Section 5.10.3 infra. 
1229 Said to include, e.g., ”price, volatility, relative liquidity, and pressure on available communications”. FINRA 
Rule 5310 (a)(1)(A).  

http://finra.complinet.com/en/display/display_main.html?rbid=2403&element_id=3644
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accessibility of the quotation, and (v) the terms and conditions of the order.1230 The rule 

applies also when a broker execute a transaction as principal,1231 i.e. takes the other side of a 

trade. Moreover, the rule provides that interjecting another party between the broker and the 

market is not allowed if this would constitute a breach of the best execution obligation,1232 

that a member who does not execute directly with a market has the burden of showing why 

this was necessary,1233 that neither staff shortages nor reciprocal routing of orders (for 

services or business given) can justify executing away from the best available market,1234 and 

that the party through which an order is illicitly channeled will also be deemed to be in 

violation of the rule.1235 

 

In supplementary material, some aspects of the rule are addressed in more detail. 

Interestingly, it is stated that the regular and rigorous review of execution quality that brokers 

must engage in should include e.g. the possibility for price improvement and also differences 

in “price disimprovement”1236 – i.e. the risk for trade-throughs. Also, it is held that with 

regard to orders in foreign securities, brokers must have “specific written policies and 

procedures” reasonably designed to obtain the most favorable terms available.1237  

5.10.3 Enforcement of the NASD/FINRA Best Execution Rule 

The NASD and subsequently FINRA have applied the best execution rule in disciplinary 

proceedings against members. The disciplinary actions taken by NASD and subsequently 

FINRA provide examples of cases where Rule 2320 has been violated, but also concern 

violations of SEC regulations such as the Order Protection Rule. However, the broker-dealer 

charged with violating the rules often does not either admit or deny the allegations. Still, what 

does emerge is a pattern where disciplinary action has quite frequently been taken against 

broker-dealers for failure to use reasonable efforts to obtain best execution. Also, infractions 

concerning failures to handle customer orders in accordance with applicable rules and 

                                                 
1230 FINRA Rule 5310 (a)(1)(A)-(E). 
1231 FINRA Rule 5310 (e). 
1232 FINRA Rule 5310 (a)(2). 
1233 FINRA Rule 5310 (b). 
1234 FINRA Rule 5310 (c). 
1235 FINRA Rule 5310(d). 
1236 Supplementary material .09(b)(1)-(2) to FINRA Rule 5310, 
1237 Supplementary material .07 to FINRA Rule 5310. Effectively, this would seem to require US brokers to 
draw up execution policies similar to those required under MiFID when they execute orders to trade in foreign 
securities.  
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regulations occur with some frequency as well.1238 Moreover, in some cases involving more 

substantial sanctions the NASD has elaborated more on the infractions committed. A small 

number of such cases will be discussed in the following. 

 

In 2000, the NASD sanctioned Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith for failing to comply 

with both the SEC Limit Order Display Rule and the NASD best execution obligation (Rule 

2320). Merrill Lynch was found to have failed to comply with the display requirement in 41 

cases and to have failed to provide best execution for customer orders in 70 instances between 

1997 and 1999.1239 

 

In 2007, the NASD sanctioned HSBC Brokerage for not complying with their duty of best 

execution. The NASD found that HSBC had failed to have adequate systems in place to 

supervise government securities transactions to ensure best execution.1240 Moreover, HSBC 

Brokerage had routed orders to an affiliated firm for execution, without taking adequate steps 

to ensure that customers would not be harmed in the pricing of these securities.1241 Although 

brokers had a duty to “shop around” for the best price, on several occasions orders were 

                                                 
1238 For a sample of very recent cases, see e.g. UBS Securities LLC (firm found to have failed to comply with the 
requirement under the order protection rule to establish, maintain, and enforce written policies and procedures 
reasonably designed to prevent trade-throughs) in Disciplinary and Other FINRA Actions Reported For March 
2013, available electronically at 
http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@enf/@da/documents/disciplinaryactions/p221809.pdf (last 
visited on March 17, 2013),  Edwin Joseph Carey III (broker found to have leaked information about customer 
orders to potential contra-side parties, thus enabling them to front-run the orders given to the broker and deprive 
the broker’s customer of best execution) in Disciplinary and Other FINRA Actions Reported For December 
2012, available electronically at 
http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@enf/@da/documents/disciplinaryactions/p197505.pdf (last 
visited on March 17, 2013), Lazard Capital Markets LLC (firm found to have lacked supervisory system 
“reasonably designed to achieve compliance with applicable securities laws, regulations and/or FINRA rules” on 
e.g. best execution and the sub-penny rule in Regulation NMS) and Scott & Stringfellow, LLC (firm found to 
have failed to “use reasonable diligence to ascertain the best inter-dealer market” in corporate fixed income 
transactions), both  in Disciplinary and Other FINRA Actions Reported For November 2012, available 
electronically at 
http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@enf/@da/documents/disciplinaryactions/p197021.pdf (last 
visited on March 17, 2013), and Natixis Securities Americas LLC fka Natixis Bleichroeder LLC (broker found to 
have failed to “use reasonable diligence to ascertain the best inter-dealer market” and to have supervisory 
systems that were not “reasonably designed to achieve compliance with applicable securities laws, regulations 
and/or SEC and FINRA rules” relative to e.g. disclosure of order execution information (i.e. Dash-5 and Dash-6) 
and the sub-penny rule), and Wilson-Davis & Co, Inc. (broker found to have had supervisory systems that were 
not “reasonably designed to achieve compliance with applicable securities laws, regulations and/or FINRA 
rules” relative to e.g. disclosure of order routing and order execution information), both in Disciplinary and 
Other FINRA Actions Reported For October 2012, available electronically at 
http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@enf/@da/documents/disciplinaryactions/p188786.pdf (last 
visited on March 17, 2013). 
1239 NASD Notice to Members – Disciplinary Actions (December 2000) at 722. 
1240 HSBC Brokerage, Letter of Acceptance, Waiver and Consent No. 2005002337401 (April 4, 2007) at 5. 
1241 Ibid. at 3 f. 

http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@enf/@da/documents/disciplinaryactions/p221809.pdf
http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@enf/@da/documents/disciplinaryactions/p197505.pdf
http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@enf/@da/documents/disciplinaryactions/p197021.pdf
http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@enf/@da/documents/disciplinaryactions/p188786.pdf
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executed at inferior prices when several different quotes were available.1242 It was also noted 

that HSBC’s failure to provide documentation of its supervisory best execution review of 

trades inhibited NASD’s ability to review transactions for best execution.1243 

5.10.4 Enhanced Quotation Standards for Market Makers 

In November 2010, the SEC approved proposed SRO rules on quotation standards for market 

makers. The stated purpose of the new rules was to eliminate “stub quotes”1244. Pursuant to 

the rules as proposed and approved, equity market makers are required to post continuous 

two-sided quotations within a designated percentage band of the NBBO.1245 Different widths, 

stated as percentage bands relative to the NBBO, were set out for different categories of 

stocks.1246 The Commission noted at the outset that the backdrop of the proposals was the 

“flash crash” of May 6, 2010, where severe price volatility in the US equity market led to a 

large number of trades being executed at temporarily depressed prices, including many that 

were more than 60% away from pre-decline prices and subsequently broken.1247 Executions 

against stub quotes represented a significant proportion of broken trades on May 6; the 

proposed rules are thus intended to address this type of quotes.1248 When discussing the 

proposed rule changes, the Commission found that they “should help assure that quotations 

submitted by market makers…[…]…bear some relationship to the prevailing market price, 

and thus should promote fair and orderly markets and the protection of investors”.1249 

Moreover, the elimination of stub quotes should reduce the risk that trades occur at 

“irrational” prices.1250 The Commission also noted that the introduction, as proposed, of 

uniform SRO rules on this issue would ensure that “these baseline standards are applied 

throughout the equity markets”.1251 

                                                 
1242 Ibid. 
1243 Ibid. at 5. 
1244 Stub quotes were characterized in the SEC Order as quotes ”that are so far away from the prevailing market 
that they are not intended to be executed (such as an order to buy at a penny or sell at $100,000)”. SEC Release 
No. 34-63255, November 5, 2010, at 1 f. 
1245 Ibid. at 3. These requirements apply to all NMS stocks during normal market hours. Ibid.  
1246 More specifically, (i) market makers’ quotes in stocks subject to the individual stock circuit breaker pilot 
program must be within 8% of the NBBO with some exceptions to allow for some degree of drift (up to 9.5% 
away from the NBBO) and within 20% for times when a single stock circuit breaker is not available, i.e. in early 
morning and late afternoon trading, with limited possibilities for drift up to 21.5%, (ii) market makers’ quotes in 
other stocks must be within a 30% band relative to the NBBO with limited possibilities for drift up to 31.5%. 
Ibid. at 4 f. 
1247 Ibid. at 3. 
1248 Ibid. 
1249 Ibid. at 7 f. 
1250 Ibid. at 8. 
1251 Ibid. 
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5.11 Brokers’ Duties in post-1975 Case Law 

5.11.1 General Fiduciary Duties of Brokers: Disclosure and Loyalty 

As concerns the broker’s duty of loyalty and duty to disclose, it has been recognized in  case 

law from the 1990’s that broker-dealer firms “routinely withhold from their customers 

information concerning potential or actual conflicts of interest that may be of considerable 

interest to their customers” without being found in violation of their duties to the 

customers.1252 Still, Poser and Fanto hold that “broker-dealer firms and their personnel are 

held to a high standard of loyalty to their customers” although it is recognized that it is 

difficult to draw the line between permissible conduct and conduct that is a breach of 

fiduciary duty.1253 

 

In general terms, a broker’s duty to a customer can be modified by contract. However, the 

customer may subsequently claim that the contract is void unless the terms of the contract are 

fair and the customer assents to the contract “with a full understanding of his legal rights and 

of all relevant facts that the broker knows or should know”. Thus, an agent such as a broker 

who enters into a contract with the principal must disclose all material circumstances to the 

principal.1254 For example, a broker may not trade for a customer’s account without disclosing 

to the customer that the broker realize special commissions when selling a particular 

security.1255 Moreover, unauthorized trading by a broker in a customer’s account violates the 

broker’s fiduciary duty.1256 

 

Another aspect of the best execution duty that has been addressed in case law is the broker’s 

duty to follow instructions from the customer. In this context, examples can be given of 

several types of behavior that has been held to violate this duty: failure to follow a customer’s 

                                                 
1252 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[A] with reference to Platsis v. E.F. Hutton & Co., 946 F.2d 38, 41 (6th 
Cir. 1991), cert. denied, 503 U.S. 984 (1992). 
1253 Ibid. 
1254 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[A]. 
1255 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[A] with reference to Katz v. First of Michigan, No. K87-254 CA4, 1989 
WL 62196 at 13-14 (W.D. Mich. 1989).  
1256 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[B] with reference to Bosio v. Norbay Sec., Inc., 599 F. Supp. 1563, 1570 
(E.D.N.Y. 1985). It may be noted that, for the purposes of this investigation, the cases concerning unauthorized 
trading and failure to follow instructions regarding e.g. transfer of funds or liquidation of accounts are less 
relevant. These activities are outside the scope of this study, which is concerned with obligations in the context 
of execution of agency orders but not other aspects of a broker’s relations with clients. 
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instruction to liquidate his account,1257 failure to follow instructions to transfer funds between 

different investment options1258 and failure to turn over to the customer the proceeds from the 

sale of his securities.1259 

 

Other examples where a breach of fiduciary duties has been found concern broker-dealers 

initiating transactions through “churning” when the broker initiates transactions for a 

customer’s account in order to generate commissions,1260 or otherwise for their own 

benefit.1261 

 

As regards a broker-dealer’s duty of loyalty, the duty of loyalty in this context thus entails a 

prohibition against self-dealing and a duty to disclose any personal interest the broker may 

have in a particular matter, e.g. a security recommended to the customer.1262 Poser and Fanto 

argue that in practice, however, the duty of undivided loyalty must be “viewed in the context 

of the existing structure of the securities business” where broker-dealer firms may engage in 

may activities simultaneously on behalf both of their various clients and for their own 

accounts.1263 A broker’s fiduciary obligation to its customer arises from their principal-agent 

relationship,1264 which imposes limits on the the scope of the fiduciary duty: with respect to 

                                                 
1257 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[B] with reference to McBlaine v. Jack Carl Assocs., Inc., 705 F. Supp. 
1340, 1343 (N.D. Ill. 1989) and Thomson McKinnon Securities, Inc. v. Moore’s Farm Supply Inc., 557 F. Supp. 
1004 (W.D. Tenn. 1983) (brokerage firm failed to liquidate a nondiscretionary commodity trading account 
according to the – experienced – customer’s instructions: the court applied Tennessee law and found that the 
broker had breached his fiduciary duty). 
1258 Ibid. with reference to McDonnell v. Allstate Life Ins. Co., No. 94 C 3076, 2004 WL 2392169 at 4 (N.D. Ill. 
Oct. 25, 2004). 
1259 Ibid. with reference to Bosio v. Norbay Sec., Inc., 599 F. Supp. 1563, 1570 (E.D.N.Y. 1985). 
1260 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[A] with reference to Miley v. Oppenheimer & Co., 637 F.2d 318, 324 (5th 
Cir.), reh’g denied, 642 F.2d 1210 (1981), Khalid Bin Talal Bin Abdul Azaiz Al Seoud v. E.F. Hutton & Co., 720 
F. Supp. 671, 676-77 (N.D. Ill. 1989), Moscarelli v. Stamm, 288 F. Supp. 453, 457 (E.D.N.Y. 1968), Tworney v. 
Mitchum, Jones & Templeton, Inc., 69 Cal. Rptr. 222, 232-34 (Ct. App. 1968). It may be noted that, for the 
purposes of this investigation, the cases concerning unauthorized trading are less relevant. Unauthorized trading 
that is by definition not based on an order from the customer falls outside the scope of this study, which is 
concerned with obligations in the context of execution of agency orders but not other aspects of a broker’s 
relations with clients. 
1261 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[A] with reference to Fustok v. ContiCommodity Services, Inc., 618 F. 
Supp. 1082 (S.D.N.Y. 1985) (brokerage firm and its individual brokers had allegedly purchased financial 
instruments  from one customer of the firm for another customer’s account, although the equity in the acquiring 
customer’s account was insufficient to support the purchase, in order to provide the selling customer with funds 
to meet a margin call – the court held that if the broker purchased the financial instruments predominantly for 
their own benefit, that would constitute a breach of fiduciary duty vis-à-vis the acquiring customer). 
1262 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[A] with reference to Leib v. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 
461 F. Supp. 951, 953 (E.D. Mich. 1978), aff’d without opinion, 647 F.2d 165 (6th Cir. 1981) and O’Malley v. 
Boris, 742 A.2d 845, 849 (Del. 1999). 
1263 Ibid. at §16.03[A]. 
1264 Ibid. at §16.02(H) with reference to Penrod v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith,Inc., 68 Ill. App. 3d 
75, 80, 385 N.E. 2d 376, 380 (1979). 
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non-discretionary accounts,1265 the broker’s duties are held to end upon completion of each 

transaction.1266 

 

The duty of loyalty is not absolute: it has been established that a broker who acts as a 

fiduciary for his customer in a transaction may have an interest in the transaction, provided 

that the self-interest is adequately disclosed.1267 Moreover, the exact extent of the disclosure 

requirement depends on the customer’s degree of sophistication.1268 In contrast, failure to 

disclose to unsophisticated investors – in the context of so-called “boiler room” operations –
1269 that the firm earns commissions on certain securities recommended to the investor has 

been held to constitute a breach of a fiduciary duty.1270 

 

In a later SEC case from 1988, a broker-dealer who made a market in several stocks executed 

proprietary trades ahead of a customer limit order at higher prices than the limit price, with 

the result that the customer limit order never was executed.1271 The SEC held that in accepting 

the customer order, the broker-dealer assumed certain fiduciary obligations and that, in the 
                                                 
1265 In general terms, an account where the customer makes investment decisions relative to the account. In 
contrast, a discretionary account is one where the broker may make investment decisions and initiate trades on 
behalf of the customer who holds the account. The distinction between a discretionary and a non-discretionary 
account has been addressed in e.g. Leib v. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 461 F.Supp. 951 (D.C. Mich., 
1978) (client charged broker with having allowed the client to engage in heavy trading – “churning” – that was 
not beneficial for the client but generated large commissions for the broker; the court found that the broker was 
obliged to explain the consequences of the chosen trading pattern to the client). 
1266 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[A] with reference to Caravan Mobile Home Sales, Inc. v. Lehman 
Brothers Kuhn Loeb, Inc., 769 F.2d 561, 567 (9th Cir. 1985). 
1267 The broker is required to disclose to the customer all material information concerning actual or potential 
conflicts of interest.See Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[A] with reference to Katz v. First of Michigan, No. 
K87-254 CA4, 1989 WL 62196 at 74 (W.D. Mich. 1989), Hughes v. SEC, 174 F.2d 969, 975 (D.C. Cir. 1949), 
Laird v. Integrated Resources, Inc., 897 F.2d 826, 835 (5th Cir. 1990), Martin v. Heinold Commodities, Inc., 117 
Ill. 2d 67, 510 N.E.2d 840 (1987) (class action against brokerage firm that had failed to disclose to customers 
additional commissions charged for transactions in certain financial instruments, designating the commissions as 
a service fee – the court found that a fiduciary such as the broker had a duty to disclose ex ante facts which it has 
reason to believe would be material to customers’ investment decisions). 
1268 An inquiry from a customer with some degree of sophistication may not trigger a positive duty to disclose 
e.g. information about a brokerage’s compensation system. See Poser and Fanto, op. cit. with reference to Platsis 
v. E.F. Hutton & Co., 946 F.2d 38 (6th Cir. 1991), cert. denied, 503 U.S. 984 (1992) (law school graduate with 
experience from the Federal Trade Commission and the consumer fraud division of the Michigan Attorney 
General’s office asked his broker why he was not charged any commissions for purchases of utility bonds: the 
court held that this question did not trigger a duty for the broker to disclose the alternative ways in which the 
broker made a profit on transactions of this kind). 
1269 The term “boiler room operations” in this context denotes aggressive marketing of investment opportunities 
in securities where brokers make unsolicited calls to the public. Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[A].   
1270 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[A] with reference to Securities & Exchange Commission v. Torr, 22 F. 
Supp. 602 (S.D.N.Y. 1938) (freelancer brokers who recommended securities without disclosing that they 
themselves earned a commission for it were held to be fiduciaries and as such guilty of a breach of duty to the 
customer) as well as the later case Securities & Exchange Commission v. Hasho, [1991-1992 Transfer Binder] 
Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) at 96,502 (S.D.N.Y. 1991) (boiler room operators did not disclose to customers the 
commissions earned on certain securities). 
1271 In re E.F. Hutton & Co, Exchange Act Release No. 25887 (6 July, 1988) at 1. 
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absence of “disclosure and a contrary agreement”, the broker-dealer was not entitled to 

“compete with his beneficiary with respect to the subject matter of their relationship”.1272 The 

broker-dealer was held to have seized the customer’s only opportunity for execution at the 

limit price without giving the customer the possibility to consider this when choosing whether 

to submit the order.1273 

 

In an SEC case from 2004, a broker-dealer was charged with front-running customer orders 

and trading as a proprietary with customers and providing misleading information about these 

trades to customers. The orders in question were “not held” orders, for which the broker-

dealer was granted discretion as to the time and price of execution. The SEC noted that the 

customers expected to obtain best execution of their orders, and that although they were 

sophisticated firms that could view “general components of the market” such the bid-ask 

spread and volume, they could not see information specific to the broker-dealer’s position in 

the securities in question. The broker-dealer used this to engage in front-running and 

proprietary trades with customers that entailed profits at the expense of customers.1274 In this 

context, the SEC also found that the broker-dealer failed to establish procedures to prevent its 

traders from engaging in these fraudulent activities.1275 This was held to constitute a violation 

of the best execution obligation and of Section 15(c)(1)(A) of the 1934 Act and Rule 15c1-2 

promulgated thereunder.1276 

 

As concerns trading ahead of customer orders, it has been held that state law is not pre-

empted by the presence of federal laws and SEC regulations that among other things render 

this practice unlawful. In Roskind v. Morgan Stanley Dean Witter & Co.,1277 a California 

court found that state law that proscribed trading ahead did not “impair or conflict with 

federal law, but would be consistent with the purposes and aims of federal law”.1278 Here, the 

court also held that a claim for breach of fiduciary duty through trading ahead was not pre-

empted, for the same reasons, and indeed it was observed that such a violation of fiduciary 

duty establishes one basis for both federal and state law claims.1279 It also merits mention that 

if a broker-dealer has committed actions that constitute e.g. egregious violations of securities 
                                                 
1272 Ibid. at 2. 
1273 Ibid. at 3. 
1274 In re Knight Securities, Exchange Act Release No. 50867 (16 December, 2004). 
1275 Ibid. 
1276 Ibid. 
1277 80 Cal.App.4th 345 (Cal.App. 1 Dist., 2000). 
1278 Ibid. at 354. 
1279 Ibid. at 354, footnote 4. 
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laws, criminal charges in state law are not pre-empted by the federal securities law fraud 

provisions.1280 

5.11.2 Mark-ups and Interpositioning: New Developments 

The old issue of mark-ups was more recently brought up in G.K. Scott & Co., Inc. v. SEC.1281 

In this case, a market maker was alleged to have charged very high mark-ups on securities in 

which only the firm in question made a market. The court affirmed the SEC’s position that 

these mark-ups were unfair and fraudulent. In these circumstances, the court found that the 

market price of the securities, from which the mark-up was determined, should be calculated 

using the dealer’s contemporaneous cost. The court found that a dealer may not invoke the 

then extant NASD obligation, pursuant to NASD’s best execution rule, to obtain quotations 

from other dealers when the dealer himself dominates the market and argues that prices thus 

obtained represent the market price.1282 

 

In 2004, the SEC charged the New York Stock Exchange with failing to detect practices 

among specialists acting as agents that constituted violations of their best execution 

obligations. In this context, the SEC noted that specialists were required to cross or pair 

matchable buy and sell orders from customers instead of participating as principal or dealer in 

the transaction.1283 The SEC found that specialist firms on the New York Stock Exchange had 

engaged in inter-positioning and trading ahead, thus breaching this obligation, and that the 

NYSE had failed to adequately investigate specialists’ trading practices.1284 

 

                                                 
1280 See, e.g., People v. Joseph Stevens & Co., Inc., Slip Copy, 2011 WL 1757051 (Table) (N.Y.Sup., 2011) 
(unreported disposition) where a broker-dealer was charged under New York law with market manipulation 
through, e.g., solicitation of orders from customers where the orders were then executed against the broker’s 
inventory at prices highly unadvantageous for the customers. Ibid. at 3 f. The court discussed whether state law 
claims were pre-empted by federal law (the´34 Act and SEC regulations) but found that the answer is no. The 
court distinguished the facts the in case from Guice, where federal law did pre-empt, and held that the behavior 
by the broker-dealer constituted criminal securities fraud under the (New York) Martin Act rather than civil 
common law causes of action as in Guice. Ibid. at 13 f. The court went on to hold that the case did not turn 
around either federal securities disclosure regulations or fiduciary duty. Ibid. at 14 f. 
1281 56 F.3d 1531 (Table, unpublished opinion) (C.A.D.C., 1995). 
1282 Ibid. at 2. 
1283 In re New York Stock Exchange, Inc., Exchange Act Release No. 51524 (April 12, 2004) at §7. Lemke and 
Lins observe that crossing these customer orders would have resulted in execution at a price between the national 
best bid and the national best offer. Thus, both customers would obtain price improvement relative to the NBBO. 
Lemke and Lins, op. cit. at §8:3. 
1284 In re New York Stock Exchange, Inc, Section D and passim. 
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Inter-positioning in a new context, outside the realm of broker-dealers, was considered in US 

v. Finnerty.1285 Here, the scope of an exchange specialist’s duties – as opposed to those of a 

broker-dealer – was defined in a more restrictive manner, and the shingle theory was held not 

to apply to them. In the case, a specialist on the New York Stock Exchange who 

interpositioned himself between buy and sell orders and pocketed the spread was not found 

guilty of 10b-5 securities fraud. The Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit found that the 

specialist did not do anything deceptive: he did not make any misleading statements, did not 

violate a duty to disclose or engage in any deceptive conduct towards his customers.1286 The 

court also noted that violation of an NYSE rule – in this case, a prohibition against 

interpositioning – does not establish securities fraud in the civil context.1287 The court also 

upheld the District Court’s finding that specialists, unlike broker-dealers, did not hang out 

their professional shingle, i.e. that the shingle theory could not be applied to them.1288 

 

A somewhat different fact set was at hand in Prager v. Knight Trading Group, Inc,1289 where 

the plaintiff investors alleged that the defendant broker-dealer had engaged in manipulative 

trading in order to affect the NBBO before the market’s opening, namely through placing 

limit orders intended to move the opening price of securities in the desired direction.1290 The 

court, in finding for the defendant, held that the broker-dealer’s activities did not entail 

executing trades away from the NBBO1291 and did not constitute market manipulation.1292 

5.11.3 Payment for Order Flow 

After the adoption by the SEC of rules concerning payment for order flow in 1994, the issue 

has been addressed in a number of mainly state court cases in the 1990’s and 2000’s. In Guice 

v. Charles Schwab & Co, Inc.,1293 plaintiff investors claimed that broker-dealers who had 

received payments for order flow had failed to meet their common law duty of best execution 

and sought to have payments remitted to them. According to the plaintiffs, the mere receipt of 

payments for order flow violated the broker-dealer’s duty of best execution, described in the 

                                                 
1285 533 F.3d 143, (C.A.2 (NY), 2008). (Finnerty III) 
1286 Ibid. at 150. The same conclusion was reached by the district court in U.S. v. Bongiorno, 2006 WL 1140864 
at 8 f. (S.D.N.Y., 2006) (not reported in F.Supp.2d).  
1287 Finnerty III, op. cit. at 151. 
1288 Ibid. at 147 with reference to United States v. Finnerty, 2006 WL 2802042 at 4 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 2, 2006). 
1289 250 F.Supp.2d 412 (D.N.J., 2001). 
1290 Ibid. at 420. 
1291 Ibid. at 419. 
1292 Ibid. at 420. 
1293 674 N.E.2d 282 (N.Y. 1996). 
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opinion as the duty to “execute the transaction under the most favorable possible terms”.1294 

As basis for their claims, plaintiffs argued that defendants’ disclosures concerning payments 

received for order flow, although they complied with the applicable SEC rules, fell short of 

the disclosure requirements under New York common law agency principles.1295 Defendant 

broker-dealers argued that the state law claims were pre-empted by federal law, namely SEC-

enacted regulations under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.1296 The court found that if the 

more exacting disclosure requirements under state law were to be upheld, this would 

“unavoidably result in serious interference” with Congressional objectives in enacting the 

1975 Securities Act amendments and would “directly conflict with SEC regulations limiting 

the disclosure requirements regarding receipt of order flow payments to less exacting, 

posttransaction information on customer confirmation statements and disclosure of general 

policies of the broker on initial and annual customers' account statements”.1297 

 

If state law claims were to be enforceable, the court noted, broker-dealer firms would have to 

tailor their payment for order flow disclosures to each state’s common law agency 

jurisprudence so as to avoid risking civil damage liability. This in turn would entail that “the 

carefully crafted SEC disclosure requirements would have little, if any, influence”.1298 

Moreover, the court advanced that stricter disclosure requirements than those mandated by the 

SEC could result in increased disclosure costs that would be passed on to customers, and if 

the disclosure requirements were too onerous this would create unproportionate costs that 

would go against the Congressional objective, as set out in the 1975 Securities Act 

amendments, of economically efficient execution of orders. The court also held that more 

onerous state law disclosure requirements might even discourage broker-dealers from 

accepting order flow payments altogether, which would be “an even more drastic 

undermining of congressional objectives”.1299 Thus, the court found that the New York state 

law claims were pre-empted by federal rules.1300 

                                                 
1294 Ibid. at 284. 
1295 Ibid. at 288. 
1296 Ibid. at 284 f. 
1297 Ibid. at 289. 
1298 Ibid. at 290. 
1299 Ibid. 
1300 Ibid. at 292. In this context, the Delaware case of O’Malley v. Boris, 742 A.2d 842 (Del.Supr., 1999) merits 
mention as well although the facts of the case do not concern the execution of transactions in securities. In 
O’Malley, defendant brokerage firm had changed the mutual fund into which customer funds were periodically 
directed (“swept”) after having obtained customer consent to the change through “negative response letters” 
which required the customer to actively oppose the proposed change. In the letters, the brokerage firm disclosed 
that it had an interest in ensuring a substantial flow of funds in the new mutual fund but not that it had used the 
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Also in Dahl v. Charles Schwab & Co.,1301 three separate class actions were filed that sought 

to impose liabilities on a brokerage house that had engaged in payment for order flow. 

Liability was sought based on (i) state law, namely common law on agency, (ii) the Minnesota 

Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices Act and (iii) the Minnesota Prevention of Consumer 

Fraud Act. The court noted that payment for order flow was widespread and that the SEC has 

adopted special rules that addressed broker-dealers’ disclosure obligations in connection with 

payment for order flow. The court also noted that the NASD had addressed the issue in a 

notice to its members.1302 In this context, the court held that the NASD notice did not 

constitute such rules that might pre-empt state law: “while SROs may regulate, only the SEC 

does so with the authority of and on behalf of the Congress”.1303 The court states that state and 

federal regulation can coexist, but that in the case of a conflict, federal law preempts 

concomitant state regulation. A state law is held to be impliedly preempted if compliance with 

both state and federal law is a physical impossibility, or the state law presents an obstacle to 

the accomplishment of the purpose of the federal law.1304 The court then goes on to find that 

in order to comply with Minnesota state law requirements, specifically as concerns agency 

obligations, a brokerage would have to transfer all payments for order flow to its customers or 

seek customers’ consent in advance with regard to the exact amount of future payments for 

order flow.1305 This would, the court found, be impossible to achieve, and imposing such a 

requirement pursuant to state law would render it impossible to pay for order flow. According 

to the court, “the remedy respondents seek could frustrate the objectives of the SEC and 

                                                                                                                                                         
transfer of the customers’ money to obtain an ownership stake in the company that owned the new fund. The 
court noted that there were NASD guidelines that allowed for negative response letters with certain pieces of 
information, but that the imposition of further disclosure requirements would not “be unduly burdensome or 
otherwise interfere with the purpose of the [NASD] rule”. Thus, distinguishing Guice, the court found that 
further disclosure requirements were not pre-empted by federal law. Ibid. at 849. The court then held that “[t]he 
broker, as agent, has a duty to carry out the customer's instructions promptly and accurately. In addition, the 
broker must act in the customer's best interests and must refrain from self-dealing unless the customer consents, 
after full disclosure” and that these obligations are described as “fiduciary duties of good faith, fair dealing, and 
loyalty”. Ibid. In the case at hand, the court found that the choice of fund into which customers’ funds were to be 
funneled “was an investment decision that [the brokerage firm] made for its customers” and for which it is 
accountable under fiduciary standards. The firm’s failure to disclose that it had used customers’ money to 
advance its own interests could, according to the court, constitute a failure to disclose a material fact that would 
be a breach of fiduciary duty. Ibid. at 851. 
1301 545 N.W.2d 918 (Minn. 1996). 
1302 Ibid. at 921 f. 
1303 Ibid. at 924. 
1304 Ibid. at 925. 
1305 Ibid. 
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Congress” and state agency law is thus pre-empted by federal rules,1306 more specifically SEC 

regulations concerning order flow. 

 

Similarly, in Dumont v. Charles Schwab & Co., Inc.,1307 plaintiff investors claimed that a 

broker-dealer had received payment for order flow, let these payments affect routing decisions 

to the detriment of the investors and failed to disclose the payments to the investors.1308 This, 

according to plaintiffs, violated agency obligations set out in the Louisiana Civil Code.1309 

The court found, however, that claims under state law were pre-empted by federal regulations 

and more specifically, Rule 10b-10 concerning payment for order flow enacted by the 

SEC.1310 The question of pre-emption of state law claims was addressed, under Illinois law 

but with a very similar set of facts, in Orman v. Charles Schwab & Co, Inc.1311 where the 

court found that plaintiff’s claims for remittance of order flow payments to them were pre-

empted by Rule 10b-10.1312 On similar facts, Pennsylvania state law claims were held to be 

pre-empted in Shulick v. PaineWebber, Inc.1313, Florida law claims in Eirman v. Olde 

Discount Corp1314 and California law claims in McKey v. Charles Schwab & Co.1315 It merits 

mention, however, that in Gilman v. Wheat, First Securities, Inc.1316 a federal district court 

remanded a case concerning state law claims to the Maryland state courts after finding that 

federal rules did not completely pre-empt state law claims.1317 The same finding has been 

made by federal district courts in Louisiana, although these cases predate the 1998 Dumont 

case discussed above.1318 

 

                                                 
1306 Ibid. Interestingly, the court also states that “we believe that order flow payments are a useful competitive 
tool and that a decision requiring them to be returned to the customer would have a seriously negative impact on 
the efficacy of this tool.” Ibid. 
1307 717 So.2d 1182 (La.App. 4 Cir., 1998). 
1308 Ibid. at 1183. 
1309 Ibid. 
1310 Ibid. at 1187. 
1311 688 N.E.2d 620 (Ill., 1997). 
1312 Ibid. at 626. 
1313 722 A.2d 148, 151 (Pa.1998). 
1314 697 So.2d 865, 866 (Fla.App. 4 Dist., 1997). 
1315 79 Cal. Rptr.2d 213, 219 (Cal.App. 2 Dist., 1998). 
1316 896 F.Supp. 507 (D.Md. 1995). 
1317 Ibid. at 512. 
1318 See Dumont v. Charles Schwab, Inc., 1995 WL 262262 at 4 (E.D. La. 1995) (not reported in F. Supp.) and 
Thomas v. Charles Schwab, Inc., 1995 WL 626522 at 2 (W.D. La. 1995) (not reported in F. Supp.). Markham 
and Hazen hold that although there is some “conflict of authority”, “most decisions hold that federal law 
preempts state law with regard to payment for order flow problems”. Jerry Markham, Thomas Lee Hazen. 
Broker-Dealer Operations Under Securities and Commodities Law, Securities Law Series Vol. 23A (Eagan, 
MN: West Publishing, 2008) at §9.4. 
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Payments related to order routing were also addressed in Wsol v. Fiduciary Management 

Associates, Inc.,1319 where the court (Posner, J) discussed the fiduciary duties of executing 

brokers. The court noted regarding best execution means “getting the best terms for the 

customer that are available in the market at the time”, but also that “best execution has 

multiple dimensions that tend to be in conflict (such as speed of execution and transaction 

price)”.1320 However, the case mainly addressed the obligations of brokers when they refer 

orders to other brokers for execution.1321 

5.11.4 The Significance of Trading Technology 

Poser and Fanto note that it is not always possible to define what constitutes “reasonable” 

efforts by the broker to obtain best execution, not least because of rapid changes in 

technology and markets.1322 They also note that the SEC has “declined” to adopt rules on best 

execution and permitted the question to be decided on a case-by-case basis.1323 However, 

Poser and Fanto also mention the Dash-5 and Dash-6 rules adopted by the SEC and 

characterize these rules as “dealing with order routing and execution”.1324 Moreover, the court 

in Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith noted, with reference to SEC statements 

in the Order Handling Rules release, that the best execution duty evolves over time “with 

changes in technology and transformation of the structure of financial markets”.1325  

 

                                                 
1319 266 F.3d 654 (C.A. 7 (Ill.), 2001). 
1320 Ibid. at 657 with reference to Macey and O’Hara (1997), op. cit. at 219 f. 
1321 In the case, the court argued that plaintiffs’ agent had paid 6 cents per share as execution fee to an 
“introducing broker” that in turn saw to it that orders were executed by another broker while the execution price 
in “directed brokerage”, where a particular broker is charged with executing orders, would have been 2 cents. 
The court held, however, that in the latter case the broker would not have guaranteed best execution and that the 
difference – 4 cents – was the standard market price “to pay for best execution”. Ibid. at 657. Here, the court 
argued that the duty of best execution is owed by the executing broker as fiduciary of the customer. The court 
also stated that in the case of directed brokerage, “the responsibility for making the best deal is with the director, 
that is, the fund manager”. Ibid. Thus, the court held that the plaintiffs would most likely have received 
comparable services from other introducing brokers at the same price. Moreover, the court found that the agent 
(fiduciary) had not profited from the use of assets that had resulted from the execution scheme that was 
employed, and thus the court held that there could be no remedy on that basis. Ibid. at 658. 
1322 Ibid. at §16.03[B]. In a similar vein, it has been noted that best execution refers to a broker-dealer’s duty to 
“seek the most advantageous terms reasonably available under the circumstances for a customer’s transaction 
and that “translating this general concept into an implementable, empirical measure is not an easy task”. Robert 
A. Schwartz (ed.). Regulation of U.S. Equity Markets (Norwell, MA: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2001) at 7 
footnote 9.  
1323 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[B]. 
1324 Ibid. These and other SEC regulations concerning order execution are discussed in Section 5.2 supra. 
1325 135 F.3d 266, 271 (3d Cir. 1998) (en banc), cert. denied. sub. nom. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith 
v. Kravitz, 525 U.S. 811 (1998). The case is discussed in more detail in Section 5.11.5 infra. 
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The role of trading technology was discussed in Zannini v. Ameritrade Holding Corp.,1326 

plaintiff customers held that a broker (Ameritrade) had offered systems that did not offer 

satisfactory order placement and execution facilities to customers.1327 One cause for action 

was that this, according to plaintiffs, meant that Ameritrade did not meet its best execution 

duty.1328 With reference to the definition of best execution set out in Newton, the court found 

that plaintiffs had identified and complained about specific orders and that plaintiffs’ claims 

could not be disproven.1329 Moreover, the court found that plaintiffs’ claims under state law, 

insofar as plaintiffs held that Ameritrade had maintained inadequate operational capabilities, 

were not precluded by the existence of federal rules concerning broker-dealers’ operational 

capabilities.1330 

 

Another technology-related issue – the modalities for dissemination of trading data – was 

addressed in a 2012 SEC decision.1331 The New York Stock Exchange was sanctioned for 

having failed to comply with the requirement to distribute market data on terms that are fair 

and reasonable, and not unreasonably discriminatory.1332 In the case, the NYSE had released 

market data through proprietary feeds before it had sent the data to a securities information 

processor that makes consolidated data available to the public.1333 The SEC held that 

disparities in data transmissions could cause inefficient execution decisions at other market 

centers and, under some circumstances, the risk that a trade is executed at worse than the best 

available price.1334 The SEC found that NYSE had failed to take adequate steps to comply 

with the prohibition against discriminatory data distribution (Rule 603), notably by not 

                                                 
1326 667 N.W.2d 222 (Neb., 2003). 
1327 Ibid. at 226 f. 
1328 Ibid. at 230. 
1329 Ibid. at 231. Moreover, the court found that claims that Ameritrade did not have sufficient operational 
capability, and therefore was negligent, were not preempted by federal securities law. Ibid. at 231 f. 
1330 Ibid. at 232 ff. Similar claims – that a broker-dealer had failed to promptly execute customers’ orders in 
accordance with broker-dealer representations that fast, high quality executions of traded would be provided – 
were recognized by a federal district court as matters of state law that did not constitute securities fraud actions 
and thus were not subject to federal pre-emption. In the case, a customer had placed an online order that 
allegedly was not placed by the broker-dealer in a timely manner. The court found that “any loss suffered by 
plaintiff was the result of [the broker-dealer’s] technical inability to process an order request” and remanded the 
case to state courts. Abada v. Charles Schwab & Co, Inc., 127 F. Supp.2d 1101, 1103 (S.D. Cal., 2000). 
1331 In the Matter of New York Stock Exchange LLC, and NYSE Euronext, Securities Exchange Act Release No. 
67857 (September 14, 2012). 
1332 Ibid. at 2 f. 
1333 Ibid. at 3. 
1334 Ibid. at 2 f. 
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involving the compliance department in the design and implementation of the data 

dissemination systems.1335 

5.11.5 Failure to Obtain Price Improvement 

Another aspect of the broker’s best execution duty concerns the choice of execution venue 

(market). Poser and Fanto argue that a broker is “implicitly” authorized to execute customer 

orders in the market where the particular securities are “customarily” bought and sold. If they 

are ordinarily traded on a particular exchange, the broker may execute orders on that 

exchange. Moreover, the broker has a duty to obtain the best available price and is therefore 

under an obligation to seek out the best available market in which to execute customers’ 

orders.1336 However, in Gurfein v. Ameritrade a broker-dealer was not found to have violated 

his best execution obligation in a case where the plaintiff could not show that another market 

would have been better.1337 

 

In the landmark case Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith,1338 a number of 

customers of broker-dealers sought to pursue a class action against the broker-dealers alleging 

that they had, during a two-year period, regularly executed orders for their own account at 

superior prices while executing the customers’ orders at the NBBO even when they knew that 

price to be inferior.1339 Moreover, plaintiffs held that the broker-dealers had failed to match 

and cross customer orders so as to give customers the best possible price. Instead, the broker-

dealers had executed orders at the NBBO and captured the whole market spread for 

themselves.1340 The court noted that the parties in the case agreed that a broker-dealer owes 

                                                 
1335 Ibid. at 7 f. The SEC also found that NYSE had failed to retain records related to the time when quotes and 
trades were processed by one of the data dissemination systems. Ibid. at 8. 
1336 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[B]. 
1337 312 Fed.Appx. 410 (C.A.2 (N.Y.) 2009). In the case, a defendant broker-dealer had routed all of plaintiff 
investor’s order to sell options to one market (AMEX) despite having represented to the investor that orders 
would be routed to “the appropriate market”. Ibid. at 411. The plaintiff relied on a report by the SEC to show 
that AMEX was not the appropriate market. The court upheld the district court’s determination that the report, 
which did not address the defendant broker-dealer’s practices or routing of the specific options, was insufficient 
as evidence that the broker-dealer had violated his best execution duty. Moreover, the circuit court found (i) that 
the plaintiff had failed to allege the existence of a specific alternative market that would have provided speedier 
execution and (ii) that even if such a market existed; speed was only one of many factors relevant in determining 
best execution. Thus, according to the court, the “mere allegation that the AMEX fell short of a hypothetical 
ideal market on one particular dimension (speed) is not enough to suggest that Ameritrade breached its duty of 
best execution, considered as a whole and in light of the numerous dimensions on which an investigator might 
measure quality of execution. Ibid. at 412. 
1338 135 F.3d 266 (3d Cir. 1998) (en banc), cert. denied. sub. nom. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith v. 
Kravitz, 525 U.S. 811 (1998). 
1339 Ibid. at 269. The facts of the case are described in detail by Wanamaker. Brian Wanamaker, Class Actions 
and Rule 10b-5: A Critique of Newton V. Merrill Lynch, Note, 80 Wash. U. L. Q. (2002) 997 at 1001 ff.  
1340 Newton, op. cit. at 269. 
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his client a duty of best execution and that “a broker-dealer, by accepting an order without 

price instructions, impliedly represents that the order will be executed in a manner consistent 

with the duty of best execution and that a broker-dealer who accepts such an order while 

intending to breach that duty makes a misrepresentation that is material to the purchase or 

sale”.1341 Moreover, the court held that “the broker-dealer, absent instructions to the contrary, 

is expected to use reasonable efforts to maximize the economic benefit to the client in each 

transaction”.1342 This entails that the broker-dealer should execute clients’ orders at the best 

reasonably available price.1343 The court went on to hold that with the advent of “instant 

access to the best bid and offer available nationwide, the standard for satisfying the duty of 

best execution necssarily heightened”.1344 The court then found that prices superior to the 

NBBO were reasonably available at alternative venues, and concluded that “by the time of the 

class period, both technology and over-the-counter markets had developed to a point where it 

was feasible to maximize the economic benefit to the client by taking advantage of better 

prices than the NBBO”.1345 The broker-dealer’s assertion that it had conformed to accepted 

market practice when executing client orders at the NBBO was dismissed: the court stated 

that ”[e]ven a universal industry practice may still be fraudulent”.1346 Effectively, the court 

found that a trier of fact could find that the broker-dealer should have understood that the duty 

of best execution required them to execute at a price superior to the NBBO if such a price was 

readily available,1347 irrespective of any industry custom that would allow for execution at the 

NBBO in such circumstances. 

 

Ferrell discusses the Newton case and grants that it could be read as a substantial extension of 

the duty of best execution, since anything that a trier of fact (a jury) could consider a broker’s 

failure to maximize a plaintiff’s economic benefit might potential violate this duty. However, 

he argues that Newton will most likely have a limited impact and argues that “[c]onceivably, 

courts will limit Newton to situations when a broker-dealer consistently, automatically, 

                                                 
1341 Ibid. 
1342 Ibid. at 270. 
1343 Ibid. 
1344 Ibid. at 271. Moreover, the court noted that after the time period relevant in the case, the definition of the 
NBBO had been altered to include even more venues. According to the court, this heightened the standard even 
further, at least prospectively. Ibid. 
1345 Ibid. at 272. 
1346 Ibid. at 274. 
1347 Ibid. 
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executes orders at the NBBO over a substantial period of time even when better prices were 

often available with a minimum of effort”.1348 

 

Also, Ferrell argues that there are powerful reasons to support a cautious approach from the 

courts. It could prove unworkable to allow best execution claims to proceed in cases where 

the broker routinely has orders executed at the NBBO after having tried – in at least some 

limited manner – to achieve a better price. This is put down to the dubious ability of juries to 

make consistent and reasonably accurate judgments about search costs involved in the efforts 

to find a better price.1349 

 

The issue of implied representations in the Newton case is also discussed by Ferrell. Insofar as 

it follows from Newton that acceptance of orders for execution constitutes an implied 

representation that these orders will be executed at a better price than the NBBO if such prices 

were reasonably available, Ferrell holds that brokers may avoid charges of misrepresentation 

by just informing customers beforehand of “contestable” practices.1350 

 

After Newton, the duty of best execution was also addressed by the 10th circuit in Geman v. 

S.E.C.1351 A brokerage firm had allegedly breached its fiduciary duty to customers by trading 

as a principal at better prices while also executing orders for customers. The firm represented 

that it would strive to ensure the best net price and best execution for each transaction, while 

also stating that it acted as an independent fiduciary of customers.1352  In the case, the broker 

had transacted with customers as principal, giving the customers the NBBO while reselling or 

buying back the securities to or from another party at a superior price during the same trading 

day.1353 Prior to entering into principal trading activities, the broker had notified customers 

that it would do so because of “new regulatory interpretations and technological 

improvements”, which the court found to be a false statement.1354  The court found that “the 

                                                 
1348 Ferrell, op. cit at 1069. 
1349 Ibid. 
1350 Ibid. at 1070. 
1351 334 F.3d 1183 (10th Cir., 2003). The court described the duty of best execution as “a legal duty inherent in 
the relationship of the broker-dealer and its customer, arising from the duties of undivided loyalty and reasonable 
care under the common law of agency”. Ibid. at 1185, footnote 4 with reference to Newton. 
1352 Ibid. at 1186. 
1353 Ibid. 
1354 Ibid. at 1187. 
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fact that a more favorable price was often available on the same day was a material fact which 

the firm had a duty to disclose”.1355 

 

The court also noted that the plaintiff broker-dealer’s argument that he provided best 

execution by executing at the NBBO was not persuasive,1356 e.g. because of the finding in 

Newton v. Merrill Lynch.1357 Also, the court found that the firm did not live up to its fiduciary 

duties of disclosure: “by failing to inform its customers fully about the way it was conducting 

trades as a principal, the firm deprived its customers of the opportunity to obtain for 

themselves the more favorable prices that the firm was realizing in two-thirds of its principal 

trades.”1358 The court also affirmed the SEC’s finding that the plaintiff’s failure to disclose 

price improvement opportunities to customers constituted a violation of fiduciary duty and 

securities fraud. Moreover, the court held that actual loss to customers need not be 

demonstrated to establish securities fraud liability.1359 

 

A later SEC enforcement action – In the Matter of Scottrade, Inc.1360 – also addressed the 

extent of price improvement obligations. Here, the SEC found that a broker-dealer had 

represented explicitly to clients that it would route orders so as to create opportunities for 

price improvement, although the broker-dealer did not have written policies and procedures in 

place that enabled it to consider the availability of, e.g., single or midpoint pricing executions 

where the price may be superior to the NBBO.1361 The SEC holds that the broker-dealer is 

held to a “best execution” duty,1362 and the Commission then elaborates somewhat on the 

implications of this duty: “[b]y accepting customers’ orders, a broker-dealer impliedly represents 

                                                 
1355 Ibid. at 1190. 
1356 Ibid. 
1357 Ibid., footnote 9. 
1358 Ibid. at 1190. 
1359 Ibid. at 1192 f. The court also noted SEC statements that although no conclusive evidence of best execution 
violations had been found, plaintiff’s failure to use a price improvement service on behalf of its customers was 
deeply troubling. Ibid. at 1193. 
1360 In the Matter of Scottrade, Inc., Securities Exchange Act Release No. 58012 (June 24, 2008).  
1361 Ibid. at 2. The SEC defines Midpoint pricing as ”one price that is offered by a market center to both buy and 
sell orders at the midpoint between the NBBO” while a single opening price (“single price”) is ”an execution 
price offered to both buy and sell orders somewhere between the NBBO, depending on order imbalances”. The 
SEC notes that ”[a] single or midpoint price offering could allow the customer to receive superior execution than 
an NBBO price offering because corresponding customer buy and sell orders are executed against each other at a 
price between the national bid and offer price”. Ibid. with reference to Disclosure of Order Execution and 
Routing Practices, Exchange Act Release No. 43590 (November 17, 2000) in which the Dash-5 and Dash-6 rules 
were set out. 
1362 Defined by the SEC as a ”legal duty to seek to obtain for its customers’ orders the most favorable terms 
reasonably available under the circumstances, taking into account price, order size, trading characteristics of the 
security, speed of execution, clearing costs, and the cost and difficulty of executing an order in a particular 
market, as well as the potential for price improvement”. Ibid. 
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to customers that it will regularly and rigorously review the quality of execution that it receives on 

its orders, and where material differences exist between the price improvement opportunities 

offered by market centers, these differences will be taken into account by the broker-dealer when 

deciding where to route its orders”.1363 

 

In the case, the SEC found that the broker-dealer had generally routed all its Nasdaq ”pre-open” 

orders1364 in any given security to one single market center, previously selected.1365 However, the 

SEC noted that several different options for executing pre-open orders existed, some of which 

could result in execution at prices superior to the NBBO.1366 It was found that the broker-dealer’s 

written supervisory procedures failed to provide for a ”regular or rigorous review” of Nasdaq pre-

open orders, and that the procedures did not list, e.g., options such as midpoint pricing or single 

pricing as factors to consider for these orders.1367 The broker-dealer’s internal best execution 

evaluations were also found to be lacking in quality, and that internal suggestions to establish a 

more robust framework for best execution evaluation took long time to implement. Even with the 

somewhat more ambitious best execution review procedures that eventually were established, 

analysis of Nasdaq pre-open orders was still not addressed.1368 The SEC found that midpoint or 

single price options for Nasdaq pre-open orders were offered by market centers and that these 

pricing options were reasonably available to the broker-dealer.1369 

 

When determining whether the broker-dealer had met the best execution duty, the SEC first 

defined this duty – with reference to Newton – as an obligation to ”regularly and rigorously 

evaluate the quality of the execution it obtains for customers’ orders, consider the best reasonably 

available terms from competing market centers for its customers’ orders, and where material 

differences exist between the price improvement opportunities offered by market centers, take 

these differences into account when deciding where to route its orders”.1370 The Commission then 

found that (i) the broker-dealer had made express representations about its order routing practices 

that did not reflect reality, specifically the prospects for obtaining price improvement, (ii) that it 

did not have written policies or procedures in place that would have enabled it to live up to the 

claims made, and (iii) that the broker-dealer had failed to meet an implied representation to clients 
                                                 
1363 Ibid. 
1364 I.e. orders submitted to the broker-dealer after the close of the market and before the market opened at 9:30 
AM the next day. Ibid. at 3. 
1365 Ibid. 
1366 Ibid. at 3 f. 
1367 Ibid. at 5. 
1368 Ibid. at 5 f. 
1369 Ibid. at 6. The SEC noted that at least one market center notified the broker-dealer that single or midpoint 
pricing was available. Ibid. 
1370 Ibid. at 7. 
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that it would regularly and rigorously evaluate the execution quality and consider the possibility 

for price improvement when routing Nasdaq pre-open orders.1371 This was held to constitute a 

wilful violation of Section 15(c)(1)(A) of the Securities Exchange Act.1372 

 

A later pair of SEC cases, In the Matter of BNY Mellon Securities LLC1373 and In the Matter 

of Mark Shaw,1374 addressed issues related to suboptimal order execution (although not, 

strictly speaking, failure to obtain price improvement). Here, an institutional order desk 

manager had systematically manipulated trading systems to the advantage of a handful of 

client accounts and to the detriment of other client accounts.1375 The SEC found that the effect 

had been that client orders had been executed outside the NBBO when traded against the 

orders of other clients, which had consequently received favorable prices.1376 The order 

manager’s conduct was, in the words of the SEC, designed to “deprive [some clients] of best 

execution”.1377 The SEC also found that the firm had failed to (i) establish reasonable 

procedures for how the best execution committee should follow up “red flags” in best 

execution exception reports, and (ii) have procedures in order to determine whether the order 

desk manager was fulfilling his responsibility to conduct a daily best execution review of 

executions on regional exchanges.1378 

5.11.6 Class Actions in Best Execution Cases 

One issue that has been raised repeatedly in courts is whether plaintiffs that seek damages for 

breaches of the best execution obligation may obtain class certification. 

 

A leading case in this context is the Newton case, mentioned above, where the Third Circuit in 

2001 addressed whether the plaintiffs ought to be granted class certification. In the opinion, 

Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc.,1379 the court declined to give class 

                                                 
1371 Ibid. at 8. 
1372 Ibid. 
1373 In the Matter of BNY Mellon Securities LLC, Securities Exchange Act Release No. 63724 (January 14, 
2011). 
1374 In the Matter of Mark Shaw, Securities Exchange Act Release No. 63725 (January 14, 2011). 
1375 Ibid. at 3 ff. It may be noted that the SEC discussed the features of the relevant trading system, that of a 
regional exchange, and noted that it did not function in a way that met the requirements of the Order Protection 
Rule. Ibid. at 4, footnote 3. 
1376 Ibid. at 2. 
1377 Ibid. at 4. It was also noted that the order manager sat on the firm’s best execution committee and that he, 
when anomalous execution statistics were reported, “failed to inform the other members of the committee of the 
likely reason, namely, his own conduct, and instead concealed it.” Ibid. at 5. 
1378 In the Matter of BNY Mellon Securities LLC at 6. The SEC found that the order desk manager here 
concerned had “never conducted such a review”. Ibid. 
1379 259 F.3d 154 (3rd Cir. 2001). 
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certification. The court upheld the District Court’s finding that “plaintiffs’ claims would 

require individual treatment to determine actual injury”.1380 Moreover, the court held that 

execution at the NBBO did not necessarily injure each class member and that it must be clear 

in a class action that each member has in fact suffered economic injury.1381 The court then 

went on to distinguish the circumstances of the case from instances when the fraud-on-the-

market theory had been applied. In Newton, the court held that the broker-dealer’s actions had 

not affected the value of securities and investors across the class were not necessarily harmed; 

execution at the NBBO “may or may not have provided a class member with the best 

price”.1382 

 

The Newton court also discussed – and dismissed – plaintiffs’ claim that only a class action 

would provide a remedy since each individual claim was so small, finding that this in itself 

was insufficient to overcome the hurdles to obtain certification.1383 

 

A broker-dealer’s alleged failure to provide customers with practicable trading opportunities 

was the subject of a putative class action in an Ohio case, Hoang v. E*Trade Group, Inc.1384 

Here, a group of retail investors alleged that a brokerage firm that offered online trading 

facilities had failed to provide this service due to interruptions in service that rendered it 

impossible to submit orders or delayed the execution of orders.1385 The question before the 

court, however, was whether the affected customers could establish the requirements 

necessary to maintain a class action under Ohio law. The court referred to the 3rd Circuit’s 

decision not to allow the plaintiffs in Newton to go ahead with a class action and noted that 

that court had held that class certification was not appropriate absent proof of class wide 

pecuniary loss.1386 On a similar note, the court then held that some of the customers in the 

case at hand had suffered losses as a result of the interruption in trading opportunities, while 

others had not. Thus, customers’ trading would have to be analyzed on a trade by trade basis 

to establish whether any loss had occurred because of the interrupted services.1387 Thus, the 

                                                 
1380 Ibid. at 179. 
1381 Ibid. at 180 and 189 f. 
1382 Ibid. 
1383 Ibid. at 191. 
1384 784 N.E.2d 151 (Ohio App. 8 Dist., 2003).  
1385 Ibid. at 153. 
1386 Ibid. at 156 with reference to Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 259 F.3d 154 (C.A. 3 
(N.J.) 2001).  
1387 Ibid. The court stated that this analysis” is complex because it requires consideration of each individual 
transaction, other transactions in the same security that occurred in the market, and the market conditions at the 
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court found that class certification was inappropriate since “the issues relating to liability with 

respect to each individual plaintiff's claims make it impossible to prove or disprove the claims 

of all the members of the class on a simultaneous, classwide basis”.1388 

 

Similar issues were raised in Wit Capital Group, Inc. v. Benning,1389 where the court applied 

Delaware law to establish whether a claim against a brokerage could be certified as a class 

action.1390 The court referred to Newton and Hoang to find that loss must be shown for each 

trade not executed in the best possible manner, i.e. that an individual analysis into each trade 

and its alternatives was necessary.1391 A class action was therefore not possible.1392 That the 

need to establish each investor’s loss separately precluded certification of a class action was 

held also in Telco Group, Inc. v. Ameritrade, Inc.1393 and in Pearce v. UBS PaineWebber, 

Inc.1394 In Pearce, the court also stated that individual issues of investors’ reliance on 

statements by broker-dealers “overwhelm common questions so as to prevent class 

certification of the Rule 10b-5 claim”.1395 

 

With reference to the Newton case, Poser and Fanto hold that enforcement of the best 

execution duty requires that each investor must prove that he or she suffered economic loss. 

Consequently, a broker’s failure to fulfill its best execution duty may not be the basis of a 

class action.1396 Wanamaker criticizes the court’s decision in Newton and argues that plaintiffs 

should have been granted class certification e.g. since the broker-dealer committed a violation 

against them all through systematically ignoring potentially superior prices, i.e. failing to use 

reasonable efforts to obtain the best execution.1397 

                                                                                                                                                         
time, including the number of orders waiting to be executed in the market, the size and type of those orders, and 
other factors”. Ibid. at 156 f. 
1388 Ibid. at 157. 
1389 897 A.2d 172 (Del. Supr., 2006). The facts of the case turned around a broker-dealer’s decision to allot or 
not allot shares in individual public offerings (IPO’s) to its customers. Customer of the broker-dealer argued that 
those customers who did not receive the opportunity to participate in IPO’s were precluded from a possibility to 
trade profitably. 
1390 Ibid. at 174 f. 
1391 Ibid. at 182 f. 
1392 Ibid. at 186. It may be worthwhile to note that the facts in Wit Capital did not concern order execution but 
about allocation of shares in initial public offerings (IPO’s): thus, although it constitutes an agency situation 
where the broker-dealer acted as agent of the customers, the case did not address obligations in the specific 
context of order execution. 
1393 2007 WL 203949 at 8 (D. Neb., 2007) (not reported in F.Supp.2d). 
1394 2004 WL 5282962 at 10 f. (D.S.C., 2004) (not reported in F.Supp.2d). 
1395 Ibid. at 10. The court held that the fraud-on-the-market presumption could not be invoked in the case in order 
to create a presumption of reliance on behalf of investors. Ibid. 
1396 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[B] with reference to Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 
Inc., 259 F.3d 154, 177-81 (2001). 
1397 Wanamaker, op. cit. at 1019 f.  
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5.12 Summing-Up: Material Order Execution Obligations in the US 

5.12.1 Introduction 

The concept of best execution is multi-faceted: several different – and somewhat overlapping 

– bases for imposing such duties have been invoked.1398 In one view, the duty of best 

execution is a manifestation, in the context of order execution, of the broker’s general duties 

as an agent of its customers,1399 and a broker is generally regarded by courts in the US as a 

fiduciary.1400 Moreover, it has been held that the law imposes fiduciary duties on brokers 

regardless of the contractual intention of the parties because of brokers’ important role in 

protecting the financial welfare of their clients.1401 However, it is also observed that a broker 

is a fiduciary only as to matters within the scope of his agency.1402 

 

Also, brokers have been held liable on the basis of the shingle theory, as having failed to meet 

an implied representation to their clients; namely, the implied representation that they would 

give their clients the best possible terms of trade. Here, the federal securities laws are in play 

as well, since activities that are held to entail breaches of implied representations by brokers 

also constitute securities fraud under the federal securities laws. 

 

Another possible ground for liability would be the detailed federal regulations concerning e.g. 

order handling, disclosure duties and trade-through protection that have been enacted by the 

SEC since 1975. 

 

Thus, there are several different bases for finding that a broker has not met its obligations in 

the context of order execution. Moreover, the relationship between them is not only of 

academic interest: the sanctions that may be levied on the miscreant broker depends on which 
                                                 
1398 A succinct summing-up is done by Ferrell, who construes the duty of best execution, with reference to the 
SEC’s Market 2000 Report, as referring to “the full set of legal obligations, whether derived from the shingle 
theory, the common law agency duty of loyalty, general fiduciary principles or federal statutory antifraud 
provisions, a broker owes an investor when choosing a market”. Ferrell, op. cit. at 1066, footnote 152. 
1399 Facciolo, op. cit. at 155. See also Lipton, op. cit. at 471; Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.01. 
1400 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.01[A] footnote 3 and accompanying text with reference to e.g. Kagan v. 
Wachovia Sec., LLC, 2010 WL2730464 at 3 (N.D. Cal. July 7, 2010) (stating that there is a fiduciary duty in 
every broker-customer relationship the extent of which depends on the facts of the case), Conway v. Icahn & Co, 
Inc., 16 F.3d 504, 510 (2d Cir. 1994) (concerning brokers’ status as fiduciaries under New York law).  
1401 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.01[A]. 
1402 Ibid. at §16.01[B]. Poser and Fanto also report one description of an agent’s functions as being either 
advisory, representative or property-holding. They exemplify the first of these functions with giving investment 
advice, the second with executing and clearing customer orders and the third with holding a customer’s cash or 
securities. Ibid. In this taxonomy, the best execution obligation would seem to be associated with an agent’s 
representative function. 
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of these rules that apply – alone or in combination – to the case at hand. In the following, the 

different grounds for liability and the interrelation between them will be discussed first. 

Second, the material obligations that can be discerned will be identified and analyzed. 

5.12.2 The Sources of Order Execution Obligations 

5.12.2.1 Fiduciary Duty 

Poser and Fanto discuss the fiduciary duties of securities brokers in general terms. They hold 

pro primo that brokers are agents for their customers, pro secundo that under the common law 

an agent is considered a fiduciary with respect to all matters within the scope of his agency 

and pro tertio that a broker is generally regarded by the courts as a fiduciary.1403 They also 

hold that a broker is only a fiduciary as to the matters within the scope of his agency.1404 

Further, they distinguish between two different causes of action, breach of fiduciary duty and 

securities fraud. Securities fraud is described as a cause of action under federal law, modeled 

on the common law actions of fraud and deceit. The fiduciary concept, on the other hand, is 

held to derive from trust and agency principles, and be based on state law.1405 Poser and Fanto 

go on to describe the best execution obligation as “a broker’s bedrock obligation”, derived 

from agency law,1406 and that it has been held to have its roots in common law agency 

obligations of undivided loyalty and reasonable care.1407 

 

Poser and Fanto further hold that a broker-dealer, like other agents, owes its principal duties 

of reasonable care, utmost good faith, integrity and loyalty. This entails that the broker must 

disclose to the customer all material facts known to the broker that in any way affect the 

transaction or the subject matter of the agency. Poser and Fanto state that the extent of the 

broker’s duties depends on the scope of his agency, and go on to say that e.g. a broker who 

simply executes customer orders is required only to carry out his trading instructions with 

                                                 
1403 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.01. 
1404 Ibid. at §16.01[B]. 
1405 Ibid. at §16.01[A]. 
1406 Ibid. with reference to Thomson McKinnon Sec., Inc. v. Moore’s Farm Supply, Inc., 557 F. Supp. 1004, 1011 
(W.D. Tenn. 1983). 
1407 Ibid. with reference to Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 135 F.3d 266, 270 (3d Cir.) 
(en banc), cert. denied sub nom. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. v. Kravitz, 525 U.S. 811 (1998) 
(broker executed customer orders at the best publicly available price without trying to obtain a better price – 
price improvement – for these orders: the court held en banc that mere execution at the best publicly available 
price did not necessarily satisfy the duty of best execution). The case is discussed in more detail in Section 
5.11.5 supra. Langevoort defines the duty of best execution as a “fiduciary-like” duty. Donald Langevoort. 
Brokers as Fiduciaries. 71 U. of Pittsburgh L. Rev. (2010) 439 at 443. 
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loyalty and due care.1408 Laby argues that broker-dealers are generally held to have fiduciary 

obligations to their customers only if the customer has a discretionary account that lets the 

broker-dealer act with a degree of discretion.1409 However, Laby also notes, with reference to 

case law, that a broker does have a fiduciary obligation with the respect to the “narrow task” 

of executing the transaction for the customer. Thus, brokers are held to be fiduciaries for 

execution purposes.1410 It is also held by Poser and Fanto that fiduciary duties do not normally 

attach until the agency relationship has been formally established between the parties, and that 

the scope of the agency thus does not include pre-agency contacts.1411 

 

According to Facciolo, best execution of orders is expected of the broker also in jurisdictions 

where he is not subject to a fiduciary duty vis-à-vis the customer.1412 On this basis, Facciolo 

posits the existence of a best execution duty for broker-dealers and locates this duty in federal 

common law and regulations from self-regulatory organizations as well as state common 

law.1413 Poser and Fanto note that courts disagree as to whether the broker’s best execution 

obligation should be labeled a fiduciary duty or not. They note that even in jurisdictions 

where the broker-customer relationship is not considered to be fiduciary in nature, the broker 

is nevertheless held to be an agent of the customer and as such under a duty to take orders, 

execute trades and deal with his customer’s funds with “a reasonable standard of care”.1414 It 

is also observed that in other jurisdictions, the broker’s duty of best execution is held to be a 

fiduciary duty.1415 This is also the view of the SEC.1416 

 

                                                 
1408 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[A]. 
1409 Arthur B. Laby. Fiduciary Obligations of Broker-Dealers and Investment Advisors. 55 Villanova L. Rev. 
(2010) 701 at 723. 
1410 Ibid. at 730 f. with reference to Hoffman v. UBS-AG, 591 F. Supp. 2d 522, 535-536 (S.D.N.Y. 2008). 
1411 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[A]. It may be noted that Poser and Fanto hold that these duties weigh on 
both securities brokers and commodities brokers. Ibid. at §16.03. 
1412 Facciolo, op. cit. at 155. 
1413 Ibid. 
1414 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[B] with reference to Index Futures Group v. Ross, 199 Ill. App. 3d 468, 
557 N.E.2d 557 (1990) and Berki v. Reynolds Sec., Inc., 277 Or. 335, 560 P.2d 282, 286 (1977) (broker who 
allegedly mismanaged customer account was held not to be a fiduciary of the customer: the court found that the 
agreement between the parties was “at best an agreement by the broker to buy and sell at the direction of the 
plaintiff” and that a broker’s duty “is complete and his authority ceases when a purchase or sale in accordance 
with the agreement is made and he has fully accounted”). 
1415 Ibid. with reference to Sinclair v. SEC, 444 F.2d 399, 400 (2d Cir. 1971), First Union Brokerage v. Milos, 
717 F. Supp. 1519, 1526 (S.D. Fla. 1989), Leib v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 461 F. Supp. 951, 
953 (E.D. Mich. 1978), aff’d, 647 F.2d 165 (6th Cir. 1981). 
1416 Ibid. with reference to Geman v. Securities & Exchange Commission, 334 F.3d 1183 (2d Cir. 2003) (a 
brokerage firm that did not disclose to its customers that if they chose to trade with the firm as principal, they 
would lose the possibility of price improvement services and thus potentially better prices). The case is discussed 
in more detail in Section 5.11.5 supra. 
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The best execution duty may be a fiduciary duty, or a limited duty due with respect only to a 

particular purchase or sale.1417 The difference may perhaps be academic, in any case, provided 

that a broker’s obligations are pragmatically the same irrespective of whetehr they are labeled 

as fiduciary duties or a duty to meet a reasonable standard of care. However, it may also be 

held that the best execution duty is construed as an implied representation from the broker to 

the customer, to the effect that the broker impliedly represents that he will deal fairly and act 

in accordance with the standards and practices of the profession.1418 

5.12.2.2 Federal Securities Law: Anti-Fraud Provisions and the Shingle Theory 

In addition to the agency duties that have been set out in state law, a federal common law of 

brokers and dealers has developed in parallel under the authority of the securities laws.1419 

This federal common law applies in cases brought under the federal securities laws when the 

questions arise (i) whether a fiduciary relationship exists between a broker and a customer, or 

(ii) to what extent the broker owe duties to the customer, and what the nature of those duties 

is.1420 Broker-dealers can be held accountable to their customers in the context of order 

execution pursuant to the federal securities fraud provision, Exchange Act Rule 10b-5, which 

has been applied to broker-dealers by federal courts.1421 

 

The same set of facts that constitute a claim of fraud under the 1934 Act, under state securities 

law or under common law may also give rise to a common law claim based on breach of 

fiduciary duty.1422 Moreover, in some instances the same behavior may be proscribed in both 

federal securities laws and under common law but that the potential scope for liability is 

broader under the common law.1423 Another difference that works to render liability more 

extensive under common law is that a breach of fiduciary duty under common law does not 

require that the defendant acted with scienter, while scienter is a prerequisite for liability for a 

securities violation under Exchange Act Rule 10b-5.1424 

                                                 
1417 Facciolo, op. cit. at 155. See also Lipton, op. cit. at 471; Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.01[A]. 
1418 Lipton, op. cit. at 464. 
1419 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.01[C]. 
1420 Ibid. 
1421 Ibid. with reference to In the matter of the Application of E.F. Hutton & Co., [1988-1989 Transfer Binder] 
Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 84,303 at 89, 329 (July 6, 1988). Cf. Bromberg and Lowenfels, op. cit. at 2-52 f. 
1422 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.01[A]. 
1423 Ibid. at §16.03[C]. The example given by Poser and Fanto relates to a broker’s duty not to misrepresent any 
facts material to a transaction. In this context, they note that “federal securities laws also include a duty not to 
misrepresent” but that “the potential scope of liability for breach of fiduciary duty is broader under the common 
law”. Ibid. 
1424 Ibid. at §16.01[A]. Poser and Fanto note that in one case involving alleged breaches of the best execution 
duty, the court found scienter when broker-dealers executed customer orders at the NBBO instead of at possibly 
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Moreover, federal securities laws, specifically the 1934 Securities Exchange Act, provide that 

their rights and remedies are in addition to all other existing rights and remedies, including 

those based on a claim of breach of fiduciary duty.1425 Poser and Fanto also note that the US 

Supreme Court has stated that the antifraud provisions of the securities laws do not co-opt the 

existence of separate claims under state fiduciary principles.1426 However, a state law claim 

will be impliedly prevented by federal law if the court determines that either compliance with 

both state and federal law is “a physical impossibility” or that the state law “presents an 

obstacle to the accomplishment of the purpose of the federal law”.1427 They also note that 

although securities fraud and breach of fiduciary duty are separate causes of action, they are 

closely interrelated.1428 For example, failure to meet an implied representation to obtain best 

execution – under the shingle theory – has been held to constitute securities fraud under the 

federal securities laws.1429 Moreover, fiduciary law may be construed as imposing a duty of, 

e.g., disclosure of pertinent facts in relation to a securities transaction on the broker, where the 

broker-fiduciary’s failure to disclose constitutes securities fraud.1430 

 

The most significant example of how securities fraud provisions and breach of fiduciary 

duties may interact to render brokers liable is the advent of the shingle theory: As noted 

supra, the shingle theory is a creation of the SEC and the federal courts and works to create 

obligations – which may not necessarily be defined in detail ex ante – that are seen as implied 

representations made by the broker. There is a connection between the shingle theory and 

fiduciary law in that the shingle theory entails that a broker’s fiduciary status can provide the 

basis for a cause of action against the broker for violating the antifraud provisions of the 

                                                                                                                                                         
better prices obtainable elsewhere. The court found that members of the brokerage community were aware that 
(i) better prices than the NBBO were available and (ii) customers traded so as to maximize their own economic 
gain and would expect the broker to avail itself of such opportunities. Ibid. at §17.01[D] with reference to 
Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 135 F.3d 266, 273 (3d Cir.) (en banc), cert. denied sub 
nom. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. v. Kravitz, 525 U.S. 811 (1998). 
1425 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.01[A]. 
1426 Ibid. with reference to Santa Fe Industries, Inc. v. Green, 430 U.S. 462 (1977). 
1427 Ibid. at §16.01[A] with reference to Dahl v. Charles Schwab & Co., 545 N.W.2d 918, 925 (Minn. 1996) 
(state law breach of fiduciary duty claim against a brokerage firm was dismissed on the ground of federal pre-
emption since the activities complained of – payment for order flow – were the subject of SEC regulation) 
(citing Pacific Gas & Electric v. State Energy Resources Comm’n, 461 U.S. 190, 204 [1983]). 
1428 Ibid. at §16.01[A]. 
1429 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §17.01[A] with reference to Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 
Inc., 135 F.3d 266 (3d Cir. 1998) (en banc), cert. denied. sub. nom. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith v. 
Kravitz, 525 U.S. 811 (1998). 
1430 Ibid. at §16.01[A]. 
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federal securities laws.1431 Thus, one implication of the shingle theory is that activities that are 

held to entail breaches of implied representations by brokers also constitute securities fraud 

under the federal securities laws.1432 When the broker violates the implied representation of 

fair dealing, this constitutes securities fraud provided that it can be shown that (i) the 

customer is uninformed or ignorant in securities matters and (ii) that the price that the 

customer paid for the security is not reasonably related to the prevailing market price.1433 

 

Variations on this theme are offered by Lipton, Hazen and Frankel. The shingle theory as seen 

by Lipton is based on the assumption that when the broker “hangs out his shingle” to do 

business, he impliedly represents to the public that he will deal fairly and act in accordance 

with the standards and practices of the profession.1434 Hazen defines the shingle theory as 

holding that “by hanging up a shingle, the broker implicitly represents that he or she will 

conduct business in an equitable and professional manner”.1435 Further, Hazen characterizes 

the shingle theory as but an extension of the common law doctrine of “holding out”.1436 

Frankel restates the shingle theory in similar terms and argues that it is a contract theory as 

opposed to a fiduciary theory.1437 Laby argues that the shingle theory did not entail that the 

SEC impose strict fiduciary duties on broker-dealers.1438 

 

Indeed, Poser and Fanto take note of federal case law which has established that a broker’s 

failure to meet the best execution duty constitutes securities fraud.1439 Furthermore, it should 

be kept in mind that securities fraud has, in the words of Poser and Fanto, “come to be an 

umbrella term that covers much prohibited broker-dealer activity”,1440 and that general anti-

                                                 
1431 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.01[A]. 
1432 Cox et al., op. cit. at 1033 f.; Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §17.01[A]. 
1433 Ibid. at §17.01[A]. 
1434 Lipton, op. cit. at 464. 
1435 Hazen (2003), op. cit. at 158. 
1436 Ibid. at 160. 
1437 Frankel, op. cit. at 47, footnote 184. This view would support the position taken by Ferrell, according to 
whom it would be possible to contract out of obligations that would otherwise have arisen due to the application 
of the shingle theory to a customer-broker/dealer relationship. Ferrell, op. cit. at 1070. 
1438 Laby, op. cit.at 722. Moreover, he argues that the SEC has taken the position that the shingle theory applies 
to broker-dealers regardless of whether a fiduciary relationship arises. In Laby’s view, this results in a separation 
between the standards required by the shingle theory on the one hand and the fiduciary obligation on the other 
hand. Ibid. 
1439 Ibid. at §17.01 [A] with reference to Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 135 F.3d 266 
(3d Cir. 1998) (en banc), cert. denied. sub. nom. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith v. Kravitz, 525 U.S. 
811 (1998). 
1440 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §17.01. 
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fraud provisions in the federal securities laws have been held to apply when a broker charged 

excessive mark-ups when selling securities to customers.1441 

5.12.2.3 SEC Regulations and NASD/FINRA Rules 

Over the years, a string of federal regulations enacted pursuant to the 1975 Securities Act 

Amendments have addressed the obligations of e.g. broker-dealers and market centers in the 

context of order handling.1442 These federal regulations set out obligations regarding the 

handling of orders to trade in securities but are explicitly held not to not define the farther 

limit of broker-dealers’ obligations: the SEC has expressly stated that even though SEC 

regulations – in the case at hand, the Order Protection Rule – “undergirds” the broker-dealer’s 

duty of best execution, the Order Protection Rule “does not supplant or diminish the broker-

dealer’s responsibility for achieving best execution”.1443 At the same time, SEC regulations 

provide for detailed, specific obligations that weigh on both brokers and venues and which 

they need to comply with. The same holds true with regard to rules enacted by self-regulatory 

organizations. 

5.12.3 Material Order Execution Obligations: The General Framework 

5.12.3.1 Introduction 

Considering the parallel existence of on the one hand SEC rules on order execution, on the 

other hand a string of court cases that have chiseled out best execution duties in several 

situations, it seems clear that the legal framework that governs best execution is not 

monolithic. Instead, different legal regimes interact in ways that are difficult to pin down 

conclusively. The content of different order execution obligations, and related issues, will be 

analyzed below. 

5.12.3.2 The Scope of Best Execution Obligations 

The best execution duty has been described as a particular example of a broker’s general 

duties of loyalty and care:1444 once a broker has accepted an order from a customer to buy or 

sell a security, the broker has a duty to execute the order in accordance with the instructions 

given. Failure to do so results in liability for the resultant loss.1445 The broker must “use 

                                                 
1441 Ibid. at §17.01[A] with reference to Charles Hughes & Co. v. SEC, 139 F.2d 434 (2d Cir. 1943), cert. 
denied, 321 U.S. 786 (1944). 
1442 See Section 5.8 supra, passim. 
1443 Regulation NMS at 37,538. 
1444 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[A]. 
1445 Ibid. at §16.03[B] with reference to Saboundjian v. Bank Audi (USA), 556 N.Y.S.2d 258, 260 (App. Div. 
1990). 
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reasonable care to execute the customer’s buy and sell orders promptly at the best available 

price”.1446 Moreover, the shingle theory entails that a broker is held to have made an implied 

representation to the client, to the effect that he or she will deal fairly and act in accordance 

with the standards and practices of the profession.1447 As noted by Poser and Fanto, “a 

broker’s failure to fulfill its duty of best execution is a securities fraud under Rule 10b-5, 

because it violates the broker’s implied representation to the customer that he or she will 

execute the order in a manner consistent with this duty”.1448 Indeed, the shingle theory has 

been applied with respect to a broker’s best execution duty, to the effect that a broker’s failure 

to fulfill its duty to use reasonable diligence to execute customers’ orders to buy and sell 

securities at the best available price was held to constitute a breach of an implied 

representation to do so. This constituted securities fraud.1449 Lipton, too, argues that if a 

broker does not meet the implied standards of the shingle theory, he has misrepresented his 

behavior to the customer and in so doing violated the anti-fraud provisions of the federal 

securities acts. Lipton argues that federal common law on best execution obligations is based 

on one of two theories, the shingle theory and the fiduciary theory.1450 

 

The best execution duty as seen by Poser and Fanto applies, to a considerable degree, 

regardless of the specific circumstances of a transaction. It applies whether or not the 

customer is a sophisticated investor, whether or not the broker provides investment advice to 

the customer and whether or not the broker controls the customer’s account.1451 In this 

context, it is also noted that if a broker-dealer expressly represents to its customers that it may 

execute orders at prices superior to the national best bid or offer, the broker-dealer is held to 

make an implied representation that it will conduct a regular and rigorous review of its 

customer’s orders.1452 However, the broker is not held liable for conditions entirely beyond 

his control.1453 

                                                 
1446 Ibid. with reference to e.g. Limbaugh v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc., 732 F.2d 859 (11th Cir. 
1984), Berki v. Reynolds Sec., Inc., 277 Or. 335, 560 P.2d 282, 286 (1977), In the Matter of Certain Market 
Making Activities of Nasdaq, Exchange Act Release No. 40900, 1998 WL 919673 at 5 (January 11, 1999). 
1447 Lipton, op. cit. at 464. 
1448 Ibid. at footnote 365. 
1449 Ibid. at §17.01[A]. with reference to Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 135 F.3d 266 
(3d Cir. 1998) (en banc), cert. denied. sub. nom. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith v. Kravitz, 525 U.S. 
811 (1998). 
1450 Lipton, op. cit. at 464. 
1451 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §17.01[A]. 
1452 Ibid. with reference to Scottrade, Inc., Exchange Act Release No. 34-58012, 2008 WL 2510611 (June 24, 
2008). 
1453 Ibid. at §16.03[B] with reference to Saboundjian v. Bank Audi (USA), 556 N.Y.S.2d 258, 260 (App. Div. 
1990) and to E. David Gable & Assoc. v. Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc., 166 F.3d 332 (4th Cir. 1998) (unpublished 
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As regards the existence of a fiduciary best execution duty under federal common law, Lipton 

states that the fiduciary theory is traditionally applied in federal common law when the broker 

has established a relationship of trust and confidence with his customer.1454  In Lipton’s view, 

the fiduciary duties of a broker in this context arise from common law principles that govern 

the duties of an agent to his principal.1455 These common law principles, in turn, require an 

agent to disclose conflicts of interest to the principal, i.e. any conflicting interest that would 

dissuade the agent from acting in the best interest of the principal.1456 A breach of this 

fiduciary duty would, in Lipton’s view, constitute a violation of the anti-fraud provisions of 

the securities laws.1457 In addition to best execution obligations that impinge on brokers 

pursuant to either the shingle theory or the fiduciary theory, Lipton also notes that the SEC 

has found a violation of the anti-fraud provisions of federal securities laws when a broker 

failed to get the best possible prices for his customer in a case where no reference was made 

to either of the two theories.1458 

 

Ferrell discusses the concept of best execution in the US while addressing the issue of 

payment for order flow. Ferrell’s discussion of best execution is more general in scope, 

however. Ferrell notes that the SEC has discussed the duty of best execution in the Market 

2000 report and in an earlier report on bank securities activity but that the guidance provided 

by the SEC is very general.1459 In Ferrell’s view, other formulations of the duty of best 

execution have been almost as amorphous irrespective of whether they have been provided by 

courts, exchanges, the NASD, the common law of agency or scholars.1460 The scope of the 

best execution obligation is defined by Ferrell, with reference to the SEC’s Market 2000 

Report, as referring to “the full set of legal obligations, whether derived from the shingle 

theory, the common law agency duty of loyalty, general fiduciary principles or federal 

statutory antifraud provisions, a broker owes an investor when choosing a market”.1461 Ferrell 

holds that the amorphous definitions of best execution are not surprising, given the 

                                                                                                                                                         
disposition) (a brokerage firm refused to execute a customer’s order while the brokerage firm investigated 
whether the shares in question were subject to a trading restriction and was not found liable). 
1454 Lipton, op. cit. at 464. 
1455 Ibid. 
1456 Ibid. 
1457 Ibid. 
1458 Lipton, op. cit. at 468 with reference to In re Harry Marks, 25 S.E.C. 208 at 215 (1947). 
1459 Ferrell, op. cit. at 1066. 
1460 Ibid. at 1067. 
1461 Ibid. at 1066, footnote 152. 
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complicated nature of choosing the appropriate market.1462 Moreover, one effect of this 

imprecise definition of the duty is that it has few legal consequences outside “a rather 

circumscribed set of circumstances”.1463 Outside these well-defined circumstances, Ferrell 

holds, the SEC, the NASD and the courts have been loath to second-guess a broker’s decision 

on how best to execute an order.1464 

 

The different bases for establishing a best execution duty are often interrelated, as has been 

noted supra. However, the ground invoked for finding a best execution duty may have 

implications for the degree to which it is possible to contract out of it. The shingle theory goes 

far in imposing liability, in the sense that breach of the implied terms posited by the shingle 

theory constitutes securities fraud, not merely breach of contract. At the same time, the 

shingle theory is predicated on terms being implied in the contract between the broker-dealer 

and the customer. This can be contrasted against the “strong” fiduciary duty theory, according 

to which a broker-dealer as fiduciary has duties vis-à-vis the customer irrespective of what is 

set out in the contract between them and cannot thus be varied by agreement. The 

characterization of the breach of the best execution duty in Newton as a misrepresentation 

implies that the court held the best execution duty to be amenable to variations through 

contract.1465 Courts have shied away – so far – from characterizing the best execution duty as 

a fiduciary duty that cannot be waived. 

 

Another source of order execution obligations is SEC rules, which impose obligations that are 

relatively detailed and easy to identify. These obligations weigh not only on broker-dealers, 

but also – and arguably at least as much – on the trading venues. The SEC acknowledges that 

broker-dealers are subject to a best execution duty that the Commission does not regulate, 

while providing ex post disclosure obligations concerning broker-dealers’ order routing 

pursuant to Dash-6. Venues (market centers) are also subject to ex post disclosure obligations 

concerning execution quality through the Dash-5 reporting requirements. However, venues, 

including internalizing broker-dealers (trading centers), are required to comply with the Order 

Protection Rule, which imposes a duty – albeit an obligation of means – to route orders to the 

best protected quotation. In terms of ensuring price protection, and that client orders are not 

traded through, the onus in the SEC regime falls on the venues rather than the broker-dealers. 
                                                 
1462 Ibid. at 1067. 
1463 Ibid. 
1464 Ibid. at 1067 f. 
1465 Newton (1998) at 273. See also Ferrell, op. cit. at 1070. 
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This reveals a difference between the Order Protection Rule and any best execution duties that 

weigh on the broker-dealer. While the latter can be traced to the existence of an agency 

relationship, the trading center is not necessarily an agent of the end investor whose order it is 

required to route. While the Order Protection Rule – in the SEC’s own analysis – imposes an 

obligation that is materially more limited than the best execution duty, it does at the same time 

extend the scope of order execution obligations to weigh also on others than 

agents/fiduciaries.1466 

5.12.3.3 The Material Content of the Best Execution Obligations: General Outline 

Poser and Fanto divide the best execution duty into three component parts: (i) the duty to 

execute promptly, (ii) the duty to execute in the appropriate market, and (iii) the duty to 

obtain the best price.1467 Unless instructed otherwise, the broker is required to execute 

customer orders promptly, since prices in the markets fluctuate and a delayed execution may 

harm the customer. Poser and Fanto state that a broker must execute an order within a 

reasonable time after it was given to him, under ordinary circumstances, but also note that 

there is some authority to the effect that orders must be executed “at once”.1468 It is further 

observed that an agent like a broker is required to act in accordance with the custom of his 

business and that prompt execution of buy and sell orders is a long-established custom in the 

securities markets.1469 If the broker delays executing the order, he is liable to the customer for 

the loss suffered if the market moves in the adverse direction. The broker is held liable 

irrespective of whether he delayed execution out of negligence or because he believed that by 

doing so he would obtain a better price for the customer.1470 Late execution of customer 

orders in combination with a failure to disclose materially important information to the 

customer has been held to constitute a breach of fiduciary duty in one case reported by Poser 

and Fanto.1471 

                                                 
1466 Moreover, the execution quality data that venues are obliged to disclose pursuant to Dash-5 is far more 
extensive than the relatively limited data disclosed under Dash-6, which mainly concerns the venues most 
frequently used by a broker-dealer. 
1467 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[B]. 
1468 Ibid. with reference to Robinson v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 337 F. Supp. 107, 112 (N.D. 
Ala. 1971), aff’d, 453 F.2d 417 (5th Cir. 1972). 
1469 Ibid. 
1470 Ibid. Poser and Fanto also observe that this does not apply with regard to ”not held” orders (limit or market 
orders that expressly permit the broker to exercise discretion in when to execute the order. Ibid. 
1471 Ibid. with reference to Magnum Corp. v. Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb, Inc., 794 F.2d 198 (5th Cir. 1986) 
(broker received customer buy orders but, before executing them, acted as market maker by buying and selling 
the same stock for its own account and only sold the stock from its own inventory to the customer at a higher 
price several days later: the court held that this constituted a breach of fiduciary duty). Poser and Fanto hold that 
the circumstances in Magnum entailed not only failure to execute customer orders promptly but also the 
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Poser and Fanto enumerate several factors other than price that in their view are relevant to 

best execution. These include the speed of execution available on competing markets, the 

trading characteristics of the security, the availability of accurate information to compare 

markets – and the technology to process such data, the availability of access to competing 

markets as well as the cost of obtaining such access.1472 They argue that the duty of best 

execution may depend on several of these factors in conjunction which e.g. means that a more 

costly execution, in terms of broker commissions, may still constitute the best execution of a 

particular order. A broker who charges higher commissions but offers his or her customer a 

better overall value in terms of e.g. scope of the services performed, reliability or financial 

responsibility may still be the one that offers the best execution with all factors considered.1473 

 

Poser and Fanto state that the duty of best execution may sometimes be determined through 

specific price parameters attached to the order by the customer, e.g. through limit orders to 

transact at a specified price or better if obtainable. The converse of a limit order, a stop order, 

is also discussed. Stop orders are orders to trade when the price of a security reaches a pre-

determined level, e.g. to sell a share that is now trading at $20 per share when the price falls 

to $15.1474 Another aspect of price is that the price paid by the customer includes the broker’s 

compensation, which entails that the proceeds realized by the customer on the sale of a 

security are reduced by this compensation.1475 Poser and Fanto state that a broker violates his 

duty of best execution by charging commissions or mark-ups that are “exorbitant, unfair, 

unreasonable, or out of line with those prevailing in the trade”.1476 They go on to hold that 

unreasonable or unusual charges may violate a broker’s common law duties both as an agent 

and as a fiduciary.1477 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
additional breach of the duty of loyalty when the broker bought shares for its own account before executing its 
customer’s order. Ibid. 
1472 Ibid. with reference to Zannini v. Ameritrade Holding Corp., 266 Neb. 492, 501, 667 N.W.2d 222, 231 
(2003).  
1473 Ibid. In this context, Poser and Fanto note that Section 28(e) of the Exchange Act provides that a manager of 
an institutional account does not breach his fiduciary duty to his client if he pays a broker more than the lowest 
available commission, if the account manager has determined in good faith that the amount of the commission 
was reasonable in relation to the brokerage and research services received. Ibid. 
1474 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[B]. 
1475 In a purchase transaction, the price that the customer has to pay is increased by the amount of the broker’s 
compensation. 
1476 Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[B] with reference to Holder v. E.F. Hutton & Co., No. 89 C 2984, 1990 
WL 37211 (N.D.Ill. 1990), Nash v. J. Arthur Warner & Co., 137 F. Supp. 615, 618 (D. Mass. 1955). 
1477 Ibid. 
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Poser and Fanto hold that the best execution duty set out by NASD in its Rule 2320 

constitutes a codification of the common law requirement of best execution.1478 In this 

context, it also merits mention that the fact that a brokerage firm follows industry custom does 

not automatically protect it from liability for breach of its duty of best execution.1479 

 

Ferrell identifies five categories of well-recognized situations where a broker’s handling of an 

order constitutes a violation of its duty of best execution.1480 Failing to obtain even the NBBO 

(national best bid or offer) for an order is one. For several typical scenarios, Ferrell identifies 

violations of the best execution duty with reference to earlier decisions by the SEC.1481 Failure 

to consummate transactions in a reasonable period of time is held to violate the best execution 

duty – in this context, Ferrell refers to In re Ned J. Bowman Co.1482 – and the same holds true 

for engaging in unauthorized transactions, with reference to In re First Anchorage Corp.1483 

Unnecessarily using a second intermediary party, e.g. a second broker, in executing an order 

is also taken to constitute a violation of the duty of best execution.1484 Moreover, the best 

execution duty is held to be violated, with reference to In re Harry Marks,1485 when the broker 

fails to disclose potential conflicts of interest to the customer, e.g. whether the broker acts as 

principal in a trade. 

 

                                                 
1478 Ibid. Pursuant to Rule 2320, a member of NASD shall “use reasonable diligence to ascertain the best inter-
dealer market for the subject security and buy or sell in such market so that the resultant price to the customer is 
as favorable as possible under the prevailing market conditions”. Moreover, the Rule lists four factors that go 
into determining whether a member has used reasonable diligence: (i) the character of the market for the 
security, (ii) the size and type of transaction, (iii) the number of primary markets checked, and (iv) the location 
and accessibility to the member of primary markets and quotation sources. The Rule has subsequently been 
replaced FINRA Rule 5310, see section 5.10 supra. Poser and Fanto also note that the NASD best execution 
duty applies not only to agency transactions but also to so-called riskless transactions, where the broker-dealer 
who receives e.g. a customer buy order first buys the security for its own account and then resells it to the 
customer with a markup. Poser and Fanto, op. cit. at §16.03[B] and footnote 401. 
1479 Ibid. at §16.06[D] with reference to Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 135 F.3d 266 (3d 
Cir. 1998) (en banc), cert. denied. sub. nom. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith v. Kravitz, 525 U.S. 811 
(1998). (broker executed customer orders at the best publicly available price without trying to obtain a better 
price – price improvement – for these orders: the court held en banc that mere execution at the best publicly 
available price did not necessarily satisfy the duty of best execution and stated that even a universal industry 
practice may still be fraudulent). The case is discussed in more detail in Section 5.11.5 supra. However, Poser 
and Fanto also state that in cases involving claims of negligence and breach of fiduciary duty, “courts commonly 
look to industry custom and practice in order to determine whether the challenged conduct was reasonable and to 
determine the appropriate standard of care”. Ibid. at §16.06[D] with reference to Erlich v. First Nat’l Bank of 
Princeton, 208 N.J. Super. 264, 291, 505 A.2d 220, 235 (1984). 
1480 Ferrell, op. cit. at 1068. 
1481 Ibid. 
1482 39 S.E.C. 879 (1960). 
1483 34 S.E.C. 299 (1952). 
1484 Here, reference is made by Ferrell to Exchange Act Release No. 8489 (Jan. 8, 1969). 
1485 25 S.E.C. 208 (1947). 
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Macey and O’Hara provide examples of “apparent” situations when best execution is not 

attained; these examples overlap to some degree with those provided by Ferrell. Executing a 

small order at a price inferior to the NBBO is seen as an obvious violation, as is inflated 

trading commissions or mark-ups above some reasonable level. A broker trading through an 

outstanding customer order would also, in Macey’s and O’Hara’s view, be inconsistent with 

best execution.1486  

 

As regards the broker’s choice of execution venue, Ferrell notes that the SEC has periodically 

issued “largely hortatory statements” according to which brokers must at least make 

periodical assessments of the quality of competing markets and ensure that the broker is 

taking all reasonable steps under the circumstances to seek out best execution.1487 Ferrell goes 

on to state that attempts to further regulate brokers’ order handling by invoking state law, 

mainly state common-law agency principles, have failed to date [the year 2000]. In Ferrell’s 

words, “where an investor’s order is routed is basically up to the broker”.1488 

5.12.3.4 The SEC’s Order Execution Regulations  

There are detailed, relatively technical rules on order protection/trade-through prohibitions, 

disclosure of order execution quality information, payment for order flow and display of 

available limit orders in SEC regulations. Even though these rules are detailed and technical, 

the order protection rule is still relatively flexible in that a trading center shall establish, 

maintain, and enforce written policies and procedures that are “reasonably designed to prevent 

trade-throughs” of protected quotations in NMS stocks that do not fall within various 

exceptions. Thus, the rule does not impose an outright prohibition of trade-throughs. Dash-5 

and Dash-6 impose stricter material requirements, but they concern ex post disclosure of 

pertinent order execution information. 

 

Thus, parties – the trading centers – that do not stand in a direct contractual relationship with 

the customers, and cannot be considered agents of them, are subjected to requirements that 

resemble duties that weigh on brokers already through the best execution obligation – 

disclosure and obtaining the best possible terms of trade. However, the SEC regulations 

impose far more extensive regulation on the trading centers than on broker-dealers. Moreover, 

while the SEC regulations as they apply to broker-dealers may, to a large extent, be seen as 

                                                 
1486 Macey and O’Hara (1997), op. cit. at 206. 
1487 25 S.E.C. 208 with reference to Exchange Act Release No. 15671 (March 22, 1979). 
1488 Ferrell, op. cit. at 1068. 
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provisions that supplant or overlap with the common law best execution duty, this is not so 

with the regulatory requirements imposed on trading centers that are not common law 

agents/fiduciaries of the customers. 

 

In the absence of an express statutory obligation, it seems unlikely that the trading center 

would have incurred such an obligation to the investor through the application of general 

agency law. Indeed, in a sense, the Order Protection Rule can be seen as a “fallback” 

obligation for those instances when the broker-dealer (the agent) failed to route a client’s 

order to a venue that offers at least the protected quotation in terms of price. In this context, it 

may be worthwhile to note that the dynamics of the price protection afforded by SEC 

regulations would conceivably have been quite different if the proposal to require 

intermediaries to offer price improvement opportunities, as presented in 1995, had been 

adopted. At present, the Market BBO represents a clear floor level for admissible prices; if 

price improvement opportunities had been obligatory, compliance with SEC regulations 

would have been determined with recourse to vaguer, situation-specific standards more akin 

to those invoked in Newton, Geman and Zannini. 

 

Regulation NMS entailed major changes to one part of the tripartite structure that consisted of 

consolidated pre-trade dissemination of data, consolidated post-trade dissemination of data 

and mandated linkages between venues. Namely, the SEC chose to abstain from mandating an 

inter-market linkage for Nasdaq stocks, which meant that a number of venues that were not 

members of the ITS Plan were not made subject to a new mandated linkage. Instead, private 

linkages were held to be sufficient to ensure e.g. compliance with the new Order Protection 

Rule, while the national securities exchanges’ and the NASD’s duty to participate in ITS was 

effectively abolished. 

 

Although the SEC stated in Regulation NMS that many broker-dealers already employ smart 

order routing technology that allows them to link to the best prices,1489 the responsibility for 

preventing trade-throughs was placed not on broker-dealers as the agents of customers but 

rather on the venues where trades are executed. Indeed, the SEC also states that much, if not 

all, of the connectivity among trading centers necessary to implement inter-market price 

                                                 
1489 Regulation NMS at 37,584. It merits mention that the SEC specifically refers, in this context, to those 
broker-dealers that would be considered as venues under Regulation NMS and subject to the Order Protection 
Rule in that capacity. 
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protection was already in place when Regulation NMS was proposed, not least through the 

ITS.1490 At a more conceptual level, the SEC has held that “trading centers themselves must 

have the ability to execute orders against the displayed quotations of other trading centers” 

and that “the very concept of intermarket protection against trade-throughs is premised on the 

ability of trading centers to trade with, rather than trade through, the protected quotations 

displayed by other trading centers”.1491 Thus, the pre-existing NMS structure seems to have 

been an important factor in the design of US federal regulation that places the onus of 

ensuring trade-through protection for investors on venues rather than on the investors’ agents 

– the broker-dealers.  

5.12.3.5 Payment for Order Flow 

The SEC has also enacted rules relating to payment for order flow. As has been noted above, 

the payment for order flow rules have been held to pre-empt state law concerning broker-

dealers’ obligations to customers in this regard. 

 

These rules entail federal pre-emption of state law. Moreover, they regulate the principal-

agent relationship. The  payment for order flow requirements apply to the relationship 

between the broker-dealer and involve (i) required disclosures to the end investor, and (ii) the 

need to take best execution duties into account.1492 

 

Moreover, these rules address aspects of the best execution duty but do not provide a 

comprehensive best execution regime. 

 

The SEC rules concerning payment for order flow address one specific aspect of the agency 

relationship, namely the duties of broker-dealers with regard to the practice of accepting 

payment for directing order flow. An outright prohibition of the practice would effectively 

have limited the broker-dealers’ discretion as to whether accepting payment for order flow 

would be compatible with their agency duties vis-à-vis their customers. Instead, the rule 

mandates disclosure but allows for the practice as such, which entails that broker-dealers are 

                                                 
1490 Ibid. at 37,531. 
1491 Ibid. at 37,539. 
1492 Lemke and Lins, op. cit. at §8:27. 
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subject to disclosure requirements but may determine that their accepting payment for order 

flow does not violate their agency duties towards their customers.1493 

 

The payment for order flow rules target aspects of the principal-agent relation between 

broker-dealers, money managers and their customers. In this, they differ from several of the 

main order execution rules discussed above (the Order Protection Rule and Dash-5). In 

practice, the payment for order flow rules enable broker-dealers to engage in practices – 

accepting payment for order flow – that may conflict with their fiduciary duties toward 

customers (or money managers’ duties towards their customers). 

 

At the same time, engaging in such practices may also enable broker-dealers to execute orders 

in a manner that best reflects customers’ preferences. The determination whether these 

practices are compatible with their fiduciary duties is left to the agents/broker-dealers. This 

means that broker-dealer discretion is preserved, subject to disclosure. Moreover, this also 

means that principal/customer discretion is preserved, which would not have been the case if 

these practices had been proscribed.1494 This may be contrasted to the Order Protection Rule, 

which constitutes a prohibition against executions at inferior prices and thus effectively 

trumps customer preferences insofar as customers would forgo the best price in order to 

obtain an execution that achieves other objectives instead. 

5.12.3.6 NASD/FINRA Rules 

SEC rules impose an obligation to avoid trading through on trading centers, and certain 

disclosure obligations on market centers, irrespective of their contractual relationship or lack 

thereof with the end investor. However, aspects of the best execution duty in an agency 

context have been addressed through the payment for order flow rules. Moreover, as has been 

shown above, the NASD has enacted a specific best execution rule and applied it regularly. 

 

As regards the NASD’s best execution rule, Rule 2320, it has been analyzed by the NASD in 

the light of both SEC regulations – namely Dash-5 and Dash-6 – and one of the landmark 

cases in which best execution obligations have been addressed (Newton). The NASD 
                                                 
1493 It has been noted that the payment for order flow rules differ from the soft dollar safe harbor in that payment 
for order flow arrangements usually do not involve research but cash or cash equivalents, and that payment for 
order flow arrangements are not covered by the soft dollar safe harbor. Lemke and Lins, op. cit at §8:28. 
1494 In such a scenario, broker-dealers would have been required to execute at the lowest available commission 
rate, irrespective of whether customers desired this or not. Moreover, broker-dealers would not have been 
allowed to accept payment for order flow, even if customers would have preferred this as a tool to decrease the 
fees charged by broker-dealers to customers. 
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characterized the duty of best execution as a duty that derives from common law agency 

principles and fiduciary obligations which have been codified in Rule 2320. 

 

As interpreted and applied by the NASD, Rule 2320 entailed a duty to regularly and 

rigorously examine execution quality. Broker-dealers were also prohibited from executing 

customer orders (i) at prices inferior to the NBBO, (ii) in an untimely fashion or (iii) in a 

manner designed to allow the member firm to profit at the expense of its customer. Moreover, 

both the NASD and subsequently FINRA have discovered failures among firms to establish 

procedures for regularly and rigorously examining execution quality, or to develop adequate 

procedures.1495 

 

The best execution duty as construed by NASD involved a “facts and circumstances” analysis 

where technological developments and changes in market structure were “significant factors” 

to be considered when assessing best execution. Broker-dealers had to analyze and modify 

their order execution procedures to consider price opportunities that become “reasonably 

available” as markets develop. The NASD has also held that (i) the routing of an order to a 

specific system or market is not a guarantee that a member has obtained best execution for a 

customer order, and (ii) that neither is the failure to route an order to a specific system or 

market necessarily a violation of the duty of best execution. 

 

The revised best execution rule adopted by FINRA – Rule 5310 of the FINRA Manual – 

applies to all brokers and effectively constitutes a mandatory obligation that, to some extent, 

imposes more far-reaching duties than those that follow directly from SEC regulations. 

5.12.4 Order Execution Obligations in Different Contexts 

5.12.4.1 Introduction 

In the above, the nature and material extent of best execution obligations were addressed and 

described in relatively general terms. The objective of this section is to elaborate in more 

detail on how best execution obligations have been construed in various market contexts. In 

somewhat simplistic terms, if the preceding section aimed to give an abstract view of the 

concept of best execution and its material ramifications, this section aims to explore how it 

                                                 
1495 See section 5.10.3 supra. 
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has been construed and applied in the daily life of the law; mainly through decisions by courts 

or other competent authorities. 

5.12.4.2 Federal Pre-Emption in Action: Payment for Order Flow  

As regards payment for order flow, it seems to be well-established law, following a series of 

decisions in state courts, that state law claims for injury arising out of a broker-dealer’s 

engaging in transactions that involve payment for order flow are pre-empted. In this area, 

courts have seemingly found the SEC rules to be sufficiently broad in scope, and the prospect 

of introducing additional rules at the state level so daunting, that federal pre-emption prevails. 

Thus, in effect, the SEC rules that impose requirements in connection with payment for order 

flow (e.g. disclosure requirements) cannot be supplanted by more far-reaching state law 

provisions. States are effectively precluded from banning the practice outright, mandating 

rebates to customers or demanding more extensive disclosures.1496 Against this backdrop, it 

seems fair to say that payment for order flow is one area where federal rules have gained 

ascendancy when it comes to regulating agent-principal relationships. 

 

The string of cases in which federal pre-emption was recognized appeared not long after the 

SEC released the Payment for Order Flow release in 1994. In the context of order execution 

obligations, one may note that the interplay between on the one hand the Order Protection 

Rule of Regulation NMS and on the other hand the best execution duty as articulated in 

Newton and Geman has not been addressed by federal courts.1497 At least one earlier case 

suggest that a broker may be found in violation of state law fiduciary duties without being 

found in breach of federal securities laws.1498 However, it seems apposite to recognize at least 

the theoretical possibility that courts would apply the same reasoning to order execution 

obligations, i.e. that state laws would interfere with the objective of the federal regulations set 

out in Regulation NMS and that the state laws should thus be pre-empted. If so, best 

                                                 
1496 While discussing payment for order flow, and specifically a proposed rule from the Midwest Stock Exchange 
– Exchange Act Release No. 334-33026 (1993) – which was rejected by the SEC in Exchange Act Release No. 
34-34902 (1994), Ferrell argues against imposing a requirement that brokers must rebate any payments for order 
flow that they receive to investors’ brokerage accounts. In Ferrell’s view, such a requirement, as proposed by the 
Midwest Stock Exchange, would have been unworkable both since it would be necessary to establish uniform 
procedures for estimating the value of non-monetary payments and because of practical issues related to the 
crediting of investors’ accounts. Ferrell also holds that such a requirement could easily be circumvented by 
internalizing the order flow. Ferrell, op. cit. at 1087 f. 
1497 One Nebraska court has held, however, that “in the absence of preemptive regulations, facets of investor 
claims involving the relationship between investors and their brokers; the bargains struck between investors and 
their brokers; and the efficacy of a broker's trading system, especially as compared to its representations 
regarding the same, have been permitted to proceed in state court”. Zannini, op. cit. at 234. 
1498 Gochnauer v. A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc., 810 F.2d 1042, 1050 (C.A. 11 (Fla.) 1987). 
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execution claims arising out of agency law would effectively become inadmissible and the 

Order Protection Rule would constitute the only statutory provision to impose obligations on 

intermediaries in the context of order execution.1499 

 

The 7th Circuit’s decision in Kurz v. Fidelity Management & Research Co. is interesting to 

consider in this context. Here, the court found that best execution was widely understood as a 

subject of regulation under the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 and related laws, and 

then found that improper execution by a broker-dealer did not constitute a breach of a promise 

to the customer but only (possibly) a breach of obligations under the securities laws. Improper 

order execution did not (even) constitute a breach of contract since no promise to provide best 

execution had been made to the client but is merely actionable through recourse to the federal 

securities laws.1500 

 

The 7th Circuit’s characterization of the best execution duty, on its face, appears to differ from 

that made in Newton and Geman. Where the 3rd circuit and the 10th circuit seem inclined to 

characterize best execution as a duty arising out of common law agency principles, the 7th 

circuit connects the best execution duty to federal securities laws. However, the practices that 

were held to constitute potential violations in Kurz were payments made for order flow by an 

investment adviser and the court’s decision accords with earlier case law where payment for 

order flow has been held to be regulated through federal rules. 

5.12.4.3 Best Execution Claims and Class Actions 

Regarding the possibility to pursue best execution claims through class actions, this road 

appears to be closed after Newton (2001), Hoang and Wit Capital. Wanamaker criticizes the 

Newton decision and argues that class action certification should have been granted, as it 

would have better served the protective purposes of the ´34 Act and avoided the risk that 

broker-dealers are “insulated” from the harm caused to their clients1501 (as clients will not 

pursue one-on-one suits because of prohibitive costs). In this context, Wanamaker offers an 

                                                 
1499 This line of argument may be carried even further if considering the counterfactual that the SEC would have 
gone forward and introduced a price improvement rule in 1996 (see section 5.9.5 supra). Such an obligation 
would have set out relatively clear rules on how to seek the best price for the investor in transactions executed by 
a specialist or OTC market maker. Arguably, the room for invoking fiduciary duties concerning the price aspect 
of best execution would have severely constrained in such an environment, since federal regulations would 
already impose a duty to seek price improvement without a regulatory “cap” at a specific level superior to the 
NBBO (although with safe harbors). 
1500 556 F.3d 639, 641 (C.A. 7 (Ill.) 2009) 
1501 Wanamaker, op. cit. at 1024. 
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efficiency argument – that it would be more convenient to handle all related claims in one 

single class action. Wanamaker also argues that the liability issue does not hinge on whether 

each plaintiff suffered pecuniary injury but whether all plaintiffs were injured since the broker 

offered suboptimal execution services and through this violated his best execution duty.1502 

Here Wanamaker’s argument presupposes that the common law best execution duty, just like 

the order protection rule, is an obligation of means – the duty to use “reasonable efforts” to 

obtain best execution. “The broker-dealer should be judged with regard to her process of 

execution rather than the outcome of it, i.e., did the broker-dealer use “reasonable efforts” to 

obtain the best execution?”1503 

 

In this context, it seems apposite to suggest a distinction between Basic Inc. v. Levinson and 

Newton (2001) that may explain why the former but not the latter was amenable to 

certification as class action: the fraud-on-the-market doctrine set out in Basic entails that all 

who trade in the market, at market prices, are injured when prices are distorted because of 

insider trading. In the context of a “mere” failure to obtain best execution, on the other hand, 

the injury is in a sense more finely granulated. Here, it is the precisely the fact that the market 

price is not monolithic, and that several different prices coexist in the market at any given 

moment, that creates the dispute in the first place. The finding in Newton (2001) that the 

injury must be determined on an individual basis seems reasonable enough, even if it also 

implies that class action certification would typically not be available for best execution 

claims involving collectives of broker-dealer customers. 

 

As noted by the plaintiffs in Newton (2001), the costs associated with a suit may well 

discourage individual customers from seeking damages due to broker-dealers’ suboptimal 

executions.1504 The court noted that institutional investors “arguably would have a significant 

financial stake to raise stand-alone claims”.1505 Even if this may be less than likely, given the 

relatively large number of suboptimal executions/losses to be recouped that would be needed 

to overcome the threshold of litigation costs, it still seems necessary to assume that best 

execution claims involving multiple customers are not amenable to class action certification 

after Newton (2001) and subsequent cases that have relied on it. 

 
                                                 
1502 Ibid. at 1020. 
1503 Ibid. 
1504 Newton (2001) at 191. 
1505 Ibid. 
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One likely outcome of this is that few, if any, best execution claims will be brought to court. 

For any small investor, the losses that may be recoupable are likely to be significantly smaller 

than the costs of litigating the broker-dealer’s liability or lack thereof. However, at least in 

theory, other tools may be available to mitigate the transaction cost threshold. Specifically, in 

a situation where the alleged breach of the best execution duty would involve a large group of 

customers with diverse pecuniary claims as a result of the breach, these investors may jointly 

finance a suit for an individual representative claim in order to establish liability. If the courts 

find that the broker-dealer has violated the best execution duty, subsequent plaintiffs would 

most likely be able to invoke this finding and economize on litigation costs when seeking 

individual damages. 

5.12.4.4 Obtaining Price Improvement  

As regards the elaboration of the best execution duty by the courts, the central cases are 

Newton and Geman, together with the SEC decision in Scottrade. These cases stand out as 

examples of cases where courts and the SEC have construed best execution as a duty to obtain 

price improvement. This can be contrasted with a long line of cases that involve practices by 

broker-dealers that are far more detrimental to the customer, and contrary to his or her 

interest, than a failure to obtain the best possible execution. Front-running, excessive mark-

ups or inter-positioning, as well as instances where the broker-dealer has not followed 

instructions from the customer, are all obvious examples of situations when the best execution 

duty, rooted in agency law obligations, has been breached. A mark-up of up to 67%, as in 

Barnett, would seem hard to reconcile with a broker-dealer’s best execution duty as agent, 

and front-running is noted in the Restatement (Third) of Agency as an example of proscribed 

behavior.1506 

 

In contrast, Newton, Geman and Scottrade articulate a specific best execution duty, even in 

the absence of front-running, excessive mark-ups or other illegal practices. These cases set out 

a best execution duty that clearly goes beyond execution at the NBBO; the practice of 

executing customer orders at the NBBO and trading for one’s own account at better prices in 

other venues was held to constitute potential securities fraud under the shingle theory and 

actionable as such. In Newton, the failure to execute orders at superior prices that were readily 

available was held to constitute a breach of the best execution duty, irrespective of any self-

dealing. Moreover, the Newton court discarded the defendant’s argument that execution of 

                                                 
1506 Restatement (Third) of Agency, §8.05(c). 
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customer orders at the NBBO was standard industry practice.1507 The Newton court did not 

raise the issue whether best execution was addressed in federal securities law, but construed it 

as an agency duty under common law that could be invoked in a securities fraud claim.1508 In 

Scottrade, the broker-dealer’s failure – also absent any indications of self-dealing – to review 

execution opportunities so as to identify and avail itself of opportunities to execute orders at 

prices superior to the NBBO was sufficient to constitute a breach of the Section 15 anti-fraud 

rules in the ’34 Act.1509 

 

The Geman court described the duty of best execution as “a legal duty inherent in the 

relationship of the broker-dealer and its customer, arising from the duties of undivided loyalty 

and reasonable care under the common law of agency”.1510 The court noted – interestingly 

enough – that plaintiff broker-dealer’s argument that he provided best execution by executing 

at the NBBO was not persuasive, e.g. because of the finding in Newton.1511 Also, the court 

held that the plaintiff’s failure to disclose price improvement opportunities to customers 

constituted violation of fiduciary duty and securities fraud.1512 The court also noted SEC 

statements that although no conclusive evidence of best execution violations had been found, 

plaintiff’s failure to use a price improvement service on behalf of its customers was deeply 

troubling.1513 Geman can be distinguished from Newton and Scottrade in that the broker-

dealer in Geman clearly engaged in certain execution practices in order to enrich itself at 

clients’ expense; in the Newton and Scottrade cases, the mere fact that broker-dealers failed to 

give clients superior execution prices when these were reasonably available sufficed to create 

liability. 

 

Ferrell’s view that the Newton holding would have limited impact on the extent of best 

execution obligations1514 would seem somewhat more difficult to maintain after Geman, 

which confirms that a broker-dealer that executes customer orders at the NBBO, trades at 

better prices for its own account and does not disclose this to customers is held to have 

violated his or her best execution duty. However, both Newton and Geman were held to be 

possible instances of misrepresentation or failure to disclose pertinent facts. As Ferrell 
                                                 
1507 Newton (1998), op. cit. at 274. 
1508 Ibid. at 270. 
1509 Scottrade, op. cit. at 8. 
1510 Geman, op. cit. at 1185, footnote 4. 
1511 Ibid. at 1190, footnote 9. 
1512 Ibid. at 1192 f. 
1513 Ibid. at 1193. 
1514 Ferrell, op. cit. at 1069 f. 
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observes, it would conceivably be feasible for broker-dealers to disclose information about 

their routing practices and avoid liability for violations of the best execution duty insofar as 

the potentially contested order routing practices were disclosed.1515 

 

In this context, it merits mention that while several scholars have argued that fiduciary duties 

cannot be contracted away, both the Newton and the Geman courts argued in terms of failures 

to disclose information to customers and did not suggest that the best execution duty would 

have been operative had disclosures been made. The relationship between the Newton/Geman 

best execution duty and the relatively far-reaching agency obligations set out in e.g. the 

Restatement (Third) of Agency remains unclear. The Scottrade case is interesting in this 

context since the broker-dealer was held to have made an implied representation that 

effectively corresponded to the best execution duty set out in FINRA Rule 5310, i.e., to 

regularly and rigorously evaluate execution quality. It would seem highly unlikely that a 

broker-dealer would be able to contract out of such a duty, since it would be bound by the 

FINRA rule in any case. Effectively, the SEC’s argument that the best execution duty entails 

that broker-dealers make an implied representation to regularly and rigorously evaluate 

execution quality entails that failure to meet the review obligations in FINRA Rule 5310 

constitutes securities fraud. 

 

Both Newton and Geman are characterized by the defendant broker-dealer’s practice of 

executing customer orders at the NBBO while simultaneously being able to trade for its own 

account at better prices. However, it is only in Geman that the broker-dealer’s self-dealing 

was endemic in the sense that the fact set concerned transactions where the broker-dealer had 

enriched itself at the expense of its clients. In Newton, the broker-dealer had had opportunities 

to trade at superior prices. However, the court’s findings did not hinge exclusively on this but 

on the question of fact whether better prices than the NBBO were reasonably available.1516 

Moreover, Scottrade, where no self-dealing was alleged, also turned on the broker-dealer’s 

failure to execute client orders at superior prices that were reasonably available.1517 

                                                 
1515 In Scottrade, the broker-dealer was found to have made express representations about its order routing 
practices, as well as an implied representation that it would regularly and rigorously review its execution 
practices. Ferrell’s reasoning could to some extent to be apposite here as well, at least with regard to the express 
representations; however, in practice it appears highly doubtful whether it would be feasible for a broker-dealer 
to try to introduce a contractual term pursuant to which the broker-dealer would expressly exempt itself from a 
duty to regularly and rigorously evaluate execution quality. This appears even more unlikely since the FINRA 
best execution rule imposes such an obligation, which cannot be waived, on broker-dealers. 
1516 Newton, op. cit. at 272. 
1517 Scottrade, op. cit. at 6 ff. 
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Considering Newton and Scottrade, a best execution obligation grounded in agency fiduciary 

duties (Newton) or, for practical purposes, the FINRA best execution rule (Scottrade) would 

entail a duty to seek price improvement when superior prices are reasonably available. 

 

Thus, the best execution duty is something more than just a prohibition on self-dealing. While 

it seems clear that a broker-dealer who executes other trades at a better price in the same 

market has not obtained the most favorable terms for the trade with the inferior price,  it 

suffices that a trier of fact finds that better terms of trade were in fact “reasonably” available 

(and that the broker-dealer neglected to make use of them) for liability to ensue. Moreover, 

general principles of agency law, possibly considered in the light of the shingle theory, might 

ground a case for somewhat more extensive best execution obligations that would at least 

require broker-dealers to use well-established technological tools to seek the best possible 

terms of trade, including price improvement opportunities if reasonably available. Indeed, the 

Newton court stated that “the scope of the duty of best execution is constantly evolving” and 

that the “reasonably available” component of the duty “is fact dependent”, so that brokers are 

required to “conform customer order practices with changes in technology and markets”.1518 

The former NASD Rule 2320 called for broker-dealers to keep abreast of technological 

developments that may entail that better trading opportunities become reasonably available. In 

a similar vein, the SEC has argued that broker-dealers are required to investigate opportunities 

to trade at more advantageous prices when executing customer orders.1519 

5.12.4.5 The Role of Technology 

As regards the technology used by broker-dealers, it must be noted that the Zannini case 

suggests that broker-dealers that offer substandard technological facilities for order execution 

may be held to have violated their duty to customers. Thus, in addition to the obligation – 

clearly concurrent with an agent’s fiduciary duty – not to trade for its own account at better 

terms than for customers’ accounts, a broker-dealer may also be obliged to offer operational 

capabilities that can assure prompt and accurate execution of customer orders.1520 The Zannini 

case is also noteworthy as an example of a situation where state law claims that the best 

execution duty was breached were recognized by the court, and federal law was not held to 

apply. 
                                                 
1518 Newton (1998), op. cit. at 271. 
1519 Order Handling Rules at 48,322 f. Moreover, two authors have held that as trading technology improves, 
“courts and the SEC will likely expect brokers to try and use new technology to improve execution”. Lemke and 
Lins, op. cit. at §8:3 with reference to Newton and the Order Handling Rules. 
1520 Zannini, op. cit. at 231. 
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Another issue concerning the interplay between technology and legal obligations may also be 

raised here. The Order Protection Rule does not reflect conventional legal structures, with 

agents responsible for actions undertaken on behalf of their principals. However, it does 

reflect the technological structure in which US equity markets have operated. From the 

1970’s until 2005, the mandatory Inter-market Trading System allowed for order routing 

between all national securities exchanges and the NASD. Moreover, consolidated data on 

quotations available for trading has been made available as well since the 1970’s. This has 

meant that the technology needed to avoid, or at least minimize, trade-throughs has been 

available. Moreover, since the ITS entailed links between the venues, and the routing 

decisions in the ITS were taken by the venues, not broker-dealers acting as agents of 

investors, the set-up of the system strongly favored imposing the order protection obligation 

on the venues irrespective of any agency considerations. 

5.12.4.6 The Interplay between the Order Protection Rule and the Best Execution 

Obligation 

In contrast to the Order Protection Rule and Dash-5/Dash-6, the common law best execution 

duty invoked in Newton and Geman does not impose any clearly delineated positive 

obligations on the broker-dealer, as regards disclosure of execution quality. The 

misrepresentations that allegedly occurred in these cases had to do with the broker-dealers’ 

trading practices, not primarily with ex post reports of execution quality. Moreover, the 

contested trades in both Newton and Geman took place in the period before the SEC had 

introduced the Dash-5 and Dash-6 rules. 

 

On the other hand, the common law best execution duty as sketched in Newton and Geman 

clearly sets out that execution at the NBBO may not necessarily satisfy the obligation and that 

failure to do so may constitute a breach of an implied representation and thus securities 

fraud.1521 The broker must at least ”seek to obtain the most favorable terms reasonably 

available under the circumstances”. If the broker executes at the NBBO when more favorable 

terms were reasonably available, he is in breach of the common law best execution duty – but 

not necessarily the Order Protection Rule. The Order Protection Rule requires orders to be 
                                                 
1521 In this context, the theoretical question may be posed: What if 10b-5 had not been applied? Had agency law 
been apposite so that liability had been possible under state law, in the absence of a finding of securities fraud? 
There appear to be no cases concerning securities transactions where “mere” state law agency liability has been 
imposed for failure to meet best execution obligation – instead, the shingle theory and securities fraud rule 
supreme. 
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executed at the market BBO, i.e. at the best available quote in each market center. If the 

NBBO equals the market BBO, then the Order Protection Rule – with its requirement that 

execution at the Market BBO be the norm – sets a floor for the common law best execution 

duty, which may impose more far-reaching obligations on the broker. 

 

It is also possible to conceive of a situation where part of an order is first executed at the 

NBBO in one market center, and the rest is then executed in another market center at the 

market BBO which is below the next best quotation in the first market center. This complies 

with the Order Protection Rule, but also means that the investor gets an inferior price for the 

latter part of the order.1522 

 

Still, Newton, Geman and Scottrade do construe a best execution duty that requires broker-

dealers to execute customer orders at reasonably available prices superior to the NBBO. The 

NBBO constitutes the price floor, since the Order Protection Rule entails an obligation (of 

means) to avoid trading through the NBBO. In this sense, the Order Protection Rule does 

undergird the best execution duty, as the SEC argued in Regulation NMS. 

 

Moreover, the extent of the best execution obligation in each individual case depends on the 

technological environment in which the broker-dealer operates. A broker-dealer who has the 

technological means to achieve executions superior to the NBBO, and who utilizes these tools 

to trade at superior prices for his own account, would conceivably be held to have violated his 

best execution duty to customers unless transactions for them are executed at the same terms.  

 

The precise technological solution used is not of critical importance for this determination; 

what is important is that a broker-dealer who uses trading technology to his own advantage 

must give his customers the same advantage. Otherwise, he would seem to be in breach of his 

post-Newton, Geman and Scottrade best execution obligations.1523 With the technology that is 

currently available, orders may be executed in many different and highly sophisticated 

manners so as to meet various objectives. Irrespective of the modalities of the execution, 

                                                 
1522 However, this issue arises only when an order is too big to be filled at the NBBO, which might not happen 
too frequently when retail orders are executed. 
1523 Another, perhaps related, question is whether a broker-dealer has a duty to offer trading technology that 
meets at least some basic performance standard, especially in light of Zannini. In this context, the shingle theory 
may conceivably be invoked to support the contention that broker-dealers should at least use trading technology 
that is not archaic or clearly less efficient than that commonly used in the industry. This would imply that the 
requirements that relate to trading technology would evolve over time with industry custom as benchmark. 
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however, the basic agency duty of loyalty would seem to imply that a broker-dealer may not 

use technology for his own benefit while simultaneously denying his customers the 

advantages of this technology. 

 

This discussion highlights, once again, the close interrelation between technology and legal 

obligations in the context of order execution. As noted above, the Order Protection Rule has 

been constructed so that it can be complied with using the ITS. Thus, in a sense, the rule is 

predicated on the existence and functioning of the ITS, or private linkages, and the NMS 

trading data infrastructure.1524 The best execution rule, in contrast, operates without reference 

to any specific trading technology. It is more flexible, but at the same time has to be applied 

with regard to the technology available at any given moment. The legal obligations imposed 

by the Order Protection Rule can hardly be understood except in the light of the existing NMS 

infrastructure. The best execution duty, on the other hand, predates both the NMS and the 

federal securities laws and is conditioned on the existence of a principal-agent relationship 

where the agent’s task may be carried out in many different technological environments. 

 

At the same time, the one obligation is not entirely decoupled from the other; as the SEC has 

observed, the Order Protection Rule does impose a “backstop”, relatively clearly defined, on 

the otherwise broadly construed best execution duty. Moreover, the Order Protection Rule 

affects the degree to which an agent is obliged to comply with instructions from the principal 

in the context of order execution. More specifically, the agent’s duty to obey instructions from 

the principal would not apply to instructions to seek the fastest execution, irrespective of the 

price. Complying with such instructions would entail a violation of the Order Protection Rule, 

since the rule does not contain an opt-out.1525 

5.12.4.7 A Note on Sanctions 

One substantial difference between the SEC regulations and the common law best execution 

duty concerns sanctions. Violation of SEC regulations may result in administrative sanctions, 

while breach of the common law best execution duty may entail liability vis-à-vis individual 

customers and damages. As noted above, several different sets of rules may apply to order 
                                                 
1524 Indeed, the SEC in guidance concerning the OPR notes that the trade-through restriction of the OPR does not 
apply in instances when a network processor “is unable to disseminate real-time quotations for an NMS stock”. 
SEC, Responses to Frequently Asked Questions Concerning Rule 611 and Rule 610 of Regulation NMS as 
updated on June 8, 2007 at Question 1.03. The document is available electronically at 
http://www.sec.gov/divisions/marketreg/nmsfaq610-11.htm (last visited on November 17, 2011). 
1525 In this context, it may be noted that the Restatement (Third) of Agency §8.08 provides that the agent has a 
duty to obey ”lawful’ instructions from the principal. 

http://www.sec.gov/divisions/marketreg/nmsfaq610-11.htm
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execution: the Order Protection Rule and other SEC rules, FINRA Rule 5310, securities fraud 

provisions in the 1934 Act, and also common law agency or fiduciary principles. Depending 

on what rules are invoked, the sanctions for breach may be differently construed. 

 

Administrative sanctions, including pecuniary sanctions, may be imposed by FINRA for 

violations of its rules. The SEC may also impose administrative sanctions including pecuniary 

sanctions. In both of these contexts, the sanctions that are available are set out in statutes and 

may not exceed the scope delimited by those statutes. The SEC, the NASD and FINRA have 

also imposed administrative sanctions in a string of cases. 

 

In contrast, courts that determine that the best execution duty has been violated may hold the 

broker-dealer/agent liable and impose a broader range of possible sanctions, including 

damages awarded to the customers. So far, however, courts have not imposed damages in 

cases involving allegations that broker-dealers have violated their best execution duty. In 

Newton, the court found that the plaintiff’s allegations could constitute a violation of the 

defendant’s best execution duty but did not reach the issue of sanctions. Earlier SEC sanctions 

were confirmed in Geman.1526 

5.12.4.8 The Material Content of the Best Execution Duty: A Case of American 

Exceptionalism? 

Lastly, it is worth keeping in mind that the general principles of fiduciary law, as well as older 

and to some extent newer case law, are apposite both in the US context and in England & 

Wales. This holds for the determination of when someone is a fiduciary and for establishing 

the general duties of a fiduciary. Thus, general principles of agency law, which is recognized 

by regulators, courts and scholars as frequently relevant in broker-dealer relations with 

customers, could most likely be invoked both in a US and an English context. In contrast, the 

shingle theory is a creation of the US federal regulator and the US courts, and the ”federal 

common law” identified by Poser and Fanto is also a US animal insofar as it is built on anti-

fraud provisions in US federal securities law. Thus, the US legal framework builds on the 

common law agency obligations but also includes several latter-day additions – the shingle 

theory and federal securities fraud provisions – that are of prime importance when 

determining whether liability for breach of the best execution duty is at hand. 

                                                 
1526 For the sake of completeness, it must be noted that the levying of administrative sanctions by the SEC does 
not preclude customers from trying to obtain damages in court, alleging that the behavior that prompted SEC 
sanctions also constitutes a violation of the best execution duty. 
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Indeed, it is through application of the shingle theory and – through it – the federal securities 

fraud provisions that courts have clarified somewhat the scope of the best execution duty, 

with regard to price improvement, in Newton, Geman and Scottrade. These cases offer 

arguably the most significant clarification of the extent of the best execution duty undertaken 

by federal US courts and the SEC. Apart from Newton, Geman and Scottrade, the Zannini 

court also discussed best execution duties and allows for the possibility that inadequate 

operational capabilities at a broker-dealer may constitute a violation of the best execution duty 

without invoking federal securities law – instead, the Zannini court holds that these state law 

claims are not pre-empted by federal law. Nevertheless, the most significant elaborations of 

the best execution duty, in Newton, Geman and Scottrade have invoked the shingle theory and 

federal securities fraud provisions. In subsequent chapters, the best execution rules in one 

more common law jurisdiction – England & Wales – will be analyzed in more detail. For 

now, suffice to say that the best execution obligation in the US does appear to be more a 

product of federal securities laws and the shingle theory than of the underlying agency 

obligation at common law (or equity). 

5.13 Earlier Economic Analyses of US Rules 

The following section aims to present earlier analyses of the order execution rules described 

in the earlier parts of this chapter. The analysis concerns the economic implications of how 

rules are designed and characterized. Analyses of US securities markets that address e.g. 

fragmentation, execution costs and the impact of execution quality disclosure requirements 

are described infra. To a smaller or larger extent, these studies offer conclusions on the 

economic effects on US securities markets of best execution rules in various guises. 

 

The legislative objectives enshrined in the 1975 Amendment with regard to the execution of 

securities transactions have been criticized by Macey and O’Hara, who argue that the 

objective to assure “economically efficient execution of securities transaction” that is laid 

down in Section 11A (a) (1) (C) (i) of the 1934 Act as amended lacks in clarity. Macey and 

O’Hara hold that efficiency per se is multifaceted and that it may entail minimal execution 
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costs for traders1527 but also the notion of price discovery or prices being efficient in the sense 

that they impound information.1528 

 

They also argue that the objective of “fair competition” in Section 11A (a) (1) (C) (ii) 

becomes complex when different segments of the market, or different points in the execution 

process, are involved. In their view, examples of complex issues include e.g. preferencing 

arrangements between dealers and retail brokers that may widen spreads but at the same time 

economize on other transaction costs as well as the potentially stifling effect on innovation 

that the imposition of a single set of rules on all trade venues.1529 

 

The legislative objective laid down in Section 11A (a) (1) (C) (iii) concerning availability of 

information about quotations and transactions is also addressed. Here, Macey and O’Hara 

state that although the prevailing view in the US is that transparency enhances informational 

efficiency, and that availability of quote information facilitates competition between venues, 

the transparency objective enshrined in the 1975 Amendments is problematic.1530 They go on 

to argue that markets are likely to be inefficient and unfair unless at least some information is 

available. However, requiring transparency of all information penalizes liquidity providers 

and reduces traders’ incentives to gather valuable information.1531 Moreover, there are natural 

limits with respect to transparency rules since traders may choose between venues that offer 

more or less transparency and will opt to trade where their trading costs are the lowest. 

Depending on the needs of the trader, the preferred venue may be more or less transparent, 

and a variety of markets are thus able to coexist.1532 

 

The objective that the practicability of brokers executing investors’ orders in the best market 

should be assured is also discussed by Macey and O’Hara. They note at the outset that the 

intention behind this goal was to give each trader the ability to obtain best execution by 

transacting at the best available price. Moreover, they hold that the opportunity for each trader 

to access and trade in the best market is consistent with this objective. However, they 

                                                 
1527 As noted in Chapter 1, this investigation is concerned with transactional efficiency, i.e. minimizing 
transaction costs. 
1528 Macey and O’Hara (1999), op. cit. at 28 f. 
1529 Ibid. at 30 f. 
1530 Ibid. at 32. 
1531 Ibid. at 33. 
1532 Ibid. at 34. 
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emphasize that this does not entail that traders should always be granted access to information 

on the orders that have been submitted to each venue.1533 

 

Schizer analyses the regulation of order execution systems in the US and observes that it is 

unique compared to other regulatory areas in that both regulators and private actors serve the 

same purpose: the maximization of societal wealth through efficient, effective capital 

formation and price discovery.1534 Cai analyzes the efficiency and competition aspects of best 

execution rules in a US context. Like Macey and O’Hara, he distinguishes between retail and 

institutional investors and argues that institutional investors are more likely to prefer fast 

execution of large block orders while retail investors may care more about obtaining the best 

price.1535 

 

Cai notes that best execution rules that require brokers to trade at the best available price 

(trade-through rules) have implications for market structure, and that the cost of introducing a 

duty to trade at the best available price may be higher than the cost of having a more 

malleable best execution rule that allows for other considerations apart from price such as, 

e.g., speed of execution or order size.1536 Cai concludes that the meaning of, inter alia, best 

execution should be broadened to include non-price aspects of consumer utility.1537 

 

Pirrong discusses the US best execution rules and offers an economic analysis of their impact 

on market structure and investor welfare. In so doing, he too recognizes that traders have 

different preferences as regards prices, speed of execution and transaction fees.1538 Pirrong 

posits that network effects cause traders to converge on a single exchange, which can then 

exercise market power. In his view, enforced linkages between exchanges and improved 

information about prices can counteract the dominant exchange’s hold on order flow and 

encourage more competition among trading venues.1539 Best execution rules that require 

brokers to execute a trade at the highest price available at any venue (trade-through rules) may 

contribute to inter-market linkages.1540 In a similar vein, Schizer holds that an obligation for 

market participants to expose their orders, together with a network of inter-market linkages 
                                                 
1533 Ibid. at 34 f. 
1534 Schizer, op. cit.  at 1574 f. 
1535 Cai, op. cit. at 8 f. 
1536 Ibid. at 38. 
1537 Ibid. at 44. 
1538 Pirrong (2005), op. cit. at 58. 
1539 Ibid. at 57. 
1540 Ibid. 
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and a “best execution” duty for traders to “search the various markets to find the best price for 

their customers” might be a way to mitigate the ills of market fragmentation.1541 

 

Pirrong holds that best execution rules that include trade-through prohibitions are desirable 

from an economic viewpoint since they improve efficiency in the markets. This is because 

they create linkages between venues that encourage competition between individual orders. 

These linkages weaken the network effects that contribute to market power for the largest 

venue.1542 Pirrong also argues that the most efficient trade-through rule is the depth of book 

alternative.1543 Moreover, he proposes that price quotes should include not only the bid or ask 

quotes available at different venues, but also the access fees that a trader has to pay to each 

venue in order to trade at the quote that it offers.1544 

 

Pan discusses the effects of different best execution requirements. He holds that a more 

flexible definition of best execution, which does not require execution at the best available 

price but allows the broker to consider a range of factors such as price, speed of execution, 

order size, is superior to a trade-through rule.1545 Pan argues that a more flexible best 

execution rule gives brokers the opportunity to offer services tailored to the specific needs of 

different investor categories.1546 Moreover, Pan holds that a trade-through rule focused on 

best price will result in a stronger position for established, dominant venues. These venues 

can compete with the help of network effects. They already have a large order flow, which is 

a key component of liquidity. Because of their larger liquidity, they can offer superior price 

quotes, which – under a regime that prohibits trade-through and require trading against the 

venue with the best available quote – means that even more order flow is directed to them.1547 

 

Invoking the detrimental effect on competition of trade-through rules, Pan advocates that they 

should be abolished and replaced with more flexible best execution rules.1548 In this context, 

Pan also notes that the best execution rules in the applicable European Union directive do not 

focus exclusively on price but allow brokers to take a range of factors into consideration, with 

                                                 
1541 Schizer, op. cit. at 1571. 
1542 Pirrong (2005) at 60. 
1543 Ibid. at 61. 
1544 Ibid. at 60. 
1545 Pan, op. cit. at 161. 
1546 Ibid. 
1547 Ibid. at 156 f. 
1548 Ibid. at 165. 
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an emphasis on executing at the best price when handling retail investors’ orders.1549 Karande 

observes that the best execution regime in the European Union sets out price as the most 

important factor when retail client orders are executed.1550 However, Karande argues that a 

number of other direct and indirect costs such as, e.g., trading commissions and fees, taxes, 

exchange fees or clearing and settlement costs should also be taken into account in the best 

execution policies set up by individual brokerages pursuant to the rules.1551 In economic 

terms, Karande argue that best execution rules serve to (i) provide assurances to consumers 

that brokers will act in their best interests when executing their orders in the market, and (ii) 

facilitate the price formation process and improve market efficiency since the rules force 

brokers to seek out the best deals for their customers.1552 

 

Gkantinis compares the relative efficiency of different best execution regimes and the 

implications for institutional investors. Best execution rules should, in Gkantinis’ view, afford 

institutional investors flexibility in order routing so that these investors can get orders 

executed in a way that limits liquidity costs flowing from e.g. the impact a huge order may 

have on the price of the traded security.1553 The extant best execution rules in the US, which 

include a trade-through rule, increase the liquidity costs of institutional investors and impact 

market efficiency negatively.1554 Gkantinis holds that best execution rules such as those that 

apply to execution of institutional investors’ orders in the European Union are better in that 

they do not impose a prohibition on trade-through and provide greater flexibility in executing 

orders.1555 

 

Hendershott and Jones provide empirical data on the economic effects of the relaxation of the 

trade-through prohibition for exchange-traded funds (ETF’s). They conclude that the 

introduction of a de minimis exemption to the trade-through rule for ETF’s, which allowed 

trade-throughs of up to three cents to occur, had no detrimental impact on market quality.1556 

They find that both effective and realized spreads are essentially unchanged or slightly lower 

                                                 
1549 Ibid. at 144. 
1550 Kiran Karande. MiFID Best Execution Benchmark (May 2007) at 3. Available at SSRN: 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=982952. 
1551 Ibid. at 4. 
1552 Ibid. at 5. 
1553 Gkantinis (2008) at 354. Regarding the price impact mechanisms of large orders, see the discussion on 
bargaining costs in section 3.2.3 supra. 
1554 Gkantinis (2008) at 354. 
1555 Gkantinis (2008) at 353 ff. 
1556 T. Hendershott, C. M. Jones, Trade-through prohibitions and market quality, 8 J. of Financial Markets 
(2005) 1 at 21. 
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after the entry into force of the exemption. Moreover, they are not able to identify any market 

centers that take advantage of the exemption in order to – with their colorful expression – 

“gouge” customers.1557 It is also noted that the ETF market displayed a very high incidence of 

trade-throughs both before and after the introduction of the de minimis exemption. Indeed, it 

is held that “the various markets are already trading through with abandon, so the exemption 

simply represents a case of the rules catching up to practice”.1558 

 

Interestingly, Hendershott and Jones conclude with a more principled discussion on trade-

through rules as a regulatory instrument. They hold that trade-through rules that are not 

enforced serve little purpose. A system where the aggrieved party has to contact the offending 

(trading through) market center to obtain restitution creates a risk that small trade-throughs 

will not be effectively policed and that the lack of sanctions further reduces venues’ 

incentives to comply with the rule.1559 They also hold that the results from the introduction of 

an ETF exemption cannot be generalized to other stocks since the previous lack of 

compliance makes it difficult to extrapolate: “we can conclude only that if the trade-through 

rule is already being ignored, a trade-through exemption is unlikely to have much effect”.1560 

 

At an abstract level, Hendershott and Jones note that trade-through rules could in principle 

facilitate virtual integration of trading across markets and also reduce agency problems, 

notably by forcing brokers to find the best price for their customers’ orders. Introducing trade-

through prohibitions and enforcing linkages by regulation is sensible if “market linkages 

perform adequately and are well monitored”.1561 However, they caution (with reference to 

Stoll) that mandated regulatory linkages may become technologically obsolescent and that 

sophisticated order-routing technology used by individual investors can serve to achieve 

market integration.1562 In effect, “prohibiting trade-throughs without solving the technological 

and incentive problems could stifle innovation by forcing markets to adapt to antiquated 

public market linkages”.1563 

                                                 
1557 Ibid. 
1558 Ibid. 
1559 Ibid. The same economic argument has been advanced by Macey and O’Hara in relation to the best 
execution obligation in agency law: since each individual trader suffers only small losses when the best 
execution duty is breached, each trader also has little incentive to devote resources to monitoring their agent in 
order to ensure best execution in a specific trade. Macey and O’Hara (1997), op. cit. at 190. 
1560 Ibid. at 21 f. 
1561 Ibid. at 22. 
1562 Ibid. 
1563 Ibid. 
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Angel et al. provide data and analysis of US equities markets after the enactment of 

Regulation NMS. They find that trading volume has gone up, average spreads fallen, order 

depth has increased both at the NBBO and within six cents of the NBBO (i.e. the number of 

shares available at these prices), trade commissions have gone down, average trade size has 

gone down, the frequency with which quotes are updated has gone up, the speed of execution 

has increased (i.e. orders execute faster), more orders –in relative terms – are cancelled, the 

market shares of traditionally dominant venues have gone down, and costs of trading for 

institutional traders are low.1564 

 

More specifically, Angel et al. discuss the effects of the Order Protection Rule on market 

structure. They note that prior to the adoption of Regulation NMS, “best execution standards” 

prevented brokers from trading at prices inferior to those quoted in the NMS and from trading 

through quoted prices at the floor-based exchanges. This was due to the high latency 

(slowness) of the floor-based exchanges and effectively prevented alternative trading systems 

from competing in trading exchange-listed stocks. On the contrary, the low latency offered by 

Nasdaq enabled these alternative trading systems to compete very successfully in Nasdaq-

listed stocks.1565 The Order Protection Rule in Regulation NMS, which prohibited trading 

through electronically accessible quotes only, enabled alternative trading systems to bypass 

“slower” manual quotes from the exchange floors. Angel et al. associate this change with the 

subsequent decrease in market share suffered by e.g. the New York Stock Exchange.1566 

 

Thus, re best execution rules in the US: 

 

1. Are there statutory rules on order execution or best execution obligations? Yes, 

regulatory rules that set out a trade-through prohibition, limit order handling rules as 

well as pre- and post-trade transparency requirements are set out in SE regulations. 

2. If so, when were the order execution/best execution rules introduced? What reasons 

for introducing them were put forth by the legislator? They were enacted pursuant to a 

Congressional mandate from 1975 to create a national market system so as to 

                                                 
1564 James Angel, Lawrence Harris, Chester S. Spatt. Equity Trading in the 21st Century, Marshall Research 
Paper Series Working Paper FBE 09-10 (May 18, 2010) Section 3, passim. 
1565 Ibid. at 33 f. 
1566 Ibid. at 38 f. 
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achieve, e.g., economically efficient execution of securities transactions and fair 

competition. 

3. What activities are covered by the order execution/best execution duty? Coverage 

defined by instruments, actors, venues? The trade-through rule applies to stocks 

traded in the National Market System. 

4. In what does the statutory order execution duty/best execution duty consist? The 

trade-through rule proscribes the execution of orders at prices inferior to the best 

publicly available price. 

5. Are the order execution rules/best execution rules bright-line (e.g. focused on easily 

determined variables) or more generally drafted (e.g. set out as a duty to consider 

several factors without any explicit quantitative duties)? The trade-through rule is a 

bright-line provision: orders may not executed at worse prices than the best publicly 

available price. 

6. Who is responsible for securing best execution/order execution that complies with the 

rules? Venue or broker? The responsibility for avoiding trade-throughs lies with the 

venues. 

7. How is compliance with best execution/order execution duties as well as order 

execution – the actual trades – disclosed to the client? Specific ex post disclosure rules 

concerning execution quality and routing decisions apply to venues and broker-

dealers. 

8. Are there statutory or judge-made rules on fiduciary best execution duties that impinge 

on securities markets transactions? Yes, fiduciary duties under agency law have been 

developed through case law. These fiduciary duties have been held to apply to agency 

transactions in shares.   

9. If so, how has the fiduciary duty of best execution been defined in law/case-law? No 

single definition of best execution has been set out in case law. Courts and the SEC 

have interpreted the fiduciary best execution duty as a duty to obtain price 

improvement, i.e., to execute orders at prices superior to the NBBO, if such prices are 

reasonably available. 

10. What enforcement measures are available against a party who has a best 

execution/order execution duty – fiduciary or imposed by law or regulation – and 

violates it? Violations of regulatory best execution obligations may result in 

administrative sanctions by the SEC and/or civil liability for breach of fiduciary 
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duties; violations of agency law fiduciary duties may result in civil liability pursuant 

to proceedings in general courts. 
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Chapter 6 Order Execution Rules in EU Law 

6.1 Introduction 

The present chapter will describe rules that impose order execution obligations in the 

European Union. The basis for the investigation is the set of questions that were raised in 

Chapter 2.1567 The rest of this chapter represents an effort to answer these questions. As was 

the case with the analysis of order execution obligations in the United States, the idea here is 

to say something about the order execution obligations that impinge on those persons who 

execute orders in EU securities markets. 

 

Already at the outset, it is necessary to emphasize certain traits of EU law that render the legal 

framework that will be analyzed in this chapter distinctly different from that of the US. While 

a legal framework governing securities trading has been enacted at the EU level, it has to a 

large extent been transposed in the national laws of the Member States of the EU. This holds 

true e.g. as regards the EU law provisions that address best execution obligations and other 

duties associated with order execution, e.g. transparency obligations. Thus, even though the 

rules are set out in legal instruments at the Union level, they are transposed by the Member 

States and enforced by authorities in the Member States.1568 This also has implications for the 

manner in which the rules in question may be scrutinized by courts or other authorities. The 

                                                 
1567 To recap, the questions were: (i) Are there statutory rules on order execution or best execution 

obligations? (ii) If so, when were the order execution/best execution rules introduced? What reasons for 

introducing them were put forth by the legislator? (iii) What activities are covered by the order 

execution/best execution duty? Coverage defined by instruments, actors, venues? (iv) In what does the 

statutory order execution duty/best execution duty consist? (v) Are the order execution rules/best execution 

rules bright-line (e.g. focused on easily determined variables) or more generally drafted (e.g. set out as a 

duty to consider several factors w/out any explicit quantitative duties)? (vi) Who is responsible for securing 

best execution/order execution that complies with the rules? Venue or broker? (vii) How is compliance with 

best execution/order execution duties as well as order execution – the actual trades – disclosed to the client? 

(viii) Are there statutory or judge-made rules on fiduciary best execution duties that impinge on securities 

markets transactions? (ix) If so, how has the fiduciary duty of best execution been defined in law/case-law? 

(x) What enforcement measures are available against a party who has a best execution/order execution duty 

– fiduciary or imposed by law or regulation – and violates it? 
1568 As noted in Section 4.4.1.3 supra, however, the European legislator has increasingly employed regulations as 
opposed to directives when adopting new rules governing financial services. Regulations are directly applicable 
and would not need to be transposed; the responsibility for enforcing them would remain with the national 
competent authorities. 
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question whether an individual regulated subject, e.g. a broker in a Member State, has 

violated the duty of best execution is determined by national authorities in accordance with 

national laws or regulations that transpose the applicable EU law provisions. Courts at the EU 

level will not, as a general rule, have occasion to engage in analysis of the material content of 

best execution rules; indeed, as noted by Moloney, the European Court of Justice has made 

only rare excursions even into the larger field of investment services regulation.1569 The 

material content of order execution obligations that emanate from EU legal acts will most 

likely be addressed by national courts or other competent authorities. Thus, the role of the 

courts, at EU level, is considerably less important than that of the federal courts in the United 

States when it comes to determining the extent of order execution obligations. 

 

In the EU, the law relating to the fiduciary duties of agents has generally speaking been 

considered to fall within the ambit of EU Member States’ legislative competence, although 

EU legislative acts may address e.g. agency-like obligations such as best execution duties.1570 

To some extent, this resembles the situation in the US where the individual states of the Union 

enact laws relating to e.g. contracts and agency obligations. However, a prominent difference 

between the European and the American state of affairs is that the concept of a common law 

is not habitually recognized or invoked by courts at the EU level. While US federal courts 

may apply common law and address e.g. the fiduciary duties of securities broker-dealers in 

that context, the European Court of Justice would not be in a position to address the fiduciary 

duties of investment firms; they remain the province of national courts in Member States, 

which apply national agency law. The idea of a common European civil code has attracted 

considerable interest and efforts have been made to further this.1571 Still, at present the courts 

                                                 
1569 Moloney (2008), op. cit. at 340 with reference to Case C-384/93 Alpine Investments v Minister van 
Financiën [1995] ECR I-1141. 
1570 At least the European Commission has stated that the the application of best execution obligations under 
MiFID shall not be equated with the existence of an agency relationship under the applicable national law. 
European Commission, Commission answers to CESR scope issues under MiFID and the implementing directive 
(Working Document ESC-07-2007) (March 19, 2007) at 2 (not paginated). 
1571 In this context, the work of the Study Group on a European Civil Code merits mention. The purpose is to 
“produce a codified set of Principles of European Law for the law of obligations and core aspects of the law of 
property”. More information is electronically available on the Group’s webpage, 
http://www.sgecc.net/pages/en/introduction/104.published_information_about_the_study_group.htm (last visited 
on March 26, 2013). Earlier work concerning principles of European contract was carried out by the 
Commission on European Contract Law ( the “Lando commission”) chaired by Professor Ole Lando. The 
Commission published “Principles of European Contract Law” in three parts. See Commission on European 
Contract Law, The Principles of European Contract Law, Parts I and II (The Hague: Kluwer Law International, 
2000) and Commission on European Contract Law, The Principles of European Contract Law, Part III (The 
Hague: Kluwer Law International, 2003).  

http://www.sgecc.net/pages/en/introduction/104.published_information_about_the_study_group.htm
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in Member States apply national agency law. Something akin to the federal common law that 

has developed in the United States does not exist. 

 

Thus, order execution rules at the EU level will, inevitably, only give a partial picture of the 

object that is under investigation here. Statutory EU law on order execution obligations exists, 

although it will most likely be applied by national courts or other competent authorities in 

Member States in cases involving the national legislation or regulation that transposes EU 

rules into national law.1572 

 

However, case law from the European Court of Justice does provide that courts in Member 

States are obliged to look to the objectives of the underlying EU rules when they apply 

national law that transposes EU legal acts.1573 Insofar as statutory order execution rules are 

concerned, EU law does play a very important role and is reflected in the national laws of 

Member States. However, the absence of directly applicable case law at the European level 

entails that this chapter differs structurally from chapter 5; the absence of a common agency 

law and of EU-level case law interpreting the order execution obligations of MiFID means 

that the focus will be on the relevant EU statutes and sources that may facilitate the 

interpretation of these statutes.   

6.2 The Development of Order Execution Rules in the EU 

6.2.1 Early Statements by the Commission Regarding Order Execution 

According to Moloney, the first significant foray by the EC into the field of securities 

regulation was the 1966 Segré report, in which the poor condition of the EC securities market 

was highlighted. The report called for the integration of markets through, e.g. measures to 

improve the capital-raising process and harmonize disclosure standards across the member 

states.1574 In Moloney’s view, a key presumption of EC securities regulation – that market 

integration should drive a reduction in the cost of capital for firms, promote growth and 

                                                 
1572 It merits mention, however, that European Commission statements concerning the content of MiFID have 
included references to the directive’s provisions as emphasizing the “fiduciary duties of firms toward their 
clients” rather than disclosure requirements. European Commission, Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 
(MiFID): Frequently Asked Questions, Memo/07/439, Brussels 29 October 2007, Question 8. Document 
available electronically at 
http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=MEMO/07/439&format=HTML&aged=0&language=
EN (last visited on August 11, 2011). 
1573 See, e.g., Marleasing SA v La Comercial Internacionale de Alimentacion SA (C-106/89). 
1574 Moloney, op. cit. at 12.  

http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=MEMO/07/439&format=HTML&aged=0&language=EN
http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=MEMO/07/439&format=HTML&aged=0&language=EN
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employment and allow investors a greater choice of investment services and investment 

products – can be traced to the reasoning in the Segré report.1575 In this view a basic 

assumption underlying EC securities legislation is that market finance, i.e. the raising of 

capital via the capital or securities markets, is a desirable financing mechanism.1576 Against 

this backdrop, Moloney argues that the evolution of EC securities legislation and more 

integrated European securities markets is an unfinished story of the move from a 

predominantly bank-based financing system towards a markets-based finance system.1577 

 

The evolution of actual EC securities regulation – the successive adoption of legal acts 

regulating different aspects of securities markets actors and activities – is described by 

Moloney as a four-stage process. The first stage was marked by the ambition to create a single 

liquid securities market that issuers across the EC could access to obtain financing. The means 

by which the EC legislator sought to achieve was initially through the adoption of detailed 

directives intended to promote equivalent rules in all member states, and subsequently 

through directives that enshrined principles of mutual recognition and minimum 

harmonization.1578 The areas affected by this generation of directives were the criteria for 

admission to official listing on exchanges and the disclosure requirements impinging on an 

issuer making a public offer or listing securities.1579 The first step was in the form of a non-

binding recommendation from European Commission1580 on a European Code of Conduct 

Relating to Transactions in Transferable Securities.1581 Subsequently, EC directives on the 

admission of securities to official listing and on disclosure requirements were adopted in 

1979, 158219801583 and 1982,1584 respectively. 

 

                                                 
1575 Ibid. at 6 and 12 f. 
1576 Ibid. at 6. 
1577 Ibid. 
1578 Ibid. at 11. 
1579 Ibid. 
1580 For convenience, references will be made throughout this work to the European Commission even though 
the same entity was known as the Commission of the European Communities from its inception until recently. 
1581 Commission Recommendation (77/534/EEC) of 25 July 1977 concerning a European code of conduct 
relating to transactions in transferable securities (OJ L 212, 20.8.1977 p. 37-43). 
1582 Council Directive 79/279/EEC of 5 March 1979 coordinating the conditions for the admission of securities to 
official stock exchange listing(OJ L 66, 16.3.1979 p. 21-32). 
1583 Council Directive 80/390/EEC of 17 March 1980 coordinating the requirements for the drawing up, scrutiny 
and distribution of the listing particulars to be published for the admission of securities to official stock exchange 
listing (OJ L 100, 17.4.1980 p. 1-26). 
1584 Council Directive 82/121/EEC of 15 February 1982 on information to be published on a regular basis by 
companies the shares of which have been admitted to official stock-exchange listing (OJ L 48, 20.2.1982 p. 26-
29).  
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In the context of order execution regulations, the non-binding 1977 Recommendation from 

the European Commission, which constituted a Code of Conduct concerning transactions in 

transferable securities,1585 merits special mention. The Recommendation sets out a number of 

high-level principles, including that information provided to “savers” must be complete and 

accurate since “lack of knowledge is a source of imperfection in any market”.1586 The need for 

properly distributed information covers a wide range of situations including the negotiation of 

securities.1587 Moreover, general principle 5 provides that persons dealing regularly on the 

securities markets should act fairly, even if this means that they have to forgo short-term gains 

in certain cases.1588 According to general principle 6, financial intermediaries should endeavor 

to avoid all conflicts of interest with persons with whom they have a “fiduciary relationship”. 

If a conflict of interest does arise, the financial intermediary should avoid “any prejudice” to 

clients or other persons with whom they have a fiduciary relationship.1589 

 

In addition to the general principles, a total of 18 supplementary principles were also set out 

in the code of conduct. These principles were non-exhaustive and intended to supplement the 

general principles by making them clearer and illustrating them.1590 For the purposes of this 

investigation, one of the supplementary principles in particular merits mention. According to 

supplementary principle 4, financial intermediaries should seek out and recommend “the best 

conditions for their clients for the execution of orders which are given to them”.1591 Moreover, 

it is stated that orders should be executed on an organized market, unless the principal has 

given express instructions to the contrary. However, it is also said that financial intermediaries 

may act as counterparties to their clients or offset orders outside an organized market if 

market conditions are difficult. In such cases they must ensure that the client’s interests are 

not prejudiced.1592 

 

                                                 
1585 Commission Recommendation (77/534/EEC) of 25 July 1977 concerning a European code of conduct 
relating to transactions in transferable securities (OJ L 212, 20.8.1977, p. 37).  
1586 Ibid., explanatory memorandum at 11B and Annex: general principle 2. 
1587 Ibid. 
1588 Ibid. at Annex: general principle 5. 
1589 Ibid. at Annex: general principle 6. 
1590 Ibid., explanatory memorandum at 12. 
1591 Ibid. at Annex: supplementary principle 4. 
1592 Ibid. It may be noted in this context that best execution was thus addressed already at a very early stage in 
EEC/EU reflection on securities regulation. The focus was on seeking exchange execution of orders. Moreover, 
since this was a non-binding recommendation, it was even possible to invoke intermediaries’ fiduciary duties 
vis-à-vis clients. 
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In the second phase, investment services and the entities that provided these services became 

the objects of attention. Initiatives in this area were taken following the publication of the 

European Commission’s White Paper on the Internal Market, which set the objective of 

achieving a single market by 1992 and accelerate harmonization efforts.1593 In the White 

Paper, the Commission linked the liberalization of financial services to the Treaty-enshrined 

freedom of movement for capital and held that liberalization of financial services would 

represent a major step towards financial integration and the widening of the internal 

market.1594 The Commission argued in the White Paper that harmonization of financial 

services rules, aimed at facilitating the free exchange of “financial products”, was needed. 

This might be achieved through “minimal coordination of rules” as a basis for mutual 

recognition among Member States of each other’s rules.1595 Moloney holds that this new 

approach to harmonization hinged on the adoption of minimum harmonization standards in 

key areas of regulatory concern, while Member States would remain free to impose regulation 

beyond the minimum standards for those entities that they regulated.1596 

 

Moloney also notes that concerns about the lack of integration of EU financial markets, and 

the risk that this might cause the EU to lose its competitive position with respect to Japan and 

the US, existed in the early 1980’s.1597 Moloney also identifies three objectives in this phase 

of European initiatives regarding financial services rules: (i) the complete liberalization of 

capital movements, (ii) the interlinking of stock exchanges and (iii) the establishment of a 

common regulatory structure for financial institutions in order to support control by the home 

Member State of the institution, as well as mutual recognition.1598 Moreover, it is noted that 

the 1985 White Paper also facilitated the kick-start of the EU’s investment services program 

in the sense that the White Paper fed into the amendments to the then extant EU Treaty that 

were enacted through the 1987 Single European Act (SEA). The SEA introduced qualified 

majority voting in the Council for the adoption of directives concerning the free movement of 

services and the right of establishment.1599 

 

                                                 
1593 Commission of the European Communities. Completing the Internal Market. White Paper from the 
Commission to the European Council (Milan, 28-29 June 1985). COM(85) 310 final (Brussels, 14 June 1985). 
1594 Commission of the European Communities (1985), op. cit. at § 101. See also Moloney, op. cit. at 13. 
1595 Ibid. at 27 f., paragraph 102. 
1596 Moloney, op. cit. at 351. 
1597 Ibid. 
1598 Ibid. at 352. 
1599 Ibid. 
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In the context of this investigation, it is especially interesting to note the approach to 

securities regulation that the Commission adopted in the White Paper. One of the two 

paragraphs devoted to “the securities sector” concerns coordination of rules regarding 

investment funds that is not relevant here, but the next paragraph raises highly pertinent 

issues. The Commission notes ab initio that work is needed to ensure that securities markets 

operate satisfactorily and in the best interests of investors.1600 Next, the creation of a European 

securities market system, based on EU stock exchanges, is identified as an important step in 

achieving an internal market. This would entail removing barriers between stock exchanges 

and create a “Community-wide trading system for securities of international interest”.1601 

More specifically, the aim would be to link stock exchanges electronically to allow their 

members to execute orders on the market that offers “the best conditions for their clients”.1602 

The Commission argued that such an interlinking would not only increase the depth and 

liquidity of stock exchanges within the EU, but also permit them to compete more effectively 

with stock exchanges in third countries as well as unofficial and unsupervised markets within 

the EU.1603 This vision has been described much later by Moloney as somewhat optimistic.1604 

 

A series of legal acts adopted after the publication of the White Paper broadened the ambit of 

EC securities legislation from regulation of issuers and the exchange listing process to more 

far-reaching rules covering investment funds, prospectus rules, information requirements in 

the context of acquisition of major holdings and a legal framework for investment 

advisers.1605 Among these measures, the 1985 directive on investment funds1606 was notable 

for its use of the concept of mutual recognition through a “passporting regime” according to 

which an investment fund that had been approved by regulators in one member state was 

deemed to be approved in all other member states as well, and subject to certain conditions 

such a fund (a UCITS fund, to employ the terminology in the directive) was eligible to be sold 

in all member states pursuant to home-state supervisory approval. However, the most notable 
                                                 
1600 Commission (1985), op. cit. at 29, paragraph 107. 
1601 Ibid. 
1602 Ibid. 
1603 Ibid. Thus, the aim that was articulated here seems to have been to create an equivalent of the US National 
Market System but only for stock exchanges, in order to render them more liquid and more attractive compared 
to third country venues and alternative off-exchange execution venues. The goal was apparently not to 
consolidate all order flow in a single system directly; rather, it was to consolidate exchange order flow and in so 
doing strengthen EU exchanges compared to alternative venues. 
1604 Moloney, op. cit. at 782, footnote 87. 
1605 Moloney, op. cit. at 13. 
1606 Council Directive 85/611/EEC of 20 December 1985 on the coordination of laws, regulations and 
administrative provisions relating to undertakings for collective investment in transferable securities (UCITS) 
(OJ L 375, 31.12.1985 p. 3-18). 
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development relative to regulation of entities executing orders to trade in securities was the 

adoption of the Investment Services Directive in 1993. 

6.2.2 Binding European Rules for Financial Intermediaries: the 1993 
Investment Services Directive and Beyond 

Partial regulation at the EU level of investment services, namely the investment services 

provided by credit institutions, was set out in 1989 in the Second Banking Co-ordination 

Directive.1607 More specifically, this directive granted credit institutions authorized in one of 

the Member States the right to provide e.g. investment services in all other Member States.1608 

However, rules that were broader in scope and also encompassed financial intermediaries 

other than credit institutions were subsequently set out in the 1993 Investment Services 

Directive (below, the “ISD”).1609 The ISD has been described by Moloney as a “cornerstone” 

of the regulation of the investment-services market in the EU.1610 The directive imposed 

minimum authorization1611 and operating1612 requirements on investment firms and contained 

provisions on access to regulated markets across the EU.1613 Moreover, the ISD also contained 

provisions regarding minimum requirements for pre- and post-trade transparency.1614 

 

As far as intermediaries’ order execution obligations vis-à-vis their customers are concerned, 

Article 11 of the ISD is of some interest. Article 11 sets out minimum requirements for rules 

of conduct that apply to investment firms. Such rules shall implement principles that are set 

out in Article 11.1 in fine, according to which it must be ensured that an investment firm: 

 

- acts honestly and fairly in conducting its business activities in the best interests of its clients 

and the integrity of the market,  

- acts with due skill, care and diligence, in the best interests of its clients and the integrity of 

the market,  

                                                 
1607 Second Council Directive (89/646/EEC) of 15 December 1989 on the coordination of laws, regulations and 
administrative provisions relating to the taking up and pursuit of the business of credit institutions and amending 
Directive 77/780/EEC (OJ L 386, 30.12.1989, p. 1). 
1608 Article 18.1 and Title V, passim of Directive 89/464/EEC. 
1609 Council Directive (93/22/EEC) of 10 May 1993 on investment services in the securities field (OJ L 141, 
11.6.1993, p. 27). 
1610 Moloney, op. cit. at 352. 
1611 Title II, passim, of Directive 93/22/EEC. 
1612 Title IV, passim, of Directive 93/22/EEC. 
1613 Article 15 of Directive 93/22/EEC. 
1614 Article 21 of Directive 93/22/EEC. 
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- has and employs effectively the resources and procedures that are necessary for the proper 

performance of its business activities,  

- seeks from its clients information regarding their financial situations, investment experience 

and objectives as regards the services requested,  

- makes adequate disclosure of relevant material information in its dealings with its clients,  

- tries to avoid conflicts of interests and, when they cannot be avoided, ensures that its clients 

are fairly treated, and 

- complies with all regulatory requirements applicable to the conduct of its business activities 

so as to promote the best interests of its clients and the integrity of the market.  

 

Moreover, Article 11.3 provides that an investment firm that executes an order for a customer 

(investor) must assess the professional nature of the investor from whom the order originates, 

irrespective of whether the order was placed directly by the investor or indirectly through 

another investment firm. 

  

Article 11 thus provided high-level principles that investment firms must abide by in the 

conduct of their business. However, Moloney holds that the ISD predominantly was a 

measure intended to integrate and liberalize markets. It did not, in Moloney’s view, take 

investor protection as a primary objective.1615 Moreover, the high-level provisions set out in 

Article 11 of the ISD did not entail a harmonization of conduct of business regulations but 

rather constituted high-level principles to be followed.1616 Member States came to adopt 

widely varying conduct of business regimes, as reported in a subsequent communication from 

the Commission in 2000 that will be discussed in more detail infra. Moreover, the scope of 

Article 11 was unclear as it stated that jurisdiction was linked to the Member State within 

which the service was provided; this formula is characterized by Moloney as “Delphic” and 

conducive to widespread confusion as to when a Member State’s conduct regime was 

engaged.1617 

 

Moloney notes that the Investment Services Directive also provided some limited coverage of 

trading markets and order execution, coverage that was designed to support firms’ access to 

                                                 
1615 Moloney, op. cit. at 567. 
1616 Ibid. at 381. 
1617 Ibid. 
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regulated markets.1618 Thus, pursuant to the ISD, firms could access regulated markets across 

the EC on the basis of their home-country authorization. As concerned the regulated markets, 

they were allowed to maintain remote trading screens in host Member States.1619 However, 

the ISD also provided for the concentration rule, in its Article 14.3, which gave Member 

States the option to require that transactions be carried out (only) on a regulated market. The 

concentration rule could only be applied in a Member State when three requirements were at 

hand: (i) that the investor was habitually resident or established in that state, (ii) that the firm 

which provided the service (e.g. execution of orders to trade in transferable securities) carried 

out the transaction through a main establishment, a branch in that state or under the freedom 

to provide services in that state, and (iii) that the transaction involved an instrument dealt in 

on a regulated market in that state. Pursuant to the next paragraph, Article 14.4, Member 

States that made use of the concentration rule had to provide investors with an opportunity to 

execute orders away from a regulated market. Member States were free to make the exercise 

of this right subject to express authorization, however, and to condition authorization on 

“investors’ differing needs for protection and in particular the ability of professional and 

institutional investors to act in their own best interests”. Moreover, Article 14.4 stipulated that 

it must be possible to give such authorization “in conditions that do not jeopardize the prompt 

execution of investors’ orders”. 

 

Moloney notes that the concentration rule was heavily contested during the negotiations that 

led to the enactment of the ISD. On one side were the Member States which advocated the 

centralization of trading on a regulated market in order to strengthen liquidity and 

transparency on that market and also so as to ensure a high level of investor protection when 

transactions involved an investor resident in that state who traded in a security listed on a 

regulated market in the same state. Moloney notes that this would in practice entail the 

centralization of trades on the regulated market of that Member State.1620 On the other side of 

the divide were those Member States which sought free competition in order execution, feared 

the damage that the concentration rule might inflict on markets other than regulated markets, 

e.g. OTC markets, and which held that investor protection in these markets could be achieved 

through rules of conduct impinging on firms together with adequate disclosure. The dominant 
                                                 
1618 Moloney, op. cit. at 778. 
1619 Ibid. at 778 f. 
1620 Ibid. at 779. Moloney also identifies ”protectionist impulses” that impelled some concentration rule 
advocates (France in particular) to protect their national stock exchange from competition with the London Stock 
Exchange. Since the concentration rule forced transactions to be routed via a national regulated market, it could 
be construed as a way to protect national stock exchanges from competition. Ibid. at 780 and footnote 77. 
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position of the United Kingdom in this group of Member States was, in Moloney’s view, at 

least partly due to the dealer-based structure of its market. This meant that trades were not 

truly centralized and transaction prices could vary between dealers, in contrast to an order-

driven market where trades may be completely centralized thanks to central computer systems 

for matching orders. The concentration rule skeptics also argued that those traders who were 

active in the OTC markets and otherwise outside regulated markets were almost always 

sophisticated traders, and as such had no need for the protection afforded by centralized 

trading on a regulated market.1621 These Member States held, furthermore, that OTC markets 

provided a venue for developing and trying out of new products while also allowing for the 

construction of tailor-made products for the more sophisticated investors.1622 Moloney 

observes that the final concentration rule as set out in Article 14 of the ISD constituted a 

compromise both in that it stipulated several conditions for the rule to be applicable1623 and in 

that it referred to a regulated market in the Member State. This latter reference was designed 

to ensure that Member States could not use the concentration rule to direct transactions to one 

specific regulated market within their territory.1624 

 

Three years after the enactment of the ISD, the Commission issued a Green Paper on 

Financial Services Consumers,1625 hailed by Moloney as the first significant move towards an 

EC investor protection regime.1626 The Green Paper asserted that the single market in 

financial services allows providers of such services to operate freely, and that cross-border 

provision of financial services should result in greater competition, increased economies of 

scale and greater consumer choice.1627 A number of specific areas of concern were identified, 

with an emphasis on issues relative to cross-border transactions1628 and distance selling of 

financial services.1629 However, consumer protection in the context of order execution was not 

specifically addressed in the Green Paper, in which it is merely noted in passing that conduct 

of business principles have been set out in financial services directives (i.e. the ISD).1630 

                                                 
1621 Ibid. 
1622 Ibid. at 779 f. 
1623 Moloney holds that these conditions were broadly designed to ensure that the concentration requirement 
could only be imposed on domestic transactions. Ibid. at 780. 
1624 Ibid. at 780. 
1625 European Commission. Green Paper, Financial Services: Meeting Consumers´ Expectations, COM (96) 209 
(May 1996). 
1626 Moloney, op. cit. at 568. 
1627 Green Paper COM (96) 209, op. cit. at 3. 
1628 Ibid. at 8 ff. 
1629 Ibid. at 13 f. 
1630 Ibid. at 3. 
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Subsequently, the Forum of European Securities Commissions (FESCO), a forum for 

cooperation between financial supervisory authorities in EU Member States, released a set of 

standards for regulated markets in 1999.1631 Moloney describes these standards as reflecting 

FESCO’s concern that more detailed regulatory standards than those in the ISD were needed 

to ensure public confidence in regulated markets.1632 Moreover, there was a need for common 

standards since regulated markets could admit members and participants from across the EU, 

while also operating via trading screens in other Member States. The FESCO standards 

addressed the conditions for (i) operating a regulated market, (ii) access to regulated markets 

and (iii) listing and/or admission to trading on a regulated market. Moloney argues that these 

standards were a key factor in the development of harmonized rules and that they influenced 

the subsequent regulated markets regime set out in MiFID.1633 Moloney also notes that 

FESCO issued statements at about the same time that concerned the regulation of alternative 

trading systems, and that FESCO in this context embraced competition and innovation in 

trading systems as likely to lead to more efficient markets.1634 

6.2.3 ISD Article 11 Under Scrutiny: the FSAP and the Commission’s 
2000 Communication 

In 1999, the Commission released the Financial Services Action Plan or FSAP for short.1635 

The FSAP constituted an ambitious roadmap for legislative reform in the field of financial 

services at the EU level with more than 40 proposals for legislative initiatives to be 

undertaken by 2005. In the main, this very ambitious legislative agenda was to be successfully 

enacted within this timeframe.1636 One of the objectives of the FSAP was to establish a 

common legal framework for securities and derivatives markets so as to ensure that 

integration driven by market forces would not be hindered by legal and administrative 

obstacles.1637 

 

                                                 
1631 FESCO. Standards for Regulated Markets under the ISD: Consultation Draft (1999). 
1632 Ibid. at 781. 
1633 Ibid. 
1634 Ibid. 
1635 European Commission. Commission Communication on Implementing the Framework for Financial 
Markets: Action Plan, COM (1999) 232 final (May 11, 1999). 
1636 In the tenth progress report on the implementation of the FSAP, the Commission noted that 93 % of the 42 
FSAP measures had been finalized within the set timeframe. European Commission, Financial Services – 
Turning the Corner, Preparing the challenge of the next phase of European capital market integration. Tenth 
report on the implementation of the Financial Services Action Plan (June 2, 2004) at 2. 
1637 European Commission (1999), op. cit. at 5 f.. Cf. Moloney, op. cit. at 782 f. 
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Subsequently, in 2000, the Commission released a Communication on the application of 

Article 11 of the ISD.1638 From the outset, the Communication stresses the importance of 

integrated and efficient EU financial markets as well as the importance of facilitating 

participation of all investors.1639 Uncertainty over the practical application of Article 11 of the 

ISD was identified as a potential barrier to investor participation in the markets1640 and a 

number of possible amendments to Article 11 presented.1641 At the same time, the 

Commission stated that the conduct of business provisions in Article 11 (1) of the ISD did not 

prescribe in detail the content or structure of national conduct of business regimes, but 

“confines itself to a statement of general principles which should inform such regimes”.1642 

 

The Commission also summarizes the overarching rationale behind conduct of business rules 

in the area of financial services and pinpoints two main interests that justify the imposition of 

such rules: the preservation of (i) investor confidence and (ii) market integrity.1643 Moreover, 

it is asserted that the reason for investor protection safeguards is the danger that certain 

investors may be disadvantaged by their lack of access to, or capacity to correctly process, 

financial information.1644 When the conduct of business principles in Article 11 of the ISD are 

briefly described, they are held to entail duties relative to provision of investment advice 

(“know-your-customer” duties), adequate disclosure of material information (e.g. risk 

warnings) and avoidance of conflicts of interest.1645 No mention was made of any duties 

impinging on the financial services providers in the specific context of order execution. 

 

  
The Communication also discussed the implementation of Article 11 in the Member States. 

Here, the Commission noted that Member States had introduced conduct of business rules 

pursuant to the general principles set out in Article 11 of the ISD and that one of the topics 

addressed by national rules was fair dealing requirements such as best execution.1646 The 

Commission went on to assert that there was a shared understanding among Member States 

that best execution amounts to an obligation to obtain the best price reasonably available for 
                                                 
1638 European Commission. Communication from the Commission: The Application of Conduct of Business Rules 
Under Article 11 of the Investment Services Directive (93/22/EEC), COM (2000) 722 final.  
1639 Ibid. at 2. 
1640 Ibid. 
1641 Ibid. at 3 f. 
1642 Ibid. at 6. 
1643 Ibid. at 6. 
1644 Ibid. 
1645 Ibid. at 6 f. 
1646 Ibid. at 8. 
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the client.1647 However, the Commission observed that Member States differ in terms of the 

procedures used to give effect to this objective1648. The Commission went on to note that the 

divergences between Member States´ conduct of business rules were most pronounced in 

several areas, among which were the best execution rules for retail investors.1649 At the same 

time, it was noted that the protection offered to professional investors was roughly 

comparable across Member States.1650 

 

Moloney argues that the Communication attempted to clarify which Member State controlled 

conduct of business regulation under the ISD, and also that the Communication reflected the 

Commission’s preference for moving conduct of business regulatory competence to the home 

Member State.1651 

 

The Commission noted that Member States had adopted detailed national provisions with a 

view to implementing Article 11. In this context, provisions concerning e.g. best execution 

had been adopted by Member States.1652 However, it was also noted that the divergences in 

conduct of business protection afforded by various Member States to retail investors were 

most marked as regards, e.g., best execution.1653 

 

Another Communication released by the Commission at this time concerned the need to 

upgrade the ISD more generally.1654 The Commission argued that concentration rule distorted 

competition and diverted trading artificially towards particular regulated markets. Ensuring 

investor protection through the imposition of concentration requirements was not seen as the 

preferred choice. Instead, the Commission recommended that investor protection should be 

provided by way of controls on investment firms and, in particular, through “strict 

enforcement” of best execution rules.1655 The ISD Communication also contained statements 

concerning transparency requirements and market structure. The Commission argued that the 

ISD transparency regime was inadequate and that there were enormous discrepancies between 

                                                 
1647 Ibid. at 9, footnote 12. 
1648 Ibid. 
1649 Ibid. at 11. 
1650 Ibid. 
1651 Ibid. at 382. 
1652 Ibid. at 8. 
1653 Ibid. at 11. 
1654 European Commission. Commission Communication on Upgrading the ISD, COM (2000) 729 final (ISD 
Upgrade Communication). 
1655 ISD Upgrade Communication at 14. Cf. Moloney, op. cit. at 784. 
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the levels of transparency at different regulated markets.1656 The Commission went on to 

underline the need for transparency in order to protect efficient pricing, not least in a market 

environment with different and competing trading systems.1657 In the ISD Communication, it 

was stated that interaction between the separate pricing mechanisms of different trading 

platforms may need to be promoted. However, any regulatory measures should be designed to 

enhance transparency and promote price interaction, not dictate particular market 

structures.1658 

6.2.4 The Lamfalussy Report 

The year after, a Committee of Wise Men chaired by Baron Alexandre Lamfalussy released 

their report on the regulation of European securities markets. This report, not least the new 

legislative process which it proposed, was to have a profound impact on the structure of 

European securities law in general.1659 Among other things, the report contained a policy 

analysis of ISD:s Article 11. The report held that one of the most important gaps in EC 

financial services regulation was the ambiguity over the scope and application of the conduct 

of business rules in Article 11 of the ISD.1660 It was noted that the scope and application of 

Article 11 of the ISD was ambiguous1661 and that there did not exist “high and equivalent 

levels of consumer protection”.1662 The main text of the report did not address the issue of 

order execution. However, in Annex 3 to the report responses to a questionnaire presented by 

the Committee of Wise Men were summed up, in particular as concerns interested parties´ 

views on what constituted the main obstacles to the completion of a single market for 

financial services. According to the Annex, one of the main barriers to integration was the 

lack of a unified policy regarding best execution of customer orders.1663 

                                                 
1656 ISD Upgrade Communication at 17. Cf. Moloney, op. cit. at 785. 
1657 ISD Upgrade Communication at 17. 
1658 Ibid. Moloney holds that “this approach now governs MiFID”. Moloney, op. cit. at 785. 
1659 Although it is not directly relevant in this context, where the focus is on the evolution of order execution 
regulations, it merits mention that the regulatory reform proposals of the Committee were in the main followed. 
They entailed the creation of a four-layered structure where framework principles are decided by normal EU 
legislative procedure at level 1, more detailed implementing legal instruments are enacted by the Commission in 
cooperation with Member States’  representatives on level 2, EU securities regulators cooperate on level 3 to 
ensure consistent and equivalent transposition of level 1 and 2 legislation and the Commission is at work on 
level 4 to ensure that EU rules are implemented and enforced in the Member States. 
1660 Lamfalussy et al., op. cit. at 12. 
1661 Ibid. at 12 and 15. 
1662 Ibid. at 12. 
1663 Ibid. at 103. 
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6.2.5 The Overhaul of the ISD and the Advent of MiFID 

6.2.5.1 Commission Consultations on Recasting the ISD  

In 2001, the Commission released a consultation that contained relatively detailed proposals 

for recasting the ISD to deal with, e.g., fragmentation risks and competitive order 

execution.1664 As in the ISD Communication, it was proposed that the concentration rule 

should be abolished. In this context, the Commission also raised the issue whether firms 

should instead be required to submit reports on their order-routing practices to their competent 

authority on a quarterly basis.1665 

 

Moreover, a new transparency regime was proposed. Real-time post-trade disclosure 

requirements were to be introduced and apply also to transactions executed outside regulated 

markets.1666 

 

The Commission also proposed changes to the conduct of business principles in ISD:s Article 

11.1667 Among the amendments suggested was an additional rule that held investment firms to 

a duty of processing and executing a client’s order in the best interest of the customer while 

taking into account the time, size and nature of customer orders.1668 Moreover, according to 

the proposed rule, investment firms would be required to implement procedures and 

arrangements to ensure that they consistently seek the best execution for their clients.1669 

 

In its second ISD revision proposal, the Commission also addressed order execution and 

transparency issues. A best execution obligation was proposed, pursuant to which firms would 

be required to “process and execute a client’s order in the best interest of the customer, and 

taking account of any specific instructions from the client, so as to obtain the best possible 

result with reference to the price, costs, speed and likelihood of execution, taking into account 

the time, size and nature of customer orders. To this end, investment firms shall implement 

                                                 
1664 European Commission, Overview of proposed adjustments to the Investment Services Directive (Working 
document of Services of DG Internal Market) (July, 2001) at 18 ff. 
1665 Ibid. at 22. This would, according to the Commission, allow for “more effective monitoring of compliance 
with ‘best execution’ obligations”. Ibid. Cf. Moloney, op. cit. at 787. 
1666 Ibid. at 22 f. Cf. Moloney, op. cit. at 787. However, Moloney also notes that the Commission did not propose 
any pre-trade transparency obligations at this time. Ibid. Moloney goes on to note that the Commission proposals 
for abolishing the concentration rule and setting out post-trade transparency requirements were controversial. 
Ibid. at 788. 
1667 European Commission (2001), op. cit. at Annex 1, Article 13. 
1668 Ibid. at Article 13.9. 
1669 Ibid. 
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procedures and arrangements which together form a systematic, repeatable and demonstrable 

approach to ensure that investment firms are consistently seeking best execution for 

clients”.1670 The Commission proposed that the transparency requirements should only apply 

to equity securities. Moreover, dealers whose risk positions could be compromised could 

defer disclosure of trades.1671 Further, the Commission stated that the choice of reporting 

channel was left to the market participants, under the assumption that commercial solutions to 

the issue of data consolidation will be provided.1672 

 

In the same consultation, the Commission proposed a new structure as regards the 

classification of market participants. One central distinction was that between regulated 

markets on the one hand and investment firms on the other hand. Investment firms could also 

engage in systematic internalization and operate alternative trading systems.1673 

Internalization of order flow was discussed in the release. The Commission held that unless 

pre-trade transparency requirements were set out for systematic internalizers, limit orders that 

contained pricing information might not be exposed to the market.1674 

6.2.5.2 The Proposal for a New ISD  

In November 2002, the Commission presented a proposal for a Directive on Investment 

Services and Regulated Markets, intended to amend the ISD and substantially strengthen the 

EU legislative framework concerning financial markets with a view to (i) increased investor 

protection and market integrity and (ii) the promotion of fair, transparent, efficient and 

integrated financial markets across the EU.1675 The proposal contained both elements of a best 

                                                 
1670 European Commission, Revision of the Investment Services Directive (93/22/EEC), Second Consultation, 
Annex 1: Revised Orientations (Document of Services of DG Internal Market) (March 2002) at 17 (Second ISD 
Consultation). At the same time, the Commission stated that ”the concept of regular disclosure of order-
execution venues as a basis for ex post verification of ’best execution’ will be replaced by more pro-active 
supervisory policing of these obligations”. European Commission, Revision of the Investment Services Directive 
(93/22/EEC): Second Consultation, Overview Paper at 5. 
1671 Ibid. at 14 f. 
1672 Ibid. at 15. Cf. Moloney, op. cit. at 790. However, the Commission also noted that it was “sensitive to 
concerns that this approach may not be sufficient to ensure that information on equity trades and quotes which is 
made public under the transparency obligations is effectively consolidated so as to result in crossmarket 
reference prices.” Second ISD Consultation at 15. 
1673 Ibid. at 10. Moloney notes that the concept of systematic internalization was first mentioned by the 
Commission in this 2002 release, and that a distinction was made between (i) incidental internalization that did 
not impact price formation and could be managed through general rules on conduct of business and conflicts of 
interest, and (ii) systematic internalization, which raised price formation and investor protection risks. Moloney, 
op. cit. at 789. Cf. Second ISD Consultation at 15, footnote 2. 
1674 Ibid. at 11. 
1675 European Commission. Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and the Council on Investment 
Services and Regulated Markets, and amending Council Directives 85/611/EEC, Council Directive 93/6/EEC 
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execution regime and other provisions related to order handling and order execution, not least 

transparency requirements. 

 

The proposed Directive included an Article 19 that set out an obligation to execute orders on 

terms most favorable to the client.1676 According to the proposed Article 19, investment firms 

should be under a duty to ensure that orders are executed in a way that enables the client to 

obtain the best possible result in terms of price, costs, speed and likelihood of execution.1677 

Moreover, pursuant to Article 19 investment firms would be charged with implementing 

procedures that enable the firm to obtain the best possible result when executing client 

orders1678 and with reviewing and adapting these procedures on a regular basis so as to obtain 

access to the execution venues which offer the most favorable terms of execution on a 

consistent basis.1679 

 

In the commentary to the proposed Directive, the Commission noted that extant best 

execution requirements mean that investment firms do not have unlimited discretion about 

how they execute orders on behalf of clients.1680 However, it was also asserted that the 

existing investor protection measures needed to be significantly tightened to counter the risk 

that conflicts of interest spur broker-dealers to act to the detriment of their clients, especially 

in the context of systematic internalization. To this end, the Commission argued that best 

execution rules had to be reinforced to force investment firms to demonstrate that they have 

made best endeavors to obtain the best deal for their client.1681 In the view of the Commission, 

an effective best execution obligation could help to ensure investor benefits through 

competition between investment firms and improved brokerage services.1682 Moreover, the 

Commission held that a best execution rule that required investment firms to consider a range 

of alternative execution venues, and to route orders to the venue with the best offered price, 

would cause liquidity (i.e. order flow) to respond quickly to price differentials. This in turn 

would ensure that liquidity flows to the most efficient and competitive execution venues. 

Construed like this, an effective best execution policy was seen as a guarantor of overall 

                                                                                                                                                         
and European Parliament and Council Directive 2000/12/EC (COM (2002) 625 final), 19.11.2002 at 7 (“New 
ISD Proposal”).  
1676 Ibid. at 60. 
1677 Ibid at Article 19.1. 
1678 Ibid. at Article 19.2. 
1679 Ibid. at Article 19.3 
1680 Ibid. at 19. 
1681 Ibid. 
1682 Ibid. at 26. 
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market efficiency.1683 Against this background, the Commission asserted that the 

establishment of a separate provision governing best execution obligations that impinge on 

brokers and broker-dealers was a key feature of the revision of the ISD.1684 It was also held 

that the best execution obligation was “the mechanism which will ensure that trading 

information made available under transparency obligations results in changes to the order-

routing decisions of investment firms”.1685 

 

The proposed Article 19 of the revised ISD as described by the Commission first set out an 

“obligation for all investment firms acting on behalf of clients to exercise due diligence to 

ensure that the order is executed in the conditions that are most favourable to the client”.1686 

This obligation was referred to as “a general benchmark against which the execution of client 

orders may be judged in a context where transactions in the instrument in question are 

potentially being concluded on a variety of marketplaces”.1687 Moreover, it was explicitly 

stated that the benchmark emphasizes, “in the first instance”, the best net price to the 

client.1688 Next, the emphasis on price is qualified by the assertion that allowance is also made 

for other factors which may influence the “optimal handling of the order”; in this context, the 

time and size of order are factors mentioned explicitly. Moreover, it is stated that factors such 

as time and size of the order are considerations that may be of particular importance to 

“professional clients with larger orders which may require more sophisticated handling”.1689 

 

Next, the Commission asserted that the competent authority (i.e. the competent supervisory 

authority in the relevant Member State)1690 is not required to verify that the best price is 

obtained in all transactions undertaken by an investment firm on behalf of its clients. Instead, 

the operative mechanism is that the competent authority should verify that investment firms 

employ procedures that maximize “the probability of its clients obtaining “best execution” 

having regard to the best terms that are available at the different execution-points that make 

                                                 
1683 Ibid. It may be noted that the Commission also observed that while “there is no directly comparable 
experience of using ‘best execution’ to inter-link the range of competing trading venues that co-exist in Europe, 
new ‘smart order routing’ applications are now available in the market place which will enable investment firms 
to monitor prices and depth across all EU exchanges and other principal trading venues”. Ibid. at 14 f.    
1684 Ibid. at 26. 
1685 Ibid. at 14. 
1686 Ibid. at 26. 
1687 Ibid. 
1688 Ibid. 
1689 Ibid. 
1690 Ibid. at 48. 
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up the marketplace”.1691 In other words, the investment firms are under a duty to undertake 

reasonable endeavors to obtain best execution on behalf of its clients.1692 A component 

specifically mentioned in this context is that investment firms should ensure that they have 

access to a sufficient range of venues which consistently deliver best execution.1693 

 

The next element in the duty of best execution as outlined in Article 19 of the proposed 

Directive is a requirement that investment firms regularly review the procedures that they 

operate to obtain best execution for their clients. An investment firm should “continually 

assess and update the arrangements which it employs to execute client orders to ensure that 

these are delivering the best possible result for client orders”.1694 

 

Finally, after having set out the elements of the proposed best execution obligation in Article 

19, the Commission stresses that this provision also foresees the adoption of more detailed 

measures to clarify how critical elements of the new test are to be interpreted and 

implemented.1695 

 

As regards other order execution, order handling and transparency requirements, the proposal 

contained relatively detailed and far-reaching provisions. One central theme of the proposal 

was that transparency regarding trades was needed to manage fragmentation risks. Off-

exchange trading that improved on the prices in regulated markets should be disclosed so that 

such trading could support efficient price formation. At the same time, the Commission 

argued in the proposal that in contexts where transparency would put firms’ opportunities to 

trade profitably at risk and/or expose them to strategic trading, caution was needed before 

“exchange-type regulation and transparency rules” were extended to off-exchange trading 

where market participants risked their own capital.1696 Moreover, the Commission 

emphasized the importance of conflict of interest and best execution rules as investor 

protection measures in the context of internalized trading.1697 

                                                 
1691 Ibid. at 26. 
1692 Ibid. 
1693 Ibid. 
1694 Ibid. 
1695 Ibid. at 27. 
1696 Ibid. at 11. Cf. Moloney, op. cit. at 791. 
1697 Ibid. at 11. In this context, it is also noted that fragmentation may make on-exchange prices less 
“representative”, which is held to constitute a risk since these prices have “traditionally” served as an anchor for 
best execution policies. It is further noted that best execution rules “generally provide that investment firms are 
considered to have discharged their duties to a client when its orders are executed on a ‘regulated market’ or at a 
price equal to or better than that prevailing on the ‘regulated market’”. Ibid. 
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The Commission set out three overarching principles that underlay the proposals concerning 

order execution. First, the intention was to create an integrated and competitive trading 

infrastructure. The goal here was to enable buy and sell interests to interact seamlessly and 

simultaneously. Second, the need for investor protection and market efficiency must be 

addressed. Third, the reforms must be proportionate and “work with the grain of the 

market”.1698 

 

The proposal discussed the specificities of systematic internalization of orders. As noted 

above, one conclusion was that existing disciplines for investor protection had to be 

strengthened and to this end, new best execution obligations were proposed. Moreover, new 

order handling rules relative to client orders were set out in Article 20 of the proposed 

directive. 

 

Article 20.1 provided that firms authorized to execute orders on behalf of clients are required 

to “implement procedures and arrangements which provide for the prompt, fair and 

expeditious execution of client orders, relative to other client orders or the trading interests of 

the investment firm”. Article 20.2 stipulated that these procedures or arrangements shall 

“allow for” the execution of otherwise comparable client orders with time priority, i.e. 

depending on when they were received by the firm. 

 

Pursuant to the proposed Article 20.3, firms would be required to obtain prior express consent 

of clients before proceeding to execute their orders outside a regulated market or an MTF. 

Firms could, according to this provision, obtain such consent either in the form of a general 

agreement or in respect of individual transactions. If consent was given through a general 

agreement, it should be contained in a separate document and be renewed annually. 

 

Article 20.4 contained specific display requirements regarding client limit orders in shares 

admitted to trading on a regulated market. The stated purpose of the provision was to facilitate 

the earliest possible execution of orders that are not immediately executed under prevailing 

market conditions. Such orders were to be made public by the firm “in a manner which is 

easily accessible to other market participants”. Member States were given the option of letting 

                                                 
1698 Ibid. at 12 f. Cf. Moloney, op. cit. at 792. 
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firms comply with this requirement by transmitting the order to a regulated market and/or an 

MTF. Moreover, the proposed Article 20.4 provided that the competent authorities in Member 

States could waive the obligation to make public a client limit order that is large compared to 

normal market size. It was further provided that firms shall not make an order public if the 

client expressly instructs otherwise. 

 

Article 20.5 delegated legislative authority to the European Commission, according to the 

Lamfalussy method, to adopt implementing measures with regard to (i) “the conditions and 

nature of the procedures and arrangements which result in the prompt, fair and expeditious 

execution of client orders and the situations in which or types of transaction for which 

investment firms may reasonably deviate from prompt execution so as to obtain more 

favourable terms for clients”, (ii) “the procedures for obtaining and renewing client consent 

prior to executing those orders outside the rules and systems of a regulated market or MTF” 

and (iii) “the different methods through which an investment firm can be deemed to have met 

its obligation to disclose unexecuted client limit orders to the market”. 

 

The objective of these rules was to “ensure that client orders are processed expeditiously and 

according to objective rules of precedence and priority”.1699 Investment firms were to be 

required to take active steps to facilitate execution of client orders, and the rule sought to 

ensure that the client’s interests are not adversely affected by self-interested or negligent order 

handling by the firm. Moreover, one part of the proposal was aimed at ensuring that client 

limit orders which were not executed by the client’s firm at the specified terms should be 

traded into the wider market.1700 Limit orders, to the Commission, constituted “a particularly 

powerful price-signal because they specify clearly the precise value which that investor 

attaches to the transaction”.1701 

 

The client limit order display rule embodied in the proposed Article 20.4 would ensure that 

firms do not withhold the price-relevant information impounded in a non-executed client limit 

order from other market participants. The rule seeks to ensure that this information is made 

public in a way that is immediately and easily visible to other market participants and the 

marketplace as a whole. Large transactions would not be subject to the disclosure 

                                                 
1699 Ibid. at 19. 
1700 Ibid. 
1701 Ibid. at 21. 
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requirement. The same would hold true for transactions where the client has requested non-

disclosure. Moreover, the firm that received the order would be allowed to conclude the 

transaction in-house, subject to express prior consent from the client and provided that the 

order is executed immediately so as to offer the client the fastest and most expedient 

execution. All in all, the Commission characterized the client limit order display rule as “an 

important safeguard for overall market efficiency”.1702 

 

As regards post-trade transparency requirements, the proposal resembled earlier releases from 

the Commission. Firms were to be required to disclose publicly, as close to real time as 

possible, the price and volume of completed trades in equities admitted to trade on a regulated 

market. Possibilities for deferred reporting for large trades and trades in illiquid securities 

were included in the proposed regime.1703 

 

Moreover, the proposal introduced rules on pre-trade transparency. The Commission made the 

case that there was a need for pre-trade transparency obligations as regards the off-exchange 

transactions of investment firms. Maximizing the flow of trading information, it was held, 

would enhance the price formation process. In this context, the Commission also invoked “the 

perspective of ‘best execution’ or efficient price formation”. It was argued that information 

about all current trading opportunities, not only those on regulated markets and MTFs, would 

benefit market participants and investors. Firms’ processing of investor orders or publication 

of quotes may also provide information that affects the valuation of a given financial 

instrument.1704 

 

The Commission recognized, however, that there are “fundamental” differences between 

dealing and order execution by firms on the one hand and on exchanges on the other hand. 

Trading interests in a public order book1705 are knowingly disclosed to other market 

participants. This in turn entails that mandating more extensive disclosure of these trading 

interests does not raise undue concerns about the proprietary position of market 

participants.1706 In contrast, dealers must be able to make quotes on a selective or 

discretionary basis in order to do business. For such actors, it would in the Commission’s 

                                                 
1702 Ibid. 
1703 Ibid. at 20. 
1704 Ibid. 
1705 For example a public electronic order book kept by an exchange. 
1706 New ISD Proposal at 20. 
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view be “counterproductive from the perspective of liquidity provision” to require firms to 

disclose extensive details of their trading book to the wider marketplace.1707 

 

The material pre-trade transparency requirements proposed by the Commission were set out 

in Article 25 of the draft directive.1708 Pursuant to Article 25.1, firms were required to provide 

firm quotes – a bid and an offer price – for retail-sized transactions in equities that have been 

admitted to trading on a regulated market and for which there is a liquid market. Article 25.2 

provided that the requirement to post quotes would be waived for firms “which do not 

represent an important provider of liquidity for the share(s) in question on a regular or 

continuous basis”. Article 25.3 required firms to make quotes available “in a manner which is 

easily accessible to other market participants, free of charge, on a regular and continuous 

basis during normal trading hours”. Competent authorities in the Member States would, 

according to the second alinéa of Article 25.3, verify that published quotes reflected 

“prevailing market conditions” for the share in question and that firms regularly updated their 

quotes. Finally, the proposed Article 25.4 entailed a delegation of legislative authority to the 

Commission in respect of a number of fields, namely (i) to define what is a retail-sized order, 

(ii) to define what constitutes sufficient liquidity for the quote rule to apply, (iii) to determine 

what firms would be exempt from the quote obligation pursuant to Article 25.2, and (iv) to 

specify how firms may comply with the requirement to publish quotes.1709 

 

In the proposal, the Commission elaborated somewhat on the reasons for introducing a pre-

trade transparency regime for investment firms. First, it was held this pre-trade transparency 

requirement would contribute to maximizing the volume of trading information. This would 

enhance both the overall price formation process and the effective enforcement of best 

execution requirements. The availability of more information about current trading 

opportunities would allow an even greater number of execution possibilities to be considered. 

As concerns internalizers, the transparency requirements would require them to disclose some 

prior indication of the terms at which they could match market orders from clients.1710 

 

                                                 
1707 Ibid. 
1708 Other pre-trade transparency requirements regarding regulated markets and multilateral trading facilities 
were set out in Article 41 and Article 27, respectively. 
1709 As regards the forms for publishing quotes, it was further stated in Article 25.4 that at least three possibilities 
should be available to firms: (i) disclosure through the facilities of a regulated market, (ii) disclosure through the 
offices of a third party or (iii) through proprietary arrangements. 
1710 New ISD Proposal at 21. 
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The Commission also addressed the issue whether a quote display requirement would over-

expose the positions of dealers to a degree where they become unable to trade at a profit and 

lose the incentive to provide liquidity to the market. Here, the Commission referred to 

evidence from US markets and held that pre-trade transparency would impede the provision 

of liquidity only as regards larger transactions and transactions in illiquid securities. Here, the 

SOES operated by NASD was mentioned as an example of how pre-trade transparency 

requirements can be designed to take quote size and different levels of liquidity into 

account.1711 The Commission went on to state that US experience suggested that disclosure of 

quotes might enhance trading volume and overall market liquidity at the displayed prices and 

sizes. Against this backdrop, it was held that quote disclosure should be mandatory but 

confined to retail-size transactions in highly liquid securities.1712 

6.2.5.3 The Negotiations concerning a New Directive 

The release of the Commission proposal was the starting point of the formal decision process 

during which the European co-legislators – the Council of Ministers (Economic and Financial 

Affairs) and the European Parliament – negotiated with a view to reaching an agreement on 

the revised ISD. In the course of this process, other organs weighed in through, e.g., the 

release of formal opinions. The European Central Bank (ECB) released an opinion on the 

Commission proposal in June 2003.1713 In the opinion, the ECB held that it would be 

desirable to have a coherent transparency regime for all asset classes that apply across all 

market venues,1714 and that this required consolidating, to the extent possible, “information on 

prices of financial instruments at the European level”.1715 Moreover, the ECB argued that the 

best execution rule could only work if investors and intermediaries have information on the 

quotations of each venue in which securities are traded. Further, it was held that in a fully 

integrated European market, the best execution – defined by the ECB as “best bid/best offer” 

– can only be EU-wide and based on quotations that are available on an EU-wide basis.1716 

                                                 
1711 Ibid. 
1712 Ibid. at 21 f. The Commission also recognized that a quote disclosure requirement would impose costs on the 
firms that were subject to the rule. However, it was held that these costs could be minimized through the waiver 
for small dealers as well as through “appropriate specification of the scope of the obligation and the reporting 
methods”. Ibid. at 22. 
1713 Opinion (2003/9) of the European Central Bank of 12 June 2003 at the request of the Council of the 
European Union on a proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on investment 
services and regulated markets, and amending Council Directive 85/611/EEC, Council Directive 93/6/EEC and 
European Parliament and Council Directive 2000/12/EC (COM(2002) 625 final). 
1714 Ibid. at 5, paragraph 13. 
1715 Ibid. at 5, paragraph 14. 
1716 Ibid. The ECB also noted that one barrier to comparison between prices – the existence of different 
currencies – had been eliminated in the euro area and that there was a strong case for consolidating price 
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Consolidation of information on the price terms offered by different trading venues for the 

same financial instruments was viewed by the ECB as a precondition for an effective best 

execution rule.1717 

 

Another European body to release an opinion on the Commission proposal was the European 

Economic and Social Committee, which also commented on the best execution regime of 

Article 19 and, in principle, welcomed the proposed rules.1718 

 

The Commission proposal was also scrutinized in a report from the EP’s Committee on 

Monetary and Economic Affairs (ECON for short). Among the matters addressed by ECON 

was the design of best execution rules, order handling rules and transparency requirements. 

 

Concerning the proposed limit order display rules, ECON did not agree with the view that 

mandating limit order display was appropriate. The committee argued that investor protection 

was safeguarded by the conduct of business regime and the duty of best execution that 

weighed on firms. The risk that existing exchanges would become entrenched in their 

positions if limit orders were to be routed through them was also raised in the ECON 

report.1719 The committee was also very critical of the proposed quote requirement for 

investment firms. In this context, ECON argued that mandatory display of quotes would 

undermine the abolition of the concentration rule and that post-trade information about 

executed transactions was far more informative than artificially generated quotes.1720 The 

committee also held that evidence from markets that allowed for internalization of orders 

                                                                                                                                                         
information at an EU or euro area level. Ibid. The ECB did not elaborate on the differencies between potential 
consolidation in the single-currency Eurozone on the one hand and in the EU as a whole on the other hand. 
1717 Ibid. 
1718 Opinion (2003/C 220/01) of the European Social and Economic Committee on the Proposal for a Directive 
of the European Parliament and of the Council on investment services and regulated markets, and amending 
Council Directives 85/611/EEC and 93/6/EEC and European Parliament and Council Directive 2000/12/EC at 4, 
paragraph 4.7. The Committee argued that the provision should merely set out the basic meaning of best 
execution in general terms, and then proceed to lay down specific requirements concerning the technical and 
organizational arrangements to be maintained by investment firms so as to secure best execution. Ibid. 
Moreover, the Economic and Social Committee held that a distinction should be made between different types of 
transaction and that the best execution rule should only apply where orders are executed outside of a regulated 
market. In such cases, the Committee argued, proof would be required to establish that the off-exchange orders 
were under no circumstances executed at a price less favorable than the exchange price. Ibid. at 4, paragraph 4.8. 
1719 European Parliament, Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. Report on the proposal for a 
European Parliament and Council directive on Investment services and regulated market [sic], and amending 
Council Directives 85/611/EEC, Council Directive 93/6/EEC and Council [sic] 2000/12/EC, A5-0287-2003 
(September 4, 2003) at 94. The Committee also noted that “US laws on limit order publication are much more 
limited and contain many more safeguards and qualifications than [the client limit order display rule proposed by 
the Commission]”. Ibid. at 95.   
1720 Ibid. 
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without mandating quote disclosure did not suggest that liquidity suffered.1721 The committee 

was concerned that the display rule would force firms to make a market in shares regardless 

of the type of customer.1722 Moreover, the ability of firms to improve on their published 

quotes in the interest of investor protection and risk management was addressed in the 

report.1723 In this context, the committee discussed the references to the US markets made by 

the Commission in its proposal. According to ECON, the comparison with the US was of 

doubtful relevance since the US market structure was very different from that of the EU as 

concerns e.g. dissemination of trade information and access to quotes.1724 

 

Following the release of the ECB and EESC opinions, the Commission proposal was 

scrutinized in a first reading at the European Parliament (the EP). The EP adopted its first 

reading position on September 25, 2003 and proposed substantial amendments to the original 

Commission proposal.1725 As concerns best execution, the EP argued first for the necessity of 

imposing an effective best execution obligation to ensure that investment firms execute client 

orders on terms that are “the best reasonably achievable under the terms of the execution 

policy between the firm and the client or, in the case of professional clients, in accordance 

with the client’s specific instructions”.1726 Second, the EP held that the best execution 

obligation should apply to the firm that owes “contractual or agency” obligations to the client, 

irrespective of whether this firm actually executes the order itself or relies on another 

intermediary to do so.1727 Third, the EP found it appropriate to require investment firms to 

have in place effective and efficient procedures so as to be able to demonstrate to the 

competent authority that it has met its best execution obligations.1728 The EP also argued for a 

link between best execution and trade transparency rules, asserting that rules ensuring access 

to information on transaction prices and available quotes would assist the effective operation 

of best execution obligations.1729 

 

                                                 
1721 Ibid. 
1722 Ibid. at 96. 
1723 Ibid. 
1724 Ibid. 
1725 Moloney argues that the EP accepted “the thrust of” ECON’s report. Moloney, op. cit. at 795. 
1726 Position (P5_TC1-COD(2002)0269) of the European Parliament adopted at first reading on 25 September 
2003 with a view to the adoption of European Parliament and Council Directive 2003/…/EC on investment 
services and regulated markets, and amending Council Directives 85/611/EEC and 93/6/EEC and European 
Parliament and Council Directive 2000/12/EC, at 5, paragraph 27. 
1727 Ibid. 
1728 Ibid. 
1729 Ibid. at 5, paragraph 33. 
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The EP suggested a number of amendments to Article 19 of the proposed Directive. Under the 

EP proposal, it is emphasized that the best execution obligation consists in set up 

arrangements “designed to ensure” the best result “reasonably achievable” under the 

individual firm’s execution policy. This policy should cover certain enumerated factors, 

namely “price, costs, speed and likelihood of execution and the execution venues to which the 

firm has access”.1730 Moreover, it was explicitly set out that the investment firm should take 

“any specific instructions from the client” into account. With regard to professional clients 

who had retained discretion over the “manner and market of execution”, the best execution 

was held to consist only of a duty to follow the client’s instructions.1731 Next, it was 

established that the best execution requirements imposed should take into account “the size 

and type of order and the professional or non-professional nature of the client”.1732 Moreover, 

the supervisory authorities were to verify the efficacy of individual firms´ execution policies 

and monitor firms´ compliance with the requirement to draw up an execution policy.1733 

Investment firms were charged with reviewing their execution policy on a regular basis.1734 

Also, an amendment was introduced pursuant to which the best execution duty could be 

contracted away by a professional client.1735 

 

The next step in the formal legislative procedure was the adoption, by a qualified majority in 

the Council of Ministers, of a Common Position on the proposed Directive on December 8, 

2003.1736 As concerns best execution obligations, the Council started out by asserting the 

necessity of imposing an effective best execution obligation to ensure that investment firms 

which owe contractual or agency duties to clients execute their orders on terms that are most 

favorable to the clients.1737 Also, the Council held that investment firms may ask a potential 

client to consent to the firm’s execution policy, as well as to the possibility that orders may be 

executed outside a regulated market or a multi-lateral trading facility (MTF), when the 

business relationship with the client is established.1738 Moreover, the Council proposed that 

                                                 
1730 Ibid. at 22, Article 19.1. 
1731 Ibid. 
1732 Ibid. at 22, Article 19.2 
1733 Ibid. at 22, Article 19.3. 
1734 Ibid. at 22, Article 19.4. 
1735 Ibid. at 23, Article 19.7. 
1736 Common Position (EC) No 9/2004 adopted by the Council on 8 December 2003 with a view to the adoption 
of a Directive 2004/…/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of … on financial instruments markets, 
amending Council Directives 85/611/EEC and 93/66/EEC [sic] of the European Parliament and of the Council 
and Directive 2000/12/EC of the European Parliament and repealing Council Directive 93/22/EEC. 
1737 Ibid. at 4, paragraph 32. 
1738 Ibid. at 4, paragraph 34. 
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conduct of business rules, including the best execution obligation, may be waived relative to 

transactions entered into or brought about between eligible counterparties.1739 As concerns the 

specific legislative provision that addressed the best execution duty – re-numbered Article 21 

in the Council proposal – investment firms were made subject to a duty to take all reasonable 

steps to obtain, when executing orders, the best possible result for their clients taking into 

account “price, costs, speed, likelihood of execution and settlement, size, nature or any other 

consideration relevant to the order”.1740 However, firms were also to follow any specific 

instructions given by the client when executing an order.1741 Furthermore, firms were charged 

with establishing and implementing an order execution policy1742 with information on, e.g., 

the execution venues used by the firm and the factors affecting the choice of venue.1743 

Clients were to be informed about the execution policy and consent in advance to it. The 

possibility that an order may be executed outside a regulated market or an MTF was singled 

out as a piece of information that firms should inform their prospective clients about. Firms 

were required to obtain their clients’ consent in advance in order to be able to execute orders 

in this manner, either in the form of a general agreement or on a transaction-by-transaction 

basis.1744 Firms were charged with monitoring the effectiveness of their order execution 

arrangements and regularly assessing whether the specific venues included in the execution 

policy deliver best execution.1745 They also had to be able to demonstrate to their clients that 

orders had been executed in accordance with the execution policy.1746 

 

In the Council’s statement of its reasons behind the Common Position, a number of comments 

pertinent to the best execution rules were made. First, it was argued that the focus of the best 

execution rules was on the processes leading to the best result for the client and on client 

rights.1747 Moreover, the Council argued that the execution venue is an integral part of the 

execution policy and one to which the client must give his consent.1748 Specifically, it was 

held that the prior express consent of clients must be obtained before their orders are executed 

outside a regulated market or an MTF.1749 

                                                 
1739 Ibid. at 5, paragraph 40. 
1740 Ibid. at 18, Article 21.1. 
1741 Ibid. 
1742 Ibid. at 18, Article 21.2. 
1743 Ibid. at 18, Article 21.3. 
1744 Ibid. at 19, Article 21.3. 
1745 Ibid. at 19, Article 21.4. 
1746 Ibid. at 19, Article 21.5. 
1747 Ibid. at 49. 
1748 Ibid. 
1749 Ibid. 
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Following the adoption of the Council Common Position, the EP recommenced its scrutiny of 

the proposal. The ECON committee adopted a second report on the proposal. The committee 

criticized the Council’s position but dropped its objections to the limit order regime in a 

“gesture of goodwill”.1750 The committee remained skeptical to the quote display 

requirements.1751 It was held that price improvement must be allowed.1752 It was also held that 

the quote regime would both disrupt wholesale trading and render it difficult for institutional 

clients to obtain tailored execution solutions not available through central limit order 

books.1753 Following the second ECON report and ultimate agreement between the Council 

and the Parliament, the directive was finally adopted in April 2004. 

6.3 The Best Execution Provisions in MiFID 

6.3.1 Introduction 

The best execution provisions in MiFID set out a best execution obligation for the first time in 

EU law1754 and were only adopted following lengthy negotiations, as reported above. The 

main contents of the best execution regime as set out in the legal acts will be addressed below. 

Both the provisions in the MiFID directive and the more detailed provisions in the 

implementing (“level 2”) directive that was subsequently adopted will be treated in order to 

provide a comprehensive picture  of the best execution obligations. 

 

In this context, it merits mention that MiFID also contains general provisions on both firms’ 

management of conflicts of interest (Article 18) and conduct of business obligations (Article 

19). The main obligations related to best execution are set out in Article 21 of MiFID and 

complementary implementing rules, and the following description of statutory order execution 

obligations focus on the specific best execution provisions together with order handling and 

transparency obligations. These provisions, rather than the more broadly construed provisions 

                                                 
1750 European Parliament, Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee, Recommendation for second reading on 
the Council common position for adopting a European Parliament and Council directive on markets in financial 
instruments, amending Council directives 85/611/EEC and 93/6/EEC and Directive 2000/12/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council and repealing Council Directive93/22/EEC, A5-0114/2004 (February 25, 2004) 
at 39. Cf. Moloney, op. cit. at 797. 
1751 European Parliament, Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee, op. cit. at 39 f. 
1752 Ibid. at 41. In this context, it was noted that ”in the US, price improvement is not just accepted, it is actively 
encouraged by regulators”. Ibid. 
1753 Ibid. at 40. 
1754 Moloney, op. cit. at 622. 
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on conflicts of interest management and conduct of business, are seen as the more pertinent 

provisions in the context of this investigation. 

 

However, the general provisions on conduct of business need to be recognized with regard to 

two sets of rules that will be discussed later in this chapter. First, the general conduct of 

business obligations in Article 19 constituted the legal basis for the provisions in Article 45 of 

the MiFID implementing Directive, through which a best execution regime was imposed on 

firms that provide the service of portfolio management but do not execute orders 

themselves.1755 Second, Article 19 constitutes the legal basis for the provisions concerning 

inducements in Article 26 of the implementing Directive. 

6.3.2 Investment Firms’ Best Execution Obligations 

6.3.2.1 Statutory Obligations in MiFID 

The preamble to MiFID provides, in recital 33, that an effective best execution obligation 

must be imposed and that it should apply to “the firm which owes contractual or agency 

obligations to the client”. One aspect of the regime, namely client consent as regards (i) the 

execution policy and (ii) execution of orders outside a regulated market or MTF, is mentioned 

in recital 35. Eligible counterparties’ possibility to waive e.g. best execution and client order 

handling rules is noted in recital 41. Recital 44 contains a statement to the effect that best 

execution is furthered through pre- and post-trade transparency requirements. Moreover, 

recital 44 provides that a systematic internalizer that publishes quotes pursuant to MiFID’s 

rules is not relieved from its duty to route an order to another execution venue if executing the 

order internally “could prevent the firm from complying with ‘best execution’ obligations”. 

Other than that, the preamble does not elaborate in detail on the content of the best execution 

regime. 

 

MiFID Article 21.1 sets out a general best execution obligation that applies to investment 

firms. Firms are to take all reasonable steps to obtain, when executing orders, the best 

possible result for their clients taking into account price, costs, speed, likelihood of execution 

and settlement, size, nature or any other consideration relevant to the execution of the 

                                                 
1755 Moloney argues that this represents an instance where the level 2 regulatory regime has been used “to 
address weaknesses in the drafting of the level 1 Directive”. Ibid. at 601. However, it appears doubtful whether 
the use of Article 19 to introduce new obligations for portfolio management firms is in line with the Lamfalussy 
procedure, where level 2 instruments are intended to complement the level 1 regime but not create new 
obligations. 
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order.1756 If there is a specific instruction from the client, the investment firm shall execute the 

order following the specific instruction. 

 

Article 21.2 provides that investment firms are to establish and implement effective 

arrangements for complying with paragraph 1, i.e. the best execution obligation. In particular, 

investment firms shall establish and implement an “order execution policy” to allow them to 

obtain the best possible results – in accordance with paragraph 1 – for their clients. 

 

Article 21.3 sets out further obligations concerning the order execution policy. The policy 

shall include, for each class of instruments, information on the venues where the firm 

executes its client orders and the factors that affect the choice of execution venue. Moreover, 

the policy shall “at least” include those venues that enable the investment firm to obtain on a 

consistent basis the “best possible result for the execution of client orders”. Firms shall 

provide their clients with appropriate information on their order execution policy, and obtain 

their prior consent to it. 

 

In the cases where an order execution policy provides that execution may take place outside a 

regulated market or an MTF, the investment firm shall “in particular” inform the clients about 

this possibility, pursuant to Article 21.3. Moreover, firms are required to obtain prior express 

consent of clients before proceeding to execute their orders outside a regulated market or an 

MTF.1757 

 

Article 21.4 provides that investment firms are required to monitor the effectiveness of their 

“order execution arrangements and execution policy” in order to identify and correct any 

deficiencies. Firms are obliged to assess on a regular basis whether the venues in their 

execution policy provide for the best possible result or whether they need to make changes to 

their execution arrangements. Firms are also required to notify clients of any “material” 

changes to their “order execution arrangements or execution policy”. 

 

                                                 
1756 Moloney characterizes the best execution obligation in Article 21.1 as “widely cast”, governed by a range of 
criteria. Moloney, op. cit. at 624. 
1757 Firms may, according to this provision, obtain such consent either in the form of a general agreement or in 
respect of individual transactions. 
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Article 21.5 states that investment firms are to be able to demonstrate to their clients, at the 

clients’ request, that their orders have been executed in accordance with the firm’s execution 

policy.   

 

In accordance with the legislative procedure introduced pursuant to the 2001 Lamfalussy 

report, the European Commission is charged in Article 21.6 with adopting more detailed 

implementing measures concerning (i) criteria for determining the relative importance of 

factors enumerated in Article 21.1 when determining the best possible result, taking into 

account the size and type of order as well as the retail or professional nature of the client 

(Article 21.6a), (ii) the factors that may be taken into account by a firm when it reviews its 

execution arrangements and the circumstances when changes may be appropriate and (iii) 

implementing measures concerning the nature and extent of the information to be provided to 

clients regarding execution policies.1758  

 

Article 24.1 of MiFID limits the scope of e.g. the best execution obligations in Article 21 in 

that these obligations, together with the obligations concerning conduct of business 

obligations in Article 19 and the client order handling rules in Article 22.1, do not apply to 

“transactions with eligible counterparties”. This means that firms that are authorized to 

execute orders on behalf of clients and/or to deal on own account and/or to receive and 

transmit orders, may “bring about or enter into transactions with eligible counterparties” 

without having to comply with the obligations under Articles 19, 21 and 22.1.1759  

                                                 
1758 Article 21.6 also provides that implementing measures may be adopted in order “to ensure the protection 
necessary for investors, the fair and orderly functioning of markets, and to ensure the uniform application of 
paragraphs 1, 3 and 4…”. 
1759 Pursuant to Article 24.2, eligible counterparties include investment firms, credit institutions, insurance 
companies, UCITS (mutual funds) and their management companies, pension funds and their management 
companies, other financial institutions authorized or regulated under EU legislation or the national law of a 
Member State, undertakings specifically exempted from MiFID’s application, national governments including 
public bodies that deal with public debt, central banks and supranational organizations. However, the second 
alinéa of Article 24.2 provides that such entities may themselves request to be covered by Articles 19, 21 and 
22.1 either in general or on a trade-by-trade basis. The first alinéa of Article 24.3 gives Member States the option 
to recognize additional undertakings as eligible counterparties provided that these undertakings meet “pre-
determined proportionate requirements, including quantitative thresholds”. Pursuant to the second alinéa, firms 
shall obtain the express confirmation from such undertakings that they agree to be treated as eligible 
counterparties either in general or in respect of each individual transaction. Pursuant to Article 24.4, Member 
States may also recognize third country entities that are equivalent to those listed in Article 24.2 as eligible 
counterparties. The second alinéa of Article 24.4 extends this possibility for Member States so that they may also 
recognize additional third country entities if they meet the requirements set out for additional entities from 
within the EU. The last paragraph of the Article, Article 24.5, delegates legislative competence to the 
Commission with respect to (i) the procedures by which eligible counterparties may request treatment as clients 
pursuant to Article 24.2, (ii) the procedures for obtaining express confirmation from prospective counterparties 
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As regards sanctions for violations of the best execution duty, Article 51.1 of MiFID provides 

that appropriate administrative sanctions shall be imposed in Member States against 

responsible persons for non-compliance with the provisions in national law that implement 

MiFID. The Article further states that these measures shall be “effective, proportionate and 

dissuasive”.1760 

6.3.2.2 Statutory Obligations in the MiFID Implementing Directive 

Pursuant to the provisions in MiFID Article 21.6, implementing measures were adopted in a 

Commission directive in August 2006.1761 Several recitals to the directive elaborate on various 

aspects of the best execution duty. 

 

When establishing its execution policy, an investment firm should determine the relative 

importance of the factors mentioned in MiFID Article 21.1, or at least establish the process by 

which it determines the relative importance of these factors, so that it can deliver the best 

possible result to its clients (recital 66 to the implementing directive).1762  

 

Absent specific client instructions, a firm should take into consideration all factors that will 

allow it to deliver the best possible result for the client when executing retail client order in 

terms of “the total consideration, representing the price of the financial instrument and the 

costs related to execution”. It is further stated that “speed, likelihood of execution and 

settlement, the size and nature of the order, market impact and any other implicit transaction 

costs may be given precedence over the immediate price and cost consideration only insofar 

as they are instrumental in delivering the best possible result in terms of the total 

consideration to the retail client” (recital 67). 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
under Article 24.3, and (iii) pre-determined proportionate requirements, including quantitative requirements, that 
would allow an undertaking to be considered as an eligible counterparty under Article 24.3. 
1760 This provision does not concern only sanctions for breach of best execution obligations, but addresses 
infractions of MiFID rules in general. Thus, it is as relevant in the context of other obligations under MiFID 
regarding order handling or transparency obligations. 
1761 Commission Directive (2006/73/EC) of 10 August 2006 implementing Directive 2004/39/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council as regards organizational requirements and operating conditions for 
investment firms and defined terms for the purposes of that Directive (OJ L 241, 2.9.2006, p. 26). 
1762 In order to give effect to that policy, an investment firm should select the execution venues that enable it to 
obtain on a consistent basis the best possible result for the execution of client orders and apply its execution 
policy to each client order that it executes. However, the recital also states that the obligation under MiFID to 
take all reasonable steps to obtain the best possible result for the client should not be treated as requiring an 
investment firm to include in its execution policy all available execution venues. 
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If a client has given specific instructions and the firm executes the order following these 

instructions, the firm should be treated as having satisfied its best execution obligations “only 

in respect of the part or aspect of the order to which the client instructions relate”. Specific 

instructions from the client which cover one part or aspect of the order should not be treated 

as releasing the firm from its best execution obligations in respect of any other part or aspect 

of the order (recital 68).1763 

 

Recital 69 addresses the situation where a firm deals on its own account with clients, i.e. when 

it takes the other side in a transaction with one of its clients. This is considered to constitute 

execution of client orders; thus, the firm is subject to best execution obligations when trading 

on its own account with clients.1764 

 

In recital 70, it is stated that the best execution obligation applies in relation to all types of 

financial instruments. It is further provided, however, that given the different structures of 

markets and instruments best execution obligations should be applied in a manner that takes 

into account the different circumstances associated with execution of orders related to 

particular types of financial instruments. Here, a distinction is drawn between on the one hand 

e.g. customized OTC financial instruments tailored to the client and on the other hand shares 

traded on centralized execution venues. 

 

Several recitals to the implementing directive are devoted to the issue of how different types 

of execution-related costs should be treated in the context of best execution. Recital 71 

provides a relatively detailed walk-through of how a firm’s own commissions and fees should 

be treated.1765  

                                                 
1763 The recital also provides that a firm should not induce a client to instruct it to execute an order in a particular 
way, either by expressly indicating or implicitly suggesting the content of the instruction to the client, when the 
firm ought “reasonably” to know that such an instruction “is likely to prevent it from obtaining the best possible 
result for that client”. However,  firms should not be prevented from “inviting” a client to choose between two or 
more specified venues, provided that those venues “are consistent with the execution policy of the firm”. 
1764 However, if a firm provides a quote to a client, and that quote would meet the firm’s best execution 
obligations at the time when it was provided, the firm will be deemed to meet its best execution obligations if it 
executes its quote after the client has accepted it (unless the quote is “manifestly out of date”). 
1765 For the purposes of determining best execution when executing retail client orders, execution-related costs 
should according to recital 71 include the firm’s own commissions and fees charged “for limited purposes” when 
the firm’s execution policy includes more than one venue capable of executing a particular order. In such cases, 
the firm’s own commissions and costs for executing the order on each of the eligible execution venues should be 
taken into account “in order to assess and compare the results that would be achieved by executing the order on 
each such venue”. However, a firm is not obliged to compare the results that its client would have achieved on 
the basis of its own execution policy, commissions or fees with results that another firm, with a different policy, 
commissions and fee structure might have achieved. Moreover, ithe firm is not to be required to compare 
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Pursuant to recital 72, the provisions of the implementing Directive that provide that costs of 

execution should include an investment firm’s own commissions or fees should not apply for 

the purpose of determining what execution venues must be included in the firm’s execution 

policy for the purposes of MiFID Article 21.3, while recital 73 addresses unfair discrimination 

between execution venues.1766  

 

According to recital 74, the provisions on execution policy set out in the implementing 

Directive are without prejudice to the general obligation of a firm under MiFID Article 21.4, 

to monitor the effectiveness of its order execution arrangements and policy and assess the 

venues in its execution policy on a regular basis. 

 

Recital 75 addresses the situation when an order is received by one firm and transmitted by 

this firm to another firm for execution, or transmitted by a firm that carries out portfolio 

management to another firm for execution.1767  

 

Recital 76 raises the issue of ex post data on execution quality. It is observed that 

“availability, comparability and consolidation of data related to execution quality provided by 

the various execution venues is crucial in enabling investment firms and investors to identify 

those execution venues that deliver the highest quality of execution for their clients”. It is then 

noted, however, that the implementing Directive does not require venues to publish data on 

execution quality. Instead, venues and data providers “should be permitted to develop 

solutions concerning the provision of execution quality data”. Finally, recital 76 provides that 

the Commission should submit a report on the market-led developments in this area one year 

after the MiFID implementation date. 

 

Recital 77 concerns client order handling arrangements. It states that “reallocation of 

transactions” should be considered as detrimental to a client if the reallocation entails that 

“unfair precedence” is given to the investment firm or to any particular client. 

                                                                                                                                                         
differences in its own commissions that are attributable to “differences in the nature of the services that the firm 
provides to clients”. 
1766 Recital 73 provides that if a firm charges a different commission or spread to clients for execution on 
different venues, and that cost does not reflect actual differences in cost to the firm of executing on those venues, 
this constitutes unfair discrimination between execution venues. 
1767 Recital 75 states that in such cases, the implementing directive is not intended to require ”a duplication of 
effort as to best execution” between the transmitting firm and the executing firm. 
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Further detailed provisions on order handling and order execution are set out in recital 78.1768  

 

As concerns the material provisions of the implementing directive, Articles 44 and 46 address 

best execution.1769 Article 44 treats execution criteria and elaborates on the provisions of 

MiFID. Pursuant to Article 44.1, four criteria shall be taken into account by firms when they 

determine the relative importance of the factors listed in MiFID Article 21.1:1770 (i) the 

characterization of the client, including whether the client is retail or professional, (ii) the 

characteristics of the client order, (iii) the characteristics of the financial instruments 

concerned, and (iv) the characteristics of the execution venues to which that order can be 

directed. 

 

Moreover, a definition of “execution venue” for the purposes of that Article and Article 46 of 

the implementing Directive is set out.1771 

 

It is also stated that firm satisfies its obligation best execution obligation under MiFID Article 

21.1 to the extent that it executes an order or a specific aspect of an order following specific 

instructions from the client relating to the order or the specific aspect of the order.1772 

 

The best possible result when an order is executed on behalf of a retail client “shall be 

determined in terms of the total consideration, representing the price of the financial 

                                                 
1768 Recital 78 provides that client orders that are received by different media and which cannot be treated 
sequentially in a practicable way should not be treated as otherwise comparable for the purposes of the 
implementing Directive. Moreover, “any use by a firm of information relating to a pending client order in order 
to deal on own account in the financial instruments to which the client order relates, or in related financial 
instruments, should be considered a misuse of that information”. However, “the mere fact that market makers or 
bodies authorised to act as counterparties confine themselves to pursuing their legitimate business of buying and 
selling financial instruments, or that persons authorised to execute orders on behalf of third parties confine 
themselves to carrying out an order dutifully, should not in itself be deemed to constitute a misuse of 
information”. 
1769 Article 45 also sets out best execution duties: however, these apply to firms carrying out specific activities 
other than execution of orders (namely, portfolio management and reception and transmission of orders) and are 
thus not apposite in the context of this investigation. It suffices to note that Article 45.7 states that the general 
best execution rules in MiFID Article 21 applies, instead of Article 45 of the implementing Directive, when the 
firm that provides the service of portfolio management or reception and transmission of orders also executes the 
orders received or the decisions to deal on behalf of its client’s portfolio. 
1770 These factors are price, costs, speed, likelihood of execution and settlement, size, nature or any other 
consideration relevant to the execution of the order. 
1771 According to Article 44.1 of the implementing directive, an execution venue is “a regulated market, an MTF, 
a systematic internaliser, or a market maker or other liquidity provider or an entity that performs a similar 
function in a third country to the functions performed by any of the foregoing”. 
1772 See Article 44.2 of the implementing directive. 
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instrument and the costs related to execution, which shall include all expenses incurred by the 

client which are directly related to the execution of the order, including execution venue fees, 

clearing and settlement fees and any other fees paid to third parties involved in the execution 

of the order”.1773 

 

As regards best execution in a multi-venue context, i.e. when there is more than one 

competing venue for executing an order for a financial instrument, it is set out that a firm’s 

own commissions and costs for executing the order on each of the execution venues listed in 

the firm’s execution policy shall be taken into account when the firm assesses and compares 

the results that would be achieved for the client on each eligible venue.1774 

 

Also, firms are not to structure or charge their commissions in such a way as to discriminate 

unfairly between execution venues,1775and the Commission is charged with preparing a report 

regarding the availability, comparability and consolidation of information concerning the 

quality of execution of various execution venues.1776 

 

Article 46 of the implementing Directive addresses in more detail matters concerning the 

execution policy that firms are obliged to establish and implement pursuant to MiFID Article 

21.2. The policy shall be reviewed annually or when material changes occur.1777  

 

Firms are required to provide a number of “details” on the execution policy to retail clients in 

good time prior to the provision of the service concerning e.g. the relative importance of 

different factors when executing orders and the execution venues used.1778 Article 46.2 also 

provides that the information shall be provided in a durable medium or by means of a website 

                                                 
1773 See Article 44.3 of the implementing directive. 
1774 Ibid. 
1775 See Article 44.4 of the implementing directive. 
1776 See Article 44.5 of the implementing directive. 
1777 The second alinéa of paragraph 1 states that a review shall be carried out “whenever a material change 
occurs that affects the firm’s ability to continue to obtain the best possible result for the execution of its client 
orders on a consistent basis using the venues included in its execution policy”. 
1778 Article 46.2, subparagraph a states that the firm shall provide an account of the relative importance the firm 
assigns, in accordance with the criteria specified in Article 44.1 of the implementing Directive, to the factors 
referred to in MiFID Article 21.1, or “the process by which the firm determines the relative importance of those 
factors”. Pursuant to subparagraph b, firms shall provide a list of execution venues on which the firm places 
“significant reliance in meeting its obligation to take all reasonable steps to obtain on a consistent basis the best 
possible result for the execution of client orders”. Subparagraph c requires firms to provide to retail clients a 
clear and prominent warning that any specific instructions from a client may prevent the firm from using its 
execution policy in respect of the elements covered by those instructions. 
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provided that the conditions specified in Article 3.2 of the implementing Directive are 

satisfied.1779 

6.4 Other Order Execution Obligations in MiFID 

6.4.1 Introduction 

Apart from the designated best execution rules in Article 21 of MiFID, the directive also 

contains other rules that bear directly on the manner in which orders are handled. These rules 

concern e.g. the obligations of firms to display received orders and to handle client orders so 

as to avoid unfair discrimination between clients. Thus, these rules become highly pertinent to 

any analysis of order execution obligations at the EU level. As the following description will 

reveal in more detail, the order handling rules are closely linked to the best execution 

obligation. The rules on inducements, which govern the manner in which firms may receive 

inducements when providing investment services, will also be addressed below. 

6.4.2 Rules Concerning Order Handling and Transparency 

6.4.2.1 Introduction 

MiFID provides rules concerning the handling of client orders in Article 22. Rules concerning 

pre-and post-trade transparency requirements for different categories of regulated entities are 

also set out in the directive: for regulated markets, in Articles 44 and 45, respectively, for 

MTFs in Articles 29 and 30 and for systematic internalizers in Articles 27 and 28. 

6.4.2.2 Client Order Handling Rules 

The preamble to MiFID does not discuss the issues addressed in Article 22 at any length. 

Recital 41 notes that rules on handling of client orders form part of MiFID’s conduct of 

business rules together with e.g. the best execution rules. The most pertinent statement 

appears in recital 44, which discusses the need for pre- and post-trade transparency. Here, it is 

stated that “common rules should be established for the publication of details of completed 

transactions in shares and for the disclosure of details of current opportunities to trade in 

shares.” The recital also states that transparency is needed in order to protect investors and to 

                                                 
1779 These conditions are that (a) the provision of that information in that medium is appropriate to the context in 
which the business between the firm and the client is, or is to be, carried on; (b) the client must specifically 
consent to the provision of that information in that form; (c) the client must be notified electronically of the 
address of the website, and the place on the website where the information may be accessed; (d) the information 
must be up to date; and (e) the information must be accessible continuously by means of that website for such 
period of time as the client may reasonably need to inspect it. 
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ensure the smooth operation of securities markets. Moreover, transparency rules are held to be 

necessary to “ensure the effective integration of Member State equity markets, to promote the 

efficiency of the overall price formation process for equity instruments, and to assist the 

effective operation of “best execution” obligations”.  

 

Article 22.1 provides that firms authorized to execute orders on behalf of clients are required 

to “implement procedures and arrangements which provide for the prompt, fair and 

expeditious execution of client orders, relative to other client orders or the trading interests of 

the investment firm”.1780  

 

Article 22.2 contains specific display requirements regarding client limit orders in shares 

admitted to trading on a regulated market. The stated purpose of the provision is to facilitate 

the earliest possible execution of orders that are not immediately executed under prevailing 

market conditions. Such orders shall be made public by the firm “in a manner which is easily 

accessible to other market participants”. Member States are given the option of letting firms 

comply with this requirement by transmitting the order to a regulated market and/or an 

MTF.1781  

 

Article 22.3 delegates legislative authority to the European Commission, according to the 

Lamfalussy method, to adopt implementing measures.1782 

 

The implementing Directive sets out considerably more detailed provisions, pursuant to the 

legislative authority delegated in MiFID Article 22.3. Here, the preamble also elaborates 

somewhat on the content of the rules:The reallocation of transactions should be considered as 

detrimental to a client if it results in unfair precedence given to the firm or any particular 

client.1783 

                                                 
1780 Article 22.1 provides that these procedures or arrangements shall “allow for” the execution of otherwise 
comparable client orders with time priority, i.e. depending on when they were received by the firm. 
1781 Moreover, competent authorities in Member States may waive the obligation to make public a client limit 
order that is large compared to normal market size pursuant to Article 22.2. It is further provided that firms shall 
not make an order public if the client expressly instructs otherwise. The order display requirements in Article 
22.2 apply also to transactions with eligible counterparties. 
1782 More specifically, the delegated authority concerns (i) “the conditions and nature of the procedures and 
arrangements which result in the prompt, fair and expeditious execution of client orders and the situations in 
which or types of transaction for which investment firms may reasonably deviate from prompt execution so as to 
obtain more favourable terms for clients” and (ii) “the different methods through which an investment firm can 
be deemed to have met its obligation to disclose not immediately executable client orders to the market”. 
1783 Recital 77 to the implementing directive. 
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Moreover, as concerns the comparability of client orders, it is stated that client orders should 

not be treated as “otherwise comparable” if they are received by different media and it would 

not be practicable for them to be treated sequentially. As concerns the misuse of information 

relating to pending client orders, the recital provides that any use by the firm of information 

relating to a pending client order “in order to deal on own account in the financial instruments 

to which the client order relates, or in related financial instruments, should be considered a 

misuse of that information”.1784  

 

Firms must comply with a number of general principles when they carry out client orders.1785  

 

A firm which is responsible for settling an order shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that 

client funds or financial instruments received in settlement of the order will be promptly and 

accurately delivered to the client’s account.1786 

 

Firms shall not misuse information relating to pending client orders and shall take all 

reasonable steps to prevent the misuse of such information by “any of its relevant 

persons”.1787 

 

Specific rules concerning aggregation and allocation of client orders are also provided.1788  

 

                                                 
1784 Recital 78 to the implementing directive. However, the mere fact that market makers or bodies authorized to 
act as counterparties confine themselves to pursuing their “legitimate” business of buying and selling financial 
instruments, or that persons authorized to execute orders on behalf of another confine themselves to carrying out 
an order “dutifully”, should not in itself be deemed to constitute a misuse of information. Ibid. 
1785 Article 47.1 of the implementing directive. Firms must (i) ensure that executed orders are promptly and 
accurately recorded and allocated, (ii) carry out otherwise comparable client orders sequentially and promptly 
unless market conditions or the characteristics of the order makes this impracticable, “or the interests of the 
client require otherwise”, and (iii) retail clients must be informed promptly about any material difficulty in 
carrying out the order when the firm becomes aware of the difficulty. Ibid. 
1786 Article 47.2 of the implementing directive. 
1787 Article 47.3 of the implementing directive. 
1788 Pursuant to Article 48.1, three conditions must be met before a firm can carry out a client order or a 
transaction for its own account in aggregation with another client order. First, it must be unlikely that the 
aggregation of orders and transactions will work “overall” to the disadvantage of any client whose order is 
aggregated. Second, it must be disclosed to each client whose order is to be aggregated that aggregation may 
work to the client’s disadvantage in relation to a particular order. Third, firms must establish and implement 
order allocation policies, which provide “in sufficiently precise terms for the fair allocation of aggregated orders 
and transactions, including how the volume and price of orders determines allocations and the treatment of 
partial executions”. Article 48.2 states that where a firm aggregates an order with one or more client orders and 
the aggregated order is partially executed, allocation of trades shall be done in accordance with the firm’s order 
allocation policy. 
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Also, firms that have aggregated transactions for their own account with one or more client 

orders must not allocate the related trades in a way that is detrimental to a client.1789 

 

The implementing regulation1790 contains one provision that specifically addresses the 

disclosure of client limit orders with reference to the duty – set out in MiFID article 22(2) – to 

disclose unexecuted limit orders. Pursuant to Article 31 of the Regulation, a firm is held to 

have disclosed an unexecuted client limit order by either (i) transmitting it to a regulated 

market or MTF that operates an order book trading system, or (ii) ensuring that the order “is 

made public and can be easily executed as soon as market conditions allow”. 

6.4.2.3 Pre-trade Transparency Requirements 

Another set of provisions in MiFID that are functionally related to the best execution rules is 

the rules on pre-trade transparency. Pre-trade transparency requirements are provided for the 

three different categories of execution venues: regulated markets (Article 44), MTFs (Article 

29) and systematic internalizers (Article 27). They will be described in turn below. First, 

however, the statements concerning pre-trade transparency requirements in the preamble will 

be discussed. 

 

It is stated that fair competition requires that prices published by different trading venues be 

comparable.1791  

 

A general case for pre- and post-trade transparency is also set out: transparency of 

transactions is necessary to achieve “the two-fold aim of protecting investors and ensuring the 

smooth operation of securities markets”. To this end, common rules for both “publication of 

details of completed transactions in shares” and “disclosure of details of current opportunities 

                                                 
1789 Article 49 of the implementing directive. Situations where aggregated orders are partially executed are 
addressed in Article 49.2.Where a firm aggregates a client order with a transaction for own account and the 
aggregated order is partially executed, the firm must allocate the related trades to the client in priority to the firm. 
This general rule is subject to an exception: if the firm is able to demonstrate “on reasonable grounds” that 
without aggregation it would not have been able to carry out the order on such advantageous terms, or at all, it 
may allocate the transaction for own account proportionally, in accordance with its order allocation policy. 
Finally, Article 49.3 states that as part of the order allocation policy, firms must put in place procedures to 
prevent detrimental (for the client) reallocation of transactions for own account which are executed in 
combination with client orders. 
1790 Commission Regulation (EC) No 1287/2006 of 10 August 2006 implementing Directive 2004/39/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council as regards record-keeping obligations for investment firms, transaction 
reporting, market transparency, admission of financial instruments to trading, and defined terms for the purposes 
of that Directive. 
1791 Recital 34 to MiFID. Moreover, the recital provides that it is “recommended” that the Member States remove 
any obstacles to consolidation of trading data at the European level. 
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to trade in shares”. This is held to be needed for the effective integration of Member State 

equity markets, a more efficient overall price formation process and in order to contribute to 

the effective operation of best execution obligations. This entails the creation of a 

comprehensive transparency regime applicable to all transactions in shares irrespective of 

their execution by an investment firm on a bilateral basis or through regulated markets or 

MTFs.1792 

 

As regards systematic internalizers’ possibilities to limit access to the quotes that they 

publish, it is provided that systematic internalizers may decide to give access to their quotes 

only to retail clients, only to professional clients, or to both categories of clients. Moreover, it 

is set out that they may not discriminate within these categories.1793  

 

Pre-trade transparency requirements should not be applied to ad-hoc OTC transactions that 

are “irregular and are carried out with wholesale counterparties and are part of a business 

relationship which is itself characterised by dealings above standard market size, and where 

the deals are carried out outside the systems usually used by the firm”.1794 

 

The pre-trade transparency requirements that weigh on regulated markets are set out in Article 

44. Regulated markets shall, at least, make public current bid and offer prices and the depth of 

trading interest at those prices, which are advertised through their systems for shares admitted 

to trading. This information shall be made available to the public on reasonable commercial 

terms and on a continuous basis during normal trading hours. Regulated markets may provide 

access to their publication arrangements, on reasonable commercial terms and on a non-

discriminatory basis, to firms which are obliged to publish quotes in shares pursuant to Article 

27 (i.e. systematic internalizers). 

 

                                                 
1792 Recital 44 to MiFID. Moreover, recital 45 provides that Member States shall be able to extend the 
transaction reporting requirements to financial instruments that are not admitted to trading on a regulated market 
and recital 46 provides that Member States may decide to apply the pre- and post-trade transparency 
requirements to financial instruments other than shares. 
1793 Recital 50 to MiFID. on related issues, recital 51 states that Article 27 – in which the pre-trade transparency 
requirements for systematic internalizers are set out – does not oblige them to publish quotes for transactions 
above standard market size while recital 52 clarifies that systematic internalizers’ obligation to quote applies 
only in respect to shares. The standard market size for classes of shares, which is relevant in the context of pre-
trade transparency, is addressed in recital 54. For any class of share, the standard market size should not be 
“significantly disproportionate” to any share in the class. 
1794 Recital 53 to MiFID. 
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The competent authorities are to be able to waive the pre-trade transparency requirements for 

regulated markets based on the market model or the type and size of orders.1795  

 

Article 44 also provides for legislative authority to be delegated to the European 

Commission.1796  

 

The pre-trade transparency requirements that weigh on MTFs pursuant to Article 29 are very 

similar to those that apply to regulated markets.1797 MTFs shall, at least, make public current 

bid and offer prices and the depth of trading interest at those prices, which are advertised 

through their systems for shares admitted to trading on a regulated market. This information 

shall be made available to the public on reasonable commercial terms and on a continuous 

basis during normal trading hours. Competent authorities are to be able to waive the pre-trade 

transparency requirements for firms or market operators that operate an MTF based on the 

market model or the type and size of orders.1798 Furthermore, Article 29 provides for 

legislative authority to be delegated to the European Commission.1799 Moreover, one 

additional provision is set out in the context of delegating authority to the Commission: the 

content of these implementing measures from the Commission shall be equal to those that 

apply to regulated markets pursuant to Article 44, except “where justified by the specific 

nature of the MTF”.1800 

 

The most detailed pre-trade transparency requirements are those that apply to systematic 

internalizers. Systematic internalizers in shares shall publish a firm quote in those shares 

                                                 
1795 Article 44.2 of MiFID. In particular, competent authorities are to be able to waive pre-trade transparency 
requirements in respect of large transactions (large in scale compared with normal market size for the share or 
type of share in question). Ibid. 
1796 Article 44.3 of MiFID. The Commission is charged with adopting implementing measures as regards (i) the 
range of bids and offers or designated market-maker quotes, and the depth of trading interest at those prices, to 
be made public, (ii) the size or type of orders for which the pre-trade transparency requirements may be waived, 
and (iii) the market model for which pre-trade transparency requirements may be waived – in particular, whether 
the requirements apply to regulated markets’ trading methods that conclude transactions by reference to prices 
established either outside the regulated market or by periodic auction. Ibid. 
1797 It is noted in recital 6 that regulated markets and MTFs “represent the same trading functionality”. 
1798 Article 29.2 of MiFID. In particular, competent authorities are to be able to waive pre-trade transparency 
requirements in respect of large transactions (large in scale compared with normal market size for the share or 
type of share in question). Ibid. 
1799 Article 29.3 of MiFID. The Commission is charged with adopting implementing measures as regards (i) the 
range of bids and offers or designated market-maker quotes, and the depth of trading interest at those prices, to 
be made public, (ii) the size or type of orders for which the pre-trade transparency requirements may be waived, 
and (iii) the market model for which pre-trade transparency requirements may be waived – in particular, whether 
the requirements apply to regulated markets’ trading methods that conclude transactions by reference to prices 
established either outside the regulated market or by periodic auction. Ibid. 
1800 Ibid. 
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admitted to trading on a regulated market for which they are systematic internalizers and for 

which there is a liquid market. For shares for which there is not a liquid market, systematic 

internalizers shall disclose quotes to their clients on request.1801 Pre-trade transparency 

requirements shall only be applicable to systematic internalizers when dealing for sizes up to 

standard market size. Moreover, systematic internalizers that only deal in sizes above standard 

market size shall not be subject to the requirements.1802 Systematic internalizers may decide 

the size or sizes at which they will quote.1803  

 

MiFID also contains provisions on how to group shares in classes based on average order 

value, how to determine the standard market size for each class of shares and how to 

determine the market for each share1804It is also provided that the competent authority of the 

most relevant market for each share shall determine to which class the share belongs and 

make this information public to market participants.1805 

 

Systematic internalizers must make public their quotes on a regular and continuous basis 

during normal trading hours.1806  

 

The same provision also addresses issues directly related to order execution. Systematic 

internalizers, “while complying with the provisions set down in Article 21” (i.e. the best 

execution provisions) shall execute retail clients’ orders in shares for which they are 

systematic internalizers “at the quoted prices at the time of reception of the order”.1807 

 

                                                 
1801 Article 27.1 of MiFID. 
1802 Ibid. It might be argued that the second part of the provision in the second alinéa of Article 27.1 is 
superfluous since, pursuant to the first part of the same alinéa, the requirement applies only to sizes up to 
standard market size. Thus, a systematic internalizer that never deals in a size at or below standard market size 
would conceivably not fall within the scope of the article’s provisions. 
1803 Ibid. For a particular share each quote shall include a firm bid and/or offer price or prices for a size or sizes 
which could be up to standard market size for the class of shares to which the share belongs. The price or prices 
shall also reflect the prevailing market conditions for that share. 
1804 Ibid. 
1805 Article 27.2 of MiFID. 
1806 Article 27.3 of MiFID. They are entitled to update their quotes at any time and, under exceptional market 
conditions, to withdraw their quotes. The quote shall be made in a public manner which is easily accessible to 
other market participants on a reasonable commercial basis. Ibid. 
1807 Ibid. 
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In a similar manner, systematic internalizers shall execute professional clients’ orders in 

shares for which they are systematic internalizers at the quoted prices at the time of reception 

of the order.1808  

 

Aggregated orders and orders “subject to conditions other than the current market price” may 

also be treated differently.1809 Competent authorities shall check (i) that systematic 

internalizers regularly update their bid and offer quotes and that prices reflect the prevailing 

market conditions as well as (ii) that systematic internalizers comply with “the conditions for 

price improvement laid down in the fourth subparagraph of paragraph 3”.1810 

 

As regards access to quotes, systematic internalizers shall be allowed to decide “on the basis 

of their commercial policy and in an objective non-discriminatory way” to whom they give 

access to their quotes.1811  

 

Systematic internalizers may limit “in a non-discriminatory way” the number of transactions 

from the same client that can be entered at the published conditions.1812 Systematic 

internalizers are also allowed to “limit the total number of transactions from different clients 

                                                 
1808 Ibid. However, systematic internalizers may “execute those orders at a better price in justified cases provided 
that this price falls within a public range close to market conditions and provided that the orders are of a size 
bigger than the size customarily undertaken by a retail investor”. Ibid. It may be noted that this entails a 
distinction – or rather discrimination – between retail and professional investors since only the latter are given 
the opportunity to realize price improvement when executing orders with systematic internalizers. Cf. Moloney, 
op. cit. at 832. 
1809 Ibid. Systematic internalizers may “execute orders they receive from their professional clients at prices 
different than their quoted ones without having to comply with the conditions established in the fourth 
subparagraph, in respect of transactions where execution in several securities is part of one transaction or in 
respect of orders that are subject to conditions other than the current market price”.When a systematic 
internalizer receives an order that is bigger in size than the systematic internalizer’s quote, but smaller than the 
standard market size, the systematic internalizer may choose to execute also the part of the order which exceeds 
its quote. This part of the order must be executed at the quoted price – i.e the same price as the rest of the order – 
unless other pricing is permitted under the fourth or fifth alinéas of Article 27.3. Moreover, if a systematic 
internalizer is quoting in different sizes and receives an order between those sizes that it chooses to execute, the 
order shall be executed “at one of the quoted prices in compliance with the provisions of Article 22” – i.e. the 
client order handling rules – unless other pricing is permitted under the fourth or fifth alinéas. 
1810 Article 27.4 of MiFID. Thus, they may execute an order at a better price in justified cases provided that this 
price falls within a public range close to market conditions and provided that the orders are of a size bigger than 
the size customarily undertaken by a retail investor. 
1811 Article 27.5 of MiFID. Clear standards that govern access to quotes must be set up. Systematic internalizers 
may refuse to enter into, or discontinue, business relationships with investors on the basis of “commercial 
considerations such as the investor credit status, the counterparty risk and the final settlement of the transaction”. 
1812 Article 27.6 of MiFID. This is to limit the risk of being exposed to multiple transactions from the same client 
at the published quote. 
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at the same time provided that this is allowable only where the number and/or volume of 

orders sought by clients considerably exceeds the norm”.1813  

 

Also in this field, the Commission is given the authority to adopt implementing measures.1814  

 

As concerns the implementing directive, recital 76 recognizes in general terms the need for 

e.g. data on quotes, but no other recitals of the Directive directly address pre-trade 

transparency. There appear to be no material provisions regarding pre-trade transparency in 

the implementing directive. 

 

In contrast, the implementing regulation contains numerous provisions on the subject. Recital 

3 recognizes the need for “detailed and fully harmonised transparency requirements and 

rules”. This is needed in order to “ensure equivalent market conditions”, “the smooth 

operation of securities markets throughout the Community” and to “facilitate the effective 

integration of those markets”.1815 Moreover, the goal of both pre- and post-trade transparency 

is to ensure that “investors are adequately informed as to the true level of actual and potential 

transactions” irrespective of whether those transactions take place on regulated markets, 

MTFs, through systematic internalizers or on other venues. Transparency requirements are 

intended to “promote competition between trading venues for execution services so as to 

increase investor choice, encourage innovation, lower transaction costs, and increase the 

efficiency of the price formation process on a pan-Community basis”.1816  

 

                                                 
1813 Ibid. Any such limitations on the total number of transactions must be non-discriminatory and in accordance 
with the provisions of Article 22. Ibid. 
1814 Article 27.7 of MiFID. Implementing measures shall be adopted with regard to (i) the application of 
paragraphs 1 and 2, (ii) the criteria for determining when a quote is published on a regular and continuous basis 
and easily accessible, as well as the means by which systematic internalizers may publish their quotes, (iii) 
criteria for determining those transactions where execution in several securities is part of one transaction or 
orders that are subject to conditions other than current market price, (iv) criteria for what constitutes such 
exceptional market circumstances that allow for the withdrawal of quotes, as well as conditions for updating 
quotes, (v) criteria for determining what constitutes a size customarily undertaken by a retail investor, (vi) 
criteria for what constitutes numbers and volumes of orders that considerably exceeds the norm, for the purposes 
of permitting systematic internalizers to limit the total number of transactions, and (vii) the criteria for when 
prices fall within a public range close to market conditions. 
1815 Ibid. 
1816 Recital 5 to the implementing regulation. It is stated that a high level of transparency is necessary to avoid 
fragmentation of liquidity, although it is also recognized that there “may be circumstances where exemptions 
from pre-trade transparency obligations, or deferral of post-trade transparency obligations, may be necessary”. 
Ibid. 
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As regards exemptions, any waivers from pre- or post-trade transparency requirements that 

are granted by national competent authorities should be non-discriminatory: all regulated 

markets and MTFs should be treated equal.1817  

 

The interplay between the pre-trade transparency requirements of regulated markets and 

MTFs, on the one hand, and those that apply to systematic internalizers on the other hand, is 

also addressed. It is stated that a waiver from pre-transparency requirements, granted to 

regulated markets or MTFs, should not enable them to avoid pre-trade transparency 

obligations regarding transactions concluded under the rules of a regulated market or MTF, if 

the same transaction as carried out outside a regulated market or MTF would have been 

subject to systematic internalizers’ pre-trade transparency requirements.1818  

 

A share that is not traded daily is not considered as having “a liquid market” for MiFID 

purposes, although temporary suspensions of trading in a share due to e.g. force majeure are 

not enough to render it illiquid.1819 It is also clarified that trading venues – here, regulated 

markets and MTFs – may require members or participants to provide additional information 

over and above the quote, order and transaction information required by MiFID.1820 

 

The speed with which information should be disclosed is discussed as well. Information 

“should be made available as close to instantaneously as technically possible, assuming a 

reasonable level of efficiency and of expenditure on systems”.1821  

 

Several types of transactions are exempted from the scope of the Regulation, namely (i) 

securities financing transactions, (ii) the exercise of options or covered warrants, and (iii) 

primary market transactions such as issuance, allotment or subscription in equity securities 

and bonds.1822 

 

                                                 
1817 Recital 12 to the implementing regulation. A waiver or deferral should be granted either to all regulated 
markets and MTFs, or to none. Ibid. 
1818 Recital 14 to the implementing regulation. 
1819 Recital 16 to the implementing regulation. 
1820 Recital 17 to the implementing regulation. 
1821 Recital 18 to the implementing regulation. Moreover, “the information should only be published close to the 
three minute maximum limit in exceptional cases where the systems available do not allow for a publication in a 
shorter period of time”. Ibid. 
1822 Article 5 of the implementing regulation. 
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The regulation includes detailed rules on how to determine which market is the most relevant 

market in terms of liquidity for a given financial instrument. Article 9(2) sets out the main 

rule regarding equities, namely that the most relevant market is the market where the 

instrument was first admitted to trading on a regulated market.1823  There are also specific 

rules that apply when one financial instrument was first admitted to trading on more than one 

regulated market simultaneously.1824 The determination of most relevant market can be 

contested by a competent authority in another member state,1825  in accordance with a protocol 

for determining which of the two member states has the highest turnover of the financial 

instrument in question. The member state where the turnover is highest shall be deemed the 

most relevant market.1826 

 

Article 17 sets out relatively detailed, harmonized pre-trade transparency obligations. A high-

level obligation to make information public is set out, with reference  to a table in Annex II to 

the implementing regulation.1827  

 

The pre-trade transparency obligations for entities that operate a continuous auction order 

book trading system are also addressed.1828 As for quote-driven trading systems, the entity 

that operates the system shall make public the best bid and offer price by each market maker, 

together with information about the attached volume.1829 With regard to pre-trade 

transparency requirements in a periodic auction system, it is stipulated that for each share the 

entity operating the system shall make public “the price that would best satisfy the system's 

trading algorithm and the volume that would potentially be executable at that price by 

participants in that system”.1830 

                                                 
1823 As noted in Chapter 1 supra, only equities are studied here. For completeness, it may be mentioned that for 
bonds issued by subsidiaries, Article 9(3) provides that the most relevant market shall be the member state where 
the parent entity has its registered office. Article 9(4) provides that for bonds issued by EU issuers that are not 
covered by Article 9(3), the most relevant market shall be the member state where the issuer has its registered 
office. Article 9(5) addresses the determination of most relevant market for bonds issued by third country 
issuers, while Article 9(6) provides rules relating to e.g. derivatives and Article 9(7) includes a catch-all rule for 
instruments not covered by the previous paragraphs. 
1824 Article 9.8 of the implementing regulation. 
1825 Article 10.1 of the implementing regulation. 
1826 Article 10.2 of the implementing regulation. 
1827 This table sets out more detailed transparency requirements that are defined for different types of trading 
systems. 
1828 Article 17.2 of the implementing regulation. Such entities are required to “make public continuously 
throughout its normal trading hours the aggregate number of orders and of the shares those orders represent at 
each price level, for the five best bid and offer price levels”. 
1829 Article 17.3 of the implementing regulation. The quotes shall represent binding commitments although 
indicative or one-way prices may be allowed for a limited time in “exceptional market conditions”. Ibid. 
1830 Article 17.4 of the implementing regulation. 
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Trading systems that cannot be subsumed under any of these heading are subject to a set of 

generic pre-trade transparency requirements.1831  

 

The regulation also contains rules concerning waivers from the pre-trade transparency rules 

based on either the trading methodology used by a system, or the type of order or transaction 

executed in the system.1832  

 

With reference to MiFID’s provisions concerning waivers for transactions that are large in 

scale, details on what orders are large enough to qualify for a waiver are set out in the Annex 

to the regulation.1833 Article 21 sets out criteria for determining whether a firm is a systematic 

internalizer. Pursuant to Article 21(1), a firm that deals on its own account outside a regulated 

market or MTF shall be treated as a systematic internalizer if it performs that activity on an 

organized, frequent and systematic basis.1834 Article 21(2) sets out a procedure to be complied 

with by those firms that wish to cease to act as systematic internalizers. Article 21(3) sets out 

criteria used to determine when dealing on own account, executing client orders, is not 

performed on an organized, frequent and systematic basis.1835 Each competent authority shall 

maintain and annually update a list of systematic internalizers.1836 

 

                                                 
1831 Article 17.5 of the implementing regulation. These systems are required to maintain standards of pre-trade 
transparency that ensure that “adequate information is made public as to the price level of orders or quotes for 
each share” and also with regard to “the level of trading interest in that share”. Also, “if the characteristics of the 
price discovery mechanism permit it”, the five best bid and offer price levels and/or two-way quotes of each 
market maker in each share shall be made public. Ibid. 
1832 Article 18 of the implementing regulation. Systems that use trading methodologies “where the price is 
determined in accordance with a reference price generated by another system, where that reference price is 
widely published and is regarded generally by market participants as a reliable reference price” may be granted 
waivers. Systems that formalize negotiated transactions may be granted waivers, provided that the negotiated 
transactions in these systems either are made “at or within the current volume weighted spread reflected on the 
order book or the quotes of the market makers of the regulated market or MTF operating that system” or when 
the negotiated transactions are “subject to conditions other than the current market price of the share”. Ibid. 
Article 18(2) specifically addresses waivers based on the type of order. Such waivers may only be granted “in 
relation to orders held in an order management facility maintained by the regulated market or MTF pending their 
being disclosed to the market”. A more detailed definition of what constitutes a negotiated transaction is 
provided in Article 19. 
1833 See reference in Article 20 of the implementing regulation. 
1834 Criteria to be taken into account, as set out in Article 21(1), include (i) that the activity has a “material 
commercial role for the firm” and is done according to “non-discretionary rules and procedures”, (ii) that the 
activities are carried out by specifically assigned personnel or technical systems, and (iii) that the activity is 
available to clients on a regular or continuous basis. 
1835 The following conditions then apply: (i) that activity “is performed on an ad hoc and irregular bilateral basis” 
with wholesale counterparties and involve “dealings above standard market size”, (ii) the transactions are carried 
out outside the systems used by the firm when it acts as systematic internalizer. Ibid. 
1836 Article 21.4 of the implementing regulation. 
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Article 22 provides rules on how to determine whether a share has a liquid market, with 

relatively detailed criteria to be used in that determination.1837  Pursuant to Article 23, liquid 

shares shall be grouped into classes where the standard market size is based on the average 

value of orders executed for each class of shares.  

 

Article 24 sets out rules concerning the quotes that systematic internalizers are required to 

maintain. They shall, for each liquid share that they are systematic internalizers in, maintain 

“a quote or quotes which are close in price to comparable quotes for the same share in other 

trading venues” and also a record of its quoted prices for at least the latest 12 months. 

 

Article 25 contains provisions concerning order handling that refer to MiFID’s provisions on 

pre-trade transparency requirements for systematic internalizers in Article 27.1838  

 

Article 25(2) refers to Article 27(6) of MiFID, where it is provided that systematic 

internalizers may limit the number of transactions that they enter into at their quoted 

prices.1839  

 

Article 26 sets out a definition of “retail size” for the purposes of determining when a 

systematic internalizer can offer price improvement to a professional client when executing 

orders that are “bigger than the size customarily undertaken by a retail investor”.1840 

 

                                                 
1837 The main criteria used to identify liquid shares, as set out in Article 22(1), are the free float (no less than 500 
million euro), the average daily number of transactions (not less than 500) and the average daily turnover for the 
share (not less than 2 million euro). 
1838 Article 25(1) of the regulation sets out more specific rules systematic internalizers’ execution of orders that 
relate to the pre-transparency requirements set out in the fifth subparagraph of MiFID Article 27(3), i.e. 
systematic internalizers’ execution of orders from professional clients at prices different from their quotes when 
“execution in several securities is part of one transaction” or when an order is “subject to conditions other than 
the current market price”. Article 25(1) provides (i) that execution in several securities shall be regarded as part 
of one transaction if that one transaction is a “portfolio trade” that involves 10 or more securities, and (ii) that an 
order subject to conditions other than the market price means “any order which is neither an order for the 
execution of a transaction in shares at the prevailing market price, nor a limit order”. 
1839 Article 25(2) of the regulation states that the number or volume of orders shall be regarded as “considerably 
exceeding the norm” – and thus trigger the systematic internalizer’s right to limit the number of transactions 
against posted quotes – if a systematic internalizer “cannot execute those orders without exposing itself to undue 
risk. A systematic internalizer shall maintain and implement a policy in order to identify the number and volume 
of orders that it can execute without exposing itself to undue risk. Furthermore, Article 25(3) provides that a firm 
that limits the number or volume of orders that it undertakes to execute, shall set out in writing the arrangements 
designed to ensure that the limitation does not entail discriminatory treatment of clients and make these 
arrangements available to clients and potential clients. 
1840 MiFID Article 27(3), fourth subparagraph. An order exceeds retail size if it is larger than 7 500 euro. 
Article 26 of the implementing regulation.  
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The regulation also contains provisions that are germane to both the pre- and post-trade 

transparency regimes, namely concerning the publication of trade data, the public availability 

of such data and arrangements for making the data public. 

 

Article 29, paragraphs 1 and 2 set out common rules regarding the publication and availability 

of data. Pursuant to Article 29(1), a regulated market, MTF or systematic internalizer shall 

publish pre-trade information “as soon as it becomes available” during normal trading hours 

and remains available until updated. Article 29(2) stipulates that pre-trade information, as 

well as post-trade information about transactions on trading venues within “normal trading 

hours”, shall be made available “as close to real time as possible”. Post-trade information 

shall at any rate be made public “within three minutes of the relevant transaction”. 

 

Article 30 addresses the public availability of trade data and set out three ways in which pre- 

and post-trade information can be disseminated: (i) through the facilities of a regulated market 

or MTF, (ii) through the facilities of a third party, and (iii) through proprietary arrangements. 

The regulation also sets out more detailed requirements for publishing arrangements.1841 

6.4.2.4 Post-trade Transparency Requirements 

The preamble to MiFID addresses post-trade transparency requirements only to a limited 

extent. It is held that transparency of transactions is necessary to achieve “the two-fold aim of 

protecting investors and ensuring the smooth operation of securities markets”.1842 To this end, 

common rules for both “publication of details of completed transactions in shares” and 

“disclosure of details of current opportunities to trade in shares” are held to be needed for the 

effective integration of Member State equity markets, a more efficient overall price formation 

process and in order to contribute to the effective operation of best execution obligations.1843 

 

The post-trade transparency requirements for regulated markets, MTFs and systematic 

internalizers are set out in Article 45, 30 and 28 of MiFID, respectively. 

                                                 
1841 Article 32 of the implementing regulation provides several conditions that any arrangement to publish 
information must satisfy, namely (i) that procedures are in place to ensure that the information is “reliable, 
monitored continuously for errors, and corrected as soon as errors are detected”, (ii) that the arrangement 
facilitates “the consolidation of the data with similar data from other sources”, and (iii) that the information is 
made available to the public “on a non-discriminatory commercial basis at a reasonable cost”. 
1842 Recital 44 to MiFID. 
1843 Ibid. Moreover, as noted above, recital 45 provides that Member States shall be able to extend the transaction 
reporting requirements to financial instruments that are not admitted to trading on a regulated market and recital 
46 provides that Member States may decide to apply the pre- and post-trade transparency requirements to 
financial instruments other than shares. 
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Article 45.1 provides that regulated markets shall make public the price, volume and time of 

the transactions executed in respect of shares admitted to trading. Disclosure shall be made on 

a reasonable commercial basis and as close to real‑time as possible.1844  

Publication of information relating to large transactions is also addressed. The competent 

authorities of Member States may authorize regulated markets to defer publication of trading 

data relating to transactions “based on their type or size”.1845  

 

Article 45.3 provides for the delegation of rulemaking authority to the Commission with 

respect to (i) the scope and content of the information to be made available to the public and 

(ii) the conditions under which publication of trades may be deferred as well as the criteria to 

be applied when deciding for what transactions publication may be deferred. 

 

Very similar rules that apply to MTFs are set out in Article 30 of MiFID. Those who operate 

an MTF (investment firms or market operators) make public the price, volume and time of the 

transactions executed.1846 Details of such transactions are to be made public, on a reasonable 

commercial basis, as close to real‑time as possible.1847  A regime for deferred disclosure of 

large trades is set out, which corresponds to that which applies to regulated markets.1848 

Lastly, rulemaking authority is delegated to the Commission regarding the same issues as for 

regulated markets, i.e. (i) the scope and content of the information to be made available to the 

public and (ii) the conditions under which publication of trades may be deferred as well as the 

criteria to be applied when deciding for what transactions publication may be deferred.1849 

Indeed, it is expressly provided that except “where justified by the specific nature of the MTF, 

                                                 
1844 Regulated markets may give access to their arrangements for making trading data public to systematic 
internalizers. If so, access must be provided on reasonable commercial terms and on a non-discriminatory basis.  
Ibid. 
1845 Article 45.2 of MiFID. Specifically, publication in respect of large transactions may be deferred if authorized 
by the competent authorities. Regulated markets must obtain the competent authority's prior approval of 
proposed arrangements for deferred publication of trades, and these arrangements must be clearly disclosed to 
market participants and the investing public. Ibid. 
1846 Article 30.1 of MiFID. As in the case of regulated markets, this requirement applies to shares which are 
admitted to trading on a regulated market. 
1847 However, it is also clarified that this requirement shall not apply to details of trades executed on an MTF that 
are made public under the systems of a regulated market. 
1848 Article 30.2 of MiFID, as compared to its Article 45.2. 
1849 Article 30.3 of MiFID, as compared to its Article 45.3. 
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the content of these implementing measures shall be equal to that of the implementing 

measures provided for in Article 45 for regulated markets”.1850 

 

Post-trade transparency requirements for systematic internalizers show a close resemblance to 

the rules that apply to regulated markets and MTFs. Systematic internalizers shall make 

public the volume and price of those transactions and the time at which they were 

concluded.1851 The disclosures shall “comply with the requirements adopted pursuant to 

Article 45”.1852  Rulemaking authority is delegated to the Commission with regard to issues 

relative to systematic internalizers that are distinct from the corresponding issues relative to 

regulated markets and MTFs.1853  

 

The implementing regulation sets out relatively detailed transparency rules, some of which 

have already been discussed supra in the context of pre-trade transparency requirements. 

Thus,  the need for detailed and harmonized transparency requirements is recognized,1854 as 

well asthe importance of transparency requirements for e.g. price formation and inter-venue 

competition.1855 It is stated that waivers granted by competent authorities in relation to e.g. the 

deferral of post-trade transparency obligations must be granted in a non-discriminatory 

manner that ensures equal treatment of all regulated markets and MTFs.1856 As noted supra, 

Recital 16 states that as a general rule shares that are not traded daily should not be considered 

as having a liquid market, while recital 17 clarifies that regulated markets and MTFs may 

impose more far-reaching transparency obligations on their members with regard to both pre- 

and post-trade information. Moreover, the requirements discussed in recital 18 regarding 

information that must be made available as close to real time as possible apply to both pre- 

and post-trade information. 

 

                                                 
1850 Article 30.3 of MiFID. Disclosure shall be as close to real‑time as possible, on a reasonable commercial 
basis, and in a manner which is easily accessible to other market participants. Ibid. 
1851 Article 28.1 of MiFID. 
1852 Article 28.2 of MiFID. It is expressly provided that measures concerning deferred reporting shall apply 
mutatis mutandis to “those transactions” (i.e. large trades) when undertaken outside a regulated market or MTF. 
Ibid. 
1853 Article 45.3 of MiFID. The Commission is directed to adopt measures concerning (i) the manner in which 
post-trade disclosure shall be effected and (ii) clarification of the extent to which the post-trade transparency 
requirements apply to “transactions involving the use of shares for collateral, lending or other purposes where 
the exchange of shares is determined by factors other than the current market valuation of the share”. Ibid. 
1854 Recital 3 of the implementing regulation. 
1855 Recital 5 of the implementing regulation. 
1856 Recital 12 of the implementing regulation. 
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As noted above, several Articles in the regulation address issues related to the transparency 

requirements in general (e.g. exemptions in Article 5 and determination of the most liquid 

market in Articles 9 and 10). Specific provisions concerning post-trade transparency are set 

out in Articles 27 and 28. Pursuant to Article 27(1), certain data, specified in more detail in an 

Annex to the Regulation, are to be disclosed to the public. Moreover, certain special 

circumstances – e.g. that the trade was a negotiated trade – shall be disclosed as well. Trading 

details shall be made public either by reference to each transaction, or as an aggregate of the 

volume and price of all transactions in the same share that take place at the same time, at the 

same price.1857 Article 27(3) stipulates that the data provided by systematic internalizers must 

at least include information, for each share and each trading day, about the highest, lowest and 

average price, the total number of shares traded and the total number of transactions. Article 

27(4) provides rules about the publication of post-trade information about transactions 

executed outside a regulated market or MTF.1858  

 

Article 28 addresses the issue of deferred publication of large transactions.1859  

 

As noted supra, paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 29 provide generally applicable rules on 

publication of trade data. Moreover, specific post-trade transparency requirements in certain 

defined circumstances are addressed in Articles 29(3) to 29(5). Article 29(3) provides specific 

rules for post-trade disclosure of information about portfolio trades. Information “with respect 

to each constituent transaction” shall be made available “as close to real time as possible”, 

taking into account the need to allocate prices to particular shares. Furthermore, each 

constituent transaction shall be assessed separately to determine whether deferred publication 

is allowable. Pursuant to Article 29(4), information about transactions taking place on a 

trading venue, but outside its normal trading hours, shall be made public before the opening of 

the next trading day of that venue. 

                                                 
1857 Article 27(2) sets out an exception regarding systematic internalizers’ reporting of where a trade occurred 
(the venue identification).  A systematic internalizer may provide the generic acronym “SI” instead of 
information about itself as the venue when it executes a trade in its capacity as systemic internalizer. However, a 
systematic internalizer that avails itself of this opportunity must publish aggregate quarterly data concerning the 
transactions that it has executed in its capacity as systematic internalizer. 
1858 The provision sets out rules about the responsibility for ensuring that information about the transaction is 
disclosed, while also allowing the parties to vary the default rule by agreement. 
1859 It provides that information about a transaction may be deferred for a predetermined time (specified in an 
Annex to the regulation) if the transaction (i) is between an investment firm dealing on its own account and a 
client of that firm, and (ii) the size of the transaction exceeds a predetermined size set out in an Annex to the 
regulation. 
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Finally, as noted above, Article 30 sets out generally applicable rules concerning the public 

availability of pre- and post-trade information, and Article 32 sets out requirements regarding 

arrangements for making the information public. 

6.5 Analysis 

6.5.1 Introduction: Earlier Analyses of MiFID’s Order Execution and 
Transparency Rules 

Since the MiFID rules appeared, a large number of analyses of the rules and their effects have 

been carried out. In the following, an overview of the analyses and their main conclusions will 

be presented. As in Chapter 5 supra, they will be grouped under a number of thematic 

headings. 

6.5.2 The Nature of the MiFID Obligations 

The legal nature of the MiFID obligations have been analyzed, although this mostly concerns 

the best execution obligation; the order handling and transparency rules have only seldom 

been subjected to this type of theoretical scrutiny. 

 

A couple of years after MiFID had been adopted, a few months before the end date for 

transposition in Member States, the Commission issued an interpretative document that 

addressed the extent of best execution obligations in quote-driven dealer markets at the 

request of CESR. The Commission argued that the key determinant for whether best 

execution obligations applied to the execution of an order in quote-driven dealer markets was 

whether the order was executed “on behalf of” a client. In the Commission’s view, “the 

requirement that an order is being executed on behalf of a client is integral to the concept of 

best execution”.1860 Furthermore, it was stated (with reference to recital 33 of MiFID) that an 

order will be considered to be executed on behalf of a client when contractual or agency 

obligations are owed by the firm to the client.1861 In this context, several other observations 

were made as well. The Commission held that the scope of best execution requirements when 

dealing on one’s own account is limited to “circumstances covered by Recital 33 where the 

firm is acting on behalf of the client (and is thereby in a position to make decisions that will 

                                                 
1860 European Commission, Commission answers to CESR scope issues under MiFID and the implementing 
directive (Working Document ESC-07-2007) (March 19, 2007) at 2 (not paginated). 
1861 Ibid. at 2 f. 
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affect the interests of the client)”.1862 Interestingly enough, the Commission also emphasized 

that the reference to “agency” in recital 33 of MiFID “is not intended to equate the application 

of best execution obligations with the existence of an agency relationship under the applicable 

national law”.1863 

   

In general terms, Moloney characterizes the MiFID best execution regime as a process-based 

and generally, though not always, flexible solution to a “highly technical and politically 

charged” issue.1864 Best execution is described as “a function of a process rather than of a 

particular price benchmark”.1865 

 

D’Hondt and Giraud analyze the design and potential effect of MiFID’s best execution 

obligation. In their view, the best execution obligation is a necessary tool for investor 

protection in a liberalized marketplace.1866 The best execution duty under MiFID is 

characterized as a three-prong obligation that entails (i) an obligation regarding means to 

achieve best execution, (ii) documentation requirements concerning intermediaries’ execution 

policies, and (iii) an obligation for intermediaries to demonstrate that execution has been 

carried out in accordance with the execution policy that in turn allows for best execution on a 

consistent basis. D’Hondt and Giraud criticize the structure of the best execution obligation 

under MiFID. They hold that it is at the same time an obligation of means – to take all 

reasonable steps to obtain best execution – and an obligation of result – delineating factors 

such as price, costs, speed et cetera that should be taken into account when determining 

whether best execution has been obtained.1867 Furthermore, they argue that MiFID has not 

brought a clear definition and measurable objective of what constitutes best execution, and 

that the execution assessment criteria in MIFID provide only partial guidelines on how to 

assess the quality of execution.1868 Moreover, they hold that the obligation of means may 

prove problematic and cause conflicts between intermediaries and clients concerning the 

execution efforts made – or not – in a specific transaction. 

 

                                                 
1862 Ibid. at 3. 
1863 Ibid. at 3, footnote 1. 
1864 Moloney, op. cit. at 625. 
1865 Ibid. at 626. 
1866 D’Hondt and Giraud, op. cit. at 18. 
1867 Ibid. 
1868 Ibid. at 19 f. 
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Petrella holds that relative to previous rules, the best execution definition in MiFID shifts the 

focus from a “purely price-based rule” to “a more general definition encompassing several 

dimensions of order execution quality”.1869 Ferrarini appreciates the flexibility of the best 

execution obligation in Article 21 of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 

(MiFID)1870 although he also notes that a broad definition of best execution may create 

difficulties in enforcement.1871 

 

As concerns the pre- and post-trade transparency rules in MiFID, Moloney holds that they 

represent “a signal failure” for the Lamfalussy process and constitute a set of “technical, 

complex, and detailed rules” that reflect the need to resolve political deadlock.1872 In contrast, 

Moloney holds that the “highly technical” transparency provisions in the implementing 

directive and regulation benefited from dialogue between CESR and market stakeholders as 

the details of the legal framework were chiseled out.1873 

6.5.2 Fragmentation: Execution in Different Types of Venues 

According to Moloney, the requirement in Article 21.3 of MiFID – that the order execution 

policy should include those venues where the firms expect to obtain, on a consistent basis, the 

best possible execution result – entails that firms’ choice is somewhat restrained.1874 This is 

seen to reflect the fact that the best execution provisions of the directive became, in 

Moloney’s words, “a secondary battlefield on the wider order-execution conflict”.1875 The 

requirement that the policy should include those venues where the firms expect to obtain, on a 

consistent basis, the best possible execution result has, according to Moloney, led to some 

concern of a bias in favor of exchange trading.1876 Moreover, the pro-exchange bias may be 

further reinforced by the double consent requirement for execution of trades outside a 

regulated market or an MTF,1877 although Moloney notes that the consent for execution off 

                                                 
1869 Giovanni Petrella. MiFID, Reg NMS and competition across trading venues in Europe and the USA, 18 
Journal of Financial Regulation and Compliance (2010) 257 at 260. 
1870 Directive 2004/39/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 21 April 2004 on Markets in Financial 
Instruments amending Council Directives 85/611/EEC and 93/6/EEC and Directive 2000/12/EC of the European 
Parliament and the Council and repealing Council Directive 93/22/EEC, OJ L 145, 30.4.2004 p. 1–44.  
1871 Ferrarini, op. cit. at 406 f. 
1872 Ibid. at 817. 
1873 Ibid. 
1874 Moloney, op. cit. at 626. 
1875 Ibid. 
1876 Ibid. with reference to G. Ferrarini. Contract Standards and the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 
1 Euro. Rev. Contract L. (2005) 19 at 26. 
1877 Ibid. at 626. 
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regulated markets or MTFs may be obtained either in the form of a general agreement or in 

respect of individual transactions.1878 

 

Moloney also notes that overly restrictive best execution requirements, focused on a limited 

range of execution criteria, would run the risk of restricting execution choices and obstruct the 

development of inter-venue competition, which is identified as “at the core of MiFID”.1879 At 

the same time, Moloney argues that certainty as to the scope of these requirements is critical 

since the best execution regime is a cornerstone of MiFID’s competitive order-execution 

framework.1880 In Moloney’s view, the new best execution regime created by MiFID and the 

supplementary regulation at levels 2 and 3 is strongly characterized by flexibility. This is seen 

as critical since best execution depends on a range of factors. Among these are the impact of 

trading costs, the importance of speedy execution and the depth of liquidity. Other factors 

include market structure considerations (dealer or order driven markets), the nature of the 

instrument and the nature of the order (e.g. whether a limit or market order).1881 

 

Moloney argues that a flexible approach also allows multiple venues to compete on factors 

other than price, while a price-based benchmark would arguably have reinforced the position 

of the dominant exchanges “which currently attract the deepest liquidity”.1882 In this context, 

it might be noted that both Pan and Gadinis compare the best execution regime set out in 

MiFID with the Order Protection Rule adopted by the SEC in Regulation NMS.1883 Both 

authors find the EU rules superior to the Order Protection Rule in that they are seen as more 

flexible, allowing for consideration of a wider range of execution factors. Both Pan and 

Gadinis also raise the issue that a price-based benchmark such as the OPR may force order 

flow to the most liquid – already dominant – venues. Ferrarini and Recine also analyze the 

impact of the extant EU best execution rules. Interestingly, they observe that EU rules that 

impinge on order execution were influenced by US securities regulation, specifically the order 

handling rules adopted by the SEC in 1996.1884 They go on to frame the design of a legal best 

execution obligation as a trade-off between a broad notion of the duty that runs the risk of 

becoming devoid of practical content and, at the opposite end of the spectrum, a narrow 
                                                 
1878 Ibid. at 626 f. 
1879 Ibid. at 623. 
1880 Ibid. 
1881 Ibid. 
1882 Ibid. 
1883 Gkantinis, op. cit. at 340 ff. and Pan, op. cit. at 161. 
1884 Ferrarini and Recine, op. cit. at 252. The effects of the Order Handling Rules on spreads in the Nasdaq 
market have been investigated by Chung and Zhao. See Chung and Zhao, op. cit, passim. 
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concept that would likely benefit incumbent exchanges over new trading venues.1885 

Moreover, they hold that the EU rules governing internalized execution of orders will increase 

the costs of internalizing execution in EU Member States where such executions were 

previously subject to less stringent transparency requirements.1886 

 

However, a “bias” against off-exchange execution of retail orders has also been detected in 

the MiFID best execution regime. This is held to reflect “very difficult” political negotiations 

on the treatment of retail orders in a competitive order-execution market.1887 Another political 

consideration identified by Moloney concerns investor autonomy, which to her is a key 

principle governing the regime and one which “the market” was concerned to protect during 

the level 2 negotiations. Investor autonomy is reflected at level 1 – in MiFID – in Article 21.1 

according to which a firm must execute an order following any specific instructions given by 

the client. At level 2, in the implementing Directive, Article 44.2 provides that a firm satisfies 

its MiFID Article 21 best execution obligation to the extent that it executes an order or a 

specific aspect of an order following specific instructions from the client relating to the order 

or the specific aspect thereof.1888 

 

Moloney holds that the best execution obligation set out in MiFID Article 21 is designed to 

support efficiency in the new competitive order-execution market and to buttress the new 

order-execution regime against fragmentation risks.1889 However, Moloney also argues that 

the new obligation is designed to channel the benefits of competition in order execution to 

retail users in particular. In this context, Moloney holds that professional investors will often 

specify execution requirements.1890 

 

Moloney further notes that the provisions concerning the execution policy in MiFID Article 

21.3 impose some prescription on the contents of the policy as it must include information on 

the different execution venues and the factors affecting the choice of venue. Moreover, venues 

which enable firms to obtain, on a consistent basis, the best possible order execution result 

must be included in the execution policy. Moloney notes that this has led to some concern of a 

                                                 
1885 Ibid. at 265 f. 
1886 Ibid. at 267. 
1887 Moloney, op. cit. at 623. 
1888 Ibid. at 624. 
1889 Moloney, op. cit. at 622. 
1890 Ibid. 
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bias in favor of exchange trading,1891 and that this bias may be further reinforced by the 

double-consent requirement in MiFID Article 21.3. Firms must not only obtain the prior 

consent of clients to the execution policy, but also prior express consent where orders are 

executed outside a regulated market or an MTF. Prior express consent for execution outside a 

regulated market or an MTF may, however, be obtained either in the form of a general 

agreement or in respect of individual transactions.1892 

 

Ferrarini argues that rules in implementing European legislation limit the flexibility of the 

high-level obligation in the Directive. This is due to constraints on off-exchange execution of 

orders and, insofar as retail trades are concerned, an emphasis on price when determining 

whether best execution has been achieved.1893 Specifically, Ferrarini argues that the emphasis 

on receiving best price will put established and more liquid markets at a competitive 

advantage and thus favor incumbent exchanges.1894 

 

Ferrarini and Recine analyze Article 22.2 of MiFID and conclude that although requiring 

disclosure through transfer of orders to a regulated market or MTF “is apparently justified by 

the aim to assure that the relevant orders are made public and accessible in an effective way”, 

member states could exploit this option “simply to protect their domestic markets”.1895 

Ferrarini and Recine also hold that those member states that already allowed for 

internalization “do not foresee anything like the U.S. Display Rule in their domestic 

legislations” while the member states that had not allowed internalization and were forced to 

do so by MiFID “lobbied for a similar rule also to protect domestic stock exchanges and 

brokers” against internalization of trading by large investment banks.1896 

 

Moloney discusses how transparency requirements can be used to mitigate fragmentation risk, 

and notes that MiFID employs transparency requirements imposed on all trading venues to 

counteract potential fragmentation risks. However, Moloney also notes that transparency 

requirements, especially pre-trade transparency obligations, pose risks to off-exchange trading 

                                                 
1891 Ibid. 
1892 Ibid. at 626 f. 
1893 Ibid. at 408 f. 
1894 Ibid. at 410. 
1895 Ferrarini and Recine, op. cit. at 259 f. MiFID Article 22.2 grants Member States the option, if they so wish, 
to prescribe that firms shall transmit unexecuted client limit orders to a regulated market or MTF. 
1896 Ibid. at 260. Ferrarini and Recine also state that it is “likely” that member states that have to abolish 
concentration rules will instead require client limit orders to be transmitted to regulated markets and MTFs “in 
an effort to protect the same from the domination of mainly Anglo-American investment banks”. Ibid. 
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and dealer markets, and may affect liquidity negatively. Pre-trade transparency requirements 

may also expose systematic internalizers to risks associated with them having to expose their 

trading position.1897 

 

Also, the provision that competent authorities may not discriminate between trading venues 

when they grant waivers is seen by Moloney as intended to support competitive order 

execution.1898 Moreover, Moloney notes the provision that a competent authority shall not 

grant a waiver if this would enable a firm to avoid pre-trade transparency requirements for 

transactions that, if executed outside regulated markets or MTFs, would have been subject to 

the pre-trade transparency regime applicable to systematic internalizers. This provision is 

characterized as an “over-arching restriction designed to prevent regulatory arbitrage”.1899 

 

The pre-trade transparency requirements for systematic internalizers are described as 

controversial by Moloney, with its complexity a reflection of “the very difficult political 

compromise” in the level 1 MiFID directive and “the strains imposed by the consequent 

attempt to accommodate concerns as to the risks faced by internalizers to their trading 

position, and the need to provide sufficient incentives for firms to provide liquidity, within a 

regime which is based on requiring a degree of pre-trade transparency”.1900 The rule is 

primarily calibrated along two axes, namely (i) its scope – it only applies to “liquid shares” as 

defined in the rules,1901 and (ii) the size of orders subject to the requirements, as they only 

apply to orders below “standard market size” as defined in the rules.1902 Thus, the 

commitment to transparency is balanced against the risks faced by internalizers who place 

their own capital at risk when providing quotes. Since the pre-trade transparency requirements 

only apply to smaller, predominantly retail transactions, Moloney holds that internalization in 

the wholesale markets should not generate significant risks to the internalizer’s trading 

position.1903 It is also noted that the pre-trade transparency requirements for systematic 

internalizers, to publish firm quotes in respect of shares admitted to trading on a regulated 

                                                 
1897 Ibid. at 816 f. 
1898 Ibid. at 827. 
1899 Ibid. 
1900 Ibid. at 829. 
1901 Moloney also notes that ”[the] notion of liquidity is central to whether the controversial pre-trade regime is 
imposed”. Ibid.  
1902 Ibid. Moloney also notes that the size of order which would trigger the reporting obligation was “at the heart 
of” the negotiation over MiFID, and that the final definition of standard market size reflects the European 
Parliament’s position on the issue. Ibid. at 830. 
1903 Ibid. 
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market for which they are systematic internalizers, apply only where there is a liquid market 

in those shares. 

 

Moloney notes that systematic internalizers’ opportunities to offer price improvement were 

highly contentious during the MiFID negotiations, with the European Parliament arguing (i) 

that the ability to offer price improvement was essential in order for firms to manage their 

equity positions and (ii) transparency would be not hindered since the transaction price would 

be published under the post-trade transparency regime. The Parliament also argued that firms 

would not be able to quote their best price if price improvement was not allowed, that their 

trading position would be threatened and that liquidity would be withdrawn from the 

market.1904 During the Council negotiations, as reported by Moloney, member states that were 

against price improvement argued that firm quotes were needed to ensure transparency and 

that price improvement could disfavor retail investors, distort transparency and spur investors 

to choose trading venue based on the opportunities to strike a deal on pricing rather than on 

(available) pricing information.1905 Moloney also notes that the final provision on the matter 

in MiFID reflects a compromise put forward by the Italian presidency. Price improvement on 

retail orders is prohibited but allowed, subject to certain conditions, for professional 

orders.1906 Moloney holds that the divergence between retail orders and professional orders 

with regard to price improvement opportunities “on the face of it appears discriminatory”.1907 

 

The definition of liquid shares in the MiFID legal framework is also discussed by Moloney, 

who notes that the determination of liquid shares governs the range of shares for which 

systematic internalizers’ pre-trade transparency obligations exist. In this context, it is noted 

that the criteria set out in the implementing Regulation set the threshold at a level where small 

markets may not have any shares that reach the threshold, and thus no liquid shares for the 

purposes of the pre-trade transparency obligations. Moloney holds that this explains the 

presence (in Article 22(2) of the implementing Regulation) of provisions that allow member 

states to designate the minimum number of liquid shares – up to five at most – in that member 

state.1908 Moloney also notes that the Commission predicted that almost 500 shares, 

                                                 
1904 Ibid. at 831. 
1905 Ibid. 
1906 Ibid. 
1907 Ibid. at 832. The pertinent rules are set out in MiFID Article 27.3. 
1908 Ibid. at 835. 
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representing more than 90% of turnover in the EU markets, would be liquid shares but that the 

number of liquid shares already in 2007 was 894 shares.1909 

 

As regards post-trade transparency requirements, Moloney notes that the post-trade 

transparency regime is not calibrated with respect to different market model functionalities. 

This is held to reflect that the risks to competition and efficiency are not as acute. The limited 

exemptions that are available relate to the possibility of deferred reporting of large 

transactions.1910 Also, Moloney notes that systematic internalizers are granted an important 

concession with regard to the post-trade transparency rules in that they are allowed to conceal 

their identity by reporting a generic “SI” designation as trading venue information. It is noted 

that this opportunity allows systematic internalizers to avoid disclosing repeated changes in its 

net position, with the attendant exposure to its trading position and liquidity risk. However, 

Moloney also notes that concealing the identity of the internalizer may prejudice best 

execution as well as damage competition and transparency.1911 Moloney also observes that 

CESR has recommended that only one post-trade publication arrangement be used for a 

transaction outside a regulated market or MTF, in order to minimize the risk that duplicate 

reporting artificially inflates trading volumes. To Moloney, this is evidence of CESR’s 

attention to practical operational risks.1912 

6.5.3 Consolidation of Data 

As regards the rules concerning publication of trading data, both pre- and post-trade, Moloney 

emphasizes that MiFID’s provisions allow for choice of publication channel and that this 

regime was retained in the final directive despite efforts from exchanges to change the 

publication rules so that internalizers would be required to publish through regulated 

markets.1913 Although MiFID’s rules allow internalizers (as well as regulated markets and 

MTFs) to publish data either through a regulated market or MTF, through a third party or 

through proprietary arrangements, such proprietary arrangements must facilitate the 

consolidation of data with similar data from other sources.1914 Moloney also notes that 

although MiFID reflects the policy that market forces are expected to counteract the potential 
                                                 
1909 Ibid. at 836. In October 2011, the number of liquid shares in the ESMA database was 784. See 
http://mifiddatabase.esma.europa.eu/Index.aspx?sectionlinks_id=14&language=0&pageName=MiFIDLiquidSea
rch&subsection_id=0 (last visited on October 26, 2011). 
1910 Ibid. at 828. 
1911 Ibid. at 836. 
1912 Ibid. at 837. 
1913 Ibid. at 820. 
1914 Ibid. at 820 f. 

http://mifiddatabase.esma.europa.eu/Index.aspx?sectionlinks_id=14&language=0&pageName=MiFIDLiquidSearch&subsection_id=0
http://mifiddatabase.esma.europa.eu/Index.aspx?sectionlinks_id=14&language=0&pageName=MiFIDLiquidSearch&subsection_id=0
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fragmentation of data, and does not impose a particular model for reporting trade data, 

proprietary arrangements must facilitate consolidation.1915 CESR guidelines1916 also seek to 

achieve this end through technical operational advice, and notably state inter alia that 

publication of trade data through publication on a static website would not satisfy the 

transparency requirements.1917 In Moloney’s view, the non-binding CESR guidelines 

represent a “hybrid form of intervention” intended to solve a practical operational challenge 

while at the same time they constitute an intervention by CESR “outside the parameters of the 

regulatory regime and wielding supervisory consensus to exert pressure on the private 

sector”.1918 

 

Moloney notes that the pre-trade transparency requirements for regulated markets and MTFs 

take the market impact risk of large trades into account through the provision in Article 44.2 

pursuant to which competent authorities may waive the pre-trade transparency requirement 

for e.g. large orders.1919 It is also stated in more general terms that the pre-trade transparency 

provisions in the level 2 legal acts are designed to produce requirements that are appropriately 

calibrated and reflective of different functionalities. The underlying objective is “to support 

effective competition, choice, and innovation in order execution”.1920 It is also noted that 

waivers from the pre-trade transparency requirements are provided for several types of 

systems, orders or transactions: (i) for crossing systems that use a reference price – widely 

published and regarded as reliable – taken from another system, (ii) for the mere formalization 

of negotiated, bespoke transactions, (iii) for ice-berg orders where only part of the total order 

is displayed to the market and (iv) for large transactions.1921 

 

Ferrarini and Recine offer conjectures as to the impact of the client limit order display rule in 

Article 22.2 of MiFID. They argue that the competition between the systematic internalizers’ 

quotes and their clients’ limit orders could exercise some pressure on the bid-ask spread of 

internalized trades, but that such an effect has not yet been confirmed by empirical studies of 

the European markets.1922 As regards the dissemination of client limit order data, they note 

that the information systems that will be used to make limit orders public and accessible are 
                                                 
1915 Ibid. at 822. 
1916 Adopted as Lamfalussy level 3 measures. 
1917 Moloney, op. cit. at 822. 
1918 Ibid. at 823. 
1919 Ibid. at 824. 
1920 Ibid. at 825. 
1921 Ibid. at 826 f. 
1922 Ferrarini and Recine, op. cit. at 260. 
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“fragmented” and “untested” as to their effectiveness. Furthermore, it is “totally uncertain” 

whether Europe-wide information systems will develop after the implementation of 

MiFID.1923 To conclude, Ferrarini and Recine argue that the US precedent “may be of limited 

value given the different structure of U.S. and European securities markets, and the existence 

of a National Market System in the U.S.”. In this context, they note (implicitly in contrast to 

the situation in the US) that European equity markets are to some extent still fragmented 

along national borders. Ferrarini and Recine claim that the possibility for member states to 

dictate that unexecuted client limit orders must be transmitted to a regulated market or MTF 

“generates doubts about the effectiveness of harmonisation and the regulatory bite of Article 

22”.1924 

 

On a somewhat different note, Catá Backer argues that the greatest effect of MiFID could be 

to contribute to the market for information, as MiFID “may serve to invigorate markets in the 

information required to be produced by the legislation”.1925 

6.5.4 The Material Content of the Rules 

Already before the directive entered into force, the Committee of European Securities 

Regulators (CESR) released a non-binding “Questions & Answers” document which set out 

the Committee’s interpretation of the best execution rules in MiFID. As concerns the terms 

“execution arrangements” and “execution policy”, CESR held that the execution 

arrangements are the means that a firm employs to obtain the best possible result, while the 

execution policy is a document that describes the most important or relevant elements of those 

execution arrangements.1926 

 

As regards the level of detail of the execution policy, CESR argues that an execution policy 

needs to at least address the different classes of instruments for which the firm carries out 

orders, e.g. equities, debt instruments, mutual funds and derivatives. Moreover, the execution 

policy would need to address any differences in the treatment of retail and professional 

                                                 
1923 Ibid. 
1924 Ibid. 
1925 Larry Catá Backer. Monitor and Manage: MiFID and Power in the Regulation of EU Financial Markets 
(August 26, 2007) at 33. 
1926 Committee of European Securities Regulators, Best Execution Under MiFID – Questions & Answers 
(CESR/07-320, May 2007) at 6. CESR has subsequently been replaced by the European Securities and Markets 
Authority (ESMA) as part of a reform of EU financial supervisory structure. See section 4.4.2 supra. 
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clients.1927 The execution policy should not contain the full details of the firm’s execution 

arrangements but sufficient information to enable clients to “make a properly informed 

decision” about whether to utilize the firm’s services.1928 

 

Regarding the choice of venue, CESR has expressed the view that it may in some cases be 

admissible to include only one venue in the execution policy.1929 CESR also held that a firm 

may “in exceptional circumstances” use venues not listed in its policy, for example on a 

provisional basis or to accommodate a client request to trade in an unusual instrument.1930 

 

On the question of consent, CESR holds that the “prior express consent” requirement in 

Article 21.3 entails that the client must make an actual demonstration of consent e.g. by 

signing a paper or clicking on a website, while “prior consent” may at least in some 

jurisdictions be tacit and result from the client’s submitting an order after having received 

information on the firm’s execution policy.1931 

 

CESR elaborates somewhat on the firms’ duty to review the execution policy, identifying (i) 

review obligations, and (ii) monitoring obligations. Reviewing the execution policy entails an 

“overall assessment” of whether the policy “include all the reasonable steps” that the firm 

could be taking to obtain the best possible execution of client orders. It should include an 

assessment of whether the firm should (i) include additional or different venues in the policy, 

(ii) assign a different relative importance to the execution factors, and (iii) modify any other 

aspects of its execution policy or arrangements.1932 Monitoring means that the firm should 

assess particular transactions on a regular basis in order to determine both whether the firm 

has complied with its execution policy and whether the resulting transaction delivered the best 

possible result for the client.1933 

 

The Commission has also provided several examples of instances when orders were 

considered to be executed in behalf of a client and as such subject to the best execution 

requirements, in its interpretative letter from early 2007 as mentioned above. Apart from 

                                                 
1927 Ibid. at 7. 
1928 Ibid. at 9 f 
1929 Ibid. at 7. 
1930 Ibid. at 6. 
1931 Ibid. at 11 f. 
1932 Ibid. at 13. 
1933 Ibid. 
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agency executions, execution of an order against the firm’s proprietary position when the firm 

is making decisions as to how the order should be executed were held to be subject to best 

execution requirements: in this case, the Commission noted that the executing firm “puts itself 

in competition with other relevant execution venues”. Also, executions where the firm acts as 

a riskless principal (including when the client is charged a spread on the transaction) were 

held to entail best execution obligations for the firm.1934 As to situations when the best 

execution obligations did not apply, the Commission mentioned transactions where the client 

specifically requested to buy or sell a financial instrument with the firm and transactions 

where the client accepted an offer by the firm to buy or sell a financial instrument. However, 

the Commission qualified this analysis by stating that if the client legitimately relies on the 

firm to protect his or her interest in the transaction, the transaction will be considered to be 

executed on behalf of the client with the firm then subject to best execution obligations.1935 

 

Moloney refers to recital 66 of MiFID and describes this preamble as the key to clarifying the 

three-step approach to establishing a best execution policy that Article 21 sets out.1936 First, 

the firm must determine the relative importance of the factors enumerated in Article 21.1, or 

establish a process by which it determines the factors, so as to deliver the best possible result. 

Then, the firm should select the execution venues that enable it to obtain the best possible 

result on a consistent basis. Lastly, the firm should apply its execution policy to each client 

order, on an order-by-order basis, with a view to obtaining the best possible result in 

accordance with the policy.1937 Moloney also characterizes the MiFID best execution rules as 

unusual in the context of EU rule-making in that the rules incorporate elements of “process-

based” harmonization.1938 

 

Moloney argues that the obligation (impinging on firms) to select and connect to execution 

venues caused considerable difficulties during the development of the best execution regime. 

An issue in this context was the potential costs, particularly for smaller brokers, associated 

with connecting to multiple venues.1939 The Commission argued that the core obligation was 

to take all reasonable steps to secure the best possible result, that this obligation was governed 
                                                 
1934 Ibid. at 3. 
1935 Ibid. at 3 f. 
1936 Ibid. at 627. 
1937 Ibid. 
1938 Niamh Moloney. The European Securities and Markets Authority and institutional design for the EU 
financial market – a tale of two competences: Part 2: rules in action, European Business Organization Law 
Review (2011) 177 at 192. 
1939 Ibid. 
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by reasonableness and that it did not require firms to include all available execution venues in 

its policy.1940 The Commission also argued that, given the services provided by data vendors 

and the availability of technology to consolidate quotes and orders, the choice should not 

impose significant burdens on firms.1941 

 

Moloney notes that the best execution rules in MiFID apply when firms are dealing on their 

own account, e.g. in OTC or dealer markets, and to all types of financial instruments.1942 It is 

further noted that the application of the MiFID best execution regime to all trades has been 

criticized for adopting a model based on equity markets and order-driven markets in 

particular. Applying best execution obligations to trades OTC and on dealer markets has been 

controversial, with Moloney arguing that such trades are conducted between professional 

counterparties so that best execution obligations that are designed for principal-agent 

relationships are not appropriate. This is held to be especially pertinent when securities are not 

liquid and where the dealer-principal has a legitimate profit motive in the transaction.1943 

 

Moloney notes that the client limit order display rule is intended to support market 

efficiency,1944 but also that the scope of the rule is restricted in that (i) internalizing firms can 

execute orders if they do it immediately, and (ii) orders do not have to publicly disclosed if 

the order is large or the client has requested that it not be disclosed. Moreover, it is noted that 

the rule “is problematic on a number of grounds and…[…]…potentially impedes 

internalization”.1945 One factor identified by Moloney is that the rule permits member states to 

prescribe that the disclosure requirement is fulfilled by transmitting the order to a regulated 

market or MTF, which allows member states “seeking to protect incumbent stock exchanges” 

to require that limit orders be transmitted to regulated markets “in an echo of the 

concentration requirement”.1946 

 

Finally, at a more general level, Moloney notes that pre- and post-trade transparency regimes 

prescribed in MiFID and the implementing acts only apply to the equity markets.1947 It is also 

                                                 
1940 Ibid. 
1941 Ibid. 
1942 Moloney (2008), op. cit. at 625. 
1943 Ibid. at 624. 
1944 Ibid. at 834 with reference to New ISD Proposal, op. cit. at 21. 
1945 Moloney, op. cit. at 834. 
1946 Ibid. 
1947 Ibid. at 845. This in contrast to the best execution requirements, which apply to all types of financial 
instruments. 
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acknowledged, however, that transparency requirements in EU debt markets remain highly 

debated and controversial.1948 

6.5.5 Advocates and Critics of the MiFID Rules 

The best execution regime in MiFID is seen by Moloney as flexible, as well as “dynamic, 

generic, process-based”.1949 Certainty is supported by rules at level 2 – i.e. in the 

implementing Directive – concerning the execution policy. Moloney argues that supervisory 

convergence at level 3 in the Lamfalussy structure will also support certainty, and at the same 

time holds that achieving supervisory convergence will be critical to ensuring a broadly 

consistent approach to enforcing the best execution obligation.1950 This is due to the 

dependence of the regime on the nature of the market and the transaction in question, on 

firms’ judgment, and on “inchoate” concepts such as “reasonableness” and “best possible”.1951 

 

A more critical analysis of the MiFID best execution rules is offered by Clausen and Engsig 

Sørensen. They argue that although a broad definition may make it possible to address 

alternative preferences, it may also make it more difficult to determine whether the obligation 

has been complied with. This in turn renders enforcement problematic.1952 They also argue 

that the information about execution policies that firms are required to provide to clients may 

be difficult to communicate and of limited value, especially for retail clients.1953 Moreover, 

they hold that investors seldom have the information about how an order could have been 

executed that would be necessary to determine whether they in fact received best 

execution.1954  Clausen and Engsig Sørensen go on to state that the proposed disclosure 

requirements in MiFID II “will not assist an investor who needs to assess whether the price of 

a particular transaction has been the best available in the market”.1955 Summing up, they 

                                                 
1948 Ibid. at 845 ff. 
1949 Moloney, op. cit. at 623. 
1950 Ibid. at 624. 
1951 Ibid. 
1952 Nis Jul Clausen, Karsten Engsig Sørensen. Reforming the regulation of trading venues in the EU under the 
proposed MiFID II – levelling the playing field and overcoming market fragmentation? 9 European Company 
and Financial Law Review (2012) 275 at 299 f. 
1953 Ibid. at 300. They also note that a focus on price and costs seems appropriate, since “[t]he whole idea of 
encouraging the setting up of new trading venues was to cut costs”. Ibid. 
1954 Ibid. at 301. 
1955 Ibid. In this context, it might be noted that Boehmer, Jennings and Wei find that the introduction of 
obligations similar to those envisaged in the MiFID II proposal (the SEC’s Dash-5 rule) did affect brokers’ 
routing decisions and fostered competition for order flow. Boehmer, Jennings and Wei, op. cit. at 352. 
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conclude that it “can be questioned” whether a principles-based rule should be retained, or 

whether it should be replaced by a more specific obligation.1956 

 

D’Hondt and Giraud argue that an obligation of result with a repeatable and non-contestable 

quality measure would have imposed tighter obligations on the intermediary but still be seen 

as less daunting.1957 In addition, D’Hondt and Giraud see a risk that the best execution 

obligation in MiFID may increase adverse selection and moral hazard. They hold that retail 

investors have less access to information about markets and execution quality than 

professional investors. Retail investors may in their view be lulled into a false sense of 

security by the prospect of assured best execution, while the actual responsibility of the 

intermediary is limited to putting the means in place to achieve best execution.1958 

 

Moloney notes that the order handling rules in Article 22 of MiFID are informed by the view 

that client limit orders are regarded as an important source of liquidity and price 

information.1959 If limit orders are not disclosed by systematic internalizers, this may impair 

the price formation process since the real level of trading interest in a share is not disclosed. 

Moreover, Moloney states that competitive order execution raised the risk that “investors will 

be less inclined to place informative limit orders where they are not filled at a particular 

venue, although identical orders, submitted at a later time and to a different venue, are”.1960 It 

is further observed that market forces “might” ultimately ensure that limit orders are routed to 

the venue where they are most likely to be filled in time, but also that MiFID imposes specific 

rules concerning the handling of client limit orders.1961 The limit order display rule set out in 

MiFID Article 22.2 stipulates that a client limit order that is not immediately executed is to be 

made public immediately by the firm. Moloney notes that this provision was inspired by US 

securities regulation, namely the SEC’s Display Rule, although the US rule “operates in a 

very different trading environment…[…]…in which trading information is consolidated into a 

single data-stream”.1962 

                                                 
1956 Clausen and Sørensen, op. cit. at 301. 
1957 D’Hondt and Giraud, op. cit. at 20. 
1958 Ibid. 
1959 Moloney, op. cit. at 833 with reference to New ISD Proposal, op. cit. at 21. 
1960 Moloney, op. cit. at 833. 
1961 Ibid. at 833 f. 
1962 Ibid. at 834 and footnote 292, with reference to Ferrarini and Recine, op. cit. at 258. Ferrarini and Recine 
also note that the client limit order display rule, like the corresponding US rule, “intends to allow for price 
improvement in the client’s interest”. Ibid. Ferrarini and Recine go on to note that the client limit order display 
rule, “inspired by U.S. legislation”, is “unprecedented in Europe”. Ibid. at 260.  
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6.6 Empirical Analyses of Post-MiFID EU Markets 

6.6.1 Introduction 

In the period leading up to the adoption of MiFID, several scholars offered analyses of the 

costs associated with the new legal framework. In the period after MiFID’s entry into force on 

November 1, 2007, several scholars have gathered empirical data on trading in European 

securities markets and analyzed developments that may or may not be attributable to the 

changes in the regulatory environment that MiFID entailed. Below, a number of pertinent 

studies will be discussed under thematic headings. 

6.6.2 Fragmentation of Trading 

CESR issued a report on MiFID’s impact on equity secondary markets in 2009 which 

discussed developments in European equity markets following MiFID’s entry into force.1963 

The report addresses a number of issues pertinent to best execution, order handling and 

transparency requirements. Concerning market structure, CESR finds that the number of 

MTFs have increased significantly after the introduction of MiFID, and that trading has 

moved from regulated markets to MTFs.1964 However, although the market share of regulated 

markets has decreased since the implementation of MiFID, incumbent regulated markets still 

captured the majority of trading. The regulated markets remained predominant in terms of 

both the volume of trading and the price discovery function.1965 CESR also noted that only 11 

firms had given notices that they carry out systematic internalization, a majority of which 

were licensed in the UK.1966 

 

Petrella provides evidence that the market share of primary (incumbent) European exchanges 

decreased between November 2007 and November 2008. He also notes that market shares 

have become volatile after the entry into force of MiFID, and predicts that inter-venue 

competition with regard to e.g. execution price and speed will intensify.1967 

 

                                                 
1963 Committee of European Securities Regulators, Impact of MiFID on equity secondary markets functioning, 
CESR/09-355 (June 10, 2009). The report is available electronically at 
http://www.esma.europa.eu/system/files/09_355.PDF (last visited on April 17, 2012). 
1964 Ibid. at 5. Cf. Karel Lannoo, Diego Valiante. The MiFID Metamorphosis (ECMI Policy Brief No. 16, 
October 2010) at 1. 
1965 Ibid. at 10. 
1966 Ibid. at 16. 
1967 Petrella, op. cit. at 266 f. 

http://www.esma.europa.eu/system/files/09_355.PDF
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Another issue raised in the 2009 CESR report was the sentiment among market participants 

that national competent authorities needed to align their supervisory practices more 

closely.1968 

 

Subsequent analyses of European equity markets have noted e.g. that the pre-trade 

transparency waivers have been applied inconsistently across the spectrum of Member 

States.1969 

 

Fioravanti and Gentile offer an analysis of fragmentation in post-MiFID EU markets with a 

focus on a small number of blue-chip stocks from several EU Member States. They find that 

fragmentation has increased significantly after the entry into force of MiFID and that MTFs 

have moved from a market share of approximately nil at the beginning of 2008 to around 18 

% in February 2011. They attribute the success of MTFs to their low trading commissions – 

especially for liquidity providers – and low latency (high execution speed).1970 They also 

discuss the impact of fragmentation on liquidity, information efficiency and the price 

discovery process. They find that fragmentation does not decrease liquidity1971 but reduces 

information efficiency1972 and, in some cases, seem to entail that regulated markets lose their 

leadership in the price discovery process.1973 

 

Storkenmaier and Wagener study empirical data on securities traded in the UK to assess 

market quality after the entry into force of MiFID. Specifically, they analyze trading in 70 

firms that are FTSE100 constituents on the LSE, Chi-X, BATS and Turquoise during two 

time periods, April/May 2009 and April/May 2010.1974 They find that the LSE loses nearly 

20% in market share from 2009 to 2010 while all the MTFs make substantial gains in market 

share, and conclude that fragmentation increases over time.1975 They also note that the daily 

trading volume increases significantly for all venues between 2009 and 2010, and that the 

                                                 
1968 Ibid. at 30. 
1969 European Commission, Review of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID), 8 December 
2010 at 22 f. 
1970 S.F. Fioravanti, M. Gentile. The impact of market fragmentation on European stock exchanges, CONSOB 
Working Paper 69 (July 2011) at 8 ff. and passim. 
1971 Ibid, Section 3.4.1, passim. 
1972 Ibid., Section 3.4.2, passim. 
1973 Ibid., Section 3.4.3, passim. 
1974 Andreas Storkenmaier, Martin Wagener. Do we need a European “National Market System”? Competition, 
arbitrage and suboptimal executions (Working Paper, May 3, 2011) at 10. 
1975 Ibid. at 11 f. 
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average trade size also increases across all venues. Moreover, they observe that average trade 

sizes on the LSE are significantly larger than on the MTFs in both 2009 and 2010.1976 

6.6.3 Trading Structure 

The 2009 CESR report noted that the average size of executed transactions has decreased, 

coupled with an increased number of total transactions.1977 At the same time, MTFs had 

adopted several strategies to capture more order flow.1978 The UK-based systematic 

internalizers used different strategies, with some providing quotes in “virtually all shares 

considered liquid” while others limit their systematic internalization activities to the 100 or so 

most liquid shares.1979 CESR contrasts the strategies of UK-based systematic internalizers 

with those of systematic internalizers from France and Denmark, who offer two-sided quotes 

for retail clients. The quotes offered by the Danish systematic internalizers match the best bid 

and offer on the primary market.1980 

 

As regards pre-trade transparency, CESR noted the increased number of venues that do not 

have pre-trade transparency (“dark pools”) since the introduction of MiFID. However, it was 

also noted that (i) the dark pools have probably not attracted much liquidity, and (ii) 

                                                 
1976 Ibid. at 12. 
1977 Ibid. at 7. The report argues, however, that other factors than MiFID may have contributed to this specific 
development. Ibid. CESR also identifies a number of structural developments that, to some extent, have occurred 
in response to MiFID. Among these are (i) consolidation through mergers between pre-existing regulated 
markets, (ii) an increased focus among regulated markets on technological development as regards e.g. reduced 
latency, improved connectivity and increased capacity, (iii) new trading facilities at regulated markets intended 
to offer better opportunities for e..g price improvement, (iv) trading in more than two decimals, (v) new order 
types including “dark” (not displayed) orders, and (vi) lower fees. Ibid. at 9 f. 
1978 Ibid. at 12 f. CESR notes e.g. that some MTFs offer pan-European share trading while others focus on 
competing with an incumbent regionally dominant regulated market. All new MTFs have invested in trading 
technology to attract order flow, and some offer traders “sponsored access” which entail direct technical 
connectivity to the MTF’s order books. Many MTFs also offer more or less wide-ranging opportunities to submit 
undisplayed (“dark”) orders. Furthermore, a number of MTFs offer traders functionalities such as the possibility 
to route an order to another venue if it is note executed against the MTF’s order book. MTFs have also lowered 
trading fees, made some efforts to develop a uniform “symbology framework” for European stocks and formed 
partnerships with entities that provide post-trade services. 
1979 Ibid. at 17. Some offer two-sided quotes; others, one-sided quotes. Some quote only a single share or a 
nominal size; others provide quotes up to standard market size or larger. Quotes provided by systematic 
internalizers tend to be pegged to the primary market so that prices are automatically adjusted in line with the 
movements of the primary market, but “often at slightly less competitive prices than the best market prices”. 
Ibid. However, some UK-based systematic internalizers, CESR notes, always match the best bid or offer. None, 
however, deal with retail customers. Ibid. This entails that they are not subject to the price improvement 
restrictions that apply to systematic internalizers vis-à-vis retail customers, and accordingly most UK systematic 
internalizers “tend to improve on their quotes”. Ibid. 
1980 Ibid. 
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undisplayed (dark) orders existed already earlier and it is unlikely that these order types are 

more widely used after than before the introduction of MiFID.1981 

 

The CESR report noted that pre-trade transparency waivers in MiFID had been put to use by 

venues that offered dark pool functionalities, but also that the waivers had been interpreted 

differently in different member states. The different scope of the waivers as interpreted by 

different national authorities was seen by the venues themselves as a threat to the level 

playing field between market participants.1982 

 
As regards systematic internalizers, CESR reported criticism of such firms’ practices to offer 

only one-sided quotes, as well as quotes in only one or a token number of shares.1983 It was 

also noted that systems for internal matching operated by firms (“crossing systems”) were not 

subject to pre-trade transparency requirements and that regulated markets were concerned 

over unwarranted differences between such systems on the one hand and regulated markets 

and MTFs on the other hand, and the potential for regulatory arbitrage.1984 

 
As concerns pre-trade transparency requirements in post-MiFID markets, CESR held that it is 

important for (i) price discovery, (ii) efficient functioning of markets, (iii) the fulfillment of 

best execution obligations, and (iv) as a mechanism to mitigate fragmentation. In this context, 

it was noted that a large amount of dark liquidity may decrease pre-trade transparency but also 

that post-trade transparency requirements did apply to dark pools as well.1985 

6.6.4 Trading Costs, Liquidity and Price Discovery 

The 2009 CESR report also discussed the impact of MiFID on trading costs. Opinions were 

cited to the effect that venues’ trading fees had gone down in response to increased 

competition. MTFs have offered “extremely competitive” fees and incumbent exchanges have 

                                                 
1981 Ibid. at 23. 
1982 CESR (2009), op. cit. at 23. Venues also argued that the gap between the average order size and the large-in-
scale threshold was too wide, which entailed that traders who submitted transparent orders did not get adequate 
protection from market impact. Ibid. at 24. 
1983 Ibid. 
1984 Ibid. 
1985 Ibid. at 25. As concerns the relation between dark liquidity in markets and best execution obligations, CESR 
reported some market participants’ view that dark pools may be beneficial in achieving best execution; also, it 
was held by some that interaction between “dark” and “lit” liquidity could result in lit order books drawing 
liquidity from otherwise undisplayed systems. However, CESR argued that “the accumulation of selected 
individual interests may not lead to the optimal public interest and the benefits gained by certain industry 
participants need to be weighed against the impact on overall market quality”. Moreover, the inflow of OTC 
trading into organized public venues at the expense of a high level of pre-trade transparency on those venues was 
recognized as a question outstanding. 
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modified their fees as well. CESR noted that exchanges’ fee reductions have in some 

instances been more significant for algorithmic trading than for retail trading.1986 

 

On the other hand, several factors that have contributed to increasing trading costs were 

identified as well. Market fragmentation and the decreased order depth at the best price on 

each venue has meant that more executions on multiple venues may be required to execute 

one order. This ultimately increases trading costs. The costs associated with acquiring trading 

technology needed to operate in a more fragmented environment were also noted.1987 Another 

issue raised by CESR was whether the savings that had been realized through reduced fees at 

venues had in fact been passed on by firms to their clients. The report noted indications that at 

least retail clients had not benefited from these savings.1988 

 

Concerning implicit trading costs, the report mainly analyzed the evolution of spreads after 

the entry into force of MiFID. Spreads had increased at some regulated markets, although the 

report noted that factors exogeneous to MiFID (financial turmoil) may have contributed to 

this. However, the report did conclude that there was no evidence that spreads had decreased 

on regulated markets in the MiFID environment. In this context, CESR reported views that 

spreads had fallen for algorithmic trading and trading in smaller size but not for larger trades. 

In this view, the spreads for large trades might have remained higher due to market volatitlity 

and price uncertainty.1989 At a more general level, it has also been claimed in another study 

that trading costs have decreased substantially in the post-MiFID European markets,1990 while 

on the other hand Lannoo and Valiante find that the costs of accessing multiple venues post-

MiFID are still prohibitive for the majority of investors.1991 

 

Soltani et al. analyze the effect of MiFID on transactions in shares traded on Euronext. They 

investigate how a number of variables associated with market quality have changed after the 

entry into force of MiFID. They find that spreads decrease for most stocks, volumes increase, 

the number of trades increases as well as the turnover rate and that return aurocorrelation 

                                                 
1986 Ibid. at 18. 
1987 Ibid. 
1988 Ibid. 
1989 Ibid. at 18 f. 
1990 European Commission, Monitoring prices, costs and volumes of trading and post-trading services 
(MARKT/2007/02/G), 31 December 2010 (Oxeras report), Chapter 5, passim. 
1991 Lannoo and Valiante, op. cit. at 6. 
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decreases significantly – this latter finding implies that “the market is more efficient after 

MiFID”.1992 

 

At a more detailed level, Wagener investigates trading in securities listed on the London 

Stock Exchange after the entry into force of MiFID. He investigates transactions in a large 

shares that are included in the FTSE100 index, i.e. frequently traded UK equity securities, 

during April and May 2009 and April and May 2010. He studies competition for order flow 

and market quality between four venues: the London Stock Exchange (a regulated market), 

Chi-X, Turquoise and BATS (all three MTFs).1993 Wagener finds that while quoted spreads 

are larger on the MTFs, effective spreads are highest on the LSE. While Chi-X and the LSE 

have similar spreads for small orders in high-volume stocks, the effective spreads on the two 

other MTFs – Turquoise and BATS – are smaller for every category of stock.1994 

 

As regards price discovery in the post-MiFID environment, Wagener finds that MTF quotes 

contribute more to price discovery than the quotes at the LSE.1995 Trading at the LSE, where 

informed trading occurs to a higher degree, provides more information.1996 In the aggregate, 

looking at total impounded information, quote-related information (where Chi-X provides 

most information) constitutes about 44% while trade-correlated information (where the LSE 

leads) makes up the rest, i.e. around 56%. BATS and Turquoise are found to contribute much 

less to both quote-related1997 and trade-related1998 information. Wagener argues that the results 

suggest that competitive forces “within the MiFID framework” ensure a high level of market 

quality.1999  

 

As regards spreads, Storkenmaier and Wagener find that all venues exhibit smaller quoted 

spreads at trades than in periods without trades. They see this as evidence that investors 

actively monitor multiple order books and trade when it is relatively less expensive to do 

                                                 
1992 Bahram Soltani, Meriem Jerbi, Huu Minh Mai. Transparency and Market Quality: An Analysis of the Effect 
of MiFID on Euronext (Working Paper) at 16. 
1993 Martin Wagener. Trading in European Equity Markets: Fragmentation and Market Quality (Thesis, 
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, November 8, 2011). 
1994 Ibid. at 68. Cf. the identical results in Ryan Riordan, Andreas Storkenmaier, Martin Wagener. Do 
Multilateral Trading Facilities Contribute to Market Quality? Working Paper (May 25, 2011) at 12 f. and Table 
3. 
1995 Ibid. at 75. Cf. Riordan et al. at 16. 
1996 Ibid. at 74. Cf. Riordan et al. at 15 f. 
1997 Ibid. at 75. Cf. Riordan et al. at 16. 
1998 Ibid. at 76. Cf. Riordan et al. at 17. 
1999 Ibid. at 84. 
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so.2000 Moreover, it is noticed that effective spreads do not differ considerably from quoted 

spreads at trades, which is seen as an indication that most trades are executed at the best bid or 

ask.2001 

 

Storkenmaier and Wagener also find that quoted spreads decrease on the LSE and to an even 

higher degree at the MTFs between 2009 and 2010, while the average trading volume remains 

considerably higher on the LSE. They hold that in economic terms, the differences in liquidity 

between three of the venues – the LSE, Chi-X and BATS – are “negligible” by April/May 

2010 although trading very large orders on the LSE may still be cheaper due to the 

significantly larger quoted volume there. According to Storkenmaier and Wagener, these 

numbers provide evidence of “strong competition for liquidity supply and additionally a 

market whose overall liquidity increases”.2002 

 

Soltani et. al use a specific execution quality indicator (the EBEX indicator) and investigate 

whether execution quality after the entry into force of MiFID has increased in this set of 

shares. On this issue, they hold that although “good quality” executions were the rule even 

before the advent of MiFID, execution quality seems to have improved after the entry into 

force of MiFID.2003 

6.6.5 Consolidation of Market Data 

The role and quality of market data was also addressed in the 2009 CESR report. First, CESR 

reported the view that the fragmentation of trading as well as pre- and post-trade data, 

together with the “decrease in overall transparency” have entailed higher costs for price 

discovery. Moreover, CESR reports concerns over both the quality and cost of market data, 

and the impact on trading costs in the form of e.g. missed trading opportunities.2004  CESR 

notes that efforts to consolidate market data have been made by different private vendors; as a 

general observation, CESR reiterates the importance of reliable consolidated market data in 

ensuring efficient price discovery and best execution.2005 

                                                 
2000 Storkenmaier and Wagener, op. cit. at 12. 
2001 Ibid. It is noted, however, that the average effective spread on Turquoise is considerably smaller than the 
quoted spread at trades. This suggests that a considerable number of trades execute against hidden orders on 
Turquoise. Ibid. at 12 f. Storkenmaier and Wagener also note that in general, the depth at best prices is likely 
underestimated due to iceberg orders and hidden liquidity. Ibid. at 13.  
2002 Storkenmaier and Wagener, op. cit. at 13. 
2003 Soltani et al., op. cit. at 17 f. 
2004 Ibid. at 18. 
2005 Ibid. at 20. 
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The quality and availability of market data was discussed at length in the report. It was 

reported that many market participants had seen a deterioration in the quality of market data 

after the introduction of MiFID rules, not least due to unreliable data from firms trading 

OTC.2006 One of several problems highlighted was the lack of a standard format for 

publishing trades.2007 Moreover, CESR reported claims for market participants that the cost of 

obtaining market data had increased in the post-MiFID environment.2008 Indeed, it was noted 

that some market participants (i) found it difficult to get a complete picture of the market, and 

(ii) argued “for a US-style mandatory consolidated tape”. Others, however, held that market 

forces would suffice to provide an effective consolidation of data.2009 

 
CESR noted that reliable market data was a prerequisite for best execution of orders. Lack of 

comprehensive data makes it difficult for firms to identify the best trading venues, and for 

firms and investors to assess whether firms have met their best execution obligations.2010 

Moreover, investor representatives were reported as arguing that firms’ execution policies 

were often too high-level.2011 It was also reported that a number of market participants felt 

that the concept of best execution was unclear because firms were unsure as to what factors to 

consider when formulating their execution policy. In this context, it was reported that a 

number of firms had decided that one venue is the best one for execution of all transactions. 

Consequently, these firms route all orders to that venue only.2012 

 

Lannoo and Valiante have argued that consolidated pre-trade data is only available to a small 

group of professional investors that are able to bear the high costs of access and connectivity 

to all venues. Data fees remain stable, the quality of post-trade data is quite low, and lack of 

standardization allows data vendors to lock clients in while bundling of data increases costs 

for clients as well. All in all, the costs of obtaining consolidated data remains prohibitively 

                                                 
2006 Ibid. at 26. 
2007 Ibid. at 27. 
2008 Ibid. at 28. Although substantial fee increases could not be confirmed, CESR noted that one possible cause 
of increased costs was the need, not least for smaller data users, to obtain data from a wider range of sources to 
get a complete picture. Ibid. 
2009 Ibid. at 29. In this vein, a number of arguments against mandatory consolidation were brought forth: that it 
would (i) be expensive to implement, (ii) stifle innovation, (iii) introduce latency, (iv) be politically difficult to 
agree on a location within Europe, and (v) reduce best execution to an analysis of costs to the detriment of other 
factors. Moreover, data users would still need to acquire data commercially if they wished to obtain more in-
depth data. Ibid. 
2010 Ibid. 
2011 Ibid. at 32 f. 
2012 Ibid. at 29. 
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high. Lannoo and Valiante argue that more competition is needed, and that action at the EU 

level to create a consolidated tape might be conceivable if the market does not provide 

solutions.2013 

 

Lannoo and Valiante also argue that retail investors and funds must be brought back to EU 

capital markets, and hold that “real enforcement” of retail best execution can only be 

delivered through a market-led initiative that should “preferably” favor the creation of a 

consolidated European Best Bid and Offer (EBBO) data solution. They argue that best 

execution is being poorly delivered across Europe due to the lack of price discovery, and that 

this fosters investor distrust in a pan-European market.2014 

 

When analyzing the state of post-MiFID EU markets, Fioravanti and Gentile draw parallels to 

US regulation and highlight two differences: (i) the existence in the US, but not in the EU, of 

a central data consolidation system for pre- and post-trade transparency information, and (ii) a 

“dynamic best execution rule, where only price of execution matters”. They describe the 

Regulation NMS framework as representing “a more severe approach on data consolidation 

and best execution”.2015 

6.6.6 Execution Quality, Routing and Trade-Throughs 

Storkenmaier and Wagener analyze the degree to which different venues post quotes that 

represent the best price, and the executions effected. They find that the LSE and Chi-X tend to 

be at the best bid or ask more often than BATS and Turquoise. It is also stated that both 

BATS and Chi-X significantly increase their quote quality from 2009 to 2010, and that Chi-X 

becomes the most active quoting venue in 2010.2016 They find that a high number of trades 

occur when a venue is alone at the best price, which is held to suggest that investors actively 

monitor multiple markets seeking best execution.2017 They also find that most venues provide 

quotes at or close to the best price most of the time; in April/May 2010, quotes at all venues 

are either at the best price or at most two ticks away 96% of the time.2018 They also study the 

degree to which a venue’s quotes at the best price have time priority, i.e. if they were posted 

before any other quotes at the best price. Their results show that the LSE had time priority 

                                                 
2013 Lannoo and Valiante, op. cit. at 6. 
2014 Ibid. at 7. 
2015 Fioravanti and Gentile, op. cit. at 12. 
2016 Storkenmaier and Wagener, op. cit. at 14 f. 
2017 Ibid. at 14. 
2018 Ibid. at 15. 
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most often both in 2009 and 2010, but that Chi-X increased the time priority of its quotes to 

reach almost the same level as the LSE in 2010. The smaller time priority numbers of BATS 

and Turquoise are held to indicate more frequent quote changes at those venues.2019 

Storkenmaier and Wagener also find that the fraction of quotes that are either locked or 

crossed decrease significantly between 2009 and 2010, so that in 2010 only 3.9% of quotes 

are locked and 0.7% are crossed. In their view, these findings support the view that 

competition for order flow may force venues to quote closely linked prices.2020 

 

Trade-throughs are also addressed by Storkenmaier and Wagener. They find that the fraction 

of trades that constitute trade-throughs decrease on all venues from 2009 to 2010, with 

Turquoise consistently displaying the lowest incidence of trade-throughs in both years.2021 

Storkenmaier and Wagener state that the trade-through ratio for the other three venues are 

roughly similar.2022 Moreover, they find that the trade-through rate increases in size, i.e. larger 

orders are more likely to trade through the best price, and interpret this as evidence that 

investors trade off best prices and available depth. They also state that large orders may 

execute against multiple limit orders at different levels in the order book, and that their 

findings suggest that investors prefer to optimize the average volume-weighted average price 

rather than “executing simply at the best price”.2023 

 

Storkenmaier and Wagener note that there is not always sufficient liquidity at the best price to 

allow the whole order to be executed at that price. However, they find that 56.8% of trade-

throughs in 2009 and an even higher fraction – 58.5% – in 2010 could have been executed in 

their entirety at another venue.2024 In terms of the savings that investors could have realized 

through execution at the strictly best price, they find that they amounted to roughly 4 million 

GBP in April/May 2009 and 3.2 million GBP in April/May 2010.2025 They also note that the 

levels of trade-through that they find are significantly lower than those identified in similar, 

earlier studies, and attribute this to (i) venues posting more aligned quotes, and (ii) the 

                                                 
2019 Ibid. In this context, Storkenmaier and Wagener note that “[f]lickering quotes may reduce transparency, 
discourage liquidity provision, and complicate best execution”. Ibid. at 15 f. 
2020 Ibid. at 16. In this context, they note that the decrease in the incidence of crossed spreads means that the 
associated potential arbitrage revenues for e.g. high frequency traders become smaller as well. Ibid. at 17 f. 
2021 Ibid. at 23 and Table 7. 
2022 Ibid. 
2023 Ibid. 
2024 Ibid. 
2025 Ibid. at 24. 
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increased use of advanced trading algorithms and smart order routing systems by liquidity 

takers.2026 

 

Investigating the determinants of trade-throughs, Storkenmaier and Wagener find that trade-

throughs become more likely when the inside spread is small. They consider narrow spreads a 

possible sign of high trading activity with a demand for speedy executions. Moreover, they 

argue that the benefits of searching for better terms of trade are likely to fall when spreads are 

narrow. They also find that the average quoted depth across trading venues may contribute to 

explaining routing decisions, with trade-throughs less likely when the average depth at the 

best price in the consolidated order book2027 increases.2028 Moreover, they find that depth as a 

decision factor may become less important when the consolidated depth increases, with 

investors then more concerned with trading at the best available price across venues.2029 

 

In sum, they find that trade-throughs are more likely for larger trades, and that in times of 

high market activity investors may want to trade promptly and trade off search costs, liquidity 

and speed of execution. They hold that the data indicates that investors “actively base their 

decision to trade-through the best available price on market conditions”.2030 To conclude, they 

argue that their findings provide some evidence that competition for order flow may be able to 

integrate disconnected venues, which may render it unnecessary to establish a costly formal 

linkage.2031 

 

Another study by Equiduct, provided for Euroinvestors, investigates the degree to which 

shares traded in multiple venues are executed at prices worse than the strictly best available 

                                                 
2026 Ibid. 
2027 I.e. the consolidated prices available at all venues. 
2028 Storkenmaier and Wagener, op. cit. at 25. 
2029 Ibid. at 25 f. 
2030 Ibid. at 26. 
2031 Ibid. at 28. In subsequent, related work, Wagener holds that the trade-through rate among studied FTSE 100 
shares has decreased from a span between 5.2-8.7% 2009 to between 4.7-6.9 % 2010. Wagener, op. cit. at 109. 
However, in this context it also merits mention that an earlier version of Riordan et al., op. cit., found that among 
the venues studied, the one that offers the best price alone receives most – but not all – order flow: the LSE 
receives almost 96%, and Chi-X nearly 84% of all order flow, respectively, when only one of these venues offer 
the best price. However, the corresponding numbers for BATS and Turquoise are much lower: almost 50% and 
45%, respectively. Effectively, this would seem to imply that the best quotes, when posted by BATS or 
Turquoise, receive only half of the order flow. Fragmentation, Competition and Market Quality: A Post-MiFID 
Analysis. Working Paper (June 18, 2010) at 14 and Table 7. 
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price.2032 The shares in the study are AGEAS, ENI, Siemens and Société Génerale, listed on 

Euronext Brussels, the Milano stock exchange, XETRA and Euronext Paris, respectively. 

Trading activity on one day – January 13, 2011 – is investigated.2033 One of the indicators in 

the Equiduct study is the number of executed trades that missed the best price, which was 

available on another venue. This number ranges between 8.9% and 16.5% among selected 

shares. Another indicator in the study is the number of trades that were executed on the home 

market – i.e. the market where the share is admitted to trading, typically an established, 

incumbent regulated market – but for which a better price was available at another venue. For 

the shares studied, this number ranged between 9.2% and 19.3%.2034 

 

Based on these numbers, Equiduct concludes that between 10 and 20% of the trades executed 

on the home market could have achieved a better price on another venue, and that the total 

“opportunity cost” amounts to a total of €6.5 million per year for the four shares analyzed.2035 

According to Equiduct, the reason for the missed execution opportunities is that retail brokers 

are mostly connected to the home market and have not adopted smart order routing 

technology due to the costs associated with it. Equiduct concludes that MiFID has introduced 

competition in the equity markets, but that the benefits of that competition are not available to 

retail investors.2036 

 

Lannoo and Valiante also find that “many trades” – representing more than 13% of the traded 

volume – on the three main European indexes in December 2009 missed the best price and 

lowest cost.2037 They argue that this is evidence of poor execution quality for retail investors, 

who mainly invest through systems that are only linked with incumbent venues and do not 

have the opportunity to choose from multiple trading venues.2038 

 

Hoffmann investigates execution quality in a set of German and French stocks traded on both 

Chi-X and an incumbent national exchange. He finds a trade-through rate of around 50%, i.e. 

                                                 
2032 Equiduct. The ”best execution” of retail trades, Annex 1 to Reply from the European federation of investors 
(EuroInvestors) to the European Commission’s consultation Review of the Market in Financial Instruments 
Directive (MiFID), 2 February 2011. 
2033 Ibid. at 29. 
2034 Ibid. at 30 ff. 
2035 Ibid. at 35. 
2036 Ibid. 
2037 Lannoo and Valiante, op. cit. at 5, Figure 6 and Table 1. 
2038 Ibid. 
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half of the order flow is routed to Chi-X when the venue posts a strictly better quote.2039 

Hoffmann refers to orders that are executed at the incumbent market at these conditions as 

being executed “by default” in the incumbent market, and as being particularly 

uninformed.2040 Hoffmann argues that allowing for trade-throughs favors the incumbent 

markets as this allows uninformed order flow to keep being executed there. This entails that 

less order flow and thus less liquidity reaches the MTFs, but it also increases adverse 

selection risks since more of the order flow at the MTFs is informed.2041 Price protection 

along the lines of Regulation NMS is seen as a possible measure to foster inter-venue 

competition.2042 

6.7 Analysis of the Best Execution, Order Handling and 
Transparency Obligations under MiFID 

6.7.1 Introduction 

The preceding parts of this section has described earlier analyses of the MiFID rules, as well 

as economic analyses of European securities markets after the entry into force of the directive. 

In this part, an attempt will be made to identify the material extent of best execution 

obligations pursuant to MiFID’s rules as well as the related rules that concern order handling 

and transparency. 

6.7.2 The Best Execution Regime 

The best execution rules in Article 21 of MiFID entail an obligation to draw up an execution 

policy intended to achieve best execution for clients. The onus of designing the policy rests 

with the investment firm, i.e. the agent (broker) responsible for executing the order. The 

investment firm must inform the client about the main characteristics of the policy, and be 

able to demonstrate ex post that orders were executed according to the policy. However, the 

best execution duty does not entail a duty to execute each client order at the best possible 

terms. Responsibility for the routing decision lies with the investment firm (the broker). 

Moreover, the best execution obligation consists in taking reasonable steps to obtain best 

execution, and to establish arrangements for ensuring this. As an obligation of means, the duty 

is at least two steps removed from an affirmative duty to obtain the best terms of trade: firms 

                                                 
2039 Peter Hoffmann. Adverse Selection, Market Access, and Inter-Market Competition. ECB Working Paper 
Series No. 1519 (March 2013) at 15. 
2040 Ibid. at 25.  
2041 Ibid. 
2042 Ibid. 
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must establish “effective” arrangements that allow them to “take all reasonable steps” to 

obtain the best possible execution result for clients. 

 

The pieces of information that the MiFID framework expressly requires firms to provide to 

clients are first an account of the relative importance that the firm assigns, in accordance with 

the characteristics of the (i) client, (ii) order, (iii) financial instrument, and (iv) venues to 

which the order can be  routed, to (i) price, (ii) costs, (iii) speed, (iv) likelihood of execution 

and settlement, (v) size, (vi) nature or (vii) any other consideration relevant to the execution 

of the order. Second, the firm is to provide a list of execution venues on which the firm places 

“significant reliance” in meeting its best execution obligation. Third, the firm must warn the 

client that any specific instructions from the client may prevent the firm from implementing 

the execution policy as regards the elements covered by the instructions. 

 

Moreover, as noted by several scholars, the level 1 MiFID obligations set out in Article 21 do 

not privilege one aspect of executions over others. Neither price nor any other factor is 

singled out for special attention. However, the level 2 provisions privilege price over other 

considerations as regards retail clients. Thus, insofar as the rule is lauded as “flexible” in 

allowing for considerations other than price to determine the choice of execution venue, this 

flexibility is mainly at hand when professional clients’ orders are executed.2043 

 

As regards the choice of execution venue, Article 21.3 provides that a firm must obtain the 

client’s prior express consent before an order is executed outside a regulated market or MTF. 

This requirement applies to both retail and professional investors, but not to eligible 

counterparties. On the one hand, this requirement has been described – and rightly so – as a 

mechanism for impeding the opportunity to execute orders outside regulated markets or 

MTFs, and thus as skewing competition between these types of venues and other potential 

execution venues. On the other hand, the rationale behind the rule need not only have been to 

impede competition between venues: similar requirements may, to some extent, reflect a 

perceived need to exercise more care and forethought when engaging in trading away from 

larger, more formalized marketplaces. 

 

                                                 
2043 Moreover, as will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 9, this author is not convinced as to the virtues of 
introducing flexible best execution rules without a clear focus on obtaining the best available price. 
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The MiFID regime also provides that execution policies shall be assessed and updated as 

needed, but at least annually. Once again, the responsibility for monitoring the effectiveness 

of the policy, assessing whether it includes all relevant venues and making changes if 

necessary rests with the investment firm.  

 

In sum, the MiFID framework obliges the investment firm to draw up an execution policy, 

communicate select parts of it to clients ex ante, use it, and update it at least annually. Once 

the client has consented to the policy as communicated to him or her, the firm must then route 

orders in accordance with the policy. 

 

In placing the responsibility for obtaining best execution, and meeting the requirements set up 

to ensure this, squarely on the executing firms the European co-legislators have effectively 

followed the same logic as can be found in the agency laws of Member States.2044 

6.7.3 Order Handling Rules 

The order handling rules in Article 22 of MiFID impose requirements relating to the handling 

of orders pursuant to which firms may not treat orders in an unfair manner. The close 

relationship between on the one hand best execution provisions and on the other hand order 

handling rules is revealed by comparing the European Commission’s proposal for a new ISD 

with MiFID as adopted. The provision concerning prior express consent from clients for off-

venue execution of transactions, which is set out in Article 21.3 of MiFID as part of the best 

execution rules, was in fact included in the Commission proposal’s Article 20, which dealt 

with client order handling rules.2045 Thus, from a purely legal systematic viewpoint, the best 

execution and order handling rules appear to be closely related and perhaps even, to some 

extent, intertwined. 

 

One difference, however, is that a central component of the best execution obligation is that 

the parties agree on an execution policy, while the client order handling rules do not contain a 

general requirement of prior client consent. The implementing Directive in its Article 48.1(c) 

does call for firms to adopt an “order allocation policy” before executing client orders in 

                                                 
2044 Even though at least the Commission has stated that the the application of best execution obligations under 
MiFID shall not be equated with the existence of an agency relationship under the applicable national law. 
European Commission, Commission answers to CESR scope issues under MiFID and the implementing directive 
(Working Document ESC-07-2007) (March 19, 2007) at 2 (not paginated). 
2045 Commission, New ISD Proposal, Article 20.3. 
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aggregation with another order. However, this provision does not require firms to receive 

clients’ consent to the policy, merely to establish and effectively implement such a policy. 

The firms’ obligation to handle orders so that clients are not treated unfairly applies 

irrespective of any agreement to this end between the clients and the firms. 

 

Moreover, a number of scholars have remarked that the obligation to display quotes in Article 

22.2 of MiFID (the limit order display rule) bears a strong resemblance to the Display Rules 

in the SEC’s Order Handling Rules, while at the same time the two rules operate in different 

environments.2046 The lack of a European framework for producing and disseminating 

consolidated market data entails that firms cannot simply be expected to submit orders to a 

central data processing facility, but that they are instead held to an obligation to make such 

orders public “in a manner which is easily accessible to other marker participants”.2047 Here, 

as for the best execution obligation, the duty to comply with the MiFID requirements rests 

with the firms. There is also, however, a connection to trading venues in Article 22.2 of 

MiFID in that Member States were given the option to prescribe that the limit order display 

rule should be complied with by transmitting the order to a regulated market or MTF. Several 

scholars have noted that such a requirement, if introduced, would force firms to transmit 

unexecuted client limit orders for execution at a regulated market or MTF.2048 This in turn 

could work to conserve the advantage of incumbent markets to the detriment of e.g. 

systematic internalizers.2049 

 

As set out in MiFID, this is only an option for Member States to take up if they so wish; had it 

been prescribed for the EU as a whole, it would doubtless have served to reinforce the market 

position of incumbent markets, as they would benefit from a flow of unexecuted limit orders 

from firms’ order books. Indeed, such a structure would be reminiscent of the European 

securities market system dreamt up by the Commission in the 1980’s, where one of the stated 

goals was to permit official exchanges to compete more effectively with unofficial and 

unsupervised markets within the EU.2050 Now, however, the question of how firms should 

                                                 
2046 See Moloney, op. cit at 834 and footnote 292, Ferrarini and Recine, op. cit. at 260. 
2047 Article 22.2 of MiFID. 
2048 See Moloney, op. cit. at 834, Ferrarini and Recine, op. cit. at 260. 
2049 Moloney, op. cit. at 834. 
2050 European Commission (1985), op. cit. at 29, paragraph 107. The structure outlined by the Commission in the 
1980’s would have entailed a free flow of orders between European exchanges, rather than into them from 
alternative venues; however, considering that one of the stated objectives was to strenghten the official 
exchanges, a requirement for alternative venues to transmit unexecuted limit orders to one of the official 
exchanges would have fit perfectly in this mold.  
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comply with the display requirement arises just because there is no central data processing 

facility to turn to. This also rendered it possible to insert into the MiFID regime a national 

option that effectively allows Member States to seek to protect incumbent exchanges if they 

so wish. 

6.7.4 Transparency Requirements 

At a general level, it has been argued that fairness in the markets, and opportunities for 

investors to know the prices at which trades can be made, is dependent on investors being able 

to (i) assess the terms of one possible transaction compared to other transactions and (ii) 

verify the terms of trade, also in relation to other transactions, afterwards.2051 It has also been 

noted that transparency requirements support best execution.2052 

 

The MiFID regime entails the creation of highly harmonized transparency requirements for 

firms and venues in EU markets. However, it creates only harmonized rules; not a harmonized 

framework for data processing, let alone a consolidated market data network along the lines of 

the CQS and CT in the US. 

 

The transparency rules as such are relatively straightforward, although the presence of 

waivers that may be interpreted differently by different national competent authorities raises 

the risk of divergences between Member States. Transparency requirements that apply to 

regulated markets and MTFs are to a large degree identical. However, the transparency 

requirements – especially as regards pre-trade transparency – for systematic internalizers were 

very contentious in the negotiations that led to the adoption of MiFID. This is an area where a 

compromise between two positions – one more skeptical of off-exchange executions, and one 

more skeptical towards monopolistic behavior from established exchanges – had to be found . 

The most striking aspect of the rules for systematic internalizers as adopted by the co-

legislators is the prohibition on price improvement: systematic internalizers must stand by the 

publicly offered quotes and thus cannot offer price improvement to retail clients. At the same 

time, they can – but only under some circumstances – offer price improvement to professional 

clients. This seems to be discriminatory in two senses: (i) in that retail clients are excluded 

from opportunities for price improvement that are available to professional clients, and (ii) in 

that systematic internalizers cannot offer price improvement for retail clients while at the 

                                                 
2051 Moloney, op. cit. at 815. 
2052 Ibid. 
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same time regulated markets and MTFs are free to offer this to all types of clients. This would 

seem to weaken the “business case” of systematic internalizers, especially those who cater to 

retail clients.  

6.8 Future Developments 

6.8.1 Introduction 

Although this investigation concerns the law as it stands, it would seem inadvisable to shut 

one’s eyes completely to developments that are more or less guaranteed to have an impact on 

the rules discussed above. Thus, the fact that the European Commission has adopted a 

proposal for a review of MiFID, a proposal that is being negotiated by the European co-

legislators will conceivably result in changes of some sort to the MiFID legal framework, will 

be briefly addressed in the following section. 

6.8.2 The Commission’s MiFID Review Proposal 

In October 2011, the Commission published its proposal for a review of MiFID.2053 The 

proposal entails a repeal of MiFID, which would be replaced by two new legal instruments at 

the European level: one directive with “specific requirements regarding the provision of 

investment services, the scope of exemptions from the current Directive, organisational and 

conduct of business requirements for investment firms, organisational requirements for 

trading venues, the authorisation and ongoing obligations applicable to providers of data 

services, powers available to competent authorities, sanctions, and rules applicable to third-

country firms operating via a branch” and one regulation with “requirements in relation to the 

disclosure of trade transparency data to the public and transaction data to competent 

authorities, removing barriers to non-discriminatory access to clearing facilities, the 

mandatory trading of derivatives on organised venues, specific supervisory actions regarding 

financial instruments and positions in derivatives and the provision of services by third-

country firms without a branch”.2054 

 

                                                 
2053 European Commission, Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and the Council om markets 
in financial instruments and amending Regulation [EMIR] on OTC derivatives, central counterparties and trade 
repositories, COM (2011) 652 final and Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and the Council 
on markets in financial instruments repealing directive 2004/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council (recast), COM (2011) 656 final (October 20, 2011). 
2054 European Commission, COM (2011) 656 final at 3.  
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As regards the elements of MiFID that have been discussed at some length supra, it is 

noteworthy that the new proposal entails a number of amendments to the present rules. As 

regards the best execution provision, two substantial new obligations are proposed. First, it is 

proposed that each execution venue shall publish data on execution quality at that venue, with 

details about price, speed of execution and likelihood of execution for individual financial 

instruments. Reports shall be published on at least an annual basis.2055 Second, firms shall be 

required to summarize and publish, on an annual basis, the top five execution venues (for each 

class of financial instruments) where they executed client orders in the preceding year.2056 It is 

also provided that the European Securities and Markets Authority, ESMA, shall develop 

regulatory technical standards to determine the content of these reports.2057 Moreover, it might 

be mentioned that an amendment is proposed regarding the provision by which firms are 

required to furnish clients “appropriate” information on their order execution policy. Here, the 

Commission proposes that it shall be further stated that this information “shall explain clearly, 

in sufficient detail and in a way that can be easily understood by clients, how orders will be 

executed by the firm for the client”.2058 

 

The Commission proposal does not entail any material amendments to the client limit order 

handling rules in article 22, except for renumbering of the provision.2059 The proposal does, 

on the other hand, include substantial amendments to the transparency rules. The existing pre- 

and post-trade transparency provisions are struck from the directive and replaced by a new 

regime. It includes new provisions on conditions for authorization and operation of 

information provider services in three different forms. Requirements are set out that relate to 

(i) approved publication arrangement (APA) providers, (ii) consolidated tape providers 

(CTP’s), and (iii) approved reporting mechanisms (ARM’s).2060 All firms will be required to 

publish their trade reports through authorized APA’s,2061 which according to the Commission 

will be conducive to data consolidation and “set the conditions for the emergence of 

consolidated tape providers” and also sets out the requirements that apply to such 

providers.2062 

 
                                                 
2055 Commission (2011) 656 Article 27.2, at 82. 
2056 Ibid. at Article 27.5, at 83. 
2057 Ibid. at Article 27.8, at 83 f. 
2058 Ibid. atArticle 27.4, at 82. 
2059 Ibid. at Article 28, at 84. 
2060 Ibid. at Title V at 128 ff. 
2061 Ibid. at 9. 
2062 Ibid. at 10. 
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The proposed Regulation (abbreviated MiFIR) also contains new rules concerning 

transparency requirements. Since they are contained in a proposed regulation, they would not 

need to be transposed in Member States if the EU legislators adopt the legislative structure 

proposed by the Commission. The proposed Regulation, which sets out the material rules on 

transparency requirements that would supersede the transparency provisions in MiFID, also 

includes provisions that would extend the scope of the transparency rules to “equity like 

instruments such as depository receipts, exchange-traded funds, certificates and other similar 

financial instruments issues [sic] by companies”.2063 The transparency requirements will also 

apply to actionable indications of interest (IOI’s) so as to avoid that IOI’s are used to give 

information to one group of market participants while excluding others.2064 Existing waiver 

opportunities as regards pre-trade transparency will be subjected to closer scrutiny by ESMA 

in order to increase the consistency in the application of these waivers across Member 

States.2065 

 

Moreover, the proposed regulation would extend the scope of the transparency rules to 

instruments other than equities, namely “bonds, structured finance products, emission 

allowances and derivatives”. These instruments will be subjected to pre- and post-trade 

transparency requirements, albeit with some possibilities for waivers.2066 Deferred publication 

would also be allowed under certain circumstances.2067 

 

Furthermore, the Regulation contains new rules on consolidation of trading data. Trading 

venues (regulated markets, MTFs and a new proposed venue type, organized trading facilities, 

OTF’s) would be required to make post-trade information available free of charge 15 minutes 

after the execution of the transaction and offer pre- and post-trade data separately. The 

Commission would have the possibility to clarify the rules further in delegated acts. 

Investment firms that execute trades outside a trading venue would be required to publish 

information on these trades through authorized APA’s.2068 Investment firms trading OTC, and 

systematic internalizers, would also be subjected to specific transparency requirements. While 

the existing transparency rules for systematic internalizers would apply to shares and “equity-
                                                 
2063 European Commission, Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and the Council on markets 
in financial instruments and amending Regulation [EMIR] on OTC derivatives, central counterparties and trade 
repositories, COM (2011) 652 final at 8. 
2064 Ibid. 
2065 Ibid. 
2066 Ibid. at 8 f. 
2067 Ibid. 
2068 Ibid. at 9. 
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like” instruments, new rules would be introduced to cover bonds, structured finance products 

admitted to trading on a regulated market or for which a prospectus has been published as 

well as certain emission allowances and derivatives. For shares and equity-like instruments, a 

minimum quote size would be introduced as well as a requirement to post two-way quotes.2069 

The minimum quote size would be set at 10 % of the standard market size of the instrument in 

question.2070 Pursuant to the proposed rules, systematic internalizers would be allowed to 

execute orders at a better price than their quoted prices – also for retail clients – “in justified 

cases provided that this price falls within a public range close to market conditions”.2071 

 

Thus, re best execution rules in the EU: 

 

1. Are there statutory rules on order execution or best execution obligations? Yes, 

statutory rules that set out a best execution duty are provided in Article 21 of MiFID 

and Articles 44-46 of the MiFID Implementing Directive. Limit order handling rules 

are set out in Article 22 of MiFID and Articles 45-47 of the Implementing Directive. 

2. If so, when were the order execution/best execution rules introduced? What reasons 

for introducing them were put forth by the legislator? They were enacted in order to 

provide investor protection, mitigate market fragmentation concerns, and ensure that 

available information affects the order routing decisions of firms. 

3. What activities are covered by the order execution/best execution duty? Coverage 

defined by instruments, actors, venues? The best execution obligation applies to 

transactions with all financial instruments. 

4. In what does the statutory order execution duty/best execution duty consist? An 

obligation to draw up, communicate, apply and review an execution policy. 

5. Are the order execution rules/best execution rules bright-line (e.g. focused on easily 

determined variables) or more generally drafted (e.g. set out as a duty to consider 

several factors w/out any explicit quantitative duties)? Generally drafted with a list of 

factors and a general catch-all at the end of this list. However, with regard to retail 

clients, it is explicitly stated that the price and costs shall be the main factor. 

6. Who is responsible for securing best execution/order execution that complies with the 

rules? Venue or broker? The broker (investment firm). 

                                                 
2069 Ibid. 
2070 Ibid. at Article 13.3 at 35. 
2071 Ibid. at Article 14.2 at 36. 
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7. How is compliance with best execution/order execution duties as well as order 

execution – the actual trades – disclosed to the client? Investment firms are required to 

show, at the client’s request, that an order has been executed in compliance with the 

execution policy. 

8. Are there statutory or judge-made rules on fiduciary best execution duties that impinge 

on securities markets transactions? No. No fiduciary best execution duties exist at the 

EU level. 

9. If so, how has the fiduciary duty of best execution been defined in law/case-law? N/a. 

10. What enforcement measures are available against a party who has a best 

execution/order execution duty – fiduciary or imposed by law or regulation – and 

violates it? No enforcement measures against the delinquent investment firm can be 

undertaken at the EU level, only by national authorities in the relevant MS. 
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Chapter 7 Order Execution Rules in France, Sweden and 
the United Kingdom 

7.1 Introduction 

The present chapter will describe rules that impose best execution obligations in France, 

Sweden and England & Wales. The basis for the investigation is the set of questions that were 

raised in Chapter 3.2072 The rest of this chapter represents an effort to answer these questions. 

In so doing, the idea is to say something about the best execution obligations that impinge on 

those persons who engage in securities trading – specifically, order execution – in French, 

Swedish and English securities markets. 

 

At the outset, several methodological issues must be addressed. Pro primo, the intention here 

is to analyze best execution obligations that those who execute orders for the part of another 

need to comply with. These obligations may arise as a result of legislative or regulatory 

initiatives. The legislator can enact new law that entails best execution obligations and 

regulatory authorities can enact regulations that impose best execution obligations. However, 

those who execute orders for the part of another may also be bound by rules that are not 

issued by the legislator or a regulator, but instead by a self-regulatory organization (SRO), a 

trading venue or another entity that issues rules that the order executor commits to comply 

with. In the extreme, the person who executes the order may be bound by best execution 

obligations that are specifically set out in the bilateral contract with the investor on whose 

                                                 
2072 To recap, the questions were: (i) Are there statutory rules on order execution or best execution 

obligations? (ii) If so, when were the order execution/best execution rules introduced? What reasons for 

introducing them were put forth by the legislator? (iii) What activities are covered by the order 

execution/best execution duty? Coverage defined by instruments, actors, venues? (iv) In what does the 

statutory order execution duty/best execution duty consist? (v) Are the order execution rules/best execution 

rules bright-line (e.g. focused on easily determined variables) or more generally drafted (e.g. set out as a 

duty to consider several factors w/out any explicit quantitative duties)? (vi) Who is responsible for securing 

best execution/order execution that complies with the rules? Venue or broker? (vii) How is compliance with 

best execution/order execution duties as well as order execution – the actual trades – disclosed to the client? 

(viii) Are there statutory or judge-made rules on fiduciary best execution duties that impinge on securities 

markets transactions? (ix) If so, how has the fiduciary duty of best execution been defined in law/case-law? 

(x) What enforcement measures are available against a party who has a best execution/order execution duty 

– fiduciary or imposed by law or regulation – and violates it? 
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behalf the order is placed. In this last example, the obligation is purely contractual in 

character. 

 

Pursuant to the discussion in Chapter 3, this study concerns itself with certain types of rules 

and willfully ignores others when the existence and scope of best execution obligations are 

investigated. Contractual terms in bilateral contracts are not invoked as a possible source of 

best execution obligations, even if the contracts as such may be valid and the contracting 

parties bound by their content (including the best execution obligations set out in them).2073 

However, rules that are intended to bind multiple actors but are issued by private 

organizations will be considered in the following analysis. Strictly speaking, this means that 

both statutory rules and rules issued by private entities will be considered as possible sources 

of best execution obligations for those who execute orders on behalf of others. 

 

Pro secundo, best execution obligations can be imposed not only by legislative or other rule-

making but also through decisions in courts.2074 Courts may adjudicate disputes and in so 

doing make statements on what the law is concerning, e.g., the best execution obligation owed 

by an agent to his principal in the context of securities trading. The duties of an agent vis-à-

vis her principal in the context of order execution may be interpreted by courts deciding in 

specific cases before them. Thus, decisions in cases from courts might have to be considered 

when analyzing the extent of best execution obligations for those who execute orders on 

behalf of others in French securities markets. The discussion and analysis below is carried out 

on the basis of a relatively limited number of court cases, which have been deemed relevant in 

the context of this investigation of order execution obligations. 

 

The rest of this chapter investigates each jurisdiction in turn. Each part loosely follows a 

chronological structure in order to trace the development of order execution obligations in the 

laws of the respective jurisdiction. 

                                                 
2073 Another normative question is whether it is preferable to establish order execution obligations through 
voluntary contracting rather than through mandatory law or regulation. This issue is not apposite in the context 
of this chapter, but is addressed in Chapter 9 infra.   
2074 Lipton, op. cit. at 463. 
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7.2 Order Execution Rules in France 

7.2.1 Introduction 

French law contains at least two bodies of rules that govern parties’ duties in the context of 

order execution. As a result of legislative initiatives at the European level, specific order 

execution rules were enacted in the form of regulations in the 1990’s.2075 These obligations 

were amended and expanded when MiFID was transposed into French law in 2007.2076 

However, long before the advent of regulations relative to order execution, general agency 

law held brokers to be agents (commissionaires) of the client and subject to agency duties 

when trading for the account of clients.2077 In the following chronological account, it should 

be relatively easy for the reader to identify which rules can be subsumed under which 

heading, especially since the regulatory order execution rules are of recent date and owe their 

existence to EU-level initiatives. 

7.2.2 General Agency Law 

7.2.2.1 Introduction 

As noted in section 7.2.1 supra, one of the two main sources of order execution obligations in 

French law is general agency law. In this context, a number of issues are pertinent when 

looking at the agency obligations that weigh on brokers, namely (i) on what grounds have 

brokers been held to be agents, and (ii) what material order execution obligations have been 

held to apply to brokers? These questions will be addressed in the following. 

7.2.2.2 Brokers as Agents: The Rationale under French Law 

Dumont notes that the starting principle under French law, as set out in Article 1119 of the 

Code civil, is that one may only commit oneself (Fr. s´engager) for one’s own account.2078 

However, she goes on to note that two general types of legal concepts have been developed 

that allows for agreements to be concluded through intermediaries. One is the mandat, 

provided for in Article 1984 of the Code civil, through which one party – the mandataire – 

acts for the account of and in the name of another person, the mandant.2079 The other, more 

opaque type of intermediation entails that the principal employs an intermediary who 

                                                 
2075 See section 7.2.3 infra. 
2076 See section 7.2.4 infra. 
2077 See section 7.2.2 infra. 
2078 Marie-Pierre Dumont, L´opération de commission (Paris: Litec, 2000) at § 1. 
2079 Ibid. at § 7. 
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concludes an agreement for the principal but in his own name. One of the principal-agent 

relationships that fall within this category is the contract de commission.2080  

 

The main types of agency-principal relationships of interest for this study are these: the 

contracts concerning mandat and commission. As just noted, the former entails carrying out 

an assignment for another, in his or her name; the latter entails carrying out an assignment for 

another in one’s own name. Collart Dutilleul and Delebecque describe the commission 

contract as a special type of mandataire contract,2081 the difference being that the 

commissionaire acts in his or her own name while the mandataire acts in the name of the 

principal.2082 They further hold that the obligations of commissionaires correspond to those 

that mandataires are held to.2083 Both types of contract have been recognized since relatively 

early times2084 and entail duties of loyalty that weigh on the agent. The central distinction 

between the two types of contracts, as argued by Dumont, is the opacity (Fr. opacité) that 

characterizes the commission contract.2085 

 

Another distinction that must be noted in this context is that between civil law (Fr. droit civil) 

and commercial law (Fr. droit commercial). Agency relationships may be subsumed under 

                                                 
2080 Ibid. at § 8. In a commission contract, the agent (commissionaire) concludes an agreement with a third party 
for the account of and in the name of the principal (the commettant). General provisions on commissionaires and 
commettants are set out in Article L132-1 of the Code de commerce (which has replaced an earlier provision of 
long standing, Article 94 first alinéa of the Code de commerce). 
2081 Delpech holds that a commissionaire is not a mandataire, although one might inversely argue that 
commission and mandat belong to the same family. Delpech also notes that case law and doctrine is divided over 
the question whether the prohibition on taking the other side of the trade, which applies to mandataires, also 
applies to commissionaires. X. Delpech, Note on Cass. 13.12.2011, Recueil Dalloz (2012) at 92. 
2082 François Collart Dutilleul, Philippe Delebecque, Contrats civil et commerciaux, 4ème éd. (Paris: Dalloz, 
1998) at 663. 
2083 Ibid. at 664. 
2084 Dumont traces mandat- and commission-like legal figures in French usage to the 16th and the 17th century, 
respectively. Dumont, op. cit. at § 13. For an early discussion of commission contracts, see Émile Cadrès, Le 
Code civil mis en harmonie avec le droit commercial suivi d’un commentaire du contrat de commission (Paris: 
Videcq, 1845) at 269 ff. For a thorough discussion of earlier notions of mandat in French law, see F. Cagninacci, 
Le mandat dans la doctrine française de l´ancien régime (thesis, Dijon, 1959), passim. Delamarre and Le Poitvin 
trace the origins of the legal concept of commission to canonical law, where it is held to have signified 
delegation to especially appointed judged to adjudicate a particular case. Delamarre, Le Poitvin, Traité du 
contrat de commission, Tome premier (Paris: N. Delamotte Aîné, 1840) at 30. The book is electronically 
available at 
http://books.google.se/books?id=YV5DAAAAcAAJ&pg=PR25&lpg=PR25&dq=contrat+de+commission+oblig
ations+du+commissionnaire&source=bl&ots=nBR7JJ2nmf&sig=JFEZGt73KJgM_urxNSrt6nInqvQ&hl=sv&sa
=X&ei=im2FT7yLGqHb4QTL3LjtBw&ved=0CHEQ6AEwCA#v=onepage&q=contrat%20de%20commission
%20obligations%20du%20commissionnaire&f=false (last visited on April 11, 2012). 
2085 Dumont, op. cit. at § 30. However, Dumont also holds that this does not entail that a commission contract is 
transformed into a mandat if the anonymity of the principal is de facto compromised: although the contract type 
is characterized by opacity and an anonymous principal, this refers to the will of the contracting parties. Ibid. at 
§ 31 f. 

http://books.google.se/books?id=YV5DAAAAcAAJ&pg=PR25&lpg=PR25&dq=contrat+de+commission+obligations+du+commissionnaire&source=bl&ots=nBR7JJ2nmf&sig=JFEZGt73KJgM_urxNSrt6nInqvQ&hl=sv&sa=X&ei=im2FT7yLGqHb4QTL3LjtBw&ved=0CHEQ6AEwCA#v=onepage&q=contrat%20de%20commission%20obligations%20du%20commissionnaire&f=false
http://books.google.se/books?id=YV5DAAAAcAAJ&pg=PR25&lpg=PR25&dq=contrat+de+commission+obligations+du+commissionnaire&source=bl&ots=nBR7JJ2nmf&sig=JFEZGt73KJgM_urxNSrt6nInqvQ&hl=sv&sa=X&ei=im2FT7yLGqHb4QTL3LjtBw&ved=0CHEQ6AEwCA#v=onepage&q=contrat%20de%20commission%20obligations%20du%20commissionnaire&f=false
http://books.google.se/books?id=YV5DAAAAcAAJ&pg=PR25&lpg=PR25&dq=contrat+de+commission+obligations+du+commissionnaire&source=bl&ots=nBR7JJ2nmf&sig=JFEZGt73KJgM_urxNSrt6nInqvQ&hl=sv&sa=X&ei=im2FT7yLGqHb4QTL3LjtBw&ved=0CHEQ6AEwCA#v=onepage&q=contrat%20de%20commission%20obligations%20du%20commissionnaire&f=false
http://books.google.se/books?id=YV5DAAAAcAAJ&pg=PR25&lpg=PR25&dq=contrat+de+commission+obligations+du+commissionnaire&source=bl&ots=nBR7JJ2nmf&sig=JFEZGt73KJgM_urxNSrt6nInqvQ&hl=sv&sa=X&ei=im2FT7yLGqHb4QTL3LjtBw&ved=0CHEQ6AEwCA#v=onepage&q=contrat%20de%20commission%20obligations%20du%20commissionnaire&f=false
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either of these legal orders, depending on the civil or commercial nature of the object to which 

the agency refers.2086 Obligations that apply in agency relationships governed by commercial 

law are set out in the Code de commerce, while obligations relative to civil law agency 

relationships are found in the Code civil. However, the Code de commerce refers to many 

provisions in the Code civil and consequently these latter may apply also to commercial 

agency relationships.2087 In the context of this investigation, the activities that are being 

studied may be subsumed under the heading of commercial law agency relationships; already 

in 1840, Delamarre and Le Poitvin held that brokers at the stock exchange (either agents de 

change or courtiers) acted in a commercial capacity when executing assignments for their 

clients.2088 Indeed, they observed that the commercial agency (Fr. mandat commercial) 

included all activities of a commercial character or which concern private commercial 

interests, whether these interests are individual or collective.2089 In more recent times, Dumont 

has stated after considerable analysis2090 that the commission contract would seem to be an 

original concept in commercial law, distinct from the mandat commercial.2091 

 

Brokers trade for the clients’ accounts, but their own name; moreover, their activities are 

distinctly commercial in character according to both older and more recent scholarship.2092 In 

this context, it must be noted that pursuant to an 1892 decision by the Cour de Cassation, 

those who engage in trading for the part of another on the Stock Exchange are held to be 

commissionaires.2093 Thus, the legal status of brokers has been well established since. 

                                                 
2086 For an early treatment of the distinction between civil and commercial law concerning agency, see 
Delamarre and Le Poitvin, op. cit. at 17. 
2087 Article L. 132-1, alinéa 2 of the Code de commerce, which refers to the general rules on the duties of 
mandataires that are set out in the Code civil, articles 1984 et. seq. 
2088 Delamarre and Le Poitvin, op. cit. at 19. Delamarre and Le Poitvin distinguish between the role of the 
courtier as a simple go-between between two transacting parties without being able to contract for either one of 
them and the role of the commissionaire, who acts for the principal and is accountable to him for his actions. 
They go on to hold that when agents de change negotiate between themselves on behalf of their clients, they 
become commissionaires. Ibid. at 32.  
2089 Ibid. at 20. 
2090 Dumont, op. cit. at § 15 ff. 
2091 Ibid. at § 20. Dumont also states that commission contracts are normally commercial, although the 
possibility of non-commercial commission contracts cannot be excluded. Ibid. at § 846-2 ff. 
2092 See footnotes 2086-2091 supra and associated text. 
2093 Couret et al, op. cit. at 110 with reference to Civ. 14 juin 1892, DP 1893.1.500. The demarcation between 
commissionaires and another type of commercial intermediary, the agent commercial, was addressed in a 
judgement by the Cour d’Appel of Paris in 1963. Here, it was held that a contracting party transacted in his own 
name on behalf of his principal and that the principal never appeared as seller or incurred obligations vis-à-vis 
the buyer. This, in the court’s view, constituted “fundamental and essential characteristics of the commission 
contract” (Fr. des caractéristiques fondamentales et essentielles du contrat de commissionaire) that were 
incompatible with the status of agent commercial. CA Paris, 20 nov. 1963 as reported in D. Manguy and J-L 
Respaud, A propos du contrat de “commission-affiliation” in Mélanges Philippe le Tourneau (2007) at 5. The 
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7.2.2.3 Duties of a Commissionaire 

Thus, earlier case law and scholarly opinions seem to confirm that stockbrokers trading as 

agents of investors would typically be classified as commissionaires acting in a commercial 

capacity. As concerns the duties of a commissionaire, they are determined with reference to 

the instructions given by the commettant.2094 

 

Among older scholars, Cadrès notes that the obligations of a commissionaire are set out in the 

Code civil and that the obligations of the commissionaire must be interpreted very stringently 

(Fr. interpretées avec une grande sévérité) since he is compensated for his work.2095 He must 

take all the care of which he is capable (Fr. tout le soin dont il est capable) on behalf of the 

principal and may not derive any benefits himself; all profits that derive from the assignment, 

except the commission, are to accrue to the principal.2096 Delamarre and Le Poitvin qualify 

the duty of a commissionaire as not only to act in bonne foi but with all the care and 

competence required for the execution of orders with which he is entrusted (Fr. tout le soin et 

toute la habileté qu’exige l’exécution des orders don’t il s’est chargé or in Latin, as quoted by 

Delamarre and Le Poitvin, spondet industriam et diligentiam negotio gerendo parem), to 

communicate pertinent news and information promptly to the principal, to inform the 

principal without delay when the assignment has been carried out; Delamarre and Le Poitvin 

also argue that the commissionaire may sometimes (Fr. quelquefois) be required to call off 

execution of an order and solicit new orders instead.2097 

 

Also with reference to older law regarding the duties of the mandataire, Cagninacci holds that 

the early view was that a mandataire was held to a strict duty, in view of the confidence that 

the mandant had in him; a mandataire was to show the same zeal in arranging the affairs of 

the mandant as he would in arranging his own.2098 

 
                                                                                                                                                         
article is available electronically at http://ddata.over-blog.com/xxxyyy/1/70/46/66/Distri/le-contrat-de-
commission-affiliation.pdf (last visited on April 18, 2012).  
2094 Dumont, op. cit. at § 55. 
2095 Cadrès, op. cit. at 270. 
2096 Ibid. Cadrès provides the specific example that a commissionaire may not make the principal pay a higher 
price for the goods in question than the commissionaire himself has paid for it. This would entail fooling the 
principal concerning “the nature of the market” (Fr. en le trompant sur la nature de son marché) and a 
proscribed double profit in the form of (i) the commission, and (ii) a part of the profit from the transaction. If 
such fraud occurs, the principal may make a claim for disgorgement of the ill-gotten profits by the 
commissionaire. Ibid. at 270 f. with reference to decisions by the Cour de Bruxelles, June 20, 1819, Cour de 
Rennes, January 18, 1815, and Cour de Paris, January 31, 1812.  
2097 Delamarre and Le Poitvin, op. cit. at 160. 
2098 Cagninacci, op. cit. at 239 ff. with further references. 

http://ddata.over-blog.com/xxxyyy/1/70/46/66/Distri/le-contrat-de-commission-affiliation.pdf
http://ddata.over-blog.com/xxxyyy/1/70/46/66/Distri/le-contrat-de-commission-affiliation.pdf
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Among modern scholars, Dumont views the commissionaire’s duties as entailing, if the 

contract does not contain precise instructions for the commissionaire’s activities, a broadly 

defined obligation to “do all he can” (Fr. mettre tout en oeuvre) to carry out the task entrusted 

to him by the principal,2099 and act as a “careful professional” (Fr. commerçant soigneux).2100 

This constitutes an obligation of means, not of results.2101 Specifically as regards brokers, 

Dumont emphasizes the duty to execute orders without delay.2102 In a manner which echoes 

earlier scholars, Dumont also notes that the duty to act as a careful professional applies with 

even more rigor as the agent is compensated for his work.2103 

 

The commissionaire is also held to a general duty of loyalty (bonne foi).2104 In French law, a 

general duty of loyalty is enshrined in the concept of bonne foi,2105which can be traced to 

medieval sources as an applied translation of the Latin term bona fides (i.e. good faith). 

Moreover, the concept of devoir or obligation de loyauté has been held to entail an obligation 

to act loyally when fulfilling a contract. Certain types of contract, e.g. insurance contracts, 

have been held to entail a requirement of utmost good faith (uberrimae fidei). Munukka traces 

the fortunes of the bonne foi concept, which decreased in importance during the 19th and early 

20th century but was revived in the late 20th century, notably through a judgment of the Cour 

de cassation where an insurance company was found to lack bonne foi in relation to a 

customer and deemed to be contractually liable on this basis.2106 An obligation de bonne foi 

has since been recognized by French courts, although Munukka notes that case law has also 

recognized limitations on the possibility to find a party to a contract liable on the basis of 

lacking bonne foi.2107 Nevertheless, the existence of a broadly construed obligation de bonne 

foi, breach of which may entail liability for breach of contract, seems undisputed.2108 

 

                                                 
2099 Dumont, op. cit. at § 52. 
2100 Ibid. at § 53. 
2101 Ibid. 
2102 Ibid. at § 59 with reference to CA Versailles, 23 sept. 1993. 
2103 Ibid. at § 217. Cf. Cadrès, op. cit. at 270. 
2104 Dumont, op. cit. at § 55. 
2105 This paragraph in its entirety draws heavily on the excellent overview over French law concerning an agent’s 
duty of loyalty provided by Munukka. See J. Munukka, Kontraktuell lojalitetsplikt [The Contractual Duty of 
Loyalty] (Stockholm: Jure, 2007) at 21 ff. with further references. 
2106 Cass. 1re civ., 20 mars 1985, Bull. Civ. I, no 102. 
2107 Munukka, op. cit. at 26 f. 
2108 Cagninacci states that under the ancien régime, before the French revolution, all contracts were based on 
bonne foi, and then goes on to state that the mandat contract was based on a “special bonne foi” (Fr. une bonne 
foi toute spéciale) since it was based on the amicable relationship between the mandant and the mandataire. 
Cagninacci, op. cit. at 239. 
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Manguy and Respaud offer a brief overview of the duties of a commissionaire.2109 These 

duties correspond to a large extent to those of a mandataire: to execute the assignment given 

by the principal, contract for the account of the principal but in the name of the 

commissionaire according to the instructions given by the former (notably as regards price), 

inform the principal about the situation in the relevant markets and provide an ex post account 

of the execution of the assignment.2110 Moreover, they note that the commissionaire answers 

to the principal for failing to execute his assignment with a more stringent responsibility than 

an ordinary mandataire insofar as he acts in a professional capacity.2111 They note that the 

commissionaire’s duty has been construed as an obligation of means in case law, except 

insofar as the duty pertains to goods in the commissionaire’s possession. The commissionaire 

is also prohibited from taking the other side of a transaction with the principal.2112 However, it 

should be noted that in the specific context of securities trading, brokers’ right to take the 

other side of a transaction with a client has been explicitly recognized in French law.2113 

Dumont also notes that it has long been recognized that brokers are allowed to cross client 

orders against each other (i.e. client buy orders against client sell orders).2114 

 

Couret et al. hold that the obligations of commissionaires correspond to those that 

mandataires are held to.2115 Furthermore, it is held that the precise obligations of the 

commissionaire depend on the terms of the commission contract.2116 Since the 

commissionaire is normally a professional,2117 he or she will be held to a high degree of 

responsibility vis-à-vis the client.2118 

 

Dumont recognizes three types of commission relationships depending on how specific the 

instructions are: imperative commission, facultative commission and indicative 

commission.2119 The division into three types of commission relationships allows for some 

interesting observations on the obligations owed under different circumstances. 

 

                                                 
2109 Manguy and Respaud, op. cit. at 13. 
2110 Ibid. 
2111 Ibid. 
2112 Ibid. 
2113 Dumont, op. cit. at § 83, footnote 86 with further references. 
2114 Ibid. at § 94. In reaching this conclusion, Dumont refers specifically to stock exchange regulations. 
2115 Couret et al., op. cit. at 664. 
2116 Ibid. at 664. 
2117 Ibid. at 663. 
2118 Ibid. at 664. 
2119 Dumont, op. cit. at § 60. 
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Dumont qualifies the imperative commission as entailing clear and precise instructions to be 

fulfilled, which have to be scrupulously observed by the agent.2120  At the same time, 

however, the commissionaire’s duty to act in the best interest of the commettant as if he were 

conducting his own affairs may entail that the commissionaire has to diverge from the letter of 

instructions given in order to achieve a result which is better aligned with the interests of the 

commettant.2121 As regards instructions about price, however, Dumont notes that the 

established principled is that the commissionaire may not diverge from clear instructions: if a 

price has been set, the commissionaire is not at liberty to execute the order at a price more 

favorable to the commettant.2122 

 

The indicative commission is characterized by more open-ended instructions.2123 Here, 

Dumont reiterates the applicable standard for agents who have discretion: they are to act in 

the best interest of the commettant as if they are conducting their own affairs.2124 This entails 

a duty of loyalty and of non-discrimination: agents may not favor certain clients e.g. by giving 

priority, within an order-handling system, to executing their orders before those of other 

customers.2125 Dumont’s discussion of the facultative commission, in which instructions are 

even less detailed and the margin of discretion very large for the commissionaire, gives rise to 

one interesting comment of seemingly general application: although the commissionaire has 

wide latitude to execute the order in a manner considered suitable, the relevant trade customs 

(Fr. les usages de la place) must still be complied with.2126 

 

On the issue of the broker’s obligation to provide information to the client, Dumont notes that 

brokers have been held to a duty to provide information in advance about risks associated 

with trading. Dumont qualifies this as a “devoir d’alerte” – i.e. a duty to alert the client to 

these risks. Moreover, Dumont holds that this duty to provide information effectively borders 

                                                 
2120 Ibid. at § 61. In the context of securities markets, this category would conceivably include limit orders. 
2121 Ibid. at § 64 f. 
2122 Ibid. at § 68. Thus, in the context of securities market transactions, a broker would seemingly not be allowed 
to offer price improvement to a limit order. 
2123 In the context of securities market transactions, more akin to a market order than a limit order. 
2124 Ibid. at § 77. 
2125 Ibid. 
2126 Ibid. at § 79. Thus, agency duties are to some extent determined with reference to trade customs. Against this 
backdrop, it seems highly likely that regulatory rules would be accorded at least as much importance as trade 
customs when determining the material content of agency duties. Indeed, in another context Dumont refers to 
regulatory rules when discussing brokers’ information obligations. Ibid. at § 170. 
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on a duty to provide advice.2127 As concerns the obligation to render account to the client ex 

post, Dumont notes that as a general rule an agent must transfer to the client all monies 

received when executing a transaction for him or her. In this analysis, the agent may only 

realize a commission on the transaction and all other benefits must be passed to the client.2128 

 

For completeness, it must also be noted that an ambitious project for reform of the French law 

of obligations resulted in proposals for changes to e.g. the Code civil provisions on 

contracts.2129 However, the only changes to French law that have come out of this so far are a 

major revision of rules that relate to prescription.2130 

7.2.2.4 An Adjacent Field: The Duties of Mandataires in Financial Services 

As noted supra, the duties that weigh on a mandataire are as such highly relevant when 

analyzing the obligations of an agent executing orders under French law, since the duties of a 

commissionaire largely correspond to those of a mandataire; nevertheless, it bears repeating 

that a commissionaire is held to a more stringent duty than an ordinary mandataire.2131 

Several types of financial services may give rise to a mandataire-principal relationship, rather 

than a commissionaire-principal relationship. Khamis et al. note that the mandat is associated 

with three types of investment services: transmission of orders, holding of account and 

portfolio management.2132 However, they also note that if the investor retains the power to 

decide on how to manage his or her portfolio, the portfolio manager is an intermediary rather 

than a mandataire insofar as it only transmits orders from the client to a broker.2133 Thus, in 

order for a financial services intermediary such as a portfolio manager to be considered a 

mandataire, it must be vested with discretion regarding e.g. investment decisions and even 

make such decisions that go against subsequent instructions from the client.2134 This degree of 

discretion is far broader than that typically associated with “mere” execution of a client order. 

                                                 
2127 Ibid. at § 166 f. and § 182. Interestingly, Dumont states that this duty to provide information was a creation 
of the courts which was subsequently given a statutory foundation through Articles 58-4 and 58-5 in the 1996 
law that transposed the Investment Services Directive in France (see Section 7.2.3 infra). Ibid. at § 170, as 
discussed in footnote 2126 supra. 
2128 Ibid. at § 203 ff., especially at § 204 f. with references to older case law. One implication of this doctrine as 
applied to securities transactions would seem to be to effectively require payment for order flow to be transferred 
in full to the client. However, Dumont does not explicitly address securities transactions when discussing these 
agency obligations. Ibid. 
2129 Pierre Catala, Avant-projet de réforme du droit des obligations et de la prescription (2006). 
2130 Loi no. 2008-561 du 17 juin 2008 portant réforme de la prescription en matière civile. 
2131 Manguy and Respaud, op. cit. at 13. 
2132 R. Khamis, N. Fischer, B. Caillaud, F. Firholtz, Le particularisme du contrat de mandat en droit des marches 
financiers (thesis, December 2, 2004) at 3. 
2133 Ibid. at 6 f. 
2134 Ibid. at 7. 
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Khamis et al. discuss the duties of mandataires in the context of financial services. Although 

the focus of their analysis is on portfolio management and related services, some general 

observations are made regarding the duties of information, diligence and loyalty. They note 

that the mandataire is obliged to keep his client informed and account for how the assignment 

is executed. In this context, they refer to earlier regulations by the erstwhile supervisory 

authority for the stock exchange, the Commission des operations de bourse (COB) concerning 

the duty to provide information to clients; the COB had stressed then that the information 

requirements depended both on the type of service provided and the level of sophistication or 

investment activity of the client.2135 Khamis et al. also discuss the duty of diligence that weigh 

on mandataires performing financial services. In this context, they refer to article L 533-4 of 

the Code monétaire et financier as the source for the mandataire’s duty of diligence. It is held 

that the duty of diligence constitutes an obligation of means; the mandataire must carry out 

his assignment as would an industry professional in the same situation (Fr. un bon 

professionel place dans les mêmes circonstances de temps) in accordance with relevant 

banking or exchange customs (Fr. agissant selon les usages bancaires et boursiers).2136 The 

mandataire is held to this duty even if he has not undertaken to achieve any specific result.2137 

As regards the duty of loyalty, Khamis et al. hold that such an obligation flow from article L 

533-4 of the Code monétaire et financier. 2138 They add that the obligations of the mandataire 

vis-à-vis the principal are complemented by regulations issued by the AMF.2139 

7.2.3 The Advent of Regulation: The ISD and the Introduction of Order 
Execution Rules 

7.2.3.1 Introduction 

In general terms, French securities markets have been subject to prudential regulation since 

the early 18th century. As often, these efforts at regulating markets were the result of a crisis 

in financial markets; namely, the stock market crash that followed the fall in 1720 of the 

enterprise started by the Scotsman John Law in Paris where e.g. corporate bonds of ultimately 
                                                 
2135 Ibid. at 9. 
2136 This implies that agency duties would to some extent be determined with reference to trade customs. Cf. 
Dumont, op. cit. at § 55. 
2137 Ibid. at 10. Khamis et al. also note that in the context of portfolio management, this obligation is not always 
scrupulously complied with (Fr. cette exigence fondamentale n’est pas toujours scrupuleusement respectée). 
2138 Ibid. at 11. As regards portfolio management, they hold that the obligation mainly entails a prohibition 
against carrying out operations between different portfolios under management as well as operations between 
portfolios under management and the portfolio manager´s own account. Ibid. 
2139 Ibid. 
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dubious value were traded.2140 Couret et al. trace the origins of financial market regulation 

from this time and hold that ever since, state intervention has been a constant in this sector.2141 

 

Couret et al. also note that a succession of crises had the effect that financial market activities 

was brought within the sphere of the public economy (Fr. l’ordre public économique) and 

thus protected by the state.2142 

 

The regulation of market participants’ conduct of business became an issue in the early 

1990’s, although the first legislative initiatives mostly concerned e.g. minority protection in 

mandatory public offers and an obligation to report share holdings above certain 

thresholds.2143 Moreover, non-legislative initiatives were taken from the late 1980’s onward 

concerning e.g. the need for “Chinese walls” within financial service companies so as to avoid 

insider trading. At about the same time, the erstwhile supervisory authority for the stock 

exchange, the Commission des operations de bourse (COB) and the British Securities and 

Investment Board (SIB) agreed on a common statement in 1990 concerning principles for 

conduct of business.2144 In the context of this investigation, this statement is of special interest 

since it addresses the need to obtain best execution while at the same time it would appear that 

French statutory law at the time did not set out any best execution obligations or indeed even 

any broader conduct of business obligations.2145 

7.2.3.2 The ISD Transposition: New Conduct of Business Rules 

Following the adoption at the EU level of the ISD, the French legislator adopted new 

legislation intended to transpose the ISD. Couret et al. hold that the law of 2 July 1996 

contains more far-reaching conduct of business requirements. With this law, the need to 

comply with conduct of business requirements was set out in legislation for the first time,2146 

although the conduct of business requirements that market actors had to comply with were 

                                                 
2140 For a more detailed discussion of these events, see Niall Ferguson, The Ascent of Money: A Financial 
History of the World (Penguin: New York, NY, 2008) at 119 ff and Banner, op. cit. at 42 ff. 
2141 Couret et al., op. cit. at 37. 
2142 Ibid. with reference to H. Demoustier, L’intervention de l’État dans l’admission des valeurs à la cote, 
dissertation, Lyon, 1942; B. Hommey, La bourse des valeurs et l´économie dirigées, dissertation, Paris, 1942; C. 
Leroy, L’encadrement juridique des marchés financiers par la puissance publique, dissertation, Paris XII, 1993. 
2143 Couret et al., op. cit. at 22. 
2144 Ibid. at 23. 
2145 Ibid. at 24, as discussed infra. 
2146 Ibid. at 24. Thus, it would effectively seem as if no statutory conduct of business obligations – on best 
execution or other issues – were in place earlier. 
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relatively broadly construed.2147 In the context of this investigation, three of the seven 

enumerated obligations merit some attention. First, it was provided that firms were to act 

loyally and equitably in the best interests of their clients and the integrity of markets. Second, 

they were to carry out their business with the requisite competence, care and diligence in the 

best interests of their clients and market integrity. Fifth, they were to communicate to clients, 

in an appropriate manner, relevant information in the context of negotiations with clients.2148 

 

Best execution rules were then set out in agency regulations pursuant to the general conduct 

of business provision in Article 11 of the Investment Services Directive. The regulatory best 

execution obligation entailed that investment service providers were to take care to obtain the 

best possible execution of orders when executing orders on the part of another. This was to be 

done taking into account the stated preferences of the principal, the state of the market or 

markets concerned and the financial instruments in question.2149 Moreover, firms were held to 

a requirement that they must be able to justify to the AMF why they chose to effect a 

transaction at a price that differed from the available market price at the time of the 

transaction.2150 It was also noted that a best execution obligation weighed on portfolio 

management companies. These companies were charged with setting up processes for 

selecting and evaluating intermediaries and counterparties, as well as having processes and an 

internal organization adapted to the transmission (Fr. passation) of orders.2151 

 

As regards market structure, it must be noted that a so-called “concentration rule” was in 

force in France until repealed in the context of the MiFID transposition. The rule required that 

all orders transmitted by a broker established in France on behalf of an investor residing in 

France had to be executed on a regulated market. In the mid-1990’s, however, the Paris stock 

                                                 
2147 Ibid at 24, footnote 1.  
2148 Ibid. 
2149 AMF Consultation sur l’application des principes de meilleure exécution contenus dans la directive MIF et 
sa directive d’ application [Consultation on the application of the best execution principles contained in MiFID 
and its Implementing Directive], July 27, 2006, at 3. The Consultation is available electronically at AMF’s 
webpage, http://www.amf-france.org/documents/general/7262_1.pdf. 
2150 Ibid. with reference to Articles 321–42 and 321–77 of the General Regulations of the AMF. It may be noted 
that a best execution obligation was also imposed on portfolio management firms; they were required to put in 
place procedures to select and evaluate intermediaries and counterparties, while also establishing appropriate 
internal procedures and organizational structures for placing orders. Ibid. with reference to Articles 322–49 to 
322–52 of the General Regulations of the AMF.  
2151 Ibid. 

http://www.amf-france.org/documents/general/7262_1.pdf
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exchange took steps to ensure that larger (block) trades could be executed outside the central 

order book.2152 

7.2.4 MiFID: New Statutory Provisions on Order Execution 

7.2.4.1 Introduction 

As regards the contemporary French legal framework that governs financial market activities, 

Couret et al. hold that the principal legislative act in this field – the Code monétaire et 

financier – only sketches the main traits of the “physiognomy” (Fr. la physionomie) of 

regulated subjects.2153 They also note that the Code monétaire et financier grants the AMF 

wide-ranging powers to adopt more detailed rules.2154 Furthermore, the Code provides that 

self-regulatory organizations are granted the power to adopt rules, as well as instructions that 

further elaborate on the content of rules adopted, subject to control by the supervisory 

authority.2155 

 

As regards the French implementation of MiFID, the French government was granted 

authority by the parliament to enact an ordonnance transposing MiFID. This ordonnance was 

enacted on April 12, 2007 with provisions – e.g. amendments to the Code Monétaire et 

Financier – that were intended to transpose MiFID in national French law.2156 Effectively, the 

ordonnance set out provisions at a relatively high level of abstraction, comparable to that of 

the MiFID Level 1 directive, while more detailed rules were provided in AMF regulations. 

7.2.4.2 Statutory Best Execution Rules 

Among the provisions in the ordonnance, Article L. 533–18 addressed the issue of best 

execution obligations. Pursuant to Article L 533–18 (I), investment services providers are to 

take all reasonable measures to obtain, when executing orders, the best possible result for 

                                                 
2152 Cherbonnier and Vandelanoite argue that the Paris stock exchange took this step in order to accommodate 
institutional traders’ demand for less transparent trading, which had led traders to execute block trades on the 
London Stock Exchange instead. Frédéric Cherbonnier and Séverine Vandelanoite, The impact on financial 
market liquidity of the markets in financial instruments directive (MiFID), Banque de France Financial Stability 
Review No. 11 (2008) 75 at 83. 
2153 Couret et al, op. cit. at 37 f. 
2154 Ibid. at 38. 
2155 Ibid. Couret et al. also note that the precise legal character of rules adopted by self-regulatory organizations 
have been questioned, but argue that they are not to be construed as merely contractual rules since they are 
adopted subject to control by the regulatory authority. Ibid. at 38 f. 
2156 Le Bars and Thomasset-Pierre state that the rules constitute a faithful replication of the European rules as far 
as the best execution provisions are concerned. B. Le Bars, S. Thomasset-Pierre, Droit des marchés financiers, 
Recueil Dalloz (2007) at 2418. The same view is expressed by Lienhard as regards the AMF regulations 
concerning best execution, see infra. A. Lienhard, Transposition de la directive “MIF” par l’AMF, Dalloz 
Actualités (May 23, 2007) at 23. 
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their clients taking into account the price, the cost, the speed, the probability of execution and 

settlement, the size, the nature of the order or any other considerations relative to the 

execution of the order. Moreover, it was stated that investment service providers were to 

execute the order according to the client’s specific instructions if any such had been given. 

 

According to Article L 533–18 (II), investment service providers are to establish and employ 

(Fr. mettre en oeuvre) effective dispositions for complying with the obligations under (I). 

They are to establish and employ an order execution policy that permits them to obtain the 

best possible execution of their clients’ orders. 

 

Article L 533–18 (III) contains more specific rules concerning the execution policy. Such a 

policy is to include, for each category of instruments, information about the different systems 

in which the investment service provider executes client orders, and the factors that influence 

the choice of system. The execution policy is to include at least those systems that permit the 

investment service provider to obtain the best possible execution of client orders in the 

majority (Fr. la plupart) of cases. The investment service providers are required to provide 

their clients with appropriate information about the best execution policy and obtain their 

prior consent to that policy. Also, in cases where the best execution policy entails that orders 

may be executed outside a regulated market or an MTF, the investment service provider must 

obtain prior express consent from the clients before executing orders outside such venues. 

This consent can be obtained either in the form of a general agreement or for specific 

transactions. 

 

It follows from Article L 533–18 (IV) that investment service providers must be able to 

demonstrate to their clients, at the clients’ request, that their orders have been executed in 

accordance with the execution policy. 

 

Pursuant to Article L 533–18 (V), the AMF stipulates more precise conditions of application 

with regard to the provisions of Article L 533–18 and adapts these rules to account for 

whether the investment service providers (i) execute orders or (ii) transmit or place orders 

without executing the orders themselves. 

 

More rules concerning order execution obligations are set out in Article L 533–19. According 

to this provision, investment service providers are to adopt and apply procedures that ensure 
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the rapid and fair (Fr. équitable) execution of orders taking relative to orders received from 

other clients as well as orders for its own account. It is also set out in the Article that the AMF 

is to specify the conditions of application of the order handling rules as applicable to the 

aggregate (Fr. l´ensemble) of investment service providers. 

 

Pursuant to Article L 533–20, investment service providers authorized to receive and transmit 

orders on behalf of another, execute orders on behalf of another or deal on its own account 

may bring about or enter into transactions with eligible counterparties without having to 

comply with e.g. the order execution obligations in Articles L 533–18 and L 533–19 in 

respect of those transactions or any ancillary service directly related to those transactions. 

Article L 533–20 further specifies that the criteria according to which counterparties are 

qualified as eligible counterparties will be specified in a Decree. Moreover, the AMF is to 

specify in regulations the modalities pursuant to which eligible counterparties may request to 

be treated as clients instead. 

7.2.4.3 Best Execution Rules Enacted by the AMF 

The AMF has noted that the objective of the subsequent MiFID rules is to benefit primarily 

investors and that the best execution rule is a key investor protection element together with 

transparency requirements.2157 The new best execution rules in MiFID were held to be much 

more detailed than the previous AMF regulations.2158 

 

AMF has also stated that the best execution rules in MiFID were to be inserted into French 

law in as faithful (Fr. fidèle) a manner as possible.2159 As far as methodology is concerned, the 

interpretation of the rules is based on (Fr. s’appuient sur) the works at the EU level, notably 

the CESR technical guidelines but also exchanges with other authorities2160 where the UK 

FSA is the only one explicitly mentioned.2161 AMF underlined the importance of interpreting 

the MiFID best execution rules in the same way as other supervisory authorities in the EU. 

One reason for this was that the competitive position of French investment firms should not 

                                                 
2157 AMF (2006), op. cit. at 4. 
2158 Ibid. at 5. 
2159 Ibid. 
2160 Ibid. at 6. 
2161 Ibid. at 6, footnote 12. Thus, not only non-binding sources at the EU level are considered when the AMF 
interprets the rules, but also the views of another national supervisory authority which applies other national 
rules transposing the same underlying EU-level provisions. 
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be weakened, and another was to avoid making life too complicated for financial groups 

which operate in multiple European countries.2162 

 

The AMF has described the best execution duty under MiFID as an obligation of means (Fr. 

obligation de moyens).2163 The best execution duty is not seen to constitute a duty to obtain 

the best execution of each order but to put into place all necessary measures (Fr. tous les 

moyens nécessaires) to obtain the best result and that all client orders benefit from the 

measures taken in order to obtain best execution.2164 The most notable measure to be taken is 

to draw up an execution policy.2165 It is also stated that the best execution duty does not entail 

that an investment form must include all execution venues in its execution policy.2166 The 

execution policy need not be disclosed in its entirety to the clients, but the parts disclosed 

must render it possible for the clients to give an informed consent (Fr. accord éclairé) to the 

execution terms. The firm does not need to provide all information about its order execution 

routines, both in order to avoid unnecessary complexity and in order to preserve 

confidentiality regarding its specific execution know-how vis-à-vis the firm’s competitors.2167 

 

In a rather open-ended manner, the AMF states that it is each investment firm that decides on 

the weight of different best execution criteria and that the firm(s) may do so taking into 

account e.g. its commercial strategy, clients, technical capacities or the financial instruments 

in question.2168 As regards the price, described as a central factor in achieving best 

execution,2169 it is noted that in a large majority of market contexts, the most liquid venue for 

shares was at least five times larger in terms of trade volume than the next most liquid venue. 

This situation, according to the analysis, is unlikely to change dramatically immediately after 

the entry into force of MiFID.2170 Against this backdrop, the AMF argues that the execution 

price received at the most liquid venue could benefit from a presumption of legitimacy (Fr. 

legitimité). An order executed at that price, either in the order book of the most liquid venue 

                                                 
2162 Ibid. at 6. 
2163 Ibid. at 8. 
2164 Ibid. at 10. 
2165 Ibid. at 8. 
2166 Ibid. at 10. 
2167 Ibid. at 11. 
2168 Ibid. at 12. It could be argued that this is a very broad palette of factors, which provide substantial leeway for 
firms to interpret in a flexible manner. 
2169 Ibid. 
2170 Ibid. at 13. 
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itself or somewhere else where the price is set with an automatic reference to the price at the 

most liquid venue, would meet the best execution obligation.2171 

 

Subsequent to the 2006 consultation, provisions concerning order handling and order 

execution obligations were introduced in the General Regulation of AMF in May, 2007, in the 

context of the transposition of MiFID in France. The General Regulation contains provisions 

that set out a best execution obligation and elaborate on the prescribed contents of the 

associated execution policy, but also lays down specific order handling rules for limit orders 

and grouped orders. 

 

Article 314–69 of the General Regulations (abbreviated “GR” in the rest of this section) 

provides for a best execution obligation, with an explicit reference to Article L 533–18 of the 

Code Monétaire et Financier. According to Article 314–69 of the GR, an investment service 

provider executing orders for clients is to take several enumerated criteria into account when 

determining the relative importance of the factors mentioned in Article L 533–18 (I).2172 

These criteria are (i) the characteristics of the client, including whether he is a non-

professional or professional client, (ii) the characteristics of the order in question, (iii) the 

characteristics of the financial instruments that are the subject of that order, (iv) the 

characteristics of the execution venues to which that order can be directed. Further, it is stated 

that an execution venue for the purposes of this provision is a regulated market, a multilateral 

trading facility, a systematic internalizer, a market maker, another liquidity provider, or an 

entity that performs similar functions in a country outside the European Economic Area. 

 

According to Article 314–70 of the GR, an investment service provider acquits himself of the 

obligation in Article L 533–18 (I) of the Code Monétaire et Financier to the extent that he 

executes an order or a specific aspect of an order following specific instructions given by the 

client relating to the order or the specific aspect of the order. 

 

Article 314–71 (I) of the GR states that when an investment service provider executes an 

order on behalf of a retail client, the best possible result is determined on the basis of the total 

cost (Fr. sur la base du coût total). The total cost is defined as the price of the financial 
                                                 
2171 Ibid. It may be noted that this solution would on its face seem to benefit the most liquid market, irrespective 
of whether the best price is actually offered there or not. 
2172 To recap, these factors are (i) price, (ii) cost, (iii) speed, (iv) probability of execution and settlement, (v) size, 
(vi) nature of the order or (vii) any other considerations in relation to the execution of the order. 
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instrument together with execution costs, which latter include all the expenses incurred by the 

client which are directly related to the execution of the order. Enumerated examples of these 

costs are fees charged by the execution venue, clearing and settlement fees and any other fees 

paid to third parties involved in the execution of the order. 

 

Article 314–71 (II) of the GR provides that when there are several competing venues where 

an order can be executed, the investment service provider evaluates and compares the results 

that would be obtained on each of the venues where the order can be executed. When 

performing this evaluation, the investment service provider shall factor in its own 

commissions and costs for executing the order on each of these venues. It follows from 

Article 314–71 (III) of the GR that the investment service provider may not structure or 

charge its commissions in a manner that would introduce unfair discrimination between the 

execution venues. 

 

The material content of the order execution policy is addressed in Article 314–72 of the GR. 

Several pieces of information must be provided by the investment service provider to its retail 

clients in good time prior to the provision of the service. These include: (i) information on the 

relative importance that the investment service provider assigns to the factors mentioned in 

Article L 533–18 of the Code Monétaire et Financier based in the criteria mentioned in Article 

314–69 of the GR or the process by which the investment service provider determines the 

relative importance of those factors, (ii) a list of the execution venues on which the 

investment service provider relies the most for meeting its obligation to take all reasonable 

measures to obtain on a consistent basis the best possible result when executing client orders, 

and (iii) a clear and prominent warning that any specific instructions from the client may 

prevent the investment service provider from taking the measures foreseen and applied in its 

execution policy, as concerns the elements of the order that the instructions pertain to. This 

information is to be provided to the client in a durable medium or published on a website 

provided that the conditions in Article 314–27 of the GR are complied with. 

 

Article 314–73 of the GR states that the investment service provider is to monitor the efficacy 

of its order execution dispositions and its execution policy in order to detect lacunae and take 

measures against them if necessary. In particular, the investment service provider is to verify 

regularly whether the execution systems included in its order execution policy enables it to 

obtain the best possible result for the client or whether it should modify its order execution 
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dispositions. Article 314–73 also provides that the investment service provider must notify its 

clients of any substantial modification of its order execution dispositions or the order 

execution policy. 

 

It follows from Article 314–74 of the GR that firms must review their execution policies and 

their order execution arrangements on an annual basis. Such a review shall also be carried out 

whenever a relevant material change occurs that affects the possibility to obtain best 

execution. The provision thus follows closely what is set out in Article 46.1 of the MiFID 

implementing Directive. 

7.2.4.4 Statutory Provisions on Order Handling and Transparency 

General provisions on transparency obligations for investment firms are set out in Article L 

533–24 of the Code monétaire et financier, which provides that firms that execute transactions 

in shares admitted to trading on a regulated market outside a regulated market or an MTF, 

either for their own account or for another, must disclose the volume, price and time of the 

transaction. The AMF is vested with the regulatory authority to specify how this provision is 

to be applied. 

 

Transparency requirements for regulated markets are set out in Article L 421–21 of the Code 

monétaire et financier, which stipulates a broad pre-trade transparency obligation; regulated 

markets are to disclose buy and sell prices as well as order depth at those price. The AMF is 

vested with the regulatory authority to issue more detailed provisions concerning pre-trade 

transparency. In a similar manner, Article L 421–22 stipulates a broad post-trade transparency 

obligation, namely to disclose the price, volume and time of executed transactions, and 

delegates the competence to issue more detailed regulations in the matter to the AMF. 

Corresponding provisions concerning both pre-and post-trade transparency for MTFs are also 

set out in the Code monétaire et financier (Article L 424–7 and L 424–8, respectively). 

General pre-trade transparency obligations for systematic internalizers are set out in Article L 

425–2 of the Code, which also provides for delegation of regulatory authority to the AMF. 

7.2.4.5 Order Handling and Transparency Rules Enacted by the AMF 

The order handling provisions in MiFID Article 22 are reflected in Article 314-65 et. seq. of 

the GR. Article 314-65 provides that the firm must publish an unexecuted client limit order 

and that a firm satisifies this obligation by transmitting the order to a regulated market or an 

MTF. This entails transposition of  MiFID Article 22.2, including the option that the client 
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limit order display obligation may be complied with though transmission of the order to a 

regulated market or MTF. This duty does not apply to orders that are large in scale as defined 

in Article 20 of the MiFID implementing Regulation. Article 314-66 sets out order execution 

obligations that correspond to those in Article 47 of the implementing Directive while Article 

314-67, on the aggregation of orders, sets out obligations that correspond to those in Article 

48 of the MiFID implementing Directive. Similarly, Article 314-68 of the GR sets out firms’ 

duties when aggregating transactions for their own account; these duties correspond to the 

obligations set out in Article 49 of the MiFID implementing Directive. 

 

As regards pre-trade transparency, Article 514–5 stipulates that regulated markets shall 

disclose buy and sell quotes and the volumes at those prices in accordance with the provisions 

of the MiFID implementing Regulation. Such information concerning other instruments than 

shares admitted to trading on a regulated market shall be disclosed in a manner determined by 

the regulated market so as to ensure fair and orderly (Fr. équitable et ordonnée) trading, 

considering the characteristics of the instruments and the manner in which they are traded. 

Similar provisions that apply to MTFs are set out in Article 522–2 and 522–4, respectively, of 

the GR. Pre-trade transparency obligations of systematic internalizers include an obligation to 

publish quotes regularly and continuously (Article 532–2) for a size determined by the 

systematic internalizer (Article 532–3). 

 

Post-trade transparency obligations that weigh on regulated markets are set out in Article 

514–6 of the GR, which provides that information concerning the price, volume and time 

shall be disclosed in accordance with the conditions set out in the MiFID implementing 

Regulation. As regards other instruments than shares admitted to trading on a regulated 

market, information on price and volume is to be disclosed within a time frame set by the 

regulated market so as to ensure that adequate information is disclosed (Article 514–8).  For 

MTFs, post-trade transparency requirements are set out in Article 522–3 of the GR that in turn 

refers to the MiFID implementing Regulation. As concerns post-trade information about 

transactions in other instruments than shares admitted to trading on a regulated market, the 

MTF is obliged to disclose “pertinent” (Fr. pertinente) information pursuant to Article 522–5. 

Pursuant to Article 534–1 of the GR, a systematic internalizer shall publish executed 

transactions in accordance with the conditions set out in the MiFID implementing Regulation. 
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7.2.5 Enforcement of Order Execution Obligations 

7.2.5.1 AMF Decisions 

On several occasions, the AMF Sanctions Committee has levied sanctions on firms for non-

compliance with obligations related to order handling and execution.  

 

One case that concerned the practice of stockpiling was decided in early 2007;2173 here, a firm 

was found in breach of relevant AMF regulations after having stockpiled large numbers of 

executed orders and then failed to deliver the securities that had been sold to the counterparty 

within the required time.2174 This was held to have created “uncertainty” (Fr. suspens) in the 

markets and constituted a breach of the general obligation to conduct business with diligence, 

loyalty, equanimity and respect for market integrity.2175 

 

In another case, decided in 2008,2176 an investment firm was found to have violated the pre-

MiFID AMF regulations on order handling by neglecting to publish transaction data in a 

timely manner. The firm had instead engaged in “stockpiling” executed orders (Fr. stockage) 

and published information only subsequently, upon the conclusion of a series of related 

transactions. This failure to publish transaction data in a timely manner could, according to 

the AMF Sanctions Committee, permit conduct that failed to consider the interests of clients 

and – in any case – the integrity of the market.2177 

 

Another case from 2006 addressed the issue of pre-MiFID order execution obligations more 

directly, albeit in the specific context of transactions related to a takeover bid.2178 An 

investment firm had received multiple orders to sell shares in the same firm the same day. 

One large sell order for 24 000 shares that had been received by the firm at 9:29 AM had been 

executed at 4:30 PM; another sell order had been received at 3:52 PM and also executed at 

4:30 PM. For the 3:52 PM order, the client had instructed the firm to wait until 4:30 PM 

                                                 
2173 Decision de la Commission des sanctions à l´égard de la société Dexia Securities France (January 19, 2007). 
2174 Ibid. at 3 f. 
2175 Ibid. at 4. For the purposes of this investigation, this case is not directly apposite since it concerns the duties 
of an agent (broker)  vis-à-vis a third party rather than the principal (client); nevertheless, it is of some interest as 
an indication of how the general diligence, loyalty and equanimity obligation has been interpreted in practice. 
2176 Decision de la Commission des sanctions à l´égard des sociétés Infogrames Entertainment et Natexis 
Bleichroeder, aux droits de laquelle vient la société Natixis Securities, ainsi que de M. X. (January 16, 2008).  
2177 Ibid at 17. 
2178 Decision de la Commission des sanctions à l´égard des sociétés Groupe Partouche et Fortis Bank ainsi que 
MM. André der Krikorian et Arnaud Bricot (September 15, 2006). 
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before executing the order.2179 The reason for this instruction was seemingly that another 

transaction, related to a takeover bid, would take place at 4:30 PM and result in a substantial 

rise in the share price.2180 The 9:29 AM order did not contain similar instructions. The 

Sanctions Committee noted the firm’s claim that the client who had submitted it was 

apparently not aware of the circumstances that would lead to the events at 4:30 PM. The firm 

had decided to wait until 4:30 PM to execute this order as well.2181 

 

The Sanctions Committee found that the 3:52 PM order had been executed in accordance with 

applicable rules. The 9:29 AM order, on the other hand, was held to have been delayed in 

violation of exchange rules (Article 4401 of Euronext rules) pursuant to which orders shall be 

immediately exposed (Fr. confronté) with orders in the opposite direction in the order book to 

see whether they can be executed. Execution is done on the basis of price-time priority and 

based on the limit prices in the order book. The Sanctions Committee found that this in itself 

sufficed to constitute a violation of applicable rules on order execution, “without any need to 

demonstrate that this meant a loss of an opportunity to execute the order at an average price 

higher than [the price received at 4:30 PM]” (Fr. sans qu’il soit besoin de démontrer qu’il y 

aurait eu perte de chance sous la forme d’ une possible exécution de l’ordre de vente à un 

prix unitaire moyen supérieur à…[the 4:30 PM price]”.2182 

 

In a case from late 2007, where the pre-MiFID AMF regulations were applied, the Sanctions 

Committee had to determine whether regulatory conduct of business obligations were 

applicable when a broker had traded in structured debt products. Even though this case does 

not concern shares, it is of some interest in that it addresses the borderline between agency 

transactions and proprietary transactions. Here, according to an investigation, the broker had 

engaged in an unusually large number of transactions while at the same time the spreads in 

these transactions were high.2183 The Sanctions Committee found that the broker’s 

transactions had taken place in the OTC market, that the transactions were not executed as a 

                                                 
2179 Ibid. at 9. 
2180 Ibid. at 4. 
2181 Ibid. 
2182 Ibid. at 10. The firm had argued that execution of the order before 4:30 PM would have entailed execution at 
an inferior price, so that superior terms of trade had been ensured by waiting until 4:30 PM to execute it. Ibid. 
2183 Decision de la Commission des sanctions, 1ère section, à l’égard de la société X et de M. A (December 13, 
2007) at 2. It was noted that the market for these instruments was characterized by the “quasi absence“ of 
market makers, which rendered price formation difficult. Ibid. The spread effectively constituted the broker’s 
benefit from the transactions.   
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result of clients submitting orders,2184 and that the broker’s activities must be qualified as 

proprietary transactions to which the principle of the primacy of the client’s interests did not 

apply.2185 

 

A 2008 case that involved order handling issues concerned the activities of an intermediary (a 

bank) in the context of a large initial public offering.2186 The Sanctions Committee found that 

the bank had (i) failed to produce orders (instructions to trade) from clients regarding 

transactions executed on their behalf, and (ii) engaged in order splitting where, e.g., a 5 000 € 

order was split into 25 orders of 200 € so that broker commissions increased.2187 

 

Later in 2008, another relatively clear-cut case involving dubious order execution was decided 

by the Sanctions Committee.2188 A broker had concluded a transaction on a client’s behalf at a 

determined price but then, following an unrecorded telephone conversation with a 

representative of the client,2189 annulled the trade confirmation and replaced it with a 

confirmation that reflected a transaction identical in everything except that the purchase price 

was higher.2190 The Sanctions Committee found that the broker’s behavior was fraudulent in 

character and constituted a breach of the duty of loyalty and respect for the client’s 

interest.2191 

 

In 2009, the Sanctions Committee considered a case where an investment firm was found to 

have failed to establish adequate policies to avoid conflicts of interests, while it had engaged 

in trading for its own account while at the same time trading in the same financial instruments 

on behalf of clients. Moreover, the firm had among other things failed to time-stamp orders 

and to establish adequate internal control mechanisms. Both the firm and two members of its 

                                                 
2184 The broker had, e.g., argued that it still stood a clearing and settlement risk even if a buyer and a seller had 
been found. Ibid. at 4. 
2185 Ibid. at 5. 
2186 Decision de la Commission des sanctions, 1ère section, à l’égard de la Société Générale (September 11, 
2008). 
2187 Ibid. at 6 f. A pecuniary sanction of 500,000 € was imposed on the bank. Ibid. at 9. 
2188 Decision de la Commission des sanctions, 2e section, à l’égard de Mme X (October 16, 2008). 
2189 The failure to conduct the conversation on a telephone line which was recorded was in itself found to 
constitute a breach of applicable AMF regulations. Ibid. at 7. 
2190 Ibid. at 3. 
2191 Ibid. at 7. It was emphasized that the broker had broken her duty towards the client. This duty was owed to 
the client company and not to its representative, with whom she had held an unrecorded telephone conversation 
before proceeding to annul and send a new trade confirmation. Ibid. The Sanctions Committee did not comment 
further on the client representative’s behavior other than by noting that he had had a personal relationship with 
the broker since a long time. Ibid. at 6. 
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management were sanctioned.2192 In this case, the Committee did not discuss any instances of 

actual trading practices that had worked to the detriment of clients; instead, the mere fact that 

the firm had engaged in simultaneous proprietary and agency transactions combined with the 

failure to establish adequate policies to avoid conflicts of interest was sufficient to ground 

liability. 

 

In 2010, the Sanctions Committee considered a case where a firm and two of its managers 

were charged with infractions related to order execution. One manager was charged with 

having ex post assigned four profitable short-swing (Fr. aller-retour) transactions to his 

family or a company controlled by him,2193 and also with having failed to establish procedures 

for handling aggregated orders and, in consequence, failed to establish procedures for 

handling conflicts of interest and ensuring the equal treatment of portfolios under 

management.2194 

 

A recent case, from 2013, directly addresses the nature and extent of firms’ best execution 

obligations.2195 In the case, a firm was alleged to have (i) provided insufficient opportunities 

to trace the execution of orders,2196 (ii) to have failed to comply with applicable rules on the 

communication and implementation of execution policies,2197 and (iii) to have failed to surveil 

the efficacy of its execution modalities (Fr. dispositifs) and policies.2198 The Sanctions 

Committee made a number of findings and general pronouncements. Concerning the issue of 

order tracing, it was found that failure to provide for time-stamps for order reception, and only 

providing time-stamps for when processing of the order was initiated (Fr. saisie de l’ordre par 

le gérant) in itself did not constitute a breach of the firm’s duty pursuant to Article 7 of the 

MiFID implementing regulation to register the exact time when an order was received.2199  On 

                                                 
2192 Decision de la Commission des sanctions, 2e section, à l’égard de la société CMI France, de M. Nikita 
Reinbot-Rezvoy et de Mme Mayri Voute (June 17, 2010). The decision is electronically available in the Recueil 
des décisions de la Commission des sanctions de l´AMF et des juridictions de recours 2010 (p. 90 ff.), at 
http://www.amf-france.org/documents/general/10580_1.pdf (last visited on February 22, 2013). 
2193 Decision de la Commission des sanctions, 2e section, du 7 octobre 2010, à l´égard de la société X 
(anciennement denommée Y), de MM. A et B (October 7, 2010). The decision is electronically available in the 
Recueil des décisions de la Commission des sanctions de l´AMF et des juridictions de recours 2010 (p. 121 ff.), 
at http://www.amf-france.org/documents/general/10580_1.pdf (last visited on February 22, 2013). 
2194 Ibid. at 126 f. 
2195 Decision de la Commission des sanctions à l´égard de BNP Paribas Fin’Ams (February 8, 2013). The 
decision is electronically available on the AMF’s webpage, http://www.amf-
france.org/documents/general/10727_1.pdf  (last visited on February 22, 2013). 
2196 Ibid. at 4 f. 
2197 Ibid. at 5 ff. 
2198 Ibid. at 7. 
2199 Ibid. at 4 f. 

http://www.amf-france.org/documents/general/10580_1.pdf
http://www.amf-france.org/documents/general/10580_1.pdf
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the issue of communicating execution policies and implementing them, the Sanctions 

Committee noted as a general comment that the MiFID best execution obligation is an 

obligation of means, but that it presupposes that an execution policy is implemented and 

communicated to clients.2200 In the case at hand, it was found that the firm had communicated 

the execution policy in a manner compliant with the relevant rules.2201 However, the 

Committee found that failure to include descriptive text concerning the importance of 

different execution criteria (price, cost, size, speed, probability [of execution], order 

typologies, benchmarks as well as order handling criteria) in agreements concluded with 

clients in the insurance sector constituted a breach of the applicable rules – the execution 

policies were found to be incomplete in this respect.2202 

 

Lastly, the issue of surveillance of the efficacy of the execution modalities and policy was 

addressed. Here, the Committee found that the firm had put in place surveillance tools but had 

failed to use these tools to track and correct the shortcomings that were revealed. Moreover, 

the firm had failed to use reports produced by an external operator charged with providing 

monthly analyses – for each management firm and each order type – of the difference 

between realized execution results and those that should have resulted through use of the 

execution policy. Furthermore, the firm had failed to carry out an annual assessment of its 

execution policy. To the Committee, these facts constituted an infraction of the applicable 

AMF regulations.2203 The firm was sanctioned to the amount of 100,000 euro.2204 

7.2.5.2 Court Decisions 

One case that addresses a question somewhat beyond the scope of best execution concerns is 

an AMF decision subsequently tried by the Conseil d´État. In the case, an investment firm had 

failed to ensure that a customer was able to deliver securities that he had sold through the 

firm. The Conseil d´État affirmed the decision of the AMF that the investment firm had an 

obligation pursuant to the Code monétaire et financier, the General Regulations of the AMF 

                                                 
2200 Ibid. at 6. 
2201 Ibid. In the case, the firm had included the execution policy in an Annex 2 to a general agreement on 
reception and transmission of orders which also covered execution of orders for the account of another. Annex 3 
to the same agreement referred to the execution policy in Annex 2. Apparently, this claim that an infraction had 
occurred was not maintained by the AMF representatives in the oral proceedings on the matter. Ibid. 
2202 Ibid. at 7. 
2203 Ibid. 
2204 Ibid. at 8. 
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and relevant exchange rules to have systems in place to ensure that securities that had been 

sold pursuant to orders executed by a client of the firm could be delivered in time.2205 

 

The Conseil d´État in 2010 rejected an appeal against a decision by the AMF Sanctions 

Committee to impose sanctions on two firms and two natural persons. In the case, the firms in 

question had committed a number of acts that were held to constitute a breach of the duty –

pursuant to Article L 533–1 (at the time, Article L 533–4) to act in a honest and loyal manner 

while putting the clients’ interests first (Fr. agir d´une manière honnête et loyale, en faisant 

prévaloir les interest de ses clients).2206 The firms were also accused of failing to institute 

order registration procedures and internal controls. In more detail, one of the firms which had 

engaged in trading activies was found to have applied margins three to eight time higher than 

those agreed with a specific client (CRPN), to have charged excessive commissions on 

specific financial instruments (“US Strips”), to have failed to register orders and to have failed 

to inform clients about the amounts of commissions paid back.2207 The gains realized in the 

form of excessive commissions were estimated at 2,76 million euros in share trading and 

between 1,33 and 1,89 million euros in trading in US Strips.2208 

 

The duties of an investment firm in the context of order execution were addressed in a case 

decided by the Cour de Cassation on 13 December 2011.2209 The facts of the case were that a 

customer had submitted an order electronically without having sufficient funds to carry out 

the transaction. The firm (i) had not demanded that customers had sufficient funds to carry out 

trades, and (ii) did not have routines in place to ensure that the order was not executed for lack 

                                                 
2205 Conseil d´État, 6th and 1st sections, December 28, 2009 (REFCO Securities). 
2206 Conseil d´État – Section du contentieux, 6e et 1re sous-sections réunies, 29 mars 2010, sociétés Global 
Gestion et Global Equities, MM. Patrick Piard et Gilles Boyer (March 29, 2010). The decision is electronically 
available in the Recueil des décisions de la Commission des sanctions de l´AMF et des juridictions de recours 
2010 (p. 327 ff.), at http://www.amf-france.org/documents/general/10580_1.pdf (last visited on February 22, 
2013). 
2207 Ibid. at 330. In the case, it was established that the remuneration realized by the firm that executed trades 
(Global Equities) for one client’s account had been reported as a spread of first 0.25 %, then 0.20 %, rather than 
as a commission set in fixed figures. This circumstance in itself was not sufficient, according to the court, to 
establish that the firm had acted for its own account and not as agent. Moreover, the court found that the firm had 
in any case applied margins that were three to eight times higher than the agreed percentage. Ibid. at 330 f. 
Furthermore, the firm was found to have passed on commission payments) without disclosing this to CRPN. 
Ibid. at 330. The firm to which commissions paid by CRPN was passed on (Asset) was controlled by one of the 
managers of Global Equities. Ibid. at 331. 
2208 Ibid. at 331. 
2209 Cour de cassation December 13, 2011, no. 10-10.103 (1287 FP-P+B), Recueil Dalloz 2012 p. 92. 

http://www.amf-france.org/documents/general/10580_1.pdf
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of funds. French law holds that the obligation to ensure that sufficient funds exist, and that 

orders cannot be executed otherwise. The firm was found in breach of these obligations.2210 

7.2.6 The Interplay between Statutory Order Execution Rules and Agency 
Law 

French agency law as applicable to securities market intermediaries, most pertinently the rules 

on commission contracts, has been held by scholars to include broadly worded obligations on 

the part of the agent vis-à-vis the principal. The agent has been held, at least in the abstract, to 

a duty to handle the principal’s affairs with a high degree of care and competence. The agent 

has also been held to a duty to promptly provide the principal with relevant information 

during the life of the agency relationship and upon the execution of the intermediated 

transaction. It has been asserted by scholars that the obligations of the commissionaire must 

be interpreted very stringently (Fr. interpretées avec une grande sévérité) since he is 

compensated for his work,2211 that he must take all the care of which he is capable (Fr. tout le 

soin dont il est capable) on behalf of the principal and indeed show the same zeal in arranging 

the affairs of the mandant as he would in arranging his own. This entails a far-reaching, if 

somewhat abstract, duty vis-à-vis the principal. For example, it would seem incompatible with 

this duty to execute proprietary trades at better terms than agency trades for clients in the 

same market.  

 

Somewhat more specifically, it has been asserted that a commissionaire may not derive any 

benefits himself; all profits that derive from the assignment, except the commission, are to 

accrue to the principal.2212 Cadrès provides the specific example that a commissionaire may 

not make the principal pay a higher price for the goods in question than the commissionaire 

himself has paid for it. This would entail fooling the principal concerning “the nature of the 

market” (Fr. en le trompant sur la nature de son marché) and a proscribed double profit in the 

form of (i) the commission, and (ii) a part of the profit from the transaction. If such fraud 

                                                 
2210 Delpech, op. cit. 
2211 Cadrès, op. cit. at 270. 
2212 Ibid. Cadrès provides the specific example that a commissionaire may not make the principal pay a higher 
price for the goods in question than the commissionaire himself has paid for it. This would entail fooling the 
principal concerning “the nature of the market” (Fr. en le trompant sur la nature de son marché) and a 
proscribed double profit in the form of (i) the commission, and (ii) a part of the profit from the transaction. If 
such fraud occurs, the principal may make a claim for disgorgement of the ill-gotten profits by the 
commissionaire. Ibid. at 270 f. with reference to decisions by the Cour de Bruxelles, June 20, 1819, Cour de 
Rennes, January 18, 1815, and Cour de Paris, January 31, 1812. Cf. Dumont, op. cit. at § 203 ff. 
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occurs, the principal may make a claim for disgorgement of the ill-gotten profits by the 

commissionaire. 

 

Interestingly, it has also been held that instructions concerning price cannot be disregarded, 

not even to the benefit of the principal; thus, brokers who achieve price improvement on limit 

orders would seem to be, by virtue of this achievement, in breach of their agency obligations. 

 

However, these analyses were made in another environment and did not address the specific 

context of 21st century trading in shares. More recent analyses have adapted a different view, 

at least implicitly; Khamis et al. refer to provisions of the Code monétaire et financier when 

trying to ascertain the duties of a mandataire in contemporary financial markets, and Dumont 

has recourse to regulatory rules when trying to establish the content of brokers’ disclosure 

obligations to clients.2213 Indeed, Dumont notes that on one issue – the broker’s duty to 

provide the client with ex ante information on the risks associated with securities trading – 

earlier judge-made law was replaced by statutory law in 1996.2214 In this context, there seems 

to be no perceived risk of a conflict, but rather a seamless transformation of duties effectively 

created by courts into statutory obligations. 

 

In a different context – namely, penal law as applied to financial market activities – Launais et 

al. held that in fields where special legislation was juxtaposed against more generally 

applicable legislation, decisions by the courts may move the frontier between the two to the 

detriment of the more general set of rules.2215 Such a tendency in the context of order 

execution duties would imply that more specific and detailed rules, e.g. provisions in the Code 

monétaire et financier or even AMF regulations, would be applied instead of general 

provisions of agency law when the latter imposed broader and more far-reaching obligations.  

 

Although it should be noted that Cafritz and Tene hold that general French law on usury have 

been held to apply to high-yield bonds, with tangible effects for trading in such bonds on the 

French market,2216 the tendency as regards order execution obligations would seem to be in 

the direction identified by Launais et al. The general duties of a mandataire as relevant also 

                                                 
2213 Dumont, op. cit. at § 166. 
2214 Ibid. at § 170. 
2215 H. Launais, Y. de la Villeguerin, L. Accarias, Droit pénal financier, traité pratique (Paris: Dalloz, 1947) at 
19. 
2216 Cafritz and Tene, op. cit. at 174 ff. 
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for a commissionaire seem to be ascertained with reference to the specific legislation that 

pertains to financial market intermediaries. For example, securities regulations have since a 

long time enabled firms to engage in self-entry which, according to general principles of 

French agency law, would be proscribed. 

 

The perspective seemingly adopted by the scholars referred to here is that obligations set out 

in securities legislation and regulation trump general agency duties. If this approach were to 

be applied across the board, general agency duties would not be apposite in the context of 

order execution except insofar as they would fill “holes” where no specific statutory or 

regulatory rules exist.2217 Consequently, securities legislation and regulation becomes very 

important and effectively constitutes the main source of broker obligations. Against this 

backdrop, it is interesting to note that French courts as well as the AMF have addressed issues 

relating to order execution obligations in a number of decisions in recent years that have 

elaborated on statutory law and AMF regulations that transpose MiFID. For example, the 

material content of firms’ obligation to review their execution policies has been addressed in a 

recent decision by the AMF, which effectively entailed a relatively detailed interpretation of 

the MiFID-derived provisions on this in the AMF regulations. 

7.2.7 Analysis 

Thus, re the situation in France: 

 

1. Are there statutory rules on order execution or best execution obligations?  

Yes, statutory best execution laws and regulations that transpose MiFID. 

2. If so, when were the order execution/best execution rules introduced? What reasons 

for introducing them were put forth by the legislator? 

Statutory best execution rules were adopted in 2007, in order to transpose MiFID. 

3. What activities are covered by the order execution/best execution duty? Coverage 

defined by instruments, actors, venues? 

Best execution obligation: same coverage as MiFID. 

4. In what does the statutory order execution duty/best execution duty consist? 

The statutory best execution duty tracks MiFID provisions. 

                                                 
2217 In this context, it may be noted that general agency duties concerning transfer of monies received by an agent 
to the principal would seem to be hard to reconcile with the practice of payment for order flow. 
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5. Are the order execution rules/best execution rules bright-line (e.g. focused on easily 

determined variables) or more generally drafted (e.g. set out as a duty to consider 

several factors without any explicit quantitative duties)?  

The statutory best execution obligation tracks MiFID. 

6. Who is responsible for securing best execution/order execution that complies with the 

rules? Venue or broker? 

The broker, in all cases. 

7. How is compliance with best execution/order execution duties as well as order 

execution – the actual trades – disclosed to the client?  

The broker is subject to specific statutory disclosure duties that track MiFID. 

8. Are there statutory or judge-made rules on fiduciary best execution duties that impinge 

on securities markets transactions? Yes, statutory agency law rules that apply to 

securities transactions. Agency rules have been in place for very long, and a clear 

agency duty for brokers at least since the 1890’s. 

9. If so, how has the fiduciary duty of best execution been defined in law/case-law? 

The general agency obligation entails that the broker must act loyally in the best 

interests of the client.  

10. What enforcement measures are available against a party who has a best 

execution/order execution duty – fiduciary or imposed by law or regulation – and 

violates it? 

The supervisory authority may impose sanctions for breach of statutory order 

execution obligations; general courts may impose liability on a broker found to have 

violated obligations under general agency law. 

7.3 Best Execution Obligations in Sweden 

7.3.1 Introduction 

Swedish law contains at least two bodies of rules that govern parties’ duties in the context of 

order execution. Since at least the early 20th century, the business of brokerage has been 

subject to two kinds of regulation: first, rules that set out requirements for those firms wishing 

to provide securities brokerage services and second, agency law provisions that governed the 

rights and obligations of parties to a brokered transaction. The first category of rules were 

prudential; the second category, fiduciary. Both the conduct of business rules and the statutory 

provisions on agency obligations have been held to create obligations that weigh on the 
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broker vis-à-vis the investor. As concerns the prudential conduct of business provisions, they 

have been viewed as rules of conduct that concern the relationship with customers,2218 while 

the fiduciary duty of loyalty set out in statutory agency law explicitly provides that the agent 

(e.g. a securities broker) is to act in the interest of the principal (here, the investor) when 

executing an order on the part of the principal.2219 Analyzing the interplay between conduct of 

business rules and fiduciary duties in agency law is not trivial; here, the presentation of the 

different bodies of rules will be intertwined to some extent, as the description proceeds in a 

chronological manner. However, it will generally be easy to identify what sources of law can 

be referred to each category. 

 

In a Swedish context, the issue of self-regulation has also been the object of scholarly 

analysis. As noted by Jansson, the legislator has explicitly addressed the demarcation between 

law and self-regulation in preparatory works to securities laws introduced in the early 1990’s. 

Before new securities market legislation was enacted in the early 1990’s, legislation tended to 

be relatively detailed and leave less scope for alternative or complementary self-regulatory 

norms.2220 Even earlier case law did recognize, however, that parties’ obligations in 

connection with securities transactions could be inferred from “securities trading customs” 

and that such obligations may bind the parties.2221 In one case concerning the execution of a 

securities transaction, the Swedish Supreme Court found that the broker’s actions were not in 

line with the customs in the securities industry and held the broker liable to its customer on 

this ground.2222 Moreover, self-regulation increased over time, especially from the 1980’s 

onwards.2223 Jansson notes that several organizations and associations have issued rules and 

guidelines concerning different aspects of activities in the securities market.2224 When the 

securities market legislation was reformed in the early 1990’s, the Swedish government stated 

that the securities market legislation should contain basic rules, intended to serve as a 

                                                 
2218 Håkan Klahr, Göran Haag. Värdepappersmarknaden i EU. [The Securities Market in the EU.] Stockholm: 
Juristförlaget (1996) at 32. 
2219 See Section 4 of the 2009 Commission Act, described in Section 7.3.5 infra. 
2220 Ibid. at 37 f. 
2221 See NJA 1922 p. 178. Reference to industry customs, more specifically the rules applicable to persons 
trading on the Stockholm Stock Exchange, was also made by the court in NJA 1921 p. 535. A later case (NJA 
1995 s. 695) where the degree to which failure to comply with non-binding guidance issued by an authority 
could be construed as a violation of the duty to take due care, is discussed in Section 7.3.3.5.3 infra. 
2222 See NJA 1930 p. 207. The case is discussed in more detail in Section 7.3.3.3.3 infra. 
2223 Per-Ola Jansson. Regelbildning på värdepappersmarknaden. [Regulating the Securities Market.] Stockholm: 
Juristförlaget (1995) at 37. 
2224 Jansson, op. cit. at 29. 
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framework within which several forms of self-regulation may take place.2225 As noted above, 

however, self-regulation occurred also prior to the legislator’s statements about the role of 

legislation and self-regulation.2226 Jansson also observes that the self-regulatory initiatives in 

Sweden as undertaken by, e.g., industry associations did not flow from devolved regulatory 

authority but represented efforts to create rules that were, in a formal sense, independent of 

the legislative and regulatory authorities.2227 In Jansson’s opinion, a parallel Swedish system 

of self-regulation co-exists with the rules set out in the formal laws and regulations 

promulgated by the legislator and the competent authorities.2228 

 

As regards case law, decisions by Swedish courts might have to be considered when 

analyzing the extent of best execution obligations for those who execute orders on behalf of 

others in Swedish securities markets. However, few cases in Swedish courts have addressed a 

broker’s obligations to his client, let alone the existence of any best execution obligations.2229 

Moreover, Jansson has noted that damages are very seldom paid out as a result of negligent 

activities in the securities market. In this context, Jansson flatly states that no case law on 

contractual negligence in the securities market exists in Sweden.2230 However, older case law 

discussed in Section does seem to entail some obligations for the broker, including a duty to 

endeavor to obtain the best available price for his client.2231 

7.3.2 Early Fiduciary-Type Rules: from the 1734 Commercial Code to the 
1914 Commission Act  

7.3.2.1 The 1734 Commercial Code 

Generally applicable rules on the duties of an agent vis-à-vis his principal were set out in 

Chapter 18 of the Commercial Code (Sw. handelsbalken), promulgated in 1734. Pursuant to 

Chapter 18, Section 1, an agent is subject to a duty of care when carrying out business on 

behalf of the principal. The agent also must provide ex post information on the manner in 

which the assignment given was carried out. Although some provisions on agency obligations 

were thus set out in the Commercial Code, a relatively recent inquiry commission has argued 

                                                 
2225 Jansson, op. cit. at 55 with reference to prop. 1990/91:142 at 82. 
2226 Jansson, op. cit. at 29. 
2227 Ibid. at 46. 
2228 Ibid at 47. 
2229 Several cases that address issues that have relevance for determining the extent of the broker’s obligations 
when executing orders are discussed in Section 7.3.3.3 infra.  
2230 Jansson, op. cit. at 101. 
2231 See NJA 1930 p. 207, discussed in more detail in Section 7.3.3.3.3 infra. 
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that very few rules concerning commission existed prior to 20th century codification and that 

the terse provisions of the Commercial Code did not provide much guidance.2232 

7.3.2.2 The 1914 Commission Act 

Nearly all of the provisions of the Commercial Code have since been rendered obsolete as a 

result of subsequent legislation on the matters covered in the Code. As far as fiduciary duties 

of agents are concerned, the now obsolete 1914 Commission Act (1914:45) contained 

provisions that, at least compared to the broadly construed and somewhat archaic provisions 

of the Code, set out more detailed fiduciary duties.2233 The 1914 Act contained provisions on 

the duties of an agent vis-à-vis his or her principal that were not intended to govern only the 

activities of securities brokers, but which were explicitly made applicable to the execution of 

orders to trade in securities for the part of another.2234 

 

Pursuant to Section 4 of the 1914 Act, an agent (Sw. kommissionär) was someone who had 

undertaken to buy or sell inter alia securities in his own name but for the part of another. In 

transactions to which the law applied, including securities transactions, the agent was to 

consider the interest of the principal when carrying out his duties.2235 Section 7 of the Act 

obliged the agent to actively seek to carry out the assignment so that the best possible result 

for the principal would be obtained.2236 Kågerman notes that the agent was under a duty to 

consider the interest of the principal and to follow his instructions. The agent could be liable 

in tort if he carried out his assignment negligently.2237 Hed identifies the duty of loyalty as the 

basic duty of the agent, from which the other duties can be inferred: the duty to follow 

instructions, the duty to keep the principal informed and the duty to account for one’s 

                                                 
2232 SOU 2005:120 at 55. 
2233 1914 Commission Act (Sw. Lag (1914:45) om kommission). The 1914 Commission Act has been the object 
of numerous scholarly analyses. See e.g. Jan Hellner, Jan Ramberg, Speciell avtalsrätt I. Köprätt [Special 
contractual law I. The law of sales], 2nd ed. (Stockholm:Juristförlaget, 1991); Jan Hellner, Richard Hager, 
Annina H. Persson, Speciell avtalsrätt II. Kontraktsrätt, 1 häftet [Special contractual law II. The law of contract, 
1st part], 4th ed. (Stockholm: Norstedts Juridik, 2005); Jan Hellner, Richard Hager, Annina H. Persson, Speciell 
avtalsrätt II. Kontraktsrätt, 2 häftet [Special contractual law II. The law of contract, 2nd part] 4th ed. (Stockholm: 
Norstedts Juridik, 2006); Hugo Tiberg, Rolf Dotevall, Mellanmansrätt [The law of intermediaries], 9th ed. 
(Stockholm: Norstedts Juridik, 1997). However, the issue of executions of orders to trade in securities for the 
part of another is not dealt with in depth in any of these analyses. 
2234 1914 Commission Act, Section 4. 
2235 Ibid., Section 7.  
2236 SOU 2005:120 at 66. Munukka states that the duty in Section 7 to see  to the principal’s interest can be seen 
as a codification of the agent’s general duty of care and a “summing up” (Sw. sammanfattning) of the agent’s 
duties towards the principal. Moreover, it is held that the duty of care is the most important duty that weighs on 
the agent. Munukka, op. cit. at 236. 
2237 Pontus Kågerman. Värdepappersmarknadens regelsystem. [The Rules of the Securities Market] Stockholm: 
Norstedts Juridik (2001) at 299. 
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performance to the principal.2238 However, pursuant to Section 1 of the Act, parties could opt 

out of the provisions of the act through contract, except for those provisions whose binding 

nature was explicitly stated. 

 

Section 8 of the 1914 Act set out a general duty for the agent to carry out the assignment 

according to the principal’s instructions and, insofar as instructions have not been given, carry 

out the assignment so that the best result for the principal is obtained.2239 

 

Section 9 of the 1914 Commission Act imposed a duty on, e.g., a securities broker to obtain a 

better price than the limit price set by the client if circumstances allow. This provision has 

been discussed by Hed, who observes that the broker’s duty applied at the time when the 

contract was entered into.2240 In the context of securities trading, this would imply that the 

broker was held to his or her duty to seek price improvement at the point in time when he or 

she executed the trade. Moreover, Hed holds that the broker is sometimes duty bound not to 

execute an order, even at the limit price. This situation would arise if the broker receives 

information that render a price drop obvious, in which case the broker should not buy the 

securities in question at the limit price.2241 In Hed’s view, this duty flows from the broker’s 

general duty as agent to see to the interests of his or her principal.2242 However, Hed 

distinguishes information received from mere rumors that frequently circulate in securities 

markets. The latter, in her view, do not constitute information but only “something that the 

agent can consider as probable”.2243 

 

As regards the broker’s liability for breach of his or her duty, Section 17 of the 1914 Act 

provides that the principal can recoup damages arising through the agent’s negligence. Hed 

holds that liability may arise through either negligent or willful breaches of the duty of 

loyalty, and that failure to act may be grounds for liability as well. The broker is thus not 

strictly liable.2244 As to the determination of the negligence threshold, Hed refers to the 

general prudence requirements in Swedish tort law (the bonus pater familias standard) and to 

the general requirements of proximity between act and consequence (the “adequate causality” 
                                                 
2238 Irja Hed. Fondkommissionärers skyldighet: särskilt avseende lojalitetsplikten mot huvudmannen. [Securities 
Brokers’ Duty, Especially the Duty of Loyalty to the Principal.] (Stockholm: Juristförlaget, 1993) at 11. 
2239 SOU 2005:120 at 69. 
2240 Hed, op. cit. at 18. 
2241 Ibid. at 18 f. 
2242 Ibid. at 19. 
2243 Ibid at 19, footnote 55. 
2244 Ibid. at 24. 
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standard).2245 In fine, Hed notes that the scarcity of case law on brokers’ liability renders it 

difficult to establish the scope of this liability in practice, and that brokers who make inferior 

deals for their clients may prefer to compensate their clients through better terms of trade for 

the next deal to save face and avoid a suit.2246 

 

Hed’s reading of Sections 7 and 9 of the 1914 Act seems to imply a duty of best execution for 

Swedish brokers executing orders to trade in securities. However, this duty is circumscribed 

in several ways as far as limit orders are concerned. 

 

First, Section 9 of the 1914 Act states that the broker “should” (Sw. bör) obtain a price that is 

more advantageous to the client, if circumstances allow it when the contract is entered into. 

The broker does not face a strict duty to try to obtain price improvement. Rather, the law 

states that he or she should obtain a more advantageous price if this is possible at the time of 

execution. It could be argued that Section 9 merely clarifies the duties that impinge on agents 

– pursuant to Section 7 – in the specific case where the principal has set a limit price. Indeed, 

Hed holds that Section 9 has been enacted in order to “sharpen” (Sw. inskärpa) the general 

duty of loyalty in Section 7, and that it may in some circumstances be in the interest of the 

client to execute an order at the limit price even if price improvement opportunities are 

available.2247 Moreover, Hed holds that, absent explicit agreement from the client, a broker 

may not delay order execution in the hope of obtaining a more advantageous price if it is 

presently possible to execute the order at the limit price.2248 In this analysis, the clear statutory 

obligation of the broker under the 1914 Act was to execute an order at the limit price. If 

possible, the broker should obtain price improvement, but at the same time the broker was not 

allowed to wait for a better price to execute against without an explicit mandate from the 

client.2249 Munukka reaches the same conclusion,2250 and also holds that the duty to achieve 

the optimal price applies when a better price than the limit price can be obtained. Munukka 

also notes that it may be difficult to ascertain ex post what was actually possible to obtain 

during negotiations with a third party.2251 

                                                 
2245 Ibid. 
2246 Ibid. at 24 f. 
2247 Ibid. at 18. 
2248 Ibid. 
2249 The 2005 inquiry also holds that the agent shall try to obtain a better price than the limit price, but that the 
agent has a duty to execute the order as soon as possible. In this view, the agent is not allowed to speculate for 
the principal’s account but must execute at the limit price if possible. SOU 2005:120 at 70. 
2250 Munukka, op. cit. at 248 f. 
2251 Ibid. at 248. 
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Second, Section 9 of the 1914 Act addresses only the execution price. Pursuant to this 

provision, a broker should try to obtain price improvement. Other execution vectors such as 

speed or total commissions paid are not considered. Section 7 of the 1914 Act could be taken 

to imply that the broker should consider the client’s need for, e.g., a speedy execution or an 

execution that minimizes the total fees paid by the client, even in the absence of specific 

statutory language on the subject. However, Hed interprets Section 9 as imposing a general 

duty to execute at the limit price if it can be achieved, and not to delay execution in the hope 

of obtaining a better price.2252 

 

Third, Section 9 of the 1914 Act concerned only limit orders. The duties of a broker who has 

agreed to execute a market order are not addressed at all in Section 9 and the text of this 

provision does not lend itself to an analogous interpretation that would make it applicable to 

market orders as well. There are no comparable provisions that explicitly address price 

improvement regarding market orders in the 1914 Act. However, following Hed, it could be 

argued that a duty to execute at the most advantageous price available is implicit already in 

Section 7 of the 1914 Act. If so, the broker would always be held to seek price improvement 

and obtain the best available price when executing market orders. In this view, Section 9 of 

the 1914 Act merely clarifies that the broker’s general duty to obtain an advantageous price 

for the client applies also to the execution of limit orders.2253 

 

Munukka also discusses the degree to which the “interest” of the principal ought to be 

construed in a subjective manner, i.e. constitute the actual intention of the principal, or 

objectively, i.e. be determined based on what principals in like situations normally see as their 

interest. Munukka discusses the issue in some depth and concludes that it seems more likely 

that the interest of the principal is to be objectively construed.2254 

                                                 
2252 Hed, op. cit. at 18. This, one may note, effectively proscribes delayed executions that aim for price 
improvement, when execution at the limit price is already feasible. In this analysis the law addressed also the 
importance of speedy execution; indeed, the provision so read requires speedy execution, even at a possibly 
inferior limit price, and proscribes further search for price improvement by the broker. So interpreted, the 1914 
Act provides that if price improvement opportunities exist, the broker should avail him- or herself of them, but if 
not he or she is obliged to execute the order at the limit price as soon as possible. Waiting for subsequent price 
improvement opportunities instead of executing directly at the limit price would seemingly entail proscribed 
“speculation”, in the view espoused by the 2005 inquiry. See SOU 2005:120 at 70. 
2253 Cf. Hed, op. cit. at 18. In view of the broadly drafted provisions of the 1914 Act, and the inclusion of Section 
9 that expressly provides that brokers should seek price improvement also when executing limit orders, this 
interpretation seems credible. 
2254 Munukka, op. cit. at 264 ff. 
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To sum up, scholarly analyses suggest that the agent’s duty of loyalty enshrined in Section 7 

of the 1914 Act includes a duty to obtain the most advantageous price possible for the 

principal. This duty flows from the general duty to act in the interest of the principal, but the 

precise extent of the duty is not clear. Neither is it clear whether price improvement is to be 

privileged over other execution vectors such as speed, total commissions paid, certainty of 

settlement et cetera. The lack of case law does not aid in interpreting the broadly worded 

provision. In the absence of specific statutory language, a broker executing a market order to 

trade in securities would conceivably have been obliged to consider the weighing of these 

different execution dimensions and execute the order in the manner most closely aligned with 

the client’s interests. 

 

As regards limit orders, the broker’s duties are set out in more detail in – and are to some 

extent circumscribed by – Section 9 of the 1914 Act. When executing limit orders, the broker 

should seek price improvement if possible, but not delay execution in search of a better price 

if the order can presently be executed at the limit price. Section 9 of the 1914 Act represents a 

codification of the broker’s duties that – in Hed’s interpretation – fleshes out the general duty 

in Section 7.2255 The provision also emphasizes the need for timely execution, thus addressing 

the interplay between price and speed of execution. As interpreted by Hed and the 2005 

inquiry, Section 9 requires the broker to execute a limit order as soon as possible at the limit 

price instead of delaying execution in search of better priced execution opportunities.2256 

7.3.3 Laws, Regulations and Case Law on Brokers’ Conduct of Business 

7.3.3.1 Introduction 

Apart from the general agency law obligations that have applied to securities trading, aspects 

of securities trading in secondary markets have also been the object of explicit and specific 

Swedish legislation since the early 20th century. The business of brokerage was subject to two 

kinds of regulation: first, rules that set out requirements on those firms wishing to provide 

                                                 
2255 However, as noted above, the interpretation of this provision offered by Hed also entails a trade-off between 
speed and price improvement. In Hed’s analysis, an opportunity for speedy execution at the limit price may not 
be forgone absent explicit agreement from the client. This bars the broker from delaying execution in the search 
for price improvement in cases where the limit price is already available but further search may unearth more 
advantageous prices to execute against. 
2256 Hed, op. cit. at 18; SOU 2005:120 at 70. 
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securities brokerage services and second, rules that governed the rights and obligations of 

parties to a brokered transaction. 

 

Moreover, as noted, order execution obligations can be imposed not only by legislative or 

other rule-making but also through decisions in courts. In one view, the duty of best execution 

is a manifestation, in the context of order execution, of the broker’s general duties as an agent 

of its customers.2257 Moreover, the best execution duty may be a fiduciary duty, or a limited 

duty due with respect only to a particular purchase or sale.2258 In the below, the relatively 

sparse and scattered case law on best execution obligations in Sweden from the early 20th 

century up to the advent of MiFID will be described and analyzed. 

 

At the outset, it should be emphasized that infractions of the different categories of statutory 

order execution duties – the fiduciary duty that weighs on an agent, on the one hand, and the 

prudential duty to maintain policies and routines designed to achieve best execution of orders, 

on the other hand – are not handled in the same manner by the Swedish court system. 

Breaches of fiduciary duty are matters for the courts, while violations of the prudential best 

execution duty can result in administrative sanctions by the competent administrative agency 

(the SFSA), whose decisions can be appealed to the administrative courts. 

7.3.3.2 Early Securities Laws: Prudential Rules 

A law governing broker’s activities was adopted in 1919 (the 1919 Act on Securities 

Commission and Securities Exchange Business).2259 Although the 1919 Act did not contain a 

reference to the 1914 Commission Act, the latter Act was nevertheless held to apply to 

brokers’ dealings with customers.2260 Thus, even in the absence of specific internal references, 

the parallel applicability of the two types of rules to the same subjects – investment firms – 

seems to have been recognized. At the same time, the 1919 Act did not impose any specific 

obligations on the firms vis-à-vis their clients regarding order execution. 

7.3.3.3 Case Law in the General Courts, 1914-1979: The Obligations to Obtain the 

Best Possible Price, Ensure Speedy Execution and to Abide by Stock Exchange Rules 

 

                                                 
2257 Facciolo, op. cit. at 155. See also Lipton, op. cit. at 471. 
2258 Ibid. 
2259 Sw. Lag (1919:240) om fondkommissionsrörelse och fondbörsverksamhet. 
2260 SOU 2005:120 at 90. 
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7.3.3.3.1 The Grängesberg-Oxelösund Trade Confirmation Case 

A case adjudicated by the Swedish Supreme Court does not directly address the execution 

price but one of the other terms of trade; the speed of execution.2261 The facts of the case were 

that one investor placed an order to buy 20 shares in a listed company on a Saturday and 

received a confirmation from the broker (a bank) in the mail on Tuesday that a transaction had 

been entered into on his behalf by the bank. The investor argued that he had been prevented 

from selling the shares at the desired time as a result of the late confirmation. Holding that the 

receipt of confirmation was a condition for the conclusion of the purchase and that no binding 

transaction had taken place, the investor refused to pay the amount needed to settle the 

transaction. 

 

The bank held that the order had been to buy the shares at a stipulated price, with no further 

conditions regarding the manner of confirmation. Moreover, the bank held that industry 

custom did not condition a binding transaction on the client’s receiving a confirmation 

immediately after execution of the order. This claim was corroborated by one expert witness 

who also noted the absence of any written industry rules or guidelines – at least by the 

Swedish Securities Dealers’ Association – concerning the speed with which a client should 

receive confirmation of a transaction executed on his behalf. However, another expert witness 

noted that the rules applicable to trading on the Stockholm Stock Exchange, which strictly 

speaking applied only to transactions executed by its members on the exchange, provided that 

a confirmation be sent to the client on the same day when the transaction was executed. 

Moreover, it was noted that this custom was adhered to in most securities transactions, 

although confirmations were known to have been dispatched later in periods of heavy trading. 

In the case at hand, the court found that the bank had engaged in substantial activity buying 

shares on the Stockholm Stock Exchange on the same day when the disputed trade was 

executed. 

 

Under the circumstances in the case, the District Court of Malmö found that the bank had not 

been negligent in a manner that allowed the investor to renounce the contract. The Court of 

Appeals, and subsequently the Supreme Court, affirmed.2262 

                                                 
2261 NJA 1921 p. 535. Munukka discusses the case but also holds that it can ”hardly be apposite in today’s 
circumstances” (Sw. svårligen kan anses vägledande för dagens förhållanden). Munukka, op. cit. at 246.  
2262 In this context, a more recent case decided by the Swedish Supreme Court may merit mention as well: NJA 
1991 p. 217. In this case, the court held that a bank that fails to pay out money to a customer within a relatively 
short time is liable for reasonably foreseeable damage caused by the delayed pay-out. The court specifically held 
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7.3.3.3.2 The Bofors-Gullspång Case 

This 1922 case addresses self-entry by a broker in a customer transaction. The fact set was as 

follows. A customer had submitted several orders for execution by a broker, but failed to 

deliver payment for the securities bought in the last transaction. The broker proceeded to sell 

the securities bought in the last order, without obtaining the customer’s consent or informing 

him. Subsequently, the price of the shares thus bought and sold rose.2263 The customer alleged 

that the broker had not been entitled to sell the shares and claimed damages. The broker 

argued that the Stockholm Stock Exchange rules provided that the broker was entitled to 

dispose of shares if the buyer failed to deliver payment within a stipulated time. The Supreme 

Court – six of seven justices – found that it must be “presumed” (Sw. antagas) that the 

contract between the customer and the broker had been entered into under the assumption that 

the Stock Exchange rules would be applicable.2264 Thus, the customer’s claim was not 

recognized. One justice reached the same conclusion, while arguing that the exchange rules 

did not apply to the contract but that industry custom, which set out identical requirements 

regarding delivery of payment, did.2265 

7.3.3.3.3 The W Brewery Case 

An earlier case adjudicated by the Swedish Supreme Court in 1930 concerns a broker’s 

obligations when executing orders to trade in securities.2266 Here, a broker executed a 

securities trade for the part of a seller. The seller received a determined price of 265 SEK per 

share, and the broker claimed trading fees (Sw. courtage) that amounted to 0,05 % of the 

received price. However, the buyer paid 270 SEK per share to the broker. The difference – 5 

SEK per share – was pocketed by the broker. The broker held that the 5 SEK per share 

constituted a finder’s fee from the buyer; the seller requested that the broker pay to her the full 

price received from the buyer, i.e. 270 SEK per share. In support of its stance, the broker 

made reference to industry custom according to which a broker could claim a separate fee 

                                                                                                                                                         
that a bank is subject to strict timeliness requirements when paying out money. A bank that fails to pay out in 
time is strictly liable for damages arising as a result of the tardy pay-out.  It is not inconceivable that this 
reasoning might be analogously applicable to securities brokers’ execution of orders, so that an order that is not 
executed with reasonable speed could be cause for damages. 
2263 NJA 1922 p. 178. 
2264 Ibid. 
2265 Ibid. It merits mention that the customer invoked a statement by the head of the Stockholm Stock Exchange 
to the effect (i) that the exchange rules applied only to transactions executed by stock exchange members on the 
exchange, although some of them had also by custom come to be applied with regard to other transactions, and 
(ii) that some exchange rules – including the provision on delivery of payment within a stipulated time – had not 
been strictly enforced; indeed, a contrary custom had in fact arisen. 
2266 NJA 1930 p. 207. 
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from the buyer in conjunction with a securities transaction if the transaction in question had 

been unusually difficult to execute. 

 

The Supreme Court, faced with this set of circumstances, noted that industry custom provided 

that a broker could only expect an ordinary transaction fee except in cases where execution of 

the order had been unusually difficult. Moreover, the court explicitly stated that the broker, 

acting as agent for the seller, was obliged to endeavor to obtain the best possible price for the 

shares. In the case at hand, the order was not unusually difficult to execute. Thus, the industry 

custom invoked by the broker was not apposite and he was ordered to pay to the seller the full 

price received (270 SEK) less the customary fee. 

7.3.3.4 New Prudential Rules, New Case Law: the 1979 Act on Securities Business and 

the Tresor Case 

7.3.3.4.1 The 1979 Act on Securities Business 

The  1979 Act on Securities Business (Sw. lag [1979:748] om värdepappersrörelse), which 

replaced the 1919 Act, contained relatively detailed rules on several aspects of brokerage 

firms, such as minimum capital requirements,2267 on short selling,2268 the provision of credit in 

connection with brokerage services2269 and reporting requirements concerning management’s 

holdings of securities.2270 Section 2 of the law provided explicitly that the 1914 Commission 

Act applied to transactions governed by the law, unless the 1979 Act provided otherwise.2271 

Thus, the link between securities trading and the obligations under the 1914 Commission Act 

was now explicitly recognized. 

 

The 1979 Act contained specific provisions on self-entry, which were novel insofar as self-

entry by brokers had not been regulated in the 1919 Act. Banks, on the other hand, were 

subject to restrictions when trading in securities as principals.2272 The 1979 Act introduced 

new limitations on brokers’ opportunities to engage in self-entry, in that the amount of 

securities that brokerage firms could hold for their own account was restricted.2273 The 

                                                 
2267 Section 18 et. seq. of the 1979 Act. 
2268 Section 23. 
2269 Section 21. 
2270 Section 40. 
2271 The 2005 inquiry holds that the reference to the 1914 Commission Act in Section 2 of the 1979 Act did not 
entail a material change in the law, since the 1914 Act had already been considered a “complement” (Sw. 
complement) to the 1919 Act. SOU 2005:120 at 90.  
2272 Ibid. 
2273 Section 16 of the 1979 Act. 
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objective was to alleviate the risk of a conflict of interests in brokers’ proprietary trading with 

customers, and also to level the playing field between brokers and banks.2274 At the same 

time, preparatory works to the 1979 Act recognized that proprietary trading with customers 

held distinct advantages in that (i) market liquidity improved, (ii) quotes became more stable, 

and (iii) the handling of small securities holdings could be rationalized.2275 

 

The 1979 Act, like its predecessor from 1919, focused mainly on prudential requirements that 

had to be met in order to be eligible for authorization. The law thus contained detailed rules 

specifically intended to govern the business of brokerage firms, but without any explicit 

provisions on how they were to execute orders. The 1979 Act did, however, contain 

provisions regarding brokers’ self-entry, which were intended to address the perceived 

conflict of interests associated with self-entry. In this, the 1979 Act differed from its 

predecessor in that it both recognized and attempted to address the specifics of self-entry by 

brokers. 

7.3.3.4.2 Case Law: Order Execution Obligations and Fiduciary Duties 

In 1987, the Banking Supervisory Authority (BSA)2276 received a complaint from a bank’s 

customer regarding the execution of the customer’s order. The pertinent circumstances were 

that the bank had received an order to buy a small number of shares and executed the order 

several days later, when the share price had risen compared to when the order was received. 

Regarding the specific circumstances of the case, the BSA found that the execution of orders 

smaller than a round lot may be more time-consuming. The BSA did not levy any criticism at 

the bank in the case at hand. However, the BSA stated that a broker should endeavor to 

execute customer orders on the same day when they are received. Moreover, the BSA 

expressed the opinion that the customer should be given sufficient information about the 

terms and conditions for executing a share transaction.2277 

 

One appeals court case from the early 1990’s – referred to here as the Tresor case – raises 

issues as regards the fiduciary duties of securities brokers; it has been the object of several 

                                                 
2274 SOU 2005:120 at 90. 
2275 Ibid. 
2276 Together with the Insurance Supervisory Authority, the precursor to the SFSA. 
2277 Jansson, op. cit.  at 177 f. 
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scholarly analyses.2278 To date, the fiduciary duties of securities brokers have seldom been 

addressed in cases before Swedish courts and the Tresor case has been described as “unique” 

by one author.2279 

 

Although the Tresor case does not address fiduciary duties that relate to order execution only, 

but rather concern whether the broker induced the seller to place the order at an inopportune 

time and profited from it, it is one of few cases from general courts that address brokers’ 

duties to customers in the context of trading on customers’ behalf. 

 

The Tresor case was adjudicated by the Svea Court of Appeals in 1990,2280 with certiorari 

subsequently denied by the Supreme Court,2281 and contained a discussion of the fiduciary 

duties of a securities broker.2282 Here, two persons sold their holdings of shares in one 

company – Tresor – to another company. The transaction was brokered by a securities 

brokerage that was a subsidiary of the buyer. The price exceeded the quote at the time of sale. 

Less than two weeks later, trading in the share was stopped as information on a public offer 

for the share became public. When trading resumed on the day after this disclosure, the price 

of the shares rose substantially above the price received by the two sellers. The buyer, and its 

brokerage subsidiary, was represented in a group that had prepared the public offer.2283 

 

The seller sued the brokerage and claimed that it pay, in damages, the difference between the 

sales price and the price that could have been obtained after disclosure of the public offer.2284 

By taking the initiative to the sale under the circumstances at hand, the brokerage had violated 

its duty to further the interests of the principal as set out in Section 7 of the Commission Act. 

If the principal had been aware of the negotiations, they would not have sold the shares at that 

time.2285 The brokerage argued that the outcome of the negotiations was unclear at the time 

when the trade was executed, that the brokerage did not know at that time whether a public 
                                                 
2278 See Hed, op. cit. at 26 ff. See also Wilhelm Lüning, Lars Pehrson. Fondkommissionärs skyldighet att 
tillvarata kommittentens intresse. [The Securities Broker’s Duty to See to the Principal’s Interest.] Juridisk 
Tidskrift (1991/92) at 318 ff. 
2279 Hed, op. cit. at 30. 
2280 Svea hovrätt [Svea Court of Appeals] 1990, judgment no. DT 93.  
2281 Supreme Court decision on February 27, 1991. 
2282 Hed, op. cit. at 26 ff. 
2283 Facts as reported in Hed, op. cit. at 26 f. 
2284 The seller argued that the negligence of the broker had caused damage to the seller, and that the broker was 
obliged to compensate the seller pursuant to Section 17 of the 1914 Commission Act. The seller held that the 
brokerage had had knowledge, at the time of sale, that negotiations regarding a public offer were underway and 
that such public offers result in price increases. 
2285 Ibid. at 27. 
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offer would be made, and that the seller was as well placed as the brokerage to judge whether 

this would occur.2286 

 

The court of first instance (the District Court) held that the brokerage could not be liable for 

damages arising from the transaction in question.2287 

 

The case was appealed and brought before an appeals court.2288 In the opinion of the appeals 

court, the seller was entitled to expect a high degree of care from the brokerage in view of the 

substantial amount of share value sold. The court also found that the unusually large size of 

the transaction together with, e.g., the circumstance that the brokerage executed a transaction 

to its mother company indicated that the brokerage’s purpose with the transaction was to 

enrich itself. On this basis, the court found that the brokerage had not acted in the best interest 

of its client, the seller. Indeed, the brokerage should have declined to act as intermediary in 

the transaction in view of the information that it possessed but could not disclose to the 

seller.2289 The court found that the seller would have postponed its trading until the public 

offer was announced if he had been aware of the negotiations that were ongoing at the time 

when the trade was executed. The brokerage had violated its duty to the seller and was held 

liable in damages for the difference between the actual sell price and the price that would 

have been received at a subsequent sale after the announcement of the public offer.2290 

 

In her analysis of the case, Hed follows the Court of Appeals in that the insider trading rules 

are considered inapposite. Hed argues that they are intended to protect the general public, 

while the fiduciary duty as set out in the 1914 Act provides protection for the weaker party to 

a contract. 

 

                                                 
2286 Ibid. at 27 f. 
2287 Ibid. at 28 f. The court found that the relationship between the seller and the brokerage was characterized by 
information asymmetry, in that the brokerage was aware that the price of the shares would soon be affected by a 
public offer. Ibid. at 28. However, the court then went on to invoke the rules then in force concerning insider 
trading and apply them analogically to the case at hand. The court found that the actions by the brokerage would 
not have constituted a violation of the insider trading rules. On this basis, the court held that the brokerage could 
not be liable for damages arising from the transaction in question. Ibid. at 28 f. 
2288  In its opinion, the appeals court distinguished between on the one hand the insider trading rules – intended 
to protect investors’ investments and maintain public confidence in the securities market – and on the other hand 
the duties owed by an agent to its principal. The appeals court held that the insider trading rules were inapposite 
in the case at hand. Ibid. at 29. 
2289 Ibid. 
2290 Ibid. at 29 f. 
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The Tresor case is one of the relatively few cases that address the duties of agents – securities 

brokers – under Swedish law,2291 and is interesting as such. However, the fact set is particular 

in that the brokerage approached the seller and induced him to trade, instead of merely 

executing an order received from him.2292 As noted above, the question here is not whether 

the broker “merely” failed to find the best possible terms of trade for a given order, but rather 

whether the broker induced the seller to place the order at an inopportune time. Thus, it does 

not address the issue of brokers’ duties when the broker did not trigger the trade but merely 

executed it in the market after having received an order from the client.2293 Still, it is 

interesting to note that the Court of Appeals found indications that the brokerage house’s 

motive for the transaction was self-enrichment, which in turn prompted the court to find that 

the brokerage had not acted in the best interest of its client. 

7.3.3.5 The 1991 Securities Business Act and Developments in the 1990’s 

7.3.3.5.1 New Prudential Rules for Securities Brokers: The 1991 Securities 

Business Act 

In 1991, the 1979 Act was replaced by the Securities Business Act (1991:981), which, like its 

predecessor, contained relatively detailed prudential rules regarding the business of securities 

brokers. The SFSA was charged with supervising brokers and to revoke a broker’s 

authorization if the broker did not comply with the law.2294 However, the 1991 Act also 

contained broadly construed rules that governed the activities of securities brokers and made 

them subject to a duty to act in good faith vis-à-vis their customers.2295 When the Securities 

Business Act was enacted, a general duty to conduct business in a sound manner was 

enshrined in Chapter 1, Section 7. In the preparatory works to this provision, it was stated that 

the soundness criterion was based on the criteria used to assess soundness in banks and other 

credit institutions.2296 These criteria concerned, e.g., the bank’s organization, its activities 

                                                 
2291 Pehrson and Lüning note that the material content of an agent’s duty of loyalty has not been defined more 
closely in preparatory works, case law or scholarly literature. L. Pehrson, W Lüning, op. cit. at 320. 
2292 Pehrson and Lüning discuss the case and note that the hypothetical question of what the outcome would have 
been if the principal had approached the agent instead, and find that it is difficult to predict the result under those 
circumstances. Ibid. at 321. 
2293 In this context, an expert statement reported in a fraud case from 1982 (NJA 1982 p. 863 at 876) with 
reference to Commentary on the Penal Code indicates that if a person is fraudulently induced to purchase some 
listed securities, the circumstance that the listed value [Sw. börsvärdet] was significantly lower than the purchase 
price is sufficient to find damages. However, this fact set is even farther removed from the mere execution of an 
order submitted by a client. 
2294 Chapter 6 of the Securities Business Act (SFS 1991:981). 
2295 Section 7 of the 1991 Securities Business Act (Sw. Lag (1991:981) om värdepappersrörelse).  
2296 Prop. 1990/91:142 p. 155 f. 
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pursuant to the statutes of incorporation and the quality of management.2297 However, the 

preparatory works also noted that the criteria for what constituted sound conduct of securities 

business were not static, but depended on developments in securities markets. In this context, 

reference was made to inter alia the recommendations issued by the Swedish Securities 

Dealers Association.2298 Haag and Klahr note that the soundness criteria, which concern the 

organization of relevant businesses, can be distinguished from rules of conduct, which 

concern the relationship with customers.2299 However, the 1991 Act did not explicitly address 

the duty of brokers or other intermediaries to obtain best execution of customer orders. 

 

The Securities Business Act also contained a provision to the effect that the provisions of the 

1914 Commission Act were applicable to brokers that trade in securities for the part of 

another.2300 In the preparatory works to the Securities Business Act, it was noted that the 

applicability of the 1914 Commission Act meant that the provisions on self-entry in that Act 

applied when the broker took the other side of a trade with his customer.2301 

7.3.3.5.2 The Duty to Act Honestly, Professionally and in Good Faith 

Subsequently, the conduct of business provision in Chapter 1, Section 7 of the Securities 

Business Act was modified to incorporate several explicit, if broadly drafted, duties to act 

honestly, professionally and in good faith. The brokers’ duty to act in good faith was based on 

the provisions in Article 11.1 of the Investment Services Directive2302 which were held to 

express the minimum level of conduct of business obligations.2303 Thus, the Securities 

Business Act came to contain broadly drafted anti-fraud provisions that could conceivably be 

invoked against many kinds of behavior by brokers if these were held to be detrimental to 

investors. These provisions were described by Jansson as instating a general pattern of 

conduct to be followed, without providing any detailed rules that could be directly applicable 

in specific circumstances.2304 Jansson also argues that these kinds of provisions should be 

                                                 
2297 Ibid. at 156. 
2298 Ibid. Guidelines issued by the Swedish Securities Dealers Association contained provisions regarding the 
handling of customer orders, see section 7.3.3.5.4 infra. 
2299 Haag and Klahr, op. cit. at 32. 
2300 L 1991:981, Chapter 1, Section 9. 
2301 Prop. 1990/91:142 p. 157. 
2302 Klahr and Haag, op. cit. at 43. 
2303 Prop. 1994/95:50 p. 343 f. See also SOU 2006:50 p. 68, where it is noted that the principles are derived from 
the IOSCO International Conduct of Business Principles. 
2304 Jansson, op. cit.  at 66 f. 
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complemented by self-regulation and that neither the legislator nor regulatory authorities 

could provide anything but rules of a general character.2305 

 

The SFSA did, however, issue regulations concerning conduct on the securities market 

pursuant to authority devolved through the Securities Business Act.2306 Chapter 6 of the SFSA 

Regulations concerned handling and documentation of “business engagements” – which, 

according to Chapter 6, Section 1 meant engagements from customers regarding orders to 

purchase or sell financial instruments. Chapter 6 contained relatively detailed rules on, e.g., 

information relative to the order received,2307 documentation of order cancellations,2308 

documentation of orders that had not been recorded at the time of receipt2309 and the firms’ 

duty to archive and document orders.2310 However, the SFSA Regulations did not explicitly 

address brokers’ other duties in the context of order execution. 

 

Jansson describes the conduct of business provision in Chapter 1, Section 7 of the Securities 

Business Act as an “umbrella provision”.2311 Such broadly construed provisions have been 

seen as a source to consult when interpreting the meaning of other, concrete provisions in the 

same legislative act.2312 However, Jansson argues that the conduct of business provision in 

Chapter 1, Section 7 of the Securities Business Act has more wide-ranging implications in 

that it doubtlessly will be important in the context of securities market self-regulation.2313 

Jansson also notes that the provision – as well as another umbrella provision in Chapter 1, 

Section 2 of the Securities Business Act – has been very broadly construed and that the 

preparatory works do not provide much guidance as to their interpretation. Reference is made, 

however, to a statement in the preparatory works that a conduct of business provision is to be 

considered a broadly construed norm about what should apply in the securities market.2314 

 

Jansson discusses what aspects of securities firms’ business were affected by the broadly 

construed requirement to conduct a sound business and notes that the corresponding provision 

                                                 
2305 Ibid. at 108 f. 
2306 SFSA Regulations (2002:7) Governing Rules of Conduct on the Securities Market. 
2307 Ch. 6, Sec. 2. 
2308 Ch. 6, Sec. 3. 
2309 Ch. 6, Sec. 8. 
2310 Ch. 6, Sec. 10. 
2311 Ibid. at 138. 
2312 Ibid. at 137 with reference to Strömholm (1988) at 243. 
2313 Ibid. at 137 f. 
2314 Ibid. at 138 with reference to SOU 1984:2 at 166. 
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in the banking laws originally targeted the financial soundness of the firms’ operations. In 

Jansson’s view, the main thrust of the sound conduct of business requirement as made 

applicable to securities firms was that these firms too should be required to have a sound 

financial basis for their operations.2315 However, the interpretation of the provision in question 

has later moved towards entailing also that a firm’s business meet qualitative requirements 

that are not exclusively tied to the financial soundness of the firm, e.g. as regards efficiency in 

operations, a sound organization, risk exposure and consumer protection including the 

provision of information to customers.2316 

 

Jansson goes on to note that the Securities Business Act vests the SFSA with regulatory 

authority to issue rules on what firms need to do in order to comply with the conduct of 

business provisions in Chapter 1, Section 7 of the Act. In Jansson’s view, this means that the 

ambit of the conduct of business provision is broadened from the sphere of financial 

soundness requirements to “something notably more far-reaching”.2317 However, Jansson also 

states that the SFSA cannot initiate regulatory sanctions against a firm for violation of the 

conduct of business provision in Chapter 1, Section 7 of the Securities Business Act; the 

SFSA can do this only when a firm has clearly violated a readily identifiable rule, instead of a 

broadly construed duty to conduct business in a sound manner.2318 

 

Jansson also discusses what objectives the conduct of business provisions in the Securities 

Business Act are intended to further. In Jansson’s view, three overarching principles – (i) that 

the business should contribute to the market’s efficiency and functioning, (ii) that the business 

should contribute to transparent trading and pricing, and (iii) that the business should be 

conducted so as to avoid unnecessary economic losses – fall within the ambit of the conduct 

of business requirement.2319 Jansson seemingly did not discuss the interplay between the 

conduct of business provisions in the 1991 law and the provisions in the 1914 Commission 

Act. 

                                                 
2315 Jansson, op. cit. at 141.  
2316 Ibid. 
2317 Ibid. 
2318 Ibid. at 143. 
2319 Ibid. at 145. 
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7.3.3.5.3 The Importance of Being Compliant (with Guidelines): The Supreme 

Court Ruling in 1995 

Another case, this time from the Supreme Court, raises an issue of more wide-ranging 

importance.2320 The facts of the case were that a brokerage house was sued by a customer who 

had suffered heavy losses in trading in index options. The customer alleged e.g. that the 

broker had failed to provide him with information about the risks associated with trading in 

options, and several specific documents, before transactions were carried out. The broker was 

not required to provide this by law, but non-binding guidelines from the BSA stipulated that 

information and documentation should be given to the customer prior to the commencement 

of trading activities. 

 

In the case, the Supreme Court considered the effects of brokers’ failure to comply with 

guidelines. It was first stated that mere non-compliance with guidelines – which are non-

binding – in a specific case cannot be the basis for liability. However, guidelines may be 

important when determining whether someone has acted with due care or not. Compliance 

with guidelines may indicate that due care has been taken, while non-compliance is an 

indication of failure to take due care. In this context, it may be relevant to consider whether (i) 

the guidelines have been issued by an administrative authority in its supervisory role, (ii) the 

guidelines express an established or desirable industry custom, or (iii) the rules only address 

formal requirements or material obligations.2321 In the case, the Supreme Court held that the 

requirement that brokers provide prior information to the customer about the risks associated 

with option trading, as set out in BSA guidelines, should be assigned importance. Compliance 

with this rule should be seen as a condition for the broker carrying out his assignment with 

requisite care.2322 

7.3.3.5.4 Pre-MiFID SRO Regulation: the Swedish Securities Dealers Association 

Apart from the provisions in statutory law mentioned above, explicit rules that address best 

execution obligations have also been introduced by the self-regulatory organization for 

Swedish securities brokers, the Swedish Securities Dealers Association (SSDA, Sw. 

Fondhandlareföreningen). The SSDA issued General Terms and Conditions for Trading in 

Financial Instruments, as well as Guidelines to these Terms and Conditions. The T & C that 

                                                 
2320 NJA 1995 s. 695. 
2321 Ibid. at 705 f. 
2322 Ibid. at 706. It might be mentioned, however, that the brokerage house was not found liable in the specific 
case that was adjudicated. Ibid. 
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were in force before the advent of MiFID entailed a right for the broker to execute an order 

either as agent or as principal and afforded discretion to the broker to determine on which 

securities exchange or other marketplace the customer’s order was to be carried out.2323 The 

Guidelines stipulated that customer orders were to be handled in a professional, careful and 

timely manner in accordance with the customer’s instructions. 

 

Moreover, the Guidelines contained specific references to prices at which brokers were to 

execute customer orders. Pursuant to the Guidelines, a market order was to be executed as 

soon as possible and, if executed at a marketplace, at the best price at the time of 

execution.2324 If the order was executed outside the relevant marketplace, it was to be 

executed at a price inside the prevailing spread.2325 If the order was executed when the 

relevant marketplace was closed, reference was made to the spread at closing.2326 However, if 

a better price than the closing price was available at another venue, the order was to be 

executed against that price instead.2327 Kågerman notes that pursuant to the Terms & 

Conditions, the broker had discretion to choose the execution venue unless the parties had 

agreed otherwise.2328 

7.3.4 Current Laws and Regulations on Best Execution: the 2007 
Securities Market Act 

7.3.4.1 The Background to the 2007 Act 

As has been noted supra, specific best execution obligations were not explicitly set out 

anywhere in the Swedish securities laws or the regulations enacted pursuant to them prior to 

2007.2329 As noted above, the rules that governed broker behavior vis-à-vis customers were 

instead (i) those set out in the 1914 Commission Act – which imposed a more generally 

articulated fiduciary duty on intermediaries such as, inter alia, securities brokers2330 – (ii) the 

                                                 
2323 Swedish Securities Dealers Association: General Terms and Conditions for Trading in Financial 
Instruments (November 17, 2003). 
2324 SOU 2006:50 at 82. 
2325 Ibid. 
2326 Ibid. at 82 f. 
2327 SOU 2005:120 at 87. The 2005 inquiry also observes that neither applicable laws nor SFSA regulations 
address the issue of pricing in the context of order execution. Ibid. 
2328 Kågerman, op. cit. at 258.  
2329 Prop. 2006/07:115 p. 454. However, the general soundness provision in Chapter 1, Section 7 of the 
Securities Business Act and Section 7 of the 1914 Commission Act were both held to include (Sw. innefatta) a 
best execution “principle”. Ibid. 
2330 See section 7.3.2.2 supra. Prior to the enactment of MiFID and the 2007 Act, Myrdal argued that the 
obligations and rights of the broker vis-à-vis the customer were in the main determined by the 1914 Commission 
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gradually expanded conduct of business provisions in broker law, and (iii) rules enacted by 

self-regulatory organizations. Since MiFID contained explicit provisions on best execution, 

however,2331 rules intended to transpose MiFID and the Implementing Directive were 

included in Chapter 8 of the 2007 Securities Market Act.2332 In this manner, specific explicit 

best execution provisions were introduced in Swedish statutory law. The proposal for a new 

Securities Market Act was preceded by an inquiry, which presented its findings and 

legislative proposals in 2006.2333 

7.3.4.2 The Extent of the Best Execution Obligation Pursuant to the 2007 Act 

Chapter 8, Section 28 of the 2007 Act sets out the basic duty of best execution (Sw. bästa 

utförande av kundorder), according to which a securities firm who executes a customer’s 

order is to take all reasonable measures to obtain the best possible result (Sw. bästa möjliga 

resultat) for the customer with regard to (i) price, (ii) cost, (iii) speed, (iv) likelihood of 

execution and settlement, (v) size, (vi) nature [of the order] and (vii) any other consideration 

relevant to the customer. The provision also stipulates that a firm is to execute an order in 

accordance with any specific instructions given by the customer. 

 

Pursuant to Chapter 8, Section 29, a securities firm is required to adopt systems and 

guidelines on how it is to achieve best execution. The guidelines must contain information 

about the different venues where the securities firm executes orders, and the criteria used to 

determine execution venue. This information must be given for each category of securities. 

Further, a securities firm must monitor and regularly update their best execution systems and 

guidelines and inform their customers about any material changes made. 

 

It follows from Chapter 8, Section 30 that a customer must have agreed to the execution 

guidelines of a securities firm prior to the execution of orders by the firm on the customer’s 

behalf. Moreover, Chapter 8, Section 31 provides that execution of a customer’s order outside 

either a regulated market or an MTF is allowed only if the customer has explicitly given prior 

consent. 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
Act. Thomas Myrdal, Något om fondkommissionärs självinträde enligt kommissionslagen [Note on broker’s self-
entry pursuant to the Commission Act], Svensk Juristtidning 1998 p. 464 at 465.  
2331 The content of and background to the provisions on best execution in MiFID and related legal acts have been 
described in detail in Chapter 6 supra. 
2332 SFS 2007:528, Sw. Lagen (2007:528) om värdepappersmarknaden. 
2333 En ny lag om värdepappersmarknaden [A New Act for the Securities Market], SOU 2006:50. 
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Pursuant to Chapter 8, Section 32, securities firms are required to be able to demonstrate – at 

the customer’s request – that it has executed an order in accordance with its execution policy. 

 

Specific order handling procedures are addressed in Chapter 8, Section 33, where it is set out 

that securities firms must execute customer orders promptly, efficiently and fairly relative to 

other customer orders or the firms’ trading for their own account. This provision also states 

that otherwise comparable customer orders are to be executed according to when they were 

received, unless there are reasons to execute them in another manner.2334 

 

In the preparatory works to the 2007 Act, the issue of best execution is addressed and the 

legislative intent behind the provisions is outlined, albeit to a relatively limited extent. It is 

noted that specific customer instructions are not to be complied with if order execution in 

accordance with them would constitute a breach of other rules such as the trading rules of a 

regulated market or rules on market abuse.2335 Moreover, it is stated that article 44.2 and 

preamble 68 of the MiFID Implementing Directive provide that a firm which executes an 

order in accordance with specific instructions has fulfilled its duty of best execution, but only 

as regards the execution elements affected by the instruction. It also follows from these 

provisions of the MiFID Implementing Directive that apart from compliance with specific 

instructions, best execution obligations must also be met for the elements of the order not 

affected by these instructions.2336 

 

The preparatory works also note that article 44.1 of the MiFID Implementing Directive 

contains criteria to be considered when determining the relative importance of the execution 

vectors enumerated in Chapter 8, Section 28 of the Act. Furthermore, it is noted that the best 

possible result when executing orders for retail customers is to be determined based on “the 

aggregate economic outcome” (Sw. det sammantagna ekonomiska utfallet) for the 

customer.2337 

 

Further, with reference to Article 21 of MiFID, the preparatory works state that, e.g., adoption 

of order execution guidelines is required from firms in order for them to comply with the best 

                                                 
2334 A brief description of the new rules is given by Wendleby. Björn Wendleby, Ny lag om 
värdepappersmarknaden [A New Act on the Securities Market], Ny Juridik 2:08 (2008) 34 at 39.  
2335 Prop. 2006/07:115 p. 452. 
2336 Ibid. 
2337 Ibid. at 452 f. 
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execution obligation. These guidelines must contain, for each category of financial 

instruments, the execution venues used by the firm and the criteria that affect the choice of 

venue for a specific order. The guidelines must include at least the venues that render it 

possible for the firm to achieve best execution on a continuous basis.2338 

 

Also with reference to MiFID Article 21, the preparatory works note that firms must inform 

their customers about their execution guidelines and obtain prior approval of them from the 

customer. As concerns retail customers, the information given is to include at least a 

description of how the firm has determined the relative weight of execution vectors, or the 

manner in which the firm determines their relative weight. The information must also contain 

a list of the venues that, according to the firm, can be depended on to meet the firm’s best 

execution obligations.2339 Moreover, the preparatory works note that Article 21 of MiFID 

requires the firms to specifically inform the customers if the guidelines enable the firm to 

execute orders outside a regulated market or an MTF. Here, the preparatory works note that 

prior express consent from the customer is required, either for a specific order or as a general 

consent to execution outside a regulated market or an MTF. It is stated that the customer 

ought to be able to give such prior consent when approving the execution guidelines.2340 

 

The preparatory works also state, with reference to MiFID Article 21.4, that firms are required 

to monitor their systems and guidelines for order execution so that any deficiencies can be 

remedied. The firms are required to evaluate on a regular basis whether the venues listed in 

the guidelines offer best execution, and inform the customers about any material changes to 

the systems or guidelines. Moreover, it is noted that pursuant to MiFID Article 21.5 a firm is 

required to be able to demonstrate – at the customer’s request – that it has executed an order 

in accordance with its execution policy.2341 

 

The preparatory works then proceed to address how the best execution provisions in MiFID 

and the MiFID Implementing Directive are to be transposed into Swedish law. The basic 

principle is held to be that a firm is obliged to execute an order on the terms that are most 

beneficial for the customer.2342 It is also said that the vectors and criteria to be taken into 

                                                 
2338 Ibid. at 453. Cf. Chapter 8, Section 29 of the 2007 Act. 
2339 Ibid. 
2340 Ibid. 
2341 Ibid. Cf. Chapter 8, Section 32 of the 2007 Act. 
2342 Ibid. 
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account by the firm so that best execution can be achieved are relatively comprehensively 

addressed in MiFID and the MiFID Implementing Directive. At the same time, the 

preparatory works hold that these rules give firms considerable leeway to draw up – in their 

execution guidelines – how they intend to achieve best execution.2343  

 

In the preparatory works, it was stated that prior Swedish law does not contain any explicit 

provisions that set out a duty of best execution.2344 The need for explicit best execution rules 

to transpose the best execution rules in MiFID is recognized in the preparatory works.2345 

 

The preparatory works then discuss aspects of the firms’ substantial best execution obligation. 

With reference to preamble 66 to the MiFID Implementing Directive, it is stated that the best 

execution obligation applies to each customer order.2346 However, the best execution 

obligation in this view does not entail a right for the customer to obtain the best terms of trade 

that would have been possible to obtain at any venue. Instead, best execution is to be gauged 

against the venues included in the broker’s best execution policy. “Normally, if possible” 

(Sw. normalt, om möjligt) more than one venue for each financial instrument should be 

included in the best execution policy.2347 

7.3.4.3 Client Order Handling Rules and Transparency Rules in the 2007 Act 

As with provisions on best execution, the preparatory works to the 2007 Act note that prior 

Swedish law did not contain any explicit provisions on client order handling. Consequently, 

explicit order handling rules were introduced in Chapter 8, Section 33 that transpose Article 

22.1 of MiFID. Pursuant to this provision, a firm shall execute a customer order “swiftly, 

effectively and fairly” without causing the customer detriment in relation to other customers 

or the firm’s proprietary trading. Otherwise comparable customer orders shall be executed in 

accordance with the time when they were received by the firm, unless there are reasons to 

execute them in a different sequence. 

 

                                                 
2343 Ibid. at 453 f. In this context, it merits mention that the 2006 inquiry argued that it is neither suitable nor 
even possible to regulate in detail what best execution entails. Instead, firms must be afforded the flexibility and 
freedom to choose that comes with drawing up their own execution policies. It is also held that the best 
execution duty does not entail an obligation to obtain the best price. As an example, the inquiry states that if the 
best price was offered by a small venue in a third country that was not included in a firm’s execution policy, the 
firm would not have violated its best execution duty by failing to execute against that price. SOU 2006:50 at 381. 
2344 Prop. 2006/07:115 p. 454.  
2345 Ibid. 
2346 Ibid. 
2347 Prop. 2006/07:115 p. 454 f. 
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The client limit order handling rules were also transposed through statutory rules in the 2007 

Act. Chapter 9, Section 1 of the Act provides that an unexecuted client limit order shall be 

published by the firm in a manner that makes it easily accessible for other market participants 

unless the client has given other instructions. The preparatory works noted that no similar 

provisions had existed in earlier Swedish law. Moreover, it was stated that unexecuted orders 

could be published by entering it into the order book system of a regulated market or an MTF, 

but also by other means as long as such publication made it possible to execute the order as 

soon as market conditions allow.2348 

 

As regards transparency provisions, the preparatory works to the 2007 Act noted that previous 

Swedish rules met the MiFID requirements except as regards disclosure of depth of orders. At 

the same time, it was noted that Swedish venues normally disclosed depth of orders. A 

requirement to disclose depth of orders as well as other pieces of information was added to 

the Swedish rules, although it was also noted that this would not entail any practical changes 

for the venues.2349 The post-trade transparency requirements in MiFID in the main 

corresponded to existing Swedish rules, except with regard to the duty to disclose information 

on negotiated transactions and if the terms of a trade have been determined by factors other 

than the current market valuation of the share.2350 Regarding these requirements, it was noted 

(i) that they will be directly applicable since they were set out in the implementing 

Regulation, and (ii) that these pieces of information are noted in the execution information 

that the Stockholm Stock Exchange gathers.2351 

 

The transparency requirements relative to systematic internalizers were discussed at some 

length in the preparatory works to the 2007 Act. Several issues merit mention in this context. 

First of all, the concept of systematic internalizers was introduced into Swedish law through 

the Act.2352 Second, the preparatory works state that Sweden avails itself of the possibility to 

have two cumulative conditions for what constitutes a liquid share as per Article 22 of the 

implementing Regulation. It is noted that this option allows Member States to limit, to some 

extent, the number of shares to which the rules concerning systematic internalizers apply.2353 

Third, the preparatory works note that systematic internalizers are precluded from offering 
                                                 
2348 Ibid. at 404. 
2349 Ibid. at 398. 
2350 Ibid. at 398 f. 
2351 Ibid. at 399. 
2352 Ibid. at 405. 
2353 Ibid. at 406 f. 
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price improvement. This, in combination with their best execution duty, would typically 

require them to route a client order to the venue where the better price is displayed.2354 

7.3.4.4 Order Execution Rules Enacted by the SFSA Under the 2007 Act 

Pursuant to delegated authority granted through provisions in the 2007 Act, the Swedish 

Financial Supervisory Authority (SFSA) issued regulations on best execution and order 

handling.2355 The SFSA regulations contained more detailed provisions on the obligations that 

impinge on firms pursuant to MiFID and related legal acts. However, the SFSA regulations 

did not entail any additional rules but merely consisted in a transposition of the relevant 

articles in MiFID and the Implementing Directive. The best execution provisions in Articles 

44 and 46 of the MiFID implementing Directive correspond to the provisions in Chapter 18 of 

the SFSA regulations regarding securities business.2356 Articles 47-49 of the implementing 

Directive, which deal with order handling obligations, correspond to Chapter 20, Sections 1-

10 of the same SFSA regulations.2357 

7.3.4.5 Guidance by the Swedish Securities Dealers Association 

In connection with the entry into force of MiFID, the SSDA issued several documents that 

addressed the new best execution regime. However, these documents did not constitute new 

rules for the SSDA’s members but rather guidance on how to comply with the best execution 

requirements. The SSDA drew up a template for an execution policy, which firms could 

use,2358 guidance on how firms should determine which regulated markets and MTFs to 

include in the execution policy,2359 and guidance on how firms should monitor and assess best 

execution with regard to shares.2360 

 

                                                 
2354 Ibid. at 407. It is also noted that the order could be executed at the inferior price offered by the systematic 
internalizer if the customer prefers that, since the best execution obligation can be overridden by specific 
customer instructions. Ibid. at 407 f. 
2355 Finansinspektionen [The Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority], Finansinspektionens föreskrifter om 
värdepappersrörelse [The SFSA Regulations Governing Investment Services and Activities], FFFS 2007:16 as 
amended. 
2356 Ibid. 
2357 Ibid. 
2358 Svenska Fondhandlareföreningen [SSDA], Mall – Best Execution Policy [Template – Best Execution Policy] 
as drawn up in July 2007 and updated in December 2008. 
2359 Vägledning från Svenska Fondhandlareföreningens compliancegrupp [Guidance from the SSDA’s 
compliance group], Utvärdering av vilka reglerade marknader och MTFer (handelsplatser) som bör väljas för 
genomförande av ordrar från icke-professionella kunder [Assessment of which regulated markets and MTFs 
should be chosen for execution of orders from non-professional customers] as published in January 2009. 
2360 Vägledning från Svenska Fondhandlareföreningens compliancegrupp [Guidance from the SSDA’s 
compliance group], Kontroll och uppföljning av ”Best Execution” avseende aktier [Monitoring and Assessment 
of ”Best Execution” with regard to shares] as published in February 2009. 
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Several observations can be made concerning these documents. As regards the execution 

policy template, it seemingly is intended to apply to both professional and non-professional 

customers. Nevertheless, Section 2 provides that the firm will “normally” (Sw. normalt) 

consider price to be the most important factor. It is stated, though, that other factors may be 

more important when executing large orders or order with special conditions. Section 3 states 

that the firm holds that financial instruments are traded at the best price at the most liquid 

venue for that instrument. This entails that the firm will “normally” execute orders at the most 

liquid venue. 

 

Execution of proprietary trades, when the firm trades against the customer, is also addressed 

in the template. Section 5 states e.g. that when the firm provides the customer with an 

indicative or a fixed quote, the parties agree to the transaction by accepting the quoted price. 

The template provides that the execution policy does not apply to such transactions, which 

constitute agreements between the firm and the customer. Similarly, with regard to 

transactions in financial instruments that are typically not traded on regulated markets or 

MTFs, Section 7 of the template provides that when the firm provides the customer with an 

indicative or a fixed quote, the parties agree to the transaction by accepting the quoted price. 

Again, the transaction is seen as an agreement between the parties to which the execution 

policy does not apply. 

 

As far as the guidance on choice of venues is concerned, it consists of a relative short and 

succinct list of factors to take into account when considering whether a regulated market or 

MTF should be included in the execution policy. These are: 

 

 The venue’s turnover, in the aggregate and in relevant securities; 

 The firm’s costs for accessing the venue; 

 Certainty of settlement of transactions; 

 That the firm can obtain any licenses needed to connect to the venue, and that the 

venue’s rules meet the firm’s requirements; 

 That the venue uses technology that is safe and dependable, and which the firm can 

handle; 

 That the venue has personnel with sufficient expertise to operate the new venue.2361  

                                                 
2361 SSDA Guidance on Assessment of venues, op. cit. 
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The guidance concerning the monitoring and assessment of best execution with regard to 

shares recommends that firms use a risk based approach. This entails that the firm identifies 

areas with a higher risk that best execution is not obtained, and then analyzes sufficiently 

large samples of transactions from randomly chosen trading days with a special focus on non-

professional customers. Such samples should be taken at least once every three months.2362 

7.3.5 The 2009 Commission Act 

7.3.5.1 A New Commission Act 

In 2009, a new Commission Act was adopted by the Swedish Parliament.2363 The new law 

was thus enacted after the introduction of statutory best execution rules in 2007, and the 

interplay between fiduciary duties and best execution provisions is addressed in the 

preparatory works to the new Act. It is noted in the preparatory works that the need for 

consumer protection must be taken into account in the context of securities trading,2364 and 

that the 1914 Act did not contain any particular consumer protection provisions.2365 Against 

this backdrop, the Swedish government stated that consumer protection must be strengthened. 

At the same time, it was stressed that trading should not be rendered too complicated or 

expensive, and that the rules should not aim to shield the investor against all types of risks 

such as, e.g., financial risks that may be inherent in securities transactions.2366 Moreover, the 

preparatory works noted that the new legislation should be drafted in conformity with the 

2004 Markets in Financial Instruments Directive.2367 Also, the heightened consumer 

protection that the new Commission Act resulted in was deemed not to have detrimental 

effects on the competitiveness of Swedish brokers vis-à-vis foreign brokers.2368 

 

The relationship between the obligations set out in the new Commission Act and the best 

execution duty as laid down in the 2007 Securities Market Act, which transposed the main 

corpus of MiFID provisions in Swedish law, will not be analyzed in this part. Instead, this 

                                                 
2362 SSDA Guidance on Monitoring and Assessment of ”Best Execution” with regard to shares, op. cit. 
2363 For a scholarly analysis of the 2009 Act, see Torgny Håstad, Köprätt och annan kontraktsrätt [The law of 
sales and other law of contract], 6th ed. (Uppsala: Iustus, 2009), especially Chapter 16. Munukka perceptively 
analyzes a 2007 draft of what was to become the 2009 Act and the applicability of its provisions on securities 
trading. Munukka, op. cit. at B.1.6.2. 
2364 Prop. 2008/09:88 at 23. 
2365 Ibid. at 24. 
2366 Ibid. 
2367 Ibid. 
2368 Ibid. 
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issue will be addressed after the relevant rules – both the Commission Act and the Securities 

Market Act – have been described. 

7.3.5.2 The Extent of the Fiduciary Duty of Loyalty Pursuant to the 2009 Act 

As regards the nature of the agent’s fiduciary duty, Section 4 of the 2009 Commission Act 

provides that the agent is to consider the interests of the principal when discharging his duty. 

The preparatory works make it clear that the basic duty of the agent is the same as under the 

1914 Act; namely, to act in the interest of the principal. This entails a duty to put the interest 

of the principal before those of the agent himself.2369 An example of the implications of this 

duty given in the preparatory works is that an agent who has been entrusted to purchase goods 

for the part of the principal must do this before he himself can purchase goods within the limit 

given by the principal.2370 Moreover, it is said that the agent is obliged to endeavor to obtain 

the best possible result for the principal. In this context, reference is made to both Section 7 

and Section 9 of the 1914 Act.2371 Interestingly, the preparatory works state explicitly both 

that (i) the agent is required to carry out the assignment as soon as possible, without waiting 

to see whether a better price is obtainable, and (ii) that the agent is required to obtain a better 

price than that set out in an instruction from the principal if circumstances so allow.2372 If the 

agent neglects to obtain a better price where this was possible, it is no defense that the actual 

(inferior) price obtained was acceptable to the principal.2373 

 

The preparatory works also state that the new Commission Act, like the 1914 Act, should 

contain explicit provisions setting out certain obligations that weigh on the agent due to “the 

general duty of care” (Sw. omsorgsplikten), namely the duties to follow instructions from the 

principal and ask for new instructions when necessary (when circumstances render it 

impossible or inadvisable to follow the original instructions).2374 As regards the duty to ask 

for new instructions, the preparatory works address securities markets transactions 

specifically. In this context, it is stated that it nearly never (Sw. så gott som aldrig) will be 

necessary to ask for new instructions. Instead, the investment firm will normally only be able 

                                                 
2369 Ibid. at 35 and 94. 
2370 Ibid. at 35. 
2371 Ibid. at 36. 
2372 Ibid. at 94. Cf. Håstad, who argues that if the principal has set a limit price and it is possible to obtain a 
superior price, it follows from Section 4 of the 2009 Act that the agent shall strive to obtain the superior price 
without first seeking new instructions. Håstad, op. cit. at 315. 
2373 Ibid. 
2374 Ibid. 
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to follow the original instructions.2375 Moreover, it is stated that if an agent is unable to obtain 

new instructions, he or she should abstain from carrying out the assignment rather than 

carrying it out at his or her own discretion.2376 

 

The preparatory works offer some further elaboration of the extent of the agent’s fiduciary 

duty. The duty becomes particularly important when the agent trades in similar goods for his 

own account or when the agent performs similar services for other principals.2377 Here, it is 

observed that the agent when he or she performs transactions for the part of the principal must 

ensure that the price is not inferior to what would have been obtained in a transaction with a 

third party.2378 The issue of speedy execution is also addressed; the agent should strive to 

perform the service as soon as possible. In this context, it is said that the agent may not delay 

performance of his or her services in order to try to obtain a better price.2379 However, the 

preparatory works also affirm that the agent must seek to obtain a more favorable price than 

that set out in the instructions from the principal, if circumstances allow. Here, it is explicitly 

stated that the agent may not claim in his defense that a price acceptable to the principal was 

obtained, if it had been possible to transact at more favorable terms.2380 

 

Section 2 of the Act provides that if the principal is a consumer and the agent is acting in the 

course of business as business agent, the parties may not agree to terms that are less beneficial 

for the principal than the provisions of the Act. However, Section 2 goes on to provide that 

this does not apply when the principal is a professional investor pursuant to Chapter 8, 

Section 17 of the 2007 Act on the Securities Market. The preparatory works state that if a 

consumer is sufficiently experienced in and knowledgeable about securities trading, and has 

requested to be treated as a professional customer, he or she should be able to agree with the 

firm concerning e.g. the price. The reference to the pertinent provision of the 2007 Act 

enables such experienced consumers to contract without being bound by the restriction that 

otherwise applies to contracts between consumer principals and agent firms.2381 

                                                 
2375 Ibid. 
2376 Ibid. at 37. 
2377 Ibid. at 94. 
2378 Ibid. 
2379 Ibid. 
2380 Ibid. 
2381 Ibid. 
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7.3.5.3 Specific Duties Relative to Limit Orders and Seeking Further Instructions 

from the Principal 

Specific obligations of agents when the principal has set a limit price are set out in Section 5 

of the 2009 Act. Section 5 stipulates that if the principal has set a limit price for a sale or 

purchase but the circumstances are such that these instructions should not be followed, the 

agent should ask for new instructions if this seems reasonable. Section 5 also provides that an 

agent who cannot receive new instructions should cancel the execution of the transaction, 

unless special circumstances render it presumable that the principal would want the 

transaction executed. In this case, the agent is to execute the transaction in a suitable manner. 

The comments to Section 5 in the preparatory works note that a need for new instructions may 

arise, e.g., when the securities that the principal wants to transact in no longer exist or when 

the agent could act according to the instructions but this would be detrimental to the 

principal.2382 In the latter case, execution of the order according to the instructions could 

entail a breach of the basic fiduciary duty to consider the interests of the principal.2383 

However, the preparatory works state that the duty under Section 5 to seek new instructions 

would rarely apply to the rapid and extensive execution of buy and sell orders in securities 

markets, where the agent normally would be expected to follow the original instructions. It is 

also noted, however, that the agent’s reliance on the original instructions in the context of 

securities transactions may not be enough if the agency relation concerns not only one-off 

transactions but is of longer duration.2384 

 

The preparatory works also address whether an agent transacting in securities for the principal 

may execute an order in situations when the principal’s instructions cannot be followed. The 

general rule, as set out in Section 5 of the 2009 Act and mentioned supra, is that the agent 

should cancel the execution of the order unless special circumstances renders it presumable 

that the principal would want the transaction executed. However, as regards securities 

transactions, it is stated that an agent would be free to execute the transaction in disregard of 

the principal instructions – e.g. at a higher purchase price or lower sales price than the limit 

price set by the principal – only in very rare cases. If new instructions from the principal 

cannot be obtained, the circumstances would almost always (Sw. så gott som alltid) render it 

                                                 
2382 Ibid. at 97. 
2383 Ibid. 
2384 Ibid. 
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necessary to cancel the transaction.2385 At the same time, the preparatory works assume that 

an agent who has complied with the conduct of business provisions on order handling in the 

securities market legislation has also met the corresponding requirements in Section 5 of the 

2009 Commission Act.2386 

7.3.5.4 Provisions on Price Reporting, Self-Entry and Combination by Agents 

The 2009 Act also contains rules governing the self-entry of agents. Pursuant to Section 19 of 

the Act, an agent may take the other side of the transaction against the principal (self-entry) or 

carry out assignments from two agents by having them trade with each other (combination) if 

the assignment is carried out “in competition with several buyers or sellers” (Sw. i konkurrens 

med flera köpare eller säljare). Otherwise, i.e. if an assignment is not carried out in 

competition so defined, the agent must obtain express consent from the principal before 

engaging in self-entry or combination. However, Section 19 also stipulates that express 

consent is not required if the agent is an eligible counterparty pursuant to Chapter 8, Section 

19 of the 2007 Act on the Securities Market. On this issue, the preparatory works succinctly 

state that it may be presumed that such a principal is aware of the potential conflict of 

interests that may arise.2387 Moreover, it follows from Section 19 of the 2009 Act that the 

agent and the principal may agree on contractual terms that modify the requirement to obtain 

prior express consent, provided that the principal is a professional investor pursuant to 

Chapter 8, Sections 16 or 17 of the 2007 Act. Sections 20 and 21 contain similar provisions 

that allow parties to agree on contractual terms that modify the agent’s reporting 

requirements, provided that the principal is a professional investor pursuant to Chapter 8, 

Sections 16 or 17 of the 2007 Act. 

 

The preparatory works note that transactions where the agent takes the other side of the trade 

typically results in a conflict of interest that does not characterize an agency assignment 

where the agent has a duty to see to the principal’s interests.2388 However, it is subsequently 

noted that if the assignment is carried out in competition with several buyers or sellers, there 

is no need for specific rules to govern self-entry. If a principals’ order is submitted to e.g. a 

regulated market or similar trading venue, the agent does not control the handling of the 

execution. Thus, there is no conflict of interest between the agent and the principal in this case 

                                                 
2385 Ibid. at 98. 
2386 Ibid. 
2387 Ibid. at 47. 
2388 Ibid. at 45. 
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even if the agent takes the other side of the trade.2389 In effect, rules on self-entry are only 

necessary with regard to transactions where the agent executes an order internally.2390 

 

The preparatory works also discuss at what point in time self-entry shall be deemed to occur. 

The 1914 Act provided that self-entry occurred when the agent sent a communication to the 

principal about the transaction. If the communication is sent some time after the execution of 

the transaction, e.g. when the transaction is executed in the morning and information is sent to 

the principal after close of business, the agent faces the risk of adverse price movements in the 

meantime. Against this backdrop, the rule in the 1914 Act is abolished so that the 2009 Act 

does not specify at what time self-entry is deemed to have occurred.2391 This in turn renders it 

necessary to provide detailed rules on how agents report the prices obtained in such 

transactions.2392 

 

The rules on how agents are to report the prices obtained, both in self-entry or combination 

transactions and other transactions, are set out in Sections 20 and 21 of the Act. Section 20 

provides inter alia that if the agent has executed a transaction subsequent to reception of the 

principal’s order, and that transaction would suffice as execution of the principal’s order, the 

transaction price reported to the principal may not be inferior to that transaction price. This 

does not apply if the agent can demonstrate that the other transaction was not entered into due 

to the principal’s order. Section 20 also provides that the transaction price reported to the 

principal may not be inferior to the market price at the point in time (i) when the agent 

informed the principal about the executed transaction, or (ii) when it was established in a 

reliable manner through documentation that the transaction had been executed. Section 21 

gives the principal the right to obtain ex post pricing information from the agent. 

 

When discussing these provisions, the preparatory works to the 2009 Act note that self-entry 

may occur at any time, not necessarily when the agent communicates information about the 

transaction to the principal. The law also gives the agent the option to report the price as the 

                                                 
2389 Ibid. Although the preparatory works do not state it explicitly, the rationale behind this would seem to be that 
prices at e.g. a regulated market are set through the collective activities of market participants and that the agent, 
when taking the other side of a trade, would have to trade at the terms available in the market. 
2390 Ibid. 
2391 Ibid. at 47. 
2392 Ibid. 
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market price at the point in time when the transaction was executed, as established in a 

reliable manner through documentation.2393 

 

Interestingly, the preparatory works also discuss the limited empirical evidence available 

concerning self-entry in Swedish securities markets. Pursuant to an earlier study, self-entry 

occurred relatively frequently in Swedish securities markets. According to firms, self-entry 

trades were normally executed at the most favorable price available on the market, which 

means that the principal receives the same price that would have been realized if the 

transaction had been executed on a regulated market.2394 Moreover, it was noted that abuse of 

self-entry opportunities had not been found but that it was difficult to ascertain how the 

principal’s interests are in fact cared for in these cases.2395 

 

At a more general, conceptual level, it was stated that self-entry entailed advantages for the 

agent but not for the principal, and that it could be questioned whether it should be allowed at 

all. However, it was argued that MiFID would seem to presume that laws in Member States 

allow for self-entry.2396 The preparatory works state that self-entry should be allowed, but that 

specific rules should protect the principal from the agent’s speculating and making a profit at 

the expense of the principal. 

7.3.6 The Interplay between the 2007 Securities Market Act and the 2009 
Commission Act 

7.3.6.1 Introduction 

It has been described above how the 1914 Swedish Commission Act, which sets out fiduciary 

duties of agents including brokers, was replaced by a new Commission Act in 2009. In the 

time elapsed since the previous act was adopted, Swedish securities legislation had undergone 

fundamental changes. Arguably one of the most important events had occurred recently; only 

two years before the adoption of the new Commission Act, the 2007 Securities Market Act 

constituted a major overhaul of the laws that governed the securities industry and transposed 

the EU legal framework, which was to a large degree fully harmonized through MiFID. This 

entailed, among other things, the introduction of new statutory best execution rules that 

                                                 
2393 Ibid. at 49. 
2394 Ibid. at 45 f. 
2395 Ibid. at 46. It was also noted that knowledge about the self-entry provisions and the specific pricing 
provisions in the 1914 Act was limited, also among firms. Ibid. 
2396 Ibid. 
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applied to investment firms. Effectively, this entailed that a new obligation, with an obvious if 

somewhat unclear relation to the existing agency obligations under the Commission Act, was 

set out in legislation. 

 

In this context, it bears repeating that the transposition of MiFID’s provisions into Swedish 

law in 2007 entailed a substantial recasting of Swedish laws and regulations concerning 

trading in financial instruments. Relatively soon afterwards, the 1914 Commission Act was 

replaced by the 2009 Act with the same name. However, no cases have since been treated by 

either Swedish courts – as regards the fiduciary duties pursuant to the 2009 Commission Act – 

or the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority – with regard to the best execution 

obligations set out in the 2007 Securities Market Act on the and related regulations.2397 Thus, 

there does not appear to be any Swedish case law available to shed light on how courts and 

authorities construe these obligations. However, earlier case law may still have some – albeit 

limited – predictive value, not least with regard to the extent of the agent’s fiduciary duties 

under the 2009 Act. 

 

When the 2007 Act was proposed, it was noted that no explicit best execution provisions 

existed in Swedish law. However, it was also stated that the general soundness provision in 

Chapter 1, Section 7 of the Securities Business Act and Section 7 of the 1914 Commission 

Act both included (Sw. innefatta) a best execution “principle”.2398 Moreover, it was noted that 

several investor protection provisions in MiFID, e.g. the duty to act in the best interests of 

clients, disclose information to clients and obtain best execution, closely resembled 

obligations set out in the 1914 Commission Act.2399 The preparatory works went on to note 

that work was under way to reform the 1914 Commission Act, and that the question whether 

trade in financial instruments should continue to be subject to the Commission Act’s rules 

would be better addressed in the context of the review of that Act.2400 

7.3.6.2 The Preparatory Works to the 2009 Commission Act 

When the 2009 Commission Act was drafted, the existing, MiFID-derived legislation 

concerning the obligations of e.g. investment firms rendered it necessary to address the 

                                                 
2397 The same holds true as regards the broader conduct of business obligations in the – now obsolete – Securities 
Business Act, see section 7.3.3.5 supra. 
2398 Prop. 2006/07:115 p. 454. The relationship between these two pre-existing provisions and the degree to 
which best execution obligations could be inferred from the one or the other was not elaborated in more detail. 
2399 Ibid. at 434. 
2400 Ibid. at 433 f. 
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relationship between these rules and the new agency obligations in the Commission Act.2401 

As regards the interplay between the best execution provisions in the 2007 Securities Market 

Act and the new 2009 Commission Act, the preparatory works to the latter stress the need to 

reconcile the requirements imposed by these two Acts and avoid burdensome duplication of 

rules. Moreover, it is stated that the basic assumption must be that a brokerage firm that has 

complied with the requirements in the 2007 Securities Market Act also has met the 

corresponding requirements in the 2009 Commission Act.2402 

 

However, the preparatory works also reaffirm the need for a statutory fiduciary duty of loyalty 

even after the introduction of statutory best execution rules through the 2007 Act on the 

Securities Market. It is stated that a statutory fiduciary duty for brokers must be retained, in 

the interest of legal certainty. The preparatory works mention an alternative approach – that a 

fiduciary duty could be construed from the best execution rules in the 2007 Act on the 

Securities Market together with general principles of agency law, without any need for a 

separate statutory fiduciary duty of loyalty – only to rule it out.2403 

 

In the context of a discussion on the potential costs of the new rules, the preparatory works 

state that new rules could increase the costs of financial services. The preparatory works go 

on to argue that detailed rules set out in the 2007 Act already impose obligations on firms 

regarding most issues (Sw. i de flesta frågor)2404 covered by the new Commission Act,2405 and 

that the prospect of civil law liability concerning investor protection should not pose an 

additional burden on firms provided that the obligations imposed by the civil law regime are 

not more extensive than those imposed by the earlier rules. For a customer, on the other hand, 

the possibility to claim for damages and rescission of contract may be very important.2406 

 

The 2007 Act is explicitly referred to in several provisions of the 2009 Act. Concerning 

freedom of contract, it is invoked in order to define those consumers who may upon request 

be excluded from the scope of the general rule in Section 2 of the 2009 Act that limit parties’ 

opportunities to draw up contractual terms that would be detrimental to consumers. Moreover, 

self-entry when the principal is an eligible counterparty as defined in the 2007 Act is made 
                                                 
2401 Prop. 2008/09:88 at 24. 
2402 Ibid. 
2403 Ibid. at 27 f. 
2404 Ibid. at 32. 
2405 Ibid. 
2406 Ibid. 
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easier by the provision in Section 19 of the 2009 Act that removes the requirement for prior 

express consent. Informational requirements concerning the transaction price for proprietary 

(self-entry) transactions may be varied if the consumer principal is a professional investor as 

defined in the 2007 Act, pursuant to Sections 20 and 21 of the 2009 Act. 

7.3.6.3 Observations on the Preparatory Works: Possible Inconsistencies with the 

2007 Act? 

In the context of price reporting requirements, the preparatory works to the 2009 Act contain 

interesting statements. When discussing the information requirements in Sections 20 and 21 

of the Act, the preparatory works start by referring to the best execution rules of the 2007 Act. 

It is held that these rules do not require firms to obtain the best price that was available at any 

venue at a specific point in time. Rather, the assessment is to be done based on the venues that 

are included in the firm’s policies.2407 

 

For completeness if nothing else, one potential conflict between the 2007 Act and the 2009 

Act, or more precisely the MiFID implementing Directive and the 2009 Act, merit mention; it 

concerns the deference given in the implementing Directive and the 2009 Act, respectively, to 

customer instructions. Article 44.2 of the MiFID implementing Directive provides that a firm 

satisfies its best execution obligation to the extent that it executes an order or a specific aspect 

of an order following specific instructions from the client. The 2005 inquiry discussed the 

draft version of this provision and argued that an unconditional duty to comply with 

instructions would not be compatible with “good sense” (Sw. förnuft) and market practice, 

which would allow firms to ignore instructions in cases where conditions on the market have 

changed significantly after the instruction was given.2408 In this context, the 2005 inquiry 

noted that the Section 8 of the 1914 Act contained provisions that allowed the agent to depart 

from the principal’s instructions when circumstances necessitated it.2409 As noted in Section 

7.3.5 supra, the preparatory works to the 2009 Act also discuss the duty to follow instructions 

in securities markets transactions. In this context, it is stated that it nearly never (Sw. så gott 

som aldrig) will be necessary to ask for new instructions. Instead, the investment firm will 

                                                 
2407 Ibid. at 49 with reference to prop. 2006/07:115 at 454 f. It does not appear completely clear what this means. 
If a firm takes the other side and internalizes a trade, is it required to report the best available market price at any 
venue or “only” the best available market price among the venues in its execution policy? If it is the second of 
the two, firms are actually better off when they internalize trades and do not have the venue with the best price in 
the execution policy. 
2408 SOU 2005:120 at 199. The problem was subsequently noted by Munukka as well. Munukka, op. cit. at 249. 
2409 SOU 2005:120 at 198. 
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normally only be able to follow the original instructions.2410 Moreover, it is stated that if an 

agent is unable to obtain new instructions in situations where the original instructions can or 

ought not to be followed, he or she should abstain from carrying out the assignment rather 

than carrying it out at his or her own discretion.2411 Although it is debatable whether 

neglecting to execute a transaction pursuant to the principal’s instructions – even in a situation 

when executing the transaction would be detrimental to the principal – is compatible with the 

literal wording of Article 44.2 of the MiFID implementing Directive, it appears unlikely that 

the issue would arise in practice; for example, in cases where the shares that the instruction 

indicated no longer exists,2412 execution of the order is not practically feasible.2413 

 

Other provisions concerning instructions in MiFID and national Swedish agency can be 

reconciled more easily. MiFID and the 2007 Act set out several execution vectors to be 

considered by the agent/broker by default. As regards retail investors, achieving the best 

possible price is paramount. A possible conflict between these provisions and national 

Swedish agency law could arise, if a retail investor gives instructions that would entail a 

breach of the default best execution obligations in MiFID and the 2007 Act; e.g. if a retail 

investor prefers a speedy execution at an inferior price. Here, the broker is bound by national 

Swedish agency law to follow instructions from the investor, even if this would mean a 

breach of the default best execution obligations under the 2007 Act. However, this does not 

become an issue since MiFID Article 21.1 provides that firms shall execute orders following 

any specific instructions that the client has given, and Article 44.2 of the implementing 

Directive states that a firm that executes an order following specific instructions from the 

client has met its best execution obligations. 

 

                                                 
2410 Ibid. 
2411 Ibid. at 37. Håstad notes that the solution chosen by the Swedish legislator, as expressed in the preparatory 
works to the 2009 Act, allows firms to abstain from carrying out customer instructions in situations where 
conditions are such that they ought not to be followed. Håstad, op. cit. at 314. Håstad argues that brokers would 
prefer not to have to assess themselves whether to follow an instruction and that they prefer a rule according to 
which they may always follow given instructions. Håstad goes on to state that such a rule would run counter to 
“the basic principle of the commission agreement” (Sw. kommissionsuppdragets grundprincip) and notes 
approvingly that the Swedish legislator has “avoided” (Sw. undvikit) to introduce this exception in Swedish law. 
Ibid. The issue is also addressed by Munukka, who states that the conflict between the 2007 Act and the (then) 
proposed new Commission Act would be difficult to manage (Sw. svårhanterad). Munukka, op. cit. at 249. 
2412 An example provided in the preparatory works to the 2009 Act. Prop. 2008/09:88 at 97. 
2413 The situation where an instruction can, but ought not to, be followed is somewhat more difficult to analyze 
since the preparatory works to the 2009 Act do not provide any concrete examples, merely a general description 
of cases where it might be possible but would be detrimental (Sw. oförmånligt) to execute the order in 
accordance with the instructions. Prop. 2008/09:88 at 37.  
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Regarding the rules that apply to customers that are not professional investors, the preparatory 

works subsequently reiterate – in the context of the agent’s duty to provide information to the 

principal – that the default position is that a firm which has complied with its duties under the 

2007 Act to inform and report to the customer2414 will be considered to have complied with 

the information requirements in Section 4 of the 2009 Act as well.2415 Similarly with regard to 

the agent’s duty to seek new instructions, the preparatory works state that an agent who has 

complied with the conduct of business provisions on order handling in the securities market 

legislation has also met the corresponding requirements in Section 5 of the 2009 Commission 

Act.2416 

7.3.7 Analysis of Swedish Law on Best Execution 

7.3.7.1 Introduction 

In the below, the law described in preceding sections of this chapter will be analyzed with a 

view to identifying the extent of order execution obligations under Swedish law. The analysis 

is carried out according to the method used to identify the material content of obligations 

under Swedish law, as described in Chapter 2 supra. 

7.3.7.2 Best Execution Obligations in Sweden 

Agency law obligations have been set out in statutory law since at least the early 18th century. 

Pursuant to this law, the agent is held to fiduciary duties vis-à-vis the principal. At least since 

1914, specific provisions of statutory agency law have set out the obligations that a broker is 

held to when executing agency transactions for clients’ behalf. Moreover, case law has 

confirmed that a broker has a duty to try to execute an order at the best possible price for the 

client.2417 One early case suggests that brokers that complied with broadly construed industry 

standards concerning the speed of execution would not be held liable.2418 However, the dearth 

of case law concerning agency transactions in the securities markets renders it difficult to 

ascertain the extent to which brokers were held to other obligations when executing client 

transactions. 

 

Brokers’ duties could to some extent be defined with referenced to rules drawn up by self-

regulatory organizations. It has been noted that Swedish legislation tended to be relatively 
                                                 
2414 More specifically, Chapter 8, Section 27 of the 2007 Act. Prop. 2008/09:88 at 96. 
2415 Ibid. 
2416 Ibid. at 98. 
2417 NJA 1930 s. 207. 
2418 NJA 1921 p. 535. 
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detailed and leave less scope for alternative or complementary self-regulatory norms.2419 Case 

law noted supra suggests that when orders were executed within e.g. timeframes that would 

not have violated SRO rules, the broker would be seen to have fulfilled his obligations in that 

regard.2420 Earlier case law had already recognized that parties’ obligations in connection with 

securities transactions could be inferred from “securities trading customs”, which could bind 

the parties.2421 Moreover, non-binding guidelines from supervisory authorities may be 

relevant to consider when determining whether someone has acted with due care or not.2422 

 

Subsequently, the transposition of MiFID in Swedish law resulted in the creation of a specific 

statutory best execution regime alongside the older agency law. The best execution rules, 

order handling rules and transparency requirements in MiFID and the implementing legal 

instruments were implemented in legislation and, to some extent, regulation by the Swedish 

Financial Supervisory Authority. 

 

Swedish law can thus be divided into a pre- and post-2007 phase. Before 2007, broker 

obligations were set out in the 1914 Commission Act and, to some extent, in case law. For 

example, an obligation to endeavor to obtain the best price available flows from NJA 1930 p. 

207.2423 Moreover, it has been observed that although the 1919 Act governing brokers’ 

activities did not contain a reference to the Commission Act, the latter Act was nevertheless 

held to apply to brokers’ dealings with customers.2424 Post-2007, an additional obligation to 

draw up and comply with specific best execution policies applies to brokers. Brokers are thus 

held to both a fiduciary duty and an explicit statutory best execution obligation. The fiduciary 

duty would seem to apply in each case, i.e. for each order executed. The same holds true for 

the best execution obligation, although this duty entails an obligation to maintain and comply 

                                                 
2419 Jansson, op. cit. at 37 f. 
2420 NJA 1921 p. 535. 
2421 See NJA 1922 p. 178. Reference to industry customs, more specifically the rules applicable to persons 
trading on the Stockholm Stock Exchange, was also made by the court in NJA 1921 p. 535. 
2422 NJA 1995 p. 695. 
2423 The broker’s fiduciary duty as construed by the Swedish Supreme Court in this case entails a duty to 
endeavor to obtain the best price available. In the case, which concerned broker behavior in one single case of 
OTC trading rather than repeated or systematic defective order execution, the Supreme Court considered the 
relationship between the broker and the client, but did not address the economic mechanisms behind or functions 
of this duty. In contrast, the European Commission proposal for a best execution regime at the EU level was 
predicated on best execution as a mechanism to achieve price improvement for the end investor and increased 
market liquidity. Commission ISD Proposal (2002/625) at 14. 
2424 SOU 2005:120 at 90. Moreover, as noted above, preparatory works to the 2007 Act stated that a best 
execution obligation – whose relationship to the agent’s obligations under 1914 Act remains unclear – was 
included in the general soundness provision in Chapter 1, Section 7 of the 1991 Securities Business Act. Prop. 
2006/07:115 p. 454. 
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with an execution policy without necessarily ensuring the best possible price or terms of trade 

in each instance. The Swedish legislator has stated that best execution entails an obligation “in 

each individual case” to get the best possible terms of trade, but that this means the best terms 

that were available at the relevant time on the venues included in the best execution policy.2425 

 

The best execution duty and the fiduciary duty are both set out in statutory law, but display 

significant differences as regards the structure and content of the respective statutory 

provisions. The best execution provisions in the 2007 Act are relatively detailed and prescribe 

a number of actions that firms are required to take (e.g. to draw up an execution policy, 

inform customers about it, comply with it when trading and update it). Moreover, the 

provisions in the Act are complemented by provisions in pertinent SFSA regulations 

concerning e.g. the contents of the execution policy. The fiduciary duty, in contrast, is broadly 

construed. The pertinent statute in the 2009 Act merely provides that the agent shall see to the 

principal’s interest when carrying out an assignment and, to a reasonable degree, give the 

principal information. 

 

In the absence of specific, explicit best execution rules, it seems highly improbable that a 

broker would be required – due to the fiduciary duty owed to the customer – to draw up and 

use an execution policy, inform customers about it and update it at regular intervals. It seems 

fair to say that, if the best execution obligations in the 2007 Act had not been introduced, 

brokers would not have been required to draw up, comply with and inform customers about a 

specific execution policy. In the absence of case law, it is very difficult to make contrafactual 

predictions about the order execution obligations that brokers would in fact have been held to 

pursuant to the agency law obligation in the 1914 Act or the conduct of business obligation in 

the 1991 Act. An obligation not to delay the execution of orders can be identified in the 

statutory provisions of the 1914 Act, and an obligation to execute at the best possible price 

has been established in case law.2426 

 

Compared to earlier fiduciary and conduct of business obligations, the statutory best 

execution provisions in the 2007 Act and related regulations most likely entail more 

administrative work for the brokers in connection with the drawing up, communicating and 

                                                 
2425 Prop. 2006/07:115 p. 454 f. 
2426 NJA 1930 p. 207. 
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reviewing execution policies. In this sense at least, the statutory best execution regime 

imposes more extensive obligations on brokers. 

 

At the same time, the preparatory works to the new 2009 Commission Act state that the best 

execution rules in the 2007 Act are not sufficient and that a statutory fiduciary duty for 

securities brokers must be retained.2427 Thus, the existence of both a statutory fiduciary duty – 

not explicitly defined as a “best execution” duty – and best execution rules that impose 

specific obligations on brokers regarding the drawing up of and compliance with execution 

policies is recognized in Sweden. 

 

A question of critical importance in this context is whether there are any material differences 

between the fiduciary obligation and the statutory best execution duty, apart from the fact that 

the latter entail more administrative work for brokers. The fiduciary duty is broader in scope, 

based as it is on general agency obligations that are not tied to transactions with specific types 

of instruments. However, statutes or preparatory works do not identify any clear differences 

between the obligations that weigh on firms/brokers pursuant to these two sets of duties. The 

preparatory works to the 2009 Act argue that the best execution duty is not sufficient in itself. 

This could be read as implying that the broader fiduciary duty is broader not only in scope, 

but also with regard to the standard of conduct expected from the broker. 

 

However, the preparatory works to the 2009 Act state that a brokerage firm that has complied 

with the requirements in the 2007 Securities Market Act has also met the corresponding 

requirements in the 2009 Act.2428 Drawn to its extreme, this statement would imply that 

breach of the fiduciary duty would not be at hand provided that the best execution duty is 

complied with. This in turn would entail that a firm that has complied with one set of 

obligations – the best execution duty – would not risk being found guilty of breach of 

fiduciary duty in a civil process. At the same time, the 2005 inquiry argued that the fiduciary 

duty may be complemented by other obligations, e.g. from the laws governing brokers’ 

conduct of business or from regulations. In this view, breach of such rules may entail that an 

agreement between the firm and the customer is found unconscionable.2429 

 

                                                 
2427 Prop. 2008/09:88 p. 27 f. 
2428 Ibid. 
2429 SOU 2005:120 at 180 with reference to NJA 1993 p. 163, 1996 p. 19, 1999 p. 304 and 1999 p. 408. 
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This seems to suggest that a firm that complies with the best execution obligations of the 2007 

Act would also be held to have complied with the fiduciary duty in the 2009 Act. If a firm 

failed to comply with the best execution obligations, this could indicate that it had failed to 

meet its fiduciary obligation under the 2009 Act. 

 

Insofar as the two regimes overlap in this manner, the best execution regime would 

pragmatically constitute a safe haven: complying with these rules would ensure that the 

fiduciary obligations are met as well. Statements in the preparatory works to the 2009 Act 

suggest that such an overlap was indeed intended. Even if this holds true, however, the 

relationship between the two regimes is not symmetrical. If a firm complies with the fiduciary 

duty under the 2009 Act – i.e. sees to its customers’ interests in each transaction and provides 

them with reasonable amounts of information – but does not draw up, communicate, employ 

and review an execution policy, it will still be found in breach of the best execution duty in 

the 2007 Act. 

 

Thus, the 2007 Act creates a best execution regime that entails more obligations for brokers, 

compared to the pre-existing situation where fiduciary duties and general conduct of business 

obligations set out broader obligations to act in the customers’ best interests. Another, related 

question is whether the fiduciary duties in agency law (the 2009 Act) entail a more far-

reaching obligation – i.e. a stricter duty – than the specific best execution provisions in the 

2007 Act. If so, the overlap between the two regimes is not perfect and compliance with the 

2007 Act requirements does not constitute a safe haven. In this context, it must be noted that 

the agency obligation under the 2009 Act includes a duty to execute orders at a better price 

than the limit price. Thus, the broker must avail himself or herself of possibilities for price 

improvement. The statements in the preparatory works are somewhat ambiguous (the agent 

must seek to obtain a superior price if circumstances so allow)2430 and it seems unclear 

whether the broker would be held to a general duty to seek price improvement when 

executing orders to trade in shares. That the broker must execute at a superior price that is 

available seems clear, however. 

 

At least in theory, the broker’s duty to execute at a superior price could come into conflict 

with the rule that a broker who executes an order in compliance with its own execution policy 

                                                 
2430 Prop. 2008/09:88 at 94. 
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has fulfilled his or her duties as far as order execution is concerned. This latter rule was 

espoused in the preparatory works to the 2007 Act and repeated in the preparatory works to 

the 2009 Act. A broker seeking to execute an order could come across an opportunity to 

execute at a superior price at a venue not included in its execution policy. What happens then 

if the broker passes on the price improvement opportunity and instead executes the order at an 

inferior price at a venue included in the execution policy? The broker has complied with the 

provisions of the 2007 Act, which – according to the preparatory works to the 2009 Act – 

would normally entail compliance with the agency obligations under the 2009 Act as well. At 

the same time, in this fact set, the broker has indubitably passed over an opportunity to get the 

customer a better price.2431 On the face of it, the broker has complied with the specific best 

execution obligations in the 2007 Act but not the agency obligations in the 2009 Act. If the 

statements made in relation to the agency obligation in the 2009 Act are taken verbatim, 

failure to take up an available opportunity for price improvement would constitute a violation 

of the agency obligation under the Act, irrespective of whether the broker has complied with 

its own execution policy or not.2432 Moreover, this duty cannot be varied when the principal is 

a consumer. To a large extent, retail investors would be consumers to whom the duty 

necessarily applies.2433 

 

The issue of transaction price, and the broker’s obligation to obtain the best possible terms as 

regards price, reappears in the context of the broker’s duty to communicate the transaction 
                                                 
2431 If the broker goes for the better price instead, this also raises questions. In that case, the broker has executed 
the order at the best available price and squarely complied with the agency obligations in the 2009 Act. 
However, the broker has not executed the order in accordance with the execution policy. On its face, this would 
constitute a violation of the specific best execution obligations in the 2007 Act, e.g. since the firm would not be 
able to show the customer that this specific order was executed in accordance with the execution policy. 
2432 The 2006 inquiry that proposed a new Securities Market Act to transpose MiFID in Sweden argued that the 
provision in the Commission Act should be interpreted to conform with MiFID’s provisions on order execution 
obligations. SOU 2006:50 at 349. However, the preparatory works to the 2007 Act did not adopt this view, at 
least not explicitly. The preparatory works merely held that the question whether trade in financial instruments 
should continue to be subject to the Commission Act’s rules would be better addressed in the context of the 
review of that Act. Prop. 2006/07:115 at 433 f. 
2433 This situation may not arise very often in real-world securities markets, insofar as firms would be likely to be 
connected to venues included in their execution policies but less likely to be connected to other venues. Thus, 
execution at a venue to which the firm is not connected (and which is not included in the firm’s execution 
policy) would probably come with higher costs in the form of e.g. access fees. This in turn would in many cases 
render the aggregate execution costs higher even if the quoted price at the unconnected venue is superior (as 
such, less costs). Even if the total transaction cost would still be lower at the venue that is not included in the 
execution policy, the case could at least be made that the obligation under the 2009 Act does not extend to 
executing orders at such venues. This would entail an interpretation of the words “if circumstances so allow” 
that, in effect, would not require brokers to execute orders at venues that have not been included in their 
execution policy. In this view, “circumstances” would be held to prevent execution of orders at such venues. The 
author of this investigation is not convinced as to the merits of this interpretation. Effectively, this interpretation 
would leave it to the firms to create the “circumstances” that require – or not – price improvement, since the 
firms themselves draw up their execution policies. 
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price to the customer pursuant to Section 20 of the 2009 Act. The rule is intended e.g. to 

prevent the broker from speculating at the customer’s expense by deciding ex post whether a 

certain transaction was made for its own account or for the customer and applies to all 

transactions, not only proprietary (self-entry) transactions.2434 The rule provides that the 

broker may opt to report the market price (Sw. gängse pris) at either the time when the 

customer was notified that the order had been executed or the documented time of transaction. 

By reporting the price, the broker effectively “gives” the reported price to the customer as the 

transaction price. 

 

However, the “market price” may be two things – either the best price available at any venue, 

or the best price available among venues included in the broker’s execution policy. If it is the 

latter, the broker would in effect have the alternative of “giving” customer the best price at the 

time among venues in the execution policy, thus neglecting better prices available at other 

venues. The preparatory works to the 2009 Act hold that a brokerage firm which has complied 

with the requirements in the 2007 Act on the Securities Market has also met the 

corresponding requirements in the 2009 Act.2435 If this reasoning was applied to the price 

reporting requirements in Section 20, a broker would thus only be held to give the customer 

the best available price among venues included in the broker’s execution policy. 

 

Another issue concerning the interplay between the 2007 Act and the 2009 Act is that some 

types of order execution may be recognized as such in MiFID and e.g. fall within the ambit of 

the best execution rules in the 2007 Act, but not constitute executions by an agent under 

Swedish agency law (Sw. kommission). In these cases, statutory Swedish agency law is not 

applicable. This holds true as regards e.g. trading in standardized derivatives contracts on 

NasdaqOMX Stockholm.2436 However, the present investigation concerns execution of agency 

orders to trade in shares, to which both the MiFID rules and national agency law indisputably 

apply. The implications of a situation where only one of the two sets of rules apply will thus 

not be discussed further in this context.2437 

                                                 
2434 Prop. 2008/09:88 at 49. 
2435 Ibid. at 24. 
2436 Prop. 2006/07:115 p. 302. The 2006 inquiry discusses the implications of the fact that some transactions 
would be subject to the MiFID regime but not to Swedish agency law. SOU 2006:50 at 346 f. 
2437 It should be noted, however, that another situation where the applicability of both of these sets of rules may 
be questioned is when brokers’ clients place orders themselves, e.g. through direct market access (DMA) 
arrangements. The question whether the broker is an agent for the purposes of executing such orders would merit 
a detailed analysis in itself. For the purposes of this investigation, suffice to say that if DMA and similar 
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To sum up, there seems to have been two statutory best execution obligations in Sweden at 

least since 1991 – one in the 1914 Act and one in the conduct of business rules in the 1991 

Act, superseded by the 2009 Commission Act and the 2007 Securities Market Act, 

respectively. So, two parallel statutory provisions that both – ultimately – aim to ensure the 

same objective: the best execution of orders to trade in securities. The sanctions that may be 

imposed in cases of breach differ, however. Moreover, the two regimes arguably do not 

overlap perfectly. To merely comply with the obligations in the 2009 Act would not save the 

broker from being sanctioned by the SFSA for breach of the best execution provisions in the 

2007 Act. Although compliance with the duties set out in the 2007 Act might insulate the 

broker from liability for breach of the general agency obligation in the 2009 Act, the statutory 

text and preparatory works to the Act are somewhat ambiguous on this point. As regards the 

overlap between the two regimes, it may also be noted in the margin that some transactions 

that are not held to be agency trades – e.g. trading in standardized derivatives contracts on 

NasdaqOMX Stockholm – may still be subject to the best execution obligation in the 2007 

Act. 

 

As noted above, different sanctions may be imposed depending on what obligation the firm 

fails to comply with. Breaches of the statutory best execution duty in the 2007 Act – for 

example if a firm fails to execute an order in accordance with its own execution policy, or if 

the firm fails to review its execution policy following the appearance of several new venues 

where relevant financial instruments are traded – are, in the first instance, a matter for the 

SFSA which may levy administrative sanctions. SFSA decisions may be appealed by the firm 

to an administrative court and subsequently, provided that certiorari is granted, to an 

administrative court of appeals. In contrast, actions for breach of the fiduciary duty embodied 

in the 2009 Act may be brought before a general court of first instance by the aggrieved party 

– typically, the customer – and if the court finds a breach of the fiduciary duty, the firm may 

be ordered to pay damages. 

 

Up to the present, no cases have been adjudicated that address the interpretation of the 

MiFID-derived best execution rules in Sweden or the fiduciary duties set out in the 2009 

                                                                                                                                                         
arrangements become widespread, and they are held not to constitute agency relationships between the broker 
and the client, the number of actual executions to which best execution duties apply would dwindle considerably. 
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Commission Act. Thus, the interrelation between these two sets of obligations remains to be 

addressed by the competent authorities or the courts.2438 

 

To sum up: 

1. Are there statutory rules on order execution or best execution obligations? Yes, 

statutory best execution laws and regulations that transpose MiFID. 

2. If so, when were the order execution/best execution rules introduced? What reasons 

for introducing them were put forth by the legislator? Statutory best execution rules 

since 2007, in order to transpose MiFID. 

3. What activities are covered by the order execution/best execution duty? Coverage 

defined by instruments, actors, venues? Best execution obligation: same coverage as 

MiFID. 

4. In what does the statutory order execution duty/best execution duty consist? The 

statutory best execution duty tracks MiFID provisions. 

5. Are the order execution rules/best execution rules bright-line (e.g. focused on easily 

determined variables) or more generally drafted (e.g. set out as a duty to consider 

several factors without any explicit quantitative duties)? The statutory best execution 

obligation tracks MiFID. 

6. Who is responsible for securing best execution/order execution that complies with the 

rules? Venue or broker? The broker, in all cases. 

7. How is compliance with best execution/order execution duties as well as order 

execution – the actual trades – disclosed to the client? The broker is subject to specific 

statutory disclosure duties that track MiFID. 

8. Are there statutory or judge-made rules on fiduciary best execution duties that impinge 

on securities markets transactions? Yes, statutory agency law rules that apply to 

securities transactions. This agency obligation is of old date, at least in force since 

1914 but based on principles on agents’ duties set out in the Commercial Code (Sw. 

Handelsbalken), promulgated in 1734. 

9. If so, how has the fiduciary duty of best execution been defined in law/case-law? 

                                                 
2438 It merits mention, however, that the 2005 inquiry argued against the inclusion, in the Commission Act, of a 
provision to the effect that the rules in the relevant law governing brokers’ business should be granted 
precedence over the Commission Act. One of the arguments given by the 2005 inquiry was that such a provision 
would “pave the way for a transfer of the rules on commission” (Sw. jämna vägen för en överflyttning av 
reglerna om kommission) to the law concerning brokers’ business. Ibid. at 181. 
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The general agency obligation entails that the broker must act loyally in the best 

interests of the client and, e.g., endeavor to obtain a better price than a limit price 

given by the principal, if the circumstances surrounding the conclusion of the contract 

allowed this. 

10. What enforcement measures are available against a party who has a best 

execution/order execution duty – fiduciary or imposed by law or regulation – and 

violates it? The supervisory authority may impose sanctions for breach of statutory 

order execution obligations; general courts may impose liability on a broker found to 

have violated obligations under general agency law. 

Chapter 7.4 Best Execution Obligations in England and Wales 

7.4.1 Introduction 

In some form, brokers’ activities have been the object of English legislation or regulation 

since medieval times.2439 Germs of a legal regime that governs at least aspects of order 

execution can be found in a 1697 statute with the stated intent to “restrain the number and ill 

practice of brokers and stock jobbers”. The statute exacted penalties for unlicensed trading, 

required records to be kept of every transaction and provided that commissions could not 

exceed one-half of one percent.2440 

 

In more recent times, in 1986, Parliament passed the Financial Services Act 1986. This 

legislation, in the words of one commentator, was “the UK’s first truly modern financial 

services statute” and set out rules that governed firms providing financial services in the 

United Kingdom.2441 The Financial Services Act was subsequently replaced by the Financial 

Services and Markets Act (FSMA), adopted by the Parliament in 2000. The FSMA set out 

relatively high-level principles for the conduct of business, and delegated substantial 

regulatory authority to the FSA. The FSMA does not contain any provisions that explicitly 

address best execution or order handling obligations. 

                                                 
2439 Loss et. al. note that a 1285 statute by Edward I authorized the Court of Aldermen to license brokers in the 
City of London. It is also noted that a number of unlicensed brokers were prosecuted already before the year 
1300. Loss et. al., op. cit. at 4. For a more detailed description of early English regulation of financial services, 
see George P. Gilligan, The origins of UK financial services legislation, 18 Company Lawyer (1997) 167, 
passim. Gilligan reports the statute by Edward I – 13 Edward I stat 5 – as adopted in 1284. Ibid. at 171.  
2440 Gilligan, op. cit. at 171 f. 
2441 Harry McVea, Financial services regulation under the Financial Services Authority: a reassertion of the 
market failure thesis? 64 Cambridge L.J. (2005) 413. McVea also holds that the legislation was in large part 
prompted by a series of major financial scandals in the early 1980’s. Ibid. at 413 f.  
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Alongside the statutes, duties that may impinge on those who execute orders for the account 

of others have also long existed under common law and in equity. It is long established in 

English law that stockbrokers, acting as agents, may owe fiduciary duties to their clients.2442 

In this analysis of English laws pertaining to order execution obligations, agency obligations 

impose broader obligations and pre-date statutory or regulatory provisions on order execution 

obligations.2443 Thus, fiduciary duties under agency law will be addressed first, as they 

developed up until the first major statutory intrusion into the field of order execution 

obligations in 1986. 

7.4.2 Fiduciary Duties of Agents in General 

7.4.2.1 Introduction 

The fiduciary duties of agents have been addressed in a large number of cases in English 

courts. For the purposes of this investigation, only a small set of cases in which generally 

applicable statements about the scope or material content of agents’ fiduciary duties have 

been made will be discussed.2444 

 

As concerns the question of who is a fiduciary, the Law Commission evokes a distinction 

between two broad categories of fiduciaries. Status-based fiduciaries, in which group agents 

are included, are “people who by virtue of their involvement in certain relationships are 

considered, without further inquiry, to be fiduciaries”.2445 Fact-based fiduciaries, on the other 

hand, are persons who incur fiduciary duties because of the factual situation of the particular 

relationship.2446 The Law Commission goes on to note that “in general a firm advising a 

customer or making purchases on a customers [sic] behalf will be acting in a fiduciary 

                                                 
2442 See, e.g., Armstrong v. Jackson, 2 K.B. 822 [1917]. Compare W. Schwabe and G.A.H. Branson, A Treatise 
on the Laws of the Stock Exchange (London: Stevens and Sons, 1905) at 101. Schwabe and Branson also hold 
that the broker is under a duty to “deal for his client at the best price he can obtain”. Ibid. at 106. 
2443 The early statutes noted in this section are of interest in that they illustrate that there is a long tradition of 
imposing specific rules on securities trading; however, insofar as specific statutory provisions on order execution 
obligations are concerned, only later laws from the 20th century onwards will be addressed here. 
2444 A more in-depth treatment of the law relating to agency can be found in Bowstead & Reynolds on Agency, 
19th ed. (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2012). 
2445 Law Commission, Fiduciary Duties and Regulatory Rules, Consultation Paper No. 124 (London: HMSO, 
1992) at 28. 
2446 Ibid. In this context, the Law Commission refers to the seminal case Reading v. Attorney General, [1949] 2 
K.B. 232, on appeal [1951] A.C. 507 (an army sergeant in Egypt escorted smugglers through police checks while 
wearing his uniform: the Court of Appeal found that a fiduciary relationship was at hand as to the user of the 
uniform and the opportunities and facilities attached to it).   
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capacity”.2447 A firm acting as agent, transacting for or on behalf of its customer, will be 

considered a status-based fiduciary.2448 A status-based fiduciary would have fiduciary 

obligations with regard to all activities that occur within the scope of the fiduciary 

relationship and any opportunities that arise as a result of that relationship.2449 

 

The Law Commission argues that a fiduciary relationship is characterized by four obligations, 

namely (i) that the fiduciary must not place himself in a position where his interests conflict 

with those of the customer, (ii) that the fiduciary must not profit from his position at the 

expense of the customer, (iii) that the fiduciary owes undivided loyalty to his customer and 

must not place himself in a position where his duty towards one customer conflicts with his 

duty towards another customer, and (iv) that confidential information from the customer must 

be used only for the benefit of the customer, not for the benefit of the fiduciary or any other 

person.2450 

 

As concerns fiduciary duties in general, the court in Re Coomber stated that fiduciary 

relations are of many different types and that there is “no class of case in which one ought 

more carefully to bear in mind the facts of the case” than “cases which relate to fiduciary and 

confidential relations and the action of the Court with regard to them”.2451 

 

The nature and scope of fiduciary duties was also addressed in a broad manner in Bristol & 

West Building Society v. Mothew.2452 In this oft-cited case2453 that concerned a solicitor’s 

duties when acting for both the purchasers of a house and for the building society that gave 

the purchasers a loan, the court provided a description of the characteristics of fiduciary duties 

which merits a relatively lengthy quotation: 
                                                 
2447 Ibid. at 30. 
2448 Ibid. The Law Commission also discusses the situation where a venue requires all who trade to trade as 
principals, so that no privity of contract exists between a firm’s customer and the person with whom the firm 
executes the transaction. In this context, the Law Commission notes that it has been argued that the firm stands 
as principal to its customer, although it is also noted that courts have held that the firm acted as agent until it 
made the transaction and thereafter as principal. Ibid. with reference to Bailey (E) & Co. v. Balholm Securities, 
[1973] 2 Lloyd’s Rep. 404. The Law Commission holds that irrespective of whether the customer-firm 
relationship is construed as an agent-principal or principal-principal relationship, a fiduciary relationship would 
still arise if, as the Law Commission holds, the relationship constitutes a fact-based fiduciary relationship. Ibid. 
at 30 f. 
2449 Ibid. at 31. 
2450 Ibid. at 32. 
2451 [1911] 1 Ch. 723, 728. 
2452 [1997] 2 W.L.R. 436. 
2453 The case concerned a solicitor’s duties when acting for both the purchasers of a house and for the building 
society that gave them a loan on the condition that no other loans would be taken in order to finance the 
purchase. The solicitor failed to notify the building society that another loan had indeed been taken. Ibid. at 6 f. 
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”A fiduciary is someone who has undertaken to act for or on behalf of another in a particular matter in 

circumstances which give rise to a relationship of trust and confidence. The distinguishing obligation of a 

fiduciary is the obligation of loyalty. The principal is entitled to the single-minded loyalty of his fiduciary. This 

core liability has several facets. A fiduciary must act in good faith; he must not make a profit out of his trust; he 

must not place himself in a position where his duty and his interest may conflict; he may not act for his own 

benefit or the benefit of a third person without the informed consent of his principal. This is not intended to be an 

exhaustive list, but it is sufficient to indicate the nature of fiduciary obligations.”2454 
 

Moreover, courts have subsequently addressed different aspects of agents’ fiduciary duties in 

a way that allows for a more detailed analysis of what an agent who executes trades for a 

principal owes to this principal. In the following, they will be described under thematic 

headings.  

7.4.2.2 Duties Recognized in Case Law in the 20th Century 

It has been established in broad terms that an agent may not have two principals with 

inconsistent interests, as stated in Fulwood v Hurley:2455 

 
“…if and so long as the agent is the agent of one party, he cannot engage to become the agent of another 

principal without the leave of of the first principal with whom he has originally established his agency.”2456   
 

This issue of an agent incurring conflicting obligations vis-à-vis his principal and another 

party was also addressed in Anglo African Merchants Ltd v. Bayley,2457 where Fulwood was 

invoked by the court. The agent’s duty not to incur duties that are inconsistent with his duties 

to the principal was also addressed in North & South Trust Co. v. Berkeley,2458 where the 

court (Donaldson J) held that in the absence of fully informed consent, “an agent cannot 

lawfully place himself in a position in which he owes a duty to his principal…”.2459 

 

                                                 
2454 Ibid. at 18. The court also discusses the situation where the fiduciary deals with his principal and hold that in 
such a case, “he must prove affirmatively that the transaction is fair and that in the course of the negotiations he 
made full disclosure of all facts material to the transaction. Even inadvertent failure to disclose will entitle the 
principal to rescind the transaction”. Ibid. 
2455 [1928] 1 K.B. 498. 
2456 Ibid. at 502. 
2457 [1970] 1 QB 311. 
2458 [1971] 1 W.L.R. 470. 
2459 Ibid. at 484 f. 
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The disclosure duties of fiduciaries were addressed in Boardman v Phipps.2460 Here, two 

persons had obtained information about a company while holding themselves out as 

representatives of a trust which held shares in the company. Acting on this information, they 

purchased significant numbers of shares for their own benefits, also from trustees. The 

company subsequently made several capital distributions to the shareholders. The House of 

Lords found that the two persons were to be held accountable for the profit made; however, 

they were also held to have acted in a manner highly beneficial to the trust and therefore 

entitled to compensation for their work and skill. 

 

As regards the interplay between agency law and regulatory rules or customs. early cases have 

established that rules set out by e.g. a regulatory authority or a stock exchange will be 

incorporated into relevant contracts. In Cunliffe-Owen v Teather & Greenwood,2461 the 

Chancery Division held that a person who was not member of the Stock Exchange could not 

exercise options in contravention of Stock Exchange rules which stated that only members 

could do this. The court found that the Stock Exchange “has power to make rules as to its 

mode of business” including dealings on the exchange.2462 

 

While the basis for incorporation may be the same principles that apply to the incorporation of 

trade customs into contracts, some early cases suggest that all Stock Exchange rules may be 

binding regardless of whether they are reasonable or known to the third party.2463 

 

In Anglo African Merchants Ltd v. Bayley,2464 an insurance broker who had placed an 

insurance for his principal (the insured party) had subsequently been instructed by the insurer 

to obtain a report from an assessor. The insurance broker refused to disclose the contents of 

the report to his principal and claimed that this was in line with trade customs. The court held 

that in the absence of express and fully informed consent by the principal, the insurance 

broker could not agree with the principal’s counterparty that the broker were to receive 

information that he was precluded from disclosing to the principal. The argument that this 

                                                 
2460 [1967] 2 AC 46. 
2461 [1967] 1 W.L.R. 1421. 
2462 Ibid. at 1440 with reference to Barnard v. Foster, [1915] 2 K.B. 288, 292. 
2463 See in particular Forget v. Baxter, [1900] CarswellQue 36 (Quebec Privy Council, 1900), where the court 
held that the practice of the New York Stock Exchange seems to have been taken as undisputed in the case. The 
court goes on to state that “when one employs a broker to do business on a Stock Exchange he should, in the 
absence of anything to shew the contrary, be taken to have employed the broker on the terms of the Stock 
Exchange”. Ibid. at § 18. 
2464 [1970] 1 QB 311. 
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practice was “general practice in the insurance market” and “common knowledge” was 

refuted; the court found that even if this were to be the case, the custom “contradicts the vital 

principle that an agent may not at the same time serve two masters – two principals – in actual 

or potential opposition to one another” in the absence of informed, explicit consent from bith 

principals.2465 

 

Regulatory rules or trade customs may afford the principal less protection than more broadly 

construed fiduciary principles. For example, regulatory rules or trade customs may recognize 

the right of an agent, e.g. a broker, to represent both parties to a transaction or provide 

principals with less disclosure than that required under general agency law. The relation 

between these sets of obligations, which may seem incompatible, has also been addressed. 

The court in Kelly v. Cooper2466 implied a term in the contract to the effect that the agent did 

not have to divulge relevant confidential information to the principal. This implication was 

held to arise from the structure of the industry (real estate).2467 That the precise extent of 

fiduciary duties are contingent on the contract between the agent and the principal was also 

clearly set out in Kelly v Cooper;2468 a contract between a real estate agent and a property 

owner (seller) was found not to have included an implied term that the agent disclose to the 

owner that an adjacent property had recently been sold by the agent to the same buyer who 

intended to purchase the seller’s property.2469 

 

An Australian case reported by the Law Commission is Jones v. Canavan.2470 As reported by 

the Law Commission, the facts of the case were that stockbrokers bought shares in a company 

listed on the Sydney Stock Exchange, following instructions from a customer. The 

stockbroker bought shares by matching the buy order with a sell order they had received from 

a second customer. The Law Commission held that this entailed (i) a conflict between the 

broker’s duties to each customer, to obtain the best price in the transaction, and (ii) the 

                                                 
2465 Ibid. at 323 f. 
2466 [1993] AC 205. 
2467 Law Commission (1995), op. cit. at 44. 
2468 [1993] AC 205, 215. 
2469 Kelly can be compared with Re Goldcorp Exchange Ltd (In Receivership), [1995] 1 AC 74. In Goldcorp, a 
company had sold rights to precious metals but did not have sufficient stocks of precious metals to honor all 
commitments made. The Privy Council found that the company (Goldcorp) was not a fiduciary in relation to the 
buyers. Here, the court said that it had not been claimed that the company had incurred any duties beyond being 
“obliged honestly and conscientiously to do what it had by contract promised to do”. Ibid. at 98. The court held 
that “the essence of a fiduciary relationship is that it creates obligations of a different character from those 
deriving from the contract itself”. Ibid. 
2470 [1972] N.S.W.L.R. 236. 
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conflict between the broker’s interest to obtain commission from two customers and the 

buyer’s interest to obtain the best price.2471 A trade custom that applied to the transaction 

provided that the price should be fixed by ascertaining the current market price of the shares. 

The New South Wales Court of Appeal found that this custom was reasonable and ensured the 

fixing of a fair price with reference to the market price for the shares; this price was the best 

the customer could have obtained. While conflicts were at hand, the price-fixing custom 

resolved them in a way that did not cause detriment to the customer’s interest and was 

therefore reasonable.2472 

 

As noted supra, the court in the relatively recent case Kelly v Cooper2473 deferred to a large 

extent to the contract between the agent and the principal when determining the extent of the 

fiduciary’s duties. The issue of whether the agent can be held to duties not explicitly set out in 

the contract with the principal was also addressed in Clark Boyce v Mouat.2474 In this case 

solicitors acted for both a son who was borrowing a sum of money and for his mother who 

was charging her house as security for the loan. The solicitors advised the mother to seek 

independent legal advise, which she declined to do.2475 The son subsequently went bankrupt 

and the mother, who had to repay the loan, sued the solicitors for breach of contract, 

negligence and breach of fiduciary duty. The Privy Council held that the extent of the 

solicitors’ duties under the contract with the mother determined their duties. The degree to 

which there was a conflict depended on the solicitors’ duties vis-à-vis the mother and the son 

as set out in the respective contract. The court found that the mother had not retained the 

solicitors to advise on the wisdom of the transaction, but rather to carry out the necessary 

                                                 
2471 Law Commission (1992), op. cit. at 73. 
2472 Ibid. at 73 f. The Law Commission also noted in 1992 that this “is not a decision of an English court, and any 
argument that is advanced will be contrary to cases which state clearly that full disclosure and consent is the only 
method for derogating from a fiduciary’s duty to avoid conflict. Ibid. at 74. However, in 1995, the Law 
Commission held – with reference to the intervening decision in Kelly v. Cooper, described supra – that “in 
future cases the court will follow Jones v Canavan and hold a trade custom which permits a fiduciary to act in a 
situation of conflict to be reasonable if it incorporates adequate protection for the customer’s interests”. The Law 
Commission went on to hold that if so, a lower level of disclosure by the fiduciary that complies with regulatory 
rules but not common law or equity may be construed as an implied term of the contract, provided that it 
incorporates adequate protection for the customer. Law Commission, Fiduciary Duties and Regulatory Rules, 
Law Com No. 236 (London: HMSO, 1995) at 44 f. In the context of matching customer orders with each other, 
the Law Commission held that firms may opt not to disclose the double commissions received since the 
customer’s interests are adequately protected by regulatory best execution rules. Ibid. at 45. The Law 
Commission also holds that the same reasoning would most likely apply to soft commission arrangements. Ibid. 
It might be noted that this appears to represent an opposite approach when contrasted with the US shingle theory, 
which incorporates more far-reaching fiduciary duties as implied terms in the contract between the broker and 
the customer. 
2473 [1993] AC 205, 215. 
2474 [1994] 1 AC 428. 
2475 Ibid. at 428. 
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conveyancing and explain the legal consequences of the transaction that had been carried 

out.2476 

 

Concerning the applicability of fiduciary standards to financial market intermediaries, the rule 

that stockbrokers, acting as agents, owe fiduciary duties to their clients is well illustrated by 

the early 20th century case Armstrong v Jackson. Here, a stockbroker had purported to effect a 

transaction between a client and a third party while, in reality, the transaction took place 

between the client and the stockbroker.2477 The court found that a broker may only sell his 

own shares to a client if he has made “a full and accurate disclosure of the fact to his 

principal” and the principal has assented. The court went on to observe that a broker who sells 

his own shares is in a “wholly false position” since he has an interest in selling his shares at 

the highest price, while at the same time he has a duty as a broker to e.g. “buy at the lowest 

price”.2478 Selling shares to a client without disclosing it is a departure from good faith, both 

in law and equity, irrespective of whether the terms of the transaction are detrimental to the 

client or not: the “prohibition of the law is absolute”.2479 

 

In Glynwill Investments NV v Thomson McKinnon Futures Ltd,2480 the question was whether a 

firm’s trading pattern in foreign exchange market transactions entailed that it had acted as 

agent to a principal, rather than as a proprietary trader. The firm had executed transactions on 

the foreign exchange market for a customer. The defendant firm had charged the plaintiff 

customer a commission. In some cases, the defendant firm had also taken a mark-up on the 

price on which it had bought in the market. The mark-ups were not disclosed to the plaintiff. 

The defendant firm argued, and the contract between the parties stipulated, that it was acting 

as principal. However, the court found that the trading relation was one of principal and agent. 

In so doing, the court emphasized the manner in which orders had been placed and handled: 

the plaintiff had most frequently placed market orders, which according to the court allowed 

the defendant to mark up a price that they had obtained from a market maker without 

disclosing it to the plaintiff. Effectively, the buyer (plaintiff) would be stuck with the price, 

                                                 
2476 Ibid. at 429. 
2477 [1917] 2 K.B. 822 at 823. 
2478 Ibid. at 824. 
2479 Ibid. The court also noted, in general terms, that the “position of principal and agent gives rise to particular 
and onerous duties on the part of the agent, and the high standard of conduct required from him springs from the 
fiduciary relationship between his employer and himself. His position is confidential. It readily lends itself to 
abuse. A strict and salutary rule is required to meet the special situation.” Ibid. at 826. 
2480 13 February 1992 (unreported, Tuckey QC). 
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including the mark-up, while the seller (defendant) would face no risk, know the buyer’s 

position and also realize a commission on the transaction. 

7.4.3 Statutory and Regulatory Rules: the 1986 Financial Services and 
Markets Act and Beyond 

7.4.3.1 Introduction 

In 1986, Parliament passed the Financial Services Act 1986. This legislation, in the words of 

one commentator, was “the UK’s first truly modern financial services statute” and set out 

rules that governed firms providing financial services in the United Kingdom.2481 The 

Financial Services Act was subsequently replaced by the Financial Services and Markets Act 

(FSMA), adopted by the Parliament in 2000. The FSMA set out relatively high-level 

principles for the conduct of business, and delegated substantial regulatory authority to the 

FSA. The FSMA does not contain any provisions that explicitly address best execution or 

order handling obligations. However, the FSA could, pursuant to delegated authority, 

prescribe detailed regulations including provisions that directly addressed order execution 

obligations.  

7.4.3.2 FSA Regulations 

FSA set out a best execution obligation in its Conduct of Business Handbook. Indeed, one 

commentator in the period leading up to the adoption of MiFID at the EU level held that the 

UK was the only EU Member State that had a developed best execution practice.2482 The FSA 

best execution provisions stipulated that firms were required to (i) take reasonable care to 

ascertain the price which is the best available for the customer order in the relevant market at 

the time for transactions of the kind and size concerned, and (ii) execute the customer order at 

a price which is no less advantageous to the customer, unless the firm has taken reasonable 

steps to ensure that it would be in the customer’s best interests not to do so.2483 The duty to 

                                                 
2481 McVea, op. cit. at 413. McVea also holds that the legislation was in large part prompted by a series of major 
financial scandals in the early 1980’s. Ibid. at 413 f.  
2482 M. Harding, quoted in Report, Could Europe’s lawmakers drive trading overseas? 22 International Financial 
Law Review (July 2003) 17. Compare, however, the French order execution obligations pursuant to the 
Investment Services Directive as reported in AMF (2006), op. cit. at 3. As regards earlier UK regulation, it also 
merits mention that the predecessor to the FSA – the Securities Investment Board (SIB) – favored the idea of a 
consolidated tape where all UK equities however negotiated would be published in a single medium according to 
similar rules. However, the SIB also held that developments by private commercial suppliers might be more 
efficient given the cost of a consolidated arrangement. Rinita Sarker, UK equity markets: transparency in UK 
equity markets, 16 Company Lawyer (1995) 248 at 249. 
2483 FSA Conduct of Business Handbook Rule 7.5.5 as reproduced in Annex C to FSA, Best Execution, 
Consultation Paper 154 (October 2002). Alcock argued in 2003 that “[e]ven the limited requirement of “best 
execution” for transactions in marketable securities has become impossible to define, let alone impose, in the 
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take reasonable care did not entail an obligation to have access to competing exchanges or to 

a minimum number of available price sources. However, if a firm had access to different 

prices displayed by different sources, it should execute the customer order at the best 

available price if this was in the customer’s best interests. Moreover, the firm had to pass on 

the execution price to the customer and not take a mark-up or mark-down from that price.2484 

 

The prices quoted on the London Stock Exchange, specifically those quoted through its Stock 

Exchange Electronic Trading Service (SETS), were invoked as benchmarks in the FSA rules. 

For customer orders in a share traded on SETS, a firm’s best execution obligations would be 

satisfied if it executed the customer order through SETS (subject to the obligation to execute 

the order at the best price if the firm had access to different price sources).2485 

 

Moreover, several conditions applied when a firm decided to execute a customer order in a 

share traded on SETS somewhere else. Orders “for normal settlement” that were within the 

current displayed size on SETS should be executed at a price that at least matches the best bid 

or offer price available on SETS. Customer orders that were larger than the total of limit 

orders at the best price on SETS, when there was still sufficient overall depth on SETS, had to 

be executed so that the price obtained at least matched the weighted average price of all 

orders for that security displayed on SETS. If a customer order was larger than the total orders 

displayed at the best bid or offer on SETS, and execution at the weighted average price would 

be impracticable, the firm would be required to use “due skill and care to ascertain the best 

available price”. In the absence of current bid or offer prices displayed on SETS, the firm 

should refer to the previous best bid or offer prices, and the latest published trades in the 

relevant security, and use “due skill and care to determine the best price in the light of the 

information available. If a customer order was subject to a special condition such as non-

standard settlement, the price should at least match the price displayed on SETS.2486 

 

If a firm executed a customer order outside the SETS and failed to comply with these 

conditions, as applicable in the specific case, such failure could be “relied upon as tending to 

                                                                                                                                                         
new world where principals run, and agents are linked up to, a variety of different competing dealing platforms”. 
A. Alcock, Are financial services over-regulated? 24 Company Lawyer (2003) 132 at 134.  
2484 FSA Conduct of Business Handbook Rule [E] 7.5.6 as reproduced in FSA (2002), op. cit. 
2485 Ibid. 
2486 Ibid. 
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establish contravention of COB 7.5.5(2)”,2487 i.e. the duty to execute a customer order at the 

price that would be most advantageous to the customer. 

 

The FSA Conduct of Business Handbook also contained other provisions pertinent to order 

execution. Conflicts of interest are addressed in Rule 7.5.1, pursuant to which a firm which 

has an interest in a transaction that may give rise to a conflict with the customer’s interests 

may not e.g. deal in the exercise of discretion unless reasonable steps have been taken to 

ensure that customers are treated fairly. Associated guidance provides that reasonable steps 

may include prior disclosure (information) to the customer, complying with a policy designed 

to mitigate conflicts of interest, putting in place internal Chinese walls or declining to take up 

the assignment. 

 

Rule 7.5.3 concerned trading before the customer. In brief, the rule stipulated that a firm may 

not trade for its own account when it releases information – e.g. trading recommendations or 

analyses – until its customers has had the possibility to trade on the information. Rule 7.5.4 

concerned handling of customer orders and provides that firms must execute customer orders 

and orders for own account fairly and in sequence. Rule 7.7 addressed order allocation and 

stipulates that firms must have an order allocation policy and apply it when aggregating 

customer orders with other orders. Customer orders could only be aggregated when it was 

unlikely that aggregation will be to the detriment of any of the customer orders, and the firm 

had informed in its contractual terms with customers that aggregation may sometimes be 

detrimental for the customer. The rule also addressed the execution of aggregated orders that 

include customer orders. It was provided that neither the firm nor any of the customers may 

realize an unfair advantage. Moreover, if the aggregated order included both orders for the 

firm’s own account and customer orders, customer orders were to  be given priority if the 

order could be only partially executed. This did not apply, however, if the firm could 

reasonably demonstrate that the terms of execution of the aggregated order would have been 

inferior if the firm had not participated in the order.2488 

 

Rule 7.11 in the Conduct of Business Handbook addressed trading in unlisted securities. 

Specifically, it provided that if a firm acting as a market maker sells an unlisted security to a 

retail client, the firm must inform the customer that it will offer a reasonable buyback price 

                                                 
2487 Ibid. 
2488 Cf. Article 49 of the MiFID implementing Directive. 
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for a specified duration of time. Moreover, the firm is required to ensure that such a 

reasonable price can be offered. The firm must also, in its communication to the customer, 

inform him or her that a sale of the security after the guaranteed buyback period may be 

difficult due to the nature and possible low liquidity of the security. 

 

Market transparency was also addressed, not least in self-regulation, prior to the advent of 

MiFID. The London Stock Exchange (the LSE) maintained rules governing market 

participants’ obligations to disclose ex post transactions concluded. These rules provided that 

information on a large fraction of trades were to be published immediately, but also that 

publication could be deferred for large trades. However, the LSE rules were criticized by the 

UK’s Director General of Fair Trading (DGFT), who argued that delaying publication of 

orders to the extent allowed by the LSE rules would significantly distort competition in the 

equities market between market makers and broker dealers.2489 As a result of the criticism 

from the DGFT, LSE rules were subsequently modified and the threshold for substantially 

deferred publication – up to five days – was set significantly higher (at 75 times the normal 

market size). 2490 

7.4.4 A Thorough Analysis of the Relationship between Fiduciary Duties 
and Regulatory Rules: the Law Commission 

7.4.4.1 Introduction 

The Financial Services Act 1986 created a new system for the regulation of firms that 

provided financial services (including, as could be expected, execution of client orders). The 

parallel existence of on the one hand a statutory scheme that imposed obligations, through 

FSA regulations, and on the other hand earlier fiduciary duties at common law or equity, was 

cause for concern in the years surrounding the adoption of the Act.2491 As a consequence, the 

issue was referred to the Law Commission, which produced two substantial reports – one 

consultation paper in 19922492 and one report in 19952493 – on the relation between fiduciary 

duties and regulatory rules. The two documents contain substantial, detailed discussions on 

the interplay between fiduciary duties and regulatory rules, especially in the context of 

                                                 
2489 Sarker, op. cit. at 248.  
2490 Ibid. 
2491 One specific issue that was identified was the abolition of the single capacity requirement at the London 
Stock Exchange. Law Commission, Fiduciary Duties and Regulatory Rules, Law Com No. 236 (London: 
HMSO, 1995) at 1. Henceforth, it was possible to trade both as broker and as dealer. 
2492 Law Commission (1992), op. cit. 
2493 Law Commission (1995), op. cit. 
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provision of financial services. Indeed, the Law Commission noted that “problems of 

mismatch between what is required or permitted by regulatory rules and the obligations 

imposed on fiduciaries by the common law and equity lie principally in the field of financial 

services.2494 

 

Many of the substantial issues discussed by the Law Commission are irrelevant or only 

slightly relevant to the more specific question on how these parallel sets of rules interact – or 

not – concerning execution of agency orders. Nevertheless, several pointed remarks on this 

specific question are made by the Law Commission. Moreover, the robust analysis offered by 

the Law Commission on the interplay between the two sets of rules is of considerable interest. 

Indeed, the discussion in Section 7.4.7 below will take the Law Commission documents as its 

point of departure. Other relevant sources will of course be considered as well, especially 

those that address the issue from a post-MiFID vantage point.2495 

7.4.4.2 Discussion 

The Law Commission argued that it may be difficult to contract out of e.g. best execution 

obligations. In this context, the Law Commission noted the then extant FSA rules on best 

execution and held that a court would be reluctant to construe a contractual term as excluding 

liability when there is liability pursuant to regulatory rules.2496 

 

The Law Commission analyzed the issue against a backdrop of uncertainty as to the relation 

between fiduciary duties and regulatory rules.2497 

                                                 
2494 Ibid. at 64. 
2495 The Law Commission report was, as has been noted, released in 1995. It did mention the Investment 
Services Directive, but did not raise any issues with regard to that directive that were pertinent to order execution 
obligations. Law Commission (1995), op. cit. at 35 f. 
2496 Law Commission (1992), op. cit. at 91. On the specific issue of brokers “crossing” orders – executing two 
client orders against each other – or engaging in self-entry,the Law Commission stated that several factors 
suggested that a term that permitted brokers to self-deal or carry out agency crosses would be found reasonable: 
“[t]he customer will suffer no real prejudice as the obligation to obtain the best price is retained and the 
commercial realities of the market are such that it is often impossible for the broker/dealer to know in advance 
whether he will be acting as an agent, or whether the transaction will be matched. In very illiquid markets a 
securities house may be the only market-maker in a particular stock, and it will not necessarily be in the 
customer's best interests to refer him elsewhere merely to avoid self-dealing”. Ibid. at 103. 
2497 In this context, it merits mention that the Law Commission discusses both regulatory rules and market 
practices under the heading of “trade customs”. Either regulatory rules or market practices can be incorporated in 
contracts provided that they meet certain requirements, namely (i) that a course of conduct exists, (ii) that this 
course of conduct is certain and uniform, (iii) that it is “notorious”, and (iv) that it is intended to be legally 
binding and not “being followed merely as a matter of convenience or commercial exigency”. Law Commission 
(1995), op. cit. at 10 with reference to Law Commission (1992), op. cit. at paragraphs 3.2.2-3.2.7. It also merits 
mention that the Law Commission argues that rules of stock exchanges should (only) be treated in the same 
manner as trade customs. Law Commission (1992), op. cit. at 68 f. 
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In general terms, the Law Commission held that if a trade custom allows a fiduciary to act in a 

conflicted position, the custom may be held to be reasonable if it provides adequate protection 

for the principal’s interest – for example, by fixing a fair price at which orders are matched. 

Thus, if a regulatory rule requires e.g. only limited disclosure to the client, this may be 

construed as an implied term in the contract between the parties, which in turn means that the 

higher degree of disclosure required by common law or equity has been contracted away.2498 

The Law Commission specifically noted that a set of the best execution obligations may be 

seen as just this kind of trade custom that provides adequate protection for the principal’s 

interest.2499 The Law Commission also identifies the regulatory rules concerning soft 

commission agreements as another potential type of trade custom that would be construed as 

an implied contractual term and as such define the obligations between the parties in lieu of 

the – possible more far-reaching – disclosure duties that fiduciary principles would entail for 

the agent.2500 

 

The Law Commission gives a detailed and lucid analysis of different methods that can be 

used to address the uncertainty that arises from the parallel existence of fiduciary duties and 

regulatory rules that may apply to the same behavior. One option would be to introduce 

legislation requiring courts to take account of “reasonable” regulatory rules;2501 another would 

be to introduce a safe harbor through legislation, pursuant to which compliance with a 

regulatory rule would constitute a defense to an action for breach of fiduciary duty.2502 

Arguments against both these options, for a “no reform” approach, were also presented. It was 

held that courts would already, under extant law, most likely take reasonable regulatory rules 

into account without any specific legislation to that effect.2503 Another argument against 

introducing legislation that require courts to take account of regulatory rules is that it would 

be undesirable for courts to have to reach a view on the reasonableness of regulatory rules in 

proceedings for breach of fiduciary duty where the regulator is not a party.2504 

                                                 
2498 Law Commission (1995), op. cit. at 44 f. 
2499 Ibid. at 45.  
2500 Ibid. at 45 f. Interestingly, the Law Commission notes that one of the components of the soft commission 
rules is that the broker must agree to provide best execution. This, together with other obligations regarding e.g. 
the use of benefits received under a soft commission agreement, lead the Law Commission to conclude that the 
rules on soft commission “are designed to ensure that customers’ interests are safeguarded”. Ibid. at 46. 
2501 Ibid. at 64 f. 
2502 Ibid. at 67. 
2503 Ibid. at 65. The Law Commission leaned toward this position but stated that the matter was not “entirely free 
from doubt”. Ibid. 
2504 Ibid. at 66. 
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As regards the option of introducing a safe harbor provision, the Law Commission noted that 

it would be possible to introduce either a general safe harbor provision or a somewhat more 

fine-grained “modified safe harbor”.2505 According to the latter approach, legislation would be 

enacted that would provide that – to the extent set out in a statutory instrument to be made by 

the Treasury, any specific fiduciary duty would be deemed to have been met if a firm 

complied with the specified relevant Core Rule enacted by the Securities Investment Board 

(SIB).2506 

 

In the end, the Law Commission refrained from suggesting either a legislative provision that 

courts should consider reasonable regulatory rules, or a safe harbor provision. The Law 

Commission argued that the basic premise that courts should take account of regulatory rules 

was correct, and that courts would also probably do this when determining the content of a 

fiduciary’s duties. In view of this, and considering that a statutory provision to this effect 

would require courts to pronounce on the reasonableness of a regulatory rule in proceedings 

to which the regulator may not be a party, it was decided not to recommend any 

legislation.2507 

 

The interplay between fiduciary duties under agency law on the one hand and obligations that 

flow from regulatory rules, e.g. from various agencies or authorities under Parliament, has 

been analyzed at length by the Law Commission2508 and also been addressed in several 

cases.2509 

 

On the basis of Kelly v Cooper, the Law Commission states its belief that in future cases 

courts will follow Jones v Canavan2510 and hold that a trade custom which allows a fiduciary 

to act in a situation of conflict to be reasonable, if it incorporates adequate protection for the 

customer’s interests.2511 Here, thus, the custom which allows for a less stringent duty need not 

                                                 
2505 Ibid. at 67 f. 
2506 Ibid. at 68. 
2507 Ibid. at 70. It merits mention that the Law Commission among other possibilities also rejected the idea of 
codifying fiduciary duties and legitimizing generalized advanced consents. Ibid. at 72.  
2508 See Law Commission, Fiduciary Duties and Regulatory Rules, Consultation Paper No. 124 (London: 
HMSO, 1992) and Law Commission, Fiduciary Duties and Regulatory Rules, Law Com No. 236 (London: 
HMSO, 1995). 
2509 Law Commission, Fiduciary Duties and Regulatory Rules, Consultation Paper No. 124 (London: HMSO, 
1992) at 68 f. 
2510 [1972] N.S.W.L.R. 236. 
2511 Law Commission (1995), op. cit. at 44 f. 
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be a regulatory rule but can be merely a trade custom. Moreover, on the basis of Kelly v 

Cooper and Clark Boyce v Mouat, the Law Commission holds that it is clear that the scope of 

an agent’s fiduciary duties can be defined by the terms of his contract with the principal.2512 

 

In the context of financial market transactions, the Law Commission argued that fiduciary 

duties may preclude an agent from engaging in matching orders and riskless principal 

transactions. In these transactions, the agent’s duty to be undividedly loyal to his customer 

cannot be reconciled with the agent acting for both parties to a transaction.2513 Another issue 

highlighted by the Law Commission is the agent’s duty to use all the information available to 

further the customer’s interests.2514 

 

The Law Commission also discussed payment for order flow in generic terms, noting on the 

basis of case law that (i) remuneration to an agent must conform to “usual practice” in the 

business,2515 (ii) the agent must disclose to the principal that he will be remunerated in this 

way, but (iii) he need not give further information about the amount if the principal does not 

inquire about it.2516 

7.4.5 The Transposition of MiFID: New Regulatory Rules 

7.4.5.1 Introduction 

After the adoption of MiFID, the UK as other EU Member States was required to implement 

the specific best execution rules in the directive. The transposition of MiFID entailed a 

substantial recasting of the preexisting FSA rules, both in structure and substance. These 

changes, insofar as they are pertinent to the issue at hand, will be described in more detail 

below. 

                                                 
2512 Law Commission (1995), op. cit. at 44. Compare, however, the court’s statement in Re Goldcorp Exchange 
Ltd (In Receivership) that “the essence of a fiduciary relationship is that it creates obligations of a different 
character from those deriving from the contract itself”. [1995] 1 AC 74, 98. 
2513 Ibid. at 34. 
2514 Ibid. at 35. In this context, however, the Law Commission discusses problems that arise when different 
departments of the same firm hold valuable information and do not analyze the implications of this duty for a 
broker who “merely” executes customer orders. Ibid. at 35 f. 
2515 Law Commission (1992), op. cit. at 111 with reference to Great Western Insurance Co. v. Cunliffe (1874) 
L.R. 9 Ch. App. 525; Baring v. Stanton (1876) 3 Ch. 502; Lord Norreys v. Hodgson (1897) 13 T.L.R. 421; N. V. 
Rotterdamse Assurantiekas v. Golding Stewart Wrightson Ltd. & Others, 13 January 1989, (Lloyd. L.J. and Sir 
Roger Ormrod). 
2516 Law Commission (1992), op. cit. at 111. 
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7.4.5.2 Statutory Provisions on Best Execution 

The FSMA was amended in order to transpose MiFID into UK law. Several amendments 

were made in order to implement the directive;2517 however, the MiFID rules on best 

execution and order handling were transposed directly through FSA regulations and were not 

addressed in the amendments to the FSMA.2518 Certain provisions of the FSMA did, on the 

other hand, address the transparency requirements set out in MiFID; pre-and post-trade 

transparency requirements for regulated markets and MTFs were set out in the FSMA.2519 

 

However, the bulk of the MiFID provisions were transposed through rules enacted by the UK 

Financial Services Agency. The transposition was carried out mainly through amendments to 

the FSA Handbook. These amendments will be addressed below. 

7.4.5.3 Order Execution Rules Enacted by the FSA 

The FSA amended a large number of provisions in the FSA Handbook in order to implement 

MiFID’s rules. In this process, the FSA also elaborated somewhat on the meaning of different 

MiFID provisions. 

 

Best execution rules are set out in Chapter 12.2 of the FSA Conduct of Business Handbook, 

as amended in January, 2007. The provisions of the Handbook are divided into rules and 

guidelines, where rules are binding while guidelines serve as recommendations. In general, 

the best execution provisions of the Handbook make explicit reference to provisions in MiFID 

                                                 
2517 Amendments to various Acts that contribute to transposing MiFID in the UK are contained in:  Financial 
Services and Markets Act 2000 (Modifications of Powers Regulations) 2006 (SI 2006/2975); Financial Services 
and Markets Act 2000 (Markets in Financial Instruments) Regulations 2007 (SI 2007/126) ; Financial Services 
and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated Activities) (Amendment No. 3) Order 2006 (SI 2006/3384); Financial 
Services and Markets Act 2000 (EEA Passport Rights) (Amendment) Regulations 2006 (SI 2006/3385); 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Appointed Representatives) (Amendment) Regulations 2006 (SI 
2006/3414); Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Recognition Requirements for Investment Exchanges and 
Clearing Houses) (Amendment) Regulations 2006 (SI 2006/3386); Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 
(Disclosure of Confidential Information) (Amendment) Regulations 2006 (SI 2006/3413); Financial Services and 
Markets Act 2000 (Exemption) (Amendment) Order 2007 (SI 2007/125); Uncertificated Securities (Amendment) 
Regulations 2007 (SI 2007/124); Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (Business in the Regulated Sector) Order 2007 (SI 
2007/208); Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Markets in Financial Instruments) (Amendment) 
Regulations 2007 (SI 2007/763) and in Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Markets in Financial 
Instruments) (Amendment No. 2) Regulations 2007 (SI 2007/2160). 
2518 See e.g. Explanatory Memorandum to The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Appointed 
Representatives) (Amendment) Regulations 2006, 2006 No. 3414 and The Financial Services and Markets Act 
2000 (Disclosure of Confidential Information) (Amendment) Regulations 2006, 2006 No. 3413 at Annex A. The 
memorandum is available electronically at http://www.hm-
treasury.gov.uk/d/appointed_representatives_explanatory_memorandum.pdf (last visited on April 2, 2012). 
2519 More specifically, in Article 286(4) of the FSMA and in Schedule 4 to the Recognition Requirements for 
Investment Exchanges and Clearing Houses Regulations, where direct reference to the relevant MiFID 
provisions is made. 

http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/appointed_representatives_explanatory_memorandum.pdf
http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/appointed_representatives_explanatory_memorandum.pdf
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or the implementing legal acts as appropriate. The obligation for a firm to take all reasonable 

steps to obtain the best possible result for its clients when executing orders on their behalf is 

set out in rule 12.2.1, with reference to MiFID Article 21.1. 

 

According to guideline 12.2.2, which refers to MiFID recital 33, this obligation should apply 

to a firm which owes “contractual or agency obligations” to the client. Guideline 12.2.3 refers 

to the first sentence of recital 69 to the MIFID implementing Directive and states that dealing 

on own account with clients by a firm should be considered execution of client orders, and as 

such subject firms to best execution obligations vis-à-vis clients. In Guideline 12.2.4, which 

refers to the second sentence of the same recital, it is provided that a firm can meet its best 

execution duty by executing at a price it has previously quoted to the client that would have 

satisfied the obligation when the quote was given, unless the quoted price has subsequently 

become “manifestly out of date”. Guideline 12.2.5 refers to recital 70 to the MiFID 

implementing Directive and provides that best execution obligations should be applied in a 

manner that takes into account the different circumstances associated with the execution of 

orders related to particular types of financial instruments. 

 

The best execution criteria set out in Article 44.1 of the MiFID implementing Directive 

(characteristics of the client, the order, the financial instruments concerned and the relevant 

execution venues) are replicated in rule 12.2.6 of the FSA Handbook. Similarly, the rule that 

best execution of retail clients’ orders is to be determined in terms of the total consideration, 

as set out in Article 44.3 of the MiFID implementing Directive, is given in rule 12.2.7. The 

statement given in this context in recital 67 to the MiFID implementing Directive – that other 

execution factors such as e.g. speed, order size or nature, likelihood of execution and 

settlement, or market impact may only take precedence insofar as they are instrumental in 

delivering the best possible result in terms of total consideration – is set out in guideline 

12.2.8. 

 

Rule 12.2.10 states – as does Article 44.3 of the MiFID implementing Directive – that a firm 

that can execute retail clients’ orders at competing venues must take into account its own 

costs and commissions on each of these venues when assessing where to execute the order. 

However, guideline 12.2.11 states that the firm in this situation does not have to compare its 

own execution policy, commissions and fees with those of other firms. Nor does the firm have 

to compare its own commissions with those of other firms insofar as there are differences in 
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the nature of services provided (cf. recital 71 of the MiFID implementing Directive). Pursuant 

to rule 12.2.12 – and Article 44.4 of the MiFID implementing Directive – firms are prohibited 

from structuring or charging commissions so as to discriminate unfairly between venues. 

Guideline 12.2.13 (and recital 73 to the MiFID implementing Directive) provides that such 

discriminatory behavior would be at hand if a firm charged a different commission or spread 

for execution on different venues and that difference did not reflect actual differences in the 

firm’s execution costs in the different venues. 

 

The obligation to establish and implement an order execution policy, as provided in MiFID 

Article 21.2, is set out in rule 12.2.14. The contents of the policy are set out in rule 12.2.15, 

with reference to MiFID Article 21.3. A number of obligations in relation to the execution 

policy (that firms should determine the relative importance of the execution factors or how it 

arrives at that determination, that venues should be selected, that the policy should be applied 

to each client order) as well as the statement that a policy need not include all available 

execution venues, are set out in guideline 12.2.16 with reference to recital 66 of the MiFID 

implementing Directive. Guideline 12.2.17 refers to recital 72 to the MiFID implementing 

Directive and clarifies that a firm should not consider its own commissions and fees when 

determining what venues to include in the execution policy. 

 

Rule 12.2.19 provides first that firms must execute orders in accordance with any specific 

instructions from the client (with reference to MiFID Article 21.1) and second, with reference 

to Article 44.2 of the MiFID implementing Directive, that execution in accordance with such 

specific instructions satisfies the best execution obligation as concerns the specific aspect of 

the order that the instructions related to. However, guideline 12.2.20 goes on to state that the 

firm would still be subject to best execution obligations in respect of any other parts or 

aspects of the order that are not covered by the client’s specific instructions (cf. recital 68 to 

the MiFID implementing Directive). Guideline 12.2.21 refers to recital 68 of the MiFID 

implementing Directive and provides that firms may not induce clients to give instructions 

that would be likely to prevent the firm from obtaining best execution. 

 

Rule 12.2.22 refers to a material rule in MiFID Article 21.3, namely that firms must provide 

clients with appropriate information about their execution policies. More specifically, and 

with reference to Article 46.2 of the MiFID implementing Directive, Rule 12.2.23 enumerates 

the details of the execution policy that must be disclosed to the client in good time prior to the 
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provision of the service. Execution of orders outside regulated markets or MTFs is addressed 

in Rules 12.2.24-12.2.26.  Rule 12.2.24 refers to MiFID Article 21.3 and states that a client 

must be informed if a firm’s execution policy provides that an order may be executed outside 

a regulated market or an MTF. Rule 12.2.25 states that firms must obtain the prior consent of 

its clients to the execution policy (cf Article 21.3 of MiFID). Rule 12.2.26 provides that firms 

must obtain the clients’ prior express consent before executing their orders outside a regulated 

market or an MTF, and that consent may be given either in the form of a general agreement or 

in respect of individual transactions (cf MiFID Article 21.3). 

 

Rules 12.2.27 and 12.2.28 concern the monitoring and review by firms of their execution 

policies. Rule 12.2.27 refers to MiFID Article 21.4 and states that firms must monitor the 

effectiveness of their order execution arrangements and execution policy and in particular 

with regard to the venues included in the policy. Firms must notify clients of any material 

changes to the execution arrangements or policy. Rule 12.2.28, which draws on Article 46.1 

of the MiFID implementing Directive, requires an annual review of the execution policy and 

order execution arrangements, as well as a review whenever material changes render it 

necessary. Pursuant to Rule 12.2.29, which refers to MiFID Article 21.5, a firm must be able 

to demonstrate that an order was executed in accordance with the execution policy. 

 

The duties of portfolio managers and those who receive and transmit orders in the context of 

best execution duties are also addressed in the same section of the FSA Handbook. Rule 

12.2.30 draws on Article 45.1 of the MiFID implementing Directive and states that a firm that 

provides the service of portfolio management must comply with the best execution 

obligations when placing orders with other entities for execution that result from decisions by 

the firm to deal in financial instruments on behalf of its client. 

 

Rule 12.2.31 refers to Article 45.2 of the MiFID implementing Directive and provides that a 

firm that receives and transmits orders must comply with the best execution obligation when 

it transmits orders to another entity for execution. The material best execution obligations that 

apply in these contexts are set out in Rule 12.2.32, which refers to Articles 45.3-45.5 of the 

MiFID implementing Directive. Guideline 12.2.33 refers to recital 75 of the MiFID 

implementing Directive and states that these rules are not intended to require a duplication of 

effort as to best execution between a firm which provides the service of reception and 

transmission of orders or portfolio management and any firm to which that firm transmits its 
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orders for execution. Rule 12.2.34 addresses the case where a firm both performs portfolio 

management or reception/transmission of orders and also executes the orders on behalf of 

clients. In those cases, only the requirements for firms that execute orders will apply and not 

the special regime set out in Rules and Guidelines 12.2.30-12.2.33 (cf. Article 45.7 of the 

MiFID implementing Directive). 

 

Client order handling is also addressed in the FSA Conduct of Business Handbook. The rules 

and guidelines in this field draw heavily on MiFID provisions, mainly MiFID Article 22 and 

Articles 47-49 of the MiFID implementing Directive. Rule 12.3.1 sets out general principles 

that mirror those in MiFID Article 22.1, namely that firms must implement procedures and 

arrangements to ensure prompt, fair and expeditious execution of client orders. Moreover, 

otherwise comparable client orders are to be executed in accordance with the time of 

reception by the firm. The material conditions that must be satisfied by firms when they 

“carry out” client orders are set out in Rule 12.3.2, with reference to Article 19.1 of MiFID 

and Article 47.1 of the MiFID implementing Directive. 

 

Guideline 12.3.3 refers to recital 78 of the MiFID implementing Directive and states that 

orders should not be treated as comparable if they have been received by different media and 

it would not be “practicable” to treat them sequentially. Settlement of client orders is 

addressed in Rule 12.3.4, which draws on Article 19.1 0f MiFID and Article 47.2 of the 

MiFID implementing Directive to provide that firms that oversee or arrange settlement of 

orders must take all reasonable steps to ensure that client financial instruments or funds are 

promptly and correctly delivered to the appropriate client’s account. Misuse of information 

relating to pending client orders is addressed in Rule 12.3.5 with reference to Article 19.1 of 

MiFID and Article 47.3 of the MiFID implementing Directive. Rule 12.3.5 provides that firms 

may not misuse such information and that they shall take all reasonable steps to prevent 

misuse by “any of its relevant persons”. Guideline 12.3.6, which draws on recital 78 of the 

MiFID implementing Directive, provides descriptions of activities that do and do not 

constitute misuse of information. 

 

Rule 12.3.7, which refers to MiFID Article 19.1 and Article 48.1 of the MiFID implementing 

Directive, lays out the conditions under which a firm may aggregate orders for execution. 

Firms’ obligations in connection with partial execution of aggregated client orders are 

addressed in Rule 12.3.8, which draws on Article 19.1 of MiFID and Article 48.2 of the 
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MiFID implementing Directive. Firms that have aggregated transactions for their own account 

with client orders must not allocate the related traders in a manner detrimental to a client, 

pursuant to Rule 12.3.9, which refers to MiFID Article 19.1 and Article 49.1 of the MiFID 

implementing Directive. The priority between client orders and order for own account when 

aggregated orders are executed is addressed in Rule 12.3.10, which draws on MiFID Article 

19.1 and Article 49.2 of the MiFID implementing Directive and provides that trades must as a 

general rule be allocated to clients in priority to the firm. However, transactions may be 

allocated proportionally if the firm can demonstrate that the combination was necessary to 

carry out the order on such advantageous terms. 

 

Also, Rule 12.3.11 draws on MiFID Article 19.1 and Article 49.3 of the MiFID implementing 

Directive to state that the firm’s order allocation policy must set out procedures to prevent 

order reallocation in a manner detrimental to the client in the context of transactions for own 

account that are executed in combination with client orders. Guideline 12.3.12 refers to recital 

77 of the MiFID implementing Directive and provides that a reallocation is to be considered 

as detrimental to the client if it results in unfair precedence being given to the firm or to any 

particular client. 

 

Provisions that correspond to the client limit order display requirement of MiFID Article 22.2 

are set out in Rule 12.4.1. Guideline 12.4.2 refers to recital 42 of MiFID and states that the 

disclosure obligation only applies, in transactions between eligible counterparties, when the 

counterparty explicitly sends a limit order to the firm for its execution. Rule 12.4.3, with 

reference to Article 31 of the MiFID Regulation, provides that disclosures can be effected 

either by transmitting the order to a regulated market or MTF that operates an order book 

trading system, or by ensuring that the order is made public and can be easily executed as 

soon as market conditions allow. Rule 12.4.5 refers to MiFID Article 22.2 and states that the 

disclosure requirement will not apply to client limit orders that are large in scale compared to 

normal market size. 

 

Aside from the transposition of the best execution rules in MiFID and associated legal 

instruments at the EU level, where the FSA employed an “intelligent copy-out” approach,2520 

best execution rules were given a fair amount of attention from the FSA. These rules were 

                                                 
2520 Financial Services Authority, Implementing the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID), Policy 
Statement PS07/2 (January 2007) at 4. 
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mentioned briefly in an FSA policy statement on the implementation of MiFID,2521 and then 

addressed in more detail in subsequent policy statements by the authority. In a policy 

statement from August 2007, the FSA elaborated on the implementation of the MiFID best 

execution regime. The authority stated e.g. that it agreed with the statements and 

interpretations made by CESR in its Q & A concerning the MiFID best execution rules.2522 

The FSA also addressed a number of issues that had not been raised in CESR Q & A. 

 

It was stated that firms did not need to obtain consent from clients to material changes to its 

execution policy or arrangements, and that it is up to the firm to determine how to provide the 

clients with information about such changes, “bearing in mind that the notification mechanism 

should be effective to draw clients’ attention to the change”.2523 

 

One question raised concerned whether firms could make contractual promises regarding best 

execution to eligible counterparties, i.e. clients not covered by the best execution rules in 

MiFID. The FSA noted that contractual best execution should be distinguished from 

regulatory best execution, and that firms were free to agree with eligible counterparties to 

provide them with contractually defined best execution.2524 

 

The FSA also discussed a number of issues related to the scope of the best execution duty and 

the degree to which various financial market participants could be subject to the best 

execution requirements. As regards best execution duties for participants in quote-driven 

markets, the FSA noted the European Commission’s statements on the subject and found that 

the key concept is whether the firm is acting on behalf of a client when executing its order, i.e. 

whether “the client legitimately relies on the firm to protect their interests in relation to 

pricing and other elements of the transaction”.2525 

 

Contract for difference (CFD) trading by retail clients was held to give rise to best execution 

obligations for firms trading with these clients. Moreover, the FSA stated that spread betting 

                                                 
2521 Ibid. at 96. 
2522 Financial Services Authority, Best Execution, Policy Statement PS07/15 (August 2007) at 3. Thus, like its 
French counterpart the AMF, the FSA acknowledged the importance of CESR material when interpreting the 
order execution provisions in MiFID. Cf. AMF (2006), op. cit. at 6. 
2523 Ibid. at 6. 
2524 Ibid. The FSA also stated that the firm should be clear about how this contractual best execution differs from 
regulatory best execution, and be careful to avoid language that could lead the eligible counterparty to believe 
that the firm agreed to treat it as a retail or professional client. Ibid.  
2525 Ibid. at 8. 
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by retain clients would give rise to best execution requirements when e.g. clients do not have 

access to competing prices, clients are unsophisticated and the firms promote spread betting 

as economic equivalents of investing in cash markets.2526 

 

The FSA introduced a provision pursuant to which the display requirement was waived for 

limit orders larger than normal market size.2527 The FSA also interpreted Article 22.2 of 

MiFID as allowing customers to give firms a general instruction not to publish their limit 

orders, instead of giving such instructions on a trade-by-trade basis only.2528 

7.4.5.4 Case Law: Enforcement by the FSA 

Judging by the Final Notices issued by the FSA in connection with the imposition of 

sanctions on supervised entities, best execution is not a dominant issue in the regulation of 

UK financial markets. None of the notices issued from November 2007 onward contains any 

reference to best execution obligations although several notices concern sanctions imposed as 

a result of behavior by financial intermediaries that relate to inter alia order execution. In 

September 2010, one broker was sanctioned for having agreed with an employee of a client to 

charge higher commissions on trades and split the proceeds.2529 The broker was sanctioned for 

violation of the general principle (Principle 1) set out by the FSA that an approved person 

“must act with integrity in carrying out his controlled function”. The broker in question was 

held to have violated one of the general requirements that apply to persons approved by the 

FSA, namely to refrain from deliberately misleading or attempting to mislead his client.2530 In 

the case, no reference to the FSA best execution rules. A case against the other broker 

involved in these transactions was decided by the FSA in June 2010.2531 This broker had 

accepted kickbacks – a percent of commissions – from the other brokerage firm for steering 

orders to them. Moreover, commissions were higher than originally agreed. Once again, the 

broker was sanctioned for breach of the general principle (Principle 1) set out by the FSA that 

an approved person “must act with integrity in carrying out his controlled function” and found 

to have violated one of the general requirements that apply to persons approved by the FSA, 

namely to refrain from deliberately misleading or attempting to mislead his client.2532 The 

                                                 
2526 Ibid. at 9 f. 
2527 Financial Services Authority, Policy Statement PS07/2 (January 2007), op. cit. at 97. 
2528 Ibid. at 98. 
2529 FSA, Final Notice re Fabio Massimo de Biase (September 27, 2010). 
2530 Ibid. at 5. 
2531 FSA, Final Notice re Anjam Saeed Ahmad (June 22, 2010). 
2532 Ibid. at 4. 
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FSA’s best execution rules were not invoked; nor were best execution considerations raised at 

all in the FSA’s final notice in the matter. 

 

In one case, a FSA decision in a matter that involved inter alia order execution considerations 

was appealed to, and adjudged by, the Upper Tribunal (Tax and Chancery). In Betton v 

Financial Services Authority,2533, a broker involved in market abuse (a price manipulation 

scheme) was inter alia found to have benefited a party to the scheme, to the detriment of other 

clients, by charging a higher spread although a lower spread was possible to obtain.2534 A 

prohibition order was imposed on the broker by the FSA and upheld by the court. The court 

did not, however, discuss the extent to which the broker’s failure to obtain best execution 

contributed to this decision. 

 

A couple of FSA decisions have concerned firms’ failures to report large numbers of executed 

transactions in accordance with the MiFID rules on transaction reporting as implemented by 

the FSA. However, this type of ex post transaction reporting can be distinguished from the 

transparency requirements that have been discussed in Chapter 6.4.2 supra in that the primary 

function of this transaction reporting, in the words of the FSA, “is to detect and investigate 

suspected market abuse, insider trading and market manipulation”.2535 The same rationale for 

transaction reporting was also invoked in a subsequent FSA decision.2536 Against this 

background, it is not surprising that neither of these relatively short decisions discuss the 

connection between transparency and execution quality. Thus, although they address the issue 

of firms’ provision of ex post information about transactions, they do not appear to raise any 

relevant points in the context of this investigation. 

7.4.6 Recent Developments in Case Law 

While the body of regulatory rules was revised and expanded, a small number of cases before 

the courts addressed issues concerning agents’ duties, in general or in the context of securities 

trading. 

 

                                                 
2533 2010 WL 5152461, Upper Tribunal (Tax and Chancery) (2010-11-19). 
2534 Ibid. at paragraphs 62 and 63. 
2535 FSA, Final Notice re James Sharp and Company (August 20, 2012) at 2. 
2536 FSA, Final Notice re Plus500UK Limited (October 17, 2012) at 2. The same language was used in earlier 
decisions as well, see e.g. FSA, Final Notice re Société Générale (August 25, 2010) at 2 and FSA, Final Notice 
re Commerzbank AG (April 27, 2010) at 2. 
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The issue whether regulatory rules pre-empt civil liability was addressed by the court in 

Gorham v British Telecommunications Plc.2537 A pension adviser was charged with having 

given negligent advice. The court had to consider whether civil liability vis-à-vis a beneficiary 

who had not signed the contract could ensue, although the relevant regulatory conduct of 

business rules did not provide that an adviser owed a duty of care to all potential beneficiaries. 

The court held that the pension adviser could incur liability although this was not provided in 

regulations – these latter were, noted the court, “silent on whether a duty of care was owed” to 

all potential beneficiaries. The pension adviser was found not liable on other grounds. 

 

Moreover, a handful of cases addressed agency duties in the specific context of securities 

trading, which is especially noteworthy since cases concerning financial intermediaries’ 

fiduciary duties have historically been relatively sparse.2538 Indeed, the Law Commission 

noted in 1995 that since the reforms in the UK financial markets in the mid-1980’s, no cases 

had come to court in which a breach of fiduciary duty on the part of a financial services 

practitioner had been alleged.2539 Several cases that address aspects of order execution 

obligations will be discussed infra. 

 

Several cases from the first decade of the 2000’s address the applicability of the best 

execution duty, albeit in a specific and somewhat unusual context. In Sucden Financial Ltd 

(formerly Sucden [UK] Ltd) v. Fluxo-Cane Overseas Ltd,2540 the court held that a best 

execution obligation applies in a relationship between an investment service provider and a 

professional client, even in the face of inconsistent contractual language.2541 However, the 

court also found that the FSA COBS, and its best execution obligations, do not apply when 

the broker is liquidating the customer’s account pursuant to a default event. In such a case of 

liquidation, the broker is not executing the customer’s orders. Thus, in such circumstances, 

                                                 
2537 2000 WL 1027010. 
2538 The older case Armstrong v Jackson, [1917] 2 K.B. 822, cited supra does clarify (i) that brokers may not 
take the other side of a transaction with a customer without disclosing it, and (ii) to transact at the most 
advantageous price for the customer. Ibid. at 824. Here, it may also be worthwhile to note – as did the Law 
Commission, the Australian case of Jones v Canavan ([1972] N.S.W.L.R. 236) where a stockbroker who bought 
shares by matching the buy order with a sell order they had received from a second customer was held not to 
have breached his fiduciary duties since an applicable trade custom provided that the price should be fixed by 
ascertaining the current market price of the shares. This custom was held to be reasonable and ensured that the 
price obtained by the customer was the best possible. 
2539 Law Commission (1995), op. cit. at 56. 
2540 2010 WL 3166471, Queen’s Bench Division (Commercial Court) (2010-08-13). 
2541 Ibid. at § 52. the court reached the same conclusion. Ibid. at 71. In that opinion, it is likewise held that best 
execution obligations are not applicable in liquidation. Ibid. at 75. 
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the broker is not held to a duty to act in the best interests of the client. It cannot ignore the 

client’s interests but may balance these against its own interests.2542 

 

The same conclusion – that transactions in order to close out positions in liquidation were not 

carried out pursuant to orders from the defendant but instead at the plaintiff’s discretion 

“pursuant to its independent right to close out” – was reached by the court in Marex Financial 

Ltd v Fluxo-Cane Overseas Ltd.2543 

 

Similar facts, i.e. the issue of whether best execution duties under FSA COBS are owed when 

closing out positions in liquidation, were also addressed in ED&F Man Commodity Advisers 

Ltd v Fluxo-Cane Overseas Ltd.2544 The court noted that (i) the defendant whose positions had 

been closed out in liquidation should be classified as an eligible counterparty and thus not 

afforded the protection of a best execution obligation on the part of the plaintiff.2545 The court 

then went on to hold that the defendant would not have been able to invoke a best execution 

duty in any case, since the plaintiff did not execute orders from the defendant when 

liquidating the position but rather had been “left to cope as best it could with the outstanding 

position”.2546 

 

Subsequently, the court in Euroption Strategic Fund Ltd v Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken 

AB2547 found that an agent (Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken) could exercise considerable 

discretion when closing a principal’s (Euroption) position after the principal’s failure to meet 

margin calls. The court held that the agent had a duty to “act honestly, in good faith and not 

arbitrarily, capriciously, perversely or irrationally”; the agent was not found lacking in this 

respect.2548 Moreover, with reference to Socimer International Bank Ltd (In Liquidation) v 

Standard Bank London Ltd (No 2),2549 the court held that the agent was not held to a duty to 

execute close-out transactions “using reasonable care and to a suitably professional standard”; 

only the duty not to act irrationally applied.2550 The court stated that following default by the 

                                                 
2542 Ibid. at § 53. 
2543 2010 WL 4180776, Queen’s Bench Division (Commercial Court) (2010-10-27) at § 88. 
2544 2010 WL 442369, Queen’s Bench Division (Commercial Court), (2010-02-11). 
2545 Ibid. at § 74. 
2546 Ibid. at § 75. 
2547 2012 WL 609124 (March 15, 2012). 
2548 Ibid. at § 105. 
2549 [2008] EWCA Civ. 116. In Socimer, a principal went into liquidation owing an agent substantial amounts. 
The agent liquidated the principals’ portfolio of securities over a period of time. The court found that the agent 
was under a duty not to act irrationally when disposing of the assets, but not under a duty to take reasonable care.  
2550 Ibid. at § 129 f. 
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principal, the agent “is entitled to put his own interests first and is primarily carrying out the 

forced liquidation of the portfolio in order to reduce and ultimately eliminate the risk… 

[….]…to which it had been exposed by its client’s failure to provide margin”.2551 

 

In the earlier case Brandeis Brokers Ltd v Black,2552 a broker executed trades on the London 

Metal Exchange while representing to the client that best execution was not offered since it 

was not appropriate for transactions on the exchange. In the case, agency trades were made by 

the broker; the broker also engaged in front-running clients’ orders. An arbitration tribunal 

had found that the broker was subject to fiduciary duties when executing a client’s order on 

the market, especially as regards agency trades. The court agreed.2553 The court found that the 

broker, when accepting an order from the client, was “clearly under a duty not to take 

advantage of that order to obtain an undisclosed profit for itself”.2554 Thus, the broker’s 

practice of trading for itself as well as for other clients after having received orders from the 

client, but before executing them, constituted a breach of fiduciary obligation.2555 

 

In more general terms, the court held that the law “regards it as unfair and wrong for a 

fiduciary to place his interest above that of the client, beneficiary or principal or to make a 

profit from his position, without the latter's informed consent”.2556 Considering the 

circumstances of the case in more detail, and with reference to the findings of the contested 

arbitration decision in the case, the court noted the arbitrators’ finding that regulatory rules on 

order handling – which rules provided that orders should be processed in the order that they 

arrived – should be observed.2557 These order handling rules should be adhered to even if it 

meant that a broker, having accepted a large order that might take time to execute, would have 

to decline taking other smaller orders for immediate execution.2558 

 

On this issue, the court held that the broker’s practice of executing orders for its own account 

and for other clients’ discretionary accounts before executing the order received from the 

                                                 
2551 Ibid at § 114. 
2552 2001 WL 513189, Queen’s Bench Division (Commercial Court). 
2553 Ibid. at § 41-43. Interestingly, one of the factors considered by the court when establishing the broker’s 
status as fiduciary was that the broker – while not taking on an explicit best execution obligation – had 
represented that it would “of course always attempt to transact business with you on the best terms available at 
the relevant times”. Ibid. at § 41. 
2554 Ibid. at § 44. 
2555 Ibid. at §§ 44 and 51. 
2556 Ibid. at § 47. 
2557 Ibid. at § 48. 
2558 Ibid. 
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client constituted a misuse of its fiduciary position.2559 Broadly worded terms in the contract 

between the client and the broker that mentioned the possibility of the broker having conflicts 

of interest were held to be too general to exonerate the broker from liability for such 

conduct.2560 However, the court also stated obiter dicta that it was highly doubtful whether the 

same position (i.e. a prohibition on trading before the client’s large order had been executed) 

would necessarily apply if another client submitted an order that could be immediately 

executed.2561 

7.4.7 Analysis 

7.4.7.1 Introduction 

After this description of order execution obligations under English law, several issues that 

bear on the nature of these obligations and their material extent will be analyzed. The topics 

that will be covered here are those that are deemed necessary in order to pragmatically 

establish what obligations intermediaries are held to. In order to ascertain this, the following 

issues need to be delved into: (i) the obligations under current regulatory rules, (ii) the 

obligations under current common law or equity as established by courts, and (iii) the 

interplay between these two bodies of law. 

7.4.7.2 Regulatory Rules 

At present, brokers in England, Wales and the rest of the UK are required to comply with the 

MiFID order execution obligations as transposed by the FSA. One initial observation as 

regards best execution obligations in England & Wales is that such statutory obligations 

existed already before the advent of MiFID. Moreover, the pre-existing duty imposed 

relatively clear obligations on firms executing orders. Namely, they were obliged to execute 

the order at the best available price. If a firm had access to different prices displayed by 

different sources, it should execute the customer order at the best available price if this was in 

the customer’s best interests. Moreover, the firm had to pass on the execution price to the 

customer and not take a mark-up or mark-down from that price. The prices quoted on the 

London Stock Exchange, specifically those quoted through its Stock Exchange Electronic 

Trading Service (SETS), were used as benchmarks. For customer orders in a share traded on 

SETS, a firm’s best execution obligations would be satisfied if it executed the customer order 
                                                 
2559 Ibid. at § 49. 
2560 Ibid. 
2561 Ibid. at § 50. The court went on to state that in such a situation, “an unexplained refusal by the broker to 
accept the order for immediate execution might immediately signal that something major was afoot” and that the 
interpretation of regulatory order handling rules may be unclear in those circumstances. Ibid. 
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through SETS (subject to the obligation to execute the order at the best price if the firm had 

access to different price sources). 

 

Thus, execution through SETS would satisfy the best execution duty unless the firm had 

access to a better price from a different source. Since firms were not obliged to obtain access 

to multiple venues, this would in effect constitute a safe haven: firms that chose to maintain 

access only to SETS, and execute orders through that system, would be deemed to comply 

with the best execution duties set out by the FSA. The MiFID best execution rules are not 

benchmarked to a specific price at one venue, since this would obviously be untenable for 

rules that operate on a large number of venues in all EU Member States. Consequently, the 

reference to prices available in SETS has been removed from the UK rules as well. 

 

Moreover, the MiFID requirement that an execution policy be set up would seem to entail, for 

many actively traded UK shares, an obligation for firms to consider several alternative venues 

beside the LSE. If firms were to draw up execution policies that included only the LSE, this 

policy would conceivably not comply with the MiFID requirement in Article 21.3 that the 

execution policy shall “at least” include those venues that enable the firm to obtain the best 

possible result on a consistent basis. Thus, an obligation to consider execution at multiple 

venues springs from the MiFID provisions. 

 

The duty to draw up, communicate, use and review an execution policy also constitutes, of 

itself, a new obligation on firms. Thus, the MiFID rules entail a number of new duties that 

weigh on firms. They must draw up, communicate, review and comply with an execution 

policy; moreover, they are – most likely – required to look to the prices available at other 

venues beside the LSE when trading in a large number of shares. To this extent, at least, 

MiFID entails new and conceivably costly order execution requirements for the firms. 

However, until now the FSA has not taken action against any firm for not complying with its 

best execution obligation. Thus, the exact manner in which the obligations should be 

interpreted, e.g. how and when (apart from the requirement for annual review) policies should 

be reviewed and to what extent firms must take different venues into account, remains 

unknown. 
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7.4.7.3 Obligations under Common Law or Equity 

A question that needs to be addressed in order to ascertain the full extent of order execution 

obligations in England & Wales is whether pre-existing agency law imposes more far-

reaching order execution duties on firms over and above the relatively detailed duties that 

flow from MiFID. 

 

Under English law, agency duties are broadly construed. As applied verbatim to financial 

market practices, they would conceivably proscribe many common phenomena. For example, 

the practice of agents accepting payment from others for order flow, without transferring this 

benefit in its entirety to the customer, could conceivably constitute a violation of the rule that 

the fiduciary must not profit from his position at the expense of the customer. However, a 

string of cases have interpreted the agency obligation in this context as consisting in a duty to 

conform to usual market practices combined with disclosure; thus, agency law does not 

proscribe payment for order flow but rather sets out requirements to be complied with for 

those who wish to engage in these practices. 

 

However, the fiduciary principles identified by the Law Commission have only rarely, and to 

a limited extent, been applied by the courts to financial market practices. While it is 

established law that financial market intermediaries may be qualified as agents in the eyes of 

the law, irrespective of how they themselves construe the relationship with the customer, 

many questions that are directly pertinent to order execution obligations have not been 

answered. The degree to which a broker’s failure to take up an opportunity for price 

improvement constitutes a breach of his or her fiduciary obligations in common law and 

equity has not been addressed in case law. A modern English case that addresses broker duties 

in the context of order execution – Brandeis – merely makes it clear that front-running 

customer orders is proscribed. Another case – Glynwill – provides that brokers acting as 

agents may not take undisclosed mark-ups on trades. An older case – Armstrong – provides 

that a broker may not engage in undisclosed self-entry. In effect, these duties do not add 

anything to the regulatory rules set out in MiFID and implementing legislation or 

regulation.2562 

                                                 
2562 In addition, the court in Armstrong did state that the broker was obliged, when buying stocks for the 
customer’s account, to buy at lowest price. If this statement were to be extensively interpreted, it could be seen 
as imposing a general duty to obtain the best price and thus – implicitly – to seek price improvement whenever 
possible. Armstrong, op. cit. at 824. A general duty to seek price improvement, not limited to the venues that the 
firm has chosen to include in its execution policy, would be more far-reaching than the best execution obligation 
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7.4.7.4 The Interplay between Fiduciary Duties and Regulatory Rules 

A number of authorities argue that fiduciary duties may be fleshed out with reference to 

obligations that flow from regulatory rules. In the absence of certainty as to the material 

content of the fiduciary obligations, this effectively substitutes the often relatively clear 

regulatory obligations for the considerably fuzzier fiduciary duties (the extent of which has 

never been clarified). 

 

If the contractualist view of fiduciary obligations is adopted – i.e. that they are prone to be 

contracted away – the regulatory rules assume an even greater importance in relative terms. If 

the fuzzy fiduciary obligation can be contracted away, the content that it may have had is 

irrelevant. In contrast, the regulatory rules cannot be contracted away and spell out positive 

obligations for the firms. 

 

Thus, if either (i) the fiduciary duties are seen as so fuzzy that they are pragmatically devoid 

of material content, or (ii) they can be contracted out of (irrespective of whether they entail 

discernible duties or not), regulatory rules are left as the only law that sets binding constraints 

on agent behavior.2563 

 

If, on the other hand, one would hold that real, identifiable obligations for agents in financial 

markets can be extracted from the broad propositions of English agency law, the issue 

whether these obligations can be waived or not becomes more interesting. If fiduciary duties 

(i) are held to embody clear, identifiable obligations for brokers, e.g. to seek to attain price 

improvement2564 or to give the customer at least the same price as the broker receives in 

simultaneous proprietary trades, and (ii) cannot be contracted away, this would mean that 

brokers are effectively held to a higher standard of conduct than that which flows from the 

                                                                                                                                                         
in MiFID as transposed by the FSA. However, far more recent statements by the Law Commission seem to 
presume that (earlier) best execution rules can be equated with a custom that provides adequate protection to the 
customer. Law Commission (1992), op. cit. at 45. If so, the best execution rules effectively replace the possibly 
more far-reaching duties under general fiduciary law.  
2563 Tuch (2008) notes that in such cases where a party has contracted out of fiduciary duties, legislation may 
provide the only rules regulating how investment banks must respond to conflicts of interest. A. Tuch. The 
Paradox of Financial Services Regulation: Preserving Client Expectations of Loyalty in an Industry Rife with 
Conflicts of Interest. The University of Sydney Law School Legal Studies Research Paper No. 08/21 
(January 2008) at 20 f. 
2564 A weak case for a duty to seek price improvement can be made with reference to the broad duty to obtain the 
best price for the customer as formulated in Armstrong v Jackson, op. cit. at 824, although it is highly unlikely 
that modern courts would recognize such a duty to the extent that it would conflict with best execution 
obligations set out in FSA rules. 
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MiFID obligations. No such more far-reaching obligations can be extracted from extant case 

law, however. 

 

Instead. several authorities argue that the material content of fiduciary duties regarding order 

execution can be established with reference to duties that flow from regulatory rules. In effect, 

the material content of the fiduciary duty is then ascertained with reference to relevant 

regulatory rules. Indeed, none of the authorities cited above has expressly argued that English 

agency law contains fiduciary duties that go farther than the order execution obligations set 

out in MiFID. One Australian case cited by the Law Commission that goes directly to the 

issue of the execution price in an agency transaction – Jones v Canavan – may arguably be 

less authoritative in an English context, but accords with earlier English case law, e.g. 

Cunliffe-Owen v Teather & Greenwood.2565 Against this backdrop, it seems highly unlikely 

that a conflict would in practice arise between the MiFID order execution obligations and 

brokers’ fiduciary duties under English agency law; the latter would effectively be ascertained 

with reference to the former. 

 

This in turn entails that the content of fiduciary duties would be likely to change with changes 

in the relevant regulatory rules. Order execution duties would be a case in point. Prior to the 

transposition of MiFID, English (and UK) regulatory rules as enacted by the FSA and its 

predecessors provided that  firms should normally take “reasonable” care to find the best price 

and execute at that price.2566 This did not entail an obligation to have access to competing 

exchanges or to a minimum number of available price sources.2567 Moreover, execution at the 

best available price on SETS would normally suffice to meet the best execution obligation 

concerning SETS shares. If – as seems highly likely, if counterfactual – these best execution 

obligations would have been held to provide adequate customer protection, and as 

“reasonable” regulatory rules, they would effectively have taken precedence over potentially 

more far-reaching fiduciary duties. 

 

Provided, once again, that FSA best execution rules would have been qualified as 

“reasonable” regulatory rules providing adequate customer protection, the new best execution 
                                                 
2565 [1967] 1 W.L.R. 1421. 
2566 FSA (2002), op. cit. at 10. 
2567 FSA, Discussion Paper: Best Execution (CP154, April 2001) at 13. However, if a firm had access to 
different prices displayed by different sources, it should execute the customer order at the best available price. 
Ibid. It was also noted that in quote-driven markets, market practice was to obtain at least three quotes in order to 
be sure that an acceptable price was obtained. Ibid. at 24. 
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rules enacted by the FSA to transpose MiFID would also have taken precedence over general 

fiduciary duties. One regulatory rule supersedes another, different rule but – like its 

predecessor – effectively determines the content of the agent’s fiduciary duties in the context 

of order execution. This pragmatically means that the content of fiduciary duties changes with 

the content of the related regulatory rules. In the context of best execution obligations, the 

consequence would seem to be that English agency law does not contain any inconsistencies 

with regard to the MiFID regime since the latter is effectively absorbed into English agency 

law fiduciary duties. The conclusions of the Law Commission – that the basic premise that 

courts should take account of regulatory rules is correct, and that courts would also probably 

do this when determining the content of a fiduciary’s duties –2568 would seem to allow for 

such an approach, especially in view of the Law Commission’s analysis of Jones v Canavan 

and Kelly v Cooper pursuant to which a norm that complies with a regulatory rule but not with 

common law or equity may be accepted provided that it incorporates adequate protection for 

the customer.2569 

 

In the absence of specific legislation to address the interplay between regulatory rules and 

fiduciary duties, several scholars have reached conclusions that resemble those of the Law 

Commission. Hudson holds that in the future, private law is likely to take principles of 

financial regulation as the best guide to the appropriate test to apply in many private law 

circumstances.2570 Hudson also draws a parallel between EU legal acts, where high-level 

principles and detailed technical rules coexist, and equity in English law. Specifically, he 

identifies trust law as an area where high-level principles – that the trustee act in good 

conscience in relation to the property which is held on trust – coexist with detailed rules as to 

the creation, management and remedy for the breach of trusts.2571 In general terms, Hudson 

argues that the technique of applying high-level principles to individual cases, as well as the 

technique of developing the application of such high-level principles differently in different 

contexts, are (i) “well-known” to English common law and equity, (ii) “the mainstay” of EU 

treaties and EU securities law and (iii) “typical” of civil code systems’ private law where 

general principles are applied to individual cases by the courts.2572 

 

                                                 
2568 Law Commission (1995), op. cit. at 70. 
2569 Ibid. at 44 f. 
2570 Hudson, op. cit. at 137 f. 
2571 Ibid. at 139. 
2572 Ibid. at 140 f. 
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In the specific case of best execution duties, Hudson notes that English case law has construed 

a fiduciary relationship as arising “whenever the [plaintiff] entrusts to the [defendant] a job to 

be performed, for instance, the negotiation of a contract on his behalf or for his benefit, and 

relies on the [defendant] to procure for the [plaintiff] the best terms available…”.2573 In 

Hudson’s analysis, the duty to procure the best terms available could be said to encompass the 

best execution requirement that flows from MiFID. This in turn would entail that an 

investment firm which is obliged to “seek the best method and price for completing a 

transaction for a customer” would be acting in a fiduciary capacity in so doing.2574 

 

Hudson also argues that the best execution requirement in Article 21 of MiFID adds a new 

dimension to the obligations imposed on investment firms. Namely, the best execution duty 

imposes positive obligations on investment firms regardless of the terms of their contracts 

with their customers. Hudson contrasts this with the common law approach where, in his 

view, only the contract terms between the parties would be considered and enforced, absent 

unconscionable factors such as duress or undue influence.2575 

 

Regarding sanctions for violations of the FSA rules, Section 66 of the FSMA provides that 

FSA may levy sanctions on firms that do not comply with the rules. However, the existence of 

a system of administrative sanctions would not seem to preclude a customer from seeking to 

hold the firm liable for breach of agency law obligations. Moreover, Currie argues that the 

FSA should be able to bring civil cases against wrongdoers for at least some infractions of 

conduct of business rules. The activities discussed by Currie concern other activities than 

order execution, though, e.g. fraudulent marketing.2576 

 

Later, it has been argued by Ze that (i) that there are “many instances where financial 

regulations impose a lower standard of duty on financial practitioners than the common law 

fiduciary duties, (ii) that there are doubts whether complying with FSA rules always would be 

sufficient to avoid common law fiduciary obligations, but also (iii) that compliance with 

regulations should be evidence of statutory reasonableness, in order to achieve the legal 

certainty necessary for the commercial world.2577 Statements were also made by Lord 

                                                 
2573 Ibid. at 689 with reference to Reading v Attorney General [1949] 2 KB 232 at 236. 
2574 Ibid. at 689. 
2575 Hudson, op. cit. at 132. 
2576 Caroline Currie, Civil enforcement as a regulatory device, 17 Company lawyer (1996) at 139, passim. 
2577 Jay Ze, Underwriters and Fiduciary Duties, Journal of Business Law (March 2007) 137 at 159 f. 
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McIntosh of Haringey in Parliament when the FSMA 2000 was introduced, to the effect that 

someone who has complied with FSA rules would hardly be found guilty by courts of having 

violated his fiduciary duty.2578 

 

To sum up, regulatory rules have been accorded substantial weight – both in scholarly 

analysis and case law – when determining the extent of parties’ obligations in financial 

market transactions. The presence of detailed regulatory provisions concerning best execution 

obligations may in fact effectively replace the potentially more far-reaching obligations that 

may exist at common law or in equity, even in the absence of a formal safe harbor provision. 

 

In light of the fact that the MiFID framework also contains extensive rules on systematic 

internalization, an explicit prohibition on front-running as well as information requirements 

concerning the terms of trade, the fiduciary duties of brokers as explicitly defined by English 

courts do not seem to impose any duties on brokers over and above the obligations that flow 

from MiFID. Indeed, it could be argued that courts would be well advised to define the extent 

of fiduciary duties based on the content of relevant regulatory rules that transpose binding EU 

rules: if this view prevails, it would entail that the material content of general English 

fiduciary duties in the context of order execution would be defined with reference to the order 

execution duties provided in MiFID.2579 

 

Thus, re the situation in England & Wales: 

 

1. Are there statutory rules on order execution or best execution obligations?  

Regulatory rules that set out a best execution duty – albeit in the form of FSA conduct of 

business requirements – are provided in the FSA Conduct of Business Sourcebook 

(COBS) Section 11.2. 

                                                 
2578 Hansard, HL, col. 1409 May 9, 2000. 
2579 However, the Law Commission has argued that the introduction of legislation that would provide that 
compliance with regulatory requirements also constitutes compliance with fiduciary duties – a legislative safe 
harbor – is “not a viable option”. Law Commission (1995), op. cit. at 68. The Law Commission notes several 
arguments against a safe harbor; that it would allow self-regulatory organizations to alter the content of the 
common law or equitable obligations under general law, and leave customers entirely dependent on the 
regulatory system for protection. Ibid. at 67 f. Another – and perhaps more complex – question is whether 
English agency law must be interpreted so as to comply with the MiFID provisions in areas where the latter 
apply. If so, agency law duties must conform to MiFID obligations, which in this case would entail that the 
material content of fiduciary duties are determined with reference to FSA rules that transpose MiFID provisions. 
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2. If so, when were the order execution/best execution rules introduced? What reasons 

for introducing them were put forth by the legislator? They were enacted in order to 

transpose MiFID in England and replaced earlier regulatory rules on best execution. 

3. What activities are covered by the order execution/best execution duty? Coverage 

defined by instruments, actors, venues? The same scope as the MiFID rules. 

4. In what does the statutory order execution duty/best execution duty consist? It 

constitutes an “intelligent copy” of the MiFID regime.  

5. Are the order execution rules/best execution rules bright-line (e.g. focused on easily 

determined variables) or more generally drafted (e.g. set out as a duty to consider 

several factors without any explicit quantitative duties)? As in MiFID. 

6. Who is responsible for securing best execution/order execution that complies with the 

rules? Venue or broker? The broker. 

7. How is compliance with best execution/order execution duties as well as order 

execution – the actual trades – disclosed to the client? As under MiFID. 

8. Are there statutory or judge-made rules on fiduciary best execution duties that impinge 

on securities markets transactions? Yes, fiduciary duties under agency law have been 

developed through case law. These fiduciary duties have been held to apply to agency 

transactions in shares.   

9. If so, how has the fiduciary duty of best execution been defined in law/case-law? No 

single definition of best execution has been set out in case law. To the extent that 

regulatory rules set out e.g. order execution obligations, they have been held to 

effectively determine the material content of fiduciary duties. 

10. What enforcement measures are available against a party who has a best 

execution/order execution duty – fiduciary or imposed by law or regulation – and 

violates it? Violations of statutory best execution obligations may result in 

administrative sanctions by the FSA and/or civil liability for breach of fiduciary 

duties; violations of agency law fiduciary duties may result in civil liability pursuant 

to proceedings in general courts. 
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7.5 Synthesis: National Law Rules and MiFID Order Execution 
Obligations 

7.5.1 Introduction 

In the preceding sections, the provisions that transpose MiFID order execution obligations 

into the national laws of France, Sweden and the United Kingdom have been described. Other 

national law provisions that may directly impinge on parties’ obligations in the context of 

order execution have been identified and described. Moreover, the interplay between the 

MiFID provisions on order execution and other relevant national law provisions was 

analyzed. In this concluding part of Chapter 7, the observations and conclusions regarding 

different national legal systems will be brought together. The main focus will be on the extent 

to which national laws set out duties that are potentially incompatible with the MiFID regime, 

or where the relation between the two sets of rules is unclear. 

7.5.2 Too Many Duties? Obligations under MiFID and National Agency 
Law 

7.5.2.1 The Characteristics of Different Duties in National Law 

In all three jurisdictions studied, statutory or regulatory order execution duties that transpose 

MiFID rules coexist with generally applicable agency law, which imposes more broadly 

construed obligations. In this context, a distinction can be drawn between on the one hand 

French and Swedish law, on the other hand the laws of England & Wales. In France and 

Sweden, agency law is set out in statutes and amenable to modification or repeal in the same 

manner as other types of statutory law. In contrast, agency law obligations in England & 

Wales derive from common law or equity and cannot be repealed through legislative action as 

there are, in many cases, no statutes there to repeal. Although at present, agency law 

obligations that apply to agency transactions exist in all three jurisdictions, the possibilities 

for amending or removing such obligations differ. Effectively, the French or Swedish 

legislator would be able to pass bills to repeal general agency law obligations, or – perhaps 

more likely – to prescribe that they do not apply to securities transactions; the English 

legislator would not.2580 

                                                 
2580 This issue was raised in the preparatory works to the Swedish 2009 Commission Act but the government’s 
proposal was that securities transactions should remain within the scope of the Act. Prop. 2008/09:88 at 27 f. At 
the same time, it can be argued that the situation in England & Wales – where reasonable regulatory rules have 
been held to dictate the content of fiduciary duties to a large degree – is pragmatically more akin to what would 
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7.5.2.2 Does National Law Set Out More Far-Reaching Obligations than MiFID? 

In Sweden, national agency law sets out obligations that may go beyond the obligations that a 

firm has under MiFID. Although agency obligations that apply e.g. in the context of order 

execution are set out in a statute that was enacted in 2009, after the transposition of MiFID, 

the relation between the MiFID obligations and agency law duties remains somewhat unclear. 

Moreover, the uncertainty serves to expand the potential liability of firms; pro primo, it is 

possible that they have somewhat more far-reaching order execution obligations that those 

provided in MiFID, and pro secundo firms may be found liable in a civil process that can 

result in damages being assessed as opposed to mere administrative fines. 

 

The situation in England & Wales would seem to be similar with regard to the possibility to 

make claims against firms based on their alleged liability for breach of fiduciary duties. 

However, the interplay between the MiFID provisions and national agency law displays a 

different dynamic in England & Wales as compared to Sweden. The more general question of 

the relationship between fiduciary duties and regulatory rules has been addressed at length in 

England & Wales, notably through studies by the Law Commission. The conclusion that 

seems to emerge from this analysis is that in some instances where reasonable regulatory rules 

afford the principal/customer adequate protection, these regulatory rules will define the 

content of fiduciary rules as well. Here, the fiduciary rules do not impose any more far-

reaching obligations that those set out in (reasonable) regulatory rules – or indeed, any other 

obligations at all. In this analysis, there is a very significant overlap between regulatory and 

fiduciary obligations. 

 

In France, as in Sweden as well as England & Wales, the order execution obligations set out 

in MiFID coexist with agency law obligations that apply to brokers executing orders to trade 

in shares on behalf of their clients. As in Sweden, the agency law obligations pre-date MiFID 

and set out broadly worded, relatively far-reaching obligations; as early as in the mid-19th 

century, a French scholar argued that the agent’s duties included a duty to take all the care 

that he could in seeing to the principal’s affairs, and a prohibition against mark-ups. The 

interplay between the MiFID regime and earlier French agency law is unclear, although it 

                                                                                                                                                         
have followed if the Swedish legislator had exempted securities transaction from the scope of general agency 
obligations and applied only MiFID-derived statutory order execution obligations. In a French context, it may be 
noted that scholars have often construed the material content of agency law obligations with reference to 
regulatory rules: in at least one case, a scholar notes that earlier judge-made law on brokers’ obligations was 
replaced by regulatory rules. See, e.g., Dumont, op. cit. at § 170. 
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must be noted that several authors have referred to regulatory duties in AMF regulations when 

discussing the material content of e.g. brokers’ disclosure obligations to clients. This indicates 

a willingness to equate regulatory duties with agency duties. Were this principle to be 

consistently applied, regulatory rules would effectively determine the content of agency duties 

and the latter would be devoid of independent material content. 

7.5.2.3 Have National Authorities Applied Order Execution Rules? 

Specific order execution rules drawn up in legislation or regulation have rarely been invoked 

by courts or competent authorities in the three EU Member States studied here. Indeed, 

France stands out in the sense that only the French supervisory authorities have actually 

decided on cases that involve firms’ duties regarding order execution. The statutory and 

regulatory order execution rules in Sweden and England & Wales remain untested, but in 

France the AMF has at least established an outer boundary with regard to execution speed; a 

firm that delayed execution for over six and half hours was found in breach of its obligations 

to the customer. Interestingly, the AMF also held that the broker was not allowed to put the 

order on hold for most of a trading day even though the broker claimed that this was done in 

order to secure a better trading price later in the day.2581 Moreover, the AMF stands out in that 

it has grappled with specific best execution-related issues that flow from MiFID and provided 

an interpretation of e.g. the material content of firms’ duty to review execution policies.  

7.5.2.4 Can Different Sets of National Rules be Harmonized? 

In section 7.5.2.2 supra, the question whether national law imposes more far-reaching 

obligations than MiFID was addressed. Another question that may be posed is whether the 

characteristics of the legal systems in these jurisdictions render it possible to achieve a perfect 

overlap between duties under national agency law and MiFID. The situation in Sweden and 

France, on the one hand, and in England and Wales on the other hand, can be distinguished as 

regards the prospects for ensuring that MiFID-derived obligations correspond seamlessly to 

obligations under national law – if, indeed, this is considered to be a goal worth pursuing. In 

France and Sweden, national law obligations that may impose more far-reaching duties than 

those set out in MiFID are set out in national statutory law. Thus, in theory, any 

inconsistencies between MiFID obligations and other national law obligations may be done 
                                                 
2581 It could be argued that this effectively represents a default choice, made by the regulator, between the speed 
with which an order is to be executed and the price; the broker cannot delay execution for over six hours in the 
hope of subsequently obtaining a superior price. This resembles the position taken by Swedish scholars with 
regard to the agent’s duties pursuant to the Commission Act, namely that a broker who delays the execution of 
an order in the hope of a better deal engages in proscribed “speculation” and thus violates the agency duties that 
flow from the law. 
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away with through legislation. In England & Wales, on the other hand, fiduciary duties have 

evolved through case law and are associated with principles of common law or equity that are 

not susceptible to being legislated away. On the other hand, the interpretative approach 

proposed by several English scholars, where the material content of fiduciary rules is 

established with reference to relevant regulatory rules, would effectively render this a non-

issue. If the regulatory rules would in practice define the content of fiduciary duties, a very 

significant if not complete overlap between the two bodies of rules is achieved.2582 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
2582 A speculative case can also be made that there is in practice no divergence between general agency 
obligations under French law and regulatory order execution obligations, since the latter dictate the content of 
the former. See section 7.5.2.2 supra. 
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Chapter 8 A Comparison of Different Order Execution Rules 

8.1 Introduction 

In the three preceding chapters, best execution rules and other order execution rules in 

different jurisdictions have been described and analyzed at some length. In the following, 

these rules will be put alongside each other and compared. The analysis below is based on the 

view of the respective set of rules that was presented in preceding chapters, which – as has 

been emphasized above – represents the author’s perhaps idiosyncratic view of the material 

content of the rules. Another caveat that is in order here is that the following is intended to be 

a descriptive comparison. The possible pros and cons of different legislative and regulatory 

solutions will be addressed in the next chapter. The rest of this chapter will describe the rules 

alongside each other and compare them, under a string of thematic headings. 

8.2 The Interrelation between Order Execution Rules and Agency 
Rules 

The obligations imposed on intermediaries – both brokers and venues – pursuant to SEC 

regulations and MiFID rules may be termed conduct of business obligations, which apply 

independently of any agency law obligations. At the same time, SEC regulations and 

European rules impose obligations traditionally associated with an agent-principal 

relationship on both sides of the Atlantic – mainly disclosure obligations and a duty to act in 

the principal’s best interest. For example, the MiFID requirement pursuant to which firms are 

to provide customers with appropriate excerpts from the execution policy calls to mind the 

obligation under US agency law to provide the principal with “the facts that would reasonably 

affect the principal’s judgment, in securing the principal’s informed consent”.2583 

 

A best execution duty that is grounded in the broker’s function as a fiduciary of the client 

exists in the US and in the individual EU member states studied here, but not at the EU level. 

The best execution regime introduced in MiFID does address duties that weigh on firms that 

execute agency trades for their clients, but these rules do not purport to affect the extent of 

agency duties, e.g. fiduciary duties, in the laws of member states. Indeed, it is specifically 

noted in an accessory source on the MiFID regime that the determination, for MiFID 

                                                 
2583 R. Sitkoff, The Economic Structure of Fiduciary Law, 91 Boston University Law Review (2011) 1039 at 
1046 with reference to Restatement (Third) of Trusts § 78, comment c(2) (2007) and Restatement (Third) of 
Agency §8.06 (2006). 
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purposes, that a transaction is an agency transaction does not impinge on national agency law 

provisions.2584 

 

The statutory best execution rules in the EU supposedly do not affect, then, agency rules in 

the national laws of member states. In contrast, the best execution duty in the US is a product 

of common law agency duties, as applied through federal securities fraud provisions. In the 

US, agency law is the basic building block from which best execution duties have been 

constructed. In this, the US best execution duty as set out in federal case law resembles the 

fiduciary duties of brokers that have been set out (albeit in a limited number of cases) by 

courts in England, France and Sweden when they have applied national – not European – law 

on agents’ obligations to their principals. 

 

However, the federal statutory rules that set out order execution obligations are, to some 

extent, similar to the EU regime. Like in the EU, the main parts of the rules do not purport to 

regulate agency relationships as such but rather to impose obligations on market participants 

irrespective of whether they stand in an agent/fiduciary relationship to customers or not. For 

example, the Order Protection Rule and the disclosure requirements under Dash-5 impose 

requirements on trading venues that most likely are not agents of the end investors. On the 

other hand, parts of the US regime such as the payment for order flow rules do address the 

relationship between agents and principals. Moreover, it has been established that federal 

rules on payment for order flow trump state law that purports to regulate the same issue.2585 

At present, EU rules do not explicitly govern agency relationships and trump national 

(member state) laws: however, as noted in Chapter 7 supra, the relationship between 

regulatory MiFID-derived rules and agency law is complex and the material content of the 

latter may to a considerable extent be determined with reference to the former. 

 

To conclude, the relationship between agency obligations and regulatory rules has been 

characterized in different manners in different jurisdictions. In the US, the regulatory rules 

have been held to “undergird” the – implicitly broader – agency law obligations.2586 At the 

                                                 
2584 European Commission, Commission answers to CESR scope issues under MiFID and the implementing 
directive (Working Document ESC-07-2007) (March 19, 2007) at 2 (not paginated). 
2585 See Chapter 5 supra. 
2586 Regulation NMS at 37,538. As noted in Chapter 5 supra, the fiduciary best execution duty has been 
construed as going beyond the duty that flows from the Order Protection Rule: execution at the NBBO, which 
suffices to comply with this rule, is not enough to meet the Newton/Scottrade best execution standard. This 
standard implies a duty to consider better prices if reasonably available.  
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EU level, the absence of any conclusive statements on the relationship between agency 

obligations under national law and statutory MiFID obligations could be taken as an 

indication of the European co-legislator’s intention not to intrude on the domain of national 

agency law,2587 and consequently to avoid an analysis of whether national rules impose more 

far-reaching obligations.2588 However, the two sets of rules inevitably interact and their 

interrelation has instead had to be addressed, more or less comprehensively, at the national 

level. 

8.3 The Labels of Statutory Rules in the US and the EU 

8.3.1 Best Execution, Order Protection, Order Handling; Different Names, 
Similar Obligations  

Both in the EU and the US, order execution rules have been set out in statutory law. However, 

the statutory order execution duty in the US is not defined as a best execution duty in any 

regulations directly enacted by federal authorities. The SEC stays away from trying to adopt 

best execution rules, and the case has been made that doing so would entail an 

unconstitutional infringement of states’ legislative competence. What has been enacted in the 

US is a raft of regulations that address different aspects of order execution that impose 

requirements on both broker-dealers and venues. Some of these rules, e.g. the Order 

Protection Rule and the rules on payment for order flow easily lend themselves to being 

characterized as best execution rules – the Order Protection Rule in particular is intended to 

avoid trade-through transactions in which investors realize a worse price than the NBBO. 

Getting a good price, and avoiding an inferior one, is definitely one of the main aspects of the 

best execution duty. Moreover, the Order Handling Rules provide pre-trade transparency 

obligations that are intended to allow market participants better opportunities to execute 

against superior quotes. The best execution implications of the Order Handling Rules would 

have been even more obvious if the proposal to introduce a duty of price improvement had 

ultimately been adopted. Still, even in the absence of such a regulatory duty, the display 

                                                 
2587 The interpretative statement by the European Commission, that the determination that a transaction is an 
agency transaction does not impinge on national agency law provisions should probably be seen in this light. 
European Commission, Commission answers to CESR scope issues under MiFID and the implementing directive 
(Working Document ESC-07-2007) (March 19, 2007) at 2 (not paginated). 
2588 It must also be noted that from a functional perspective, the MiFID order execution duties constitute the 
minimum that EU member states have to put in place, since they are obliged to faithfully transpose rules agreed 
by the co-legislators. In this sense, it could be argued that the MiFID rules ”undergird” the national law agency 
obligations that weigh on the broker (unless of course the MiFID obligations are stricter than national agency 
law, in which case the MiFID regime effectively becomes the new standard for national agency law obligations). 
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obligations introduced by the Order Handling Rules are intimately connected to the 

functioning of (i) the Order Protection Rule, since the Order Handling Rules address the 

degree to which quotes are displayed as protected quotes and thus made subject to the trade-

through prohibition, and (ii) the agency law best execution obligation, since – in a similar vein 

– the availability of information about superior quotes increases the range of available 

execution alternatives that the agent is required to consider. In layman’s terms, the Order 

Handling Rules ensure that limit orders submitted by brokers’ clients will have to be 

considered by market participants when they make their routing decisions, if these limit 

orders offer better prices than those otherwise available. 

 

In contrast, the EU rules are styled as best execution rules. They are complemented by other 

rules that address different aspects of order execution – client limit order display rules and 

order handling rules, as well as pre-trade transparency rules and to a lesser extent post-trade 

transparency rules. However, the line between best execution rules and other order execution 

rules is fuzzy at best also in the EU context. This is demonstrated by the fate of one provision 

in the ISD revision proposal – the requirement for express prior consent from the investor 

before a firm executes the investor’s order outside a regulated market or an MTF. This 

requirement was first contained in Article 20 of the ISD revision proposal, which dealt with 

order handling rules. However, a watered-down but still recognizable provision to the same 

effect was ultimately set out in Article 21 of MiFID, which dealt with best execution. So, one 

provision that had first been classified as an order handling requirement was turned into a best 

execution provision in the final text of the directive.2589 

8.3.2 Execution Rules as Obligations of Means and Disclosure 

The statutory duty in the EU is broadly construed and entails the requirements to draw up, 

disclose and use an execution policy. The requirements apply to brokers (investment firms) 

and constitute an obligation of means – to draw up and employ a policy intended to obtain the 

best execution for customer orders. There is no positive obligation that firms should ensure 

that the best possible terms of trade are in fact obtained in each transaction; merely an 

obligation to employ the execution policy drawn up in order to achieve this end. 

 

                                                 
2589 Moreover, it could be argued that at least one of the obligations in Article 22.1 of MiFID, which deals with 
order handling rules, touches directly on a duty that has been recognized by US courts (Cf. Newton and Geman) 
that have addressed best execution: namely, the duty to abstain from executing proprietary transactions at better 
terms than client orders that are executed in the same market.    
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The US federal statutory order execution duty is more detailed, if still an obligation of means 

– to endeavor to avoid trade-throughs – and it applies to venues (market centers). In contrast 

to the situation in the EU, the means adopted in order to comply with the order protection rule 

need not be disclosed to end investors: indeed, as noted above, there would often not be any 

contractual relationship between the venue and the end investor. The best execution duty in 

US law, as elaborated by the courts, is also an obligation of means and in this resembles both 

the Order Protection Rule and the MiFID regime. The same holds true with regard to agency 

obligations under national law in France, Sweden and England & Wales. 

 

Other relatively detailed statutory rules in the US impose obligations on broker-dealers with 

regard to payment for order flow. To a considerable extent, these rules impose disclosure 

requirements on the broker-dealers. Moreover, federal regulations impose ex post disclosure 

duties regarding execution quality on both market centers and brokers. 

 

In contrast, the MiFID framework does not contain any rules any specific ex post disclosure 

duties concerning execution quality or routing practices.2590 

8.4 The Scope of Order Execution Rules in the US and the EU 

8.4.1 The Scope of Statutory Order Execution Rules 

The statutory order execution rules in both the EU and the US apply only to limited sets of 

financial assets. In the US, the Order Protection Rule applies to NMS stock. This means that 

all stocks that are traded within the NMS are covered by the rule. Contrariwise, neither (i) 

other securities, although covered by the federal securities laws, nor (ii) types of financial 

assets other than securities, are covered. The Order Protection Rule is designed for use within 

the NMS structure. In the EU, the best execution requirements in MiFID apply to all 

“financial instruments”, which definition encompasses a relatively wide range of financial 

assets, including shares. The European regime is thus broader in scope, although arguably less 

so than the agency duties that apply in the US and individual EU member states. 

                                                 
2590 However, the European Commission proposal for a revision of the MiFID framework includes provisions 
that would impose such ex post disclosure duties on venues and brokers. See Articles 27.2(disclosure obligations 
for venues) and 27.5 (disclosure obligations for brokers) in Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament 
and the Council on markets in financial instruments repealing directive 2004/39/EC of the European Parliament 
and of the Council (recast), COM (2011) 656 final (October 20, 2011).  
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8.4.2 The Scope of Best Execution Duties in Agency Law 

In the US, the best execution duty is considered to derive from common law fiduciary 

obligations of agents. These duties are conceivably applicable irrespective of the type of 

financial asset in which orders are executed by the broker-dealer as agent. Thus, the best 

execution obligation would seem to apply to transactions in a wide range of financial 

assets.2591 

 

In a European context, national rules in agency law may apply to order execution in member 

states. Insofar as such national rules represent the application of fiduciary obligations or 

obligations that flow from general agency law, they may also conceivably have a different and 

more far-reaching scope than the best execution obligations in MiFID. 

 

More specifically, fiduciary obligations under the laws of England & Wales would seem to 

apply to trading in a more wide-ranging roster of financial assets than those covered by 

MiFID, and resemble the US rules in this regard. Swedish law contains statutory agency law 

obligations that apply to a wide range of activities including agency transactions in shares. In 

France, general agency law provisions of old date apply to agency transactions in shares but 

also to a wide range of other transactions. 

 

For the purposes of this investigation it suffices to note that national agency law applies to the 

activity which is studied here: agency transactions in shares. National agency law regimes are 

broader in scope than MiFID and it is conceivable that certain types of agency transactions in 

financial assets might fall outside the ambit of MiFID’s provisions but still be covered by 

national agency laws that impose best execution obligations.2592 As regards agency trades in 

shares, however, it is clear that both the MiFID regime and national agency laws apply. 

 

Moreover, the open-ended manner in which the scope of agency law duties is construed in all 

the jurisdictions investigated in this study (except the EU) has implications for the material 

content of the order execution rules. This will be addressed in section 8.5 infra. 

                                                 
2591 In this context, it merits mention that several cases where the best execution obligation has been addressed 
have entailed application of anti-fraud provisions in federal securities laws; these laws apply to trading in 
securities but not in other financial assets. 
2592 That the opposite situation may also arise – i.e. that the MiFID regime may be applicable to certain non-
agency transactions – was noted in the Swedish transposition of the directive.  
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8.4.3 The Limits of Agency Law and Best Execution Obligations: Direct 
Market Access 

As noted already in Chapter 1.2.2 supra, one practice that has become more common is for 

brokers’ clients to access trading venues directly using technology provided by the broker. 

Typically, the client may then submit orders directly into the trading system of the relevant 

venue or venues. The use of DMA arrangements is common in high-frequency trading and 

algorithmic trading, and the volume of such trading has increased dramatically in 

contemporary securities markets. Loss et al. state that by 2009, high frequency traders had 

“effectively displaced” the NYSE specialist and floor community as the dominant force in 

stock exchange trading.2593 The question whether best execution obligations and/or agency 

duties apply to DMA executions is not trivial. In order to ascertain this, a detailed analysis of 

this issue in each of the jurisdictions concerned would be necessary. For the purposes of this 

investigation, suffice to say that in all the jurisdictions investigated here (i) the issue merits 

further analysis, and (ii) this issue of scope has significant implications for the practical 

application of best execution and/or agency duties; if such duties are held not to apply to 

DMA trading, a large part of transactions executed in real-world markets would effectively 

fall outside the scope of the rules. 

8.5 The Material Content of Order Execution Rules in the US and the 
EU 

8.5.1 Introduction 

The best execution duties in the US are best seen, according to this author, as the sum of 

obligations that impinge on broker-dealers and other market participants (predominantly 

venues) pursuant to federal regulations, self-regulatory organizations’ rules, case law and 

other relevant sources. In the EU, the best execution duty can be defined as that which flows 

from EU law; however, an analysis of MiFID as the best execution regime applicable in 

member states would tell half the story at best. The best execution obligations that are 

applicable in different member states do, partly, represent national implementation of 

MiFID’s provisions. However, as has been discussed in Sections 7 and 8.3 supra, these rules 

coexist, somewhat uneasily, with pre-existing national law that set out fiduciary duties or 

agency duties that entail certain obligations for brokers that execute orders for customers. 

                                                 
2593 Loss et al., op. cit. at 541.  
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Moreover, in both the US and the EU the best execution duty is complemented by related 

order execution obligations that mainly concern transparency and disclosure duties (relative to 

trade opportunities, executed transactions and execution quality) and order handling. In the 

EU, these rules are set out in EU law and implemented in Member States. 

 

In order to provide a complete picture for each member state, it is necessary to consider both 

the EU rules and the applicable national law. However, it is also possible to discuss the 

material content of the best execution and order execution obligations in EU law. This may 

well be a somewhat theoretical exercise, to the extent that other rules in member states may 

render it an incomplete description of the obligations that firms in any given member state 

must reckon with when executing orders, but still somewhat illuminating.2594 If nothing less, 

it serves as a useful point of departure before going into the obligations at the national level in 

France, Sweden and England & Wales. 

8.5.2 Material Order Execution Obligations in the US and the EU 

The best execution as described in federal case law, by the SEC, the NASD and a number of 

scholars consists in a duty to obtain the best possible terms of trade for the customer that are 

reasonably available. This obligation is broad, flexible and employs the somewhat nebulous 

term “reasonable”. Indeed, many commentators in the US hold that the best execution duty is 

difficult to define in any detail. However, with respect to securities traded in the NMS this 

duty is complemented, or “undergirded”, by a duty not to execute orders at prices inferior to 

the best available price within the system. This SEC-imposed rule defines the outer boundary 

of acceptable behavior, although it should be noted – once again – that the responsibility for 

avoiding trade-throughs often rests with the venues rather than the broker-dealers. Other SEC 

rules concerning order execution obligations address customer limit order display 

requirements and disclosure of information concerning execution quality. 

 

Apart from the trade-through prohibition that applies to venues, broker-dealers are also 

subject to best execution rules. FINRA rules require them to seek to obtain the best terms of 

trade reasonably available, and to draw up policies designed to achieve this. The FINRA rule 

does not provide any safe harbors through e.g. references to execution at the NBBO as a way 
                                                 
2594 Moreover, as has been noted in Chapter 7.5 supra, a credible case can be made that the content of national 
agency law obligations in at least France and England & Wales would be determined with reference to 
regulatory rules.  
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to comply with the requirement. Even the requirement for OTC trades in the erstwhile NASD 

best execution rule, that the broker-dealer obtain at least three quotes before executing a trade, 

was explicitly held not to constitute a safe harbor concerning the best execution obligation. 

The situations in which the earlier NASD best execution rule was applied, and sanctions 

imposed on broker-dealers, involved behavior such as front-running and inter-positioning 

where the broker-dealer’s failure to obtain the best reasonably available terms of trade for its 

customers has been relatively obvious, at least when measured against the fiduciary standard 

according to which an agent is bound to consider the principal’s interests before his own. 

However, the FINRA best execution rule has also been applied in a number of cases where 

broker-dealers have been found in breach of the requirement to perform a regular and rigorous 

evaluation of execution quality. Against this backdrop, it seems well established that broker-

dealers have an affirmative duty to carry out such evaluations, in addition to the obligations 

that weigh on them when they execute orders. 

 

As regards the best execution duty as construed in federal common law, the courts’ holdings 

in Newton and Geman clearly articulate the broker-dealer’s duty not to execute customer 

orders at the NBBO while at the same time engaging in proprietary trading at superior terms 

of trade. Moreover, a duty to execute at better prices than the NBBO if such prices are 

reasonably available is articulated in both Newton and the SEC’s decision in Scottrade. Thus, 

execution at the NBBO does not necessarily constitute best execution under US law. While 

the Geman case is an example of how the broker-dealer has clearly pursued its own interest to 

the detriment of the customers – at least in the sense that customers were deprived of the 

opportunity to execute trades at better terms – both Newton and Scottrade require broker-

dealers to obtain price improvement when better prices than the NBBO are reasonably 

available. Under this standard, a broker-dealer might be found to have violated its best 

execution duty, without realizing any direct pecuniary benefits from its behavior.2595 Another 

aspect of the best execution duty is addressed in Zannini, where a broker-dealer’s failure to 

maintain adequate systems for handling orders was held to constitute a possible breach of the 

best execution duty under state law.2596  

 

                                                 
2595 It could be argued, though, that the brokerage (either its employees, or as the case may be its shareholders) 
does realize indirect pecuniary benefits as resources that could have been used to create better IT systems or set 
up and maintain execution quality review procedures might have been funneled to e.g. increased salaries or 
dividends. 
2596 However, the impact that this case will have outside Nebraska is uncertain. 
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In contrast, US federal regulations do not contain an express duty to seek to obtain price 

improvement although the SEC has tried to propose it on at least one occasion (in connection 

with the 1996 Order Handling Rules). The order protection rule only forces the venue to send 

to another venue where the NBBO is displayed and does not entail a duty on the part of 

venues to seek price improvement.2597 

 

The EU rules do not set out any affirmative duty for brokers to seek price improvement. To 

the contrary, the pre-trade transparency rules that apply to systematic internalizers prohibit 

them from offering price improvement over their quoted prices to retail clients. It could be 

argued that, in principle, this restriction is hard to reconcile with the general rule expressed in 

the heading of MiFID Article 21 that the broker has an obligation to execute orders on terms 

most favorable to the client. Also, general statements to the effect that the firm shall try to 

achieve the best possible execution for client orders do not necessarily entail a duty to seek 

price improvement, either for individual orders or on a regular basis. The material duty that 

the firm has to comply with is to execute trades in accordance with the execution policy; if 

they do this, they will pragmatically be held to have achieved best execution whether the price 

received was an improvement over the publicly available price or not.2598 The EU rules set out 

client order handling rules which are functionally akin to the Order Display Rule. The EU 

regime does not, however, provide for ex post disclosure requirements concerning execution 

quality.  

 

When juxtaposing the order execution rules in MiFID with the US order execution rules, 

several differences and some similarities are obvious. The differences will be addressed first. 

Pro primo, the EU best execution regime does not impose a trade-through prohibition,2599 nor 

does it – in its present guise – impose any duties on trading venues with regard to order 

execution.2600 Pro secundo, the EU rules do not contain any ex post disclosure requirements 

                                                 
2597 The decision to attempt to improve the price is taken by the broker-dealer before the order protection rule 
comes into play. If the broker-dealer tries to find a venue where a price superior to the NBBO can be found, and 
achieves this, the order protection rule will of course not be invoked at all. 
2598 In the MiFID framework, other aspects may be considered more important than achieving the best price; 
nevertheless, price is held to be of paramount importance for retail investors pursuant to Article 44.3 of the 
MiFID implementing directive. See section 6.3.2.2 supra. 
2599 One thing to note here is that after the adoption of MiFID, individual EU member states would presumably 
no longer be able to introduce trade-through protection at the national level. Such rules would run counter to, and 
constitute an infringement of, the harmonized legal framework established through the directive. 
2600 However, as noted in Section 6.8 supra, the European Commission proposal for a revision of the MiFID 
regime contains among other things a proposal that trading venues be required to disclose data on execution 
quality. 
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regarding order execution quality.2601 Pro tertio, the best execution obligation in MiFID has 

not been interpreted by courts and the precise extent of the duty remains unclear.2602 This 

means among other things that it is not certain whether brokers are required to seek price 

improvement for customer orders, while the duty to seek price improvement if possible has 

been held to be a component of the best execution duty in the US.2603 Pro quarto, non-binding 

interpretative statements on the material extent of the MiFID best execution duty have 

recognized the possibility, under certain circumstances, to include only one venue in the 

execution policy.2604 In the US, in contrast, SEC regulations do not require broker-dealers to 

draw up a specific execution policy designated as such, but FINRA rules provide that they 

must maintain arrangements that allow for best execution to be obtained.2605 It merits mention 

that the recently adopted FINRA Rule 5310 also provides that brokers are required to draw up 

execution policies concerning foreign securities.2606 

 

At the same time, there are a number of similarities between the rules on the two sides of the 

Atlantic. Both the MiFID best execution obligation, the trade-through prohibition and the 

common law best execution duty are obligations of means. The execution policies adopted 

pursuant to MiFID are to be designed so as to achieve best execution, the US venues are to 

adopt arrangements reasonably set up to avoid trade-throughs, and the agency duty of care 

and diligence in US common law presupposes that the agent endeavors to act in the best 

interest of the principal but does not render the agent liable for failing if he did his best. None 

of these rules require best execution to be achieved for each individual order. 

                                                 
2601 The European Commission proposal for a revision of the MiFID regime would, however, impose such 
requirements on both venues and brokers. See section 6.8 supra. 
2602 With the exception of the application and interpretation, in France, of several central provisions of the best 
execution regime by the AMF in Decision de la Commission des sanctions à l´égard de BNP Paribas Fin’Ams 
(February 8, 2013). The decision is electronically available on the AMF’s webpage, http://www.amf-
france.org/documents/general/10727_1.pdf  (last visited on February 22, 2013). 
2603 Here, it seems pertinent to make a distinction between regulatory US order execution rules and the fiduciary 
best execution obligation. SEC rules impose an obligation of means (on venues) to execute at a price not inferior 
to the NBBO, while the fiduciary best execution duty under Newton/Scottrade requires price improvement if 
reasonably attainable. The MiFID best execution rule, in a literal reading, requires firms to obtain the best 
possible terms of trade (and of course there is no ”EBBO” to set a definite boundary for this obligation). A literal 
reading would suggest that the MiFID best execution obligation imposes a duty more akin to the 
Newton/Scottrade standard than the Order Protection Rule. On the other hand, as noted supra, the duty for 
systematic internalizers to execute at the quotes and not to give clients superior prices is hard to reconcile with 
the wording of the general MiFID best execution obligation in Article 21. 
2604 Committee of European Securities Regulators, Best Execution Under MiFID – Questions & Answers 
(CESR/07-320, May 2007) at 7. 
2605 Although authoritative statements have not been given, it appears inconceivable that a US broker-dealer 
would be able to continuously execute all orders at one venue without violating its best execution duty as set out 
in FINRA rules and the federal common law. 
2606 FINRA Rule 5310 at .07. Thus, effectively, broker-dealers are held to such a duty. 
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MiFID provisions on the handling of client orders set out a requirement that client orders shall 

be executed in a prompt, fair and expeditious manner relative to the trading interests of the 

broker.2607 This provision would seem to proscribe brokers from taking better prices for 

themselves while executing client orders at inferior prices. In this respect, the EU regime 

would then go at least as far as Geman:2608 the Geman standard requires that a broker refrain 

from executing proprietary trades at superior terms than those received by client orders 

executed in the same market. However, as has been noted supra, the best execution duty in 

US law as articulated in Newton and Scottrade also require broker-dealers to obtain price 

improvement when better prices than the NBBO are reasonably available. 

 

Although the best execution obligation under MiFID does not entail trade-through protection, 

it does provide that the best possible result when executing retail investors’ orders “shall” be 

determined in terms of price and execution costs.2609 Price thus becomes a very important 

factor to consider for firms executing retail clients’ orders under the EU regime, even if retail 

clients’ orders are not afforded price protection. 

 

Another similarity, which has been noted by scholars, is between the SEC’s Display Rule and 

the customer limit order display rule in Article 22.2 of MiFID. Indeed, it has been argued that 

the MiFID rule is a transplant from the – quite different – US market environment. A 

critically important difference in this context is the lack of a consolidated European system 

for quote dissemination into which data can be fed: instead, the MiFID framework enables 

individual Member States to require unexecuted client limit orders to be routed to a regulated 

market or MTF. Depending on the market structure in the Member State, this requirement 

may reinforce the dominant position of incumbent national exchanges.2610 

 

Also, the best execution rule in MiFID Article 21 resembles the FINRA best execution rule to 

a considerable degree. Both rules place the onus of achieving best execution on broker-

dealers/firms; both rules impose a qualitative obligation of means that does not provide any 

bright-line definitions of what constitutes best execution; both rules require broker-
                                                 
2607 More specifically, MiFID Article 22.1 
2608 However, as has been noted supra, the interpretation of the MiFID provisions will be the responsibility of 
national authorities and the material content of this obligation will thus be determined at the national level. 
2609 Article 44.3 of the MiFID implementing directive. 
2610 I.e., if there is only one regulated market and no MTFs in a given Member State, that regulated market will 
receive all unexecuted order flow that must be routed onward according to Article 22.2. 
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dealers/firms to draw up arrangements designed to achieve best execution and review them 

regularly.2611 Interestingly, since the FINRA rule imposes an obligation on brokers to draw up 

execution policies when trading in foreign securities, it would seem that both EU and US 

rules effectively require brokers to draw up execution policies when trading in European 

securities. One difference, however, is that the FINRA rule has been applied on numerous 

occasions while enforcement of the EU rules has been scarce and scattered.  

8.6 Material Order Execution Obligations in Select EU Member 
States 

8.6.1 France 

As regards the material order execution obligation in France they are closely modeled on the 

MiFID provisions. As in the MiFID framework, broad provisions at a higher hierarchical level 

(in legislation) are complemented by more detailed provisions in inferior-level rules 

(regulations issued by AMF, the competent supervisory authority). 

 

French agency law imposes broadly construed obligations on agents, including brokers, who 

are held to a duty to act in the best interests of the client, provide ex ante and ex post 

disclosures and follow instructions. The law is of old date and the provisions in which the 

general duties are expressed were included in 19th century codifications, the Code civil and 

the Code de commerce. The specifics of the stock market have also been addressed to some 

extent, notably in that the legal status of brokers as agents has been clarified in case law. 

 

It is noteworthy that general French agency law seems to contain a prohibition on diverging 

from client instructions regarding price, even if a better price can be obtained: if so, this 

would effectively constitute a prohibition against price improvement.2612 As regards agency 

obligations that weigh on the broker, however, their material content seems to a large degree 

to be determined with reference to French regulatory rules. Both agency law obligations and 

regulatory rules are set out in statutes and regulations which are amenable to being amended: 

                                                 
2611 It merits mention that the earlier proposed FINRA best execution standards for foreign securities 
demonstrated an even more pronounced similarity to MiFID’s rules. The proposed FINRA rules would have 
entailed a duty to obtain the customer’s consent to the execution policy, a requirement that is lacking in the 
current NASD rule but forms an integral part of the MiFID regime. See FINRA Regulatory Notice 08-80 
(December 2008) at 3. 
2612 At first glance, this rule sems hard to reconcile with the MiFID best execution duty. However, to the extent 
that French regulatory rules enacted in order to transpose MiFID determine the material content of broadly 
construed agency obligations, it would not become an issue in practice. See infra.  
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existing fiduciary-type duties can thus be changed or abolished through legislation or 

regulation. 

 

France has availed itself of the option given in MiFID Article 22.2 and thus requires firms to 

route unexecuted customer limit orders to a regulated market or an MTF. 

 

The AMF has applied the MiFID-derived best execution rules and interpreted, e.g., how the 

duty to review an execution policy is to be construed. Apart from addressing a number of 

cases involving clearly fraudulent or otherwise illegal order execution practices, the AMF has 

also elaborated somewhat on the scope of the best execution obligation, to the effect that 

transactions in certain structured financial products have been held to be outside the ambit of 

the rules. In a statement more directly relevant to the issues at hand here – share trading – the 

AMF has asserted in general terms that firms, when complying with their duty of best 

execution, may normally assume that the best price can be found at the most liquid venue for 

the share in question.2613 This requirement, in combination with the obligation to route 

unexecuted client limit orders to a regulated market or an MTF, would under some 

circumstances increase the probability that orders will be routed to such a venue in the first 

place. The routing of unexecuted orders to these venues increases their liquidity and in a 

scenario where only one such venue exists, this in turn makes it easier for it to emerge (or, as 

the case may be, remain) the most liquid venue. Consequently, brokers may then route orders 

to this venue and a best execution ”safe haven” has effectively been created. 

8.6.2 Sweden 

Order execution duties in Sweden are mainly set out in two different laws, the 2007 Securities 

Market Act (for MiFID-derived best execution and other order execution duties) and the 2009 

Commission Act (a best execution duty in general agency law). The latter law was enacted 

subsequent to the implementation of MiFID, which occurred through the 2007 Act on the 

Securities Market. However, the agency duties set out in the 2009 Act represent a re-

codification of pre-existing agency law obligations. The 2007 Act sets out requirements 

drawn from MiFID, e.g., as regards the need for brokers to draw up, use and review execution 

policies. Compared to the broad agency duty in the 2009 Act, these requirements impose 

other and more extensive duties in this regard. At the same time, the broad agency duty in the 

2009 Act is, on its face, somewhat more far-reaching in its material content, since it obliges 
                                                 
2613 AMF (2006), op. cit. at 13.  
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brokers to obtain price improvement when circumstances so allow. As in France, both agency 

law duties and specific order execution obligations can be changed or abolished through 

legislation or – as regards the MiFID-derived order execution obligations – regulation. 

 

Although the legislator, in preparatory works, has stated that compliance with the MiFID-

derived requirements should normally constitute compliance also with the agency duty in the 

2009 Act,2614 several question marks remain as regards the relation between the two regimes. 

The material content of the obligations under the two laws has not been addressed in case law: 

neither in SFSA decisions, nor in opinions by the general courts. 

 

First and foremost, the broker’s duty to obtain price improvement may or may not entail a 

duty to execute orders at venues that are not included in the execution policy. The relevant 

provision of the 2009 Act states that price improvement must be obtained, if circumstances so 

allow. If the fact that a venue is not included in the execution policy is enough to negate the 

duty to obtain price improvement, this would effectively mean that the “circumstances” that 

dictate whether price improvement must be obtained are within the broker’s control. The 

wording of the 2009 Act allows for the interpretation that firms would be held to a duty to 

seek to obtain price improvement, even if this entailed having to transact at venues that are 

not included in the firm’s execution policy. If so, Swedish law would provide for a duty to 

seek price improvement that would – just like US law after Newton – recognize that mere 

execution at the best price available in a more narrowly defined range of prices (the prices 

available at venues in the execution policy in Sweden; the NBBO in the US) would not 

necessarily satisfy the agency duty.2615 

 

Second, the broker’s duty to report price to the customer displays an ambiguity with regard to 

the venues that should be considered when determining the market price. In the 2009 Act, the 

broker must report (and thus give the customer) a price that is not inferior to the current 

market price. However, it is not entirely clear whether the market price, which is not defined 

in detail in the law, refers to the market price among venues in the broker’s execution policy 

or among all venues that offer prices.2616 

 
                                                 
2614 Prop. 2008/09:88 at 24. 
2615 In the absence of case law, the issue remains unresolved: however, the ”bad man” of legal realism acting as a 
broker would no doubt prefer to look only at venues included in the execution policy. 
2616 See section 7.3.7.2 supra. 
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Sweden has chosen not to take up the option in Article 22.2 of MiFID, i.e. to require firms to 

route unexecuted customer limit order to a regulated market or MTF for them to be displayed 

in that venue’s order book. Thus, firms are free to display unexecuted customer limit orders in 

other ways as well and not necessarily through routing to a regulated market or MTF. 

 

Another issue, which does not relate to the statutes but to guidelines by the Swedish Securities 

Dealers Association (SSDA), concerns the choice of venue to which orders are to be routed. 

The draft execution policy drawn up by the SSDA provides that orders will normally be 

routed to the most liquid venue. Thus, the draft execution policy seems to use liquidity as a 

proxy for best price.2617 

8.6.3 England & Wales 

As in Sweden, the responsible supervisory authority (the FSA until April 1, 2013; now, the 

Financial Conduct Authority) has not taken any administrative decisions concerning 

violations of the statutory or regulatory best execution rules. General agency duties in the 

context of order execution have only rarely been addressed by English courts. To the extent 

that case law clarifies the obligations of English brokers qua agents, the obligations identified 

by the courts do not add anything to the obligations that weigh on brokers pursuant to the 

MiFID regime as transposed in the UK. 

 

English agency law provides that agents have far-reaching fiduciary duties vis-à-vis their 

clients, e.g. when executing orders on their behalf. Moreover, agency duties have evolved 

over the centuries in common law and equity, and may not be entirely amenable to change or 

abolition through legislative action. At the same time, English agency law seems to defer to 

regulatory provisions under certain conditions; if so, the material content of fiduciary duties 

would most likely be determined with reference to regulatory rules derived from MiFID. As 

regards agency transactions in shares, which fall within the scope of the MiFID regime, FSA 

regulations that transpose MiFID provisions would, most probably, be held to define the 

content of agency law duties that apply to such transactions. Although no de jure safe harbor 

has been enacted, regulatory rules such as the best execution provisions enacted by the FSA 

would in all probability meet the reasonableness test under English law and be upheld. This 

entails that the FSA rules would effectively replace any more far-reaching obligations that 

                                                 
2617 In this, the draft execution policy by the SSDA resembles the AMF statement discussed supra. See section 
7.3.4.5 supra.   
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might be invoked pursuant to agency law. This in turn would imply that the MiFID rules on 

e.g. best execution, as transposed in FSA rules, would become the standard against which 

investment firms’ duties towards clients are assessed. In practice, agency obligations in the 

field of intermediated transactions in shares would be determined on the basis of EU rules; the 

risk that any inconsistencies between EU and English law remain would appear to be 

negligible. 

 

In this analysis, the MiFID rules would constitute the law of the land when it comes to best 

execution obligations in England without coming into conflict with the generally worded and 

potentially far-reaching agency obligations in equity. As compared to the situation in the US, 

this would be markedly different; although there are federal statutory order execution rules in 

the US, both the SEC and the courts have recognized that the best execution duty as derived 

from common law rules on agency may create more far-reaching obligations for broker-

dealers than those set out in statutory rules. In the US, best execution duties are determined 

with reference to agency law obligations and sometimes – as in Newton – explicitly held to 

entail a stricter duty than that which follows from market practices and (subsequently 

adopted) regulatory rules.2618 Some of the regulatory rules supplement the general best 

execution duty – as the SEC put it in Regulation NMS, the Order Protection Rule undergirds 

the best execution duty – but they do not restrict it. In contrast, the English agency law 

obligations would be interpreted in the light of the MiFID-derived FSA rules. For all practical 

purposes, courts would be hard put to impose any best execution obligations that go beyond 

those set out in MiFID and the corresponding FSA rules. 

 

The UK, like Sweden, has chosen not to avail itself of the option provided in Article 22.2 of 

MiFID. Consequently, UK rules do not require firms to route unexecuted customer limit order 

to a regulated market or MTF for them to be displayed in that venue’s order book. Instead, 

firms are free to display unexecuted customer limit orders in other ways as well. 

                                                 
2618 It bears repeating that the court in Newton found that the best execution duty could entail a duty to execute 
customer transactions at a better price than the NBBO, if such prices were reasonably available. When the case 
was decided, the trade-through prohibition in Regulation NMS had not yet been adopted; however, the holding 
in Newton is in all likelihood still good law and thus entails that broker-dealers are, under certain circumstances, 
required to execute customer orders at prices superior to the NBBO. The SEC has noted that the Order Protection 
Rule “undergirds” the broker-dealer´s duty of best execution, without supplanting or diminishing it. See 
Regulation NMS at 37,538.  
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8.7 Mandatory and Non-Mandatory Best Execution Rules 

8.7.1 Introduction 

Obligations set out in agency law are typically amenable to modification through agreement 

between the agent and the principal. Thus, the agent’s duties may be modified or contracted 

away according to the parties’ will. However, this general principle is not necessarily 

applicable in all agency relationships governed by agency law. Moreover, specific rules 

concerning order execution obligations may impose duties that cannot be waived by parties. 

Here, too, differences between EU and US rules are discernible, as well as between US rules 

and the laws of individual EU member states. 

8.7.2 Agency Law Obligations 

As regards agency obligations, more specifically the fiduciary duty owed by a broker-dealer 

to its customer when executing orders on behalf of the latter, case law in the US (Newton) 

suggests that it is amenable to modification at the agreement of the parties. Thus, the fiduciary 

best execution duty can be contracted away. This has implications also for the application of 

the shingle theory; if the broker-dealer has expressly contracted out of best execution 

obligations, such obligations would no longer constitute an implied term in the contract with 

the customer.2619 In contrast, case law in England suggests that fiduciary duties are less 

amenable to variation by contract insofar as regulatory rules have been enacted that are 

relevant to the broker’s duties in the situation at hand. This would imply – not surprisingly – 

that a broker’s best execution obligation, set out in regulatory rules, cannot be contracted 

away by the parties. In Sweden, the duties that weigh on a broker pursuant to agency law can 

be contracted away by professional customers, but not by customers that are held by law to be 

“consumers”: for this latter category of persons, the duties apply mandatorily. Moreover, the 

MiFID order execution rules are mandatory.2620 In France, the established general principle is 

                                                 
2619 However, following Scottrade, it could be argued that US broker-dealers are in any case held to a best 
execution duty pursuant to FINRA rules that – like the Newton standard – imposes a duty to execute at better 
prices if reasonably available. If so, the fact that a broker-dealer has contracted away its fiduciary best execution 
duty does not affect the obligation which it must comply with pursuant to the FINRA rule as interpreted in 
Scottrade. 
2620 It should be noted, however, that the MiFID rules provide that orders shall be executed in accordance with 
specific client instructions, if such have been given. See MiFID Article 21.1. In practice, this enables clients and 
brokers to contract around default rules in MiFID as regards the modalities of the execution, e.g., what factors 
shall be considered most important. 
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that the broker’s obligations flow from the contract between the broker and the client. In 

contrast, the MiFID rules are mandatory just as in England & Wales as well as Sweden.2621 

8.7.3 Statutory and Regulatory Order Execution Obligations 

The regulatory order execution rules enacted by the SEC are, to a large extent, mandatory, 

and in this regard resemble the MiFID regime. It is not possible for parties to waive or opt out 

of the order protection rule, Dash-5 or Dash-6, or the transparency obligations associated with 

the NMS framework. The SEC rules go further in this respect than EU rules. MiFID allows 

brokers and clients to agree on the modalities of the transaction including price.2622 In 

contrast, the Order Protection Rule entails that the price cannot be inferior to the NBBO. This 

rule cannot be waived.2623 It is, however, possible for parties to opt out of the limit order 

display requirements in the Display Rule; the customer may decide that they shall not apply to 

his or her limit order. It also bears repeating that the SEC rules apply irrespective of the 

contractual terms agreed by the parties; moreover, SEC rules often impose obligations on 

parties that do not stand in a contractual relationship with the customer, who is the ultimate 

beneficiary of order execution rules. 

 

The FINRA best execution rule is mandatory. Moreover, like the SEC regulations, it does not 

constitute a contractual term between the broker-dealer and the customer but a rule imposed 

on the broker-dealer by a third party. After Scottrade, the best execution duty that flows from 

FINRA Rule 5310 is akin to the fiduciary best execution duty after Newton, with the non-

negligible difference that the FINRA obligation cannot be contracted away. 

 

The EU best execution regime in MiFID is mandatory. Moreover, it imposes maximum 

harmonization on member states. This entails that individual member states may not introduce 

more or less extensive rules. For example, it is conceivable that a member state that 

introduces a trade-through prohibition would be held to have enacted rules that go beyond the 

harmonized framework set out in MiFID. If so, those national rules would not be applicable. 

However, it is possible to opt out of the protection of the customer limit order protection rule, 

just like it is with regard to the corresponding SEC rule. 

 

                                                 
2621 Effectively, the MiFID best execution duty – ambiguous as it may be – undergirds the best execution duties 
under national law, to the extent that any such duties exist that go beyond the MiFID regime. 
2622 Pursuant to MiFID Article 21.1. 
2623 Except in some clearly demarcated cases, principally intermarket sweep orders. See Section 5.9.7 supra. 
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At the national level, it may be noted in  brief that the general principle with regard to agency 

duties in France, Sweden and England & Wales is that the content of these duties may be 

varied through contract. 

8.8 Best Execution Rules and Market Structure in the US and the EU 

8.8.1 Introduction 

Securities trading take place in a specific technical environment, and this environment may 

differ across jurisdictions. Indeed, it will be argued in the following that the general technical 

and legal framework in which markets operate affect the design and material content of order 

execution obligations. More specifically, several of the most notable differences between 

order execution obligations in the US and the EU may be explained in large part with 

reference to differences in market structure that are in turn attributable to differences in the 

general legal framework for securities markets that in turn affect the technical solutions 

adopted. 

8.8.2 The Trade-Through Rule and Other Obligations Imposed on Venues 

As has been noted above, the SEC regulations impose a trade-through rule, which does not 

exist in the EU. Moreover, SEC regulations impose disclosure obligations regarding execution 

quality on both broker-dealers and execution venues. In contrast, EU rules do not contain any 

corresponding disclosure obligations. Furthermore, EU rules do not impose any obligations on 

venues but only on brokerage firms acting as agents of end investors. When analyzing these 

differences, the existence of the National Market System in the US and the absence of a 

similar structure in the EU are factors that merit consideration. 

 

First of all, the trade-through prohibition enshrined in the Order Protection Rule presupposes 

that venues are able to route orders between each other. In the absence of such links, it 

becomes inoperable. In the US, mandatory links between venues have existed since the 

1970’s in the form of ITS as supplemented by CAES. The creation of the NMS and its 

mandatory links meant that subsequent regulation could take the existence of such links into 

account and impose obligations accordingly.2624 Moreover, the creation of the CQS and the 

                                                 
2624 Pozen notes that the SEC first contemplated letting private vendors handle and disseminate NMS data, but 
then in the final rule opted for central processing. See Robert Pozen. Competition and Regulation in the Stock 
Markets, 73 Mich. L. Rev. (1974-1975) 314 at 388, footnote 477. If the other path had been chosen , no 
consolidated data dissemination systems would have been created and, consequently, no ITS either. This would 
in turn have rendered it much more difficult to subsequently mandate limit order display requirements and price 
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CT through the NMS meant that venues were also obliged to disseminate pre- and post-trade 

data. All in all, the existence of the NMS structures affected the possibilities for the SEC to 

impose e.g. order execution obligations, order handling rules and transparency obligations. To 

a large extent, venues rather than broker-dealers were the focal points of NMS obligations. It 

was the links between the venues that were seen as necessary in order to establish an 

integrated securities market. 

 

In contrast, the EU has not imposed any similar structures that would be tantamount to a 

“European Market System”. In the absence of an EMS, it would seem to be far more difficult 

to oblige venues in the EU to route orders to each other. It is not feasible to place the onus of 

routing orders to the “best” venue on European venues if there are no links between them. 

Instead, the responsibility for ensuring that orders are routed to the right place rests entirely 

with firms (brokers). The absence of an EMS also shows in the controversial MiFID 

requirement that clients have to give express prior consent to executions outside a regulated 

market or a multi-lateral trading facility. This requirement would have been nonsensical in the 

US. Also at a more general level, the absence of an EMS arguably emphasizes the role that 

brokers play in ensuring that end investors receive best execution. The obligations that the 

MiFID imposes on venues tend to concern pre- and post-trade transparency, not order 

execution.2625 In the absence of a legal requirement to route orders to the best venue, the 

brokers’ role is also very important in that they may on a commercial basis decide to 

implement sophisticated order routing technology that can route orders to the venue with the 

best available price.2626 

 

One centrally important issue is handled in very different manners in the US and the EU: the 

question of who defines the scope of the relevant market. In the US, this choice is done by the 

regulator through the maintenance of the NMS. By definition, all venues that form part of the 

system belong to the relevant market for securities trading. In the EU, in contrast, it is for 

each broker to determine in its execution policy which venues should be included in the set of 

venues where this broker intends to trade. This is not a binary choice, as the broker may 

execute orders on other venues as well. However, it does give the broker leeway to decide that 
                                                                                                                                                         
protection. In such a scenario, the order execution obligations would most likely have been centered on NASD 
requirements imposed on the broker-dealers. Thus – with the caveat that this is a conjectural and counterfactual 
hypothesis – the US regime for order execution obligations might well have had closer affinities with the current 
EU framework. 
2625 Exceptions to this general state of affairs will be discussed in the next section. 
2626 Or route orders in accordance with other parameters as defined by the broker. 
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some venues should not be included in the execution policy, which in turn allows the broker 

to disregard those venues as long as a credible case can be made that best execution cannot be 

found there. The implications of this perhaps subtle distinction are substantial. In effect, the 

aggregate EU market can be seen as the sum of countless smaller sub-markets, where each 

broker has defined the venues to which it will route orders (although it is highly likely that 

many brokers’ “lists” of venues overlap to a significant degree). In the US, the aggregate 

market is by definition the NMS where orders can flow between all venues. Broker-dealers 

submit orders into the system but cannot control where they are ultimately executed.2627 

 

As has been noted above, the trading venue (trading center) that is regulated under e.g. the 

Order Protection Rule does not necessarily (or even probably) stand in a contractual relation 

with the customer. The trading venue is obliged to route orders to avoid trade-through, but 

does not have a fiduciary duty since the venue is not an agent of the customer. Thus, there is 

no duty for the venue to actively seek a better deal than the NBBO, merely to route it to 

another venue that offers a better publicly available price. In contrast, a broker-dealer may be 

required because of his fiduciary duty to seek price improvement if reasonably available. The 

EU rules do not talk about NBBO or Market BBO. These terms are not apposite in the context 

of the EU legal framework, where markets have not historically been mandatorily linked. The 

venue does not have a duty to route orders in the EU; the issue does not come up at all.2628 

This would appear to be another example of how market structures conditioned by the pre-

existing legal framework, as embodied in a specific technical solution, affect the imposition of 

legal obligations on different market participants. 

 

In practical terms, the different market structures entail different order routing dynamics. In 

the US, broker-dealers are obliged, pursuant to FINRA rules and fiduciary law, to seek to 

obtain best execution. The broker-dealer should try to route orders to the venue where they 

will receive the best terms of trade. If the broker-dealer actually manages to route the order to 

the best market, the order protection rule does not become operative at all. However, if the 

broker-dealer fails to do this – or, to be more correct, if the broker-dealer fails to route the 

                                                 
2627 For example if if the venue to which they are first routed routes them onwards in order to comply with the 
Order Protection Rule, see infra. 
2628 The EBBO as a concept is invoked by market participants although no consolidated quotation mechanism 
exists: see e.g. NasdaqOMX, Nordic Order Routing, leaflet (February 2011), where the EBBO is defined as 
“constituted by the best bid and offer from; the NASDAQ OMX Nordic exchanges and the routable venues: 
BATS Europe, Burgundy, Chi-X, Oslo Börs, and Turquoise”. For other mentions of the EBBO concept, see 
Lannoo and Valiante, op. cit. at 7 and FSA (2002), op. cit. at 20. 
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order to a venue that offers either the best publicly available price or a better price – the venue 

that receives the order is obliged to route it on to a venue that offers the best publicly 

available price. The outcome for the customer is execution at the NBBO. This end result is at 

least prima facie not a violation of the best execution duty, although one might argue that the 

broker-dealer should have ensured that the order was routed to a venue where the NBBO 

could be received. 

 

In the EU framework, the routing decision is taken by the broker who is subject to a best 

execution obligation. However, there is no mandatory mechanism for routing orders from a 

venue to another venue so as to ensure that an order is executed against the best publicly 

available price. If an order is routed to a venue that offers suboptimal terms of trade, it stops 

there and is executed on those terms. Thus, routing decisions are final. If the broker fails to 

route the order to the best venue, this cannot be rectified once the order has been routed.2629 

 

It may also be noted in this context that already in 1985 the European Commission suggested 

the creation of an EMS, which notion seems to have been focused on linking regulated 

markets/exchanges. Much later, in the ISD revision proposal, the Commission referred to US 

market conditions when it proposed pre-trade transparency requirements for firms. At that 

time, however, the Commission was criticized for not taking differences in market structure 

into account. The Commission also held that smart order routing mechanisms should make it 

possible to link venues. This would seem to demonstrate once again that the focus is placed 

on brokers rather than venues. Instead of a requirement for venues to route orders, the 

Commission discussed a requirement for firms – through application of the best execution 

duty – to route orders to the best venue themselves. This would effectively have created a 

routing requirement for the brokers, as opposed to the US system where this requirement 

weighs on venues. In terms of legal systematics, such a solution would be more closely 

aligned with the agency obligations that weigh on brokers only. 

                                                 
2629 There is nothing in the MiFID legal framework that proscribes onward routing of orders; in the absence of 
any specific provisions on the matter, execution venues may offer such services to gain a competitive edge. 
Moreover, as noted supra, brokers may choose to implement smart order routing technology that could alleviate 
the problems associated with orders getting stuck at venues that offer inferior terms of trade. 
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8.8.3 Pre-Trade Transparency Rules with and without Consolidated Data 

The NMS structure entails the dissemination of consolidated pre- and post-trade data through 

the CQS and CT networks, respectively. MiFID does not mandate any corresponding 

consolidation of trading data in the EU. 

 

This entails a difference regarding the manner in which trading data are reported so that 

transparency requirements are complied with. In the US, the federally mandated schemes 

govern the collection and dissemination of both pre- and post-trading data, while in the EU 

the legislator has opted for choice of publication channel for each trading venue. EU rules 

state that data should be reported so as to facilitate consolidation. However, data may remain 

more dispersed in the EU as long as the responsibility for consolidating it rests with market 

actors, e.g. trading data vendors. Indeed, one recurring observation after the implementation 

of MiFID is that market data remains fragmented. 

 

Several differences between US and EU transparency rules at a more detailed level are also 

visible, some of which bear quite directly on order execution quality. This mainly concerns 

the pre-trade transparency requirements. First, the pre-trade transparency requirements that 

apply to systematic internalizers render it impossible for them to offer price improvement to 

customers when internalizing trades. Similar rules do not seem to exist in the US. Second, the 

customer limit order protection rule set out in MiFID arguably has implications for order 

execution. The customer limit order protection rule has been described as having been 

inspired by US rules, without considering the different market environments in the US and the 

EU. Indeed, the customer limit order display rule in MiFID does not operate in an 

environment where it is established how data on customer limit orders are to be disseminated; 

instead, this choice is left to the member states. Member States may choose to restrict the 

channels through which the customer limit order is displayed and in so doing direct order flow 

to certain classes of venues (regulated markets and multi-lateral trading facilities). If Member 

States do not regulate the issue, the choice of display modalities rests with the individual 

systematic internalizers themselves. In any case, there is no facility for collecting and 

disseminating consolidated data, which arguably limits the effectiveness of the limit order 

display requirement in an EU context.2630 

                                                 
2630 See also section 8.5.2 supra. 
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8.9 Sanctions 

The sanctions regimes in the US and the EU also display significant differences. In the US, 

one self-regulatory organization (the FINRA) is competent to impose sanctions on its 

members if they fail to comply with the best execution rule set out by the organization or SEC 

regulations. It is also possible to impose sanctions on broker-dealers through settlements in 

which the broker-dealers are not found either guilty or innocent of the relevant allegations. 

 

The SEC can enforce compliance with its various rules, often with an administrative judge as 

the first instance in administrative proceedings. SEC decisions may be appealed to a 

designated federal court (the district court of the DC circuit). Moreover, like FINRA the SEC 

may impose sanctions through settlements in which the broker-dealers are not found either 

guilty or innocent of the relevant allegations. 

 

In contrast, cases where clients allege that broker-dealers have violated the best execution 

duty may be handled by any one of a potentially very large number of state and federal courts. 

A breach of fiduciary duties may result in liability and damages to the aggrieved party (the 

client). 

 

In the EU, MiFID’s rules are not enforced by a single authority at the European level. Instead, 

enforcement of firms’ compliance with the provisions of the directive is left to the competent 

authorities of member states. MiFID as presently worded provides only very general 

provisions on how sanctions are to be designed. Thus, the enforcement of the best execution 

obligations is the responsibility of national competent authorities in the 27 member countries. 

The specific sanctions available vary from country to country, but in all the three member 

states studied here the supervisory authority would be competent to decide a number of 

different sanctions including pecuniary sanctions for violations of the best execution rules. 

 

The same holds true with regard to the enforcement of best execution rules in national law, 

e.g. fiduciary and agency obligations. Cases involving alleged violations of such duties would 

be handled by the general courts in Sweden, France or England and Wales. As in the US, a 

breach of fiduciary duties may result in liability and damages to the aggrieved party (the 

client). 
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In conclusion, the sanctions regimes in both the EU and the US are – to use a word frequently 

invoked in this investigation – highly fragmented. The separation on both sides of the Atlantic 

between regulatory enforcement (where administrative sanctions may be decided) and civil 

enforcement (where civil liability may ensue) entails that all aspects of a case will typically 

not be addressed comprehensively, but rather in a piece-meal manner. Moreover, different 

liability standards may be employed. However, this reflects the general divide between civil 

and administrative proceedings and constitutes a fact to recognize rather than a problem to 

deplore. 

8.10 Conclusions 

Specific best execution obligations (fiduciary as well as statutory) exist both in the US and the 

EU. Moreover, other detailed rules regarding order execution obligations 

(transparency/display requirements etc.) have been introduced in federal US regulations and 

EU law. The EU limit order display requirements were inspired by US rules although the 

market structures are different. This may make the EU rule less effective than its US 

counterpart. 

 

The statutory best execution duty in MiFID is more detailed – and at the same time perhaps 

more limited in scope – than the fiduciary duties and agency law obligations set out in 

member states’ national laws. At the same time, it is uncertain or improbable that the 

application of fiduciary and agency duties in national law would in practice result in more far-

reaching practical obligations with regard to order execution. In England & Wales, 

established techniques of judicial interpretation would, in all probability, entail that the 

content of fiduciary duties would be determined with reference to national regulatory rules 

that transpose the pertinent MiFID provisions. In Sweden, national agency law sets out more 

broadly construed agency obligations that apply to e.g. order execution. It is far from certain, 

however, that these rules when applied in practice would impose more far-reaching 

obligations than those provided in national Swedish securities laws that transpose MiFID. 

This would seem to hold true for France as well. Scholarly analyses of French agency law 

obligations as they apply to intermediated transactions in financial markets refer to provisions 

in national securities laws that transpose MiFID when analyzing the material content of the 

agency obligations. 
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The US court-created fiduciary best execution duty is less detailed – it is created by court 

decisions, not lengthy SEC regulations with detailed arguments for the proposal – but broader 

in scope than the statutory order execution duties created by Regulation NMS and other SEC 

rules. In this, it differs from all three European national jurisdictions in that courts in the US 

have established that a fiduciary duty derived from agency law imposes – at least under 

certain circumstances – more far-reaching obligations than statutory federal securities 

regulations. 

 

Both in the US and the three European jurisdictions, it seems clear in principle that fiduciary 

and statutory best execution duties overlap in each trade made. It is necessary to comply with 

both to the extent that they impose different obligations. If obligations imposed through 

statutory securities laws were incompatible with obligations that derive from fiduciary and 

agency law, this would complicate matters considerably. However, neither of the jurisdictions 

studied seem to be in this predicament; although obligations under securities regulations may 

differ from those in fiduciary and agency law, the different sets of rules do not create 

incompatible obligations. Typically, the question is rather whether more general agency law 

duties shall apply so as to impose more far-reaching obligations on brokers as compared to 

more detailed – and limited – duties provided in securities regulations.2631 

 

As regards the material extent of the best execution obligation, the rules have been subject to 

more interpretation by judicial and administrative authorities in the US. To some degree, this 

allows for more detailed conclusions regarding the content of US best execution rules. Under 

current US law, a broker-dealer that executes customer orders at the NBBO (i.e. complies 

with the order protection rule, or rather renders it irrelevant to the specific transaction) when 

better prices are reasonably available would – in all probability – be held to have breached its 

best execution duty. Moreover, market pressure, aided by Dash-5 and Dash-6 data, may 

prompt broker-dealers to employ new technology and try to offer even better terms of 

execution. 

 

                                                 
2631 It must be noted, however, that statutory pre-emption may entail that more far-reaching obligations derived 
from e.g. common law agency principles are not applied, and that less extensive statutory or regulatory 
provisions are held to apply instead (e.g. with regard to payment for order flow in the US or in relation to MiFID 
in England & Wales). 
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In contrast, the best execution obligation in MiFID has not been interpreted by courts and the 

precise extent of the duty remains unclear.2632 This means among other things that it is not 

certain to what extent brokers are required to seek price improvement for customer orders. 

The substantial obligation for firms that execute transactions under the MiFID framework is 

to comply with the execution policy; this may or may not entail price improvement for the 

customer depending on the number of venues included in the policy and the terms of trade 

that they offer at the time of trade.2633 

 

At the same time, the best execution duty in MiFID is set out in broad enough terms that it is 

possible that firms would at some point be required as a matter of law to use e.g. smart order 

routing systems, if they would realize suboptimal executions unless they did so. The 

possibility that a national fiduciary obligation may require brokers to use order execution 

technology that meet some (evolving) baseline standards cannot be ruled out either. This 

could possibly hinge on whether it is considered “normal industry custom” to use SOR 

systems. However, the MiFID provisions do not refer to any specific technological solutions 

and national case law in the three Member States has not raised this issue either. In the 

absence of any sources that imply an obligation to use SOR systems or similar technology 

intended to enhance execution quality, it seems highly doubtful that the mere failure of firms 

to employ such tools would in itself be enough to constitute either (i) a breach of the best 

execution obligations in MiFID, or (ii) a breach of national agency duties to obtain the best 

possible result for the customer (principal).2634 Similarly, the Newton best execution standard 

in the US requires broker-dealers to avail themselves of opportunities to execute orders at 

reasonably available superior prices. The practices in the markets constantly evolve, and the 

best execution duty evolves with them: still, it seems relatively unlikely that a broker-dealer 

would currently be found to have violated its best execution duty merely by failing to use 

SOR technology to find the best possible execution opportunities.2635 

                                                 
2632 Except as regards the application and interpretation, in France, of several central provisions of the best 
execution regime by the AMF in Decision de la Commission des sanctions à l´égard de BNP Paribas Fin’Ams 
(February 8, 2013). The decision is electronically available on the AMF’s webpage, http://www.amf-
france.org/documents/general/10727_1.pdf  (last visited on February 22, 2013). 
2633 The price may also be inferior to the best price publicly available among all venues where the share in 
question is traded. If the venue with the best price is not included in the firm’s execution policy, executing the 
order at an inferior price would not constitute a breach of the best execution duty.  
2634 Here, too, the bad man looking at the rules would be very skeptical towards the idea that an obligation to use 
smart order routing technology could be inferred from them. 
2635 However, a broker-dealer who uses SOR to execute proprietary trades at better terms than agency trades 
would conceivably be in breach of the post-Newton best execution duty (cf. Geman). 
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Chapter 9 The Relative Efficiency of Different Rules 

9.1 Introduction 

In general terms, best execution rules can be described as an attempt to factor out the broker 

(agent), assuming that the broker is self-interested and would not try to obtain best execution 

but instead seek to maximize own wealth in the absence of a best execution obligation. 

 

It could be argued that specific rules on best execution are not needed at all. If both brokers 

and customers are “repeat players”, competition between brokers would over time result in a 

weeding out of brokers that offer inferior execution quality. In this scenario, market forces 

would suffice to ensure that brokers try to obtain best execution for their customers. 

 

Another justification would be that information asymmetries between brokers and customers 

are so pronounced that customers cannot distinguish between the terms of trade offered by 

different brokers. If so, the impossibility of ascertaining (ex ante and/or ex post) the quality of 

services received might – but need not – deter brokers from offering better execution quality 

if this cannot credibly be signaled to customers. In turn, this could eventually result in the 

market breaking down owing to the mechanisms described by Akerlof.2636 

 

For the purposes of this investigation, the existence of agency trades in securities markets is 

taken as a given. Moreover, it is postulated that in spite of the fact that e.g. transparency 

requirements for market participants have been enacted in order to mitigate information 

asymmetries, such asymmetries persist. As noted in previous chapters, intermediated trading 

in securities has existed for at least 300 years and is likely to do so for the foreseeable future. 

Thus, the market has not experienced a permanent state of breakdown owing to information 

asymmetries between brokers and customers. The other possibility sketched above – that 

market forces will suffice to give brokers incentives to offer best execution, or at least fair 

execution considering broader aspects such as transaction costs – cannot be written off, 

however. 

 

                                                 
2636 G. Akerlof, The Market for Lemons: Quality Uncertainty and the Market Mechanism, 84 Quarterly Journal 
of Economics (1970) at 488. See also Garbade and Silber, op. cit. at 499 f. for a discussion of issues related to 
brokers’ signaling. 
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Best execution in the abstract represents obtaining the terms of trade that best correspond to 

the customer’s preferences. Those preferences may be highly idiosyncratic, and in any case 

are not possible to verify. It would be difficult to find conclusive evidence that best execution 

is received by customers owing to the immense work that would be necessary to go through 

historical execution data and establish the degree to which superior trading opportunities were 

passed over.2637 Thus, it does not appear possible to extract information on the degree to 

which brokers historically have complied with the best execution duty. Consequently, it 

would not appear feasible to try to assess the degree to which a certain set of best execution 

rules affects the customer’s welfare, in the sense of improving the likelihood that the 

customer’s order will be executed in accordance with his or her individual preferences. 

 

Thus, as regards best execution rules, this study will not attempt to establish the degree to 

which one regime or another ensure that terms of executions correspond to real-world 

customers’ preferences. Still, the degree to which different sets of rules interact within a given 

jurisdiction may be conducive to normative analysis, namely as regards the consistency 

between different rules. If two legal regimes that coexist in the same jurisdiction set out 

different or even incompatible obligations, this may result in lack of clarity concerning the 

obligations to which parties are subject. Legal uncertainty may have deleterious, if not easily 

quantifiable, effects on both market quality and the degree to which brokers engage in 

efficient execution practices. 

 

Moreover, it might still be possible to consider the adoption of best execution or order 

execution rules as a real-world experiment and try to draw conclusions about the relative 

quality of order execution before and after the adoption of the rules. Here again, the lack of 

comprehensive data makes it necessary to resort to analysis of the scattered data that are 

available.2638 For the purposes of this investigation, the incidence of trade-throughs will be 

considered a useful proxy for inferior execution terms for the collective of investors. One 

empirical study of US markets from the 1990’s also indicated that almost a fifth (19%) of 

retail brokerage orders in the relevant sample were routed to an exchange displaying an 

                                                 
2637 It should be noted that this statement is premised on the assumption that customers seek the best price; other 
aspects of best execution such as speed or the certainty of clearing and settlement would be more difficult to 
capture by looking at historical transaction data. Some aspects, e.g. speed, would arguably be possible to study 
as well, but would entail another detailed inquiry into very large data sets. 
2638 Once again, data would in any case be useful to demonstrate execution results but not whether they were 
aligned with customer preferences. 
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inferior quote.2639 This latter observation has led scholars to question whether “the fiduciary 

responsibility inherent in best execution is being met even under the simple standard of 

matching the best outstanding quote”.2640 Also in the EU, empirical studies in 2000’s have 

revealed a significant incidence of trade-throughs.2641 To some extent, the spreads realized in 

transactions can also be taken as an indicator of execution quality.2642 

 

Against this backdrop, normative analysis may be attempted as regards the interplay between 

market quality and best execution or order execution rules. Available data on execution 

quality can be used to determine whether certain practices that would arguably constitute 

suboptimal executions, e.g. executing a small market buy order at a price higher than the 

lowest ask price publicly available (trade-throughs), occur and if so with what frequency. If 

market data can tell anything that is of interest for the analysis of order execution rules, then, 

it would be the information that the data may contain about the degree to which practices that 

are generally considered to be deleterious to market quality and customers’ aggregate interests 

– e.g. trade-throughs – occur when different rules are in force, or how the incidence of 

deleterious practices is affected by rule changes. Thus, the focus of the normative analysis 

here is not the degree to which best execution or order execution rules contribute to ensuting 

that clients’ specific preferences are met. Rather, the focus is on the degree to which these 

rules contribute to or detract from transactional efficiency in the markets.  

 

For the purposes of this normative part, a lower incidence of deleterious practices is held to 

constitute an improvement in overall execution quality, which in turn is beneficial to end 

investors. One of the assumptions made in Chapter 1 was that lower transaction costs are 

preferable.2643 One example given was that if a broker executes an order at a price that is 

strictly better for the client, without the broker having to expend more resources than it would 

have expended to execute at an inferior price, this is preferable since it is beneficial for the 

client without being detrimental to the broker. 

 

                                                 
2639 M. Petersen, D. Fialkowski, Posted versus effective spreads: Good prices or bad quotes? 35 J. of Fin. Econ. 
(1994) 269 at 286 f.  
2640 Macey and O’Hara (1997), op. cit. at 202. 
2641 See, e.g., Foucault and Menkveld, op. cit. at 148 f. and Storkenmaier and Wagener, op. cit. at 23 and Table 7. 
2642 See, e.g., O’Hara and Ye, op. cit. at 463. 
2643 Cf. Harris, who holds that ”[v]iewed most broadly, best execution is synonymous with low transaction 
costs”. Harris, op. cit. at 15.  
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In economic terms, best execution rules should incite intermediaries to make as much effort as 

is economically efficient. The same holds true for order execution obligations as well. The 

obligations that relate to optimal order execution mainly consist of (i) pre- and post-trade 

transparency requirements, (ii) order handling obligations and (iii) express best execution 

duties. Generally, transparency can help by making it easier for intermediaries to find good 

terms of trade, and for principals to monitor execution quality ex post. However, at some 

point this no longer holds true: if it is too costly to maintain a pre- or post-trade transparency 

regime, the benefits for customers are outweighed by the costs. Anyway, the costs of too 

much reporting requirements will likely be transferred to customers in the form of higher fees 

or – in the case of too much pre-trade transparency – less liquidity in the market and inferior 

terms of execution. 

 

In a similar manner, best execution and order execution rules – fiduciary or regulatory – 

should ideally be designed so that they cause the broker to expend as much effort as is 

socially desirable instead of the – presumably smaller – effort that would have been expended 

if the broker was not subject to any such duties or the – presumably larger – effort that would 

have been expended if the duties that weigh on the broker are too far-reaching, i.e. if they 

force the broker to spend more resources on finding the best terms of trade than are gained 

through execution at these terms. 

 

In the aggregate, low transaction costs are preferable. However, intermediaries have 

incentives to maximize their own wealth. In the case of brokers, they are in a much better 

position than customers to determine the actual costs of different options for executing a 

transaction, including the cost of their own efforts to find the best terms. One could argue that 

brokers are better cost-avoiders and that the obligation to avoid costs lie with them. In 

aggregate economic terms, the optimal solution is not necessarily the one where brokers 

obtain the best price for customers, or even the best total outcome for customers; the ideal 

outcome is the one with the best terms for the customer and the lowest cost for the broker. As 

noted above, if the customer can obtain better terms of trade without the broker expending 

any more resources, this is preferable. 

 

In the following, the objective is to present the author’s analysis of real-world best execution 

and order execution rules, and the implications that these rules may have. At the outset, it 

must be underscored that although the analysis below takes the work of earlier scholars as the 
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point of departure, it is based on the presumption that the best execution and order execution 

rules entail the obligations set out in Chapters 5–7. To some extent, the analysis in those 

chapters reflects the opinions of earlier scholars, but to a non-negligible degree it also 

represents a new assessment in the light of case law that has not previously been addressed by 

scholars. Thus, for the sake of honesty, it must be stressed once again that the author’s 

analysis of the implications of the best execution and order execution rules is based on the 

same author’s – perhaps idiosyncratic – analysis of the material obligations that the different 

sets of rules entail. 

9.2 Analysis of US Rules 

9.2.1 Introduction 

The material extent of best execution and order execution obligations in the US were analyzed 

in Chapter 5. Moreover, other scholars’ views on the extent of these obligations, as well as the 

economic implications of the rules, were addressed there. The following analysis, like Chapter 

5, addresses (i) obligations under federal regulations, and (ii) obligations under federal 

common law and other sources.  

9.2.2 Federal Regulations 

The federal regulations that address order execution obligations are of prime importance when 

determining and analyzing the obligations that arise in the context of order execution in US 

securities markets. Indeed, several scholars equate one or more SEC rules with best execution 

rules and invoke them – most frequently the Order Protection Rule – in comparison with the 

EU best execution rules as set out in MiFID.2644 However, the Order Protection Rule only 

forms a part of a larger corpus of SEC regulations that together impose obligations that relate, 

in different ways, to execution of orders without claiming at any time to create “best 

execution” duties. 

 

Structurally, the SEC-enacted order execution rules may be divided along several different 

axes. For example, they may be construed as being either ex ante or ex post obligations. The 

obligation pursuant to the Display Rule to display unexecuted customer limit orders relates to 

the period before execution, and seeks to improve the prospects of achieving the best possible 

terms of trade when the order in question is executed. The Order Protection Rule also sets out 

                                                 
2644 See Gkantinis, op. cit. at 331 ff., Pan, op. cit. at 159 and passim, Petrella, op. cit. at 258 ff. 
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an ex ante obligation, namely to route an order onwards so that it can be subsequently 

executed at a more favorable price than is available at the routing venue. In contrast, Rule 605 

and 606 (the Dash-5 and Dash-6 rules) entail ex post disclosure obligations. 

 

Another manner in which to look at the obligations is to see whether they impose duties on 

broker-dealers or venues. Here, one important distinction is that broker-dealers typically stand 

in an agency relationship to the end investor while the venue will most likely not stand in any 

direct contractual or fiduciary relationship with this investor. However, venues are subject to 

several requirements in spite of their not being agents or fiduciaries of the end investors; both 

order routing duties through the Order Protection Rule and relatively extensive disclosure 

duties pursuant to Dash-5 weigh on the venues. 

 

The broker-dealers, who are typically agents of end investors, are subject to both ex ante 

transparency requirements through the Display Rule and limited ex post disclosure duties 

through the Dash-6 reporting requirements. Broker-dealers are also subject to disclosure 

duties regarding payment for order flow. The payment for order flow rules enable broker-

dealers to engage in a practice that may conflict with their fiduciary duties toward 

customers.2645 

 

The broker-dealers retain discretion, which in theory allows them to engage in the practices 

that best reflect customers’ preferences. The determination whether payment for order flow is 

compatible with their fiduciary duties is left to the broker-dealers. In view of the information 

asymmetry that marks the relation between broker-dealers and customers, the risk that agents 

will apply the rules in a manner that is beneficial to them but detrimental to customers should 

not be ignored. Insofar as disclosure by broker-dealers does not mitigate this information 

asymmetry, they will be able to engage in payment for order flow2646 arrangements that 

benefit them to the detriment of customers. 

                                                 
2645 See section 5.9.4 supra. 
2646 As noted in Chapter 5 supra, payment for order flow is allowed subject to specific disclosures by the broker-
dealers that engage in the practice. As in the case of soft dollar arrangements, it is not clear that these disclosure 
requirements suffice to mitigate the information asymmetry between the broker-dealer and the customer. 
However, the information that the customer receives relates more directly to the broker-dealer’s order routing 
practices when compared to the soft dollar disclosures. These latter are made by an adviser, which in turn 
employs one or more broker-dealers to execute client orders. Arguably, the customer who receives disclosures 
about payment for order flow from his or her broker-dealer is in a somewhat better position when it comes to 
assessing the broker-dealer’s choice of execution venue as compared to a client of an investment adviser who is 
informed that the adviser engages in soft dollar arrangements with several broker-dealers and that this may affect 
the choice of broker-dealer for execution of the client’s orders. 
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The more extensive and arguably more effective order execution duties are in fact imposed on 

the venues. The Order Protection Rule is of critical importance in ensuring the price 

protection that lies at the heart of the SEC-created order execution regime.2647 The rule applies 

to a very large number of executions, irrespective of whether the orders executed have been 

submitted by broker-dealers as direct agents of customers or through referral of client orders 

from an investment adviser. Thus, irrespective of e.g. payment for order flow arrangements, 

the rule requires that each order to which it applies must be executed at the NBBO (or better). 

Moreover, the Dash-5 requirements entail disclosure of far more data relating to execution 

quality than the relatively limited information that brokers disclose pursuant to Dash-6.2648 

 

Thus, the main set of obligations intended to ensure that end investors are protected from 

suboptimal execution weighs on the venues. While this may seem somewhat unorthodox from 

a legal systematic point of view, in that the venues are typically not agents of the end investor, 

it can be readily explained with reference to the inter-linked market structure that has been in 

place in the US since the 1970’s. The fact that the order execution obligations are 

disconnected from any agency obligations have other effects, however, one of which is that 

the end investor’s opportunity to direct the terms of trade through instructions to his or her 

agent (broker-dealer) is curtailed when it comes to price. The Order Protection Rule does 

indeed seem less flexible than an agency obligation in this respect. 

 

In a similar vein, the Dash-5 and Dash-6 rules impose disclosure obligations on venues and 

broker-dealers, respectively. It might be argued that broker-dealers – but hardly venues – have 

disclosure obligations towards their customers that derive from their status as agents. 

However, it is less clear that their disclosure duties (as agents) would amount to exactly those 

set out in Dash-6, not least since the disclosure duties of agents vary with the context of the 

agency relationship. Conceivably, an agent may well be held to more far-reaching disclosure 

requirements that flow from general agency law as applied in a specific context. However, the 

Dash-6 requirements constitute a clear minimum disclosure obligation and, perhaps more 

importantly, an obligation that is not amenable to being modified with reference to the 
                                                 
2647 The merits of the clearly set out regulatory price protection scheme that has been established in the US may 
well be seen in the light of the statement by the UK Law Commission that “[c]ustomers may benefit from clear, 
properly enforced regulation as much if not more than from vague, privately enforced fiduciary obligations”. 
Law Commission (1992), op. cit. at 1.4. 
2648 Pace Harris, it seems plausible to assume that the additional costs imposed on venues and broker-dealers in 
order to comply with the Dash-5 and Dash-6 rules are relatively small. Cf. Harris, op. cit. at 10. 
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specific circumstances at hand (or for that matter through contractual agreement). Moreover, 

as noted, the Dash-5 disclosure obligations that impose minimum disclosure requirements on 

venues are even more obviously a product of regulation; venues do not tend to be agents of 

end investors. 

 

In contrast, the material content of the Dash-5 and Dash-6 rules, as well as the interplay 

between them, seems relatively clear-cut. It is a question of complementary disclosure 

obligations, where the onus of disclosing details about the execution quality primarily falls to 

the venues while the broker-dealers must reveal to which venues they have routed orders. 

Reading the broker-dealers’ reports alongside the venues’ data on execution quality would 

presumably allow the reader to see whether orders were routed to venues that offered high or 

low execution quality according to the multiple dimensions covered by the Dash-5 

requirements. Empirical results also attest to the effectiveness of these rules.2649 

 

Moreover, it does not seem too far-fetched a proposition to argue that the effectiveness of 

either set of disclosures would be considerably diminished if the other set was not available as 

well: information about actual execution quality at the venues where execution takes place is 

– needless to say – necessary for ascertaining where to route orders, but in order to ensure that 

orders will be routed there one must also be aware of the routing practices of those 

intermediaries that do the routing.2650 Moreover, the availability of standardized data allows 

for reports from different venues and broker-dealers to be set alongside each other and 

compared; if disclosure was tailored to the specific needs of each agent, broker-dealer 

disclosures might presumably look very different from each other and from the standardized 

data given in the Dash-6 reports. One distinct advantage of regulation in this context is to 

ensure that the information from different actors is easy to compare. 

 

To sum up, the most effective of the order execution rules in federal statutes or regulations, 

judging from the empirical material available, seem to be those that are imposed on broker-

dealers and venues irrespective of any agency duties toward the end investor.2651 As regards 

the order protection rule, the Dash-5/Dash-6 rules and the system for dissemination of 
                                                 
2649 See Boehmer, Jennings and Wei, op. cit., passim. 
2650 It must be noted that Dash-5 and Dash-6 disclosures concern only historical information. However, it seems 
highly unlikely that it would be efficient for an end investor to process ex ante disclosures concerning routing 
choices, and in any case the execution quality factors set out in the Dash-5 reports can only be established and 
disclosed after some processing of actual execution data. 
2651 See Boehmer, Jennings and Wei, op. cit. as well as O’Hara and Ye, op. cit. at 472. 
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consolidated data, empirical evidence suggests that they have a positive effect on overall 

market quality. In contrast, it is inherently more difficult to establish the effect of the rules 

which are intended to ensure that agents meet their fiduciary obligations toward clients. 

Indeed, anecdotal historical evidence suggests that broker-dealers and investment advisers 

have engaged in relatively large-scale behavior that has been beneficial to them and 

detrimental to customers, in spite of the existence of fiduciary obligations and specific statutes 

intended to clarify or confirm those obligations.2652 

 

Finally, in this section, the existence of a consolidated scheme for ex ante dissemination of 

trading data must be noted. Apart from the reporting obligations that contribute to keeping the 

data timely, unexecuted client limit orders have been accorded special attention by the 

regulator. The Order Display Rule adopted by the SEC ensures that information about 

unexecuted client limit orders are disseminated into the already existing quote stream. The 

rule demonstrates not only the SEC’s determination to force intermediaries to disclose 

information about customer orders, and the SEC’s conviction that limit orders convey useful 

pricing information to the market as a whole; it also shows how relatively easy it is to impose 

such disclosure requirements on intermediaries when there already exists a structure for 

consolidating pre-trade data. 

 

When analyzing the federal regulations from a pragmatic viewpoint, where the legal 

classification of different obligations matters less than the effects they may conceivably have 

on market participants’ behavior, it is very important to consider the technological context in 

which these obligations apply. More specifically, two of the ex ante obligations that are best 

execution-related are the order display rule and the order protection rule. In order for both of 

these rules to function effectively, the information framework created through the 

consolidated quote system has been necessary (although private vendors of data may well 

have come to perform the same services over time). In the absence of timely and dependable 

                                                 
2652 One example in a US context would be the practices by Nasdaq market makers, as discovered in the 1990’s, 
of not narrowing spreads even when they received better priced client orders that would have narrowed the 
spread if disseminated. A description of these practices is given by the SEC in the Order Handling Rules at 
48,295. On arguments and empirical data that support the assumption that broker-dealers may be prone to set 
their own interest above that of the their clients, see also H. Jackson The Trilateral Dilemma in Financial 
Regulation at in Anna Maria Lussardi (ed.), Overcoming the Saving Slump: How to Increase the Effectiveness of 
Financial Eduction and Saving Programs (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008) 82 at 107 f. (on the 
ineffectiveness of merely fiduciary rules in situations where market forces do not suffice to protect consumers); 
Pozen, op. cit. at 380 and footnote 425 (while waiting for mandated linkages, in the meantime US firms were 
expected to continue funneling small round-lot orders in NYSE stocks to that exchange); M. Petersen, D. 
Fialkowski, op. cit. at 286 f. 
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information about the best available prices, the order protection rule becomes inapplicable in 

practice; likewise, if there is no data stream into which quotes can be disseminated, the 

effectiveness of the limit order display rule becomes considerably diminished. 

 

The Dash-5 and Dash-6 reporting obligations, on the other hand, are not directly associated 

with the existing post-trade transparency arrangements but constitute additional ex post 

disclosure requirements. Thus, they are in a sense independent of the consolidated data in the 

Consolidated Quotation System and the Consolidated Tape, although this data may be helpful 

in drawing up the Dash-5 and Dash-6 reports. Still, the obligations imposed through Dash-5 

and Dash-6 could conceivably be complied with also in the absence of the consolidated data 

dissemination infrastructure.2653 

 

As regards the interaction between agency duties and the obligations set out by the SEC 

regime, the Order Protection Rule directs orders to the best available price and thus privileges 

price as the most important factor in choosing the execution venue. End investors who attach 

more weight to considerations other than price, and cannot avail themselves of one of the 

exceptions to the rule, may thus realize an execution at terms that are not optimal for them. 

Here, the end investor’s trading preferences are effectively overridden by regulation. To the 

extent that this results in suboptimal executions from the investor’s perspective, this 

constitutes a cost of regulation. On the other hand, instances of trade-through where the end 

investor would have preferred the best available price, but did not realize it, represent 

suboptimal executions for those investors. 

 

The SEC argues in Regulation NMS that if end investors are afforded better protection against 

trade-throughs, their confidence in the functioning of the equity markets will be bolstered;2654 

this argument is predicated on the assumption that end investors seek to trade at the best 

possible price above other considerations. The truth of this assumption is hard to verify 

empirically. What can be said, however, is that those who first and foremost seek the best 

prices when trading in the securities markets are well served by the Order Protection Rule. If 

                                                 
2653 Here, a parallel with the situation in the EU is apposite. The absence of a centralized framework for data 
consolidation and dissemination makes it unlikely that the introduction of a trade-through rule per se would have 
much of an effect. In contrast, ex post disclosure about execution quality and routing practices could be required 
irrespective of the degree of technological integration of markets, and would conceivably have positive effects 
similar to those found in the US context. From this perspective, it is not surprising that the European 
Commission proposed disclosure rules of this type in the revision of the MiFID framework. 
2654 Regulation NMS, op. cit. at 37,498. 
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the SEC had chosen to allow opt-outs, as it did regarding the Order Display Rule, the 

similarity between the Order Protection Rule and agency obligations of e.g. broker-dealers 

would have been more pronounced. As adopted, the Order Protection Rule clearly privileges 

one factor, price, in the execution of orders in the securities markets irrespective of whether 

this is what end investors prefer or not. In so doing, it also provides a bright-line rule that sets 

a firm boundary for the best execution duty. 

 

Moreover, empirical data on market quality and market participants’ behavior would seem to 

confirm the notion that the Order Protection Rule, the presence of consolidated data flows and 

the mandatory execution quality reports submitted pursuant to Dash-5 and Dash-6 do have 

positive effects. As noted above, O’Hara and Ye argue that US securities markets have 

achieved a state of virtual linkage, rendering them more efficient, and identify the 

Consolidated Tape and the trade-through protection as important factors for reaching this 

goal. Boehmer, Jennings and Wei show that information in Dash-5 and Dash-6 reports 

improve competition between execution venues and broker-dealers, so that less order flow is 

directed to those that offer inferior terms of trade. 

 

Taken together, these studies suggest that the use in regulation of a trade-through prohibition 

as a proxy for best execution, i.e. under the assumption that investors as a group tend to seek 

the best possible price, together with mandated disclosure of relatively detailed ex post data 

on execution quality, improves the quality of executions and also strengthens competition so 

that providers of inferior terms of trade are gradually pushed out of the market. One 

precondition for effective price protection, however, is a consolidated framework for handling 

market data. Moreover, the introduction of relatively detailed, mandated disclosure 

requirements seems to bolster the competitive mechanism relative to a situation where 

disclosure of this data is not mandatory. 

9.2.3 The Best Execution Duty in Case Law 

The best execution duty as it can be extracted from case law does not, at first glance, seem to 

offer much in the way of bright lines or clear demarcations. As an agency duty, it depends on 

the specific relationship between the parties and provides general principles rather than 

detailed rules of behavior for a broker-dealer executing orders as agent. In theory, this 

provides flexibility for contracting between the parties in order to tailor execution metrics that 

best suit the needs of the customer. However, in practice, if the customer possesses less 
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information about execution opportunities, this information asymmetry may result in the 

customer (i) failing to negotiate suitable best execution duties, and/or (ii) failing to monitor 

execution quality. 

 

Fiduciary duties have been described as a tool for managing information asymmetry; if the 

fiduciary duty is broadly construed and amenable to being contracted away, however, it seems 

less likely that it will achieve this. The material content of the common law best execution 

duty seems to have been rather unclear for a long time. Cases where it was invoked tended to 

involve egregious behavior on the part of broker-dealers, with fraud and self-enrichment as 

common denominators. The best execution as such – the duty to obtain the best possible terms 

of trade for the customer – tended not to be considered in separation, but rather as a 

component in fact sets that involved e.g. huge mark-ups, misleading trading information or 

inter-positioning. 

 

Although the NASD held that the best execution duty entailed an obligation to review 

execution arrangements, it did not set out a duty to communicate the results of the execution 

review to customers or obtain their consent to the firm’s execution arrangements. 

 

The Newton, Geman and Scottrade cases are interesting in this context since they address the 

issue of the broker-dealer’s best execution duty also absent any direct self-dealing with 

customers. While Geman sets out a principle that, perhaps narrowly, can be construed as a 

duty to avoid trading for oneself at better terms than one gives one’s customers in the same 

market, Newton and Scottrade go even further and articulate an affirmative duty to seek price 

improvement for one’s customers. Under some circumstances – when the broker-dealer 

executes proprietary transaction at a price superior to the NBBO (the Geman standard) or fails 

to execute at reasonably available prices which are superior to the NBBO (the 

Newton/Scottrade standard) – this will effectively entail that execution of a customer order at 

the NBBO constitutes a violation of the best execution duty. 

 

As regards the economic implications of these cases, they address not only broker-dealer self-

enrichment at the expense of the customer, but also the broker-dealers’ duty to avail 

themselves of advantageous, reasonably available prices. To the extent that broker-dealers 

will comply with this standard, customers will receive better executions (with price 

improvement) in cases where they would otherwise have had to content themselves with the 
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NBBO. However, it would be very difficult to establish whether this drop in transaction costs 

will have any discernible effect on markets in the aggregate.2655 

9.3 Analysis of EU Rules 

9.3.1 Introduction 

Analyses of MiFID’s provisions by different scholars were discussed in Chapter 6. In the 

present part, the intention is to offer the author’s view of the material obligations that can be 

identified under the MiFID framework. However, before embarking on this effort, several 

caveats are necessary. Pro primo, the authorities that will primarily apply the MiFID rules on 

regulated institutions are not the EU institutions such as the European Court of Justice but 

national supervisory and judicial authorities. As noted in Section 6.1 above, it appears highly 

unlikely that European authorities will have occasion to present authoritative interpretations 

of MiFID’s provisions. Thus, the statements below are predictions about how national 

authorities will apply the harmonized European rules as they have been implemented at the 

national level. Pro secundo, in the absence of case law from judicial authorities at the EU 

level, the analysis undertaken below will consider also sources that are explicitly 

characterized as non-binding by the responsible entities; both interpretative statements by 

European Commission staff and guidance documents drawn up by CESR will be considered 

in this context. Pro tertio, in several cases the MiFID provisions afford EU member states an 

opportunity to choose how they want to implement a specific rule. In the context of order 

execution obligations, this is notably the case regarding the requirement in MiFID Article 

22.2 that concerns how an investment firm fulfills the duty to facilitate the earliest possible 

execution by making unexecuted customer limit orders public. Below, the choices made by 

individual member states will not be discussed; they will be addressed in subsequent sections 

of this Chapter. Thus, the following sections seek to offer analyses of material obligations that 

flow from order execution and transparency provisions in MiFID; the manner in which these 

provisions – and the obligations that flow from them – have been transposed in Member 

States will only be addressed insofar as they impose additional requirements. 

                                                 
2655 At least in theory, the Newton/Scottrade standard could impose new requirements on broker-dealers over 
time given that the criteria for what constitutes a ”reasonably” available price constantly evolves, as per the court 
in Newton. If a price that can only be accessed with the help of trading technology (e.g., smart order routing 
equipment) is held to be reasonably available for the purposes of a Newton determination, this would effectively 
require broker-dealers to use such technology. See also section 8.10 supra. 
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9.3.2 The Best Execution Regime: Article 21 

The best execution regime set out in Article 21 has been described by a fair number of 

scholars as a very important part of the legal framework introduced by MiFID. For the 

purposes of this investigation, it is certainly of prime importance. As has also been observed 

by several scholars, the order execution obligations set out in law or regulation may have a 

profound impact on securities market structure, and may be construed in different ways. 

 

The best execution rules entail an obligation to draw up an execution policy intended to 

achieve best execution for clients. The onus of designing the policy rests with the investment 

firm, i.e. the agent (broker) responsible for executing the order. The investment firm must 

inform the client about the main characteristics of the policy, and be able to demonstrate ex 

post that orders were executed according to the policy. However, the best execution duty does 

not entail a duty to execute each client order at the best possible terms. Neither does it entail 

any trade-through protection: indeed, the trading venues are not subject to any obligations as 

concerns order routing or price protection.2656 Responsibility for the routing decision lies with 

the broker, and the broker only, pursuant to the best execution rules in MiFID Article 21. 

Moreover, the best execution obligation consists in taking reasonable steps to obtain best 

execution, and to establish arrangements for ensuring this. Thus, the duty is at least two steps 

removed from an affirmative duty to obtain the best terms of trade: firms must establish 

“effective” arrangements that allow them to “take all reasonable steps” to obtain the best 

possible execution result for clients. 

 

Moreover, the level 1 MiFID obligations set out in Article 21 do not privilege one aspect of 

executions over others. Neither price nor any other factor is singled out for special attention. 

However, the level 2 provisions privilege price over other considerations as regards retail 

clients. 

 

Another example of how the rules privilege certain execution considerations is the 

requirement, as set out in Article 21.3, to obtain the client’s prior express consent before an 

order is executed outside a regulated market or MTF. This requirement privileges these 

venues to the detriment of others such as systematic internalizers. The rule would seem to 

render execution at alternative venues somewhat more complicated and grant a corresponding 
                                                 
2656 Of course, in the absence of a system for disseminating consolidated data, there is no centrally determined 
EBBO benchmark to refer to either. 
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benefit to regulated markets and MTFs, where especially the former would most likely often 

be the incumbent trading venues in a given member state. The interplay between this rule and 

the generic best execution duty as set out in Article 21.1 seems less than harmonious. While it 

is up to the firm to determine where best execution can be obtained on a consistent basis, the 

client must consent expressly to execution outside regulated markets or MTFs. Moreover, the 

rule would in practice seem to encourage the type of routine, continuing routing of orders to 

established incumbent markets that has been discussed in a US context, or – at the least – 

grant both incumbent exchanges and MTFs an unfair advantage compared to alternative 

execution venues. 

 

The MiFID regime also provides that execution policies shall be assessed and updated as 

needed, but at least annually. Once again, the responsibility for monitoring the effectiveness 

of the policy, assessing whether it includes all relevant venues and making changes if 

necessary rests with the investment firm. The pieces of information that the MiFID 

framework expressly requires firms to provide to clients are first a – possibly quite abstract – 

account of the relative importance that the firm assigns, in accordance with the characteristics 

of the (i) client, (ii) order, (iii) financial instrument, and (iv) venues to which the order can be  

routed, to (i) price, (ii) costs, (iii) speed, (iv) likelihood of execution and settlement, (v) size, 

(vi) nature or (vii) any other consideration relevant to the execution of the order. Second, the 

firm is to provide a list of execution venues on which the firm places “significant reliance” in 

meeting its best execution obligation. Third, the firm must warn the client that any specific 

instructions from the client may prevent the firm from implementing the execution policy as 

regards the elements covered by the instructions. 

 

In sum, the MiFID framework obliges the investment firm to draw up an execution policy, 

communicate select parts of it to clients ex ante, use it, and update it at least annually. Once 

the client has consented to the policy as communicated to him or her, the firm must then route 

orders in accordance with the policy. Another way to state this, more aligned to the spirit of 

legal realism where the law is viewed from the perspective of a “bad man”, is to say that firms 

may route orders in any way that does not violate the execution policy. If the order policy is 

broadly drafted – and nowhere is this proscribed – the firm may retain substantial flexibility 

with regard to routing decisions. Thus, the best execution duty as construed in the MiFID 

provisions on its face requires investment firms to take a number of steps to ensure that clients 
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are provided best execution, but in practice it leaves substantial leeway to the firms to define 

the de facto extent of the duty. 

 

Indeed, one scholar has noted that the MiFID best execution regime entails dependence on the 

nature of the market and the transaction in question, on firms’ judgment, and on “inchoate” 

concepts such as “reasonableness” and “best possible”.2657 Thus, it is recognized that these 

terms are somewhat indeterminate and not in themselves conducive to legal certainty. More 

clarity on the scope and content of the rules might be achieved through application of the 

rules by competent authorities. However, as was noted above, the EU rules will mainly be 

applied by national competent authorities. Thus, the legal certainty of the MiFID best 

execution regime becomes tied up with the question of achieving supervisory convergence 

among competent authorities (and ultimately appeals courts) in Member States – if this fails, 

then the scope and material content of the MiFID best execution rules remain uncertain as 

individual market actors may find themselves subject to different obligations in different EU 

Member States.2658 

 

It must be noted here, however, that although the execution policy is drawn up by the 

investment firm, the client must consent to it. Thus, it represents terms that both parties, the 

agent and the principal, have agreed on. In earlier analyses of the best execution rules in 

MiFID, this has been emphasized as a positive aspect of the rules.2659 Indeed, it has been 

stated that MiFID requires brokers to “discuss their execution policy with their clients”.2660 

 

However, although the rules do require that clients must be informed and consent to the 

execution policy, it is far from certain that the terms of the execution policy will be the 

subject of much, or any, discussion between firm and client. More likely, retail investors, at 

least, will simply “tick the box”, treating the policy as part of a standard contract. Moreover, 

any analysis that sees the MiFID rules as a vehicle through which parties will negotiate the 

terms of the execution policy must assume, implicitly if not explicitly, that both parties have 

                                                 
2657 Moloney, op. cit. at 621. 
2658 As was noted in section 8.5.2 supra, the MiFID best execution duty in Article 21 resembles FINRA Rule 
5310. However, one important difference, which arguably affects the impact of the rules, is that the FINRA rule 
is applied by one body (the FINRA) while the MiFID rule is transposed into the laws of the EU Member States 
and then applied – if at all – by the respective national authorities.  
2659 See Gkantinis, op. cit. at 345. 
2660 Ibid. at 346. The statement was made in the context of best execution regimes for institutional investors. 
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at least a sufficient understanding of securities trading to be able to analyze a proposed 

execution policy and negotiate rationally on his or her own behalf. 

 

This study assumes that (i) agents, and (ii) principals, seek to maximize their own wealth. In 

the context of order execution, it seems straightforward to assume that clients – principals – 

seek to achieve the best possible terms of trade given their preferences. As for investment 

firms/brokers (agents), it is less clear that the best possible terms of trade for the client also 

represents the broker’s optimal outcome in economic terms. If the broker can execute the 

order while using less resources, e.g. through mass routing of all orders to a predetermined 

venue, or realize private benefits through for example payment for order flow, the optimal 

execution venue from the broker’s perspective may not be the venue that offers the best 

possible terms of trade. 

 

However, although this study makes a couple of conventional economic assumptions, two of 

which are mentioned above, it does not assume that either agents or principals have perfect 

information.  

 

Instead, it seems more plausible to assume that investors – principals – possess less 

information about trading practices and are less able than brokers – their agents – to analyze 

the content of a proposed execution policy. Indeed, one of the functions of brokers is precisely 

to act on behalf of others who are less knowledgeable when it comes to the practicalities of 

ensuring that an order realizes the best possible terms of trade. If brokers did not possess 

special skills in the execution of orders, their services would not be needed. Assigning to them 

the duty to set out the parameters according to which best execution can be achieved would 

not seem to mitigate this presumed information asymmetry. It also seems far from certain that 

the pieces of information that must be provided to clients as part of the execution policy are 

sufficient to mitigate it either. If so, the clients’ consent may well qualify as a formal approval 

of the execution policy but will, in many cases, constitute informed consent only in name. 

 

Best execution rules seek to ensure that brokers do deliver best execution to their clients but, 

as has been seen, also grant brokers substantial leeway in setting the parameters of the best 

execution obligation and set out relatively limited disclosure and consent requirements. If 

information asymmetry marks the relationship between the broker and the client at the outset, 
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this is unlikely to be substantially mitigated by the requirements that parts of the execution 

policy be disclosed to and agreed to by the client. 

 

If the assumptions made above hold true – that both parties seek to maximize wealth and that 

information on execution practices is asymmetrically distributed in the agent’s favor – the 

best execution duty as construed in MiFID and the implementing directive seems to be of very 

limited value as a tool for influencing agent behavior. 

 

It is argued here that the principals are not provided with enough information to be able to 

gauge the effectiveness of a proposed execution policy. In the absence of effective negotiation 

over the policy’s terms, brokers may draft execution policies sufficiently broad to 

accommodate a wide range of different routing practices that allow them to maximize their 

benefits, e.g. through routine routing of orders to established venues or venues that offer 

benefits to the brokers. 

 

The assumption made above – that brokers have more pertinent information than clients – 

would seem to be most apposite as regards retail clients. Retail clients are treated differently 

by the EU legislators in that they are supposed to care mostly about price. This does not 

necessarily mitigate the information asymmetry between broker and client. Instead, it 

demonstrates that retail clients’ preferences are presumed to be relatively straightforward. By 

introducing the presumption that they care about price and costs into the MiFID rules, the 

legislator makes this a default term in the agreement between the parties. Moreover, even in 

the absence of an express trade-through prohibition, a default obligation to obtain the best 

terms with regard to price and costs would seem to entail, typically, that trade-throughs 

should be avoided by the broker and would constitute a violation of best execution 

obligations.2661 

 

Professional clients may – but need not necessarily – be more capable of engaging in the kind 

of negotiation of execution policy terms that earlier commentators have envisaged. However, 

the structure of the MiFID provisions that concern the drawing up of execution policies 

suggests, rather, that a relatively generic execution policy will be communicated to 
                                                 
2661 If this assumption – that trade-throughs generally constitute a violation of best execution obligations vis-à-
vis retail clients – holds true in the specific context of the EU best execution regime for retail investors, 
quantitative data on trade-throughs can be employed to analyze the effectiveness of the regime. This is done 
infra. 
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professional clients and that any specific instructions from the clients will then trump the 

terms set out in the execution policy. Indeed, Article 21.2 of MiFID as well as Article 46.1 of 

the implementing Directive seems to suppose that the firm will draw up “an” execution policy 

while MiFID Article 21.1 and Article 46.2(c) of the implementing Directive imply that 

specific instructions from clients will be applied instead of the policy. 

 

Although it may seem a case of splitting hairs, this suggests that parties will not renegotiate 

the terms of the execution policy as such; instead, specific instructions from the client may 

entail that parts of the policy are not applied to a specific transaction or group of transactions. 

Thus, the execution policy as such seems just as devoid of relevant information as before. To 

be more specific, however, the terms of the policy may be relevant insofar as clients disagree 

with them. To the extent that clients do this, they will conceivably give specific instructions 

that trump the terms of the generic execution policy. Under the assumptions (i) that 

professional investors possess more relevant knowledge than retail investors, and (ii) that the 

execution policies are drafted so as to benefit the firms over the clients, professional investors 

would be more likely to provide specific instructions that trump the terms of the policy (or 

simply take their business to other brokers with policies considered more in line with 

investors’ interests). Whether this is in fact the case is an empirical question that cannot be 

answered within the scope of this investigation. 

 

The empirical data that do exist, however, suggest that EU best execution rules are relatively 

ineffective when it comes to avoiding suboptimal executions. Wagener as well as 

Storkenmaier and Wagener in two studies find that trade-throughs are more frequent in the 

EU than in the US pre-Regulation NMS, although the trend in the EU seems to be decreasing 

after the implementation of the MiFID framework.2662 Moreover, as could be expected from 

the older anecdotal evidence provided by Pozen2663 as well as the study by Foucault and 

Menkveld of Dutch pre-MiFID markets,2664 Hoffmann shows that incumbent exchanges still 

capture order flow that trades through better prices available at MTFs.2665 Moreover, 

anecdotal evidence provided by CESR in 2009 concerning firms’ interpretation of the MiFID 

legal framework indicated that “a number of firms” had decided that one single venue was 

                                                 
2662 See Storkenmaier and Wagener, op. cit.; Wagener, op. cit. 
2663 Pozen, op. cit. at 380 and footnote 425 (while waiting for mandated linkages, in the meantime US firms were 
expected to continue funneling small round-lot orders in NYSE stocks to that exchange). 
2664 Foucault and Menkveld, op. cit. 
2665 Hoffmann, op. cit. at 13. 
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optimal for executing trades. These firms sent all trades to this venue.2666 In sum, this does not 

seem to be best execution at work. In the US, regulatory action was taken at much lower 

levels of trade-through. 

 

In sum, it is argued here that the best execution rules set out in Article 21 of MiFID and 

Articles 44 and 46 of the implementing Directive are not an effective tool to ensure that 

clients receive best execution. As designed, the rules do not mitigate the information 

asymmetry between the broker and the client. This seems to be especially pertinent with 

regard to retail clients. Moreover, the rules – especially as interpreted by EU agencies,2667 

national authorities2668 and industry,2669 provide too much leeway to brokers with regard to 

routing decisions. Most notably, the use of a presumption that the best price can be had at the 

most liquid market may effectively allow brokers to continue to route many orders – 

especially from retail clients – to the dominant, incumbent national market even when better 

prices are available at other venues. This may (i) entail that clients do not receive the best 

available prices, and (ii) render it more difficult for new entrants to compete with incumbent 

venues, which ultimately may result in the latter retaining a de facto monopoly status.2670  

 

Consequently, the additional administrative costs imposed on firms because of the MiFID 

rules (resources spent to draw up, communicate, implement and review execution policies) do 

not seem warranted. In this view, brokers are required to spend more resources than is socially 

desirable on an activity that does not achieve its intended objective.2671 However, other 

mechanisms may work to mitigate the information asymmetry between the broker and the 

client, and other provisions in MiFID may be relevant to consider in this context. They will be 

discussed in the next parts. 

                                                 
2666 CESR (2009), op. cit. at 29. In a similar vein, the French regulator AMF and the Swedish Securities Dealer 
Association have held that one can assume that the most liquid venue offers the best terms of trade; according to 
this logic, the best execution duty would be met if all orders were routed to this venue. 
2667 CESR in their Q & A on the MiFID best execution rule. 
2668 AMF (2006), op. cit. at 13. 
2669 Svenska Fondhandlareföreningen [SSDA], Mall – Best Execution Policy [Template – Best Execution Policy] 
as drawn up in July 2007 and updated in December 2008. 
2670 This aspect becomes especially pressing if Member States also avail themselves of the option under MiFID 
Article 22.2 to require unexecuted client limit orders to be routed to a regulated market or an MTF, as France has 
done (see also section 9.3.3 infra).  
2671 It could also be noted that national agency laws in France, Sweden and England & Wales do not seem to 
impose additional explicit costs on brokers. However, with the possible exception of Sweden, national laws do 
not seem to impose additional best execution requirements either.  
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9.3.3 Order Handling Rules 

The order handling rules in Article 22 of MiFID are closely related to the best execution rules. 

As noted in Chapter 6, the distinction between them has been somewhat fluid. One difference, 

however, is that while firms are required to establish and effectively implement an “order 

allocation policy”, they are not required to receive clients’ consent to the policy. The firms’ 

obligation to handle orders so that clients are not treated unfairly applies irrespective of any 

agreement to this end between the clients and the firms. 

 

The order handling rules are also of interest since they represent an example of MiFID 

provisions that resemble earlier federal US rules, in this case the display requirement for 

client limit orders that the SEC introduced in 1996.2672 As has been noted by Ferrarini and 

Recine, the client limit order display requirement set out in MiFID Article 22.2 is very similar 

to the US rules but operates in a different legal and technological context. 

 

First of all, the European markets lack a consolidated data dissemination regime for pre-trade 

data, which means that there is no obvious single channel for dissemination. Instead, the 

choice of channel is left to the responsible firm. In the absence of a mandated consolidation of 

information on order flow, the publication of data may take place in different manners and the 

degree of pre-trade data consolidation is ultimately determined by market forces. 

 

Second, MiFID also allows member states to narrow down the range of alternative channels 

by providing that unexecuted client limit orders must be transmitted to a regulated market or 

MTF. This entails a significant decrease in the number of publication channels in member 

states that opt for this alternative. Moreover, as noted by Ferrarini and Recine as well as 

Moloney, it poses a non-negligible risk that member states that seek to protect incumbent 

exchanges take up the option in order to force other venues to transmit unexecuted order flow 

to these exchanges. In fact, use of the regulated market/MTF transmission requirement would 

seem to oblige execution venues to route orders to other venues. Routing requirements are 

then imposed on venues, which are not subject to any similar requirements pursuant to the 

best execution rules discussed in the preceding part. Moreover, this would not be a duty to 

                                                 
2672 See section 5.9.5 supra. 
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route orders to the venue offering the best price, but rather to route them to a venue because it 

belongs to a certain category for regulatory purposes.2673 

 

Third, it is noteworthy that the client limit order display requirement does not apply to large 

orders, and that clients may opt out. Clients are thus able to choose for themselves whether 

their orders will be displayed, if these orders are not immediately executed. In this, the rule 

also follows the US precedent in the Order Display Rule, which provides for opt-out on the 

client’s request. 

9.3.4 Transparency Rules 

The transparency rules in MiFID were highly contested during the negotiations that led to the 

adoption of the directive. As described by Moloney, the conflicting views of member states 

reflected the securities market structures in different member states.2674 The conflict centered 

around the transparency requirements, especially with regard to pre-trade transparency, that 

would weigh on systematic internalizers. In this context, it merits mention that pursuant to the 

MiFID rules as elaborated in the implementing instruments, regulated markets and MTFs are 

made subject to a well-defined and relatively extensive pre- and post-trade transparency 

regime. As regards the question of data dissemination, the duty to publish data is addressed in 

the transparency provisions but there is no mandated consolidation of data. Instead, this is left 

to market forces to achieve. 

 

The lack of a legal requirement that data must be consolidated in the EU might conceivably 

render it more difficult to create an integrated, consolidated structure for the dissemination of 

data. If so, and if the best execution requirement is typically held to require routing to small 

venues if they do offer the best price, the lack of consolidated dissemination may weaken the 

best execution rule’s impact in practice. 

 

On the other hand, it may be argued that by leaving the consolidation of data to market 

participants, only the trading data whose market value exceeds the cost of disseminating it 

will actually be gathered and reported by main commercial vendors. This entails that there 

will be no inefficient over-dissemination of data. However, the data are published in any case 

since publication in some form is mandatory pursuant to the MiFID rules, and the incremental 
                                                 
2673 France has availaed itself of this option, with possibly detrimental effects on market quality. See section 
8.6.1 supra. 
2674 Moloney, op. cit. at 772 ff. 
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cost of adding it to a vendor’s data stream may be negligible. Moreover, the risk of mandating 

too much dissemination of data must be set against the risk that too little data will be 

effectively available to market participants, which in turn may weaken the best execution 

rule’s impact in practice and have other deleterious effects as well (e.g., less efficient price 

formation). At least anecdotal evidence suggests that data has not been consolidated yet at 

least, despite the availability of data from all European venues and firms that are subject to 

MiFID’s rules.2675 

9.4 Conclusions 

From the point of view of this investigation, where transactional efficiency is the normative 

objective sought, the issue of fiduciary duties regarding best execution is a thorny one. On the 

one hand it could be argued that a fiduciary duty of best execution, rooted in the broker-

dealer’s role as an agent of the customer, may impose obligations on the broker-dealer that are 

not necessarily optimally designed. If parties cannot contract around an unsuitable obligation 

without transaction costs, efficiency may be compromised. However, at a general level, 

fiduciary duties can often be varied by instructions from the principal, which makes it 

possible to modify or fine-tune best execution duties on an ad hoc basis in the sense that the 

customer may by specific instructions opt out of best execution protection, e.g., by stating a 

preference for execution at a certain venue. This is also recognized in the MiFID rules on best 

execution. 

 

In contrast, the US order protection rule is, albeit with some exceptions (it can be disapplied 

in a case where the customer – in certain defined circumstances – agrees to a specified price 

on an order-by-order basis), not possible to waive; it cannot be modified by two consenting 

parties, even if they agree that it would be preferable to trade through the best publicly 

available price(s) in the market. On the other hand, a clear order execution obligation, e.g. a 

trade-through prohibition, may bolster investor confidence in the securities markets in 

general. Indeed, the SEC in Regulation NMS argues that too high an incidence of trade-

through might prove detrimental to investor confidence.2676 Reducing the incidence of trade-

throughs may stimulate securities trading and render markets more liquid, which could offset 

smaller efficiency losses from a suboptimal allocation of resources between broker-dealers 

and customers. 

                                                 
2675 Equiduct, op. cit. 
2676 Regulation NMS at 37,498. 
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One efficiency consideration may be noted, concerning the use of execution policies and 

similar tools drawn up by the broker. Such measures are required by the MiFID regime and 

the FINRA rules. When it is the broker who draws up the order execution policy and complies 

with it, it may be difficult for the customer to determine whether it operates to secure best 

execution or not. This will depend on the degree of supervisory activism with regard to the 

drafting of execution policies and compliance with them in trading. Unless (i) execution 

policies are drafted so as to ensure that orders are actually routed to venues that offer superior 

terms of trade and (ii) sufficient supervision and enforcement efforts are made to ensure that 

these policies are complied with, they may turn out to have little effect on brokers’ routing 

decisions. Specifically, brokers may shirk by continuing to route orders to venues where they 

receive suboptimal execution. As long as the gains to brokers are less than the losses suffered 

by their customers, this represents an inefficient outcome. To this should be added the cost of 

producing largely superfluous execution policies, as well as the policing costs in the form of 

supervisory authorities having to allocate resources to supervise whether firms comply with 

the rules. 

 

If the execution policies do not effect routing decisions much, a bright-line duty to route 

orders to the venue with the best price might be preferable, at least for retail investors’ orders. 

Otherwise, brokers might just keep routing orders to established venues for reasons of 

convenience, thus shirking from their best execution duty. In the US, the Order Protection 

Rule provides exactly this kind of measure that “undergirds” the best execution duty and 

establishes an outer boundary for execution prices. However, this may be difficult to achieve 

in a European context unless all venues are interlinked: it would thus be necessary to mandate 

inter-venue linkages. This would either entail the creation of a European ITS or turn market-

provided connections into required linkages.2677 However, another option would be to impose 

a duty to ensure price protection on brokers. In terms of legal systematics, this would align 

more closely with how agency duties apply. In terms of practical order execution modalities, 

it would conceivably provide an impetus for brokers to employ, e.g., SOR technology in order 

                                                 
2677 It merits mention that some European venues offer order-routing functionalities that allow orders or parts of 
orders to be routed to another venue, see CESR (2009), op. cit. at 12. According to CESR, such services are 
mainly offered by MTFs. Ibid. 
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to facilitate compliance. This in turn may, pace Foucault and Menkveld, have positive effects 

on market quality.2678 

 

Gomber et al. have raised one argument against bright-line trade-through prohibitions, in 

favor of more flexible best execution obligations along European lines, and draw on 

experiences from the “flash crash” in US markets in May, 2010.2679 They identify the 

obligation – under the OPR – to trade against misleading “stub quotes” as one cause for the 

market irregularities. On the other hand, it could be argued that the failure is one of market 

participants’ trading patterns, where quotes that are not intended to be traded against are 

posted by market participants. Moreover, regulatory changes following the flash crash have 

substantially decreased the possibilities for posting stub quotes; this in turn renders moot 

arguments based on risks associated with this specific type of market behavior.2680 

 

Another argument for a more flexible regulation along the lines of MiFID that has been 

voiced by Pan and Gkantinis is that flexible best execution rules that do not require execution 

against the best available price are preferable since they enable new venues to compete on the 

basis of superior terms along other execution vectors, e.g. faster executions.2681 In this view, a 

focus on price benefits incumbent venues, which generally can offer the best price. Smaller 

alternative venues need to be able to compete by offering customers other services beyond the 

best price. 

 

However, empirical data from EU securities markets after the entry into force of MiFID 

suggest that alternative venues compete on price, and that the flexible best execution duty 

under MiFID – which does not include a trade-through prohibition – allows brokers to 

execute orders at suboptimal prices on incumbent venues rather than at superior prices on 

smaller, alternative venues.2682 Effectively, better prices on smaller new venues are traded 

through. Price protection, in this market environment, would benefit the newer venues as it 

prevents brokers from shirking their duties by routing to the incumbent venue even when 

better prices are available elsewhere. This concurs with the observation that price protection 

                                                 
2678 Foucault and Menkveld, op. cit. at 149. 
2679 Gomber et al., op. cit. 
2680 See section 5.10.4 supra. 
2681 Pan (2007), op. cit. at 157 and Gkantinis, op. cit. at 353 ff. 
2682 See, e.g. Storkenmaier and Wagener, op. cit.; Lannoo and Valiante, op. cit.; Equiduct, op. cit.; Hoffmann, op. 
cit. 
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may enable a new entrant venue to compete on price in order to be assured that order will be 

routed to it.2683 

 

A comparison with conditions in US securities markets is pertinent here. As O’Hara and Ye 

demonstrate, US securities markets are characterized by both a high number of competing 

venues and a considerably lower incidence of trade-throughs that EU markets. It seems 

plausible to argue, as O’Hara and Ye do, that the combination of a consolidated data flow 

with pre- and post-trade transparency data together with a relatively strict trade-through 

prohibition have beneficial effects on market quality.2684 In essence, the detrimental effect that 

supporters of the flexible MiFID rules associate with an inflexible trade-through rule – 

namely, that orders converge on the most liquid, incumbent regulated markets – has not 

occurred in the US due to the availability of consolidated trading data. Instead, competition 

for order flow seems to have resulted in a diverse landscape of available execution venues. On 

the other hand, the flexible MiFID rule seems to have allowed brokers to continue routing 

orders to incumbent exchanges, even when this entails trading through superior quotes at 

other venues. 

 

As regards the enforceability of best execution rules, the relative degree to which statutory 

rules are enforced depends on the supervision and enforcement efforts of competent 

supervisory authorities. It is hard to establish in detail how intensive these efforts are, but one 

proxy used by Jackson and others is the resources allotted to the authorities in question.2685 

The same methodology, albeit more fine-tuned, would entail an analysis of how much 

resources the supervisory personnel dedicated to order execution rule enforcement have at 

their disposal.2686 

 
                                                 
2683 One additional factor that should be mentioned in this context is that venues may operate fee structures 
where those that execute against quotes on the venue pay a fee, while those that route an order pay a negative fee 
– essentially are paid for order flow – for providing liquidity. 
2684 O’Hara and Ye, op. cit. at 472. 
2685 See H. Jackson. Variation in the Intensity of Financial Regulation: Preliminary Evidence and Potential 
Implications. 24 Yale J. on Regulation (2007), passim; H. Jackson and M. Roe. Public and Private Enforcement 
of Securities Laws: Resource-Based Evidence. 93 J. of Financial Economics (2009), passim; John Coffee. Law 
and the Market: the Impact of Enforcement. 156 U. Penn. L. Rev. (2007), passim. 
2686 Both Jackson (2007) and Jackson and Roe (2009) find that among the countries investigated here, France 
expends less resources on securities supervision that the US, the UK and Sweden. Jackson (2007), op. cit. at 272; 
Jackson and Roe (2009, op. cit. at Table 2. In this context, it is interesting to note that the least endowed 
regulatory authority in terms of resources in Jackson and Roe’s data – the AMF – is the only of the three 
European national supervisory authorities which has actually enforced the MiFID best execution rules at the 
national level. It would lead too far to speculate on the reasons for this: suffice to say that it does not accord with 
a general presumption that the more resource-rich authority is the also the most active. 
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As regards the enforcement of other, sometimes non-statutory best execution rules (e.g. 

fiduciary duties), it is even more difficult to find a workable proxy for enforcement other than 

the obvious: cases adjudicated in court. Moreover, the responsibility for enforcing these rules 

lies with the aggrieved parties, i.e. “ordinary” investors who receive worse executions than 

they could have realized with a more active broker. However, economic theory suggests that 

it is unlikely that a single investor will sue for damages as long as the damages incurred are 

small in relation to the costs of litigation (both pecuniary costs and e.g. time expended 

litigating). For retail investors, this relation will most probably be very asymmetric in the 

sense that damages incurred will be far smaller than the costs associated with a lawsuit. Class 

actions have been mentioned as a tool for enforcing rights that improve welfare but would 

otherwise not be enforced because they are unprofitable.2687 In the US, class action standing 

regarding best execution claims has not been recognized, since the damages differ at the 

individual level; see Newton (2001),2688 Hoang,2689 and the discussion in section 5.11.6 supra. 

No best execution class actions have been adjudicated in Sweden, France or England and 

Wales. Hylton observes that “the class action device probably does not capture all of the 

potential claims that are both efficient and unprofitable”.2690 This might well be the case as 

concerns best execution. In fact, best execution may well constitute a prime example of when 

socially beneficial enforcement actions do not occur because of transaction costs (litigation 

costs) that deter investors from suing underperforming brokers. To some extent, this could 

bolster the case for a stricter regulatory duty (e.g. a trade-through prohibition instead of a duty 

to draw up and implement a best execution policy), insofar as price protection would result in 

better executions for clients who would have otherwise suffered losses, but would have 

abstained from seeking to recoup them because of the prohibitive costs associated with 

pursuing the case in court. 

 

As concerns sanctions for violations of best execution obligations, the differences between the 

US and the EU, and the implications for effective policing of infractions, also merit some 

consideration. In the US, one single federal agency is responsible for policing broker-dealers’ 

compliance with the order execution obligations set out in SEC regulations (e.g. the Display 

Rule, Dash-5, Dash-6, and the order protection rule). Pragmatically, the same body 
                                                 
2687 See e.g. see Paul H. Rubin, Third Party Financing of Litigation (Third Party Financing of Litigation 
Roundtable, Searle Ctr., Nw. Univ. Law Sch. Sept. 24-25, 2009), available at 
www.law.northwestern.edu/searlecenter/papers/Rubin-ThirdPartyFinancingLitigation.pdf. 
2688 Newton v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 259 F.3d 154 (3rd Cir. 2001). 
2689 Hoang v. E*Trade Group, Inc., 784 N.E.2d 151 (Ohio App. 8 Dist., 2003). 
2690 Keith Hylton, The Economics of Third-Party Financed Litigation, Working Paper, August 2011 at 31. 

http://www.law.northwestern.edu/searlecenter/papers/Rubin-ThirdPartyFinancingLitigation.pdf
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determines sanctions (although an administrative law judge, not officials of the SEC, is the 

first instance). In the EU, each national supervisory authority will be responsible for enforcing 

the rules. This raises, as Moloney notes, the issue of how supervisory convergence can be 

achieved. If agencies in different EU member states diverge substantially on sanctions levels, 

forum shopping may at least theoretically become an issue as firms seek the most lenient 

regime regarding order-execution obligations available among member states.2691 

 

Another aspect is the treatment of electronic trading in the applicable order execution rules. In 

the US, Regulation NMS entailed that market centers with manual order handling could be 

disregarded for the purposes of the order protection rule. This provided incentives for market 

centers to focus on automated order handling facilities instead of traditional (manual) trading 

floors.2692 In the EU, the legislator has not enacted as detailed rules on a trade-through 

prohibition. The Commission has stated that smart order routing should make links between 

venues possible, but it did not suggest that use of such techniques ought to be mandatory and 

the EU best execution rules do not mandate the use of them. In this context, it may be noted 

that the court in Newton held that the best execution duty is constantly evolving and that thus 

brokers must conform order practices to changes in technology and markets. The same 

obligation flows from FINRA Rule 5310, although it does not seem that any US broker-dealer 

has ever been sanctioned by the NASD or under federal securities laws simply for not 

maintaining state-of-the-art order execution technology (a broker has been sanctioned under 

state law, however, in the Zannini case). 

 

As concerns the perennial debate on fragmentation and consolidation, it is worthwhile to 

consider that although the US and the EU rules both seek to achieve market integration, they 

start from radically different points of departure. In the US, the idea is to enable competition 

between venues in a market environment where trading has been subject to harmonized rules 

since at least the 1930s and there is one (historically) dominant venue as well as a number of 

well-established competitors. In contrast, in the EU, competition is also lauded in principle 

but the market structure has historically been divided along member state lines with (often) 
                                                 
2691 A variety on this theme is a situation where a competent authority in one Member State has interpreted the 
MiFID obligations and the same provisions have not been applied in other Member States. If so, market 
participants in one Member State are less uncertain about how the rules will be interpreted, which may be 
positive. At the same time, they may disagree with the interpretation of the rules and, if sufficiently flexible and  
discontent, relocate some or all of their activities to another Member State. In practice, however, it seems 
unlikely that an unfavorable interpretation of the MiFID best execution provisions would in itself be enough to 
trigger such a response. 
2692 See, e.g., Gkantinis, op. cit. 
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one dominant venue in each country, sometimes with a monopoly position embraced by the 

government as well. Thus in the EU there is a relatively large number of former dominant 

exchanges that now have to compete with each other for order flow, as well as with new 

competitors, e.g. MTFs and systematic internalizers.2693 It should also be borne in mind that 

many European shares, especially in smaller companies, are only traded at one venue. Insofar 

as this situation remains, fragmentation is not an issue for these shares and inter-venue 

competition for order flow a merely theoretical possibility.  

 

One aspect that merits mention is that the MiFID best execution rules as well as SEC rules, 

the OPR and the Dash-5/6 disclosure rules among them, are regulatory rules. These 

obligations interact with bedrock agency law obligations that require best execution, but are 

themselves “mere” regulations. One important correlate of this is that the regulatory 

obligations cannot, in general, be waived. In this sense, they differ significantly from the 

agency law obligations, which are prone to being contracted away or amended through 

agreement. In effect, those order execution obligations that impose tangible duties on brokers 

and venues, and also – arguably – most affect both market quality and the terms of trade 

realized by individual investors, are not derived from the best execution obligation in agency 

law. Even if the duties that flow from agency law obligations were so broad as to be 

pragmatically unenforceable, or even unidentifiable, the regulatory obligations of disclosure 

and order protection would still impose clear and – from a normative viewpoint – desirable 

duties on brokers and venues. 

 

Another possible angle on this is that the fiduciary rules are intended to afford protection to 

the client. Considerations of market efficiency – ultimately, the welfare not only of the 

individual client but also others in similar situations – are not apposite. In contrast, regulatory 

best execution rules are often intended to achieve the twin objectives of (i) protecting 

                                                 
2693 A structural difference thus is that in the US, the legislator/regulator could at least in theory mandate a 
centralized trading structure and get away from the fragmentation risk – obliging all US securities to be traded in 
one designated venue would be radical but not completely ludicrous. In the EU, however, it would be politically 
impossible to designate one single marketplace as the venue where all trades in the EU are to be executed. 
Designating several venues (e.g. one dominant in each Member State) would only conserve or exacerbate the 
pre-MiFID fragmentation along national lines. Thus, in the EU, centralization of trading by way of regulation is 
not an alternative; in the US, it is at least an option that has been raised in the debate and has some economic 
theory going for it (see e.g. Pirrong (2002), op. cit. at 401. Another aspect of the market structure is that the US 
market is more integrated in that a vast majority of financial instruments are quoted in dollars, while EU markets 
still display a large variation in currencies with at least one major securities market – the UK – outside the euro 
zone. This would most likely render efforts to create mandatory data sets like the US Consolidated Tape and 
Consolidated Quotation System more complicated and resource-intensive. 
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investors, and (ii) improve transactional efficiency.2694 From the perspective of this 

investigation, aggregate transactional efficiency in the market trumps individual investor 

protection concerns. Thus, laws that entail more efficient functioning of markets, with 

benefits that accrue to all investors in the form of lower transaction costs, are more desirable 

than laws that protect (a number of) individual investors and provide them with benefits while 

the aggregate benefits to the collective of investors is lower or possibly even negative (due to 

higher overall transaction costs). 

 

In real-world jurisdictions, the tension between the ideal type of individual investor protection 

that is expressed in fiduciary duties and similar agency law obligations and the more 

pragmatic – and limited – protection afforded in regulatory rules is clearly visible as concerns 

payment for order flow. In several of the jurisdictions studied, case law or doctrine has stated 

that the more pragmatic regulatory rules, which tend to be more closely aligned with actual 

market practices, have precedence over fiduciary or other agency obligations that, if applied 

in a broad manner, would have rendered such activities impossible.2695 

 

One general question regarding all best execution rules, whether they flow from general 

agency law or are set out in specific legislation/regulation, is whether they are intended to 

achieve (i) the specific preferences of the individual investor concerning the execution of his 

or her order regarding price, speed and other factors, or (ii) the preferences that investors of 

the relevant category are typically held to have. Fiduciary rules often aim to achieve execution 

at the individual investor’s preferred terms, as communicated to the broker, while regulatory 

rules tend to identify default terms of execution (e.g. the best possible price) that may or may 

not be susceptible to being contracted away. 

  

Another question of some significance that raises best execution issues concerns behavior by 

brokers. Here, two distinct types of unwanted behavior can be identified: (i) situations where 

the broker executes trades in a way that ensures that the broker is enriched at the expense of 

the client, e.g. through front-running or self-entry at inferior terms, and (ii) execution that fails 

to meet the best available terms of trade, without any direct gains accruing to the broker. In 

the vernacular, the first situation concerns taking the client for a ride while the second would 

                                                 
2694 See, e.g., Section 11A (a) (1) (C) of the Securities Exchange Act and European Commission (2002), op. cit. 
at 12 f. 
2695 See section 7.5 supra. 
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be a case of “mere” shirking. Courts and competent authorities in the US, France, England 

and Sweden have established that behavior that gives the broker an advantage at the 

customer’s expense violates the broker’s agency obligations. On the other hand, courts in at 

least England and Sweden seem not to have found brokers liable for shirking in the absence of 

self-dealing. In contrast, US broker-dealers have been found in breach of their best execution 

obligations when they failed to execute client orders at prices superior to the NBBO that were 

“reasonably” available. At the state level, at least one case (Zannini) does hold that the failure 

to offer dependable services – even in the absence of self-dealing – may render brokers liable 

for suboptimal or unexecuted transactions. Interestingly, at least one French case has 

established that a broker that fails to execute a transaction in a timely manner may be held 

liable, even if the broker did not profit from the delay but rather sought to improve the 

customer’s terms of trade. 

 

In the EU, where the MiFID regime is flexible and provides brokers with (too much) 

discretion with regard to the order routing decision, lower level rules or guidelines adopted by 

national regulators or industry associations have included provisions that not only transpose 

the excessive freedom granted to brokers, but in some cases even contain rules that enable 

market inefficiencies to persist.2696 For example, a presumption that execution at the generally 

most liquid market constitutes best execution risks (i) increasing the number of trade-throughs 

as better prices at smaller venues are not taken by brokers, and in so doing (ii) perpetuating 

the dominant position of incumbent exchanges as new entrants are unable to compete 

effectively on price. 

 

Thus, in relative terms, clear and detailed obligations at the regulatory level generally seem 

better suited to have the desired impact on order execution behavior.2697 If high-level rules are 

flexible, this risks perpetuating unwanted policy outcomes in the form of e.g. shirking by 
                                                 
2696 On the virtues of the MiFID best execution regime relative to Regulation NMS, Casey and Lannoo offer a 
somewhat different reading. They argue that the flexible MiFID may seem superior in theory but also give rise to 
arbitrariness and legal uncertainty. They conclude that ”[t]he jury is still out as to which form of best execution 
will prove to be the most effective”. Jean-Pierre Casey, Karel Lannoo. The MiFID Revolution (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2009) at 209. This author, however, is confident in asserting that at least the 
specific MiDID regime as currently set out is not suitable: see section 9.3.2 supra. 
2697 In this context, reference may also be made to the findings by Warren (that an inflexible application may be 
justified as a means of decreasing aggregate transaction costs through maintenance of a consistent predictable 
standard) and Kaplow (that hard, easily interpreted rules are more suitable to govern frequently recurrent 
behavior, while standards may be better suited to handling disputed issues that occur relatively infrequently). See 
Warren, op. cit. at 580 f. and Kaplow, op. cit. at 621 ff. See also Law Commission (1992), op. cit. at 1.4 (stating 
that “[c]ustomers may benefit from clear, properly enforced regulation as much if not more than from vague, 
privately enforced fiduciary obligations”). 
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brokers and maintaining incumbent exchanges’ dominant position. This is detrimental to 

investors’ economic interests at the level of individual transactions as well as to necessary and 

healthy competition between venues for order flow. Moreover, ineffective rules may come 

with explicit costs in addition to the potential implicit costs addressed above. While the 

specific best execution regime set out in the MiFID framework does not appear to be very 

effective in terms of achieving better executions for customer orders, it does entail 

compliance costs for firms, due to the need to e.g. draw up execution policies and 

communicate them to customers. In more general terms, agency obligations per se do not 

seem to suffice either to mitigate information asymmetry – especially vis-à-vis retail clients – 

or contribute to transactional efficiency. 

 

To sum up, several alternative – and to some extent overlapping – best execution and order 

execution regimes appear feasible at least in theory. The two main real-world alternatives that 

can be contrasted are the US and the EU. The US regime entails (i) statutory best execution 

rules with a trade-through prohibition combined with (ii) inter-venue links, (iii) order 

handling rules, (iv) transparency requirements, and (v) mandatory ex post disclosure of 

execution quality. The EU solution includes (i) statutory best execution rules with (ii) order 

handling rules and (iii) transparency requirements. The EU legal regime does not include a 

trade-through prohibition, mandatory inter-venue links or – as of today – mandatory ex post 

disclosure of execution quality. 

 

When analyzing the desirability of introducing, retaining or abolishing rules, a cost/benefit 

analysis seems apposite given the stated purpose of this investigation. Moreover, empirical 

investigations provide some data and analysis to aid in this endeavor. 

 

One initial observation is that ex post disclosure rules concerning execution quality – as 

imposed on both brokers and venues – come with a relatively low cost and affect market 

participants’ order routing decisions in a manner conducive to improving market quality 

through competition. Such rules can be enacted without the need to set up a system for 

dissemination of consolidated market data. The brokers and venues are responsible for 

providing data in a harmonized reporting format. 

 

As regards price protection rules and systems for dissemination of consolidated market data, 

these rules are intimately linked, especially in that a functioning price protection regime 
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effectively presupposes that consolidated data can be disseminated. Empirical data from the 

US suggest that a fully functioning system with inter-venue links can deliver significant 

efficiency gains through the virtual consolidation of geographically diverse trading venues, 

but the creation of such a system is associated with large initial investments in, e.g., technical 

infrastructure. 

 

An agency-type best execution obligation, such as the one provided in MiFID in the EU or by 

FINRA in the US, imposes mostly administrative compliance costs on brokers. Although no 

comparable figures exist, it seems highly probable that these costs are far less than the costs 

associated with setting up a market system like the one discussed just supra. On the other 

hand, it seems quite difficult to discern any benefits accruing from the agency-type rules, 

especially the MiFID rules; there is a non-negligible risk that they allow (i) brokers to persist 

in, e.g., trading through superior quotations, and (ii) incumbent venues to retain their 

dominant position against new, competitive entrants to the market. The benefits of the rules 

are hard to see while the administrative costs are obvious and the risk that market quality is 

negatively affected (e.g., through a higher incidence of trade-throughs) cannot be discounted. 

 

The choice between different or complementary rules in real-world market environments 

depends on the pre-existing legal and technical structures. In the US, the investments 

associated with the creation of a system for dissemination of market data (the NMS) have 

already been made. This is not the case in the EU. Judging from the empirical literature on 

market quality, the potential for improvement as regards transactional efficiency seems 

significantly higher in EU markets than in the US. The last part of this analysis will therefore 

focus on policy choices in an EU context, where the preferable policy options are two 

opposites that reflect different appraisals of the costs associated with mandatory data 

networks and linkages between venues. 

 

First of all, it would in any case not seem advisable to maintain the status quo, i.e., a 

suboptimal best execution rule combined with a lack of consolidated data and disclosure of 

execution quality.  
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One alternative would be to do away with the best execution rules in MiFID and introduce 

execution quality disclosure requirements instead.2698 One implication of this alternative 

would be that there would be no requirement for venues to be linked. US evidence suggests 

that ex post disclosure obligations regarding execution quality (imposed on brokers and/or 

venues) is a workable tool for improving execution quality and strengthening market 

discipline for those that deliver inferior execution quality to their clients. A difficult issue in 

this context is whether the market discipline imposed through disclosure would be sufficient 

to counteract the bias towards routing orders to the incumbent exchange: Foucault and 

Menkveld demonstrate how this bias may persist in an environment where only a small 

fraction of brokers use smart order-routing technology.2699 One complementary measure could 

therefore be to introduce a requirement on brokers to use smart order routing technology in 

order to further strengthen the competitive mechanism and counteract any tendencies to 

default routing to incumbent venues. It is even possible that the mere threat of introducing 

such a requirement could act as an impetus for a critical mass of brokers to adapt this 

technology.2700 

 

Another, much more intrusive, option would be to mandate links between venues and then 

mandate limit order protection, either the EBBO/Market BBO’s at venues or even depth of 

book. An alternative, which would be more closely aligned with how agency duties apply, 

would be to require brokers instead of venues to ensure price protection.2701 This would 

further best execution in practice through protection against trade-through.2702 In view of the 

arguments advanced by Hendershott and Jones, Stoll and others, it would seem advisable to 

refrain from mandating a specific publicly operated linkage like the heavily criticized ITS in 

the US. Instead, it would be preferable to introduce a clear prohibition against trade-throughs 

and then leave it to the regulated entities – the venues and/or the brokers – to establish the 

linkages that are needed to comply with the rule. In this scenario, the regulator draws up the 

                                                 
2698 Execution quality disclosure requirements operate independently from pre- and post-trade transparency 
requirements, as well as from order display requirements. For the purposes of the present discussion, the 
question whether pre- and post-trade transparency requirements as well as order display obligations should be 
retained or not is not of central importance. While it could be argued that transparency requirements as well as 
limit order display obligations contribute significantly to price formation, and that this function could be 
negatively affected if these disclosure obligations were abolished, this issue is beyond the scope of this 
investigation. 
2699 Foucault and Menkveld, op. cit. at 149. 
2700 This issue is discussed in somewhat more detail infra. 
2701 For example through the use of smart order routing technology. 
2702 If this route is chosen, it would seem preferable to introduce identical rules – in the sense of according the 
same types of quotes protection from trade-through – in the US and the EU. 
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obligation but the regulated entities decide on the precise modalities for complying with it, 

subject to supervision and – in cases of non-compliance – sanctions from the relevant 

authority. 

 

It should be emphasized here that the relative attractiveness of this policy option decreases 

when (i) a smaller fraction of the total order flow originates from retail investors, and (ii) a 

larger fraction of the total order flow originates from either professional investors or DMA 

traders, provided that the latter’s transactions are legally considered not to be agency 

transactions. In a market dominated by professional investors, it is conceivable that only a 

smaller part of the order flow will be focused primarily on receiving the best price. In such a 

market, the protection afforded by the bright-line obligations tied to, e.g., price would be less 

important than the fiduciary/agency duty to execute larger and more complex orders in the 

best possible manner.2703 In a market where large orders or non-agency transactions dominate, 

the costs associated with introducing a price protection rule and the associated technological 

infrastructure may not be justified since one of the main rationales for the rule – mitigation of 

information asymmetries – is inapposite in the context of non-agency transactions. 

 

In any case, introducing a trade-through prohibition without having consolidated data on 

quotes and transactions available for market participants would most probably have very 

limited if any effects on market quality. In order for a trade-through prohibition to function 

well, it is necessary that end investors have access to consolidated market data so that they are 

able to detect trade-throughs easily, without having to expend substantial resources in 

reconstructing market conditions at the time when their orders were executed. Thus, 

introduction of a trade-through prohibition should be accompanied by the – potentially very 

resource-intensive – creation of a system to gather and publish consolidated market data.2704 

 

                                                 
2703 In economic terms, the losses imposed because of suboptimal executions as a result of large orders being 
executed under a price protection regime would be more significant in a market where investors who submit 
large orders are relatively more active. Moreover, the information asymmetries that render agency/fiduciary 
duties less effective would arguably not be as pronounced in this market context. 
2704 In this, the trade-through prohibition and the consolidated data structure differ from disclosure obligations 
along the lines of SEC’s Dash-5 and Dash-6 regulations. The latter merely provide ex post reports on execution 
quality and routing decisions. They do not provide enough information for an individual investor to reconstruct 
how market conditions were when his or her order was executed. At the same time, even such disclosure 
obligations require some type of dataset from which to calculate relevant indicators, e.g. realized spread, 
execution speed et cetera. Thus, the existence of detailed and comprehensive, preferably consolidated, market 
data seems to be highly important for any efforts to ascertain the quality of execution actually offered by 
intermediaries. 
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Thus, in this analysis, what it comes down to in the end is whether it is preferable to stick to 

detailed ex post disclosure rules on execution quality, combined with market pressure and 

possibly an obligation for brokers to use smart order routing technology, or to opt for a far 

more complex system that involves mandatory reporting of real-time data on quotes, prices 

and related information combined with price protection and – possibly – mandatory links 

between venues. If one argues that the latter solution would entail efficiency gains – and there 

is some recent empirical evidence to support this, especially in the US context – the question 

becomes: are these gains large to offset the costs for creating an intricate structure for 

collecting and disseminating data, linking venues and enforce price protection in a potentially 

very large and sprawling network of trading venues?2705 

 

It could be argued that US markets differ so much from EU markets that a solution of this 

kind is inconceivable in the European context; that the costs incurred in creating such a 

structure for all relevant venues in the EU would not be matched by the efficiency gains. 

However, the current regime appears to be highly unsatisfactory if one wants order execution 

rules to contribute to increased transactional efficiency. The creation of a more complex and 

integrated network of venues would move EU markets closer to US markets, in terms of 

market structure. 

 

One option, if the costs of imposing links through regulation are considered too high, would 

be to try to coax market participants into creating such links voluntarily – effectively, this 

would entail more or less veiled threats from the legislator that mandatory requirements to 

create links will be introduced if links do not come about through competitive pressure.2706 In 

the most optimistic analysis, a threat would spur especially brokers to adopt smart order 

routing technology “under the gun”. Once a critical mass of market participants use such 

technology, the positive network externalities of using smart order routing would conceivably 

improve the transactional efficiency of markets, e.g., through a reduction in the incidence of 

trade-throughs.2707 

 

                                                 
2705 To the extent that these costs are borne by venues, the increased cost for operating a venue may deter 
newcomers from entering the market. If so, the losses caused by the decreased competition in the marker must 
also be factored in. 
2706 This idea is discussed by Battalio et al. Battalio et al. (2004), op. cit. at 961. 
2707 However, once again it must be reiterated that the benefits of a linked-up market environment increase the 
more market data is available to market participants; the opportunities to route orders to the best venue increase 
as data from more venues becomes available. 
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The choice between these two hypothetical options would also entail a choice whether to 

effectively adopt the US model of securities market regulation as it has been developed since 

1975, or whether to opt for a less intrusive regulatory solution. The solution sketched just 

supra would to a large extent build on the National Market System. If the European legislator 

were to opt instead for the first alternative – reliance on ex post disclosure and market 

discipline enforced through competition2708 – this in turn would entail that different regulatory 

philosophies would prevail on the different sides of the Atlantic: highly detailed regulation of 

markets on one side and a combination of disclosure and deterrence mechanisms on the other 

side. If so, the legal environments for securities trading would be distinctly different in the US 

and the EU. 

 

Having said all this, it seems fitting to conclude this analysis with a historical reflection on the 

interaction between regulatory rules and market structure. The NMS was created in a situation 

where US markets were on the cusp of more integration, and possibly fragmentation: the 

dominance of the NYSE had just been curbed through e.g. the abolition of share trading 

restrictions and the NASDAQ had recently emerged as a competitor to the NYSE and the 

regional exchanges.2709 In this situation, Congress mandated a new, centralized structure in 

which competition between these venues was to play out. In so doing, Congress emphasized 

the need for creating effective mechanisms to ensure an unhindered flow of orders so as to 

facilitate best execution. Judging by empirical data, the NMS in its present guise – with 

consolidation of pre- and post-trade market data as well as price protection – has resulted in 

the virtual integration of the numerous US trading venues into one functioning system.2710  

 

Some 30 years after the creation of the NMS, the EU co-legislators adopted MiFID in a 

situation where incumbent exchanges in Member States had begun to feel competition from 

alternative venues. The directive entailed an end to the monopoly in some large Member 

States of incumbent national stock exchanges, and provided an impetus for the smaller new 

entrants which had already made inroads into EU markets. However, the European co-

legislators did not opt for a comprehensive centralization of handling of real-time market data 

or mandated links between European trading venues, although the idea of a European Market 

System had been discussed already at a much earlier stage in market integration. Instead, best 
                                                 
2708 In a negative but highly probable scenario, the EU regime would also include rules akin to the current best 
execution rules. 
2709 Seligman, op. cit. at 486 ff. 
2710 O’Hara and Ye, op. cit., passim. 
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execution rules were chosen as the tool to ensure that orders flowed to the most competitive 

venue. However, the MiFID best execution rules have not been designed in a manner that 

achieves this end. The rules mimic agency law obligations: they focus on the relationship 

between broker and client and employs relatively timid requirements that are intended to 

mitigate information asymmetry. It is perhaps not feasible to set out more far-reaching rules, 

such as price protection rules that would increase the possibility for new entrants to establish 

themselves by competing on price, in the absence of mandated market linkages and 

consolidation of market data. However, unless changes in this direction are made, it is 

unlikely that integration will proceed and that virtual integration of markets as in the US can 

be achieved. Instead, fragmentation of markets will conceivably persist, especially if best 

execution rules are interpreted in a manner that is advantageous to established, incumbent 

markets. If the current regulatory set-up is retained, integration might still be achieved 

through competitive pressure; however, it seems very unlikely that the MiFID order execution 

rules will contribute in any meaningful way to such an outcome. 
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